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Abstract 
The principle of tazkryat al-nafs is central to Islam but despite this, relatively 
little work has been written, if compared to the vast volumes devoted to Islamic 
jurisprudence (f qh) or Prophetic narration (hadlth). In addition to this, much of what 
has been written has been within the general precepts of what is now termed tacawwuf, 
or Sufism and much of this work has been concerned with the post-Ghazzäli period. 
Despite this, many works had been written and indeed, the concept of tazkiyat 
al-nafs had been developed prior to the advent of al-Ghazzäli. One of the most 
influential scholars in the pre-Ghazzäli period within this field was the second/eighth 
century Muslim scholar Abu- cAbd Allah al-Härith b. Asad al-Mubasibi, who was born in 
Basra around 165/782 but later resided in Baghdad, albeit a period of exile in Küfa, until 
his death in 243/857. Al-Mubasibi was also known for his skills in many disciplines, 
including the Qur'an, Prophetic narration (hadith) and scholastic theology (`Ilm al- 
kaläm) but it is for his mastery in the field of Islamic spirituality and moral psychology 
for which he is remembered. 
Regardless of his favourable notoriety he was not without criticism, being 
repudiated by Imam Ahmad b. Ijanbal (d. 242/856) for his "unorthodox" views and 
reviled by Ahmad's subsequent followers Abu- Zur`a al-Räzi (d. 264/878), Ibn al-Jawzi 
(d. 297/910) and cAbd al-Rahim cIragi (d. 806/1403). Despite this, he was a prolific 
writer, reportedly authoring more than two hundred works, the most famous of which is 
perhaps Kltäb a1-Ri'äya 11 Hugrlq A11äh. 
It was this latter, monumental work which drew the attention of the West in the 
form of the highly respected researcher Margaret Smith (d. 1970), who was the first 
European scholar to seriously address the life and works of this great exponent of 
tazkiya. This is not to say that al-Muhäsibi has been exhausted as an area of research 
however, as many of his works have been preserved and indeed, have been published, 
edited and annotated since the pioneering work of Smith. 
Thus, this research comprises: 
a) An examination of the linguistic and terminological usage of the terms tazki a and al- 
nafs to determine an accurate understanding of these concepts within the framework of 
Islam. 
b) An extensive study of the historical period in which al-Muhäsibi lived, to assess the 
extent to which the political, social and economic factors played a part in his life and 
work. 
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c) An extensive survey of the available biographical and historical sources, to produce an 
accurate and comprehensive account of this unique and extraordinary scholar's life. 
d) An assessment of al-Muhäsibi's works and an exposition of the author's 
understanding and methodology regarding the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs. 
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A Note on Transliteration 
Arabic English Arabic English 
a d 
b t 
t .ýz 
t12 
j gh 
h f 
k q 
d k 
dh J1 
r m 
z n 
s _h 
sh w 
ý° :s ýs y 
is denoted by ' when not at the beginning of a word. 
is denoted by a, except in id/ fa constructions where it will be denoted by t. 
Short Vowels : 
- is denoted by a - is denoted by i 
} 
is denoted by u 
Long Vowels: 
L- / are denoted by a is denoted by I 
Dlpthongs: 
ý- is denoted by ay j-- is denoted by aw 
is denoted by the doubling of the letter. 
P 
_- is denoted by ü 
The definite article Jý is denoted al- in all cases except when it follows an inseparable 
preposition or construction, in which case it will be denoted '1-. 
The divine name (lufz al jalläla) will be transliterated as `Allah' in all cases. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The principle of tazkiyat al-nafs is central to Islam but despite this, relatively little work has 
been written, if compared to the vast volumes devoted to Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) or 
Prophetic narration (hadth). In addition to this, much of what has been written has been 
within the general precepts of what is now termed tasawwuf, or Sufism and much of this 
work has been concerned with the post-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111) period. 
Despite this, many works had been written and indeed, the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs had 
been developed prior to the advent of al-Ghazzäli. One of the most influential scholars in 
the pre-Ghazzäli period within this field was the second century Islamic scholar Abu- cAbd 
Allah al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi, who was born in Basra around 165/782 but later 
resided in Baghdad, albeit with a period of exile in Küfa, until his death in 243/857. Al- 
Mubasibi was also known for his skills in many disciplines, including the Qur'an, Prophetic 
narration (hadth) and scholastic theology (dim al-kaläm) but it is for his mastery in the 
field of Islamic spirituality and moral psychology that he is remembered. 
Regardless of his favourable notoriety he was not without criticism, being repudiated by 
Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 242/856) for his "unorthodox" views and reviled by Ahmad's 
subsequent followers Abü Zurca al-Räzi (d. 264/878), Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 297/910) and cAbd 
al-Rahim cIragi (d. 806/1403). Despite this, he was a prolific writer, reportedly authoring 
more than two hundred works, the most famous of which is perhaps Kitäb al-RlPäya 11 
Huquq Allah. 
It was this latter, monumental work which drew the attention of the West in the form of 
the highly respected researcher Margaret Smith (d. 1970), who was the first European 
scholar to address the life and works of this great exponent of tazklya in depth. This is not 
to say that al-Muhäsibi has been exhausted as an area of research however, as many of his 
works have been preserved and indeed, have been published, edited and annotated, since 
the pioneering work of Smith. 
Thus, this research comprises an examination of the linguistic and terminological usage of 
the terms tazklya and al-nafs to determine an accurate understanding of these concepts. In 
addition, it will provide an extensive survey of the available biographical and historical 
sources, to produce an accurate and comprehensive account of this unique and 
extraordinary scholar's life, including a study of the historical period in which al-Muhäsibi 
lived, to assess the extent to which the political, social and economic factors played a part in 
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his life and work. Due to the large number of works produced by this prolific author and 
their importance, the final part of this thesis will be concerned with an assessment of al- 
Mubasibi's works to determine the writer's understanding and methodology regarding the 
concept of tazkiyat al-nafs. 
This being the case, before we start it requires that several basic principles be clarified; this 
in turn therefore, requires that a brief background or overview be presented, to supply a 
foundation for the following chapters, which will contain various discussions, historical and 
methodological, perhaps unfamiliar to the majority. Thus, the aim and purpose of this 
introduction is to provide the reader with an outline of the research previously carried out 
in this field, so as to acquaint them with the depth of scholarship regarding al-Mubasibi 
and tazklya, as well as to define the scope of the present work. Secondly, it is our purpose 
here to define and clarify the methodology to be used during the present work so that the 
reader is aware of the methods being employed by the researcher. Thirdly, since this area of 
research is concerned primarily with what is commonly termed `spirituality' or `mysticism', a 
section has been included regarding the terminology of each of these terms, so that when 
they are used, the reader is familiar with their meaning and context. Finally, the intrinsic 
link between the current area of research and what is termed Sufism or tasawwuf, requires 
that a brief overview of this discipline be included as to familiarise the reader with the 
overall context of Islamic spirituality/mysticism. 
1.1 Literature Review 
Any piece of research requires that it clarifies its position with regard to the work carried 
out previously and in this sense the present thesis is no exception. Therefore, it is the 
purpose of this section to survey the current body of literature available, regarding the topic 
in question. However, as it is clear from the title of the thesis, the present work covers two 
main areas, i. e. that of tazkiyat al-nafs and secondly, that of al-Harith al-Muhäsibi. Thus, 
each one of these areas will be treated separately, to examine the work carried out in each 
field. 
1.1.1 Literature Regarding Tazki at al-Nafs 
Classical literature regarding this topic as a separate discipline is extremely limited but 
nevertheless there are a variety of contemporary works that exist and that include tazklyat 
al-nafs in their titles. These include: 
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a) AI-Mustakhlas Tazklyat al Anfus by Said Hawwä (4t'' edition, Cairo, Dar al-Islam, 
1988). This is one of the most comprehensive works on the subject of tazklyat al-nafs and 
begins with the various ways through which the soul may be purified that can be placed 
under the umbrella term of `Islamic beliefs and practices', since they not only include 
physical acts of worship such as prayer (al-salät) but also, metaphysical aspects such as 
knowledge of the ailments of the heart and their cure. The discussion also encompasses the 
faults and ailments of the soul such as ostentation (a1-rlyä') and arrogance (al-kibr) and the 
importance of cleansing the soul of such qualities. The opposing scenario in terms of 
positive moral and ethical qulaities that need to be nurtured, such as patience (al-sabr) and 
gratitude (al-shukr) is also examined, as well as the importance of emulating both the 
attributes of Allah and the characteristics of his Prophet. Finally, the fruits of tazkiya are 
also expounded and can be summarised as being the eradication of every blameworthy 
quality of the human being. Thus, Uawwa's work is extremely thorough and as such is 
exstremely important within the context of tazklyat al-nafs 
b) Manhaj al-Is1äm fl Tazkiyat al-Nafs by cUmar Sulaymän al-Ashqar, (Amman, Dar al- 
Nafä'is, 1992). This very short treatise begins by stressing the importance of the subject 
matter in that it is only through a process of tazkiya that the human soul will remain 
`healthy', which has an ultimate effect on its fate in the hereafter. Al-Ashqar subsequently 
defines tazkiya linguistically and terminologically and also discusses the importance of 
purification for the heart. In the second half of the treatise the author examines the Islamic 
methodology regarding purification of the soul, stressing the importance of true faith in 
Islamic monotheism (al-tawhld), knowledge (al-`ilm), remembrance (al-dhikr), and 
repentance (al-tawba). As such this work is representative of a `practical' approach to 
tazkiya, being well written and concise. 
c) Tazklyat al-Nafs by Sacd b. Muhammad al-Takhis (Riyadh, Där a1-Samici, 1992). This 
short, contemporary work begins with an introduction to contextualise the subject matter 
and continues with an appraisal of the various Quranic verses dealing with tazkiya and the 
commentaries of Muslim exegetes concerning them. Subsequently, a discussion of the 
ailments and faults of the soul is provided along with an exposition of the three types of 
soul alluded to in the Qur'an. ' A1-Takhis continues by examining various ways in which the 
soul may be purified, including perfecting acts of worship (Ihsän al-`Ibäda), reciting the 
Qur'an (al-tlläwa), Allah's remembrance (al-dhikr) and reflecting upon the lives and 
' For a discussion of these see chapter two, section 2.2.2.2 below. 
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statements of the pious predecessors (al-salaf a1-sällh). The final section of the book is 
devoted to the method and means of taking the soul to account (muhäsabat al-nafs) and 
thus, this work also suggests a `practical' approach to tazkiya within an `orthodox' 
framework. 
d) Ma'ällm 11 '1-Sulük wa Tazkiyat al-Nufüs by cAbd al-cAziz Al cAbd al-Latif, (Riyadh, Dar 
al-Watan, 1993). This work, as the title would suggest, deals with a variety of moral and 
ethical issues from the Islamic perspective before examining the importance of tazklyat a]- 
nafs half way through the book. Al cAbd al-Latif, in approaching this subject relies on 
quoting from classical Islamic scholarship as represented by al-Qurtubi (d. 671/1273), Ibn 
Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) and especially, Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350) to 
present an `orthodox' representation of the subject matter. Although this work is limited in 
its dealing with tazkiyat al-nafs, it is well informed, concise and well written, the quotes in 
particular, being useful. 
e) Tazkiyat al-Nafs (Riyadh, Dar al-Muslim, 1994). This book in fact is not a new work and 
indeed is little more than a new edition of the section by shaykh al-Islam Ahmad b. cAbd al- 
Hal-im Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) discussing this topic extracted from his Majmu at al- 
Fatäwä, being edited by Muhammad b. Said al-Qahtäni. Al-Qahtäni for his part has 
provided an introduction regarding Ibn Taymiyya and also provides a brief section 
regarding tazklyat al-nafs to contextualise the treatise of the aforementioned scholar, as well 
as producing the usual annotation typical of an edited text. As for Ibn Taymiyya himself, he 
begins by discussing the various verses mentioning the terms related to tazkiya and provides 
the views of the early Muslim exegetes regarding their meaning as well as supplying his 
own opinions. Regarding purification of the soul, he concentrates his discussion around the 
importance of pure faith in Islamic monotheism (al-tawhj-d), as well as complying with 
every legally binding command and every injunction forbidding an act. It is this very 
pragmatic approach that seems to have influenced many of the contemporary scholars 
mentioned here to adopt a very `practical' methodology to tazkiya. 
0 Tazklyat al-Nafs wa Mu`älajat al kat by cAbd Allah b. Muhammad al-Yüsuf (Riyadh, Dar 
al-cAsima, 1996). After a brief introduction al-Yüsuf begins this work by providing an 
interesting discussion regarding the three types of nafs alluded to in the Qur'an and 
continues by examining how the soul may be taken to account (muhäsabat al-nafs). The 
next chapter concerns the various moral and ethical qualities of the nafs and the duality of 
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these qualities and their opposites. ' The final part of the book discusses how the soul may 
be trained through various forms of worship such as remembrance (al-dhlkr), prayer (al- 
sa1 t), fasting (al-sawm) and giving charity (al-sadaqa). Thus, this small treatise also 
suggests a `practical' approach to the purification of the soul and in this sense is not `ground 
breaking' but nevertheless al-Yüsuf's discussion of the duality of the qualities of the nafs is 
extremely useful. 
g) Manhaj al-Islam Ii Tazkiyat al-Nafs by Anas Karzün (2 vols., Beirut, Dar Ibn Hazm, 
1997). This work spanning two volumes is the published version of the author's PhD thesis 
awarded by Umm al-Qura University in Mecca and as such is a thorough, academic and 
extensive survey of tazkiyat al-nafs in the Islamic context. The study begins with definitions 
of both tazkiya and nafs and focuses on the nafs, its relationship with the intellect (al-`agl) 
and the heart (al-galb), the duality of its qualities and the three types of nafs alluded to in 
the Qur'an. The concept of the soul is further examined in the light of the views of the 
philosophers and modern psychology before being examined in the light of religions other 
than Islam such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism and Christianity. Karziin then turns his 
attention back to the Islamic perspective by first examining the creedal basis for the process 
of tazkiya in Islam before examining the now familiar `practical' approach, which includes 
the `physical' acts of worship such as prayer (al-salät), fasting (al-sawm) but also more 
esoteric methods of training the soul such as taking it to account (muhäsabat al-nafs) and 
striving against its desires (mujähadat al-nafs). The next major section discusses the 
ailments of the soul such as arrogance (al-kibr) and hindrances to the realisation of tazklya 
such as the effect of Satan (al-Shaytän) on the soul, as well as how to overcome these 
impediments. The final section of this work examines the fruits of implementing the Islamic 
concept of tazkiyat al-nafs, which may be summarised very simply as happiness in this life 
and in the hereafter. The value of this work cannot be underestimated due to its 
comprehensive nature and academic style and as such it remains one of the most important 
works in this field of study. 
h) Tazkiyat al-Nufils collected and arranged by Ahmad Fand (Alexandria, Dar al-`Agida li 
' 1-Turäth, 1998), which contains many of the subjects discussed as stations (magämät) that 
we would expect to find within the classical works of the tasawwuf genre, including 
sincerity (Ikhläs), intention (nlya), the heart (al-galb), seeking forgiveness (lstlghfar), 
gratitude (shukr), contentment (rldä'), hope (rajä'), as well as many others. The content of 
2 For a discussion of these see chapter two, section 2.2.2.1 below. 
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the book however, has been extracted from the works of other eminent scholars such as 
Abu- Hamid al-Ghazäli (d. 505/1111), Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350) and Ibn 
Rajab al-Hanbali (d. 795/1393) and seems to be an attempt to produce a book dealing with 
tasawwufissues but presenting them via the works of the scholars of the `salaf. Thus, this 
book attempts to present the subject of tazkiyat al-nafs in the light of the above-mentioned 
scholars and so we find many quotes from the Qur'an, lhadth and the first three generations 
of Muslims, as well as those who followed their methodology. ' 
i) Tazkiyat al-Nafs by Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Abü Faris, (`Amman, Dar al-Furgän, 
2000). This work is yet another of those that propose a practical approach and in fact the 
whole book is dedicated to this purpose. After a brief but useful introduction Abu- Faris 
begins his exposition by first providing an in depth discussion of the concept of sincerity (a]- 
ikhläs) before examining more familiar acts of worship in this genre such as reciting the 
Qur'an (al-tlläwa), remembrance (al-dhlkr) and prayer (al-salät), as well as also discussing 
the subjects more familiar to the apologetic Sufi literature such as abstinence (al-zuha), 
humility (al-tawä(lu) and forbearance (al-helm). Although Abu- Faris appears to have said 
nothing new, his work is filled with examples and he has provided a series of counsels and 
advice at the end of every section, which makes his work somewhat unique. 
j) Self Purification and Development by Amin Ahsan Islahi (Delhi, Adam Publishers, 
2000). 5 This work is one of the few works in English concerned with this subject area and 
3 This term is used to indicate the trend towards following the so-called `salaf al-sälilj (lit. `the Pious 
Predecessors) who were the group of people deemed to be intended by the Prophetic statement, "The best of 
generations is my generation, then the one that follows it, then the one that follows it. " See al-Bukhäri (d. 
256/870), Muhammad b. Ismacil, Sahib al-Bukhäri (Riyadh, Dar al-Saläm, 1999) p. 612 and Muslim (d. 
261/875), Muslim b. al-Hajjäj al-Qushayri, Sahib Muslim, edited by Muhammad Fu'äd cAbd al-Bägi (15t 
edition, Riyadh, Dar al-Saläm, 1998) p. 1110-1. Thus, these first three generations, i. e. the Companions (al- 
sahäba), the Successors (al-täbi'üJn) and the Successor's Successors (atbäc al-täbici n) were known as the `salaf 
al-sälih' or `the Pious Predecessors. ' There has been a tradition amongst classical Islamic scholarship, 
represented by the scholars mentioned above, to refer to these three earliest generations with regard to the 
understanding of Islam in its every aspect. On this basis a movement known as, `the Salafi Movement' (al- 
da`wa al-salafiyya) was seemingly established by Muhammad `Abdu (d. 1322/1905) and his student 
Muhammad Rashid Ridä (d. 1353/1935) in Egypt, in the late nineteenth/early twentieth centuries, to revive 
the teachings of the first three generations and those who followed in their footsteps. This movement has 
often been confused with and deemed an extension of the Wahhabi movement, originated by Muhammad b. 
'Abd al-Wahhäb (d. 1206/1792) in Saudi Arabia, aimed at reviving the conservative Uanbali tradition and 
eradicating innovation (bid'a) in Islam. See Hinnels, John (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions (London, 
Penguin, 1995) p. 554 and Sirriyeh, Elizabeth, Sufis and Anti-Sufis - the Defence, Rethinking and Rejection of 
Sufism in the Modern World (Richmond, Curzon, 1999), pp. 86-111. 
4 This is interesting enough in itself as an attempt to bridge the gap between the so-called "Sufis" and the so- 
called `Salafis', who have been the traditional adversaries of one another. See Sirriyeh, Sufis and Anti-Sufis, 
pp. 86-111. 
5 This appears to have been one of Islahi's works that have been translated from Urdu, the original being 
entitled Tazkiyah-i-Nafs and being the product of his lectures on the subject in the early 1950s. This 
culminated in a two volume work, part I of the book being published in 1957, while the second part was 
completed in 1989 and published in 1992. It is also worth noting that the original work was first translated 
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although the author considers the main object of tazkiya to be the human soul (al-nafs)6, he 
devotes much of this work to other aspects of tazklya also. These other aspects revolve 
around a `practical' approach and thus, concentrate on the purification of knowledge and 
action, where the author focuses his attention on the practical duties of Islam embodied in 
the `five pillars' namely: prayer (al-salät), fasting (al-sawm), zakät and pilgrimage (a1-hajý). 
Although only the first two chapters specifically concern the study area of the current 
thesis, this work is nevertheless a useful addition to the literature concerning tazkiya, 
especially in terms of western languages. 
k) Purification of the Soul - Concept, Process and Means by Jamaal al-Din Zarabozo 
(Denver, Al-Basheer Publications, 2002). This work was published during the course of the 
research and as such, was an interesting and welcome addition to the literature on tazkiya, 
particularly in a western language. The book begins by examining the concept of nurturing 
the soul in religions other than Islam and includes discussion of Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Judaism and Christianity, as well as modern psychology. The author then discusses the 
concept of tazkiya and nafs in Islam, summarising by providing a `shari`ä definition of the 
compound term tazklyat al-nafs. Having provided the reader with a working definition, the 
importance and goal of the purification is then examined and is followed subsequently by a 
discussion of the process of purification, which posits a `practical' approach denoted by a 
concentration on faith and action. The work is concluded by a comparison of the `Sunni' 
and `Sufi' methods of purification and the benefits of adopting the former approach. From 
the contents alone, this work bears a great resemblance to that of Karzün, is written in a 
semi-academic style and from a specific standpoint - that of strict, `orthodox', Sunni Islam, 
indicative of the Salafi denomination. 
1) Purification of the Soul (Tazkiat al-Nafs) by Azra Nasim Farooqui. I found a reference to 
this work at the following website: http: //islamicbookstore. com/cgi- 
bin/showboo... /purification_of_the_soul. jpg&description, but have been unable to locate it 
since. 
into English with the title How to Attain True Piety and Righteousness in Islam; this clearly being a 
translation of the first part of Islahi's work and which was subsequently re-pulished with the title quoted here. 
See Mir, Mustansir, Coherence in the Qur'an: A study of Islähi's Concept of Nazm in Tadabbur-i Qur'än 
(Indianapolis, American Trust Publications, 1986); Islahi, Amin Ahsan, How to Attain True Piety and 
Righteousness in Islam (Kuwait, Islamic Book Publishers, 1982) and http: //www. amin-ahsan-islahi. org/? =8, 
"Brief Introduction to the Major Works of Islahi". 
6 See Islahi, Amin Ahsan, Self Purification and Development (Delhi, Adam Publishers, 2000) pp. 24-5 and 
chapter two, section 2.2.3 below. 
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m) Al-Rüh by Muhammad b. Abü Bakr b. Ayyüb [Ibn al-Qayyim] al-Jawziyya (d. 
751/1350), edited by Muhammad cAli al-Qutb and Wal-id al-Dhikrä (Beirut, al-Maktaba al- 
cAsriyya, 2000). This work requires little introduction due to the fact that it is one of the 
most extensive and in-depth descriptions of the human soul in classical Islamic literature. 
Although it does not deal with tazkiya directly, it does provide essential information 
regarding the soul from the Islamic perspective and as such, will be a major source in 
chapter two. 
n) Al Akhläq al-Islämryya wa Ususuhä by cAbd al-Rahmän Hasan Habanaka al-Maydäni 
(5th edition, 2 vols., Damascus, Dar al-Qalam, 1999). Similarly, although this work also does 
not technically fall within the realms of tazklyat al-nafs, the subject matter of the work is 
intrnsically linked as it deals with the ethical and moral teachings of Islam. The work itself 
consists of two large volumes and as such, provides an extensive and in-depth survey of the 
Islamic tradition, which could not be done justice via a brief resume here. The most 
important aspect of this however with regard to the current study is al-Maydäni's exposition 
of the nafs, which is unique and this being the case will be relied upon in chapter two. 
1.1.2 Literature Regarding Tasawwuf 
Due to the closely related nature of the terms tazkiyat al-nafs and tasawwuf it also means 
that we must consider works written under this broad heading also. ' This being the case, as 
might be expected, when considering the term tasawwuf we find a broad mosaic of 
literature from the earliest period to the present day, in several languages and from every 
possible perspective. As such, it is almost impossible to present a comprehensive list of 
tasawwuf works here and therefore, only a few sources will be mentioned, due to their 
importance to the present research. ' 
a) AI-Tacarrufli Madhhab AN a1-Tasawwufby Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Ishäq al-Kaläbädhi 
(d. 380/990), edited by Ahmad Shams al-Din (Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-iIlmiyya, 1993). This 
work, which is typical of the apologetic Sufi genre is important for several reasons; firstly, 
due to its comprehensive nature, as it covers many areas essential in introducing this 
discipline and those involved in it. It begins by explaining the reasons why Sufis were 
named as such, their opinions regarding faith (Imän), their opinions regarding internal 
aspects of Islam such as gratitude (shukr) and annihilation (fanä') and also their practices, 
' At this stage both terms will be considered synonyms, until the term tazkiyat al-nafs is discussed in chapter 
two, where the distinction will become clear. 
8 The reader is advised to consult the bibliography for a more detailed treatment of tasawwufworks. 
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such as listening to spiritual audience (sama) and remembrance (dhikr). The second major 
reason is that this book is one of the earliest of its type to deal with this subject and thus, it 
clearly illustrates that by the 4`''/10`'' century, Sufis were clearly established and had clearly 
established practices. ' 
b) I ilyat al Awllyä by Ahmad b. cAbd Alläh b. Ishäq [Abü Nucaym] al-Asfahäni (d. 
430/1039), edited by Said Sacd al-Din al-Iskandari (10 vols., Beirut, Dar Ihyac al-Turäth al- 
Arabi, 2001). Perhaps the most comprehensive collection of biographical literature, Abü 
Nu`aym's Hilya comprises the biographies and sayings of 689 pious individuals whom he 
considered Sufis or their direct predecessors and as such, remains one of Sufism's greatest 
claims to orthodoxy due to its narration-based, transmission style. This is further enhanced 
by the fact that his survey begins with the four `Rightly Guided Caliphs', continues with the 
Companion generation and proceeds with the subsequent generations until the end of the 
3`a/9`h century. Due to its comprehensive nature Abu- Nucaym's ff lya not only provides an 
early view of spiritual life in the Muslim community but also provides a window upon the 
early personalities and their teachings and in this sense is an invaluable resource for the 
study of Islamic mysticism. It is also worth noting here that this work has been abridged by 
Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597/1201) due to discrepancies he considered present in the original and is 
entitled %at al-Safwa, which is an equally useful reference work due to its more concise 
nature. '° 
c) AI-Risäla al-Qushayrlyya by Abu- al-Qasim cAbd al-Karim b. Hüzän b. cAbd al-Malik b. 
Talbah al-Qushayri (d. 465/1072), edited by Ma`rüf Mustafa Zurayq (Beirut, al-Maktaba al- 
cAsriyya, 2001). This work is important because it is considered a classical manual on 
tasawwuf. It covers the various subject headings, which have now become so familiar, in 
illucidating the states and stages upon the Sufi path including striving (mujähada), 
vigilance (murägaba) and steadfastness (Istlgäma), as well as many others. 11 These subject 
areas are dealt with briefly but are filled with quotes from the Qur'an, Ihadth and scholars 
known for their Sufi inclination and spiritual insight. Therefore, it is not surprising that it 
9 It is not surprising that such an important work has not escaped the attention of Western scholars and this 
book is familiar to many as A. J. Arberry's "Doctrine of the Sufis. " 
'o The copy used in the current thesis is edited by cAbd al-Rahmän al-Lädigi and Hayät al-Lädigi (4`'' ed., 4 
parts in 2 vols., Beirut, D5r al-Ma`rifa, 2001). 
11 See al-Qushayri (d. 465/1072), Abd al-Karim b. Hiizän [Abü al-Qäsim], al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya / cflm al- 
Tayawwuf, ed. Ma`rüf Mustaf5 Zurayq (Beirut, al-Maktaba al-Asriyya, 2001) pp. 89-350 passim. 
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traditionally served as guide for the novice, being a typical representation of Sufi apologetic 
literature. 12 
d) AI-Tasawwuf Mansha`uhu wa Mustalahätuhu by Ascad al-Sahmaräni (Beirut, Dar al- 
Nafä'is, 1987). This contemporary book is important because, as its name suggests, it deals 
with the origins and the terminology of tasawwuf. It begins by defining tasawwuf and 
continues by describing its historical development and the basis of Sufi teachings. The book 
continues by explaining some of tasawwufs concepts, explaining Islam's position regarding 
what has been discussed and concludes with a chapter dedicated to al-Ghazzäli. 
e) Diräsät IT 'l-Tasawwuf wa 1 Akhläq by Ahmad Abd al-Rahim al-Säyih and `Aoisha Yüsuf 
al-Manäci (Dar al-Thiqafa, Doha, 1991). This is another contemporary book, which also 
begins by defining the word tasawwufand continues by explaining some of the terms used 
in this discipline. The book is useful however for two main reasons; first of all, as its title 
suggests, it concentrates on various aspects of moral character and ethics (akhläq), which is 
particularly important in the context of the works of al-Muhäsibi. Secondly, it presents some 
actual texts by well-known scholars of tasawwuI3, introduces them, comments on them and 
explains them, which is useful as it gives practical examples of tasawwuf, rather than just 
vaguely explaining its concepts. 
f) Essay on the Origin of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism by Louis Massignon 
(translated from the French by Benjamin Clark, Notre Dame, University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1997). This work - originally written in French but now available in English14 - is one 
of Massignon's most famous works and is considered by many to be a classical western 
treatise on Sufism. Massignon's basic premise that Sufism is essentially and intrinsically 
`Islamic' is well sourced and presented and by default he also provides an extremely 
important discussion of Sufism's origins in particular and the Islamic spiritual and mystical 
traditions in general. Similarly, he devotes a great deal of the presentation the major 
personalities involved in this process and our subject, al-Muhäsibi, is no exception. 
12 This book has also courted attention from western scholars and was translated into English twice. See al- 
Qushayri (d. 465/1072), cAbd al-Karim b. Hüzän [Abü al-Qäsim], al-Risäla a1-Qushayriyya /1 cIlm a]- Tasawwuf, translated as Principles of Sufism by Barbara R. von Schlegell; with an introduction by Hamid 
Algar (Berkeley, Mizan Press, 1990) and al-Qushayri (d. 465/1072), cAbd al-Karim b. Hitzän [Abü al-Qäsim], 
al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya / `Ilm al-Tasawwuf, translated as Sufi Book of Spiritual Ascent by Rabia Harris, being 
edited by Laleh Bakhtiar (Chicago, ABC International Group Inc., 1997). 
13 The works in question are a text from Kitäb al-Riyäda by Abu- cAbdullah Muhammad b. cAli al-Hakim al- Tirmidhi (d. 320/932), Kimiyä' al-Sa"äda by Abü Hämid Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad al- Ghazz5li (d. 505/1111) and Risälat al-Sirrby Shihäb al-Din Abü Hafs 'Umar b. Muhammad b. cAbd Alläh al- Suhrawardi (d. 632/1235). 
14 The original work in French being published with the title Essai surles Origines du Lexique Technique de la 
Mystique Musulmane (Paris, Paul Geuthner, 1922). 
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Although studies in Sufism have advanced tremendously since the writing of this book, 
Massignon's seminal examination of Islamic mysticism remains an essential source work in 
Sufi studies. 
g) Mystical Dimensions of Islam by Annemarie Schimmel (Chapel Hill, The University of 
Carolina Press, 1975). Schimmel's Mystical Dimensions of Islam remains one of the most 
useful source texts on Sufism despite being almost thirty years old. This is due to a 
thorough - if brief - treatment of not only the historical development of Sufism and a 
survey of its major personalities but also due to her treatment of major Sufi theory and 
practice such as the concept of the `path (al-tariq)', Sufi psychology, Sufi orders and Sufi 
poetry. The work is enhanced by the fact that Schimmel was a gifted linguist and in 
addition to works in Arabic she includes works in Persian, Turkish and Urdu, as well as the 
usual European sources, adding to the comprehensive nature of the survey she provides. 
h) Islamic Mysticism -A Short History by Alexander Knysh (Leiden, Brill, 1999). This book, 
as the title suggests, deals with the historical aspect of tasawwufbut at the same time it is 
much more than a history book. This work charts the development of tasawwuf from its 
earliest beginnings, its regional schools and the effect of tasawwuf in each region. The 
eventual systemisation of the Sufi tradition into tarIgas is also dealt with, as well as laying 
emphasis upon the major personalities related to tasawwuf throughout history. The book 
ends with a treatment of major Sufi concepts and institutions. This work is particularly 
useful due to its diverse treatment of various subjects and in particular from its historical 
perspective; for example it devotes a whole section to the Baghdadi School, which is of 
special importance regarding al-Mubasibi, as well as being extremely well written, lucid and 
informed. 
1.1.3 Literature Regarding al-IIärith al-Muhäsibi 5 
's In addition to the works mentioned here and those of a biographical nature quoted in chapter four, there 
are numerous works which shed light on al-Mubasibi but are not concerned with him specifically, these 
include: Ghalab, Muhammad, "al-Tasawwuf wa ' 1-Mutasawwifün", in Majallat al Azhar (Cairo, 9`' Ramadän 
1357/1938) pp. 601-4; "al-Tasawwuf wa 'I-Mutasawwif in", in Majallat al-Azhar (Cairo, 4`h Rabic al-Thäni 
1360/1941) pp. 235-8 and "al-cAsr al-Dhahabi Ii '1- Tasawwuf al-Islämi", in Majallat al Azhar (Cairo, 2°d Safar 
1380/July 1960) pp. 166-70; Hiläl, Ibrähim, al-Tasawwufal-Islämi bays al-Din wa '1-Faläsifa (Cairo, D5r al- 
Nahda al-`Arabiyya, 1979) pp. 56-84; al-Hakim, Su`äd, "Makänat al-Ghazzäli min al-`Ulüm al-Süfiyya", in al- 
Turäth al-Arabi (Damascus, Ittihäd al-Kuttäb al-`Arab, January 1986) pp. 120-63; `Ashwi, Mustafä, "al-Insän 
al-Kämil fi '1-Fikr al-Süfi - Diräsa Naqdiyya", in al-Tajdid (Kuala Lumpur, International Islamic University, 
February, 2000) pp. 11-53; Arberry, Arthur J., Sufism - An Account of the Mystics of Islam (London, Unwin 
Hyman ltd., 1979) pp. 46-52 and Sells, Michael, Early Islamic Mysticism (New York, Paulist Press, 1996) pp. 
171-95. 
Similarly, I have not included encyclopaedia entries due to their general nature but nevertheless two well 
informed articles include: al-Muhäsibi by Josef van Ess, in The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, edited by 
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The first and most obvious works to mention regarding al-Härith al-Mubasibi are those of 
the author himself. However, since these works will be dealt with specifically in chapter 
five, they will not be mentioned here and thus, this leaves us with the works related to al- 
Mubasibi, which will be summarised in the following paragraphs. 
a) "Notice of the Writings of Abu- cAbdullah al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi, the first Sufi 
Author" by D. S. Margoliouth and published in "Transaction of the Third International 
Congress for the History of Religions" (Oxford, 1908). This paper is an attempt to introduce 
al-Muhäsibi and his works to those unfamiliar with either. The author begins by 
introducing al-Mubasibi, indicating the sources where his biographical details can be found 
and then by giving a summarised version of the aforementioned material. The author then 
numbers al-Mubasibi's works and where they can be found. The content of these works is 
then described, to which the author attributes Ash'arite16 tendencies to al-Mubasibi and 
proposes that his works are from improvised sermons. " An interesting observation is made 
regarding al-Mubdsibi's use of Christian sources, suggesting that the author had direct 
contact with them. Margoliouth then compares al-Mubdsibi to later scholars, alludes to his 
influence upon them and shows that al-Mubasibi's works are free from many of the Sufi 
doctrines which developed later. However, the most interesting statement made by the 
Robert McHenry (15`h edition, 29 vols., Chicago, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1992) vol. 8, pp. 400-1 and al- 
Muhäsibi by R. Arnaldez in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, edited by Gibb, Kramers, Levi-Provencal and Schacht 
(8 vols., Leiden and London, E. J. Brill and Luzac & Co., 1960) vol. V11, pp. 466-7. 
It is also worth noting that a work entitled "Sacred Mind and Profane Mind: Two kinds of `Aql with al- 
Muhasibi and al Hakim al Tirmidhi" has been attributed to Douglas Kareem Crow at the following website 
address: http: //www. american. edu/academic. depts/acainst/cgp/scholars. htm and was supposedly published 
in the Journal of Islamic Studies published by Oxford University. However on contacting the `author' the 
researcher received no reply and upon contacting the editor at Journal of Islamic Studies they informed me 
that they have no record of such an article. 
16 Ash'arite refers to the Sunni school of scholastic theology associated with Abü al-Hasan Ali b. Ism5cil b. 
Ishäq al- Ash`ari (d. 324/936), who was originally educated in the Mu`tazilite doctrine but later rejected it 
and openly opposed it, defending the traditional stance regarding Allah's divine attributes (sifit). He himself 
did not give figurative interpretations (ta'wi7) to expressions of divine attributes but affirmed them without 
further qualifying them (bi lä kayo, adopting amodality as his methodology. However, those who attribute 
themselves to his doctrinal thought began to give figurative interpretations to such divine attributes, at a later 
date. See al-Shahrastäni (d. 538/1144), Muhammad b. cAbd al-Karim, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal (2 vols. in one 
book, Beirut, al-Maktaba al-`Asriyya, 2002) vol. 1, pp. 74-82; al-Johani, M. H. (ed. ), a1-Mawsica al-Muyassara 
'l-Adyän wa 'l-Madhähib wa 'IAhzäb al-Mu`äsira, 2 vols. (Riyadh, al-Nadwa al-ÄÄlamiyya li ' 1-Shabäb al- 
Islämi, 1999) vol. 1, pp. 83-94; Watt, W. M., Islamic Theology and Philosophy (Edinburgh, Edinburgh 
University Press, 1997) pp. 64-68 and 75-97; Free Will and Predestination in Early Islam (London, Luzac & 
Company Ltd., 1948) pp. 135-164 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought (Oxford, Oneworld 
Publications, 2002) pp. 303-316. 
" The inaccuracy of these claims will become apparent during the discussion of al-Muhäsibi's works in chapter 
five below. 
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author is that al-Muhäsibi is the first `Sufi' author who had written works attributed to 
him. 18 
b) An Early Mystic of Baghdad by Margaret Smith (New York, AMS Press, 1973). This is 
perhaps the most well known, if not the most important work to be carried out and as such, 
requires an in-depth discussion. This work is extremely thorough being over 300 pages long 
and consisting of fourteen chapters. The first three chapters of Early Mystic are concerned 
with the biographical details of al-Muhäsibi's life, such as where he was born, his 
environment, his `conversion' to tasawwuf and those who surrounded him, whether they 
were teachers, students, or associates. Chapters four and five concentrate on al-Mubasibi's 
works and the sources he uses in them. Chapter six deals exclusively with what Smith 
terms the "Psychological Theory" the various `unseen' aspects of tazkiya, such as the soul 
(al-nafs) and the heart (al-qalb). The next three chapters discuss various aspects of what 
Smith terms "Ascetic Theology" where such topics as sin (dhanb), the Devil (Iblls) and 
asceticism (zuha) are discussed. The following three chapters deal with the various moral, 
devotional and mystical teachings of al-Muhäsibi, covering such topics as the `stations' (al- 
magamät) and `states' (al-ahwäý), prayer (salät) and love (hubb). The final two chapters 
summarise al-Mubasibi's teaching and discuss its influence on later generations. 
It is easy to see why Smith's work is regarded as one of the most important when discussing 
al-Muhäsibi and due to its comprehensive nature, one could argue that this is the reason 
why so little work has been done in this area. Despite this however, Smith does not define 
the methodology of al-Muhäsibi in employing tazkiya, nor does she discuss the method he 
employs during his writings. She employs a descriptive, almost phenomonological approach 
but this is tinged with Christian theological overtones, so indicative of the period. For 
example, the Arabic terms are translated using a variety of Christian ascetic terminology 
and the various points made are accompanied by appropriate quotes from Christian Mystics. 
The purpose behind this is not entirely clear: is it to draw comparison? Or simply to say 
that what al-Mubasibi proposes is nothing new? 
c) "The Forerunner of al-Ghazäli" in The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great 
Britain and Ireland by Margaret Smith being published in January, 1936. Building on her 
excellent work in the above mentioned book and in particular chapter XIV of Early Mystic 
Smith consequently wrote this article showing the significance of al-Muhäsibi's teachings 
18 See Margoliouth, D. S., 10 - "Notice of the Writings of Abü cAbdullah al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi, the 
first Sufi Author" in "Transaction of the Third International Congress for the History of Religions", IV - 
Religions of the Semites (Oxford, 1908) pp. 292-293. 
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through their influence on one of Islam's most famous scholars - Abu- Hamid al-Ghazzäli. 
Starting from the perspective that al-Ghazzäli himself admits to reading the works of al- 
Muhäsibi in his al-Mungldh min al-Da1äl and the fact that there is considerable similarity 
between al-Muhäsibi's Kltäb al-Tawahhum and al-Ghazzäli's al-Durra al-Fäkhlra, Smith 
proceeds to make a further comparison between the content of Ihyä' and a variety of al- 
Muhäsibi's works, with particular attention being paid to al-Wasäyä and a1-Ri`äya. Smith 
constructs her comparative analysis around a variety of positive moral qualities such as 
sincerity (ikhläs) and truthfulness (cidq), which formed the basis of the magäm system in 
later Sufism, as well as a number of moral deficiencies such as conceit (`ujb) and self 
delusion (ghurür). To this extent Smith's appraisal is erudite and reasonably comprehensive 
and she concludes that although al-Ghazzäli was an outstanding scholar in his own right, 
his reliance on al-Muhäsibi is considerable. As such, this article is extremely important as it 
establishes the importance of al-Muhasibi as an original thinker and in addition, shows to 
some extent the influence of his thought on later generations. 
c) A1-Mohäslbl - Un Mystique Musulman Religleux Et Morallste19 by Abd-El-Halim 
Mahmoud (d. 1398/1978)20 being published by Librarie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, (Paris) 
in 1940. This work is a published PhD thesis, Witten by the aformentioned author, under 
the supervision of the renowned Orientalist scholar Louis Massignon and is divided into 
four main parts. The first part deals with al-Mubasibi's biography and works, being 
separated into three subsequent chapters. Chapter one examines the social milieu of al- 
Mubasibi and assesses its effect upon him, as well as surveying other external influences, 
which may have played their part in affecting his thought. Chapter two deals with the 
works of al-Mubasibi and is useful in the sense that it provides a chronological classification 
of the books he wrote. Chapter three concludes this part of the research and is concerned 
with the interpretive method used by al-Muhäsibi when examining the Quran. Part two 
contains one chapter only - Chapter four - and deals with al-Mubasibi's religious theory, 
including his concept of God, his attitude towards sects and rituals, religious obligations (a]- 
19 This work appears to be re-written by the author in Arabic entitled ` Ustädh al-Sä lr n- al-II rith b. Asad a1- 
Mvhäsibl ' and published by Där al-Kutub al-Haditha, Cairo in 1973 and it this later work which the 
researcher will rely upon. 
20 It is interesting to note that cAbd al-Halim Mahmüd was in fact a renowned scholar of the Arab World, 
having a distinguished career in al-Azhar University and was eventually awarded the prestigious title of 
`Shaykh al Azhar'. In addition his own influence in promoting Sufism in the the Arab World was also 
significant. For details regarding his life and influence see Abu-Rabi', Ibrahim M., "Al-Azhar Sufism in Modem 
Egypt: The Sufi Thought of `Abd al-Halim Mahmud" in The Islamic Quarterly (London, The Islamic Cultural 
Centre, 1988) vol. XXXII (number 4), pp. 207-35 and Shaykh cAbd al-Halim Mahmiid, Shuyrlkh al-Azhar, 
http: //www. ims. uwindsor. ca/-azhar/BIOGRAPHY/GRAND_SHAYKHS/Mahmud. html 
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farä'icI) and meritorious acts (al-nawäfl) and concludes with his interpretation of 
repentance and eschatology. Part three discusses al-Mubasibi's moral system, including his 
ethico-psychological system of human nature and the factors which affect this such as al- 
nafs, Satan, vanity (al-cujb), arrogance (al-kibr), envy (al-hasacl) and illusion (al ghlrra), as 
well as discussing the topic for which he is best known - al-muhäsaba. The thesis concludes 
with part four in which the author discusses al-Mubasibi's ascetical and mystical theory 
within Chapter six. This chapter deals with the various qualities required by the mystic, 
including reliance on Allah (al-tawakkul), scrupulousness (al-wara), asceticism (al-zuha), 
contentment (al-rida) and divine love (al-mahabba). Thus, this work is also of great 
importance as it systematically discusses the religious, moral and mystical teachings of al- 
Muhäsibi. 
d) Kitäb al-RAjy7 a 11 Huquq Allah by al-Mubasibi: a translation with introduction and notes 
by Kermit A. Schoonover, which was submitted as a Ph. D. dissertation to Harvard 
University in 1948. 
e) "Al-Mubasibi and his al-Ric yah" by Kermit A. Schoonover in The Muslim World (39, 
1949), pp. 26-35. This article would seem to be a summary of the author's achievements in 
the previously mentioned work and is divided into three sections: A. Life and works of al- 
Muhäsib% B. Al-Muli slbi and the Development of Muslim Mysticism and CA Summary of 
`Kltäb al-RI`äyah. " The first section deals with the biographical data surrounding al- 
Mubasibi's life and provides little which is new, reiterating his dispute with Ahmad and 
confirming his Ashcarite tendancy. In addition to this, it provides a brief mention of the 
number of works written by al-Mubasibi21 and the reason behind the author's choice of 
Kltäb al-R c ya. 22 The second section identifies the importance of al-Mubasibi's position 
within the overall development of Islamic mysticism saying: 
For some time scholars have been aware of al-Mubasibi and his works, but 
his position in the history of Muslim mysticism has yet to be adequately 
recognised. From the point of view of date, geographic location, number of 
existing works, the quality of writing and the nature of his ideas, al-Mubasibi 
is in a key position to supply information for the understanding of early 
Islamic mysticism. 23 
The author then discusses the differences between al-Mubasibi and the later Sufis, with 
regard to the concept of dhlkr,, samä /Istlmä , zuhd and the purpose of the mystic, which the 
21 It is interesting to note that Schoonover mentions that only four of these have been published and as we 
shall see, this has increased greatly in the intervening period. See chapter five below. 
22 Schoonover, Kermit A., "Al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri`äyaH', The Muslim World, 39,1949, pp. 26-28. 
23 Ibid., p. 28. This is a view that the current researcher shares and hopes he is able to contribute further. 
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writer asserts differs greatly. He moves on to discuss the relationship beween differing types 
of mysticism in the Near East and their influence on al-Muhäsibi. He refutes the concept 
that al-Mubasibi's teachings are Christian based but concludes that although al-Muhäsibi's 
thought is essentially Islamic an indirect Christian influence could not be ruled out. 24 In the 
third and final section Schoonover summarises al-Muhäsibi's thought and teaching, as 
found in his most famous work Kltäb al-Ri`äya, and concludes the artitcle with a translation 
from it. 25 
f) Die Gedankenwelt des Ijärith al-Muhäsibl by Josef van Ess in Theologie (vol. 4, Bonn, 
Selbstverlag des Orientalischen Seminars der Universität Bonn, 1961). Bearing in mind van 
Ess's reputation in the field of Islamic studies and the depth of the study in question this 
work, along with the efforts of Smith and Mahmüd, can be considered one of the most 
important in a western language. Van Ess's work is extremely well structured and begins 
with a discussion of `al-Muhäsibi's Life and Works (Leben und Werk)', which encompasses 
his `conversion', his relationship with the traditionists (ahl al-hadlth) and the dispute with 
the Hanbalites, as well as the sources quoted in his works and the problem of their 
chronology and authenticity. 
The second major part of the book `the Human Being (Der Mensch)' is divided into three 
sections, namely: `al-Muhäsibi's psychology (Die Psychologie al-Muhäsibi's)', which 
includes a examination of the heart (al-qalb) and the self (al-nafs), `the World and the Self 
(Die Welt des Ich)', where various negative human characteristics such as heedlessness (al- 
ghalla) and ostentation (al-riyä) are discussed and `the Conflict of the Intellect against the 
Self (Der Kampf des Verstandes gegen das Ich)', where the intellect (al-cagl), knowledge (al- 
dilm) and various other esoteric qualities such as sincerity (alikhläs) and patience (al-sabr) 
and their interrelationships with the ego are examined. 
The third part `God and the Human Being (Gott und Mensch)' is further divided into three 
sections and includes: `Outward Knowledge (Die äußere Erkenntnis)', which discusses 
issues such as faith (al-Imän) and the debates surrounding God's existence and His 
attributes (al-sifät), `the Inner Encounter (Die innere Begegnung)', where such issues as 
remembrance (al-dhikr), spiritual audience (al-samä and the Qur'an are examined and 
`the Friends of God (Die Freunde 
Gottes")' where love of the divine (al-mahabba) and 
God's elect (al-awllyä') are discussed. 
24 Schoonover, "Al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri'äyaH', The Muslim World, 39, pp. 28-31 and cf. Smith, An Early 
Mystic of Baghdad, p. 60. 
25 Schoonover, "Al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri`äyah", pp. 31-35. 
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As can be deduced from the discussion above, van Ess's treatise is extremely comprehensive, 
highly technical and written in an academic style, which makes it a major source work in 
the study of al-Mubasibi. 
g) "Two Works of al-Muhäsibi" by Ahmed Ate§ in Festschrift Werner Castel: zum 
siebzigsten Geburstag 5 März 1966 gewidmet von Freunden und Schülern, herausgegeben 
von Erwin Gräf (Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1968) pp. 37-42. This article is part of a volume 
dedicated to the German scholar Werner Caskel and concerns two of al-Muhäsibi's 
undiscovered works as alluded to by the Turkish scholar Ahmed Ate§. The two works in 
question are in manuscript form and are entitled Kltäb Fahm al-Qur'än wa Ma'änlh and 
Kitäb a1-Qasd h Allähl Ta`ä1ä Thus, the main goal of Ates's study is to present a basic 
description of these manuscripts and a succinct discussion of their contents. It is worth 
noting that at the time these manuscripts were undiscovered and that consequently both 
works have now been published as chapter five will reveal. 26 
h) "Al-Junayd wa ' 1-Mubasibi" by cAbd al-Halim Mahmüd in al Jadd (Cairo, September 
1974) pp. 12-13. Despite the title, very little of this article is actually devoted to the 
relationship between al-Mubasibi and his principle student al-Junayd, apart from a few 
anecdotal statements from the biographical sources, which will be dealt with later. 27 Rather, 
Mahmüd discusses the historical features of the period and the open dispute between the 
`orthodox' represented by the Traditionists (ahl al hadth) and the `rationalists', represented 
by the Muctazila. This `natural' conflict as Mahmüd terms it was indicative of two 
irreconcilable approaches to which al-Mubasibi adopted a third - the use of rational 
methods to defend `orthodoxy', which ultimately alienated him from both factions. 
Nevertheless, this `third' method enabled him to produce some the most important books in 
the Islamic tradition that pioneered the exploration of moral psychology and Sufism in 
general, which is witnessed by the many praiseworthy comments Mahmüd closes his article 
with. As such, this article provides little that is new but at the same time is a useful 
introduction for the uninitiated to al-Muhäsibi and his era. 
i) "Al-Mustalah ladä al-Uarith ibn Asad al-Mubasibi 165-243" by Husayn al-Quwwatli in a]- 
Flkr al-Islämi (Lebanon, December, 1983) pp. 53-9. Before embarking on his critical edition 
of al-Muhäsibi's al-Qasd wa 7-Rujü`11ä A11äh28 al-Quwwatli provided a preliminary study of 
the technical terminology used in al-Muhäsibi's works. As such, he begins by discussing the 
26 See pp. 225-7 and 230-2 below. 
27 See chapter four, section 4.5 below. 
28 See chapter five, pp. 230-1 below. 
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difficulties of studying the books of al-Muhäsibi, this being partly due to the specific 
technical vernacular he uses and thus, the need for an explanation of this usage. Al- 
Quwwatli's discussion therefore concerns the period in which al-Mubasibi lived as this was 
a period that many of the Islamic sciences came to fruition in a technical sense, to examine 
al-Mubasibi's technical use of the language and to summarise his overall methodology. Al- 
Quwwatli also gives credit to Massingon, Ritter, van Ess and Roman, for their efforts in this 
field previously and concludes that within al-Mubasibi's writing style four major devices can 
be identified: firstly, the use of definitions (al-ta`rli5 in which he attempts to isolate the 
essence (al-mählyya) of the subject in question. Secondly, the inference (al-tafr! ) of further 
information derived from the original definition; thirdly, the generation (al-tawlld) of ideas 
and concepts from those just mentioned and finally, his use of the term "al-cagl can Allah" to 
denote an intrinsic, divinely inspired perception of a subject, whether it be ethical, 
psychological, social or metaphysical. Bearing in mind the above discussion, it is clear this 
article is an essential tool for anyone who wants to gain a greater insight into the works of 
al-Muhäsibi. 
j) "Tahlil Zähirat al-Hasad sind al-Mubasibi" by Hamid Tahir in Dlräsät Arablyya wa 
Islämlyya (Maktabat al-Zahrä', Cairo, 1983) pp. 26-43. This particular article focuses on al- 
Muhäsibi's treatment of the human characteristic of envy (al-hasad) as represented in his 
most famous work Kitäb al-Ri`äya 11 Iluquq Allah. As such, Tahir approaches the topic by 
addressing essentially the same subject areas that al-Muhäsibi adopts in his work, which 
include: envy and rivalry (al-hasad wa '1-munäfasa), the location of envy (mawdl`al-hasaa), 
the motives of rivalry (dawäfi` al-munäfasa), the motives of envy (dawäfic al- hasac/) and the 
treatment of envy (97, j al- hasad) . In this context Tahir provides an examination, discussion 
and commentary on each of these subject areas interpolating his own thoughts with quotes 
from al-Mubasibi himself and other sources. This being the case, Tahir has produced an 
excellent addition to the literature, which is extremely useful in discerning al-Muhäsibi's 
method as both an author and a moral psychologist. 
k) "Al `Izät al-Hassan fi Shucab al-Iman" by Mustafa al-Sha`räwi in al-Is1äm (Cairo, 12`h 
June 1987, pp. 5 and 11; 19th June 1987, pp. 5 and 12 and 26th June 1987, pp. 5 and 14). 
These short series of articles are little more than various quotes from biographical sources 
and a discussion of al-Mubasibi's works and writing style and as such, do not constitute a 
major addition to the literature other than providing the uninitiated reader with an 
introduction to this scholar. 
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1) AI- -frith Ibn Asad al-Muhäslbi: a1-cfllim, al-Z hld, al-F, 707 by Kämil Muhammad 
Muhammad cUwayda (Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 1994). This work published under 
the series title A`läm a1-Fugahä' wa '1 Muhaddlthln is a comprehensive treatise dealing 
with the life and teaching of al-Muhäsibi by a contemporary scholar. Despite its 
comprehensive nature it suffers from a lack of organisaton, as each subject is dealt with 
after the other, without any sectioning or catagorisation. Thus, the book contains twenty 
eight titles each dealing with a specific topic related to al-Muhäsibi. The first ten sections - 
almost half the book - are concerned with the life and works of al-Muhäsibi: thus, we find 
the usual biographical information; his life, teachers, students and anecdotal statements are 
all included. The dispute with Ahmad is also dealt with and a survey of al-Mubasibi's 
works, including his narration of hadlth are also found and this area concludes with his 
death. The advantage of this book is that all of the above information is referenced to its 
origin in the Arabic literature, which is of obvious importance. The rest of the book is 
devoted to al-Muhäsibi's teaching and the author selects various aspects and discusses them 
with lengthy quotations from the author's works, so as to summarise and crystilise al- 
Mubasibi's thought and teaching in one place, which is of great service to the reader who 
wants to gain an overview of the scholar's ideas, without having to read all of his works. 
m) "AI-Härith ibn Asad al-Mubasibi's Concept of Self Examination as Reflected in His al- 
RlPäyah 11 Huquq Alläh" by Iftitäh Ja`far. 29 This is a concise, useful introduction for the 
uninitiated to the subject of al-Mubasibi. The article consists of three main sections after a 
brief introduction: the first section briefly presents biographical information regarding al- 
Muhäsibi. The second part briefly introduces what is regarded to be al-Mubasibi's greatest 
work - that of Kltäb al-RAi7va Ir Huqüq Allah. The third section and possibly the most 
important, deals with al-Muhäsibi's concept of self-examination, or muhäsabat al-nafs, 
where the author not only gives al-Muhäsibi's concept but also various scholarly 
interpretations of al-Mubasibi's thought. 
n) Al-Flkr al-Tarbawl `Ind al-IHärith al-Muhäsibl submitted by Ahmad Diya3 al-Din Husayn 
(unpublished M. A. thesis Jordan, Jämicat al-Yarmük, 1990). This academic thesis attempts 
to examine the educational theory of al-Muhäsibi whether it be related to the etiquettes of 
the learner/teacher relationship or psychological and intellectual development. To this 
effect the author begins by providing an informed biographical section on al-Mubasibi and 
assesses the effect that his environment may have had on him. The following chapter traces 
29 This article was found at the following internet website address: 
http: //www. indosat. net. id/alauddin/sufismel. htm] 
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the development of education until al-Mub5sibi's time and assesses his contribution to the 
overall process. The next two chapters discuss al-Mubasibi's approach to both the 
psychological and intellectual development of the human being and examine the methods 
that this scholar employs in attempting to achieve this goal. As such this thesis is a very 
important addition to the literature regarding our subject as it not only examines al- 
Mubasibi's utilisation of moral psychology as an educational means but also assesses his 
pedagogical skill and methodology. 
o) Flkr al-Härlth al-Muhäslbi al-Süf ft Mizän al-Kitäb wa '1-Sunna submitted by Khälid b. 
Sulaymän al-Khatib (unpublished M. A. thesis Riyadh, Jämi`at al-Malik Sacüd, 1997). This 
thesis aims to examine the doctrinal position of al-Mubasibi from his kalam style works by 
comparing it to the creed represented by `orthodox', Sunni Islam based on the Quran and 
the sunna, as well as discussing to what extent this scholar differed from the teachings of 
contemporary and later Sufis, in addition to assessing al-Mubasibi's effect on those who 
came after him. To this effect al-Khatib begins his thesis by providing an introduction to 
Sufism and its development and also a biographical account of al-Mubasibi and his works. 
The bulk of the thesis however is concerned with an examination of the Sufi concepts of 
station (magäm) and state (häJ, where al-Mubasibi's views are compared to those found in 
apologetic Sufi works such as the Risäla of al-Qushayri and the Luma'of al-Sarräj. Finally, 
an assesment of al-Mubasibi's effect on subsequent scholars is made, the two examples 
selected being Abu Talib al-Makki (d. 386/996) and Abu- Hamid al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111). 
Al-Khatib's work is useful in the sense that it provides some good points and useful 
discussions but is ultimately limited by the adoption of an ultra `orthodox' theological 
methodology. 
p) Mawä'/ al-Imäm a1- -Irlth a1-Muhäslb1 (Beirut, al-Maktab al-Islam-1,1999). This work 
which is part of the Ma`ällm Ii '1-Tarblyya wa 7-Da'wa series that examines various Muslim 
mystical personalities was collected and arranged by $alih Ahmad al-Sham-1 who is the 
same scholar who produced a critical edtion of al-Mubdsibi's Shari al-Ma`rlfa wa Bad] a]- 
Nasiha. In this book al-Shämi has provided a brief but useful introduction to the life and 
personality of al-Mubasibi and arranged the work on the basis of subject areas, providing 
quotes from al-Mubasibi according to subject heading provided. As such, al-Shämi has 
furnished the reader with a brief yet organised glimpse at the thought of al-Muhäsibi and 
provided a quick reference to his teachings that is a useful addition to the literature 
concerned with this eminent scholar. 
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1.2 Methodology 
Any thesis requires that it adopt a certain methodology, by which it can investigate and 
consequently present its findings, during the course of its research. There are many 
methodologies which may be adopted within a religious context and these include: 
sociology, 30 anthroplogy, 31 psychology, 32 philosophy33 and theology. 34 However, none of 
these established techniques will be used here and it is proposed that phenomenology 35 be 
employed as the primary methodology in the current research. This being the case both 
phenomenology and the phenomenology of religion will require a detailed discussion. 
1.2.1 Phenomenology 
According to D. Cairns, E. Husserl (1859-1938) was the first philosopher to use the term 
"phenomenology" to designate a "whole philosophy" and intended his phenomenological 
philosophy to be an "objective" and "rigorous" science. 36 By this he meant, inter alga, a 
3o Sociology of religion is defined broadly as a study of the interrelation of religion and society and the forms 
of interaction, which take place between them. Sociologists of course, assume rightly, that religious impulses, 
ideas and institutions influence and in turn are influenced by social forces, social organisation and 
stratification. The sociologist of religion then studies the way which society, culture and personality influence 
religion, as well as the ways in which religion itself affects them. See Wach, J., Sociology of Religion (Chicago, 
1943) pp. 11 and 205; Nottingham, E. K., Religion and Society (New York, 1954) p. 1; Yinger, J. M., Religion, 
Society and the Individual (New York, 1957) pp. 20-21 and Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion (Rome, 
Gregorian University Press, 1973) p. 3. 
31 E. Evans-Pritchard has defined anthropology as, "A branch of sociological studies, which devotes itself to 
primitive societies. " Hence, social anthropology of religion is concerned with those rites, beliefs, actions and 
behaviour patterns in pre-literate societies that refer to what is regarded as being sacred and supernatural. 
Thus, religion is viewed as a cultural phenomenon in its many manifestations and it is the cultural dimension 
of religious phenomena, which is studied. See Evans-Pritchard, E., Social Anthropology (London, 1954) and 
Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, p. 4. 
32 The Psychology of Religion is the study of the religious function of the mind, partly dealing with the 
function of the individual mind in religious contexts and partly with the problem of the impact of the social 
religious life on its participants. Psychology studies the reactions of the human psyche, its responses, collective 
and individual, to what is considered to be `divine', in whatever way it be described and experienced, as well as 
that ultimate satisfaction for which the human soul craves. See Stephens Spinks, G., Psychology and Religion 
(Boston, 1965) p. 29; Dreyer, James, A Dictionary of Psychology (London, 1968) p. 246 and Dhavamony, 
Phenomenology of Religion, p. 5. 
n Philosophy of Religion is a philosophical reflection on religion by systematically applying a philosophical 
method. Examining critically the truth-value of the immense material of myths, symbols and rites that come 
from the history of religions, the philosophy of religion discovers their meaning, verifies their 
interrelationships and affirms their foundation. See Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, pp. 5-6. 
34 Theology judges, in the light of faith, the validity of the results of the History of Religions. The method of 
theology uses categories that are strictly theological i. e. derived from a distinctively Christian revelation and 
thus, it is a normative science, as it compares other religious experiences in the light of its own and at the 
same time, in the sense that the `other' experiences are inferior. This is different from theology in the sense of 
`a system of belief' as in reality, in this sense, each and every religion has its own theology. See Dhavamony, 
Phenomenology of Religion, p. 4 and Smart, Ninian, Dimensions of the Sacred - An Anatomy of the World's 
Beliefs (Harper Collins Publishers, 1996) pp. 3-5. 
3s Smart defines phenomenology as (1) the attempt, through informed empathy, to present others' experience 
and beliefs from their points of view and involving the suspension of one's own values (epoche'); (2) a 
morphology, or classification of types of religious phenomena. See Smart, Dimensions of the Sacred, p. xxiii. 
36 Smart, Dimensions of the Sacred, pp. 1-2. 
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system of thought which is well founded in the sense that it is free from "unexamined 
assumptions. , 3' Like Descartes, Husserl searched for an "unshakable" foundation to 
philosophy: "a cognition must be gained in philosophy which cannot be doubted but is 
`absolute' in its validity and certainty. 7738 
Thus, as a "rigorous science, " phenomenology deals with, or is constituted by "phenomena" 
or "essences" and both the terms "phenomena" and "phenomenology" are derived from the 
Greek verb phainestaf, which means to show itself, or to appear. As such, Husserl uses the 
term "phenomenon" to refer to what appears to our consciousness and his concept of 
"phenomena" is closely connected with what could be called the basic task of his 
phenomenology. In other words, in the search for the "essential feature" or "essence" 
(Eidos) of the phenomenon. " 
The process which Husserl proposes to achieve this is Epoche, which is a Greek word 
meaning "suspension of judgement" or "abstention from beliefs" and is often used as a 
synonym for the "phenomenological reduction" or "method of bracketing. "" Husserl 
proposes that through Epoche "presuppositions" or "unexamined assumptions" are to be 
cast aside and that as a result of this phenomenological analysis of the essential feature of 
the phenomenon one sees, as it were, "its very essence. s41 Another central concept to that of 
Epoche is that of Verstehen or "empathic understanding. " By this it is meant that the 
phenomenologist adopt an empathic approach to the phenomenon, so that the process of 
eidetic vision be achieved fully. 42 
In summary phenomenology is a method by which the researcher "brackets", or sets aside 
his presuppositions before beginning his/her study and seeks to reveal the essence of the 
phenomena in question, by adopting an empathic standpoint to it. It is in this sense that 
phenomenology lends itself well to the study of religions and this method has been 
developed to such an extent that this has now become an independent field. 
37 Kocklemans, Joseph J., Phenomenology (New York, Doubleday and Co. Inc., 1967) p. 57 and Barbosa da 
Silva, Antonio, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem (Uppsala, CWK Gleerup, 1982) p. 
27. 
38 Ingarden, Roman, On the Motives which led Husserl to Transcendental Idealism (The Hague, Martinuss 
Nijhoff, 1975) p. 10 and Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 27. 
39 Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, pp. 31-32 and Dhavamony, 
Phenomenology of Religion, p. 18. 
4o Van Peursen, C. A., Phenomenology and Reality (Pittsburg, Duquesne University Press, 1972) p. 44; and 
Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 36. 
41 This is known as the "Eidetic Vision" in phenomenology, coming from eidos meaning idea of logical 
meaning. See Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, pp. 38-39. 
42 Husserl, Edmund, Cartesian Meditations (The Hague, Martinuss Nijhoff, 1960) p. 22; Ideas (London, 
George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1969) p. 382; Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a 
Philosophical Problem, pp. 44-53 and Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, p. 18. 
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1.2.2 The Phenomenology of Religion (phR)43 
As previously mentioned, the method proposed by phenomenology lends itself conveniently 
to the study of religions, so much so that not only has it become a specialist field but there 
are many scholars who are famous as "phenomenologists of religion. 1)44 PhR is usually 
considered a sub discipline of what is commonly called "Religionswissenschaft", which is an 
all encompassing term used today to refer to the academic, or scientific discipline that deals 
with the study of various religious phenomena45: historical, sociological, psychological, 
pedagogical and phenomenological. J. Wach distinguishes between two main types of 
study within Religionswissenschaft. (1) historical and (2) systematic. By (1) he means (a) 
the general history of religion and (b) the histories of specific religions. By (2) he means 
the sociological, psychological and phenomenological studies of religions. Therefore it is the 
second category of Religionswissenschaft that concerns us here and more specifically the 
area of (2) which we are concerned with, i. e. the phenomenological study of religions. 46 
The phenomenological approach to religion can be regarded as a consequence of some 
scholars' reaction to two different approaches to religion: a "theologically normative" and a 
"reductionist" approach. An approach is said to be theologically normative if its proponent 
takes one religion as the only "true religion' (which is usually his own) and compares it 
with all other religions regarded as false ones. This kind of approach was, around fifty years 
ago, almost the sole approach among the Christian scholars of religion, especially among 
the Protestant theologians in the West. 47 The reductionist approach, on the other hand, 
makes an ontological reduction of religious phenomena to, for example, socio-economical 
and psychological phenomena. Representatives of this latter approach include E. Durkheim 
(1858-1917), K. Marx (1818-1883) and S. Freud (1856-1939). 48 
a3 For another useful discussion of Phenomenology of Religion, including its critics, see Hinnels (ed. ), John R., 
Penguin Dictionary of Religions, pp. 377-379. 
' These include: C. P. Tiele (1830-1902), C. de La Saussaye (1848-1920), Brede Kristensen (1867-1953), R. 
Otto (1869-1937), M. Scheler (1874-1928), G. van der Leeuw (1890-1950), C. J. Bleeker (1899-), M. Eliade 
(1907-), K. A. H. Hidding (1909-1977), W. C. Smith (1916-), N. Smart (1927-) and P. Ricoeur (1913-). See 
Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 67. 
as By religious phenomena we mean phenomena such as prayers, sacrifices, religious myths, rites, doctrines etc. 
46 Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, pp. 17-18. 
47 See: Allen, Douglas, Structure and Creativity in Religion, Hermeneutics in Mircea Eliade's Phenomenology 
and New Directions (The Hague, Mouton, 1978) pp. 203 and 249; Smart, Dimensions of the Sacred - An 
Anatomy of the World's Beliefs, pp. 3-5; Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical 
Problem, p. 73 and Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, p. 7. 
48 Hick, John, Philosophy of Religion (New Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1963) pp. 31-34; Barbosa da Silva, The 
Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 73 and Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, p. 
7. 
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The phenomenologists of religion reject these two kinds of approach and propose instead 
the phenomenological one which, negatively speaking, is said to be non-reductionist and 
theologically non-normative. 49 In positive terms, the phenomenological approach takes 
religion as an object of study in its own right. In other words, the phR aims at describing 
the religious phenomena as such and the phenomenologists of religion take these 
phenomena in Husserl's sense, i. e. they hold that the phenomenon "shows itself", "appears 
to us" and "unveils itself. "" 
This being the case, it is generally accepted that the aim of phR is taken to be, first of all, to 
describe and not to explain religious phenomena. As such, it is not difficult to see why the 
methods of Epoche and Verstehen explained above, which are specific to phenomenology, 
are so important to this method. " 
Despite this general methodology used within phR, some phenomenologists of religion 
distinguish between two types of phR: the descriptive phR, which is contrasted with the 
essential phR. 52 The former refers to the approach of those scholars who claim to restrict 
themselves to giving an inventory of religious phenomena of one or more particular 
religions. It is an inventory which claims to take into consideration the historico-cultural 
context of the particular religions and the "unique" meaning they have for the believers. " 
M. Scheler calls this kind of study, "concrete phenomenology, " which he contrasts with 
"essential phenomenology". The latter is a cross-cultural comparison of religious 
phenomena, viewed apart from their peculiarity, due to their historico-cultural context. In 
other words, it is a comparison based upon "structural" similarities among phenomena taken 
from different historico-cultural contexts. " 
Thus, it suffices to point out that concrete phR is a kind of narrative description, while 
essential phR deals with the structural description, i. e. it describes the dominant or basic 
features of religious phenomena of the same type; for example the basic feature of myths, 
49 Hebblethwaite, B. L., The Problems of Theology (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1980) pp. 23-33 
and Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 73. 
so Macquarrie, John, Existentialism (New York, Penguin Books, 1977) p. 22 and Barbosa da Silva, The 
Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, pp. 73-74. 
51 See Smart, Dimensions of the Sacred, p. 1 and Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, p. 17 for a useful 
summary. 
52 Smart, Ninian, The Phenomenon ofReliglon (London, Mowbray, 1978) pp. 46-49 and Barbosa da Silva, The 
Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 89. 
s3 Smart, The Phenomenon of Religion, pp. 46-49; Smith, Wilfred C., The Meaning and End of Religion (New 
York, The New American Library, 1964) p. 11 and Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a 
Philosophical Problem, p. 89. 
54 Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 89. Dhavamony proposes 
another meaning for phR which is not unlike concrete phR saying, "Namely for the study of a particular 
religion as an organic structure within a certain period, disregarding the historical origin of the various beliefs 
and practice, while concentrating on their meaning to the believer. " See Phenomenology of Religion, p. 9. 
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sacrifices and prayers, independent of their historico-cultural contexts. " In other words, 
concrete phR deals primarily with what the believers themselves regard as important in and 
peculiar to, their religions. At this level the scholar takes the believers' faith as the criterion 
of the correct description. In essential phR however, the scholar's own criterion of 
interpretation is the test of the correct description. 56 Here the scholar may use interpretive 
terms such as "Holy", "Sacred", "Ultimate Reality", "Power" etc. As a result concrete phR 
deals with what is intersubjectively intelligible among the believers and essential phR deals 
with what is primarily intersubjectively intelligible among the scholars. " 
As a result the scholars concerned with concrete phR defend the concept that the religion is 
"unique" for the believers and as a result, propose Verstehen as an adequate method to 
describe what they term the "internal" aspect or the "core" of religion. As Cantwell Smith 
puts it: 
Religious men have charged that the objective study of religion leaves out 
the very part of religion that counts; it analyses the external but misses the 
core of the matter ... The religious may argue that the student of religion 
should have, in addition to objective accuracy and precise external 
knowledge about religious processes, also imaginative sympathy, 
appreciative understanding and even experimental participation in them. 58 
In would seem that by "imaginative sympathy" and "participation" Smith seems to mean 
Verstehen as a process of understanding, 59 as he regards the methods used to study the 
external aspects of religion to be inadequate for studying its internal aspect. " 
Therefore, in summary, phR attempts to decipher and interpret every kind of encounter of 
man with the sacred, to give us the inner meaning of a religious phenonema, as it is lived 
and experienced by religious men and it is this "inner meaning", which is said to constitute 
the essence of the phenomenon. 61 
ss Smart, The Phenomenon of Religion, pp. 41-50 and Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a 
Philosophical Problem, p. 90. 
56 Stace, W. T., Mysticism and Philosophy (London, Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1961) p. 37 and Barbosa da Silva, 
The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 90. 
57 Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 90. 
58 Cantwell Smith, Wilfred, The Meaning and End of Religion, p. 11 and Barbosa da Silva, The 
Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 98. 
59 Cantwell Smith, Wilfred, The Meaning and End of Religion, p. 10 and Barbosa da Silva, The 
Phenomenology of Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 98. 
6" By the `internal' aspect therefore is that which is precious to the insider and with regard to religious 
phenomena, is inter-subjectively intelligible and testable only for the believers within the same community or 
tradition, whereas the `external' aspect is that which is inter-subjectively intelligible and testable by both the 
believers and the non-believers. Thus, it is the former aspect in which verstehen becomes essential. See 
Cantwell Smith, Wilfred, The Meaning and End of Religion, p. 11; Barbosa da Silva, The Phenomenology of 
Religion as a Philosophical Problem, p. 98 and Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, pp. 20-21. 
61 Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, pp. 26-27. 
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In the light of what has already been discussed it is therefore proposed that 
phenomenology be the methodology on which the current thesis is based. It is further 
proposed that the research is carried out using the phenomenological method outlined 
above as phR, since the area of research falls under the umbrella term of religion. Of the 
two types of phR that have been discussed, the type termed "concrete phR" will be 
employed here as we will deal with one religion specifically, i. e. that of Islam, including its 
historico-cultural context and the "unique" meaning it has for the believers, as opposed to a 
comparative approach adopted in essential phR. Concrete phR will also be employed here 
because we will be, for the most part, describing a specific aspect of Islam, i. e. that of 
tazkiyat al-nafs, which will require that we rely on the believers' perspective of this 
discipline. Since tazkiyat al-nafs is an internal aspect of the Islamic faith it seems 
appropriate that the proposal of Smith, i. e. to adopt verstehen as a phenomenological 
method, is also employed here to study, understand, describe and arrive at the essence of 
tazkiyat al-nafs, from the practice of one of its most famous proponents, i. e. al-Uarith al- 
Muhäsibi. 
This is not to say that phenomenology will be the only methodology used. The very nature 
of the area of research requires that a certain amount of theology be applied to the study. 62 
However, we do not mean it as described above but we mean theology in the sense of a 
system of belief. 63 This is essential, as indeed Islam has its own theology, which will be used 
throughout the thesis to judge between the various issues that may arise during the course 
of the research. 64 
1.3 Terminological Remarks 
The discipline of tazkiyat al-nafs has a strong foundation in the classical Islamic disciplines 
but much of what it is concerned with is now included under the broad heading of 
tasawwuf. Therefore, the next logical step would be to examine the nature of tasawwufbut 
before we do so we also need to discuss the meaning of this term within western academic 
circles, to see if the commonly used terms are first of all, accurate and secondly, to see if 
they accurately incorporate the discipline of tazkiya. The two major terms used to describe 
62 As Dhavamony puts it, "Theology is made living when the concrete religious experience and practice of 
religious men is taken into account, in the explanation and elucidation of the revealed truth, worship and 
practice. " Dhavamony, Phenomenology of Religion, p. 7. 
63 See footnote 32 above. 
6' The viewpoint that will be adopted regarding Islamic theology will be that of the Sunni community, as al- 
Härith al-Muhäsibi is considered a Sunni scholar and also, to limit the scope of the research. 
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tacawwufare the words `spirituality' and `mysticism', which in turn are often prefixed by the 
term `Islamic', to distinguish them from other forms of spirituality or mysticism. Thus, it is 
the purpose of this section to discuss these two terms to arrive at a positive, working, 
terminological framework at the outset for the remainder of the thesis. 
1.3.1 Sprituality 
The first of these terms, spirituality, is particularly difficult to define due to its derivation 
from another problematic term, namely `spirit'. 65 Its roots however would appear to lie in 
the Christian tradition where it has a long tradition in theology and religious practice. 66 The 
spiritual can be understood by contrasting it with the physical, material and external, being 
primarily an internal quest. Some understand the `spiritual' as more diffuse and less 
institutionalised than the `religious'. Others, however, understand spirituality to be the very 
core of religion, particularly through religious and mystical experience. The subject matter 
of sprituality has been a perennial human concern and modern interest in spirituality has 
been combined with an emphasis on the individual subject and self development, thus 
becoming a universal term to indicate a search for direction and meaning. 67 
Similarly, spirituality has often been descibed as an attempt to grow in sensitivity - to the 
self, to others, to non-human creation and to God, or as an exploration into what is involved 
in becoming human; a quest for full humanity. Thus, spirituality, not as an idea or a 
concept, but as a praxis found throughout human history, is resonant with the longings of 
the human heart for the permanent, eternal, everlasting - for wholeness, peace, joy and bliss 
- which have haunted human beings through the ages and for which, many people on our 
planet are searching today. 68 
In addition to this, spirituality is regarded as having three distinct but interdependent levels 
in the contemporary understanding of spirituality: 
1) spirituality as lived experience or praxis, which in a religious context can be seen as a 
faith's wisdom to live that faith. 69 
65 Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, pp. 492 and 494 and Wakefield, Gordon S. (ed. ), A 
Dictionary of Christian Spirituality (London, SCM Press Ltd., 1983) p. 361. 
66 Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, pp. 494-495 and Eliade, M. and Kitagawa J. M., The History 
of Religions: Essays in Methodology (6`h ed., Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1973) p. 81. 
67 Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, p. 495 and Wakefield (ed. ), A Dictionary of Christian 
Spirituality, p. 361. 
68 Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, p. 495. 
69 In the case of Islam this would be exemplified by the likes of al-Muhäsibi. 
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2) Spirituality as a teaching that grows out of this praxis and guides it in turn, i. e. the 
spiritual disciplines and counsels of perfection found in different religions. 70 
3) The systematic, comparative and critical study of spiritual experiences and teachings, 
which has developed in a new way. 71 
In the past, much of the spirituality that was taught and lived was developed by a social, 
cultural and intellectual group, which alone had the necessary devotion for cultivating mind 
and spirit. 72 In the differing schools of spirituality two main models can be found: 
1) an ascetic/monastic model of renunciation spirituality. 73 
2) A model of `householder spirituality' where asceticism is less dominant. 74 
1.3.2 Mysticism 
As for the term `mysticism' its origin lies in the Greek root `mu', 75 suggesting something 
closed, hidden, or secret and the group of words constructed from it - mystikon, mysterion, 
and mystes - were used in connection with the Greek mystery religions. 76 Mysticism is not 
confined to `religion' however, as many describe `mystical experiences' in a non-religious 
70 Within the Islamic framework this could be exemplified by the teachings of shaykhs to their murlds within 
their tarigas, for which the works of al-Mub5sibi serve as a primer. 
71 This has been a product of the phenomenological approach to religion and has resulted in many works such 
as the Classics of Western Spirituality series and the Routledge Curzon Sufi series. 
72 Hinnels, Penguin Dictionary of Religions, p. 495 and Wakefield (ed. ), A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality, 
p. 362. 
73 Ibid. 
74 The author of this categorisation holds that 1) is primarily Christian Spirituality whereas 2) is primarily 
found in Islam, Judaism and `Indian' religions. See Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, pp. 495- 
496. However, it will be shown that many Muslims laid great emphasis on asceticism also. 
75 It has been suggested that the term originates from the form `muein', meaning to close the lips or eyes, with 
the probable sense of `one vowed to keep silence' and hence `one initiated into the Mysteries', which were 
secret cults that appear to have survived from both underground and emotional survivals of the pre-Greek 
religion of the worship of the Earth Mother. See Parrinder, Geoffrey, Mysticism in the World''s Religions 
(London, Sheldon press, 1974) p. 8. 
76 Wakefield (ed. ), A Dictionary of Christian Spirituality, p. 272. This developed in the theory and practice of 
Christianity; already in the Apocrypha of the Old Testament a `mystery' was known to the initiated (mystes) 
as a secret doctrine, which, though not necessarily difficult to understand, should not be revealed. In the New 
Testament the `mystery' is the revelation of the word of God, which had not been known in previous ages but 
was now revealed to the believers. Paul developed this further using terms, which could have a technical, 
mystical association, such as `illuminated', `fullness' and `wisdom'. Other, later Christian writers and 
theologians spoke regularly of the sacraments as mysteria, baptism as mystikon and the celebrants of the 
eucharistic mystery were `mystagogues'. The basis of all of this however, was in the Neoplatonism of Plotinus, 
who combined Platonic and other mystical ideas into a coherent whole and whose essays are from the classics 
of mysticism. Plotinus taught the union (enosis) of the soul with the divine one, which is the Good and the 
source of all existence and values. Later Christian writers absorbed Neoplatonic ideas and a crucial role was 
played by the short but potent writings of the so-called `pseudo Dionysius'. Pseudo Dionysius was probably an 
anonymous Syrian monk who lived around 500 C. E. and who used many technical terms of the Mysteries. 
He, like Plotinus before him, wrote of the `union' of the soul with God and the gradual `divinisation' (theosis) 
of man and says that by the exercise of mystical contemplation, the mystic will rise `by unknowing' (agnosia) 
towards the union, as far as it is attainable, with him who transcends all being and knowledge. See Parrinder, 
Mysticism in the World's Religions, pp. 8-10. 
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context. Thus, in theistic tradition it is often described as a fundamentally unitive 
experience of love and communion with God, whereas in non-theistic traditions it is 
desciribed as an intuitive, contemplative approach to ultimate reality. In either case it is 
understood as an experience beyond ordinary human experience and reason but at the same 
time is not antagonistic to them. The study of mysticism is undertaken from the perspectives 
of theology, philosophy and psychology and examines the nature and interpretation of 
religious experience. " 
For most people, mystical experience is only indirectly accessable via mystical literature, 
which exists in many different genres. 78 Common to them is the insistence on an experience 
of fundamental unity or oneness transcending the diversity of everyday life. To this end 
many religions prescribe techniques of contemplation and meditation, as well as a variety of 
spirtual diciplines and ascetic practices, as a means to reach mystical experience. The 
majority of mystics maintain that their experience is fundamentally ineffable, i. e. it cannot 
be adequately expressed; yet this claim does not preclude the describability of such 
experiences to which the mystical literature in all religions bears witness. 79 
Despite this however, when trying to define mysticism we encounter as many, if not more 
difficulties than with spirituality. 80 A myriad of definitions exist and a brief overview will be 
given here. 81 In the Cabbalistic tradition for example, mysticism is either a mystery or a 
mystery of mysteries; it is a mystery when the teacher understands it and it is a mystery of 
mysteries when neither the teacher nor the pupil understands it. 82 As can be seen this is not 
particularly helpful to our cause, however, but there are dictionary definitions which require 
consideration. In the first mysticism is said to be, "Reliance on spiritual intuition or exalted 
feeling as the means of acquiring knowledge of mysteries inaccessable to intellectual 
apprehension. " This however, does not mean that mystics discover new facts, as this is the 
"H inn eis (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, p. 333. 
78 The most common in the Islamic tradition is the use of poetry or prose to describe the authors' mystical 
experiences. 
Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, p. 334. 
80 For an excellent discussion regarding the definition of mysticism see Ellwood (jnr. ), Robert S., Mysticism 
and Religion (New Jersey, Prentice Hall Inc., 1980) pp. 27-31. The author eventually settles for the following 
definition, "Mystical experience is experience in a religious context that is immediately or subsequently 
interpreted by the experiencer as an encounter with ultimate divine reality in a direct, non-rational way that 
engenders a sense of unity and of living during the experience on a level of being other than the ordinary. " 
81 It is worth noting also however that mysticism is not always seen in a positive light, as the Oxford English 
Dictionary puts it, "From a hostile point of view, mysticism implies self delusion or dreamy confusion of 
thought; hence the term is often applied to any religious belief to which evil qualities are imputed. " See 
Parrinder, Mysticism in the World's Religions, p. 7. 
82 Ibid. 
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role of science but we mean that they seek a wisdom, which gives a new vision and 
understanding of the world. 83 
To try and define the `universal core' of mysticism, the philosopher W. T. Stace conducted a 
study of mystical expression within seven representative experiences. 84 From these he 
deduced seven central themes85, which can be summarised as: 
1) There is a unifying vision in which the One is perceived by the senses in and through 
many objects, so that `All is One'. 
2) The One is apprehended as an inner life, or presence in all things, so that `nothing is 
really dead'. 
3) This brings a sense of reality which is objective and true. 
4) There is a feeling of satisfaction, joy and bliss. 
5) There is a feeling of the holy and sacred that is the specifically religious element of the 
experience. 
6) There is a feeling that is paradoxical. 
7) There is a feeling that is inexpressable in words. 86 
These observations lead us to give further consideration to mysticism in terms of union. The 
dictionary gives its central definition of mysticism as, `belief in the possibility of union with 
the divine nature by means of ecstatic contemplation' and it further defines the mystic as 
`one who, whether Christian or non-Christian, seeks contemplation or self surrender to 
obtain union with or absorption into the Deity'. 87 Zaehner also concedes that the basic idea 
of mysticism is union but states that there are not only different types of union but also 
different understandings of the object with which union is to be achieved. What he terms 
`profane mysticism' is that which may speak of union simply as `all is one', a feeling of 
oneness but without any divine or religious object. 88 
The simple experience of unification has sometimes been termed Pantheism but this may 
well be a mistake. Pantheism is the doctrine that God, or at least the divine being, is 
everything and everything is divine. A simple feeling of unity or exaltation does not 
necessarily involve any divine being or theos. It may be expressed by a phrase from the 
83 Ibid., p. 11. 
84 These included two Roman Catholics, one Protestant, one ancient classical, one modern Hindu and two 
American agnostics. See Parrinder, Mysticism in the World's Religions p. 11. 
85 For a similar discussion see Ellwood, Mysticism and Religion, pp. 15-17 and 32-33. 
86 Although this summary is useful it is not without its critics and does not tell us a great deal about the 
content of the mystical experience. See Parrinder, Mysticism in the World's Religions, pp. 11-12. 
87 Ibid., p. 12. 
88 Ibid., p. 13. 
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Upanishads89, `You are this all', but that has no evident reference to any divine being. 
Zaehner prefers to call such a simple expression of unity Pan-en-henism, `all-in-one-ism'. It 
is profane not in any derogoratory sense but simply because no sacred power is implied. 
There is a pantheistic mysticism, however, which may be called `all-God-ism'. This is 
illustrated by famous sayings of the Upanishads such as `Thou art That' and `I am 
Brahman'. These expressions mean that the individual soul is the eternal and only real 
Absolute, the ultimate Being. 9o 
Thus, in summary we can distinguish various types of mysticism; theistic mysticism seeks 
union with God but not identity, whereas monistic mysticism seeks identity with a universal 
principle, which may be called divine though that would imply a difference from the 
human. Finally, non-religious mysticism also seeks union with something, or everything 
rather like monism. 91 
From the above discussion it is clear that spirituality and mysticism are not the same, 
although they may occupy a similar sphere of existence, their goals are clearly quite 
different. As will be seen the initial period of Islamic history was filled with individuals, al- 
Mubasibi included, who were essentially trying to realise a form of the spiritualty as defined 
above. However, as time passed and the spirituality born out of asceticism progressed, new 
concepts were derived and full blown tacawwufwas born and often combined many of the 
ideas presented above as `mystical'. As a result, this Islamic discipline would be affected 
forever and therefore, this requires that we now turn our attention the concept of tacawwuf. 
1.4 Sufism (Tasawwui5 
The very nature of the topic of tazkiyat al-nafs, i. e. its intrinsic spiritual nature, requires that 
we pay some attention to the topic of Sufism or tasawwuf. This is so that we can draw a 
comparison between the two areas of research to establish their areas of overlap and to 
examine the relationship between them. Despite this, however, an exhaustive discussion of 
89 The Upanishads are texts of the Vedic tradition and were influential in the development of Hindu thought. 
Upanishad means `sitting down close to' a Ghuru and hence is an esoteric teaching. Like the Brahmanas, to 
which they are are attached, they are explanations of Vedic tradition but on a mystical rather than a ritual 
level. See Hinnels (ed. ), Penguin Dictionary of Religions, p. 540; Nikhilananda, Swami, The Upanishads -A 
Second Selection (London, Phoenix House Ltd., 1954) pp. 1-34 and Olivelle, Patrick, The Early Upanishads - 
Annotated Text and Translation (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998) pp. 3-27. 
90 Parrinder, Mysticism in the World's Religions, p. 13 and Ellwood, Mysticism and Religion, p. 19. Also see 
Nikhilananda, The Upanishads, pp. 15,20 and Olivelle, The Early Upanishads, pp. 26-7. 
91 See Parrinder, Mysticism in the World's Religions, p. 15. 
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Sufism is clearly beyond the object of the current thesis92 and this being the case, the 
present section will revolve around a brief discussion of the following topics: 
1. The linguistic origin of the words süland tasawwuf. 
2. Definitions of the words süBand tasawwuf. 
3. The historical development of Sufism. 
1.4.1 The Linguistic Origin of the Words 5 5andTayawwuf 
Many scholars, past and present, have discussed at length the origin of the words srlfi and 
tacawwuf, providing a rich and varied body of literature, which will be summarised and 
presented here. The majority of scholars have concluded that the words süfand tasawwuf 
were unknown during the initial period of Islamic history and thus, the terms are thought 
to have developed at later date. 93 Due to this a wide and diverse variety of opinions can be 
found in the various sources and can be summarised into the following points: 
i) The first of these opinions regarding the origin of the word yi7il and tacawwufis said to 
originate from the term al-raff al-awwal, meaning the first row; this being an indication to 
the first row of the many rows behind the imam, during prayer, as this was traditionally the 
position of the righteous, due to their eagerness to be at the forefront of such pious actions. 
However, linguistically, the derivation of the word is incorrect because if this was the case 
92 Sufi practices for example, both practical and in belief, with not be dealt with here due to the extensive 
nature of the topic and the great variation from one group of Sufis to the next. Due to this, for a discussion of 
such issues refer to the following sources: al-Kaläbädhi (d. 380/990), Muhammad b. Ishäq, al-Ta`arruf li 
Madhhab Ah1 al-Tasawwuf, edited by Ahmad Shams al-Din (Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 1993); al-Tusi 
(d. 378/988), cAbd A115h b. `Ali [Abü Nasr al-Sarräj], al-Luma, edited by Kämil Mustafa- al-Hindäwi (Beirut, 
Där al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1999); al-Asfahäni (d. 430/1039), Ahmad b. cAbd Alläh 
b. Ishäq (Abü Nucaym), 
Hilyat al Awliya5, edited by Sacid Sacd al-Din al-Iskandari (10 vols., Beirut, Dar Ihyac al-Turäth al-Arabi, 
2001); al-Hujwiri, (d. between 465/1073 and 469/1077), cAli b. cUthman al-Jullabi, 
Kashfal-Mahjüb (Beirut, 
D5r al-Nahda al-AArabiyya, n. d. ); al-Misri, cUmdat al-SAA wa cUddat al-Näsik, pp. 855-68; Shaqfa, 
Muhammad Fahd, al-Tasawwuf bayn al-Hagq wa 'l-Khalq (3rd ed., al-Dar al-Salafiyya, Safah, 1983) pp. 52- 
183; al-Sahm_aräni, As`ad, al-Tasawwuf (Beirut, Dar al-Nafä'is, 1987) pp. 113-146; al-Säyih and al-Manäci, 
Ahmad and `A'isha, Diräsät /1 'l-Tasawwuf wa 'l-Akhläq (Dar al-Thigäfa, Doha, 1991) pp. 51-190; Sädiq, 
Sädiq Salim, al Masädar al-flmma Ii '1 Talagqi Cind al Süfyya (Riyadh, Maktabat al-Rushd, 1994) pp. 183- 
710; Idris, Idris Mahmüd, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya cind al-Süfiyya wa Atharuhä `alä '1-Umma al- 
Islämiyya (3 vols., Riyadh, Maktabat al-Rushd, 1998) vol. 1, pp. 
98-148; Schimmel, Annemarie, Mystical 
Dimensions of Islam (Chapel Hill, The University of Carolina Press, 1975) pp. 98-148; Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 301-14, and Chittick, Sufism -A Short Introduction (Oxford, Oneworld Publications, 2000). 
93 See Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328), Ahmad b. cAbd al-Hal-im, Majmü`at al-Fatäwä, edited by cAmir al-Jazzar 
and Anwar al-Bäz (2"d ed., 20 vols., Riyadh, Maktabat cUbaykän, 1998) vol. 11, p. 7; Zahir, Ihsän 11äM, al- 
Tasawwuf - al-Mansha' wa Masädar (Lahore, Idärat al-Turjumän al-Sunna, 1987) p. 43; Shaqfa, al-Tasawwuf 
bayn al-Ilagq wa 'l-Khalq, p. 
12; 
al-Fawzän, Sälih, Haglqat al-Tasawwuf wa Mawgifal-Süfiyya min cUsUI al- 
clbäda wa '1-Din (Riyadh, Dar al-AAsima, 1992) p. 15; Idris, Mazähiral-Inhiräfal-Agadiyya sind al-Süfiyya wa 
Atharuha `alä '1-Umma al-Islämiyya, vol. 1, p. 25 and Siddigi, Harlin 
Bashir, Masädar al-Talaqqi `ind al- 
Süfiyya (Riyadh, Dar al-Räya, 1997) p. 15. 
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the term would not be 5d, 6 but would be saffi and therefore, many scholars reject this 
derivation. 94 
ii) The second opinion derives its origin from the term ahl a1-cuffa (lit. the people of the 
bench)95 but once again we find that this derivation is incorrect because if the word was 
derived from ahl a1-suffa then the resulting term would be suf 96and not cü. 97 
iii) The third possibility stems from the Arabic word safä98, meaning to be pure or clean and 
despite its obvious connection to the subject matter", lexically the term is incorrect as the 
resultant descriptive noun would be cafaWI-and not sü loo 
94 See al-Kaldbädhi, al-Ta`arrufli Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, p. 10; Ibn Taymiyya, Majmü'at al-Fatäwä, vol. 
11, p. 7; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, p. 19; al-Säyih and al-Manä`i, Diräsät '1-Tasawwuf wa '1 Akhläq, p. 24 
and 36; al-Fawzän, Yagiqat al-Tasawwuf, p. 16; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Ammah li 'I-Talagqi sind al-Srlfiyya, p. 
27; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 
14; Baldick, Julian, Mystical Islam (London, I. B. Tauris and 
Co. Ltd., 1989) pp. 31-32 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. S. 
95 These were the Prophet's Companions who were resident in his mosque and usually consisted of the 
emigrants from Mecca who had no place to stay, or no worldly wealth to speak of. Their state was such that 
they were also known as `al ghuraba' - the `strangers', i. e. to the worldly life. They were not specific group of 
people but indeed their number would vary due to their circumstances and condition. However, there were a 
number of Companions who would remain in the suffa on a permanent basis; these included Abu- Dharr al- 
Ghiffäri (d. 32/652), Abu- Müsä al-Ashcan (d. 44/665), Salmän al-Färisi (d. 35/655) and others. Although 
their number would vary greatly it is thought that their number may have reached as high as four hundred 
people. The Prophet was known to encourage the more wealthy members of society to feed them and look 
after them, so that each person would take one or two of them at each mealtime to eat. It is reported that the 
more well-to-do members of the Medinan society would complain and request the Prophet to remove them 
from his company because an unpleasant odour would emanate from them (that of sheep - presumably due to 
their wearing of wool) but when this happened a portion of the QurD5n was revealed saying, "And be the 
patient with those who call upon their Lord during the morning and evening, hoping for His pleasure and not 
turn away from them, desiring the adornments of this world. And do not obey those whose hearts we have 
made heedless to Our remembrance and those who pursue their desires and whose affairs are worthless" 
(18: 26). Due to this the Prophet is reported to have shook hands with them and would not remove his hand 
until they did so first. In addition, he would not leave their company until they did so first, out of respect for 
them. See al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`arrufIi Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, p. 10; Ibn al-Jawzi, cAbd al-Rahmän, Tablis 
Iblrs, edited by Ayman S51ih (3`d edition, Cairo, Där al-Hadith, 1999) pp. 167-8; Ibn Taymiyya, 
MajmÜcat 
al- 
Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, p. 16; al-Säyih and al-Manä'i, Diräsät lI 'l-Tasawwuf wa 'I- 
Akhläq, p. 24; al-Fawzän, ffagjqat al-Tacawwuf, p. 15; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-c4 nmah li 'l-Talagql 'Ind al- 
Svfiyya, p. 27; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind al-Srlfiyya, vol. 1, p. 25; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions 
of Islam, p. 14; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 31-32 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 5. 
96Some scholars do not deny the possibility that this derivation may be possible both lexically and practically. 
From the lexical standpoint the term may have simply been added to by a waw and the shadda removed. 
Secondly, from the practical viewpoint, the state of the early Sufis was not dissimilar to that of the ahl aJ-cuffa. 
See al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`arrufliMadhhabAhl al-Tasawwuf, p. 10; al-Suhrawardi (d. 632/1234), 'Umar b. cAbd 
Alläh [Abii Hafs, Shihäb a]-Din], Awärifal-Ma`ärif(as part of Ghazäli's Ihyä; vol. 5, Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al- 
ýIlmiyya, 2001) vol. 5, pp. 65-6 and al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, p. 17. 
97A1-Kalabädhi, al-Ta'arruf li Madhhab AN al-Tasawwuf, p. 10; Ibn al-Jawzi, Tablis Ibhs, pp. 167-8; Ibn 
Taymiyya, Majmü'at al-Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, p. 16; al-Säyih and al-Man5ci, 
Diräsät fi 'l-Tasawwuf wa 'l Akhläq, pp. 24 and 32-6; al-Fawzän, ffagiqat al-Tasawwuf, p. 15; Sädiq, al- 
Masädar al cAmma li 'l-Talagqi 'ind al-Süfiyya, p. 27; Idris, Ma? hir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind a] -Srrfyya, 
vol. 1, p. 25; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 14; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 31-32 and Knysh, 
Islamic Mysticism, p. 5. 
98 This term will be discussed further when discussing the definition of tasawwuf. 
99 For this reason some scholars chose this to be the correct derivation. See al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`arruf Ii 
Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, pp. 9-10; al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyaj, vol. 1, p. 17; Zarrüq, Ahmad b. Ahmad, 
Qawä'id a]- Tasawwuf, edited by Muhammad Zuhri al-Najjär (Cairo, Maktabat al-Kulliyät al-Azhariyya, 1967) 
and al-Sahmaräni, a1-Tasawwuf, p. 16. 
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iv) The fourth possibility is that the word Sufi' is derived from a man known as '$U-fa', 
whose actual name was al-Ghawth b. Murr b. Udd b. Täbikha b. Ilyäs b. Mudirr. lol This 
character was known for his retreat into worship within the Holy precincts of the Kacba in 
Mecca and as such the early Sufis resembled him in this aspect. 102 This opinion has been 
refuted by the majority of scholars due to its unlikely nature. 103 
v) The fifth option was provided by a scholar named al-Biyrüni, who suggested that the 
word süß derives from the word srl1 coming from the Greek sophos, meaning `wise'. "' 
This opinion has been proposed by several western scholars also but has received little 
acceptence as being valid. 105 
vi) Another possiblity proposed by a minority of scholars, such as al-Qushayri (d. 
465/1072) and al-Hujwiri (d. 465/1072), is that the term `sth? is not derived linguistically 
(ishtigäq) nor by analogy (glyäs) , but infact was nothing more than a title 
(lagab) given to 
identify a specific group of individuals. 106 
loo Al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta'arrufIi Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, pp. 9-10; Ibn Taymiyya, Majmdcat al-Fatäwä, vol. 
11, p. 7; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, p. 17; al-Säyih and al-Manäci, Diräsät f 'I-Tasawwuf wa '1 Akhläq, pp. 
24 and 38-39; al-Fawzän, 
Haglqat 
al-Tasawwuf, p. 15; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Aroma li '1-Talaqqi `ind a]- 
Süfiyya, p. 28; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind al-Srlfiyya, vol. 1, p. 25; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions 
of Islam, p. 14; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 31-32 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. S. 
See Ibn al-Jawzi, Tables Iblis, pp. 167-8; Ibn Taymiyya, Majmv`at al-Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; al-Säyih and al- 
Manäci, Diräsätfi '1-Tasawwuf wa '1-Akhläq, pp. 32-33; al-Fawzän, Iagiqata]-Tasawwuf, p. 16; al-Sahmaräni, 
al-Tasawwuf, pp. 17-18; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Amma li '1-Talagq1 'ind al-Süfiyya, pp. 29-30 and Idris, Mazähir 
al-Inhiräf al- Agadiyya `ind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, p. 26. 
102 Surprisingly enough this opinion was considered the correct alternative by Ibn al-Jawzi. See Ibn al-Jawzi, 
Ta blis Iblis, p p. 16 7-8. 
103 This is due to several factors: firstly, that this tribe is not very well known and therefore it is unlikely that 
the early Sufis would have associated themselves within a little known group. Secondly, this tribe were found 
in the pre-Islamic era and therefore, it is also highly unlikely that a group of Muslims would associate 
themselves with a people the jähill period, when their association to the earliest generations of Muslims is 
more befitting. See Ibn Taymiyya, Majmü'at al-Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; al-Fawzän, Yaqiqat al-Tasawwuf, p. 16; 
al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, pp. 17-18 and $adiq, al-Masädaral-Ämma li '1-Talagql `ind a]-Süfiyya, pp. 29-30. 
104 Thus, the süfi-would be considered a wise man, being from the same root as fayläsüf`philosopher', which 
literally means `the one who loves wisdom'. This has another connotation however, which is that many such 
si/s were in fact practitioners of medicine - an understanding which is still held today in the Muslim world by 
the term haklm,, who is a practitioner of traditional healing techniques. This was said to be developed even 
further by the y , 7(]-S, who considered themselves to be the `healers of the hearts'. See Mubärak, Zaki, a]- 
Tasawwufal-Islämi B '1-Adab wa '1 Akhläq (Beirut, al-Maktaba al-cAsriyya, n. d. ) vol. 1, p. 41; al-Säyih and al- 
Man5'i, Diräsät fI '1-Tasawwuf wa '1-Akhläq, pp. 25 and 36-38; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-'Amnia li '1-Talaqqi sind 
al-Srlfiyya, p. 30; Siddigi, Masädar al-Talagqi 'ind al-, üfyya, p. 
15; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, 
p. 
14; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 31-32 and Stoddart, William, Sufism - the Mystical Doctrines and Methods 
in Islam (Wellingborough, Thorsons Publishers Ltd., 1976) p. 20. 
pos Schimmel rejects this view on the basis of it being philologically impossible. In addition to this, other 
questions must be raised: how could a Greek derivation become so widespread when the Greek language had 
only began to be translated within a similar time frame? Secondly, why these Muslim individuals prefer a 
`foreign' and `atheist' term to express their own, very particular identity? See al-Säyih and al-Manaci, Diräsit f 
'I-Tasawwuf wa '1 Akhläq, pp. 36-38 and Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 14. 
106 See al-Säyih and al-Man5ci, Diräsät fi '1-Tasawwuf wa '1-Akhläq, p. 39; $ädiq, al-Masädar a1-Aroma 1i '1- 
Talagqi `ind al-Sifiyya, pp. 33-4 and Siddigi, Masädaral-Talagqi 'ind al-Srlfiyya, pp. 15-16. 
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vii) The final suggestion is perhaps the most widely accepted and the area to which the 
majority of scholars have paid the greatest attention: this is the idea that the term `s0 
derives from `srlfor wool, being similar to gamis (a shirt) and tagammasa (to wear a shirt), 
i. e. `süf (wool) tasawwafa (to wear wool). In other words, a süfi is a person who wears 
wool, this being the sign of an ascetic and one who renounces the world. 10' 
It is clear from this discussion that the origin of the term süß has been debated throughout 
the centuries by various scholars and it is equally clear that there is no definitive answer. 
Despite this we can say that the the opinions i, iv, v and vi, seem unlikely due both to their 
linguistic and practical considerations. Although the possibilities suggested in ii and iii seem 
unlikely linguistically, they remain obvious practical and theoretical models for the Süfiyya 
and therefore cannot be ruled out. The most obvious and most popular choice seems to the 
final proposition, that of yi fand this too is a highly viable choice mainly due to its linguistic 
implication, as well as its practical reality. After having discussed the origin of the words 
süfi and tacawwuf, it seems logical that the meaning and implication of these terms be 
examined and indeed, this is the role of the next section. 
1.4.2 Definitions of the words Srl6and Tasawwuf 
If the origin of the terms sügÖ8 and tasawwufprove difficult to pin down then a definition 
of these two terms is even more elusive. In fact it would seem that there are as many 
definitions of sjjand tasawwufas there are scholars of this field. For example al-Sarräj (d. 
378/988) mentions that the definitions of tasawwuf excede one hundred 109, whereas al- 
Suhrawardi (d. 632/1234) states that there are more than one thousand statements on the 
107 See al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`arrufli Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, pp. 10-12; al-Sarräj, al-Luma`/ 'l-Tasawwuf, p. 
20; al-Suhrawardi, Awärif al-Ma`ärif (as part of al-Ghazzäli's I iyä), vol. 5, pp. 59-60; Ibn al-Jawzi, Tablis 
Iblis, pp. 167; Ibn Taymiyya, Majmü`at al-Fatäwä, vol. 11, pp. 7-8; Ibn Khaldiin, (d. 808/1405), cAbd al- 
Rahm5n b. Muhammad b. Muhammad, al-Muqaddima, edited by Darwaysh al-Jawaydi (Beirut, al-Maktaba 
al-AÄsriyya, 2002) p. 467; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, pp. 18-19; Mubärak, al-Tasawwuf al-Islämi fi 7Adab 
wa 'I Akhläq, vol. 1, pp. 43-45; al-Säyih and al-Manäci, Diräsät fi '1-Tasawwuf wa 'l Akhläq, pp. 24-32; al- 
Fawz5n, Jlagiqat al-Tayawwuf, pp. 15-17; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Amma li '1-Talagqi cind al-Süfiyya, pp. 31-33; 
Idris, Ma? hir al-1nhir9f al-Agadiyya `inda al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, pp. 26-27; Siddigi, Masädar al-Talagql `ind al- 
Süfiyya, pp. 15-16; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 14; Stoddart, Sufism, p. 20; Baldick, Mystical Islam, 
pp. 31-32 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 5-7. 
108 It is interesting to note that the scholars of this discipline differentiate between the terms süll and 
mutasawwil the former being the scholar who has reached the spiritual goal of tasawwuf, whereas the latter 
is the beginner on the path, who is striving to reach the same rank as that of the sü/ See al-Jiläni (d. 
561/1156), cAbd al-Q5dir, al-Ghunya li Tälibi Tariq al-Hagq (3rd edition, Cairo, Maktabat al-Bäbi al-I-Ialabi, 
1965) vol. 2, p. 160; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, pp. 32-3; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 
20 
and 
Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 5. 
_ li '1-Talagqi `ind al-Süfiyya, p. 34. 109 Al Sarräj, al Luma`tl '1-Tasawwuf, p. 27 and S5diq, al-Masädaral-54 
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subject "° and Zarrüq (d. 899/1493) claims that there are as many as two thousand. "' 
Consequently, to produce a definitive description for this concept proves particularly 
difficult, due to the myriad of definitions that exist. 112 
Despite this rich diversity within the literature regarding the meaning of the terms srlland 
tasawwuf, there is however a range of identifiable subjects which characterise such 
definitions. The first identifiable idea that can be found, when trying to capture the essence 
of tasawwuf, is the inclusion of the concept of moral character/behaviour or khuluq. 13 This 
is exemplified in the statement of Abü Bakr al-Kitäni (d. 233/848) who said, "Tasawwufis 
moral character (khuluq). So whoever surpassed you in moral character, has surpassed you 
in purity (a1-safaý)i14 and in the statement of Abu Muhammad al-Jariri (d. 311/924) who 
said, "Tasawwuf is to adopt every Prophetic characteristic (khuluq sunni) and to depart 
from every base characteristic (khuluq dannl). i15 In fact this concept was widely accepted 
which we can derive from Ibn al-Qayyim's (d. 750/1351) comment, "Those who discuss this 
dicipline agree that tasawwufis moral character (khuluq). s16 
The next easily distinguishable feature that we find is that of etiquette and manners or 
adab. "7 An example of the importance devoted to adab is seen on the statement of Abü 
Hafs al-Haddäd, who said: 
All of tacawwuf is etiquette (adab) : every moment has an etiquette, every 
state (häla) has an etiquette and every station (magäm) has an etiquette. 
Whoever observed each moment's etiquette has reached the position of 
men; whoever neglected etiquette, then he is distant even when he thinks he 
is close and he is rejected even though he wishes for acceptance. "' 
Similarly, al-Hujwiri (d. between 465/1073 and 469/1077) comments: 
Know that the beautification and ornamentation of every worldly or religious 
affair is dependant upon etiquette. Every station (magäm) and every type of 
110 Al-Suhrawardi, Awärif al-Ma`ärif (as part of al-Ghazzäli's Ilhyä), vol. 5, p. 65 and Sädiq, al-Masädar al- 
Amma li '1-Talagql cind al- 5' fiyya, p. 34. 
11' Zarrüq, Qawaid al-Tacawwuf, p. 3 and Sädiq, al-Masädar al-f]mma li '1-Talagql `Ind al-Süfiyya, p. 34. 
112 For a survey of these varying definitions see al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`arzufli Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, pp. 18- 
21; al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, pp. 29-35; al-Säyih and al-Manäci, Diräsät fi '1-Tasawwuf wa '1 Akhläq, pp. 
41-9; $5diq, al-Masädar al-A mma li '1-Talagql `ind al- ' fiyya, pp. 35-37; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräfal-Agadiyya 
died al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, pp. 28-33; $ iddigi, Masädar al-Talagqi sind al-Süfiyya, pp. 15-16 and Schimmel, Mystical 
Dimensions of Islam, pp. 14-18. 
113 Baraka, cAbd al-Fattäh, FI '1-Tasawwuf wa '1-Akhläq (Kuwait, Där al-Qalam, n. d. ) p. 59 and a1-Säyih and 
al-Manä`i, Diräsät fI '1-Tasawwuf wa 'l-Akhläq, pp. 41-43 and 44-46. 
114 AI-Säyih and a1-Manädi, Diräsätfi '1-Tasawwuf wa '1 Akhläq, p. 42. 
''s Ibid., p. 42. 
116 Ibid., p. 43. 
117 Ibid., pp. 43-44. 
118 Al-Suhrawardi, Awärifal-Ma`ärif(as part of al-Ghazzäli's Ihyä'), vol. 5, p. 203 and al-Säyih and al-Man5ci, 
Diräsät fi '1- Tasa wwuf wa '1 Akhläq, p. 43. 
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moral character (khuluq) has its etiquette. The disbeliever (al-käfir) and the 
Muslim, the monotheist (al-muwahhicl) and the atheist (al-mulhia) and the 
orthodox (al-sunnl) and the innovator (al-mubtad), all agree that fine 
manners in behaviour is good. No formality in the world is completed 
without the use of etiquette. Etiquette with people is maintaining one's self 
esteem (al-marl 'a), the etiquette of religion is maintaining the sunna and the 
etiquette of love (al mahabba) is maintaining its sanctity (a1-hurma). These 
three are linked to each other as whoever does not maintain al-mariPa, he 
will not maintain the sunna and whoever does not maintain the sunna will 
not maintain sanctity. "' 
Thus, from these two quotes we can easily see the emphasis that the scholars have given to 
this particular aspect of tasawwuf, to such an extent that it was to embellish every worldly 
action as well as every religious one. 
The final term to be examined here is that of asceticism or zuhd. This term is perhaps the 
most wide spread understanding of the term tasawwuf, as for many the word Sufi conjures 
up an image of an ascetic (zählt and indeed, as we will see in the next section120, many 
consider tasawwuf to have developed from an ascetic tendency within the earliest 
generations of Muslims. This image is also compounded by the various statements of 
scholars regarding not only the nature of tasawwuf but also the essence of zuhd and its 
intrinsic link with tasawwuf, even to the extent of classifying ascetics into different 
catagories. 121 
To illustrate this point, al-Junayd (d. 298/810) was asked what asceticism (zuha) was, to 
which he replied, "To remove your hand from possesion in the worldly life and to eradicate 
greed from your heart. 7122 Building on this idea Ruwaym b. Ahmad (d. 303/915) stated, 
"Asceticism (zuhd) is to deny al-nafs its portion of everything in the world. "123 To clarify the 
nature of asceticism further, Sufyän al-Thawri (d. 162/778) said, "Zuhd in the world isn't 
wearing a patched cloak (al-khirga), or eating barley bread but it is the heart's lack of 
attachment to the world and not having high hopes. s124 Thus, it can be seen that at the very 
heart of tasawwufis the concept of abstinence from the world and asceticism, which in turn 
is central to achieving the goals of the Sufi. 
19 Al-Hujwiri, Kashf al-Mahjrlb, vol. 2, p. 580 and al-Säyih and al-Mann i, Diräsät fi '1-Tasawwuf wa 7- 
Akhläq, p. 43. 
'2o See pp. 34 and 40 below. 
121 See al-S5yih and al-Manädi, Diräsätfi '1-Tasawwuf wa '1 Akhläq, pp. 46-7. 
122 Al Säyih and al-Manäli, Diräsätfi '1-Tasawwuf wa '1-Akhläq, p. 46. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Ghani, Q5sim, Tärlkh al-Tasawwuf/ '1-Islam (Cairo, al-Nahda al-Misriyya, 1970) p. 383 and al-Säyih and 
al-Manaci, Diräsät fi 'l-Tasawwuf wa 'l Akhläq, p. 47. 
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As time passed, tasawwuf underwent several developmental stages including a period of 
systemisation, where the thoughts, ideas, doctrines and practises of tacawwufwere brought 
together within a clearly identifiable corpus of material and consequently, `new' definitions 
of tasawwufbegan to appear, indicative of this systemisation. 125 In the following statement 
by al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111) we find a loose definition, exemplfying this development and 
systemisation: 
I understood that their path [i. e. that of the Sufis] is only completed 
through knowledge and action and the sum of their knowledge was to 
impose punitive measures upon the nafs and to eliminate its blameworthy 
traits and disgusting characteristics, until a stage is reached whereby the 
heart is free from any other than Allah, being adorned with His 
remembrance. "' 
In the modern period, after many years had passed to examine the teachings and practises 
of tasavwvuf, contemporary scholars who hold a negative view of tasawwuf have also 
attempted to define the term. 12' Thus, we find Zak-1 Mubärak defining tasawwufas follows, 
"AI-tasawwufis a combination of Islamic, Christian and Judaic ideas or a spiritual summary 
of those three religions. 1)128 Similarly, Muhammad Shafqa, defines tasawwuf in the 
following way, "As for tasawwufin our opinion; it is an ascetic method in training the nafs, 
which relies upon a number of metaphysical beliefs, whose authenticity is not based on any 
intellectual or religious evidence. i129 
From the above discussion it is clear that there is no definitive definition of tasawwuf and 
the definition of the term varies greatly from person to person, period to period and one's 
own personal stance regarding this dicipline. One may ask however why was there all of 
this diversity? One main reason for this, in the early period at least, was that each scholar 
would define the term according to his own personal understanding, state and 
circumstances. Therefore, the various statements differ due to the circumstances in which 
they were asked, the nature of the question and questioner and since tasawwufis essentially 
a human `journey' of spiritual development, their own personal state at the point they were 
'Z5 See the next section, pp. 35-6 below. 
126 Al-Ghazzäli, Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad, al-Mungidh mm -911(2°d edition, Beirut, al- 
Maktaba al-Sharqiyya, 1969) p. 35 and al-Sahmardni, al-Tasawwuf, p. 35. 
12' It should be pointed out however that this has been done mainly by scholars representing the anti-Sufi 
genre, who have tried to separate tasawwuffrom mainstream Islam and which is clear from the quotes above. 
See Mubärak, al- Tasawwuf al-Islämi fi '1 Adab wa '1 Akhläq, vol. 1, p. 160; Shaqfa, a1-Tacawwuf bayn a1- 
Hagq wa '1-Khalq, p. 7 and Idris, Mazähiral-Inhiräfa]-Agadiyya rind a]-Süfiyya, vol. 1, pp. 31-33. 
128 Mubärak, al-Tasawwuf al-Isläml 
B '1 Adab wa '1 Akhläq, vol. 1, p. 160 and Shaqfa, a]-Tasawwuf bayn al- 
Ijagq wa '1-Khalq, p. 7. 
129 Shaqfa, a]- Tasawwufbayn al-Hagq wa '1-Khalq, p. 7. 
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asked. '3° Despite this diversity in expression it seems that the overall comprehension of the 
term tacawwuf continues in fact amongst those scholars concerned with it and irrespective 
of the period and the situation, the essence of tasawwuf remains understood. Perhaps one 
the most eloquent statements in this regard is that of Ali b. Ahmad Bushänji, who said, 
"Today, tasawwufis a name without reality but it used to be a reality without a name . ))131 
Thus, in the next section we will attempt to survey the historical development of tacawwuf, 
to see how this `reality' came into being. 
1.4.3 The Historical Development of Sufism 
If the linguistic origin and the definition of the word tasawwufproved problematic then its 
historical development is no easier to chart. This due to the fact that the researcher, on 
examining the literature, finds two polarised viewpoints regarding the origin of tasawwuf. 
The first of these suggests that tasawwufis a later incursion on the original Islamic format, 
being derived from external, `foreign', un-Islamic sources such as Hinduism, Buddhism, 
Judaism, Christianity, Shamanism and Zorastorianism, as well as Greek philosophical 
influences. 13' As a result, tasawwuf is viewed as a later appendage and from the historical 
perspective its chronology thus starts in the 2°a/8t'' or 3`a/9th centuries. Contrary to this, 
there is an opposing view which is that tasawwuf has it origins in Islam and more 
specifically, in the Qur dn, hadth and the life of the Prophet and his Companions (a]- 
sahäba). 133 They argue that this developed in the time of the Successors (al-tihic n) and in 
the time of those after them in much the same way that the other Islamic discplines such as 
jurisprudence (fqh), Qur anic exegesis (tafslr) and doctrine (caglda) did. 13' As a result the 
historical chronology of tasawwuf in this view begins with the Prophet himself and 
continues with his Companions and the succeeding generations. 131 
130 See Zarriiq, Qawa'id al-Tasawwuf, pp. 3-4; Baraka, cAbd al-Fattäh, FI 'l-Tasawwuf wa '1-Akhläq, p. 56; al- 
Säyih and al-Man5ci, Diräsät 
fi 'l-Tasawwuf wa 'l Akhläq, p. 41 and Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Amma li 'l-Talagqi 
c nd al-Süfiyya, p. 37. 
131 Chittick, William C., Sufism -A Short Introduction, pp. 1-2. 
132 For an in-depth discussion of these views see al-Sahmaräni, al-Tasawwuf, pp. 47-59; Sädiq, al-Masädar a1- 
, mma li 'l-Talagqi sind al-S1 fiyya, pp. 62-94; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräfal-Agadiyya sind al-SüYfiyya, vol. 1, pp. 
45-82; Siddigi, Masädar al-Talagqi sind al- ' fiyya, pp. 23-60; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 33- 
5 and Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 13-33. 
133 For examples of this view see al-Misri, Umdat al-Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik, pp. 861-864; al-Sahmaräni, al- 
Tasawwuf, pp. 39-47; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 23-30 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 8- 
10. 
134 See: Keller, Nub Hä Mim, The Place of Tasawwuf in Traditional Islam, at 
http: //ds. dial. pipex. com/masud/ISLAM/nuh/sufitlk. htm, pp. 1-12,1995 and How would you Respond to the 
claim that Sufism is bid`ah? At http: //ds. dial. pipex. com/masud/ISLAM/nuh/sufism. htm, pp. 1-3,1995. 
135 For example see al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`amrfli Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, pp. 21-26. 
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This latter view culminates in the personality of al-Hasan al-Basri (d. 110/728), a successor 
who as his name suggests was a native of Iraq, as many regard him to be a pivotal figure in 
Sufism's development and who is often termed the `archetypal proto-Sufi'. 136 He is even 
attributed the honour of being the first person to have used the term `Sufi', along with 
Sufyän al-Thawri (d. 162/778), 137 and the first person who is said to have founded a circle 
for the Sufis was cAbd al-Wabid b. Zayd (d. ca. 133/750), who was also a companion of al- 
Hasan. 138 Thus, from this short summary it would seem clear that this trend was firmly 
established in Basra13' and that the term `Sufi' was clearly established in the early period of 
the 2nd/8th century. lao Similarly, the term tacawwufalso appears to have been known, which 
we can can derive from the following statement of al-imam Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795), 
who is reported to have said: 
He who practices Sufism (tasawwafa) without learning sacred Law (lam 
yatafaqquh) corrupts his faith (tazanddaga), while he who learns sacred Law 
(tafagqaha) without practicing Sufism (lam yatasawwut) corrupts himself 
(tafassaqa). Only he who combines the two has achieved the realisation 
(tahagqaqa). 141 
These were not the only names known in the period and infact we find a rich mosaic of 
various personalities, who in one way or another were influential on the development of 
Sufism, 142 as well as portraying a variety of devotional styles. This can be seen in the next 
generation of Muslim ascetics who included Ibrahim b. Adham (d. 160/777)143, cAbd Allah 
b. al-Mubärak (d. 181/797) 144 and Fudayl b. clyäd (d. 188/803). 145 Perhaps the most 
136 Al Kaläbädhi, al Ta`arrufIi Madhhab AN al Tasawwuf, p. 22; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 
30 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 10-13. 
137 See Ibn Taymiyya, Majmü`at al-Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Amma li 'l-Talagqi cind al- 
Si fiyya, p. 38 and Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, p. 36. This is in opposition to Baldick and Schimmel, who state that the first person who was termed a Sufi was a certain Abü Häshim, who 
died in 161/776. See Mystical Islam, p. 30 and Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 31. 
138 Ibn Taymiyya, Majmrl`at al-Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; Sädiq, al-Mas' dar al-Aroma li 'l-Talagql `ind al-Süfiyya, p. 
38; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf a1-Agadiyya rind al-SUiyya, vol. 1, p. 36; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of 
Islam, p. 31 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 16-18. 
139 Ibn Taymiyya, Majmü`atal-Fatäwä, vol. 11, p. 7; Sädiq, al-Masädaral-cj4mma li 'l-Talagql `ind al-Süfryya, p. 
38 and Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräfal- Agadiyya `ind al-S'üJfiyya, vol. 1, p. 36. 
140 Ibid. Once again this is in opposition to Baldick, who states that, "It goes against all the evidence from 
classical Muslim sources who agree that the term dates from the third century of Islam, which began in 816. " 
See Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 30. 
'4' See Ibn `Ajºba, Abmad b. Muhammad, Igäz al-Himam IT Shari al-Hikam (Cairo, Mustafä al-Bäbi wa 
Awläduhu, 1972) pp. 5-6 and al-Misri, Umdat al-Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik p. 862. This statement once again 
would seem to prove Baldick wrong, see footnotes 135 and 138. 
142 From al-Hasan's circle alone were the following: Yazid b. Abän al-Ragäshi (d. between 101/729 and 
121/738), Muhammad b. Wasi' (d. 127/738), Malik b. Dinar (d. 128/745), Farqad al-Sabakhi (d. 132/749) 
and Däwüd al-T50i (d. 165/78 1). See Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 13 and 35. 
143 For details concerning his life see al-Misri, Umfiat al-Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik, p. 1061; Schimmel, Mystical 
Dimensions of Islam, p. 37 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 19-20. 
144 For details concerning his life see Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 21-2. 
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innovative of these devotional styles was that of Räbica al-cAdawiyya (d. 185/801), who 
promoted the concept of `absolute love for the divine', and was later to influence many with 
her love mysticism. 146 Another is Shaqiq al-Balkhi (d. 195/810) who was instrumental in 
the formation of mystical language, speculation and what is now termed `the knowledge of 
the Path' (`ilm al-tarlq), as he seems to have been the first to discuss the various levels of 
spiritual attainment and their stages (manäzil. 147 
These teachings were not only confined to the eastern provinces and indeed there were 
many important characters were also found in the western territories, who were 
disseminating the eastern tradition. For example, in Syria there was Abu- Sulaymän al- 
Däräni (d. 215/830), who had studied with cAbd al-Wabid b. Zayd and evolved his own 
version of al-Hasan's teaching. 148 Similarly, in Egypt we find Dhü I -Min al-Misri (d. 
245/860), who studied with Fudayl b. clyad and is accredited with the systematic teaching 
of the mystic `states' (alhwäJ and the `stations' (magamät), 149 
This rich period was the `golden age' in the development of what would become known as 
Sufism and culminated in what was later referred to as being the `Baghdadi School'. lso This 
`school' had amongst it ranks some of the most famous names to be found in Sufi history15' 
and was to have arguably the greatest influence on future generations. This is of importance 
to the current research as the subject of the thesis, namely al-Härith al-Mubasibi, was not 
only a major figure of it but also one of the major contributors to its thought and teaching. 
Due to its heavy emphasis on extreme asceticism and its strong moral teaching, the 
Baghdadi School was often termed the `sober (sah w) school' of Sufism and was said to be 
145 For details concerning his life see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 35-6 and Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 23-4. 
146 For details concerning her life see Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind al-, üfiyya, vol. 1, p. 37; 
Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 38-41; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 29-30 and Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 26-32. 
147 For details concerning his life and teaching see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 38 and Knysh, 
Islamic Mysticism, pp. 32-5. 
148 For details concerning his life and teaching see Idris, Mazähiral-Inhiräfal-Agadiyya 'ind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, 
p. 42 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 36-9. 
149 For details concerning his life and teaching see al-Misri, cUmdat al-SAA wa Uddat al-Nisik, p. 1045; Idris, 
Mazähir al-Inhiräf a1- Agadiyya `ind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, pp. 43-4; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 
42-7; Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 35 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 39-42. 
lso The Baghdädi School will be discussed later, see chapter three, section 3.4.1 below. 
151 These included: Ma`ruf al-Karkhi (d. 200/815), Bishr al-Häfi (d. 247/842), Sari al-Sagati (d. 253/867), 
Abü Said al-Kharräz (d. ca 286/899), al-Junayd al-Baghdädi (d. 298/810), Abü Hamza al-Khuräsäni (d. 
between 290/903 and 298/911), Amr b. cUthmän al-Makki (d. 291/903), Abü '1-Husayn al-Nüri (d. 
295/907), Ruwaym b. Abmad (d. 303/915), Khayr al-Nassäj (d. 322/934), Abu- Bakr al-Shibli (d. 334/946), 
Abu- Muhammad al-Jurayri (d. 312/924), Abü Ali al-Rüdhbäri (d. 322/934) and Ja'far al-Khuldi (d. 
348/959). 
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exemplified by al-Junayd (d. 298/910). 152 In contrast to this, there developed another 
school the so-called `school of intoxication (sukr)', which would appear to have its roots in 
the teachings of Abu- Yazid al-Bistämi (d. 234/848 or 261/875). 153 These concepts were 
developed further by one of the most controversial figures in the history of Sufism and 
Islam, that of al-Husayn b. Mansur al-Halläj (d. 309/922), 154 until a whole new ideological 
teaching was formed. A discussion of al-Halläj is beyond the scope of the current treatise 
but what is clear is that he is representative of a school of mystics who were given to so- 
called `ecstatic utterances' (shatahät)155, whilst expressing their experience of the divine and 
which, as a result, often raised the hackles of the jurists, due to their seemingly 
blasphomous overtones. 156 
This is not to say however that Baghdad was the only centre for Sufism and Sufis. In the 
same way that individuals appeared throughout the Islamic empire, as we have seen 157 7 
other ascetic and mystical movements existed outside of Baghdad. In Basra for example 
there was a group that developed known as the Sälimiyya. 158 The roots of this movement lie 
with the famous mystic Sahl b. cAbd A11äh al-Tustari (d. 283/896)159, his disciple 
Muhammad b. Salim (d. 297/909) and the latter's son Ahmad b. Salim (d. 356/967), from 
whom the movement took its name. 16' The thought and teaching of the Sälimiyya are 
found articulated in the words of Abu Talib al-Makki (d. 386/996), in his monumental work 
Qt al-Qulüb. 161 
A regional school which did not survive the ideological expansion of Baghdad Sufism was 
that of the Karrämiyya, which flourished in Jerusalem. Transoxiania and Khurasän from 
152 See al-Misri, cUmdat al-Sälik wa `Uddat al-Näsik, p. 1031; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 58- 
9; Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 46; Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 52-3 and Chittick, Sufism -A Short 
Introduction, pp. 26-9. 
153 For a discussion of his life and teachings see al-Misri, cUmdat al-Silik wa cUddat al-Näsik, pp. 798 and 
1034; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, p. 44; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of 
Islam, pp. 47-51; Baldick, 
Mystical Islam, pp. 35-7; 
Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 68-72 and Chittick, Sufism - 
A Short Introduction, pp. 33 and 141. 
154 For a discussion of his life and teachings see al-Misri, cUmdat al-Sälik wa cUddat al-Näsik, pp. 1051-52; 
Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya cind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, pp. 44-45; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of 
Islam, pp. 62-77; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 46-9 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 72-82. 
iss For an exhaustive discussion regarding the shatahät see Ernst, Carl W., Words of Ecstasy in Sufism 
(Albany, State University of New York Press, 1985) which gives an extensive introduction to this topic on pp. 
9-20 and discusses al- Halläj in detail on pp. 63-72 and pp. 102-110. 
's6 For a discussion of relationship between the orthodox and that of the Sufis regarding shatahät see Ernst, 
Words of Ecstasy in Sufism, pp. 117-132. 
157 See page 41 above. 
158 For a discussion of the Sälimiyya see Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 83-8. 
's9 For a discussion of his life and teachings see al-Misri, cUmdat al-Sälik wa CUddat al-Näsik, p. 1092; 
Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 55-7; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 37-40 and Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 83-88. 
'bo Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 56 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 85. 
161 See Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 85 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 84-5. 
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the 3`a/9`h century until the Mongol conquest, under the auspices of their founder Ibn 
Karram (d. 255/869). 162 
A contemporary movement to that of the Karramiyya was a loosely structured ascetic 
movement known as the Malämatiyya163, who derived their name from the Quranic verse 
(5: 54), which praises those who, "Fear not the blame of any blamer. " This group emerged 
in Nishapur in the 3rd/9``' century and derived its following mostly from a middle class 
artisan or mercantile milieu. Al-Sulami, the first author to describe the tenets of the 
Malamatiyya, linked its origins with the teaching of Hamdün al-Qassär, his master Abu 
Hafs al-Haddäd (d. between 265/874 and 270/869) and Abu- cUthmän al-Hiri (d. 298/910). 
The latter was a disciple of Yahyä b. Mucädh al-Räzi (d. 258/872) who accredited with 
giving Khuräsäni mysticism its final form. 
Following the formalisation of various other Islamic disciplines such as fiqh and hadith, in 
the 4`''/10`'' century, Sufism also underwent a period of construction and consolidation and 
many scholars term this period `a period of systemisation of the Sufi tradition. '164 In fact 
within the next century, from 356/967 to 465/1074, we find that a myriad of treatises, 
biographical/historical works and manuals were produced discussing Sufism as a discipline 
or a science, which was termed `llm a1-tacawwuf. An in-depth discussion of these works, 
their contents and their contribution to Sufi thought is beyond the scope of the current 
work but the major works and their authors will be mentioned, so as to provide the reader 
with an overview. 
The first of these worth mentioning is Tabagät al-Nussäk by Abu- Said al cArabi (d. 
341/952), followed by Akhbär al- 5' flyya by Abu- Bakr Muhammad b. Däwüd Pärsä (d. 
342/953), HXjy7 Jt al-Mashä'ikh by Jacfar al-Khuldi (d. 348/953), Tabagät al-Süfyya by 
Abu- al-Faraj al-Warathäni (d. 372/982) and finally, ff käyät al-Süfiyya by Abü Bakr 
Shadhän al-Razi (d. 376/986). These works provided the basis for the classical Sufi text 
books, which gave Sufism its final shape and orthodox flavour, namely Kitäb a1-Luma` fi' '1- 
Tasawwufby AH Nasr al-Sarräj (d. 378/988)165, Qt al-Qulüb by Abu Tälib al-Makki (d. 
162 For a discussion of the Karrämiyya see Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 88-94. 
163 For a discussion of the Malämatiyya see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 86-7 and Knysh, 
Islamic Mysticism, pp. 94-9. 
164 See Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 77-97; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 50-85 and Knysh, 
Islamic Mysticism, pp. 116-149. 
165 For a discussion of this work and its author see Ibn al-Jawzi, Tablis Iblis, p. 169; Sädiq, al-Masädar al- 
Amma li 'I-Talagql cind al-Süfiyya, p. 44; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräfal-Agadiyya cind al- ' fiyya, vol. 1, p. 47; 
Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 84; Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 55 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, 
pp. 118-120. 
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386/996) 166 and a1-Ta'arruf li Madhhab AN al-Tasawwuf by Abu- Bakr al-Kaläbädhi (d. 
380/990). 167 One should also not neglect to mention the valuable contributions of Abü cAbd 
al-Rahmän al-Sulami (d. 412/1021)168, especially his Tabagät al-Süfyya, the ff lyat a]- 
Awliyä' of Abu Nucaym al-Asfahäni (d. 430/1038)169, the Rlsäla f '1-Tasawwufof Abu- al- 
Qasim al-Qushayri (d. 465/1074) 17' and the first Persian treatise on Sufism by `Ali b. 
`Uthmän al-Jullabi al-Hujwiri (d. 469/1077) entitled Kashf al-Mahjüb. 171 In addition, it is 
interesting to note that the tone of these works is often apologetic so as to satisfy the 
opponents of Sufism regarding its orthodoxy, which built up from the earliest period and 
culiminated in the execution of al-Halläj and its consequent backlash. 172 The fourth century 
ended and the fifth began with perhaps the most celebrated `champion' of the Sufi cause, 
that of Abü Hamid Muhammad al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111)173, who is accredited by many to 
have bridged the gap between the Sufis and the `orthodox' with his magnum opus Ihyä' 
CUlüm al-Din. 
In the post-Ghazzäli period, the next major development in Sufism came in the form of 
perhaps the most synonomous term associated with Sufism and one, which is known to the 
majority, that of the Sufi brotherhoods or turuq, as they are known in Arabic. A major 
dicussion of this topic is, as stated several times before, beyond the scope of the present 
work but a brief overview of some of the major brotherhoods will be given here. 17' After a 
period of consolidation, where Sufi theory had been systemised, various groups of Sufis 
appeared and gathered in `lodges' ýzäwi a, khänagä, rlbät) established by their 
166 For a discussion of this work and its author see Ibn al-Jawzi, Tabus Iblis, pp. 169-170; al-Misr-1, Umdat al- 
Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik, p. 1033; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Amma li 'I-Talagqi Cind al-Svfiyya, pp. 44-5; Idris, 
Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya sind al-Srlfiyya, vol. 1, p. 47; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 85; 
Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 56 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 121-2. 
167 For a discussion of this work and its author see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 85; Baldick, 
Mystical Islam, pp. 55-6 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 123-4. 
168 For a discussion of this work and its author see al-Misri, Umdat al-Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik, p. 1025-6; 
Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 85-6; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 57-8 and Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 125-7. 
169 For a discussion of this work and its author see al-Misri, Umfiat al-Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik, p. 1032; 
Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 85; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 63-64 and Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 132-5. 
170 For a discussion of this work and its author see Ibn al-Jawzi, Tablis Iblis, pp. 170; al-Misri, cUmdat al-Sälik 
wa Uddat al-Näsik, p. 1031; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Arnma li 'I-Talagqi sind al-Süfiyya, pp. 45-7; Schimmel, 
Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 88; Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 58 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 128-130. 
171 For a discussion of this work and its author see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 88-9; Baldick, 
Mystical Islam, pp. 63-64 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 132-5. 
172 See Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 81 and 116-7. 
173 For a discussion of this author and his works see Ibn al-Jawzi, Tables Iblls, p. 171; al-Misri, cUmdat al-Salik 
wa Uddat al-Näsik, pp. 1047-8; $adiq, al-Masädar al-54mma li 'l-Talagql crud al-Svfiyya, p. 48; Schimmel, 
Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 91-7; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 65-6 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 
140-9. 
174 For a detailed discussion of this topic see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 228-58; Baldick, 
Mystical Islam, pp. 69-77 and 195-9 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 169-244. 
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predecessors. These `novices' (murk! ) would gather around a `master' (shaykh) from whom 
they would take spiritual instruction. This instruction would normally take the form of 
remembrance (dhikr) or litanies (wird, hizb), spiritual music (samac hadra) and seclusion 
(khalwa) for those more advanced along the `path' (tarlq). This basic formula also 
developed a hierarchical system, including specific rites of initiation, codes of conduct 
(adab) and spiritual geneology (sllslla). These basic elements, as well as others, were 
common to most tarlgas but varied according to the specific teachings of each master and 
the geographical location of the tarlga, which resulted in many `off shoots' or `branches' of 
the original brotherhood. 
Despite this rich mosaic of mystical schools, several major brotherhoods can be indentified. 
The first of these worth mentioning here is the Qädiriyya founded by cAbd al-Qadir al-Jiläni 
(d. 561/1166). 175 A contemporary of cAbd al-Qädir was cAbd al-Qähir al-Suhrawardi (d. 
563/1168) who is atrributed with establishing the Suhrawardiyya brotherhood. 176 North 
African Sufism is to a large extent associated with the Shädhiliyya brotherhood, which in 
turn is inextricably linked with the personality and teachings of Abu- al-Hasan `Ali al- 
Shädhili (d. 656/1258), although this tarlga also has branches throughout the world. 177 In 
Central Asia, although certainly not confined to it, the next major tarlga, the 
Naqshbandiyya, found its eponymous founder in the form of Bahä' al-Din Muhammad b. 
Muhammad Naqshband (d. 791/1389). 18 These brotherhoods, as well as many others 
beyond the scope of the present study, were instrumental in developing the form of Sufism 
175 For a discussion of cAbd al-Qädir al-Jiläni and his tariga see Salik, S. A, The Saint of Jilan: The Life of 
Ghaus-ul-Azam (Lahore, Muhammad Ashraf, 1953); Abdul Ali, The Shaik and his Sufism: Shaik Abdul Kader 
Jilani (n. pl., Diocesan Press, 1955); Demeerseman, Andre, Nouveau regard sur la voie spirituelle d' Abd al- 
Qädir al Jiläni et sa tradition, Etudes musulmanes; 30 (Paris, Vrin, 1988); Trimingham, Spencer J., The Sufi 
Orders of Islam (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998) pp. 40-4 and 271-3; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions 
of Islam, pp. 247-8; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 71-2 and 197 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 179-192. 
176 For a discussion of cAbd al-Q5hir al-Suhrawardi and his tariga see Huda, Qamar-ul, Striving for Divine 
Union: Spiritual Exercises for Suhrawardi Sufis (London, Routledge-Curzon, 2002); Trimingham, The Sufi 
Orders of Islam, pp. 33-7,65-6 and 270-1; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 244-6; Baldick, 
Mystical Islam, pp. 158 and 198 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 192-207. 
177 For a discussion of Abü al-Hasan cAli al-Shadhili and his tariga see Ibn al-Sabbägh, Muhammad b. Abu 'I- 
Q5sim, Durrat al Asrär wa Tulhfat a1 Abrär, translated into English as, The Mystical Teachings of al-Shadhili. " 
including his life, prayers, letters, and followers by Elmer H. Douglas, edited with an introduction and a 
bibliography by Ibrahim M. Abu-Rabi', SUNY series in Islam (Albany, State University of New York Press, 
1993); Trimingham, The Sufi Orders of Islam, pp. 45,47-50 and 276-9; Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of 
Islam, pp. 249-54; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 73-5 and 198 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 207-18. 
178 For a discussion of Bah5' al-Din Naqshband and his tariga see Kabbani, Muhammad Hisham, The 
Nagshbandi Sufi Way: History and Guidebook of the Saints of the Golden Chain (Chicago, Kazi Publications, 
1995); Classical Islam and the Naqshbandi Sufi Tradition (Fenton, Islamic Supreme Council of America, 
2003); The Naqshbandi Sufi Tradition Guidebook of Daily Practices and Devotions (Fenton, Islamic Supreme 
Council of America, 2004); Trimingham, The Sufi' Orders of Islam, pp. 62-4 and 93-6; Schimmel, Mystical 
Dimensions of Islam, pp. 363-73; Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 197 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 218-34. 
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known throughout the world today and not only that but from their inception they were a 
powerful motivating force, as we shall see later. "' 
The next major development within the field of Sufism was firstly, the expansion of the 
poetical theme which had been present throughout - as Sufis often preferred to express 
their experience through verse - and secondly, its somewhat uncomfortable relationship 
with metaphysics. The poetical theme was developed in the sense that for the first time 
Persian replaced Arabic as the preferred medium and one of the primers of this change was 
Far-id al-Din al-`Attar (d. 627/1230) 180, in such works as Mantlq al-Tayr. The Arab poets 
were not without representation, however and their thought was expressed by Ibn al-Färid 
(d. 632/1235) of Cairo, who was to have an equally important role in influencing Sufi 
ideas. 181 The Persian tradition was to reach its pinnacle however in the form of Jaläl al-Din 
Rümi (d. 672/1273), who benefitted greatly from al-`Attar and consequently was known as 
the greatest Persian poet, due to such works as the Mathnawl, which is considered to be his 
magnum opus 182 The languages of both Arabic and Persian were used to express the 
thought of the final poet to be discussed here, that of cAbd al-Rahmän Jämi (d. /1492), in 
such works as Tuhfat al Ahrär and Subhat al Abrär but he will also be remembered for his 
commentaries on the works of Ibn al-Färid and Muhammad b. cAli (Muhyi al-Din) Ibn 
`Arabi (d. 638/1240), to which he contributed a great deal in the development of the 
latter's thought. 183 
1'9 See pp. 47-8 below. 
180 For a discussion of this author and his works see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 301-9; 
Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 78-9 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 152-6. 
18' For a discussion of this author see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 274-9 and Baldick, 
Mystical Islam, pp. 81-2 . 182 For a discussion of this work and its author see lqbal, Afzal, The Life & Work ofJalaluddin Rumi (London, 
The Octagon Press, 1983); Lewis, Franklin D., Rumi Past and Present, East and West: The Life, Teaching and 
Poetry of Jalal al-Din Rumi (Oxford, Oneworld Publications, 2000); Schimmel, Annemarie, The Triumphal 
Sun: A Study of the Works of Jalaloddin Rumi (London, east-West Publications, 1980); I am the Wind You 
are the Fire: The Life and Works of Rumi, Shambhala Dragon Editions (Boston, Shambhala Publications, 
1992); Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 309-328; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 89-91 and Knysh, Islamic 
Mysticism, pp. 156-161. 
183 For a discussion of this author and his works see Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, pp. 263-274; 
Baldick, Mystical Islam, p. 111 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 161-3. 
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This latter scholar, i. e. Ibn cArabi184, with the exception of al-Halläj, is arguably the most 
controversial figure in the history of Islam, let alone that of tasawwuf. This rather 
unenviable position arose due to his development of what may be termed `the metaphysical 
theosophy' of Sufism. In such works as Fuses al-Hlkam and al-Futuhät al-Makkiyya he 
expounded his own mystic interpretations of Islam, developing the doctrine of wahdat a]- 
wujrld. 18S This earned him the honourific title of `shaykh a1-akbai (the greatest shaykh) 
whereas those less endeared to him regarded him as `shaykh al-akfar' (the most heretical 
shaykh). Like him or loathe him, Ibn Arabi has had a major effect on the development of 
Sufism as we know it, as both his works and his thought are still considered by some 
corners of the Sufi fraternity to represent the essence of `true' Sufism. ls6 
It is hardly surprising that such controversial ideas would be the target of an assault from 
the `orthodox' elements of the Islamic community and indeed the 12th14th/18`h-20th 
centuries witnessed a backlash upon Sufism, reminiscent of al-IHalläj's era. 187 This was not 
the only threat that Sufism faced however and indeed Sufism, as with the rest of Islam, was 
under severe pressure from their colonialist mentors. 188 Despite this onslaught Sufism was 
now deeply entrenched in the popular religion of the masses and survived the attack. 18' In 
fact, the Sufi brotherhoods were often instrumental in the politics of this period and their 
role in it varied considerably. On occasions they were instrumental in the maintainance of 
colonialist rule19o, whereas in others they were in violent opposition to it. 19' In any case 
lsa For a discussion of this author and his works see Chittick, William C., The Sufi Path of Knowledge - Ibn al- 
Arabi's Metaphysics oflmagination (Albany, State University of New York Press, 1989); Addas, Claude, Quest 
for the Red Sulphur. - the Life oflbn al-'Arabi (Cambridge, Islamic Texts Society, 1993); Chodkiewicz, Michel, 
Seal of Saints - Prophethood and Sainthood in the Doctrine of Ibn al-'Arabi (Cambridge, Islamic Texts 
Society, 1993); Chittick, William C., The Self-Disclosure of God - Principles of Ibn al-Arabl's Cosmology 
(Albany, State University of New York Press, 1998); Knysh, Alexander D., Ibn al-Arabi in the Later Islamic 
Tradition - the Making of a Polemical Image in Medieval Islam (Albany, State University of New York Press, 
1999); al-Misri, cUmdat al-Sälik wa cUddat al-NJsil' pp. 1080-2; Sädiq, al-Masädar al-Arnma li 'l-Talagqi rind 
al-Süfiyya, pp. 48-50; Idris, Mazähir al-Inhiräf al-Agadiyya `ind al-Süfiyya, vol. 1, p. 47; Schimmel, Mystical 
Dimensions of Islam, pp. 263-74; Baldick, Mystical Islam, pp. 82-5; Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 163-8 and 
Chittick, Sufism -A Short Introduction, pp. 28-152 passim. 
iss As Knysh puts it rather succinctly, "He [Ibn `Arabi] viewed the world as a product of God's self-reflection 
that urged His unique and indivisible essence to show itself in the things and phenomena of the material 
universe as in a mirror. ... In Ibn cArabi's system, 
God was not the otherworldly and impregnable entity of the 
mainstream Muslim theologians. Consequently, many of the latter came to view him as the founder of the 
heretical doctrine of oneness of being (wahdat al-wujüd), understood as pantheism pure and simple. " See 
Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 168. 
186 For an example of this see Chittick, Sufism -A Short Introduction, where the author continually refers to 
Ibn cArabi as if to represent Sufism through the latter's thought and teaching. 
187 See Sirriyeh, Sufis and Anti-Sufis, pp. 86-111. 
188 Ibid, pp. 27-85. 
189 For a discussion regarding the role of Sufism in the regional, social context over the last six centuries see 
Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 245-300. 
190 For example see Sirriyeh, Sufis and Anti-Sufis, pp. 30-4. 
191 Ibid., pp. 34-42. 
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Sufism has survived in to he 21S` century and remains as the focus of religious life for many 
Muslims. 
From the above discussion it is clear that the term `Sufism' has no clear cut definition nor a 
singular method to reach its goals. However, the basic concept, in its early phase at least, 
was understood. 192 Despite this, the word `Sufism', particulary in the later period, also seems 
to have used as an umbrella term to encompass a mixture of beliefs, practices and teachings, 
some of which may have even been at odds with `mainstream', `orthodox' Islam. 
As for its development, what we now know as Sufism would appear to have its primordial 
origins in the Prophetic period, which passed onto the Companions and their followers, the 
early Successors. However, it was during the Umayyad period that the signs of what would 
be recognised as Sufism were made manifest. This seems to have been a reaction to the 
decadence and extravagance of the Umayyid leaders and a longing to return to the 
simplicity and spirituality of the Prophetic period. Sufism like the other Islamic disciplines 
of the period did not stop there however and much like the development of fqh, regional 
schools sprang up, including the celebrated Baghdadi school. With the introduction of 
other peoples, cultures and beliefs, we have seen that Sufism then took on specific 
characteristics, particularly in the period of systemisation. This development did not stop 
there, as both Persian as a language and Greek metaphysics as a philosophy, took Sufism to 
new dimensions, which were then incorporated and preserved in the various Sufi 
brotherhoods that are manifest until the current period. 
The question remains however, "What is the relationship between Sufism and tazkiyat a]- 
nafs? " The next chapter will attempt to answer this question as it tackles the concept of 
tazkiyat al-nafs in Islam. 
192 See Bushänji's comment, p. 31 above. 
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Chapter Two: The Concept of Tazkiyat al-Nafs in Islam 
Having provided the reader with an outline of the ideas and methodology behind the 
current thesis it is now time to turn our attention to the first major section of the work. As 
the title suggests this thesis aims to explore the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs in Islam so as to 
draw a comparison between it and the teachings of al-Härith al-Muhäsibi. 
To achieve this aim the chapter will be divided into the following sections: firstly, an 
examination of the meaning of the words tazkiya and nafs etymologically, i. e. within the 
Arabic language, by referring to classical and contemporary lexical sources to arrive at a 
basic linguistic understanding for these terms. Secondly, an in-depth study of these two 
terms as found in the Qur'än, being the primary source of Islamic thought and Law, by 
locating these words within their various Qur anic contexts and examining them in the light 
of the exegetical literature (tafäslr). Having derived a meaning for these two terms in the 
Qur anic context, attention will then be turned to the second source of Islamic thought and 
Law, i. e. the lhadth, by consulting the foremost collections of hadth and their explanatory 
companion texts (shurüh) to arrive at an understanding of how these words were used by 
the Prophet, his Companions and the early generations who followed them. The final 
section will deal with the statements of the scholars of Islam (a1-culamaq throughout 
history, by consulting them in their various source works to examine their understanding of 
tazkiyat al-nafs, in the light of what was discussed in the previous sections. 
2.1 The Concept of the Terms Tazkiya and Nafs within the Arabic Language 
Although we wish to examine the concept of the compound phrase tazkiyat al-nafs as a 
whole it suits our purpose here to treat each term separately and then attempt to derive an 
overall understanding of the phrase. Consequently, the term tazkiya will be dealt with first 
and the term nafs will be dealt with thereafter. 
2.1.1 The Concept of the Term Tazklya within the Arabic Language 
The term `tazkiyd is a verbal noun (masdar) of the form II verbal conjugation `zakkä the 
root of this verb being Zay Käf Yä. On examining the lexical sources it is not surprising that 
this form of the verb is intrinsically linked to form I of the verb `zakä and as such, the 
discussion of the connotations of tazklya will begin here. The essential meanings of this 
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form of the verb are to grow and flourish (nama"), or increase and augment (zäc), or enjoy 
the blessing and abundance of God (tanccama) but can also mean to reform (salaha) if used 
in conjunction with a person. In addition, it is also worth noting that the adjective derived 
form the verb `zakiyyun' (pl. azkiyä') means righteous or pious and is synonymous with 
`taglyyun' (pl. atgryä), 193 
As for the form II of the verb `zakkä it possesses the meanings alluded to above but the 
emphasis of the action is different, in the sense that form II indicates a causal effect; for 
example `zakkä' does not just mean to grow, increase and reform but means to cause to 
grow, increase and be reformed. In addition, another of the essential meanings of the form 
of the verb is to be purified (tahhara - [hu]) and is used in conjunction with himself (zakkä 
nafsahu) to indicate self-praise. 194 This concept of `praise' is also extended to other contexts 
where the term `tazkiya' is used for example in the legal context, when tazkiya is used in 
conjunction with witnesses (shuhrld); it would indicate their suitability to perform this task 
in a court of Law. Similarly, this concept of suitability is also seen when the term tazkiya is 
used in connection with a candidate for a particular post, as tazkiya here would mean 
`recommendation'. 195 Perhaps the most familiar derivative however, from the root Zay Käf 
Yä in the Islamic context, is the term `zakät, this being the third `pillar' of the Islamic faith 
and indeed, when the form II verb is used in conjunction with a person's wealth (mälahu) it 
means to pay the appropriate amount of zakät, which is due. 196 
Having briefly surveyed the lexical sources regarding the meaning of the term `tazkiya' it is 
now appropriate that the term `nafs' is now examined, which is the task of the next section. 
193 See Ibn cAbbäd (d. 385/995), Ismäcil, a1-Muhst fi '1-Lugha, edited by Muhammad lIasan Ala Yäsin, (8 vols., 
Beirut, cAlam al-Kutub, 1994) vol. 6, p. 300; al-Fayrüzäbädi (d. 817/1414), Muhammad b. Ya'qüb, a1-Qmüs 
al-Muhit, edited by Muhammad cAbd al-Rahmän al-Mar`ashli (2 vols., Beirut, Där Ihyä' al-Turäth al-cArabi, 
1997) vol. 2, p. 1695; Ibn Manzür (d. 711/1311), Muhammad b. Mukram, Lisän al-Arab, edited by Amin 
Muhammad cAbd al-Wahhäb and Muhammad al-Sädiq al-`Ubaydi (15 vols., Beirut, Dar Ihyä' al-Turäth al- 
cArabi, 1999) vol. 6, p. 64; al-Mugri' (d. 770/1368), Abmad b. Muhammad b. cAli al-Fayyümi, al-Misbäh al- 
Muni-r, edited by Yüsuf al-Shaykh Muhammad (2nd edition, Beirut, al-Maktaba al-`Asriyya, 1997) p. 133; 
Mustaf5, Ibrähim, al-Zayyät, Ahmad Hasan, Hämid, cAbd al-Qädir and al-Najjär, Muhammad cAli (eds. ), al- 
Mu jam a]- Wasit (2nd edition, 
2 
parts in 1 vol., Istanbul, al-Maktaba al-Islämiyya, n. 
d. ) p. 396; al-Räzi (d. 
660/1262), Muhammad b. Abü Bakr, Mukhtär al-Sihäh, (Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1992) p. 273 and Lane, 
Edward William, An Arabic-English Lexicon (London, Williams and Norgate, 1867) vol. 2, p. 1240. 
194 Literally to attribute `purity' and excellence to one's self. 
195 For example, a letter of recommendation or reference is often termed `risäla tazkP'iyyd. 
196 Ibn cAbbad, a1-Muhit fi 7-Lugha, vol. 6, p. 300; al-Fayrüzabadi, al-Qmüs al-Muhit, vol. 2, p. 1695; Ibn 
Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 6, pp. 64-5; al-Mugri', al-Misbäh al-Munir, p. 133; Mustafä et al (eds. ), al-Mu jam 
al-Wasit pp. 396-7; al-Räzi, Mukhtär al-Sihäh, p. 273 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 2, pp. 1240-1. 
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2.1.2 The Concept of the Term Nafs within the Arabic Language 
As for the term `nafs' it is a noun derived from the root Nrln Fä Shin and is distinguished by 
the second letter , i. e. Fä, having the sukün vowel marking. 
The word nafs (pl. anfus/nufüs) 
is unusual in the sense that it has a variety of connotations, some seemingly having no link 
whatsoever with the original meaning of the verb. In this sense a survey of all the meanings 
of this noun will be made so as to provide the reader with a glimpse of the variety that this 
term provides. Thus, on examining the lexical sources regarding the word nafs, we find the 
following usages: 
1. The Soul ( 
There seems to be a consensus in the sources consulted regarding this usage of `naJ, as all 
of them allude to this meaning: the Arabs are known to say, "His soul left [his body] 
(kharajat nafsuhu)". In fact, there seems to be an indication that the terms `nafs' and `rüh' 
are synonyms for the English equivalent of `the soul'. Despite this however, as will become 
clear from the discussion below, some authors indicate that they are not synonymous with 
one another. In addition, it is worth mentioning that rüh is viewed as a masculine noun 
whereas nafs is mostly regarded to be feminine. 197 
2. Blood CaLd 
Similarly, there seems to be a consensus in the sources regarding this usage of `nafs', as all 
of them allude to this meaning, as the Arabs are known to say, "His blood ran (sälat 
nafsuhu)". 198 The implication of this however, is far deeper than one might expect, since the 
`blood' here signifies the `life-blood' of a living being, since it is blood which facilitates life 
through its passage through the arteries and veins. The link between this usage and the 
previous one is also not difficult to establish, since if one's blood flowed to such an extent 
that one's life were threatened, then the soul would also follow it upon death. 199 
197 Ibn `Abbäd, al-Muhit 11 '1-Lugha, vol. 8, p. 341; al-Fayrüzäbadi, al-Qmüs al-Muhit, vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn 
Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, pp. 233-4; al-Mugri', al-Misbäh al-Munk p. 318; 
Mustaf5 
et al (eds. ), al- 
Mujam al- Wasit, p. 940; al-Räzi, Mukhtär al-Sihäh, p. 672 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 
2827. 
198 It has also been explained that this is why women who experience blood flows as a result of post-natal 
bleeding are termed `al-nufasä', which is derived from the same root as nafs. See al-Mugri', al-Misbäh al- 
Munir, p. 317. 
199 Al-Fayr izäbädi, al-Qmrls al-Muhit, vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, pp. 234-5; a1-Mugri', 
al-Misbäh al-Munir, pp. 317-18; Mustafa et al (eds. ), al-Mujam al-Waslt, p. 940; al-Räzi, Mukhtäral-Sihäh, p. 
672 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2828. 
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3. Life (a1 hay-j4_ and 4. The Intellect (al-caul) 
This is based on the statement which was related from the Prophetic Companion cAbd 
Allah b. cAbbäs (d. c. 67-8/686-8) who is reported to have said, "Every human being has 
two na;; the first of them is the nafs of the intellect (a1-'agJ), with which he discriminates 
and the other is the nafs of the soul (a1-rrlh) through which life exists. " The rationale 
behind this comment can be understood in the following way: when a person sleeps the 
first type of nafs, i. e. the intellect, mentioned here is said to be taken by Allah200 and as such, 
a person looses consciousness during sleep. Such a person may be unconscious but is still 
alive as the soul (al-rüh), which is the cause of his life, is still intact and this person will not 
die until the soul is actually taken at death. 201 Once again the link between the concepts 
expressed here and those proposed in the first two meanings are not incredibly dissimilar 
and they accommodate each other quite easily. 202 
5. TheSe1f 
This is used as a reflexive pronoun in the same way that it is used in English to mean 
`myself, `yourself, `ourselves' etc., as the Arabs use it in much the same way. For example, 
they would say, "He talked to himself (haddatha nafsahu)", or "He killed himself (qatala 
nafsahu)" and "He caused himself to fall into destruction (ahlaka nafsahu) "203 
6. The Essence (a]-dMO and 7. The Body (a]- asad) 
These two meanings are supported by examples in the Arabic language itself but do not 
transfer very well into English; for example, if we examine the concept of `essence (al-dhät)' 
the Arabs would say, "Nafs al jabal mugäblll (lit. [the essence of] the mountain is in front of 
me)" and with regard to a person they would say, "Ra'aytu fulänan nafsahu (lit. I saw so 
and so [himself]). " As for the term nafs meaning the body (al jasaa), many sources quote 
this term but give no examples as to how it is used linguistically. "' 
zoo Through an angel. 
20' In Islamic theology it is actually an angel - the Angel of Death (Malak al-Mawr) - who takes the nafs but 
the command itself comes from Allah. 
202 See Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 234; al-R5zi, Mukhtär al-Sihäh, p. 672 and Lane, An Arabic- 
English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2827. 
203 Al-Fayrüzäbädi, al-Qmi s al-Muhst, vol. 1, p. 790 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2827. 
204 Al-Fayrüzäbädi, al-Qmils al-Muhlt, vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 235; Mustafa eta] 
(eds. ), a1-Mu jam al-Waslt, p. 940; al-R5zi, Mukhtär al-Sihäh, p. 672 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, 
vol. 1, pp. 2827-8. 
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8. The Human Being (a1-ms 
The word nafs may also be used to mean a human being as a whole (al-shakhs) as the 
Arabs would say, "I have three people with me ('Indi thalätha anfus). " It is also worth 
mentioning that when it is used this way many scholars consider it to take a masculine 
form. 205 
9. Manners/Endurance/Gener a_kh_ulýtgLialäda/sakhä, )206 
In this instance the term `nafs' is used as an adjective to describe a person positively as the 
Arabs would describe a man as being "rajulun dhü nafs'', i. e. as having manners (khuluq), 
endurance (jaläda) and generosity (saa, ä). 207 
10. An Evil (al-ca vn) 
This usage of the word indicates that `nafs' is a synonym for the term `cayn' meaning an evil 
or envious eye, as the Arabs are known to say, "asäbat-hu nafsun", meaning `he has been 
affected by an evil eye. ' In fact the source of the evil eye (a1-cä'In) is also termed `al-näfis', 
the person affected by the evil eye (a]-ma yip) is termed `al-manfils' and the evil eyes 
themselves (al-`uyrln), which affect the wealth and possessions of people and so on, are 
known as `al-nufüs', all of which are derived from the same root. 208 
11. Punishment (a1-cug ) 
This particular meaning of nafs is arrived from the discussion of two particular Qur anic 
verses, namely (3: 28 and 30), where the phrase, " Wa yuhadhdhlrukum Alläh nafsahu 
(And Allah warns you concerning His nafs)", is repeated and since this usage does not fit 
with the usual usages discussed in this section, scholars allude to the concept of nafs here to 
mean punishment (a1-`uqüba) and thus, the verse would therefore read, "And Allah warns 
you concerning His punishment. 1)209 
zos Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, pp. 234-5; al-Mugri', al-Misbäh al-Munir, p. 318; al-Räzi, Mukhtär a]- 
p. 672 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2828. 206 This may also be indicative of the positive human qualities and virtues that a person may develop if the 
soul is nurtured in the correct manner. 
207 Ibn cAbbäd, al-Muhit fi '1-Lugha, vol. 8, p. 341; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al- Arab, vol. 14, pp. 234-5 and Mustafa 
et al (eds. ), al-Mujam al-Wasit p. 940. 
208 Al-Fayr izäbädi, al-Qmüs al-Muhit, vol. 1,790; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 235 and Lane, An 
Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2828. 
209 Al-Fayrüzäbädi, al-Qmi s al-Muhit, vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn Kathir (d. 774/1372), Ismäcil, Tafsir al-Qur'än al- 
Azim (4 vols., Cairo, Dar al-Hadith, 1988) vol. 1, pp. 337-8; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 234; al- 
Qurtubi (d. 671/1273), Muhammad b. Abmad, al-Jämi` li Ahkäm al-Qur'än, edited by cAbd al-Razzäq al- 
Mahdi (4" edition, 20 parts in 10 vols., Beirut, Där al-Kitäb al-`Arabi, 2001) vol. 4, pp. 60-1 and al-Tabari, 
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12. Brother (al-akh) 
Similarly, this usage is narrated in the lexical sources to describe another Qur anic verse, 
namely (24: 61), where the phrase, "Fa Idhä dakhaltum buyu7an fa saiimü Calä anfusikum 
(And if you enter houses then greet anfuslkum)", the literal meaning of which is `yourselves' 
and in which case the verse would read, "And if you enter houses then greet yourselves. " As 
such the verse seems to make little sense and therefore scholars have mentioned that the 
meaning is not literal here; thus, the suggested meaning of `anfuslkuni here is `your 
brothers' in which case the verse would read, "And if you enter houses then greet your 
brothers. ""' 
13. Meaning' (dInda) and 14. The Unseen (al ghavb) 
These meanings of the term nafs are also derived from a Qur anic verse, namely (5: 116), 
where the story of Jesus ('Isä) is related, and the phrase, "Ta`lamu mä finafsl wa IJ a'lamu 
mä J'i nafsik (You know what is in my nafs but I do not know what is in Your nafs) ", is 
found. As a result the interpretations regarding the meaning of `nafs' here have attempted 
to accommodate a usage consistent with the divine attributes of Allah and at the same time 
render an appropriate meaning. One of the suggestions made is that the meaning of `nafs' in 
the verse is `with' (`Inda) and thus, the rendering of the verse would be, "You know what is 
with me ('Inds) but I do not know what is with You (`Indak). " Similarly, another proposed 
meaning is that the term `nafs' here means the unseen, the hidden or that which is 
concealed (al-ghayb) and thus the understanding of the verse would be, "You know what I 
have concealed (ghaybi) but I do not know what You have concealed (al-ghayb). "2'1 
Another option was supplied by al-Fayrüzäbädi (d. 817/1414), who suggests that `nafs' also 
implies the meaning of reality (al-haglqa) and thus, he considers the meaning of the verse 
Muhammad b. Jarir (d. 310/922), Jämi`a1-Bayän fl Ta'wil a1-Qur'än (13 vols., 3`d edition, Beirut, Dar al-Kutub 
al-`Ilmiyya, 1999) vol. 3, pp. 229 and 231. 
210 This is the explanation given in the lexical sources and although it is a possible interpretation, it should 
also be noted that the works of exegesis provide long discussions as to the meaning of this verse. See Ibn 
Kathir, Tafsiral-Qur'än al-Azim, vol. 3, p. 295; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 234; al-Qurtubi, a1-Jämi' 
li Ahkäm al-Qur'' n, vol. 12, pp. 291-2; al-Tabari, Jämical-Bayän /1 Ta'wll al-Qur°än, vol. 3, pp. 356-8 and Lane, 
An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2828. 
211 This particular rendering seems to be appropriate to the general context of the verse, which ends, "Indeed, 
You are the Knower of the unseen (innaka anta Allämu '1-Ghuyi b). " See Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, 
p. 234 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2827. 
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to be, "You know what the reality of me is (haglqatl) but I do not know what the reality of 
You is (haglqatak). i212 
15. Majest /Might/Zeal/Pride (a]-cazama/al-C]2. al-himma/ al-anafa)213 
Al-Fayrüzabädi, Ibn Manzür and Lane all allude to these meanings of al-nafs but give little 
further qualification, making it difficult to assess the usage of such terms in the Arabic 
language. "' 
16. An amount of tanning material (oadr dabgha) 
This is perhaps the most surprising usage of the term but nevertheless the lexical sources 
regularly mention that the word nafs was used by the Arabs to denote a quantity of tanning 
material used for the tanning of hides and that the measure would be approximately a 
handful (mil' al-kafi5 215 
2.1.3 Section Summary 
Since the classical works of Islam are presented in the Arabic language, it was the goal of 
this section to survey the lexical sources dealing with this language to arrive at an 
understanding, which will provide the ground work for subsequent discussions. This being 
the case, both the terms `tazkiya' and `naR were dealt with separately, so as to survey the 
various meaning, usages and connotations that these words have within the Arabic 
language. The discussion has no doubt produced a variety of information, which in some 
cases may have been surprising. 
On examining the term `tazkiya', it is clear that the usages of this word related to the 
payment of zakät and self-praise/recommendation are of little worth to the current 
discussion, as their relevance is limited. Similarly, the form I verb construction gives little 
more than an indication of the meanings, which are appropriate to the subject matter as a 
whole. Not surprisingly it was the form II verb construction - of which `tazkiya' is a verbal 
noun (mayday) - that provided the most useful results. The meaning of purification 
2'2 A1-Fayrüzabädi, al-Qmiis al-Muht vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 234; al-Qurtubi, 
al-Jämi` li Ahkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 6, p. 347; al-Tabari, Jämi` al-Bayän fi Tawil al-Qur'än, vol. 5, pp. 138-9 and 
Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2827. 
213 It may well be that these could be negative qualities which manifest themselves in the soul if it is not 
disciplined in the correct manner. 
214 Al-Fayrüzäbädi, al-Qmüs al-Muhit, vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 235 and Lane, An 
Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2828. 
2'5 Al-Fayrüzäbädi, al-Qmüs al-Muhit, vol. 1, p. 790; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 14, p. 238; Mustaf5 et al 
(eds. ), al-Mu jam al-Wasit, p. 940 and Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 2828. 
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(tahhara) was very much expected as this is the most common phrase used by authors 
when discussing this topic. However, other, less expected meanings were also observed; 
these included to grow and flourish (nama), or increase and augment (zäo , or enjoy the 
blessing and abundance of God (tan'cama) but can also mean to reform (calaha), all of 
which indicate an overall process of development, which could be termed `purification' in 
the broad sense. 
As for the term `naf5', the task has proved far more complex, as the usage of this word in the 
Arabic language seems to have a variety of meanings, many of which are not consistent 
with the topic of discussion here. Examples of this include: blood (al-damm), life (a1-hayät), 
manners/endurance/generosity (khuluq/ jaläda/sakhä'), an evil eye (a1-`ayn), punishment 
(a1-cuqüba), brother (al-akh), `with' (`Inda), the unseen (al-ghayb), 
majesty/might/zeal/pride (al-cazama/al-czza/al-himma/al-anafa) and an amount of 
tanning material (gadr dabgha). In contrast however, the remaining usages may all have 
some significance regarding the subject matter and as a result the terms the soul (al-rüh), 
the intellect (al-'aqJ, the self, the essence (al-dhät), the body (al jasaa), the human being 
(al-Insän), all require further qualification. 
Thus, although at a very superficial level, the above discussion would suggest that the term 
`tazklyat al-na. from the perspective of the Arabic language at least, would indicate the 
growth, augmentation, reform and development of a human being's soul, intellect, body and 
self. This however, is the result of consulting the lexical sources of the Arabic language only 
and therefore, it remains vital to examine this term in the light of Islam, which is the task of 
the next section by referring to Islam's primary source - the Quran. 
2.2 The Concept of the Terms Tazkiya and Nafs within the Qur an 
The discussion in the last section concerned the meaning of the terms `tazkrya' and `nafs, 
within the context of the Arabic language, due to no other reason than the fact the classical 
source texts of Islam - namely the Qurdn and the hadth - are recorded in this language and 
as such, the Arabic language provides the researcher with a valuable starting point in 
understanding any `Islamic' term. 
There can be no doubt that the aforementioned discussion has been enlightening but it is 
not sufficient however as the goal of the current thesis is to examine such terms in the 
context of Islam as a whole. Thus, the next logical step is to examine these terms within the 
Qur'än, as this is regarded by Muslims throughout the ages to be the direct, revealed word 
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of Allah, in both word and meaning and as such, is Islam's primary source of thought and 
Law. 216 
Consequently, each of these terms will be examined individually to come to an 
understanding of the meanings in the Qur anic context, so as to shed light on their 
implications within the religion of Islam. 
2.2.1 The Concept of the Term Tazkiya within the QuVan 
From the Islamic perspective it is Allah who created the human being and his nafs, as the 
following Qur anic verse states: "0 Mankind, fear your Lord Who created you from a single 
nafs 217... " (4: 1)218. As such one may argue that it stands to reason that the Creator of such a 
nafs would not only allude to the nature of this nafs but also to the way in which tazkiya of 
it may be carried out. 
Thus, on examining the Qur'an for the verb forms of the root Zay Käf Yä we find numerous 
usages and derivatives. However, since the term tazkiya is a verbal noun of the form II verb 
the emphasis in this section will focus on this usage. 219 Perusal of the Qur'änic text results 
216 See al-Zurgäni, Muhammad cAbd al-cAzim, Manähil al-'Urfan h 'NUM al-Qur'an, edited Amin Sulaymän a]- 
Kurd-1 (2"d edition, 2 vols. in one book, Beirut, Dar Ihyäc al-Turäth al-`Arabi, 1997) pp. 16-18; al-Qattän (d. 
1420/1999), Manna` b. Khalil, Mabähith II Ulüm al-Qur'an (35`' edition, Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1998) 
pp. 17-20; al-Säbüni, Muhammad 'Ali, al-Tibyän fi UJUM al-Qur'an (3`d edition, Damascus, Dar al-Qalam, 
1988) pp. 12-13; al-Bughä, Mustafa Dib and Mistuw, Muhyi al-Din, al-Wädih H Ulüm al-Qur'an (2"d ed., 
Damascus, Dar al-Kalim al-Tayyib, 1998) pp. 13-24; al-Juday, cAbd Allah b. Yüsuf, al-Mugaddimät al Asäsiyya 
Ulvm al-Qur'an (Beirut, 
Mua'ssasat 
al-Rayyän, 2001) pp. 9-12; Von Denffer, Ahmad, Ulüm al-Qur'an - An 
Introduction to the Sciences of the Qur'an (Leicester, The Islamic Foundation, 1989) pp. 7,17-18 and Philips, 
Bilal, Usool at- Tafseer - the Methodology of Qur'anic Explanation (Sharjah, Dar al-Fatah, 1997) p. 15. 21 The word nafs here could have the any of the following meanings: "[from a single] soul, person, human 
being ... " and refers to the 
first created man and prophet Adam. This is significant in itself as in the Islamic 
tradition Al1äh created Adam as a `single naH and then Allah created his mate from this single nafs, 
consequently, through a normal procreative process many nafs were produced from a single lineage. 
Therefore, it is also logical that since the source of humanity is a single nafs, that each of individual human 
beings who followed would share some form of that humanity and certain qualities, which would be common 
to all. See Qur'an, (4: 1,7: 189,39: 6 and 6: 98) and al-Maydäni, cAbd al-Rahmän Hasan Habanaka, al-Akhläq 
al-Is1Jmiyya wa Ususuhä (5th edition, 2 vols., Damascus, Dar al-Qalam, 1999) vol. 1, pp. 229-230. 
218 Also see the following verses: (6: 98,7: 189,31: 28 and 39: 6). 
219 The forms quoted in the Qur'an other than form II include the form I of the verb `to purify (zakaD' in the 
past tense (23: 21) and it is used to indicate that it is A115h who purifies the human being and that this is from 
His bounty upon them. 
The form V derivative also meaning `to purify' in both the past tense (tazakka) and in the present tense 
(yatazakka-) is also used (20: 76,35: 18,79: 18,87: 14 and 35: 18,92: 18 respectively) and alludes to the human 
being taking the initiative to purify himself from the `filth' of disbelief (kufr), polytheism (shirk), ignorance 
(jahi and sin (dhanb). It should also be noted that this derivative also exists in a condensed form (yazzakka-) 
where the tä has been merged (idghäm) as found in verses (80: 3 and 7), with a similar connotation and 
without changing the meaning. 
Also, the superlative (azkä) is found on four occasions (2: 232,18: 19,24: 28 and 24: 30) with the implication of 
being `purer' or more `pure'. 
The adjectival derivative is also used in both its masculine (zakl) and feminine (zakiyya) forms in verses 
(19: 19 and 18: 74 respectively) again with a similar connation of `purity' or `innocence' and in fact the feminine 
form (i. e. 18: 74) being used in conjunction with the word nafs. 
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in twelve instances of the form II verb being found in both its past and present tenses. The 
connotation of self praise, when the verb is used in conjunction with the term nafs or its 
plurals alluded to in the previous section"', can be located in two of these verses, namely 
(4: 49 and 53: 32), both being used in the present tense and indicating a blameworthy 
quality of the human being. 221 
Another four verses containing the verb can be seen where Allah is the subject of the verb; 
in other words it is Allah who directly takes on the role of tazkiya of the human being. Two 
of these verses (4: 49 and 24: 21) indicate that it is Allah who decides who is worthy of 
tazkiya as in both verses the phrase, "Allah purifies (yuzakkr) whomever He wills" is found, 
which is extremely significant from the Islamic perspective, as it indicates that not only is it 
Allah Who decides who will be purified but it is He Who is the source of the tazkiya. In 
addition, this process of tazkiya is not arbitrarily decided but due to the need that the divine 
attribute of justice (a1-cadJ be fulfilled; the verses end, "... and Allah is not unjust in the 
slightest222" (4: 49) and, "... and Allah is the All Hearing, the All Knowing" (24: 21). In the 
second two verses (2: 174 and 3: 77) where Allah is the subject, the context is the Day of 
Judgement and describes the state of the disbelievers. These verses indicate that Allah will 
neither address them (yukallimuhum) nor `purify' them (yuzakk1hlm) by forgiving them 
their transgressions and thus, entering them into Paradise. Once again the emphasis here is 
on the fact that in any eventuality it is Allah alone who is the source of tazkiya. 223 
In addition, another four verses can be observed where the subject of the verb is a divinely 
chosen emissary (rasa). The sequence of verses begins in sürat al-Baqara with the 
supplication of the Prophet Ibrahim (2: 129) where he says, "0 my Lord send them a 
messenger from themselves who will recite to them Your signs (äyätika), who will teach 
In addition, the derived noun `zakät' used as Islam's monetary duty can be found in 32 verses in various places. 
See cAbd al-Bägi, Muhammad Fu'äd, al-Mu jam al-Mufahras Ii 'l-Qur'än al-Azim (Cairo, Där al-Hadith, 1996) 
pp. 406-7: al-Nahhäs, Abmad b. Muhammad, I7-;! 7b al-Qur'an, edited by cAbd al-Muncim Khalil Ibrahim (5 
vols., Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 2001) vol. 5, pp. 94-5; Wehr, Hans, The Hans Wehr Dictionary of 
Modern Written Arabic, edited by J. Milton Cowan, pocket book edition (New York, Spoken Languages 
Services, 1976) pp. 379-80 and Kassis, Hanna E., A Concordance of the Qur'an (Berkley, University of 
California Press, 1983) pp. 1325-27. 
220 See page 49 above. 
221 See Karzün, Anas Ahmad, Manhaj al-Islam H Tazkiyat al-Nafs (2 vols., Beirut, Där Ibn Hazm, 1997) vol. 1, 
pp. 10-11; Abü Faris, Muhammad `Abd al-Q5dir, Tazkiyat al-Nafs (`Amman, Där al-Furgän, 2000) pp. 15-17 
and Zarabozo, Jamaal al-Din, Purification of the Soul - Concept, Process and Means (Denver, Al-Basheer 
Publications, 2002) p. 71. 
222 The verse actually reads, "... and Al1äh will not be unjust [even the amount of a] fatilä', the fatilä being the 
delicate fibre-like material that covers the depression in the centre of a date stone. 
223 See Ibn Taymiyya, Ahmad (d. 728/1328), Tazkiyat al-Nafs, edited by Muhammad b. Sadid al-Qahtäni 
(Riyadh, Dar al-Muslim, 1994) p. 42; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam H Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 10; Abu- Faris, 
Tazkiyat al-Naf., pp. 15-17; Chittick, Sufism, p. 42 and Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, p. 70. 
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them the book (al-kltäb) and wisdom (al-hlkma) and who will purify them (wa 
yuzakklhlm). " From the Islamic perspective this supplication was fulfilled with the 
sanctioning of the mission of the prophet Muhammad, as in the very same szrra (2: 151) we 
read, "Similarly, We sent amongst you a messenger from yourselves, who recites to you Our 
signs, purifies you, teaches you the Book and wisdom and teaches you what you did not 
know. " In latter parts of the Quranic text (3: 164 and 62: 2) we see that this concept is 
further reinforced as almost identical verses are found. 224 
In addition, there is also an indication as to how exactly the Prophet should `purify' those 
around him in verse (9: 103), where we find Allah addressing the Prophet saying, "Take a 
charity from their wealth to cleanse them (tutahhiruhum) and purify them (yuzakkihim) 
... " Thus, in this series of verses containing the verb `yuzakkf we see that 
from the Islamic 
perspective, although the source of tazkiya is Allah, He facilitates the process of tazklya by 
the sending of Prophets, whose role is to instruct humanity as to how to perform the task of 
tazkiya, by various means, one of which is the giving of one's wealth for God's sake. 225 
The final instance of the verb occurs in (91: 9) and is the only occurrence of this verb being 
used in conjunction with the term `nafs; thus, it is the most significant verse with regard to 
the current research and as such, will be discussed in the next section, after the appraisal of 
the term `na!. in the Qur'an has been concluded. 
2.2.2 The Concept of the Term Nafs within the Qur do 
As was mentioned previously, 226 from the Islamic perspective the nafs of the human being is 
believed to have been created by Allah and since the Qur'an is also believed to be the final 
revelation to humanity from Him, one might expect to find various references to the nature 
and origin of the nafs in the Qur'an. In fact, the term nafs and its derivatives occur in the 
Qur'an 398 times, 227 which provides the researcher with a vast wealth of material but it is 
224 See Hawwä, Said, al-Mustakhlas /1 Tazkiyat al Anfus (4`' edition, Cairo, Dar al-Isläm, 1988) p. 3; al- 
Ashqar, `Umar Sulayman, Manhaj al-Islam fi Tazkiyat al-Nafs (Amman, Dar al-Na_fä'is, 1992) pp. 8-9; al- 
Takhis, Sacd b. Muhammad, Tazkiyat al-Nafs (Riyadh, Dar al-Sami`i, 1992) p. 10; Al cAbd al-Latif, cAbd al- 
cAziz b. Muhammad, Ma'älim /1 '1-Sulük wa Tazkiyat al-Nufüs (Riyadh, Dar al-Watan, 1993) pp. 56-7; al- 
Yüsuf, cAbd Allah b. Muhammad, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Muc lajat al Afaat (Riyadh, Där al-cAsima, 1996) pp. 13- 
14; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam fir Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 10-11; Abü Faris, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 11-15; 
Chittick, Sufism, pp. 49-50 and Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, pp. 70-1. 
225 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, edited by al-Qahtäni, pp. 50-1; al-Ashqar, Manhaj al-Islam /1 Tazkiyat 
al-Nafs, pp. 8-9; al-Takhis, Sacd b. Muhammad, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 10; Al cAbd al-Latif, Macälim /1 '1-Suhlk wa 
Tazkiyat al-Nufrls, pp. 60-2; al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Muc lajat al Wit, p. 14 and Karzün, Manhaj al- 
Isläm /I Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 10-11. 
226 See p. 56 above. 
227 See al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu`älajat al AM p. 14; cAbd al-Bägi, al-Mu jam al-Mufahras li 'I-Qur'an 
al-Azim, pp. 803-7; Kassis, A Concordance of the Qur'an, pp. 824-30 and Chittick, Sufism, p. 42. 
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also worth mentioning that most of these occurrences are usage of the reflexive pronoun 
and therefore, are of little actual use. 
Despite this, there are numerous verses that are of significance when discussing the nafs 
from the Qur anic perspective. The following usages may be observed: 
a. The Nafs meaning the Soul () 
This is evidenced via the description of the souls being extracted from the body at death by 
the angels, who rip the souls of disbelievers from their bodies, ultimately causing their 
demise. The verse in question is (6: 93) where the angels are said to stretch forth their 
hands to grip the souls and drag them outwards, the souls themselves being termed, 
"anfusikum. s228 
b. The Nafs meaning the Human Being (al-Insän) 
Once again the Quran, as one might expect, makes reference to the nafs with the meaning 
of the human being as a whole, including both the body and the soul. One of the verses 
which identifies this usage is (31: 27) in which the creation and resurrection of human 
beings is discussed and is described as being easy for Allah, as if it were only the 
creation/resurrection of a single person (nafsun wählda). 229 
c. The Nafs Meaning the Human Being's Power of Understanding (al-off al-mufakklra) 
By this it is meant that the human being has the ability to comprehend and reason using his 
intellect to arrive at and perceive certain ideas and concepts. Not only this, but the Qur'an 
has also clarified that the human being may comprehend an idea until it becomes fixed in 
his mind to the extent that he reaches a level of certainty regarding the reality of this 
concept and it appears as fact, as far as he is concerned. The verse in question is (27: 14), 
where this level of certainty is described as having been reached and in addition, is 
attributed to the nafs (wa Istayganat-hä anfusuh um) . 
230 
d. The Nafs meaning the Heart (al-°albl 
In addition to the intellectual implication of the term `nafs' in the Qur'an, there is also an 
implication that an emotional aspect also exists. Verses that imply such a meaning include 
(7: 205 and 10: 77), where both the attributes of remembrance (al-dhikr) and concealing a 
secret (al-sirr) are described as being actions of the nafs. It is also worth noting that both 
228 Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam fi Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 14 and al-Takhis, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 13. 
229 Karzün, Manhaj a1-Islam / Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 14-15. 
230 Ibid., p. 15 and al-Takhis, Tazkiyatal-Nafs, p. 13. 
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these qualities are considered actions of the heart (al-galb) and therefore, such verses 
indicate an intrinsic and fundamental link between the heart and the nafs. 231 
e. The Nafs meaning the Inclination to Good and Evil (ouwä a1-khavrw_a_1 sh. arr) 
The duality of the nafs to incline towards good and evil as described in the Qur an and its 
tendency to change between the two, is one of its outstanding characteristics. Various verses 
indicate this including (50: 16,75: 2 and 79: 40-1)232 and due to the importance of such 
qualities, they will be discussed in detail in the following sections. 
From this discussion it is clear, as one might expect, that the Qur an uses the term `nafs' in a 
number of usages which despite being identical or similar to the meanings alluded to in the 
section regarding the Arabic language, also have their own implication within the Qur3anic 
context. 233 
In addition to the general description of the nafs in the Qur an, there are also two main 
areas that become apparent on examining the Qur'änic text: qualities that the nafs itself 
manifests to which various verses allude and secondly, verses which describe the various 
states that the nafs experiences. This being the case the following sections will attempt to 
shed light upon these phenomena in the Qur an. 
2.2.2.1 Qualities of the Nafs within the Qurdn 
The basis for this discussion lies in the information alluded to in verses (91: 7-8), which 
reads, "And [by] the soul (nafs) and the One Who proportioned it; then He inspired it [to 
discern between] its iniquity and its righteousness. " From this verse several issues become 
clear; firstly, that once again we find an inclination to the fact that, from the Islamic 
perspective, it is Allah Who not only created the soul but also fashioned it as He willed. 
Secondly, part of this fashioning was to inspire the soul to know, put very simply, that 
which is `right' and that which is `wrong'. As such, this ability to comprehend the difference 
between virtue and sin also implies the faculty of `free will' to choose between the two and 
consequently, makes the nafs accountable for its actions in both this life and next. In 
addition, this may also indicate that the nafs inclines to certain characteristic behaviours, 
which manifest themselves and are not only an indication of the soul's inner state but a 
z3' Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam 11 Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 15 and 31-6 and al-Takhis, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 14- 
16. 
232 Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam / Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 15-16. 
233 it is also worth mentioning that many of the linguistic usages of the term `nafs', particularly the more 
obscure usages, are entirely absent from the Qur'an. Cf. section 2.1.2 above. 
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manifestation of an individual's humanity as a whole. 23' As a result the following qualities of 
the nafs can be identified and observed in the Qur an: 
a. It is the Nafs that Experiences Death . 
As has been alluded, from the Islamic perspective, it is Alläh Who created the human soul 
or nafs and as such, it is Him who gives life to it also. Life is first given to the human being 
when it comes into existence in this life, where it undergoes a phase of trial to test which of 
them is best in action. 23' Then death will occur and the soul will enter a new sphere of 
existence, 236 which is a stage it remains in for a considerable period, until once again it 
enters another sphere of existence when it is resurrected and where it will return to its Lord, 
to be recompensed for its actions. 
As such every soul will experience death to which a number of Quranic verses make 
reference, namely (3: 185,21: 35 and 29: 57) where the phrase, "Every soul will `taste' [lit. ] 
death (kullu nafsin dhä'Igat al-mawt)" is reiterated. 237 Also, in the same way that bringing 
life to the nafs is as a result of divine will then similarly, the causing of death is also by 
divine will (3: 145). In addition, the lifespan of the nafs (al-ajal) is also predetermined by 
Alläh, Who will neither delay its term nor bring it forward (63: 11). 238 
b. The Nafs has Perceptive Faculties 
In addition, the Qur do also indicates to a number of sensations, feelings and emotions, 
which the nafs perceives, is conscious of and that can be discerned. A survey of these is 
given below: 
i. Desires (al-hawä) 
ii. Appetites (al-shahwa) 
iii. Needs (al-häjät/al-mata7 b). 
The Quran confirms for us that the nafs can be described as having desires (al-hawa-), 
which act as emotions that drive it to fulfil its needs (a1-häjät/a1-matälib), seek the 
fulfilment of its pleasures and appetites (al-shahwa) and which in most cases, are harmful 
and destructive for it. 239 
234 See al-Maydäni, a1-Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 230-32 and 233-4. 
235 See Qur'än (67: 2). 
236 This is commonly termed `al-barzakh' in Islamic theology and literally means a `barrier', i. e between the 
worldly life and the hereafter. 
237 It should be also noted that in addition to the complete retaining of the nafs at death, the nafs is partially 
retained during sleep where it may be returned to the body in which life continues or retained completely, in 
which case death results. See Qur 5n (39: 42) and cf. 2.1.2, number 3 of the Language section. 
238 See al-Maydäni, alAkhläq a1-Is1 miyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 234-6. 
239 For example see the following verses, (2: 87,5: 70,12: 68,21: 102,41: 31,43: 71,53: 23 and 79: 41) and al- 
Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 236-7. 
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iv. Difficulty and Hardship (al-mashaqqa) 
In addition the nafs is given to preferring ease over hardship and as such it dislikes to be 
burdened with what it considers difficult tasks. 240 
v. Endurance (al-sabr) and impatience 241 
The nafs has the ability to endure hardship and be patient, persevering in adversity but its 
more common reaction is to be impatient with the events that befall it. 242 
vi. Generosity (al jd) and Miserliness (al-shuhh) 
Again the Qur3anic text indicates the presence of the quality of miserliness (al-shuhh) 
within the human nafs, suggesting that this is one of its overwhelming qualities, as it is 
commonly found in many souls. However, on the contrary, the Quran also not only 
criticises this unenviable characteristic but also encourages its eradication and in fact extols 
the virtue of generosity (al ja), which is its direct opposite, suggesting that one replace the 
other entirely. 243 
vii. Envy and Jealousy (a1-hasad) 
Another of the most blameworthy characteristics in Islamic moral psychology is that of envy 
and jealousy (a1-hasad) and therefore it is not surprising that the Qur'än would be critical of 
such a quality. In addition however, this is not only regarded as being reprehensible but is 
also described as emanating from the nafs and as such, it also has the potentiality of not 
being characterised by this negative description but by positive counter qualities. 244 
viii. Fear (al-khawtj 
Fear or apprehension (al-khawtj is a common psychological state which may be induced by 
a variety of stimuli and as such it is hardly surprising that the Qur an describes it as being a 
potential characteristic of the nafs. Similarly, the nafs has an equal potential to display 
directly opposing qualities such as bravery and self confidence. 245 
ix. Conceit (al-kibr) 
240 For example see the following verse, (16: 7) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Is1 miyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 
237-8. 
2a' This begins a series of qualities which display the duality of the nafs mentioned above and in verse (91: 7- 
8), where either quality - positive or negative - may be manifested by the nafs, or more commonly where one 
of the qualities mentioned is more apparent. 
Zag For example see the following verse, (18: 28) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 
238. 
243 For example see (2: 265,4: 4 and 127,18: 28,59: 9 and 64: 16) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa 
Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 238-9. 
244 For example see the following verse, (2: 109) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 
239. 
245 For example see the following verses, (20: 67 and 68) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq a1-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, 
vol. 1, p. 239. 
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Pride, arrogance and conceit (al-klbr) are all qualities that the Qur an states are present in 
the nafs and similarly, the potential to attain modesty, humility and humbleness is also 
possible, if the negative characteristics are eradicated. However, as with many qualities of 
the nafs arrogance and conceit (al-kibr) are commonly manifest in the majority of souls. 246 
x. Anxiety (al-dlq) and Distress (al-haraj) 
Other psychological states, which result from personal discomfort, are anxiety (al-(lq) and 
distress (al-haraj). Once again the Qur an counts these from being the qualities with which 
the nafs is characterised and in the same way it can also be nurtured to adopt the contrary 
qualities of being relaxed (al-ittlsä and tranquility (al-inshlräh) . 
247 
xi. Affected by Eloquent Speech (a1-ta-aththur bi '1-gawl al-ballgh) 
The Qur an also confirms that the nafs may be affected by eloquent speech to the extent 
that the behaviour of a human being may be reformed due to it. As such, through being 
addressed with an eloquent, oratory or written style, the nafs may receive admonition and 
thus, return to the truth. 248 
xii. Regret (al-nadm) and Grief (al-tahassur) 
As well as psychological states the nafs also experiences emotions and the Qur an implies 
this in a number of verses. Of these, the feeling of regret and grief over matters which may 
appear to be lost are mentioned in the Qur'an. For example, in verse (35: 8) Allah informs 
His Prophet not to grieve over or feel regretful regarding the actions of his people in Mecca. 
Similarly, such feelings are also expressed in verse (39: 56), where the situation on the Day 
of Judgement is described and the nafs will regret and grieve over its deficiencies regarding 
its duty to its Lord. 249 
xiii. The Ability to Comprehend (al-idräk) 
As mentioned earlier250, the Qur'an in verse (27: 14) has also clarified that the human being 
may comprehend an idea until it becomes fixed in his mind to the extent that he reaches a 
level of certainty regarding the reality of this concept. Similarly, the ability of the nafs to 
completely comprehend may be impaired due to its consideration of baseless conjecture (al- 
zann), causing doubts and worries to flourish, as is found in verse (3: 154). As such, it could 
be argued that all other levels of understanding with regard to the nafs would fall between 
246 For example see (2: 21) and al-Maydäni, al-Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 239-40. 
24' For example see (4: 65 and 9: 118) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq a1-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 240. 
248 For example see (4: 63) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 240. 
249 See al-Maydäni, al-Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 241. 
250 See p. 59 above. 
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these two extremes. 251 In addition, from the Islamic perspective, Alläh as the Creator of all 
mankind has endowed every one of them with the ability to perceive and comprehend 
righteousness (al-tagwa-) and immorality (al-fujür), or put very simply - the difference 
between good and evil. As such, every nafs is aware of its actions and is conversant with the 
nature of such actions, as a number of verses indicate. 252 In the same way that the nafs can 
come to `know' certain information, it may also be heedless or ignorant of other matters. 
Indeed, from a Qur35nic perspective, the nafs is completely unaware of the unseen (al- 
ghayb), including the true nature of the hereafter, how it will act in the future and where its 
demise will be, as verses (31: 34 and 32: 15-17) indicate. 253 
xiv. The Ability to Conceal Feelings 
As was mentioned earlier, the nafs manifests certain emotions but at the same time it also 
has the ability to conceal and hide its true feelings. Despite this however, one of the major 
concepts progressed in the Qur'an is that Allah is fully acquainted with even these 
concealed thoughts, emotions, ideas and feelings. 254 
xv. Responsibility 
Bearing in mind the various abilities described above that the nafs has been granted, 
including emotional, perceptive and intellectual faculties, as well as the ability to distinguish 
between right and wrong, the nafs is consequently responsible for its actions within the 
realms of its capabilities. As such every nafs has the ability to act and earn or acquire good 
deeds and bad deeds, based on its intentions, personal efforts, determination and free will. 
This responsibility is unique to each individual and as such, every human being is personally 
responsible for their actions. Consequently, each person will be recompensed accordingly on 
the Day of Judgement, their ultimate abode being determined by their actions in this life. 255 
25' See al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 241-2. 
252 These include (75: 14-15,81: 14,82: 4-5 and 91: 7-10). See al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, 
vol. 1, p. 242. 
253 See al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 242-3. 
254 See the following verses (2: 235 and 284,3: 153,5: 52 and 116,12: 77 and 33: 38) and al-Maydäni, aI-Akhläq 
al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 243-4. 
255 See the following verses: (2: 48,233,281 and 286,3: 25,30 and 165,4: 79 and 111,6: 103,152,158 and 163, 
7: 42 and 205,10: 30,45,100 and 108,13: 33 and 42,14: 51,16: 111,17: 13-14,20: 15,23: 62,32: 13,39: 70, 
40: 17,50: 20-21,59: 18,65: 7,74: 38-42 and 82: 19) and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq a1-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, 
pp. 244-51. 
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2.2.2.2 States of the Nafs within the Qur'än256 
In addition to the aforementioned qualities of the nafs as expounded in the Qur'än, there 
are a number of categories or states that the nafs experiences, which the Qur3an has also 
elucidated. As such, the human being experiences these states as a result of his intentions, 
thoughts, motives, deeds and will and therefore, it is appropriate at this juncture to shed 
light on these states of the nafs On examining the Qur anic text the reader finds three 
types of nafs described, they are as follows: 
a. The Soul Inclined to Evil dal-nafs al-ammära bi 'Lsü'ý257 
This state of the nafs occurs when the human being is overcome by his desires, to the extent 
that he pursues the appetites of his soul, to the exclusion of everything else. As such the 
limits set by Allah are made secondary in comparison to the fulfilment of his own needs and 
256 In addition to the states of the nafs that occur in Qur an being discussed here there are a number of types 
of nafs which are referred to in the literature but are not quoted in the Qur'änic text. Most of these terms are 
borrowed from the Greek philosophers' original discussion of the soul and include such terms as the vegetable 
soul (al-nafs al-nabäti), the animal soul (al-nafs al- iayawäm) and the rational soul (al-nafs al-nätiga). Since 
such philosophical terms fall outside the range of the present thesis they will not be discussed in any length 
here but the reader may refer to the following sources for discussion of the philosophical views concerning the 
soul: al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111), Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad (Abü Hämid), Ma`arj a1-Quds fl, 
Madärij Ma`rifat al-Nafs (4`h ed., Beirut, Dar al-Afäq al-Jadida, 1980); al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350), Muhammad 
b. Abu- Bakr b. Ayyüb [Ibn al-Qayyim], al-Rüh, edited by Muhammad 'Ali al-Qutb and Walid al-Dhikrä 
(Beirut, al-Maktaba al-cAsriyya, 2000) pp. 207-51; Al-Jurjäni, (d. 816/1413), 'Ali b. Muhammad b. cAli, al- 
Ta'rifät, edited by Muhammad Basil al-Süd (Beirut, Där al-Kitäb al-`Arabi, 2000) pp. 239-40; al-Räzi (d. 
606/1209), Muhammad b. cUmar, `llm al Akhläq, translated into English by M. S. H. Ma'sumi (3`d edition, 
New Delhi, Kitab Bhavan, 1992) pp. 87-167; Muhammad, Yüsuf Mahmüd, a1-Nafs wa '1-R17h II 7-Fikr al- 
Insäni wa Mawqif Ibn al-Qayyim minhu (Doha, Dar al-Hikma, 1993) pp. 145-251; al-Najjar, 'Amir, al- 
Tasawwufal-Nafs1(Cairo, Där al-Ma`5rif, 1984) pp. 21-35; 
Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam /i Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, 
pp. 59-64; Bay, Jamal Rajab Sayyid, Nazarfyyat al-Nafs bayn Ibn Sinä wa '1-Ghazzäll (Cairo, al-Hay'a al- 
Misriyya al-`Emma Ii 'l-Kitäb, 2000); al-Attas, Syed Muhammad Naquib, The Nature of Man and the 
Psychology of the Human Soul (Kuala Lumpur, The International Institute of Islamic Thought and 
Civilisation, 1993); al-Kanadi, Mustafa, Mysteries of the Soul Expounded (Jeddah, Abul-Qasim Publishing 
House, 1994) pp. 1-3; Philips, The Exorcist Tradition in Islaam (Sharjah, Dar al-Fatah, 1997) pp. 12-13 and 
Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul - Concept, Process and Means, pp. 57-60. 
It is also worth noting that some of these terms have also found their way into Sufi theosophy being adopted 
with their own specific connotations. Once again a discussion of such terms is beyond the scope of the current 
thesis and as such, will not be discussed here. However, the reader may consult the following works which 
deal with this topic: al-Najjar, al-Tasawwuf al-Nafsr, pp. 246-7; al-Shabräwi (d. 1366/1947), cAbd al-Khäliq, 
The Degrees of the Soul, translated from Arabic by Mustafa al-Badawi (Dorton, Quilliam Press, 1997) pp. 20- 
60; http: //www. katinkahesselink. net/sufi/sufi. htm, Frager, Robert, " Transforming the Sell'; 
http: //www. bu. edu/wcp/Papers/Comp/CompGode. htm, Godelek, Kamuran " The Neoplatonist Roots of Sufi 
Philosophy' and http: //www. crescentlife. com/spirituality/seven-levels. htm, al-Jerrahi, Tosun Bayrak, "Seven 
Levels of Being". 
25' For this section see: Ibn Kathir, Tafsiral-Qur'an al-Azim, vol. 2, p. 463; al-Räzi (d. 606/1209), Muhammad 
b. cUmar [Fakhr al-Din], al-Tafslral-Kabir/Mafätlh aJ-Ghayb (32 vol. s in 16 books, Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al- 
cllmiyya, 2000) vol. 18, p. 126; al-Alüsi (d. 1270/1854), Mahmüd, Rüh al-Ma`än! fii Tafslr al-Qur'an al Azlm 
wa 7-Sabacal-Mathän% edited by cAli cAbd al-Bari cAtiyya (15 vols., Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al dIlmiyya, 2001) vol. 
7, p. 4; al-Jawziyya, al-R, 0, pp. 262-6; Karzün, 
Manhaj 
al-Is1äm / Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 49-52; al- 
Mayd5ni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 251-2; Farid, Abmad, Tazkiyat al-Nafs (Alexandria, 
Dar a1-cAgida li 'l-Turath, 1998) pp. 70-1; al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu'älajat a1 Amt, pp. 24-7; al- 
Shabr5wi, The Degrees of the Soul, pp. 20-8; Zarabozo, pp. 66-7 and Hasan, Suhaib, Journey of the Soul 
(London, Al-Quran Society, 2000) p. 17. 
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desires. Thus, the performance of forbidden acts is common and the ultimate result of this 
state is sin and transgression. The essence of this notion is evidenced in the following verse, 
"And I do not absolve own self [of blame], as indeed, the [human] soul is prone to evil 
(inna '1-nafs la ammara hi 740'), except when my Lord bestows mercy, as indeed my Lord 
is the Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful. " (12: 53)258 
This verse alludes to the lowest level of the human soul, which not only encourages the 
performance of evil but also exerts effort to make such actions acceptable and appealing to 
the human being. Thus, the nafs is described as enticing (sawwalat), subjecting (tawwa`at) 
and tempting (tuwaswis) in verses (20: 96 and 12: 18,5: 30 and 50: 16) respectively. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the exaggerative form `ammära' is used to describe the 
nafs, as it literally means `constantly urging, always demanding, inciting and instigating', 259 
as if this type of nafs is always commanding the evil and the base. As such, al-Jurjäni (d. 
816/1413) defined the al-nafs al-ammära hi '1-sü as follows, "It is the one [nafs] that 
inclines to the bodily nature, ordering [the pursuit of] physical pleasures and appetites, 
attracting the heart to base levels; as such, it is the abode of every evil and the source of 
blameworthy characteristics. i260 
In addition, this verse also implies that from the Islamic perspective it is from Allah's mercy 
alone that this state of the nafs does not exist permanently, as this is its natural and regular 
state if left to its own devices and is not refined. As such, it is only from Allah's beneficence 
that the other states of the nafs, via repentance and turning away from the soul's desires, 
become manifest in the human being. 
Also, on examining and contrasting these qualities of the nafs as described in the Qur'an, 
one finds a direct comparison between such attributes and those used to describe Satan (al- 
shaytän). In fact the Devil (Iblis) has been characterised as enticing (sawwala), tempting 
(waswäs) and misguiding (yu(l ll) in verses (47: 25 and 114: 3-4,5: 30 and 4: 60) respectively. 
Thus, there is a clear and intrinsic link and relationship between the behaviour of the nafs 
and the role of Satan in influencing this behaviour. It would seem that the Devil entices 
and suggests actions and thoughts to the nafs, whereas the nafs itself, due to its self serving 
outlook, pursues such deeds satisfying the conscience by making them seemingly acceptable 
and appealing. To this effect, Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya comments: 
258 See Ibn Kathir, Tafsir a1-Qur'än al-cAzirn, vol. 2, p. 463; al-Räzi, a]-Tafsir a]-Kabir/ Ma/tih aI-Ghayb, vol. 
18, p. 126 and al-Alüsi, Rrlh al-Ma`äni, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 7, p. 4. 
259 Wehr, The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, p. 27. 
260 Al-Jurj5ni, al-Ta`ri t, p. 239. 
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As for the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-su ), Satan is its 
associate and companion; he makes promises to it and awakens its desires, 
casting falsehood into it, commanding it to evil and making it appear 
appealing in a form that it will find acceptable and condone, with a variety of 
provisions and falsehood, false hopes and destructive appetites. He seeks aid 
against it with its desires and wishes and through him every evil enters it. 261 
b. The 
_Self-Reproaching 
Soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma)262 
This is the next level of the nafs, where it is elevated from the previous base state, so that 
the veil of disobedience is lifted and the soul begins to blame itself for the transgression it 
has committed, inclining towards repentance, regret, self recrimination and reproach. These 
implications are gleaned from the following Qur anic verse (75: 1-2), "Do not swear [an 
oath] by the Day of Judgement nor by the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma). " This 
verse is clear evidence of a second state of the soul, i. e. the soul being described as being 
self-reproaching or `lawwäma'. However, this particular adjective describing the soul has 
been the focus of discussion for numerous Muslim scholars, leading them to a variety of 
opinions, which will be summarised here. 
The first of these views suggests that this term is derived from the Arabic verbal noun `al- 
talavwvunl meaning `shifting repeatedly' being synonymous with `al-taraddud. This state of 
the soul is characterised by its changeability, fickleness, capriciousness and inconsistency, 
never truly remaining steadfast in one state of affairs. 26' As such, in this state, the soul is 
mindful then heedless, loves then hates, is happy then sad, is obedient then disobedient, 
righteous then immoral, as well as many other qualities and a variety of levels of each 
characteristic in between, changing from one state to another, never truly settling on one 
quality. 264 
The second view considers this to be derived from the term `lawn' meaning `blame', the 
implication being that the soul blames itself or alternatively is blameworthy. As such, the 
opinions regarding this derivation of `lawwäma' also vary and these opinions can be 
summarised as follows: the first of these is that the aforementioned verse refers to the 
26' Al-Jawziyya, al-Rüh, p. 263. 
262 For this section see: al-Jawziyya, al-Rvh, pp. 261-2; Karzün, Manhaj al-Isläm /1 Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 
52-4; al-Maydäni, al-Akhläq al-Islämryya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 253; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 69-70; al- 
Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu'-)a/at a1 At, pp. 22-4; al-Shabräwi, The Degrees of the Soul, pp. 29-35; 
Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul - Concept, Process and Means, pp. 66-7 and Hasan, The Journey of the 
Soul, pp. 17-18. 
263 This fits neatly with the description of the nafs s duality above in section 2.2.2.1, where the potentiality of 
the soul to adopt a positive quality, or its negative counterpart was explored. 
264 See al-Jawziyya, a1-RiLi, p. 262; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 69 and al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu`älajat 
al A/it, p. 22. 
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description of the soul of a believer (al-mu'min). This opinion was common amongst the 
early Muslim scholars, as it is reported that al-Hasan al-Basri (d. 110/728) said regarding 
this verse, "By Allah, we do not see the believer except that he blames himself; [asking 
himself] `What did I intend by my speech? What did I intend by my eating? What did I 
intend by my thoughts? ', whereas the shameless reprobate (al-fäjlr) continues step by step, 
not sanctioning his soul. " Similarly, when Mujähid b. Jabr (d. 104/722), the famous 
exegete (al-mufasslr) was asked regarding the same verse he replied, "This is the soul that 
blames itself for what has passed and feels regret; it blames itself for the evil it has 
committed, as to why it did it and with regard to doing good, as to why it did not do 
more. 77265 
In a different view al-nafs al-lawwäma is considered to refer to both the sinner and the 
righteous person in the sense that the righteous person blames his soul for the committing 
of a sin or the neglect of an act of obedience. 266 As such, al-Jurjäni (d. 816/1413) defined al- 
nafs al-lawwäma as follows, "It is the one [al-nafs] that is illuminated with the light of the 
heart according to the amount that it has become awakened from habitual heedlessness; as 
soon as it commits a transgression due to its naturally oppressive disposition it takes to 
blaming itself. 77267 In contrast, the degenerate person blames itself for losing out on some 
form of carnal satisfaction. 268 
In a variation of this theme, this form of blaming is said to take place on the Day of 
Judgement, where every soul will blame itself for its deeds in the worldly life. Thus, there 
will be the sinful who will blame themselves for the sins they have committed, whereas the 
righteous will blame themselves for their deficiencies with regard to Allah's rights over 
265 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 47; al-Jawziyya, a]-Rib, pp. 261-2; Ighäthat al-Lahfän min Masäyid 
al-Shaytän, edited by Muhammad Hamid al-Fiqqi (Beirut, Dar al-Ma`rifa, n. d. ) vol. 1, pp. 76-8; al-Tabari, 
Jämic al-Bayän fi Ta'wil al Qur'an, vol. 12, p. 327; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'an a]-A. -im, vol. 4, p. 448; al- 
Qurtubi, aJ-Jämi`li Ahkäm al-Qur'an, vol. 19, p. 84; al-R5zi al-Tafslr al-Kablr/Mafätlal-Ghayb, vol. 30, pp. 
190-1; al-Alüsl, Rüh al-MJcJn1, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 151-2; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam 11 Tazkiyat a1-Nafs, 
vol. 1, pp. 52-3; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 69; al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Muc lajat al-Afät, pp. 22-3 and 
Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul - Concept, Process and Means, p. 67. 
266 It is for this reason that some researchers have termed the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma) the 
human conscience (al-damrr). See Hilmi, Mustafa, al Akhläq bayn al-Faläsifa wa Hukamä'al-Islam (Cairo, Där 
al-Thigäfa al-cArabiyya, 1987) pp. 139-140 and Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam fi Tazkiyat al-Naf., vol. 1, p. 54. 
267 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 47; al-Jawziyya, al-Ruh, p. 262; Al-Jurjäni, al-Ta`riiat, p. 239; Ibn 
Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'an al-Azim, vol. 4, p. 448; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam fi Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 53-4; 
Farid, Tazkiy_at al-Nafs, p. 69; al-Najjar, cAmir, al-Tasawwufal-Nafsi al-Tasawwufal-Nafsi (Cairo, al-Hay'a al- 
M isriyya al-AAmma li ' 1-Kitäb, 2002) p. 33 and al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mucälajat a]-A1ä4 pp. 22-3. 
268 In this regard al-Maydäni considers this state of the nafs to be the state that manifests human free will (al- 
iräda al-hurra al-mukhtära) and quotes verses (32: 13 and 18: 29) as proof of this. See al-Maydäni, al-Akhläq 
al-Islämiyya wa Ususuha, vol. 1, p. 253. 
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them. 269 In this regard, al-Hasan al-BasrI is reported to have said, "There is no one who 
exists in the heaven or on the earth except that he will blame himself on the Day of 
Judgement. i27° 
Commenting on these various views Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya states: 
All these statements are true and do not contradict one another, as the soul 
(nafs) may be described as such, in the sense that it has been termed `self 
reproaching (lawwäma)'. However, self reproach (lawwäma) is of two types: 
self reproach that is blameworthy (malüma), by which is meant the soul that 
is ignorant (jählla) and tyrannical (zällma) and which has been censured by 
Allah and His angels. [The second type is] self reproach that is not 
blameworthy (ghayr mallma), which is the soul that continues to reproach 
its owner regarding his deficiencies in Allah's obedience despite his best 
efforts; [in this sense] this is self reproach that is not blameworthy 
(la wwäma ghayr malüma) . 
27 
c. Theranauil Soul(al-nafs al-mutma'Innal2'Z 
This is the highest state of the nafs, having gained tranquillity from establishing Allah's 
obedience, accepting His promise of threat of punishment and promise of reward in 
Paradise, being satisfied with His decree. Such a soul has put its trust in Him alone, tasted 
the sweetness of faith and felt the pleasure of communicating with its Lord, to the extent 
that it seeks no other substitute. As such it has not deviated from Allah's devotion nor been 
affected by the changes in circumstances that normally cause a change in the psychological 
state of the human being, nor is it attracted to the ornamentation of the worldly life. This 
state of the nafs and its `serenity' and `stability' is alluded to in the following verses (89: 27- 
30), "[It will be said to the righteous] 0 tranquil soul (al-nafs a1-mutma'Inna), return to 
your Lord content [with Him] (rädiya) and pleasing [to Him] (mardlyya), so enter into [the 
s2'3 ranks of] My devotees and enter My paradise. 
269 It is worthy of note that the verse itself is almost indicative of both circumstances in the worldly life and in 
the hereafter, as the verse mentions the Day of Judgement (al-giyäma) prior to mentioning the self 
reproachful soul. As such, there is a subtle indication of self recrimination in the worldly life that is private 
and self governed, whereas on the Day of Judgement, according to Muslim theology, the censuring will be 
imposed and extremely `public'. 
270 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs p. 47; al-Jawziyya, al-Rvh, p. 262; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än al-Azim, 
vol. 4, p. 448 and al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu'älajat al Wit, pp. 22-3. 
271 See al-Jawziyya, al-Rieh, p. 262; Karzün, Manhaj al-Isläm /1 Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 54; Farid, Tazkiyat 
al-Nafs, pp. 69-70; and al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu'älajat al Wit, pp. 23-4. 
272 For this section see: al-Jawziyya, al-Rrlh, pp. 256-61; Karzün, Manhaj al-Isläm fi Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 
55-8; al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 252-3; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 67-9; al- 
Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Muc lajat al Wit, pp. 17-21; al-Shabräwi, The Degrees of the Soul, pp. 48-52; 
Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, pp. 67-8 and Hasan, The Journey of the Soul, pp. 13-16. 
273 See al-Tabari, Jämi` al-Bayän /1 Ta'wil al-Qur'än, vol. 12, pp. 580-4; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än al-Azim, 
vol. 4, pp. 511-12; al-Qurtubi, al-Jämic_li Ahkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 20, pp. 52-4; al-Räzi, al-Tafsir al-Kabir / 
Maiätih a1-Ghayb, vol. 30, pp. 160-2; al-Alüsi, Rüh al-Ma`äni ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 345-8; Ibn Taymiyya, 
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Commenting on this verse, early Muslim scholars provide a variety of views, which will be 
summarised here. For example, regarding the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'inna) Mujähid 
(d. 104/722) said, "It is the soul that is satisfied with the decree of Allah; it knows that 
what does not befall it was not destined to do so and what does befall it was destined to do 
so. " Similarly, al-Hasan al-Basri (d. 110/728) clarifies, "If Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, 
wishes to seize it [the nafs], it is contented with Allah and Allah is satisfied with it. As such, 
He commands its soul (rühaha) to be seized, enters it into paradise and makes it of His 
righteous devotees. " In addition, Qatäda (d. 118/736) comments saying, "It is the believer 
(al-mu'min) whose soul became assured regarding what Allah has promised. " Moreover, 
Ibn Zayd states, "It [the nafs] was termed tranquil (mutma'inna) due to it being given glad 
tidings of paradise upon death, at resurrection and on the Day of Judgment. " In a similar 
quote the famous Qur'änic exegete Ibn Kathir (d. 774/1372) commented regarding the last 
part of the verse (89: 30), "Enter My paradise", that this will be said to the believer during 
the throes of death and on the Day of Resurrection. 274 
From the verse itself and the explanatory notes from Muslim commentators we can glean a 
reasonable amount of information; firstly, that this particular state of the nafs has been 
described as `mutma'Inna' meaning `tranquil' or `serene' but one may well ask what is the 
source of this `tranquillity' and `serenity'? Similarly, the nafs in this state of `serenity' is 
commanded to return to its Lord being in a state of absolute contentment (rä(liya) with 
Him. One may well query once again in what way is satisfaction (rldaa a quality of the 
serene soul and what is the relation between them? In these verses the nafs is also 
described as being pleasing to Allah (mar(lyya) and we must also enquire as to what has 
brought about Allah's approval of such a soul? 
As for the first and paramount quality, i. e. that of `tranquillity' and `serenity', this is said to 
be brought about by this soul's constant remembrance of Allah, relying on the following 
Quroanic verse (13: 38), "Those who have believed and whose hearts become tranquil 
through the remembrance of Allah; isn't it through the remembrance of Allah that the 
hearts become tranquil [? ]. " As such, one of the methods through which this state of the 
Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 47; al-Jawziyya, al-Rü i, pp. 256-61; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam /1 Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 
55; al-Maydäni, al-Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuha, vol. 1, pp. 252-3; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 67; al-Yüsuf, 
Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu'älajat al Alit, p. 17; Zarabozo, Purification of the Sou1, p. 68 and Hasan, The Journey 
of the Soul, pp. 13-16. 
274 See al-Bukhäri, Sahih al-Bukhär% p. 883; al-Tabari, Jämif al-Bayän /I- Ta'wil al-Qur'an, vol. 12, pp. 580-1; 
Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'an al-Azim, vol. 4, p. 511; al-Qurtubi, al-Jäm_i`li Ahkäm al-Qur'an, vol. 20, pp. 52-3; 
al Räzi, a1-Tafsir al Kabir/ Matätlh al-Ghayb, vol. 30, pp. 160-1; al-Alüsi, RU i al-Mac n% ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 
15, p. 345; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam II Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 55 and al-Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa 
Mu'älajat al Afiat, p. 17. 
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nafs may be attained is through being engaged in the remembrance of God as much as 
possible. 275 
This serenity of the soul is further augmented by the acquisition of the quality of 
satisfaction and acceptance This can be understood in the very broad sense of 
satisfaction and acceptance of the religion of Islam, as is indicated by the following 
narration transmitted on the authority of the Prophet's uncle al-Abbäs b. cAbd al-Muttalib 
(d. 33/654 or 34/655), where the Prophet is reported to have said, "The one who is 
contented with Allah as his Lord, Islam as his religion and Muhammad as his prophet has 
truly `tasted the flavour of faith'. 7)276 On a more specific note however, this form of rldä' is 
usually related to the devotee's faith in the sixth pillar of Islamic belief, commonly referred 
to as faith in divine predestination (al-gadä' wa '1-qadr), where the practitioner of Islam is 
required to believe in Allah's preordainment of all matters. This final article of Islamic faith 
is arguably the most difficult to actualise since it requires firm conviction (yagin) in God's 
overall wisdom and plan; as such this conviction is alluded to and hence nurtured in a 
number of Qur anic verses including (57: 23-4 and 64: 11). This being the case, there is an 
indication then that the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma''nna) has not only reached this 
level but perfected it, in the sense that no matter what befalls it in terms of human or 
personal tragedy, its faith in the Almighty remains firm, as it knows that this has been 
preordained before it even existed. Similarly, it is not overjoyed by bounties it enjoys but on 
the contrary recognises God's favour upon it and fulfils the divine right of gratitude. It is 
thus this elevated level of perfection in faith that brings about God's pleasure and 
satisfaction regarding it, as no matter what such a soul endures it remains content with its 
Lord and as a result, its Lord is satisfied with it. 277 
In this regard Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350) comments: 
If the nafs became at ease from doubt to certainty; from ignorance to 
knowledge; from heedlessness to remembrance; from deception to 
repentance; from ostentation to sincerity; from deceit to truthfulness; from 
being incapable to being competent; from the tyranny of conceit to the 
2'5 See al-Qurtubi, al-Jämi` Ii Ahkäm al-Quran, vol. 20, pp. 52-3; al-Jawziyya, al-Rüh, pp. 256-7; Karzün, 
Manhaj al-Islam fir Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 56-7 and Hasan, The Journey of the Soul, pp. 13-14. 
276 Muslim, Sahih Muslim, p. 38 and al-Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 252-3. 
277 See al-Tabari, Jämi` al-Bayän fi Ta'wrl al-Qur'an, vol. 12, pp. 581-3; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'an al-Azim, 
vol. 4, p. 511; al-Qurtubi, al-Jämi`li Ahkäm al-Qur'an, vol. 20, pp. 53-4; al-R5zi, al-Tafsir al-Kabir/Mafätih al- 
Ghayb, vol. 30, pp. 161-2; al-Alüsi, Rrlh al-Ma`änl, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 345-8; Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al- 
Nafs, p. 47; al-Jawziyya, al-Rrlh, pp. 256-61; Karzün, Manhaj a1-Islam fi Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 56-7; al- 
Maydani, al-Akhläq al-Islämiyya_wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, p. 252; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 67-8; al-Yüsuf, 
Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Mu`älajat al A/t, pp. 17-18 and Hasan, The Journey of the Soul, pp. 14-16. 
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submissiveness of humility; from arrogance to modesty and from laxity to 
action, then the soul has achieved tranquillity. 278 
This is obviously an extremely elevated state of faith and practice which Ibn al-Qayyim 
refers to further saying: 
As for perfection in serenity it is contentment with His command, in terms of 
fulfilling it, sincerely and perfectly, so that no wish, desire or blind imitation 
is preferred to it. As such, neither uncertainty that contradicts His revelation 
nor any whim that opposes His command is entertained. Indeed, if it occurs 
it is considered to be satanic insinuation (al-wasäwls), such that if he were to 
fall from the heavens to the earth it would be more beloved to him than to 
find it (in his soul); this is what the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be upon him termed, "Pure faith (sarlh al-iman)". 279 
In addition to the perfection of faith alluded to in the above discussion, the quality of 
permanency also graces this state, in the sense that this type of soul is so well accustomed to 
this form of faith and practice that it becomes a resident feature of its nature and 
character. 28° In this regard al-Jurjäni has defined the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna) 
as follows, "It is the one [al-nafs] whose illumination with the light of the heart has been 
completed to the extent that it has been divested of every blameworthy attribute and has 
been adorned with every praiseworthy characteristic. 17281 
2.2.3 The Singular Qur dnic Verse Mentioning both the Terms Tazkiya and al-Nafs 
Finally, we turn our attention to the singly, most important Quranic verses regarding our 
area of enquiry, verses (91: 7-10). The significance of these verses cannot be over 
emphasised due to their mention of not only the nature of the soul and the potentiality and 
duality created in it but also the matter of its purification or defilement. As such this is the 
only series of Quradnic verses that make mention of both the nafs and its tazkiya in one 
place and therefore, is deserving of particular mention and merits specific attention. The 
verse itself reads, "And [by] the soul (nafs) and the One Who proportioned it; then He 
278 See al-Jawziyya, al-Rtrh, p. 259 and Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 68. 
279 See al-Jawziyya, al-Ruh, p. 258; Muslim, Sahib Muslim, p. 69; Farid, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 67-8 and al- 
Yüsuf, Tazkiyat al-Nafs wa Muc lajat al At, p. 18. 
280 This is said to be one of the main differences between the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'inna) and the 
self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma); whereas the former has gained mastery over its appetites and 
desires through extreme effort, strong conviction and imposing punitive measures, the latter remains 
somewhat disposed to the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-süß), despite its best efforts to overcome 
it. See al-Jawziyya, al-Rush, pp. 265-6; Karztin, Manhaj al-Islam H Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 57 and a]- 
Maydäni, al Akhläq al-Islämiyya wa Ususuhä, vol. 1, pp. 252 and 254. 
281 Al-Jurjäni, al-Ta`rifät, p. 239; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam H Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 57 and a]-Najjar, al- 
Tasawwufal-Nafsi, p. 33. 
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inspired it [to discern between] its iniquity and its righteousness; indeed, he who purifies it 
has succeeded; and indeed, he who defiles it has failed. " 
These particular verses are interesting in a variety of ways and as such merit some reflection 
and discussion. The first characteristic is that the series of verses begins with the swearing 
of an oath using waw al-qasm, which according to the Islamic exegetical tradition implies 
emphasis to draw the attention of the reader/listener to the importance of the discourse 
being presented. Not only this but this particular verse comes at the end of six previous 
oaths at the beginning of each verse, the objects of the oath being the sun (al-shams), the 
moon (al-qamar), the day (al-nahär), the night (al-layl), the heaven (al-samä'), the earth 
(al-ard and finally, the seventh oath concerns the soul (al-nafs). Commentators allude to 
the fact that this style in the Qur'än is utilised to draw attention to the greatness and 
perfection of such creations, these ultimately being indications of the Creator Himself. 
Perhaps more subtly however, it can be further noticed that the first six items are manifest, 
i. e. `seen' in the simplest sense, whereas the final object of the oath is `unseen', causing some 
exegetes to conclude that this is in fact the greatest of the `unseen' creations. 282 
Similarly, there is a direct reference to the Creator of this soul; the word used in the verse is 
`mä in this instance `mä al-mawsüla' or the relative pronoun, carrying the meaning of 
`alladhl and in this specific example meaning `man' or `the one who'. 283 Thus, the verse 
speaks not only of the soul itself but also of the One, meaning Allah, Who `sawwähä 
carrying the meaning of `proportioned, made equal, made even and balanced', suggesting 
not only that the soul created was thus in the body but also that the soul has been given 
`free will' to choose at a moral level between good and evil, to which the following verse 
adds further credence. 284 
The next verse begins by making an important statement, i. e. that the soul is capable of 
receiving inspiration and insight, indicated to by the use of the verb `alhamahä, once again 
the active participle being Allah, stating clearly that He is the source of inspiration. The 
subject of the inspiration is equally significant however, as it is stated as being the soul's 
iniquity (fuhr) and its righteousness (tagwa), i. e. the soul has been inspired and given 
insight to be able to discern between and choose either right action or sin. In this regard 
282 See al-Tabari, Jämic al-Bayin fi Ta'wi1 al-Qur'än, vol. 12, pp. 601-2; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än a1-Azim, 
vol. 4, pp. 517-8; al-Qurtubi, a1 Jämid 1i Ahkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 20, p. 68; al-Räzi, al-Tafslr al-Kabir/Mafätih al- 
Ghayb, vol. 31, p. 174 and al-Alüsi, Rich al-Mac ni, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, p. 360. 
283 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 38-9. 
284 See al-Tabari, Jämi` al-Bayän fi Ta'wil al-Qur'än, vol. 12, pp. 601-2; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än al-Azim, 
vol. 4, p. 517; al-Qurtubi, al-Jämi`IiAhkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 20, pp. 68-9; al-Räzi, al-Tafsiral-Kabir/Mafätih a]- 
Ghayb, vol. 31, p. 175 and al-Alüsi, Rib al-Ma'än1, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 360-1. 
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Ibn cAbbäs (d. c. 67-8/686-8) said that the verse means, "Clarified for it [the soul] the good 
and the evil" and this was also the opinion of Qatäda (d. 118/736), al-Dahhak (d. 
102/721) and Sufyän al-Thawri (d. 162/778). 285 In addition, this is another indication of 
the soul's `free will' and as such some commentators as a result consider this to be an 
indication of the human being's rational faculty or intellect (a1-`aqI, this being the highest 
form of human ability. However, it should be noticed that the subject of this inspiration is 
to choose between iniquity (fujtlr) and righteousness (tagwaý, which is essentially a moral 
dilemma, in which there can be no doubt that the intellect plays a role, but the influence 
here of the heart (al-galb) and/or of the conscience (al-damlr) cannot be underestimated. 
As such, this verse is also an indication of the dual potentiality within the soul, alluded to 
previously and also alludes to its responsibility and accountability, in both this life and the 
next, as it has been endowed with the capacity to discern and the ability to choose the right 
course of action or alternatively its opposite. 286 
The results and consequences of such `informed' choices are the subject of the next two 
verses, which is also the only time in the Quran where the nafs is used in conjunction with 
a derivative of the term tazkiya. In the very next verse we are informed that true success, 
prosperity and salvation (faläh), meaning the acquisition of God's good grace and entry into 
His paradise, will be attained by a person who `purifies it (zakkäha)'. This is the usual form 
II usage of the verb alluded to previously and therefore gives the meanings of ` bringing 
about or causing growth, augmentation, reform and development' or `purification' in the 
broad sense. However, it is the subject of `it' which concerns us here, as the attached 
pronoun being used is feminine, i. e. `ha and which as such refers directly to the term nafs 
mentioned previously. Thus, the verse in its broadest sense would mean, "He who has 
caused his soul to grow, be augmented, be reformed, developed and purified has indeed 
attained true success, prosperity and salvation. " In this sense Qatäda (d. 118/736) said that 
the meaning of the verse is, "He who has purified his soul through obedience to Allah and 
cleansed it from base characteristics and vices has indeed attained true success. i287 
It is also worth mentioning that the subject of the verb `zakkä is not immediately obvious 
and thus, Muslim exegetes have differed regarding exactly `who' it is that is doing the 
285 Ibn Kathir, Tafsiral-Qur'än al-Azim, vol. 4, p. 517. 
286 See al-Tabari, Jämic al-Bayän fi Ta'wil al-Qur'än, vol. 12, pp. 601-3; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir a1-Qur'än a1-Azim, 
vol. 4, p. 517; al-Qurtubi, a1-J9mi'liAhkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 20, pp. 68-9; al-Räzi, al-Tafsiral-Kabir/Mafätih a1- 
Ghayb, vol. 31, p. 175; al-Ails-1, Ri h al-Ma`äni, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, p. 360 and section 2.2.2.1 above. 
287 See al-Tabari, Jämi` al-Bayän 
H Ta'wil al-Qur'än, vol. 12, pp. 603-4; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än a1-Azim, 
vol. 4, p. 517; al-Qurtubi, a1-Jämi`Ji Ahkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 20, pp. 69-70; al-Räzi, al-Tafsir al-Kabir/Mafätih 
al-Ghayb, vol. 31, pp. 175-6 and al-Alüsi, Rip al-Mac ni, ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 361-2. 
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purifying; the first of these views suggests that it is Allah which is the subject, in which case 
the verse would mean, "He whom Allah has caused his soul to grow, be augmented, be 
reformed, developed and purified has indeed attained true success, prosperity and 
salvation. "288 In this regard it is related that it was the opinion of both al-Far53 (d. 207/822) 
and al-Zajjäj (d. 311/923) that the meaning of the verse is, "Indeed, a soul which Allah has 
purified is successful and indeed, a soul which Allah has defiled has failed . "28' The second 
view posits that it is the human being who brings about this process at a personal level, in 
which case the verse would mean, "He who has caused his soul to be purified has indeed 
attained true success. 7729° In this sense, Sufyan b. cUyayna (d. 198/813), Qatada (d. 
118/736) and others, said regarding this verse that the meaning is, "Indeed, he who has 
purified his soul with Allah's obedience and righteous actions has succeeded", and similarly, 
Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597/1201), commented that the meaning of `zakkähä is, "Purified it from 
sin and reformed it with righteous deeds. 77291 It is not wholly implausible however that the 
process is indeed a combination of the two in harmony with one another. 
The alternative consequence of these `informed' choices is clarified in the very next verses, 
which alludes to the idea that whoever selects a path of iniquity will indeed have failed 
(khäba). The verse used in diametric opposition with `zakkähd is equally worthy of mention 
here; the conjugation used is `dassähä from the root `dassasd, the final radical of this verb 
being substituted for an auf to ease and facilitate pronunciation (takhfii5. The meaning of 
this verb is to `hide' or `conceal', which at first glance may seem obscure but the implication 
is that the person would commit sins, disbelieve and be disobedient, so much so that his 
soul would be `submerged' in such reprehensible acts to the extent that his soul would be 
`buried' in them. 292 In this sense Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889) said the meaning of `dassähä is, 
288 This meaning of `zakkä was alluded to previously; see p. 49 above and cf. pp. 56-8 and al-Tabari, Jämr` al- 
Bayän Ii Ta'wil a]-Qur'än, vol. 12, p. 603 and al-Alüsi, Rrlh al-Ma'än% ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 361-2. 
289 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 38; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än al- Azlm, vol. 4, p. 517 and al-Takhis, 
Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 17. 
290 It should be noted that this latter rendering is the preference of Ibn Taymiyya who also suggests that the 
introduction of the word `qad at the beginning of this verse and the one following it, changes the suggested 
meaning of the verse from simply informing (khabar) to being a command (amr) and thus, the implications 
alluded to in the verses are indeed incumbent duties upon the faithful. See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, pp. 
37-42. 
291 See al-Tabari, Jämi` al-Bayän B Ta'wil al-Qur'än, vol. 12, pp. 603-4; Ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Qur'än al-Azim, 
vol. 4, p. 517; al-Qurtubi, al-Jämi`i Ahkäm al-Qur'än, vol. 20, pp. 69-70; al-Räzi, al-Tafsira1-Kabir/Mafätih 
al-Ghayb, vol. 31, pp. 175-6; al-Alüsi, 
Ri7h 
al-Ma`äni ed. by cAtiyya, vol. 15, pp. 361-2; Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat 
al-Nafs, pp. 37-8 and al-Takhis, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. IT 
292 See al-Jawziyya, (d. 751/1350), Muhammad b. Abü Bakr b. Ayyüb [Ibn a]-Qayyim], al Jawäb a]-Kä11 li man 
Sa'ala an al-Dawä' al-Shill (Beirut, Dar al-Nadwa al-Uaditha, 1985) p. 95; al-Bukhäri, Sidiqi b. Hasan, Fath 
al-Bayän fi Maq, sid al-Qur'än (Beirut, al-Maktaba al 'Asriyya, 1992) vol. 15, p. 256; al-Takhis, 
Tazkiyat 
al- 
Nafs, p. 17 and Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, p. 71. 
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"Concealed it with iniquity and disobedience, as the reprobate hides his soul (dassa 
nafsahu) i. e. suppresses it through his committing of obscenities . ))293 Similarly, al-Zajjäj 
(d. 
311/923) commented by saying that such a person makes his soul lowly, despicable, vile 
and wretched. 29' This emotive metaphor elucidates the state of such a soul and clarifies 
exactly how its `failure' is constituted. 
2.2.4 Section Summary 
This section has attempted to survey the mention, usage and concept of the terms `tazklya' 
and `nafs' in the Qur anic text to shed light upon their understanding in Islam. As such, the 
discussion began with the term `tazkiya' and it was found that the linguistically implied 
meaning of the word has changed little, if at all, from its original usage in the language and 
therefore, can be considered still to mean, `to cause to grow, be augmented, be reformed, 
developed and purified'. 
Despite this however, a great deal has been learned regarding the emphasis of tazkiya and 
indeed, its facilitation and implementation. It was found for example, from the Qur anic and 
by default the Islamic perspective, that it is Allah who is the source of tazkiya, as many 
verses indicate and the decision of who will be purified in this sense is ultimately a divine 
one. 295 Similarly, the process and implementation of tazkiya has also been attributed to the 
Prophets and Messengers and to the Prophet Muhammad in particular. There are various 
verses in the Qur'an that allude to this and in fact they state that this is one of the major 
roles of such divinely chosen and guided emissaries. 296 In addition, depending on the 
interpretation of the verses in question, it has also been shown that the human being 
himself can take the impetus regarding the process of tazkiya via the decisions he makes, 
having been endowed with the faculty of discernment regarding the course of right action 
or a path of misguidance. As such, tazkiya can be understood to be a multi-level and multi- 
faceted process, indicating a subtle, complex and yet complementary process of human 
development. 
On examining the term nafs it was also found that there is a great deal of overlap between 
the linguistic usages of the term and their utilisation in the Qur'an. Many of the linguistic 
usages - quite expectedly - were not found in the Qur'an but many also were and it can be 
293 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat a1-Nafs, p. 43 and al-Takhis, Tazkiyat a1-Nafs, p. 17. 
294 See al-Zajjäj (d. 311/923), Ibrähim, Ma`änl al-Qur'än wa IPräbuhu (Beirut, cAlam al-Kitäb, 1988) vol. 5, p. 
332; Ibn Taymiyya, Majmücat al-Fatäwä, vol. 10, p. 353; al-Takhis, Tazkiyat al-Nafs, p. 17; Zarabozo, 
Purification of the Soul, pp. 67-8 and Masan, The Journey of the Soul, p. 72. 
295 See pp. 57-8 above. 
296 See pp. 57-8 above. 
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said that the following concepts regarding the nafs are presented in the Quranic discourse: 
the nafs meaning the soul (al-rüh); the nafs meaning the human being (al-Insän); the nafs 
meaning the human being's power of understanding (al-quwä al-mufakklra); the nafs 
meaning the heart (al-qalb) and the nafs meaning the inclination to good and evil (quwä al- 
khayr wa '1-sharr). 297 
In addition, the following section shed greater light on the very nature of the nafs by 
elucidating various qualities that the nafs possesses; it was seen for example that the nafs 
experiences a variety of `psychological' and almost `physical' states, which dictate its nature. 
Also, it was also seen that there is almost a `dual potentiality' within the nafs, where its 
nature tends to negative potentialities but with volition, will, training and experience, the 
positive potentialities can be nurtured. 298 
Further information can be gleaned regarding the nature of the soul from the Qur'än's 
discussion of the `types' or `states' of the nafs. These were found to be: the soul inclined to 
evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-sir'), the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwama) and the 
tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna). The first of these is said to be the base form of the 
nafs in its natural state, being inclined to the worldly life and being closest to an animal 
existence; it is controlled and motivated by the fulfilment of its desires and Satanic 
insinuation, being forever inclined to the base and the contemptible. The second can be 
viewed as an intermediate state where the nafs is undergoing an internal moral and 
psychological battle between good and evil and as such is continuously shifting between the 
positive and negative potentialities inherent within it. The final form is the ultimate state of 
the nafs, where the base instincts have been conquered, the internal moral and 
psychological battle has been won, the truths of faith have been realised and complete 
contentment with God has been attained. 299 
The final discussion concerned the only verses in the Quran to make mention of both these 
terms in conjunction and a variety of information was further gleaned from this valuable 
series of verses. Indeed, it was seen in these verses that from the Islamic perspective, it is 
Allah who primarily created this nafs in a form of equilibrium, inspiring it and giving it 
insight to be able to discern between choosing either right action or sin. Consequently, the 
result of such choices will lead ultimately to the nafs undergoing a process of purification 
297 See section 2.2.2 and cf. section 2.1.1 above. 
298 See section 2.2.2.1 above. 
299 See section 2.2.2.2 above. 
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(tazkiya) or alternatively, a process of defilement (tadslya), which has enormous 
consequences for it in the hereafter. 
As such, our original conclusion seen at the end of the discussion of the linguistic 
implications of these terms, i. e. `the growth, augmentation, reform and development of a 
human being's soul, intellect, body and self, has changed little having surveyed the Qur'änic 
text for the same purpose. All this increases our understanding of the process and goal of 
tazkiyat al-nafs considerably. The subtle interplay between the divine (Alläh), the human 
elect (Prophets/Messengers) and the humble worshipper (the human being), all have their 
parts to play; from divine guidance and inspiration, to human moral and spiritual excellence 
and example, to firm will, certitude and extreme effort. Similarly, that very essence of 
humanity - the human soul - has been seen to be multifaceted, multilayered and highly 
complex. Despite this, the Qur do has alluded to the goal of the aforementioned process of 
tazkiya, i. e. the attainment of the state of the nafs known as the tranquil soul (al-nafs a]- 
mutma'inna), which is its final and ultimate product. Thus, we may conclude that our 
understanding of tazkiyat al-nafs has now developed to mean: the growth, augmentation, 
reform, development and purification of the human soul, via divine guidance, Prophetic 
example and individual effort, to attain its most elevated form, that of the tranquil soul (al- 
nafs al-mutma'inna). 
This discussion has shed a great deal of light upon the understanding of the concept of 
tazkiyat al-nafs in Islam but no such discussion would be complete without reference to 
Islam's secondary source of Law and thought, namely the hadith and this is the goal of the 
next section. 
2.3 The Concept of the Terms Tazkiya and Nafs within the IHadth Literature 
From the Islamic perspective the Qur an is not the only form of divinely inspired revelation. 
Indeed, the very life of the Prophet is considered to be a source of guidance, where his 
customary practice known as the sunna is constituted by his statements, actions and tacit 
approval and is contained in a vast corpus of narrations transmitted by Muslims throughout 
history, known as hadith. 3oo This literature is viewed as complementary to the Quroan and it 
is seen to fulfil an explanatory or interpretative role regarding Islam's primary sacred text. 3o' 
soo In addition, there will also be some reference to the narrations transmitted from Prophetic Companions and 
their Successors, commonly known as athar (pl. äthär), if deemed appropriate. 
30' See al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111), Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad [Abü Hämid], a1-Mustasfia min 
`Ilm a1-Usr7l, edited by Muhammad Sulaymän al-Ashqar (2 vols., Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1997) vol. 2, pp. 
sr11 aJAlhkäm, edited by Sayyid al-Jamili (3 ed., 2 vols., 217-34; al-Amidi, CAli b. Muhammad, a1-Ihkäm /U 1( 
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This being the case, it is imperative that any `Islamic' term or concept be examined in the 
light of this literature and as such, tazkiyat al-nafs is no exception. This said, the vast nature 
of the material means that only a representative survey will be made here and indeed, only 
those texts that have a direct link with the subject matter will be considered. 
Following a similar methodology to the previous sections, each of these terms will be dealt 
with separately to shed light on their meanings and concepts so as to provide further 
information regarding these words; we will begin here by discussing the term `tazkiya' as it 
occurs in the hadth literature. 
2.3.1 The Concept of the Term Tazkiya within the ffadrth Literature 
When surveying the usage of words with the Zay Käf Yä root within the hadith literature 
perhaps the most familiar derivative in the Islamic context, is the term `zaka7, this being the 
third `pillar' of the Islamic faith and indeed, when the form II verb is used with a person's 
wealth (mälahu) it means to pay the appropriate amount of zakät, which is due. Despite the 
vast wealth of narrations regarding this topic, as was mentioned earlier, this usage is of little 
use to us here and therefore will not be considered. 3o2 
This leaves rather a limited choice of hadith to consider but fortunately the remaining 
narrations that contain the form II version of the verb `zakkä also make mention of the 
term `nafs' also. The first of these is of particular significance, as indeed it makes specific 
mention of tazkiyat a1-nafs, in the text of the hadth the Prophet Muhammad is reported to 
have said: 
There are three acts [whereby] whoever performed them has tasted the 
sweetness of faith; he who worships Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, alone as 
none is worthy of worship except Him; he who gives his zakät willingly, not 
giving a weak old animal, a mangy animal or a sick animal but indeed, he 
gives from the median range of his wealth, as Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, 
does not ask you [to give] the finest of it and did not order you [to give] the 
least of it; and he who purifies his soul (zakkä nafsahu). So a man asked, 
"And what is purification of the soul (wa ma tazkiyat al-nafs)? " He [the 
Beirut, Där al-Kitäb al-Arabi, 1998) vol. 1, pp. 223-41; al-Shätibi (d. 790/1388), Ibrähim b. Müsä b. 
Muhammad, al-Muwäfagät B Usvl al-Shari'a, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir al-Fädili (4 vols., Beirut, al- 
Maktaba al-`Asriyya, 2000) vol. 4, pp. 5-52; Zaydän, cAbd al-Karim, a]- Wajiz /1 Usül al-Fiqh (6`h edition, Beirut, 
Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1985) pp. 161-7; al-Ashqar, Muhammad b. Sulaymän b. cAbd Allah, al-Wädih fir Usvl al- 
Frgh li 'l-Mubtadf'n (4`1' Edition, Där al-Naf53is, Jordan, 1992) pp. 89-102; al-Judayc, cAbd Allah b. 
Yüsuf, 
Taysir dIlm Usrll al-Fiqh (Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Rayyän, 1997) pp. 125-143; Doi, Abdur Rahmän I., Shariah: 
The Islamic Law (London, Ta-Ha Publishers, 1997) pp. 45-53; Siddigi, Muhammad Zubayr, IJadlth Literature 
- Its Origin, Development & Special Features 
(Cambridge, Islamic Texts Society, 1993) pp. 1-9; Azami, Habib- 
Ur-Rahman, The Sunnah in Islam (Leicester, UK Islamic Academy, 1995) pp. 8-23 and 29-40 and Azami, 
Muhammad Mustafa, Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature (Plainfield, American Trust Publications, 
1993) pp. 1-15. 
302 See p. 49 above. 
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Prophet] replied, "That he knows that Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, is with 
him wherever he may be. "303 
This hadth seems to have solved the problem of the meaning of tazkiyat al-nafs since it is a 
direct definition and quotation from the mouth of the Prophet of Islam himself. Indeed, 
some scholars of the discipline of hadth consider this narration to be authentic304 but on 
closer inspection however, this seems not to be the case. 3os As such, it will not be considered 
here due to its lack of authenticity and hence cannot be viewed as a statement of the 
Prophet. 306 
In the second of these narrations it is reported by the Prophetic Companion Zayd b. Arqam 
(d. 66/686 or 68/688) that the Prophet, would teach them the following supplication: 
O Allah, indeed I seek shelter in you from incapacity and laziness, senility 
and cowardice and miserliness and the punishment of the grave. 0 Allah, 
grant my soul (nafsi) its righteousness and purify it (zakklha-), as indeed, You 
are the best of those who purify it (zakkäha), You are its Guardian and 
Master. 0 Allah, I seek shelter in You from a heart that has no fear [of You], 
a soul that cannot be satisfied (nafs lä tashba'), knowledge of no benefit and 
a request that will not be granted. "' 
303 See al-Tabaräni (d. 360/971), Sulaymän b. Ahmad b. Ayyüb, al-Mujam al-Saghlr, edited by Muhammad 
Shakür Mahmüd al-Häjj Amrir (2 vols., Beirut, al-Maktab al-Islämi, 1985) vol. 1, p. 334; al-Bayhagi (d. 
458/1066), Abmad b. al-Husayn b. cAli, al-Sunan al-Kubrä, edited by Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir cAtä (11 vols., 
Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-cllmiyya, 1999) vol. 4, p. 161; al-Bukhäri (d. 256/870), Muhammad b. Ism5cil, al- 
Tärlkh al-Kabir (12 vols., Beirut, Där al-Fikr, n. d. ) vol. 3, pp. 31-2; al-Mizzi (d. 742/1342), Yüsuf, Tahdhib al- 
Kam-1 fl Asmä al-Rijäl, edited by Bashshär Awäd Ma`rüf (8 vols., Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1998) vol. 4, p. 
293; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam B Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 12; Al cAbd al-Latif, cAbd al-cAziz b. Muhammad, 
Ma'älim /1 '1-Sulvk wa Tazkiyat al-Nufils (Riyadh, Dar al-Watan, 1993) pp. 57-8 and Zarabozo, Purification of 
the Soul, p. 73. 
304 See al-Albäni (d. 1420/2000), Muhammad Näsir al-Din, Silsilat al-Ahädlth al-Sahlha (2"d ed., Beirut, al- 
Maktab al-Islämi, 1979) no. 1046; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam B Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 12 and Zarabozo, 
Purification of the Soul, p. 73. 
305 After a prolonged discussion from authoritative sources of this hadith's chain of narrators, Zarabozo 
concludes the lack of authenticity of the narration. In addition, on consulting with shaykh cAbd Allah al-Juday, 
- one of the foremost scholars of hadlth in this time - he arrived at the same conclusion and kindly provided 
the researcher with a short commentary upon this narration, which has been included in Appendix 1. See 
Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, pp. 73-4 and Appendix 1. 
306 It is worth mentioning however, that the meaning of this hadith is contained in another famous authentic 
narration known as hadith Jibril, where the Prophet is questioned by the angel Gabriel, "And inform me of 
spiritual perfection (ihsän)" to which he replies, "It is to worship Allah as if you see Him [and know] that if 
you do not see Him, 
He 
sees you. " See Muslim, Sahih Muslim, pp. 26-6; Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam B Tazkiyat 
al-Nafs, vol. 1, pp. 12-13 and Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, pp. 74-5. 
307 See Muslim, Sahib Muslim, p. 1181; al-Nasal (d. 303/916), Abmad b. Shucayb, Sunan al-Nasa al-Sughrä 
(Riyadh, Dar al-Saläm, 1999) p. 743; Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855), Abmad, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal 
(Riyadh, Bayt al-Afkär al-Duwaliyya, 1998) pp. 1412-3 and al-Nawawi (d. 626/1277), Yahy5 
b. Sharaf, Sahih 
Muslim bi Sharh al-Nawawi (18 vols., in 8 books, Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-cllmiyya, 1995) vol. 17, p. 34. It is 
also worth mentioning that Ibn Kathir relates similar narrations regarding the exegesis of verse (91: 8) 
mentioned above in the Qur'an section, thus creating the link between Islam's primary text and the sunna of 
its Prophet. See Ibn Kathir, Tafsiral-Qur'an al-A. 7im, vol. 4, pp. 517-18 and section 2.2.3 above. 
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In comparison this second narration was related by the famous hadith scholar, Imam 
Muslim as well as others and as such, from the Islamic perspective is considered rigorously 
authenticated. Its significance is manifold; firstly, this supplication (duca) was actually 
taught by the Prophet to his Companions, which in itself is enough to show the importance 
of the content of this particular prayer. The subject matter of this supplication is seeking 
shelter in Allah against negative or unbeneficial qualities and as such the nafs occurs 
reiterated within it. We find that granting the nafs its righteousness is attributed to Allah 
alone and is reminiscent of the Qur anic verse (91: 8) regarding the inspiration of the soul, 
as if to say not only has the soul been inspired to dual potentiality of both good and evil but 
in the light of this, there is a request of the divine for only the `good' of such inspiration. 
The supplication continues requesting divine assistance regarding the soul's consequent 
purification (tazkiya), which is indicative of the fact that this `purification' is indeed what 
will bring about righteousness in the soul and which in turn, reminds us of the qualities of 
the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna), which is the ultimate goal of this process. Despite 
this however, although Allah is regarded to be, "The best of those who purify it (zakkäha)", 
which clarifies that there is primarily a divine role in purification, which has been witnessed 
earlier, but this also shows that tazkiya is not restricted to God alone but that it is He Who 
has achieved perfection in this regard. This also opens the possibility that others, i. e. other 
than God, may undertake this process and as we have also seen, this is the role of the 
Prophets and Messengers and indeed, the human being himself. 3os 
In addition, the fact the Prophet himself would make and teach such a supplication is an 
indication of the enormity of the task in hand, as it would seem to be an indication that 
even God's elect require His assistance in this regard and as such, the need of the `mere 
mortal' is even greater. Indeed, it would seem in the light of this narration that to attain 
purification of the soul is impossible without divine intervention and the humble request for 
it. 
These are the only Prophetic narrations that this researcher was able to locate; there are 
however, a number which relate directly to the nafs itself and therefore, it is the task of the 
next section to survey such transmissions to shed further light on the nature of the nafs 
from the Islamic perspective. 
308 It should also be noted that al-Nawawi (d. 626/1277) considers the meaning not to be preferential but 
indeed, "It [the soul] has no purifier (muzakki) except You. " Al-Nawawi, Sahfh Muslim bi Sharh al-Nawawi, 
vol. 17, p. 34. 
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2.3.2 The Concept of the Term Nafs within the ffadith Literature 
When surveying the vast material of the hadith literature for the term `naJ we find - quite 
expectedly -a huge number of transmissions that contain this term. However, as was 
noticed previously, many of these narrations utilise this word as a reflexive pronoun, in 
much the same way that we use in English `myself, `yourself, `ourselves' etc. and as such, 
these usages will not be considered here. 
On examining the remaining material however, we find many references to the negative 
aspects of the nafs. For example, in the hadlth discussed in the last section, in addition to 
the mention of the concept of tazklya, we also find the phrase, "0 Allah, I seek shelter in 
You from ... a soul that cannot be satisfied (nafs J tashba')i309, this being an indication of 
the nafs's voracious appetite to fulfil its desires as alluded to earlier, which is a particular 
characteristic of the soul prone to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-sä'). 310 Indeed, al-Nawawi (d. 
626/1277) comments that the meaning of this supplication is, "Seeking shelter from greed, 
avarice, voracity and the soul (al-nafs) having high hopes. ""' Furthermore, the nafs in 
question in the supplication is non specific and may be the nafs of the person making the 
du`ä or those of others; in either case this is further evidence of the need of divine 
assistance in protecting oneself from the evils of the soul. 312 
On a similar theme, in a famous public address made by the Prophet, known as `khutbat al- 
häja; we find the phrase, "... We seek shelter in Allah from the evil of our own souls (shurür 
anfuslna) and our sinful deeds (sayyl'ät a`mällna-)... i313 This once again is a direct reference 
to the negative qualities of the nafs, in fact the narration is extremely explicit in its choice of 
words, since the word `shurür' is the plural of `sham' meaning evil or wickedness, indicating 
the many types of iniquity found within the nafs. Similarly, this seems to allude to the 
309 See Muslim, Sahih Muslim, p. 1181; al-Nasä'i, Sunan al-Nasa'J al-Sughra, p. 743; Ibn I. Ianbal, Musnad al- 
Imäm Ahmad b. Hanbal, pp. 1412-3 and al-Tamimi (d. 354/965), Muhammad [Ibn Uibbän], Sahlh Ibn 
Hibbän (2nd ed., 18 vols., Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1993) vol. 3, p. 293 and al-Nawawi, Sahih 
Muslim bi 
Shark al-Nawawi, vol. 17, p. 34. 
310 See p. 61 and cf. pp. 65-7 above. 
311 See p. 62 above. 
312 See al-Hanafi (d. 792/1390), Ali b. Ali b. Muhammad [Ibn Abü al-cIzz], Sharp al-Tahäwiyya fir '1-Agida 
al-Salafiyya, edited by Abmad Muhammad Shäkir (Riyadh, Wizärat al-Shu'ün al-Islämiyya wa 'l-Awgäf wa '1- 
Da`wa wa ' 1-Irshäd, 1997) p. 356. 
313 For this particular phraseology and variations of it see Sijistäni, Sulaymän b. al-Ashcath (Abü D5wüd), 
Sunan Abu- Däwi d (Riyadh, Dar al-Saläm, 1999) pp. 165-166 and 715; al-Tirmidhi, Muhammad b. `1sä, ääi` 
al- Tirmidhi(Riyadh, Dar al-Salam, 1999) pp. 266-7; al-Qazwini, Muhammad b. Yazid (Ibn Mäjah), Sunan Ibn 
Mäjah (Riyadh, D5r al-Saläm, 1999) p. 271; al-Nasä'i, Sunan al-Nasä'i al-Sughrä, pp. 198-9; Ibn Hanbal, 
Abmad, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, p. 252;. It is also worth mentioning that al-Albäni (d. 
1420/2000) considers both the narrations in Sunan Abü Däwtld to be inauthentic (da`itj but since the concept 
of the evil of the soul (sharr al-nafs) is established in the remaining transmissions it can be considered to be 
an authentic concept. See al-Albäni (d. 1420/2000) Muhammad Näsir al-Din, Da cif Sunan Abu- DJ-wJd 
(Beirut, al-Maktab al-Islami, 1991) pp. 108 and 503. 
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consequences of such evils as the very next phrase used is, "... We seek shelter in Alläh from 
... our sinful deeds (sayyP t a`mä1ina)... ", as if to say that these sins that have been 
committed are no more than a product or a consequence of the evils of the soul. Once again 
there is the pedagogical aspect of teaching such phrases in a public arena and also, the 
concept that such negative qualities found within the soul prone to evil (al-nafs al-ammära 
bi '1-su) will not be overcome except through seeking the assistance of the Creator of the 
soul, Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. 314 
Similarly, within the corpus of oadi-th literature the dual potential of the nafs for both 
positive and negative qualities can be identified. The following narration illustrates this 
dichotomy; the Prophet Muhammad is reported to have said: 
Satan ties three knots on the nape of the neck of one of you when he sleeps, 
striking the place of every knot, [saying: ] "The night is long so sleep. " So if 
one of you awoke, remembered Allah one knot is untied; then if you 
performed ablution (wudü2 another knot is untied and if you prayed 
another knot is untied. [Thus, such a person] will become energetic and 
genial (tayylb al-nafs) or otherwise he will be lazy and unpleasant (khablth 
al-nafs). 315 
In this narration we find two diametrically opposed notions regarding the nafs, i. e. those of 
goodness (tib) and malevolence (khubth), which manifest themselves behaviourally in 
terms of geniality and unpleasantness. These are again examples of the soul's inspiration to 
both `good' and `bad' as alluded to in verse (91: 8). Moreover, the significance of Satanic 
influence is also mentioned here and seems to fit nicely with the description of the soul 
prone to evil (al-nafs al-ammara bi '1-su) mentioned previously316 and its inclination to 
devilish insinuation, which seems to interact at the `metaphysical' level. Furthermore, this 
particular narration also suggests the role that `physical' acts of worship can have on the 
nafs in changing its state and presumably, its purification, as this hadth mentions 
specifically remembrance of Alläh (dhlkr), ritual ablution (wudü') and prayer (sa1a7), these 
314 See footnote 119 above. 
3's See al-Bukhäri, Sahih al-Bukhäri, pp. 183 and 545; Muslim, Sahih Muslim, p. 316; Sijistäni, Sunan Abr1 
Däwrld, p. 195; al-Nass i, Sunan al-Nasä al-Sughrä, p. 231; Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad, Musnad al-Imäm Ahmad b. 
Hanbal, p. 553; al-Naysäbüri (d. 311/923), Muhammad b. Ishäq [Ibn Khuzayma], Sahib Ibn Khuzayma (4 
vols., Beirut, al-Maktab al-Islämi, 1970) vol. 2, p. 174; al-Tamimi, Sahib Ibn Hibbän, vol. 6, p. 293; al- 
cAsgaläni (d. 852/1449), Ahmad b. `Ali b. Muhammad [Ibn Hajar], Fath a]-Bäri bi Sharh Sahib al-Imäm Abi 
Abd Allah Muhammd bin Ismä`il al-Bukhäri, edited by cAbd al-Qädir 
Shaybat 
al-l-lamd (13 vols., Riyadh, n. 
pub., 2001) vol. 3, pp. 30-4 and al-Nawawi, Sahib Muslim bi Shari al-Nawawi, vol. 6, pp. 58-9. 
316 See pp. 65-7 above. 
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being righteous deeds associated with the tranquil soul (al-nafs a1-mutmanna), also 
mentioned previously. " 7 
The duality of the nafs is also alluded to in another extended narration which discusses the 
fate of the soul upon death; the Prophet is reported to have said: 
The angels come to the dead person [upon death] and if he was righteous 
they say, "Exit 0 good soul (nafs tayyiba) that was in a good body; exit nobly 
and receive glad tidings of repose (rawh), benevolence (rayhän) and a Lord 
Who is not wrathful. " This will continue being said to it until it exits [the 
body]. Then it will be elevated into the heavens and they will be opened for 
it. It will be said, "Who is this? " And they [the angels] will say, "It is such 
and such. " It will be said, "Welcome to the good soul that was in a good 
body; Enter nobly and receive glad tidings of repose, benevolence and a Lord 
Who is not wrathful" and this will continue being said to it until it reaches 
the heaven in which Allah, the Mighty and Exalted resides. 
If [however] he was wicked they say, "Exit 0 despicable soul (nafs khabltha) 
that was in a despicable body; Exit in disdain and receive tidings of scalding 
water and purulence and other forms and types [of punishment]. " This will 
remain being said to it until it exits [the body]. Then it will be elevated into 
the heavens and they will not be opened for it. It will be said, "Who is this? " 
And they [the angels] will say, "It is such and such. " It will be said, "No 
welcome for a despicable soul that was in a despicable body, go back in 
disdain as the gates of the heavens will not be opened for you. " Then it will 
be sent [away] from the heavens and will go back to the grave. 31s 
In this detailed account of the fate of the soul after death we are given to contrasting 
images of the soul depending on its actions and state before death. On the one hand, the 
good soul (nafs tayylba) will be encouraged to leave the body, being extolled with the good 
news of its entry into paradise and the pleasure of its Lord. This honorific position is 
enhanced by its ascension into the heavens, where it is welcomed and ultimately is favoured 
with being brought into the proximity of its Creator. This no doubt is reminiscent of the 
description of the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna) and the success (faläh) awarded to 
it. In contrast, the despicable soul (nafs khabltha) is granted no such luxury; indeed, it exits 
the body in humiliation, being informed of the torments that await it. Similarly, there is no 
welcome for it in the heavens and it is commanded to return to its grave in disgrace. Once 
again this seems to allude to the fate of the soul prone to evil (al-nafs al-ammära hi 7-S17) 
that has disgraced itself with continuous self interest in the worldly life. 
Therefore to avoid this form of humiliation there are a number of narrations praising the 
combating of the soul and disciplining it. It fact, one of the greatest acts of worship in Islam, 
31 See al-Nawawi, Sahih Muslim bi Shari al-Nawawi, vol. 6, pp. 58-9 and pp. 69-72 above. 
3'8 See al-Qazwini, Sunan Ibn Mäjah, pp. 620-1; Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, p. 
643-4 and cf. Qur'an (38: 58). 
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that of struggle or jihad - usually associated with physical combat - takes on a new 
connotation in this context. The religious warrior (al-mujähld) is no longer, merely a soldier 
in God's path but as the Prophet stated, "The religious warrior (a1mujähla) is the one who 
struggles against his soul for the sake of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. "319 Thus, from this 
we can glean that one of the essential qualities of dealing with the nafs is to struggle and 
strive against it, so as to purify it and in doing so, the practitioner of this difficult task gains 
the privilege of being considered a combatant in the path of Allah. 
In a similar vain, it is reported that Abü Bakr al-$iddiq (d. 13/634), the famous Prophetic 
Companion and the first caliph after the death of the Prophet, said, "Whoever loathes his 
soul for the sake of Allah [then] Allah will save him from His wrath. "320 Thus, having 
disdain for one's soul, particularly the state referred to as the soul prone to evil (al-nafs al- 
ammära bi '1-sü) and its contemptible actions, is considered praiseworthy in the process of 
disciplining it and ultimately purifying it. 
In addition to struggling against one's own soul, commonly referred to as `mujähada' and 
having contempt for the soul, a further course of action is found in the narrations related to 
the nafs - that of taking the soul to account or `muhäsaba', as it is known in Arabic. 
32' This 
concept is pivotal in the teaching of al-Mubasibi and in fact his name is said to be derived 
from this quality. It is interesting to note however, that this concept was also found in the 
formative period before him, as it is related that cUmar b. al-Khattäb (d. 23/644), another 
famous Prophetic Companion and the second caliph in Islamic history is reported to have 
said: 
Take your souls to account before they are taken to account; weigh your 
souls [actions] before they are weighed, as indeed, it will easier for you in 
the Reckoning tomorrow that you take your souls to account today; adorn 
yourselves for the great display! On that day you will be brought forth and 
not even the most hidden secret will be concealed. 322 
319 In some narrations, "The religious warrior (al-mujähid) is the one who struggles against his soul in the 
obedience of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. " See Ibn Abü al-Dunyä (d. 281/894), cAbd Allah b. Muhammad, 
Muhäsabat al-Nafs, ed. Abü Hätim cAbd Allah al-Shargäwi (Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Kutub al-Thiqafiyya, 1988) 
p. 72; Ibn Abu- al-Dunyä (d. 281/894), cAbd Allah b. Muhammad, Muhäsabat al-Nafs wa '1-Izrä Alayhä, ed. 
Mustafa b. `Ali b. clwad (Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-'llmiyya, 1986) pp. 102-3; al-Tirmidhi, Jämic a1-Tirmidhr, p. 
392 and Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad, Musnad a1-Imam Ahmad b. I anbal, p. 1795. 
321 See Ibn Abü al-Dunyä, Muhäsabat al-Nafs, ed. al-Shargäwi, p. 47 and Ibn Abü al-Dunyä, Muhäsabat a1- 
Nafs wa '1-Izrä Alayhä, ed. `lwad, p. 72. 
321 This concept will be dealt with in detail when discussing methodology of tazkiya later on. See pp. 297-304 
below. 
322 See Ibn Abü al-Dunyä, Muhäsabat al-Naf., ed. al-Shargäwi, p. 33 and Ibn Abu- al-Duny5, Muhäsabat a]- 
Nafs wa '1-Izrä Alayhä, ed. clwad, p. 22. 
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Thus, it can be seen that it is necessary to take the soul to account in this life in order to 
make the reckoning in front of Allah easier, since any sins committed would have had 
repentance made for them and as such would be forgiven, making them insignificant on the 
Day of Judgement. Once again it is easy to see how this along with other qualities 
mentioned above is an intrinsic component in the process of purifying the soul. 
Despite the idea of implementing punitive measures on the nafs as a form of disciplining it, 
described in the aforementioned narrations, we also find a sense of balance in this process, 
as is related in the following hadth regarding fasting in which the Prophet is reported to 
have asked cAbd Allah b. cAmr al-cÄs (d. between 63/683 - 77/696) : 
"Do you fast continuously and pray the night prayer? " To which he replied, 
"Yes. " The Prophet responded, "If you [continue] to do that the eyes will be 
overwhelmed and the soul will be exhausted (nafhat lahu al-nafs). Do not 
fast continuously; fasting three days [a month is the equivalent on fasting 
continuously. " So he said, "I am able to do more. " To which the Prophet 
replied, "Then fast the fast of Däwüd, peace be upon him, who would fast 
one day and break his fast the next" ... "323 
Thus, forcing oneself into a state of continuous, physically demanding acts of worship, such 
as fasting - which is normally considered a highly effective way of disciplining the soul - is 
not recommended, as ultimately it has a negative effect, as the hadth itself suggests, "... the 
soul will be exhausted (nafihat lahu al-nafs) ... " By implication also, this cannot be the 
method of purifying or disciplining the soul as otherwise this narration would have 
indicated as much; on the contrary this process must be balanced, bearing in mind both the 
physical and emotional needs of the person, whilst combating the negative qualities to 
which all souls are prone. 
Perhaps on a more positive note we find that the Prophet is also reported to have said, 
"Being rich is not [due to] having a lot of material wealth but being [truly] rich is [having] 
richness of the soul (ghinä a1-nafs). i324 This is a very significant indication of the 
importance of purification of the soul, as it alludes to the true meaning of happiness in the 
worldly life. Many people may consider having vast amounts of money to be understood as 
being wealthy and similarly, may consider that a penniless person is poor. However, this 
hadth clarifies Islam's position regarding being rich; in reality the person who thinks that 
323 See al-Bukhäri, Sahih al-Bukhärl, p. 318; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad b. flanbal, p. 6761; al- 
Tamimi, Sahfh Ibn Hibbän, vol. 14, p. 118, and al-`Asgaläni, Fath a1-Bär, ed. Shaybat al-Hamd, vol. 4, pp. 264- 
6. 
324 See al-Bukhäri, Sahib a1-Bukhär% p. 1119; Muslim, Sahrh Muslim, p. 422; al-Tirmidhi, Jämi`a]-Tirmidhi, p. 
541; al-Qazwini, Sunan Ibn Mäjah, p. 604; Ibn Hanbal, Ahmad, Musnad al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, p. 567; 
al-Tamimi, Sahib Ibn Hibbän, vol. 14, p. 101; al-`Asgaläni, 
Fath 
al-Bärl, ed. Shaybat al-Hamd, vol. 11, pp. 276- 
7 and al-Nawawi, Sabih Muslim bi Sharh al-Nawa w% vol. 7, p. 125. 
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material wealth is in fact the true source of being rich is fooled, as he is not satisfied with 
what he has been given. Such a person continues trying to accumulate `wealth' and as such 
all forms of temporal benefit, to the extent that they are indifferent as to the source of this 
`wealth' due to their overwhelming greed; in this sense according to the above narration 
such a person is indeed `poor' and not wealthy at all. Alternatively, if a person suffices 
himself with what he has been given, is satisfied and content with it, not desiring an 
increase in it, then this is the true meaning of `wealth' since such a person does not feel `in 
need' due to his satisfaction with what he has. 325 
In this regard al-Qurtubi comments: 
The meaning of the hadith is that richness that is beneficial, great and 
praiseworthy is richness of the soul (ghina al-nafs); this means that if a 
person's soul is content, it refrains from desires, is enhanced and becomes 
superior, attaining respectability, prestige, honour and praise, which is more 
than the wealth that is acquired by someone who has poverty of the soul 
(faqir al-nafs) due to his greed, as this embroils him in contemptible matters 
and despicable acts due to his base aspirations and his miserliness; [such a 
person is] continuously condemned by people, his position being diminished 
[in their sight], thus becoming the lowest of the low. As for the person who 
is described as having richness of the soul (ghlnä al-nafs), he is content with 
what Alläh has provided him, he does not seek an increase that is more than 
his need, nor is he insistent or demanding in his request; indeed he is 
satisfied with what Allah has ordained for him. 326 
This `poverty' and `wealth' is reminiscent of the characteristics of both the soul prone to evil 
(al-nafs al-ammära bi 7-su) and the tranquil soul (al-nafs a1-mutma'Inna) respectively. As 
for the first, it remains self-serving, being controlled by its desires to the extent that 
accumulation - and consequent consumption - is its primary goal, to the extent that it 
ignores its duties to its Creator. On the contrary, the outstanding quality of those endowed 
with richness of the soul is their satisfaction with God, this being one of the most 
outstanding qualities of the tranquil soul, as described above. Thus, we can equate poverty 
of the soul as being a characteristic of the soul prone to evil and richness of the soul to be a 
characteristic of the tranquil soul. Similarly, it stands to reason that eradicating the soul of 
such `poverty' and adorning it with `richness' is a major goal of tazkiyat a1-nafs 
See al-`Asgaläni, Fath al-Bär, ed. Shaybat al-Hamd, vol. 11, p. 277 and al-Nawawi, Sahlh Muslim bi Sharh 
al-Na wa wl, vol. 7, p. 125. 
326 A-cAsgalani, Fath al-Bärl, ed. Shaybat al-Hamd, vol. 11, p. 277. 
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2.3.3 Section Summary 
Having examined Islam's secondary source of thought and Law, namely the sunna as 
preserved in the hadth literature, we have found another source of valuable information 
regarding the terms `tazklya' and `naR. Concerning the term `tazklya', after initial 
disappointment regarding an inauthentic narration that contained the compound phrase 
`tazkiyat al-nafs', another narration shed further light on the process and means of tazklya. 
This narration, in the form of a Prophetic supplication, provided further clarification on a 
number of issues; firstly, that even the Prophet himself sought shelter and assistance in 
Allah regarding the process of purifying the soul. Indeed, Allah was further qualified as the 
source and agent of this process but it was also found that the phraseology of the 
supplication also did not rule out the possibility of other agents taking a pro-active role in 
the purification process. At the same time however this narration seemed to allude to the 
idea that ultimately this process would not be completed except by placing one's trust in the 
guardianship of God, the Creator of the soul and "... the best of those who purify it 
(zakkäha) ... i327 
With regard to the term `nafs' it was also found that many of the concepts discussed in the 
section concerning the Qur'an were also reinforced. Firstly, the negative qualities of the nafs 
that are so indicative of the soul prone to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi 7-sü) were 
encountered; for example, the nafs is clearly characterised by iniquity (sharr) and this 
innate quality leads to sins and misdeeds, which are ultimately so destructive in the 
Hereafter. As such, the importance of seeking divine assistance was also stressed, once again 
due to the fact that ultimately these negative qualities would not be overcome except 
through the intervention of the Creator of the soul and "... the best of those who purify it 
(zakkähaý ... i328 
Similarly, the dual potentiality of the soul was also seen in the hadth literature; such 
phrases as genial (tayylb al-nafs) and unpleasant (khabith al-nafs), the `good' soul (nafs 
tayylba) and `despicable' soul (nafs khabltha) and richness of the soul (ghlna al-nafs) and 
poverty of the soul (faqir al-nafs) were identified, all of which are indications of the soul 
prone to evil (al-nafs al-ammara bi 7-srl) and the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna) 
respectively. The transformation of such negative aspects of the soul to their positive 
counterparts was also discussed and certain disciplinary practices such as having contempt 
for the soul (maqt al-nafs), struggling against one's own soul (mujähadat al-nafs) and taking 
327 See pp. 80-1 above. 
328 Ibid. and see section 2.3.2 above. 
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the soul to account (muhäsabat al-nafs) were also identified. Despite this, it was also seen 
that there has to be a degree of balance in this process of purification as the emotional, 
physical and spiritual needs of the human being need to be considered, or in the words of 
the Prophet, "... the soul will be exhausted (naflhat lahu al-nafs) ... "329 
As such, in many ways the definition proposed at the end of the section concerning the 
Qur3an, i. e. "the growth, augmentation, reform, development and purification of the human 
soul, via divine guidance, Prophetic example and individual effort, to attain its most elevated 
form, that of the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'inna)" has not changed greatly. However, 
despite this our understanding of the process has, since this purification to bring about a 
`richness of the soul' will not occur except by eliminating its `iniquity' by a balanced and 
integrated process of `striving against it' and `taking it to account'. 
Having surveyed the Arabic language and Islam's primary literary sources to gain a greater 
understanding of `tazkiyat al-nafs', it is appropriate to examine the works of Muslim scholars 
to shed light upon their understanding of this term, bearing in mind their familiarity with 
these same sources and this is the goal of the next section. 
2.4 The Concept of the Terms Tazkiya and Nafs in the view of Muslim Scholars 
Having surveyed Islam's revelatory sources and gained an understanding of the presentation 
of tazkiyat al-nafs therein, it is now equally appropriate that we examine the views of its 
scholarly circles so as to extend further our knowledge of this subject matter. At the same 
time however, this discussion is by no means intended to be exhaustive and comprehensive, 
as this itself would require a separate work. Instead, a selection of opinions will be 
presented here, to add to the discussion so far, in the sense that there will be an attempt to 
represent views that have not already been mentioned or have their own specific 
significance, thus adding to the richness of the discussion of this intriguing topic. In 
addition, the opinions discussed are merely representative of a wide range of similar views 
that exist and as such, are not meant to represent a particular stance or school of thought. 
Similarly, little commentary will be provided due to the lucidity of many of the quotes, to let 
such opinions `speak for themselves'. It is also worth noting that this section should be read 
in conjunction with the last two sections as many scholarly opinions were quoted previously, 
whilst examining the textual evidence found in the Qur an and hadth and as such, are very 
much part of the scholarly debate concerning the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs. 
329 See section 2.3.2 above. 
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Finally, in keeping with the methodology of the previous sections each of the terms `tazklya' 
and `nafs' will be discussed separately before discussing their compound derivative. 
2.4.1 The Concept of the Term Tazklya in the view of Muslim Scholars 
The goal of this section is to clarify the views of Muslim scholars regarding the concept of 
the term `tazkiya' both in its general linguistic usage and in its specific terminological usage 
within the shan`a context. One of the most prolific medieval scholars of Islam was the 
celebrated shaykh al-Islam Ahmad b. cAbd al-Halim Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328) and 
bearing in mind his extensive writings it is not surprising that he also discussed this topic. 
Concerning the linguistic considerations of this term he said: 
Al-tazklya is to make something pure (zakiyyan), either in its essence or in 
terms of belief (al-ictigäq) [in it] or informing (al-khabar) [regarding it], in 
the same way that it is said, "I straightened it (caddaltahu)"; if you 
straightened it in itself or in terms of people's belief regarding it. He the 
Exalted says, "And do not claim purity for your souls (wa lä tuzakkü 
anfusakum) [53: 32]", i. e. [do not] inform [others] of their purity. 330 
In addition to discussing the linguistic implications of the word `tazkiya' Ibn Taymiyya also 
makes an important point; that tazkiya is not only a process of purification but indeed, this 
purification requires that not only `good' qualities are encouraged but that `bad' 
characteristics are eliminated. In this regard he says: 
The origin of al-zakät is an increase in good; it is said, "The crop increased 
(zakä al-zar) and the wealth increased (zakä al-mä1)" if it grew, and good 
will not grow except via the relinquishing of evil, in the same way that a crop 
will not grow (yazkui) until the weeds are removed from it. Similarly, the 
soul (al-nafs) and deeds (al-a`mäl) will not be purified (lä tazkui) until that 
which contradicts is removed; a man will not be purified (mutazakkiyan) 
until he has relinquished evil and whoever does not relinquish evil will not 
ever be pure (zäkiyan), as indeed evil pollutes the soul (al-nafs) and defiles 
it. 331 
Regarding the process of purification he recommends a `practical' approach"' to the 
problem beginning with the very essence of faith and moving on to the practical aspects of 
religious life. For example he says: 
330 See Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328), Abmad b. Abd al-Halim, Majmu'at al-Fatäwi, edited by cAbd al-Rahmän 
al-'Asimi (Riyadh, al-Ri35sa al-`Amma Ii Shu'ün al-Haramayn al-Sharifayn, 1984) vol. 10, pp. 97-8 and Karzün, 
Manhaj al-Islam /1 Tazkiyat al-Nafs vol. 1, pp. 9-10. 
331 See Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkiyat al-Naf., pp. 42-3; Karzün, Manhaj al-Is1äm fi Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 9; Al 
cAbd al-Latif, Ma`älim fi '1-Suhlk wa Tazkiyat al-Nufirs, p. 58 and Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, p. 75. 
332 This approach, which involves an all-encompassing practice of Islam has been popularly promoted by a 
variety of contemporary scholars but will not be examined in great detail here, as the goal of the current thesis 
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As such, monotheism (tawhld) and faith (Irrlän) are the greatest things 
through which the soul (al-nafs) is purified (tatazakka), whereas polytheism 
(shirk) is the greatest thing which defiles it. It is also purified by righteous 
deeds and acts of charity and all of this is what has been mentioned by the 
predecessors. They said, "He who is purified is indeed successful [87: 14] ", is 
he who is purified from polytheism and [purified] from disobedience 
through repentance. 333 
Of the contemporary scholars who have discussed the topic of tazklya Amin Ahsan 
Islahi's account of the topic is easily one of the most lucid and comprehensive 
studies. In the following extended quote he clarifies the effect of tazkiya on the 
human being: 
The action of tazkiyah on different things will appear in different forms on 
the surface. On material objects it will take one form and on abstract objects 
quite another. But this apparent difference will not change the reality. The 
spirit of purification, growth and development and its final perfection will be 
visible in its actions everywhere. For instance the action of tazkiyah may be 
performed on a tract of land and also on the inner self of a person. Although 
due to variations in the fields of action, there will be a difference in the form, 
yet in reality and in its object there will be no difference between the two. 
The tazkiyah of the tract of land will comprise clearing it of the weeds, 
brushwood and brambles, levelling it, ploughing it to make it soft and porous, 
then watering it so that it may become capable of developing the healthy 
seeds of some sort in keeping with its natural capacity, and take it to the final 
stage of blossoming and fruition. The tazkiyah of the inner self of a person 
involves eradication of erroneous thought and false assumptions, the 
correction and levelling of the perversions and angularities created by the 
corrupt morality and bad habits; removal of the ills produced by the blind 
emulations and ritualism; treatment and cure of the evil of drooping spirits 
and cowardice created by craving for ephemeral carnal pleasures so that his 
eyes may be opened and his mind may become capable of thinking freely, his 
drooping spirits may be raised, his habits may be reformed and through 
development of his mental, moral and spiritual powers according to his 
natural capabilities, may attain the heights God endowed him with to reach. 
Technically it conveys the sense of checking ourselves from erroneous 
tendencies and learnings and turning them to the path of virtue and piety 
is to study the specific approach of al-Muhäsibi. However, the researcher draws the attention of the reader to 
the following works that are representative of this approach. They include: Abü Faris, Muhammad cAbd al- 
Qädir, Tazkiyat al-Nafs (`Amman, Där al-Furgän, 2000); Al `Abd al-Latif, cAbd al-cAziz b. Muhammad, Ma`älim 
fi' '1-Suh7k wa Tazkiyat al-Nufirs (Riyadh, Där al-Watan, 1993); Al-Ashqar, `Umar Sulaymän, Manhaj al-Islam 
Iazkiyat al-Nafs (Amman, Dar al-Nafä'is, 1992); 
Farid, Ahmad, Tazkiyat al-Nafs (Alexandria, Där al-'Agida 
li al-Turäth, 1998) and The Purification of the Soul, translation from the Arabic (3`d ed., London, Al-Firdous 
Ltd., 1998); Hawwa, Sacid, al-Mustakhlas II Tazkiyat al-Anfus (4`h edition, Cairo, Dar al-Islam, 1988); Karzün, 
Anas Ahmad, Manhaj al-Islam / Tazkiyat a1-Nafs (2 vols., Beirut, Där Ibn Hazm, 1997); Al-Takhis, Sacd b. 
Muhammad, Iazkiyat al-Nafs (Riyadh, Dar al-SamNNN, 1992); Al-Yüsuf, cAbd A115h b. Muhammad, Tazkiyat al- 
Nafs wa Mu`a7ajat al-At (Riyadh, Där al-'A ima, 1996) and Zarabozo, Jamaal al-Din, Purification of the Soul 
- Concept, Process and Means (Denver, Al-Basheer 
Publications, 2002). 
3n Ibn Taymiyya, Tazkryatal-Nafs p. 48. 
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(fear of God's displeasure) and developing it to attain the stage of 
perfection. 
"' 
Regarding the vast scope of the purification process he comments: 
On the contrary tazkiyah deals with all the apparent and hidden aspects of 
our selves. It critically judges all the powers and the capabilities of which we 
are constituted, discusses all our emotions and feelings and corrects and 
reforms them; it takes stock of all the variegated and multifaceted ties that 
we are bound with, and creates an order in and regulates them all under a 
particular principle and regulation. Our thoughts, our apprehensions, our 
inclinations our movements, our eating and drinking, our engagements, 
entertainments, and interests, the daily routines of our lives, in short, no 
department and nothing that touches our lives is outside the pale of 
tazklyah. 335 
Concerning the object of the purification process he is no doubt, as he states: 
Tazkiyah does not demand only that our soul may somehow be subordinated 
to the Commandments of the Shari äh, but its real demand lies in breaking 
this unruly steed of our soul in such a way that it carries out the orders of 
God and His apostle in the best possible manner. It does not only demand 
from us the service where the slave comes to imagine that he is beholding 
his Lord with his eyes (physical vision). In short, it means that tazkiyah 
places before us the demand of Iman or belief, Islam or submission and Ihsan 
or utmost sincerity, at the same time. It demands that we believe in God with 
all His attributes, also that we obey His Commandments in every sphere of 
our lives and above all that this belief and obedience may not be formal and 
superficial but fully conscious and deeply sincere in which our hearts must 
coordinate with our physique. 336 
Similarly, he considers the process of tazkiya to be a continuous one, where the 
human being continually strives for perfection. In this regard he comments: 
This nature of tazkiyah makes it a perpetual striving and a continuous 
struggle without any break or a period of rest. In this journey there is no turn 
or stage which may be mistaken for the last lap of the journey the 
destination where one may sojourn a while or become permanently at ease. 
At every stage in this striving one goes on looking for greater excellence and 
higher standards and nowhere his eyes can come to rest on any degree of 
excellence. With the greater polish of the deeds, the morals and the exterior 
and the inner self, the fineness of morals and the exterior and the inner self, 
the fineness of tastes, the degree of sensibility and keenness of eye-sight also 
progresses by leaps and bounds, with the result that no sooner has one 
33a Islahi, Amin Ahsan, Self Purification and Development (Delhi, Adam Publishers, 2000) pp. 19-20. 
335 Ibid., p. 21. 
336 Ibid., p. 23. 
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washed the old stains off his raiment some more stains come in sight to be 
cleansed, 
337 
Finally, one of the most important roles that tazkiya can play is in developing the 
individual's personality and by building his character. Concerning this aspect of the 
purification process Khurshid Ahmed says: 
Tazkiya means literally the purification or the cleansing of all those things 
which are unwholesome and unwelcome and unwanted. At the same time it 
endows the human being with all those things that are essential for growth 
and development, for blossoming and flowering. The tazkiya of a person 
would mean the developing of his character, his thought, his behaviour; it 
would mean the moulding of his entire flow of actions to free them from 
those evils, those unwholesome traits which are obnoxious, undesirable in 
the eyes of Allah, and to endow them with all those virtues which Allah 
wants to flourish in human life. Tazklya, one might say, is a "short-hand" 
word for the entire concept of character-building. 338 
2.4.2 The Concept of the Term Nafs in the view of Muslim Scholars 
One of the oldest discussions that has occupied the minds of men from the earliest time is 
the question concerning the essence of humanity: what is the soul? Islahi alludes to this 
when he says: 
Evidently enough the theme of tazkiyah is the human soul. But what is soul 
is an important question stressed in the Islamic philosophy and in that of 
Jahillyah too, well enough. The arch of the doorway to the temple in ancient 
Athens bore the inscription of the sayings of Socrates: "Man know thyself! " 
This is a pointer to the fact that in Greek philosophy knowledge and 
cognizance of the soul was considered of fundamental importance. 339 
This being the case it is hardly surprising that Muslim scholarship has also addressed this 
fundamental question and indeed, due to the nature of this enquiry, theologians discussed 
this issue at an early stage. One of the first and still most popular `orthodox' creeds of Islam 
was that set down by Abu- Ja'far al-Tabdwi (d. 321/933). In a classical exposition of this 
creed Ibn Abu- al-`Izz al-Hanafi (d. 792/1390) alludes to the variety of opinions in this 
debate before clarifying the `orthodox' position when he says: 
There is a difference of opinion regarding the soul (al-ruh) as to what it is. 
Some say it is a body and some say it is an accident (`arac034o Others say 
that they do not know what it is, either a substance or an accident. Some say 
337 Ibid., pp. 23-4. 
338 See http: //www. salaam. co. uk/knowledge/aspects. php, Ahmed, Khurshid, "Some Aspects of Character 
Building'. 
339 Islahi, Self Purification and Development, p. 25. 
340 This of course is in the terminology of the philosophers being the opposite of a substance (jawhar). 
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that the soul is nothing more than a balance of the four natural components 
[i. e. earth, air, fire and water]. Some others say that it is pure blood free 
from impurities and putridity. Some say that it is the natural heat that is life 
itself. Some say that it is a non-composite substance spread throughout the 
animal world that drives and organizes that world and that it is not divided 
into essence and structure, being existent in every animal of the world, as 
one. Others say that it is the breath that enters and exits during breathing 
and yet others have further opinions ... The Qur'an, sunna, consensus of the Companions and rational evidences 
prove that the soul is a body which differs in essence to that of the tangible 
body. It is a heavenly body of light that is agile, animate and is motile. It 
passes through the substance of the limbs in the same way that water 
spreads through a rose, or the way that oil diffuses through an olive, or the 
way fire enflames a coal. As long as these limbs remain healthy to accept the 
effects of this delicate body [the soul], this delicate body remains diffused 
throughout the limbs and drives effects, such as sensory perception, motion 
and volition. However, if these [limbs] become compromised due to an 
imbalance in the body and it becomes unable to accept the effects [of the 
soul on it], the soul will separate from the body and leave for the sphere of 
souls (Cälam al-arwäh) . 
341 
In a similar attempt to define the nafs in a terminological manner, seemingly basing his 
discourse upon verse (39: 42) and the commentary of Ibn Abbas (d. c. 67-8/686-8) 
mentioned previously342, we find the following text from al-Jurjäni (d. 816/1413): 
It is an ethereal, delicate essence that carries the life force, sensory 
perception and motion; al-IIakim called this the animal soul (al-rrrh a]- 
hayawänlyya). As such it is an illuminating essence within the body, so at 
death its light is detached from the internal and external parts of the body. 
As for during sleep it is detached from the external part of the body and not 
the internal, which confirms that death and sleep are of one category, as 
death is a complete cessation whereas sleep is an partial one. Thus, it is 
confirmed that the All Powerful and the All Wise has connected the essence 
of the soul to the body in three ways: firstly, if the light of the soul reaches 
all parts of the body, both the external and the internal, then this is [termed] 
wakefulness; if its light was from the external part of the body and not the 
internal, then this is sleep, or [if it is detached] completely, then this is 
death. 343 
In addition to the theological attempts to define the nafs there have also been conceptual 
ideas regarding the soul from other sections of Muslim scholastic circles. The most obvious 
of these is the Sufi community. Bearing in mind the intrinsic nature of the subject matter 
and its relation to Sufism it is particularly important to spend some time discussing these 
3a' Al-Hanafi, Sharp al-Tabawiyya fii '1-Agida al-Salafiyya, ed. by Shäkir, pp. 384-88 and Zarabozo, 
Purification of the Soul, pp. 58-9. 
342 See p. 51 above. 
343 Al-Jurj5ni, al-TacrJ/ t, p. 239. 
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ideas. The main concept of the Sufis is that nafs is the seat of every blameworthy quality; 
seemingly equating it entirely with the state of the soul termed `the soul prone to evil (al- 
nafs la ammära hi 7-srl')' in the Qur'än. In this regard, we find the following statement from 
one of the early practitioners of Sufism, who discussed the nafs in detail, al-Hakim al- 
Tirmidhi (d. ca. 300/910), who states: 
It is a `land (ark' of debauchery, inclined to carnal appetite after carnal 
appetite and desire after desire; it does not gain calmness nor does it gain 
stability. It actions vary, none of them resembling the other; one time it is 
servitude and another it is divinity, one time it is surrender and another it is 
domination, one time it is incapacity and another it is capability. So if the 
soul is contented and disciplined it will become obedient. 344 
Another of the early Sufi masters Abu- Sadid al-Kharräz (d. 286/899) elucidates the 
importance of seeking divine aid when dealing with this `internal enemy' and clarifies 
exactly how the soul should be treated when he says: 
From the characteristics of the truthful (al-sädiq) in intending Allah the 
Exalted, is that he calls his soul (al-nafs) to Allah the Exalted's obedience, 
seeking His pleasure and if it responds he praises Allah the Exalted and 
treats it [the soul] well. If however, it does not respond regarding that which 
pleases Allah, or he sees it slow [to respond] then he prevents it from its 
beloved in this life, opposes it regarding what it desires, takes it as an enemy 
for Allah's sake and complains to Allah about it until He reforms it for him... 
Thus, it is related that some scholars said, `Indeed I know that part of my 
reforming of my soul is my knowing its vices. ' As such it is sufficient evil that 
person knows a fault in his own soul and doesn't correct it. 3as 
Commenting on the importance of reforming and purifying this base form of the 
soul and realising the true potential of one's own humanity al-Suhrawardi (d. 
632/1234) states: 
Whoever knows the essence of the soul (al-nafs) and it deceptions, also 
knows that he has no power over it except by seeking the assistance of its 
Lord and Creator. As such, the devotee will not fully realise his humanity 
until he casts aside his animal instincts with knowledge and uprightness, by 
being careful to observe his excesses and his negligence. Through this his 
... Al-Tirmidhi (d. ca. 300/910), Muhammad b. All [al-Hakim], Nawädir al-Usrll (Istanbul, n. pub., 1876) p. 
201 and al-Najjar, a1-Tasawwufa1-Nafsi (1984) p. 42. 
345 See al-Kharräz (d. 286/899), Abü Said, Kitäb al-Sidq, edited by cAbd al-Halim Mahmüd (Cairo, Där al- 
Ma`5rif, n. d. ) pp. 35-37; Kitäb a1-Sidq, edited and translated by A. J. Arberry as "The Book of Truthfulnes. ý' 
(London, Oxford University Press, 1937) pp. 12-13 [Arabic], p. 10 [English] and Muräd, al-Tasawwuf al- 
Islämi - Rryäda Rvhiyya Kha7isa (Cairo, 
Maktabat al-Anjalü al-Misriyya, 1989) pp. 173-4. 
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humanity will be enhanced, he will comprehend the satanic characteristics 
within him, the blameworthy qualities and the perfection of his humanity. 346 
Regarding the many faults of the sou1347, its positive/negative duality and its 
deceptive nature, the renowned Sufi and eponym of the Qadiri Sufi brotherhood, 
cAbd al-Qädir al-Jiläni (d. 561/1156) states: 
Among the spiritual dangers posed by the lower self (äfät al-nafs), is 
its dependence on acquiring praise, a good reputation, and the approval of 
fellow creatures. To that end, it is even prepared to endure the burdens 
imposed by acts of worshipful service ('Ibädt). In order to do so, it 
must resort to ostentation (rrya) and hypocrisy (nlfäq). The symptom of 
this is apparent in its return to laziness and indifference, as soon as 
the performance is over, along with the risk of criticism from other 
people. 
You will not become clearly aware of the spiritual dangers posed by your 
lower self (nafs), its polytheistic association (shirk), its pretension 
and its falsehood, unless you undergo a process of intense examination and 
assessment, designed to probe the roots of its pretentious behaviour. This 
is because it will speak in the manner of the fearful, as long as you are 
not compelled to experience fear, but if you need it [to respond 
correctly] in situations where fear is appropriate, you will find it 
feeling comfortably secure. It will speak in the manner of the righteous 
(abrär), as long as you are not being tested for true devotion (tagwa-), 
but if you need it then, and call upon it to satisfy the preconditions of 
true devotion (tagwa-), you will find it polytheistic (mushrlka), 
hypocritically ostentatious (murä'lya), and vainly conceited (mu jaba) . It 
will seem to fit the description of those who truly understand (`ärlfin), 
as long as you do not need to explain what something really means, but if 
you ask it to supply that information, you will find it telling lies. It 
will pretend to be one of those who are genuinely certain (mrlginln) of 
their claim, as long as you are not tested for sincerity (Ikhläs). It will 
insist that it is one of those who are modestly unassuming (mutawäc/PIn), 
as long as it is not presented with opposition to its passionate desire, 
in an anger-provoking situation. 
It will likewise lay claim to generosity, magnanimity, altruism, 
liberality, affluence, chivalry (futuwwa), and other such praiseworthy 
characteristics; the characteristics of the saints (awli a); the spiritual 
deputies (abdlj, and the spiritually eminent (a yin) from motives of 
desire, frivolity and foolishness. If you demand proof of all that, and 
put it to the test, you will find that it resembles nothing more than the 
346 Al-Suhrawardi (d. 632/1234), cAbd al-Qähir b. cAbd A115h [sic. 'Umar b. cAbd Allah], Kitäb Awärif al- 
Ma 'ärif(2"d ed., Beirut, Dar al-Kitäb al-'Arabi, 1984) p. 453 and Muräd, Said, al-Tasawwufal-Islämi - Riyäda 
Rrlhiyya Khälisa, p. 181. 
34' These are enumerated as being as many as 68. See http: //www. 
crescentlife. com/spirituality/blemishes_of_nafs. htm, al-Jerrahi, Tosun Bayrak, "68 Blemishes of the Nafs". 
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mirage (saräb) of an oasis, which the thirsty traveller supposes to be 
water, until he reaches it and finds that it is really nothing at all. If 
there had been any truthfulness (sidq) and sincerity (Ikhläs) present, if 
its word had indeed been correct, and its tongue had spoken the truth, it 
would not have put on a fancy display, designed to impress mere creatures, 
who have no power to cause it either harm or benefit. Its actions would 
have been appropriate, under the test conditions, and its words would have 
matched its deeds. 348 
In dealing with such faults of the soul Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350) enlightens 
us regarding his own personal account: 
One day I asked shaykh al-Isläm Ibn Taymiyya, may Allah have mercy on him, 
about this matter and how to eliminate faults and occupy oneself with the 
cleansing of one's path. The gist of his reply was that the self is like a garbage 
pile: the more you dig in it, the more of it comes out to the surface; if you can 
pave a pathway over it and go past it, do so, and do not preoccupy yourself 
with digging into it for you shall never reach its bottom because the more you 
dig the more that surfaces. The similitude of the faults of the souls (äfät a]- 
nafs) is like that of snakes and scorpions in the path of a traveller; if he started 
to examine the road for them and was preoccupied with killing them he would 
be halted and never be able to make progress. However, your aspiration 
should be to progress on your journey and to avert yourself from them [the 
faults] and not to pay any attention to them. However, if you are faced with 
something that prevents your journey then kill it and then continue on your 
way. 349 
Bearing in mind the prolific writings of the celebrated `Proof of Islam' (Hujjat al-Islam) Abü 
Hamid al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111), it is not surprising to find that he has commented on the 
concept of the nafs and in doing so he discusses both the previous concepts of the nafs, as 
well as the states of the nafs, saying: 
Nafs: It also has several meanings, two of which concern us here; first, it 
means the powers of anger and sexual appetite in a human being, which will 
be explained later, this usage being mostly found among the people of 
tasawwuf [Sufis], who take "nafs" as the comprehensive word for all the 
blameworthy characteristics in the human being. That is why they say, `One 
must certainly do battle with the ego and break it', as is referred to in the 
ii3so hadth, "Your worst enemy is your nafs which lies between your flanks. 
34s http: //www. students. missouri. edu/lists/muslim-1/O460. html 
349 Al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350), Muhammad b. Abü Bakr b. Ayyüb [Ibn al-Qayyim], Madärýf al-Sälikin bayn 
Manäzil `7yyäka Na`bud wa Iyyäka 
Nasta`in', edited by Muhammad al-Mu'tasim bi Allah al-Baghdädi (4`h ed., 
3 vols., Beirut, D5r al-Kitäb al-cArabi, 1997) vol. 2, p. 299. 
... Al-dIrägi (d. 806/1404) says it is in al-Bayhaqi on the authority of Ibn cAbbäs. However, its chain of 
transmission contains Muhammad b. Abd al-Rabman b. Ghazwän, who is one of the forgers. See Al-Ghazäli 
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The second meaning of nafs is the delicate entity [the soul] we have already 
mentioned, the human being in reality, his self and his essence. However, it 
is described differently according to its different states. If it assumes calmness 
under command and has removed from itself the tumult caused by the 
onslaught of passion, it is called `the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'' nna)', as 
the Exalted said regarding it [89: 27-30], "0 tranquil soul (al-nafs al- 
mutma'Inna), return to your Lord content [with Him] (rädrya) and pleasing 
[to Him] (mar(fiyya), so enter into [the ranks of] My devotees and enter My 
paradise. " In its first meaning of the nafs one does not envisage its return to 
Alläh, as it is far removed from Him and is from `the party of Satan'. 
However, when it does not achieve calmness, yet resists the base soul (al- 
nafs a]-shahwänlyya), objecting to it, it is called `the self-reproaching soul" 
(al-nafs al-lawwäma), because it rebukes its owner for his deficiencies in 
worshipping its Master, as the Exalted said regarding it, [75: 1-2], "Do not 
swear [an oath] by the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma). " If it 
gives up all protest and surrenders itself in total obedience to the call of 
passions and enticement of Satan, it is named `the soul prone to evil (al- nafs 
al-ammara hi '1-sü')) as the Exalted said regarding it, by way of informing 
regarding Yüsuf and the vizier's wife [12: 53], "And I do not absolve my own 
self [of blame], as indeed, the [human] soul is prone to evil (Inna 7-nafs la 
ammära hi '1-sü), except when my Lord bestows mercy, as indeed my Lord is 
the Oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful", which could be taken to refer to the 
soul in its first meaning. As such, the nafs in the first meaning is absolutely 
blameworthy, whereas in the second meaning it is praiseworthy, being the 
essence and reality of the human being that has cognisance of Allah and all 
other particulars. 351 
Finally, a contemporary scholar Karzün, attempts to combine the various elements of the 
above discussion when he summarises, "AI-nafs: is something internal within the human 
being, whose essence cannot be comprehended; it is susceptible to being directed to good 
and bad, and encompasses many of the human characteristics and qualities that have a 
manifest effect on human behaviour. "352 
2.4.3 The Concept of the Term Tazkiyat al-Nafs in the view of Muslim Scholars 
Some Muslim scholars would argue that not only is tazkiyat al-nafs an intrinsic part of the 
Islamic teaching but indeed it is the ultimate objective of this religion as Said Muräd 
comments, "The goal that Islam strives to fulfil regarding mankind, in terms of belief and 
rectitude, is to combine in the individual travelling along such paths, correct belief and 
(d. 505/1111), Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad [Abü Hamid], Ihyä' UJ m al-Din (5 vols., Beirut, 
Dar al-Kutub al `Ilmiyya, 2001) vol. 3, p. 4. 
351 Ibid., vol. 3, pp. 4-5. 
352 Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam / Tazklyat al-NaA vol. 1, p. 16. 
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methodology, so that he can be elevated to the rank of the `people of purity' (ah] al-safä'). 
This is fulfilled by struggling against the soul (al-nafs) and training it. "353 
Similarly, since this is one of the main roles - if not the main role - of the manifestation of 
Islam, as we have seen previously, one of the fundamental tasks of the Prophets and 
Messengers was also to purify the souls of their followers. In this regard, Ibn al-Qayyim al- 
Jawziyya (d. 751/1350) states: 
Purification of the souls (tazkiyat al-nufüs) is more severe and more difficult 
than treating the body; so whoever purified his soul by training (riyäda) and 
disciplining (mujähada) [it] and spiritual retreat (khalwa) in a manner that 
was not brought by the Messengers then he is like a sick person who attempts 
to treat himself using his own opinion. And how does his opinion compare to 
that of a physician? The Messengers are the physicians of the heart and as 
such, there is no way to purify them or reform them except [by adopting] their 
method, putting yourself in their hands, with absolute compliance and 
submission to them. 354 
Continuing on this theme and developing it to express the scope and nature of 
purification of the soul Said Hawwä states: 
Tazkiyat al-nafs is one of the tasks of the prophets, it is the goal of the 
righteous and through it will be salvation or destruction. Tazkiya 
linguistically has two meanings: [firstly, ] purification (tathlr) and [secondly] 
growth (namuw). Similarly, it has the same meaning terminologically, as 
purification of the soul (zakät al-nafs) means its cleansing (tathlruha-) from 
sicknesses and faults, its realisation is through spiritual stations (magämät) 
and its [the soul's] adoption of [divine] names and attributes. Thus, tazkiya 
in summary is cleansing, realisation and adoption. Its means are legally 
legitimate and its essence and fruits are the shari`a. Its effect is seen in one's 
behaviour, in one's relationship with Allah the Mighty and Exalted, in one's 
relationship with the creation and in one's control of the limbs with regard 
to Allah's command. 355 
In addition to this a number of contemporary scholars have attempted to elucidate this 
concept further. For example, Umar al-Ashqar said: 
Tazklyat al-nafs terminologically means the cleansing of the soul from 
corruption that intermingles with the soul and its development with good 
and blessed things, which is all achieved by the performance of righteous 
deeds and the leaving of despicable acts. The purified soul (al-nafs a]- 
zakryya) is the one that has been cleansed in accordance with the sharlca of 
Allah; it is the good soul (al-nafs al-tayylba) being the one that is deserving 
... Mur5ad, al-Tasawwufal-Islämi - Riyäda Rvhiyya Khälisa, p. 14. 
354 Al-Jawziyya, Madärij al-Sälikin, ed. al-Baghdädi, vol. 2, p. 300 and Al cAbd al-Latif, Ma`älim fi '1-Suhlk wa 
Tazkiyat al-Nufirs, p. 59. 
ass Hawwä, Said, a1-Mustakhlas fir Tazkiyat al Anfus (4`h edition, Cairo, D5r al-Islam, 1988) p. 3. 
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of praiseworthy characteristics in the worldly life and reward and 
recompense in the hereafter, 
356 
Similarly, Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Abü Faris, states, " Tazkiyat al-nafs is achieved through 
cleansing of the soul of polytheism, disbelief, base characteristics and despicable acts; it is 
also achieved through developing the good and the growth of piety in the soul, which is a 
path that leads to paradise. ""' In an exposition of the singular hadth mentioning this 
term358, Karzün, summarises, "A1-tazklya: is the cleansing (tathlr) of the soul (al-nafs) from 
being inclined to iniquity and sin and the development of the natural disposition to good 
within it, which leads to its rectitude and it reaching the level of spiritual perfection 
(Ihsän). "359 Also, Al cAbd al-Latif defines the concept succinctly thus, "A1-Tazkiya 
linguistically means cleansing (al-tathir), growth (a1-nlmä2 and increase (a1-ziyäda) but the 
meaning here is reformation of the souls and their cleansing via beneficial knowledge, 
performing righteous deeds and carrying out what has been commanded and refraining 
from what has been forbidden . 
773'0 Finally, in a more elaborate definition Zarabozo states, 
"Purification of the soul equals the process in which the healthy elements found in the soul 
are fostered, built upon and added to while any invading contaminants are removed or 
controlled such that the person worships Allah properly and fulfils his purpose in life, 
which can culminate in the ultimate expression of true ihsaan. 7361 
2.4.4 Section Summary 
Having examined the primary revelatory sources of Islam, namely the Qur an and the sunna 
in the form of hadth, as well as the medium of these sources, the Arabic language, the 
purpose of this section was to provide an overview of how Muslim scholarly circles have 
interpreted these sources, what theories they have constructed, what concepts they 
presented and what contribution they have made to the understanding of this topic. 
Upon examining the views of the Culamä one cannot help but be impressed by the rich 
variety that is found, regarding both the terms `tazkiya' and `naR, as well as their compound 
derivative. It must be said however that little has been forwarded in this section regarding 
the term `tazklya'. Many of the scholarly opinions are somewhat repetitive, particularly in 
356 Al-Ashqar, `Umar Sulaymän, Manhaj al-Isläm I Tazkiyat al-Nafs (Amman, Dar al-Nafä'is, 1992) pp. 19-20. 
35' Abu- Färis, Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir, Tazkiyat al-Nafs (`Amman, Där al-Furgän, 2000) pp. 17-18. 
358 See pp. 79-80 above. 
... Karzün, Manhaj al-Islam fir Tazkiyat al-Nafs, vol. 1, p. 12 and Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, pp. 72-3. 
360 Al cAbd al-Latif, Ma`älim fi '1-Sulük wa Tazkiyat al-Nufils, p. 57. 
361 Zarabozo, Purification of the Soul, pp. 76-7. 
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their exposition of the linguistic usage of the term and it remains very much with the 
realms of to grow and flourish (nama-), or to increase and augment (zäd), or to enjoy the 
blessing and abundance of God (tanrama) but can also mean to reform (salaha), all of 
which indicate an overall process of development, which could be termed `purification' in 
the broad sense. Having said this, their interpretation of these implications in the Islamic 
paradigm does yield an interesting response. For example, as we have seen, Ibn Taymiyya 
(d. 728/1328) develops this theme not just to mean the positive sense of `growth' and 
`development' but quite astutely observes that this process of development will not occur 
with the presence of negative influences. Indeed, the `cultivation' simile is a common feature 
of the literature on this point, the negative qualities of sin and iniquity being likened to the 
`weeds' that endanger the growth of any 'crop'. 362 
Furthermore, there is a tendency to a very practical approach to the topic, being represented 
in an absolute and complete implementation of Islam at its every level, from issues of belief 
to physical acts of worship, to seemingly `beat' the nafs into submission. This `broad scope' 
of tazkiya, as Islahi suggests, needs to permeate every aspect of the human being; this 
encompasses not only the soul but also the intellect (a1-`aqJ, actions, relationships, 
interactions and the very consciousness of a person's humanity. As such, tazkiya is an 
absolute method to reform the human state, which is the very goal of revelation. 363 
On examining the concept of the nafs, which by now we can comfortably equate to the 
human soul, we find - somewhat expectedly -a much more diverse set of views. The very 
nature of the soul, its vague description and almost ineffable quality, have occupied the 
minds of men for millennia and as such, it is not surprising that the Muslim scholarly elite 
have also engaged in this debate. Thus, almost every section of Muslim scholarship can find 
representation here from theologians to philosophers and Sufis to jurists. The rich variety 
of this debate can easily be seen in Ibn Abu- al-'Izz's (d. 792/1390) introductory paragraph 
before discussing the theological view of the soul, where non Islamic influences are equally 
evident. 364 
It may be said that when examining would-be definitions of the soul such efforts often 
enlighten our concept of the soul rather than facilitating a definitive view of it. In fact one 
may argue that attempting to define the soul is a thankless task, let alone a near impossible 
one. The Qur3an itself alludes to the ineffability of the human soul, in an incident where the 
362 See section 2.4.1 above. 
363 Ibid. 
364 See section 2.4.2 above. 
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Prophet is reported to have been asked regarding the soul, the Qur an responds (17: 85), 
"They ask you concerning the soul (al-rrlh), say: the soul is the concern of my Lord and you 
[mankind] have been given nothing more than a little knowledge. " This verse is particularly 
poignant, as it not only affirms the fact that both the soul and consequently, its purification 
are concerns of the divine but also that whatever knowledge mankind has regarding the 
soul, can only be a fraction of the true knowledge of its nature. 
However, where the Qur an is particularly informative, as has been shown previously, is 
regarding the description of the soul, its attributes and its states. In this particular field the 
Sufis have concentrated a great deal of effort, their whole concern being to oppose the nafs 
and its every whim. This seems to be due to the fact that they equate the nafs with the base 
form of the soul, which the Qur3an terms `the soul prone to evil (al-nafs la ammära bi '1- 
srl')'. This being the case, much time is dedicated to discussion of the faults of the soul (äfät 
al-nafs), its deception (khudca) and the duality of its nature, the goal of these discussions 
being of course to enlighten the owner of such a soul to its dangers and to put in place a 
programme to eliminate such negative qualities. 365 As such, a much less involved discussion 
is made regarding the other two states of the soul mentioned in the Quran, i. e. the self- 
reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma) and the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna), which 
as mentioned previously, is the goal of tazkiya. 366 
In addition, many contemporary scholars have revived the study of tazkiyat al-nafs, 
seemingly in an attempt to oppose the `unorthodoxy' of many Sufi practices and to 
accentuate the spiritual element of the Islamic faith. As such, they attempt to revive the 
practical approach so evident in the writings of scholars such as Ibn Taymiyya (d. 
728/1328) and his student, Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350). These are useful 
attempts and provide a valuable addition to the literature, as well as the concept of tazkiyat 
367 al-nafs, which is apparent from their definitions of these terms. 
Conclusion 
As the title of this thesis suggests, the main aim of this work is to explore the concept of 
tazkiyat al-nafs in Islam and draw a comparison between it and the teachings of al-Härith 
al-Mubasibi. As such this chapter was divided into the following sections: firstly, it 
examined the meaning of the words tazklya and nafs etymologically to arrive at a basic 
365 See pp. 95-8 above. 
366 See section 2.2.4 above. 
36' See section 2.4.3 above. 
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linguistic understanding for these terms. Secondly, it made an in-depth study of these two 
terms as found in the Qur'än by locating these words within their various Qur anic contexts 
and examining them in the light of the exegetical literature (tafäsir). Having derived a 
meaning for these two terms in the Qur anic context, attention was then turned to the 
hadth, to arrive at an understanding of how these words were used by the Prophet, his 
Companions and the early generations who followed them. The final section dealt with the 
statements of the scholars of Islam (a1-culamä) to examine their understanding of tazkiyat 
al-nafs, in the light of what was discussed in the previous sections. 
In conclusion the researcher, rather than attempting to define the term tazkiyat al-nafs in a 
strict sense as other authors have, would prefer to present an overview of the understanding 
of this term as discussed in this chapter. As such, it may be summarised that our 
understanding of tazkiyat al-nafs has now developed to mean: the growth, augmentation, 
reform, development and purification of the human soul, via divine guidance, Prophetic 
example and individual effort, to attain its most elevated form, that of the tranquil soul (a]- 
nafs a1-mutma'Inna). This process involves the nurturing of its positive potentialities and 
eradicating its negative inclinations, to bring about its purification (tazkiya) and eliminate 
its defilement (tadslya). This in turn is attained by executing a balanced and integrated 
process of punitive measures, such as striving against it (mujähada) and taking it to account 
(muhäsaba), as well as implementing both the basic beliefs and practical actions of Islam, to 
bring about a richness of the soul (ghlnä al-nafs), which is indicative of the soul's success 
(faläh) in both this life and the next. 
From the Islamic perspective, the religion of Islam, whether in terms of tenets of faith or 
legislation, is said to have been completed during the lifetime of the Prophet. 368 Despite 
this, this teaching is thought to have lived on after his death, being preserved in the 
practice and teachings of his Companions and their Successors, until the Islamic tradition 
was formalised in a written format in the 2°d/8`h and 3 rd/9th centuries. Nevertheless, this 
tradition, during this period and up until the present day, has had an ethos of informed 
interpretation and intellectual enquiry. 
Islamic history bears the names of a multitude of theologians, exegetes and jurists, who 
enhanced and enriched this tradition. It is suggested here that the field of tazkiyat al-nafs 
was no different and in the same way that there were jurists (fugahä') capable of 
independent reasoning (Ijtihäo) known as mujtahids in the field of jurisprudence, 
368 See Qur'an (5: 3). 
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outstanding exegetes (mufasslrrrn) in the field of Qur anic interpretation (tafslr) and 
exemplary intellectuals in the field of Oadlth (muhaddithün), there were also exceptional 
and erudite scholars of tazklyat al-nafs 
It is further suggested that Abu- cAbd Allah al-Härith b. Asad al-Mubasibi (d. 243/857) was 
one such scholar and this being the case, it is also suggested that he and his works are a 
case study of how the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs may be implemented. Therefore, the 
following chapters will discuss al-Muhäsibi's methodology of tazkiyat al-nafs in the light of 
the present chapter. Firstly, however, this will require that the period in which he lived be 
examined to assess the effect of his social milieu upon him, before moving onto an 
exposition of his life, works and methodology of tazkiyat al-nafs and indeed, this is the goal 
of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3: The Historical Background to al-Muhäsibi's Life 
Al-Mubasibi was born in a highly interesting and well chronicled era known as the cAbbäsid 
period. Such a rich historical period is difficult to represent in a short chapter such as this 
bearing in mind that individual works have been dedicated to this cause. This being the 
case this section of the thesis concentrates on the factors within the reign of the cAbbäsids 
that may have directly affected the life of al-Muhäsibi. As such, this chapter will begin by 
providing a brief impression of the `Abbäsids themselves, so as to furnish the reader with an 
overview of the rulers of this particular period of Islamic history. Similarly, the early 
cAbbasid period is often regarded as the `Golden' era of Islamic learning and thus, an 
assessment of intellectual life under these caliphs will also be made. Thirdly, since al- 
Mubasibi spent his formative years in Basra and the better part of his life in Baghdad, both 
these geographical locations will be discussed to assess their influence on our author. 
Finally, perhaps the single most important religio-political event in this period was the 
mlhna, commonly termed the `Inquisition', which affected religious praxis during a large 
proportion of al-Mubasibi's life and therefore, this event will also be examined, so as to 
assess its impact on our scholar. 
3.1 The CAbbäsids 
As noted previously, a full representation of this period is beyond the scope of this study 
and therefore, only a very brief overview will be given here, so as to give the reader a taste 
of the era as a whole. The cAbbäsid period in its entirety covers approximately half a 
millennium spanning the years 132/750 to 656/1258.369 Consequently, historians have 
divided the period into three sub-periods. 370 The primary era, being known as the first 
`Abbasid period (132/750-247/861)371, is generally regarded as a period of growth and 
prosperity, having built upon the successes of the Umayyads. This is followed by the second 
cAbbäsid period (247/861-447/1055)372, which is regarded as era of political decline, due to 
369 Saunders, J. J., A History ofMedieval Islam (London, Routledge, 1990) p. 106. 
370 Other historians divide this period into only two sections. See Gibb, Kramers, Levi-Provencal and Schacht 
(eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden and London, E. J. Brill and Luzac & Co., 1960), vol. 1, p. 17. 
371 Abü Zayd, Ulä cAbd al cAziz, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya (Cairo, a1-Machad al-AÄlami Ii '1-Filer al-Islämi, 1996) 
p. 17. 
372 The point at which the second period begins is focus of dispute amongst researchers in Islamic history but 
the consensus is that the period begins with the death of al-Mutawakkil in 247/861. Abi-1 Zayd, al-Dawla al- 
Abbäsiyya, p. 63. 
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the events leading to the loss of cAbbäsid power. Finally, there is the third `Abbasid period, 
which includes the eventual collapse of the caliphate (447/1055-565/1258). 373 
The `Abbäsids themselves took charge of the Islamic empire from the Umayyads with the 
ascension to the throne of Abü '1-cAbbäs cAbd Allah b. Muhammad (r. 132/749-136/754), 
commonly known as `al-Saff5b' (lit. `the blood spiller') due to his merciless execution of the 
remaining Umayyad dignitaries. The rise of the cAbbäsids was mainly due to on the one 
hand to the lack of popularity of the Umayyads, who were seen as a debauched, `pro- Arab' 
aristocracy who had little regard for the welfare of their subjects and the messianic 
campaign of the cAbbäsids for a return of authority to the house of the Prophet or `al-rldä' 
min a7 Muhammad as they put it, on the other. Their claim to authority came through 
their familial link to the Prophet's uncle al-`Abbas and they would later counter the cAlid 
claim to authority - since they were also of Prophetic lineage - by showing that their link 
was through a male relative, i. e. al-`Abbas and not through a female one, i. e. Fatima, the 
Prophet's daughter, which was apparently still an important factor despite this being a 
supposed post jähill, Arab society. This call, or dawa, proved very popular and gained great 
support in the eastern provinces generally and in Khurasän in particular. Subsequently, it 
would be support from this province that would bring the cAbbäsids to ascendancy and 
remain their powerbase for years to come. 374 
The seemingly religious overtone to their claim of legitimacy as rulers was consolidated by 
their adoption of honorific titles (algäb, sin. laqab), which was unprecedented and 
seemingly added to their apparent link with God and later, by their patronising of religious 
learning, which equally added to their claim of `orthodoxy'. Despite this however, their 
powerbase constituted a departure from the `Arab aristocracy' of the Umayyads, since the 
majority of their supporters were in fact of Persian origin. Thus, the early cAbbäsid period 
became synonymous with the rise of the Persian `clients' or mawäll, who occupied key 
373 Ibid., p. 110. 
374 See Hasan, Hasan Ibrahim, Ta-rlkh al-Islam al-Siyäsi wa 7-Dlni wa 1 Thigäfi wa `I-Ijtimä`i, 7`h ed., (4 vols., 
Cairo, Maktabat al-Nahda al-Misriyya, 1964) vol. 2, pp. 14-27; al-Khudari, Muhammad Bek, al-Dawla al- 
Abbäsiyya, Muhädarät fi Tärikh al-Umam al-Islämiyya series (Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Kutub al-Thigäfiyya, 
1999) pp. 5-54; al-Wakil, Muhammad al-Sayyid, al-Asr al-Dhahabl li 'I-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya (Damascus, Dar 
al-Qalam, 1998) pp. 7-44; Gibb et al (eds. ) The Encyclopaedia oflslam, vol. 1, pp. 15-16; Kennedy, Hugh, The 
Early Abbasid Caliphate -A Political History (London, Croom Helm Ltd., 1981) pp. 35-55; Bosworth, Clifford 
Edmund, The New Islamic Dynasties: a Chronological and Genealogical Manual (Edinburgh, Edinburgh 
University Press, 1996) pp. 7-8 and El-Hibri, Tayeb, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography - Härün al-Rashid 
and the Narrative of the Abbasid Caliphate, Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilisation Series (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1999) pp. 1-6. 
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positions in the cAbbäsid administration and who seemingly `Persianised' the running of the 
state along the lines of the old Sasanian model. "' 
The consolidation of cAbbäsid power did not lie with Abu- '1-`Abbäs al-Saffäh however and 
indeed, it was his successor Abu- Jacfar Muhammad `al-Mansur' who succeeded in 
suppressing the cAlid uprisings and provided the cAbbäsid state with a new epicentre, 
Baghdad376, which would remain the state capital for more than half a century to come. 37 
It was into this era that our subject al-Mubdsibi is reported to have been born in 165/782 
and since he died in 243/857, he lived through a considerable portion of the entire primary 
period of the cAbbäsid era. This being the case, al-Muhäsibi lived through the reign of eight 
cAbbäsid caliphs, who were briefly as follows: 
1. Muhammad b. al-Mansur, `al-Mahdi' (r. 158/775-169/785) 
Due to the determination, energy, political acumen and renowned frugality of his father, al- 
Mahdi inherited an empire that was stable, powerful and richly endowed. Consequently, al- 
Mahdi is remembered as being generous in comparison with his father and he used the 
state's substantial wealth to improve relations with the cAlids, by offering them generous 
stipends and esteemed positions. Seen as a religious ruler due to his building of mosques 
and patronising of the pilgrimage, al-Mahdi is also remembered for his persecution of those 
with anti-Islamic tendencies known as zlndgs. At the political level, his reign is also a 
period in which the `clients' mawäll continue to come to prominence and there is a 
continuation of the expansion of the new class of civil servants known as the `kuttäb', who 
helped define the administration's bureaucracy. 378 
2. Müsä b. al-Mahdi, `al-Hädi' (r. 169/785-170/789) 
With his reign being so short and with the sources comparing him unfavourably with his 
brother Härün, al-Hädi is difficult to assess yet we are given the impression that he was 
determined, forceful and on occasion hasty and ill-tempered. In many ways his reign was a 
reaction to his father's, as he reversed his policies regarding the cAlids and attempted to 
limit the influence of both the mawa7 and the kuttäb. His greatest aim however was to 
3's See Hasan, Ta riTkh al-Islam, vol. 2, pp. 14-19; Gibb et al (eds. ) The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, pp. 15- 
16; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 35-45; Bosworth, The New Islamic Dynasties, p. 8 and El- 
Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography, p. 1. 
376 For a more in-depth discussion of Baghdad see pp. 126-33 below. 
37 See Hasan, Tar-Ikh al-Islam, vol. 2, pp. 27-40; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 54-85; al-Wakil, al- 
Asr al-Dhahabi li 7-Daw1a al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 45-127; Gibb et al (eds. ) The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, pp. 
16-17; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 57-93 and El-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography, 
p. 1. 
378 See Hasan, Ta'rikh al-Islam, vol. 2, pp. 40-4; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 85-95; al-Wakil, al-Asr 
al-Dhahabi li 'l-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 128-70 and Kennedy, The EarlyAbbasid Caliphate, pp. 96-108. 
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remove his brother Härün from the succession and replace him with his own son Jacfar but 
his life was cut short in suspicious circumstances and considerable court intrigue. 379 
3. Härün b. al-Mahd-i, `al-Rashid' (r. 170/789-193/809) 
Arguably the most famous of the cAbbäsid caliphs, Härün al-Rashid is well known due to 
his relations with Europe through Charlemagne and perhaps more so, for his apparent 
immortalisation in the One Thousand and One Nights Similarly, he has a privileged place 
in Sunni hagiography for his frequent trips for pilgrimage and his own personal support of 
the jihad against Byzantium. His reign would be marked, however, by his appointment of 
members of the Barmakid family as his closest ministers and confidantes, who essentially 
administered the caliphate on his behalf for most of his reign until their untimely demise in 
controversial circumstances under the very same caliph. Al-Rashid's caliphate is 
considerably marred however by his almost naive decision to divide power after his death 
between his sons Muhammad and cAbd Allah -a decision that would lead ultimately to civil 
war. 380 
4. Muhammad b. al-Rashid, `al-Amin' (r. 193/809-198/813) 
Often portrayed as politically incompetent, reckless and somewhat debauched, al-Amin 
remains one of the most tragic figures in cAbbäsid history. Having been denied the entire 
caliphate to himself by his father's will, he wasted little time in attempting to manipulate it 
back to his own control. His brother's steadfastness in resisting the caliph's attempt at 
wrestling power away from him could only have one possible outcome -a civil war. 
Hostilities soon ensued and culminated in a siege of Baghdad that lasted several months 
and destroyed great areas of the city but a more severe blow was dealt to the cAbbäsid 
caliphate when al-Amin was executed by his brother's forces, this being the first incident of 
regicide during the dynasty's rule. 381 
5. cAbd Allah b. al-Rashid, `al-Ma'mün' (r. 198/813-218/833) 
After receiving the caliphate in the most inauspicious manner al-Ma'mün redeemed himself 
somewhat, by proving himself a patron of the arts through actively supporting the 
translation movement and the celebrated `House of Wisdom (Bays a1-Hlkma)'. Thus, he is 
379 Hasan, Ta rkh al-Islam, vol. 2, pp. 44-50; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 95-100; al-Wakil, al-Asr 
al-Dhahabili '1-Dawla a]-Abbäsiyya, pp. 171-91 and Kennedy, The EarlyAbbasid Caliphate, pp. 108-113. 
380 Hasan, Tarkh al-Islam, vol. 2, pp. 50-63; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 100-52; al-Waki1, al-Asr 
al-Dhahabl li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 192-301; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 115-33 and 
El- 
Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography, pp. 17-58. 
381 Hasan, Tarikh al-Islam, vol. 2, pp. 63-66; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 152-68; al-Wakil, al-Ayr 
al-Dhahabi li 'l-Dawla al- Abbäsiyya, pp. 302-37; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 135-48 and 
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remembered for his role in the translation of Greek, Indian and Persian works on 
astronomy, mathematics, medicine and philosophy, which will be elaborated on further, 
shortly, as well as his encouraging of court debates on a variety of intellectual matters. His 
spirit of `tolerance' was further enhanced by the fact he seemingly attempted to bridge the 
gap between his own family's dynasty and the rival cAlids by appointing All al-Ridä' as his 
heir but this attempt proved doomed to failure. Due to his tolerant approach to `foreign' 
learning and `unorthodox' views he was labelled `commander of the unbelievers (amir al- 
käfirln)', a title which would be given further credence in the eyes of his opponents by his 
adoption of the `Inquisition (mlhna)' -a policy, as we will see, that would define his 
caliphate. 382 
6. Muhammad b. al-Rashid, `al-Muctasim' (r. 218/833-227/842) 
On ascending the throne al-Muctasim had been requested by his brother to continue 
pursuing the policy of the mihna, which he did reluctantly and it seems that he was 
satisfied to pursue it in the form of courtroom formality only. The one exception was of 
paramount significance, however, as it lives on in the pages of history, this being the trial of 
Ahmad b. Hanbal, which will be discussed later. Al-Muctasim's reluctance to pursue the 
mlhna is often attributed to his lack of intellectual learning but equally the caliph was 
occupied by a number of events during his reign, such as the revolt of Bäbak, the trial of his 
general Ashfin, mounting his offensive against Amorium, coping with the revolt of Mayzär, 
overcoming the Zott revolt and the transfer of the capital from Baghdad to Sämarrä'. This 
latter move was an attempt to relocate the army which had become influenced by its 
Turkish contingent -a feature that would define cAbbäsid politics in the years to come. 383 
7. Härün b. al-Muctasim, `al-Wäthiq' (r. 227/842-232/847) 
In many ways the reign of al-Wäthiq was also an extension of his father's, as he continued 
appointing Turks to key positions in the military and Bughä was one of these who 
distinguished himself in suppressing the various revolts of the period. Although al-Wäthiq 
was seemingly a capable politician, he relied heavily on his two chief ministers, Muhammad 
b. cAbd al-Malik al-Zayyät and Ahmad b. Abü Du'äd, to the extent that he consulted them 
in all of his affairs. It was under this latter vizier that the mlhna was vigorously pursued and 
382 Hasan, Ta ri7kh al-Isläm, vol. 2, pp. 66-74; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 168-220; al-Waki1, a]-Ayr 
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Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civilisation Series (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000) pp. 24-69 
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383 Hasan, Tarikh al-Isläm, vol. 2, pp. 74-79; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 220-38 and al-Wakil, al- 
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the insurgent Ahmad b. Nasr al-Khuzä`i was executed seemingly not for his ill-fated coup 
but for his opposition to the state creed. Ibn Abu- Du'äd continued to wield power within 
the administration until he was defeated in a debate regarding the nature of the Qur an and 
thus, the caliph seems to have withdrawn his support for the mlhna policy. 384 
8. Jacfar b. al-Muctasim, `al-Mutawakkil' (r. 232/847-247/861) 
Despite this general period being known as a period of decline, the ascension of al- 
Mutawakkil began a period of relative stability for the Islamic state. It is true that the caliph 
began to lose his influence over the wider boundaries of the empire, due to the internal 
competition of his officers and bureaucrats but despite this, the state stabilised due to al- 
Mutawakkil's ending of the Muctazilite policy and its consequent inquisition. In addition to 
this, the caliph also adopted a severe policy regarding the Shiite elements, destroying the 
mausoleum of al-Husayn at Karbala'. Thus, the rule of al-Mutawakkil had a rather 
authoritarian flavour, as he took his dignity as a ruler very seriously. This however, was not 
sufficient for him to survive the devious plotting of his Turkish amlrs and they eventually 
succeeded in assassinating him in 247/861.385 
3.2 Intellectual Life in the Early cAbbäsid Period 
Despite virtual autonomy in the Middle East the Arab caliphate had little to show in terms 
of academic endeavour, the Arabs being mostly an illiterate people whose main 
achievement was the eloquence of their language and the recording of their history and 
culture in a poetic form. This `underachievement' was to change dramatically during the 
early cAbbäsid period for a number of reasons, the foremost of which will be alluded to 
here. Firstly, the shifting of the seat of power to Iraq placed the new caliphate at the centre 
of the academic and cultural world; India with a long history of mathematics, medicine and 
science lay to the east. Alexandria, the seat of accumulated Greek thought lay to the north 
as did the academic centres of Damascus and Harrän. Similarly, in neighbouring Persia 
were other intellectual institutions such as that at Jundisäbür. 386 
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These locations had also existed under the rule of the Umayyads yet they had little impact. 
Therefore, the second important factor in the flourishing of learning under the cAbbäsids 
was the changing demographic structure of its administration. The introduction of the 
mawäll `clients' into the bureaucratic structure created a new `civil servant' or `secretary' 
class (kuttäb) into the administration, the vast majority of whom were non-Arabs and who 
were exemplified by the Barmakids and Nawbakhts and their proteges. Having access to the 
caliph and hence influence, this `foreign' contingent encouraged the rulers to take an 
interest in the surrounding culture of science and learning of the adjacent non-Arab/non- 
Muslim populations. 38' 
The response of the caliphs was forthcoming and they obliged by patronising the accessing 
of this knowledge of the ancient and diverse societies surrounding them. The impetus for 
this development came from what Gutas terms `the Graeco-Arabic Translation Movement' 
that existed in Baghdad and early cAbbäsid society. ""' This primary cause in the 
development of learning in the cAbbäsid era would have been impossible however without 
an important discovery - that of paper. The introduction of this technology by Chinese 
prisoners of war quickly replaced the regular writing materials of the day and although 
initially it was only used by the caliph himself for official documents and personal letters, it 
soon became more widely available, thus fuelling the learning process. 389 
Although the translation of `foreign' works was not unheard of in the Umayyad period it 
was under the cAbbäsid reign that it flourished initially under the policies of both al-Mansur 
and his son al-Mahdi. 39o The same policy of translation continues amongst their successors 
but it was under the authority of al-Ma'mün that the translation movement was at its 
height391, culminating in the development of the celebrated Bayt al-Hikma `the House of 
1970) pp. 80-1 and 86-88; Brocklemann, Carl, History of Islamic Peoples, translated into English by Joel 
Carmichael and Moshe Perlmann (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979) pp. 124-6 and Clot, Andre, 
Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, translated from the French by John Howe 
(London, Saqi Books, 1989) pp. 207-9. 
387 See Hasan, Ta-rJkh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 320-3; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 17-20; Von 
Grunebaum, Classical Islam A History (600-1258), pp. 80-1 and 86-88 and Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the 
World of the Thousand and One Nights, pp. 207-9. 
388 See Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 1-191 passim. 
389 See Said, Khayr Allah, Warrägrl Baghdad , '1-Asr al-Abbasi (Riyadh, Markaz al-Malik Faysal li ' 1-Buhüth 
wa ' 1-Diräsät al-Islämiyya. 2000) pp. 127-168; al-Turayfi, Näsir b. cUgayl b. Jäsir, Tärkh al-Fiqh al-Islämi 
(Riyadh, Sharikat al-cUbaykän, 1987) p. 87; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, p. 13 and Weit, Gaston, 
Baghdad - Metropolis of the Abbasid Caliphate, translated by Seymour Feiler (Norman, University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1971) pp. 70-1. 
390 See Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 28-74. 
391 See al-Wakil, a]-Ayr al-Dhahabl li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 384-8; Said, Warrägrl Baghdad fi '1-Asr al- 
Abbas% pp. 50-3; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 28-74; Watt, W. Montgomery, Islamic Theology 
and Philosophy (Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 1962) pp. 37-9; The Formative Period of Islamic 
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Wisdom', which acted as an institution for the translation, copying and keeping of books. 392 
It is also worth mentioning that it was not only the caliphs who played a role in this process 
but indeed other members of society also took part in this culture of supporting the 
translation of non-Arabic works; the most celebrated of these were arguably the Banü 
Müsä, i. e. Mu-sä b. Shäkir and his three sons, who would pay as much as 500 dn&s 
monthly for full time translators. 393 
As for the translators themselves, it is worth noting that many of them were Christians, 
usually of the Nestorian denomination, due to their skills with Greek, Syriac, which was 
usually an intermediate language and Arabic. These scholars were numerous but the 
foremost in this field were Yahyä [Ibn] al-Bitriq, Qustä b. Lügä (d. 298/912), cAbd al-Masib 
b. Nacima al-Himsi, Yahyä b. cAdi (d. 362/974) and Abü Bishr Matta b. Yünus (d. 
327/940). 394 However, the most illustrious of these scholars was the renowned Hunayn b. 
Isbaq (d. 296/910), who is reported to have translated more than 31 works, being paid 500 
dinars per month and an amount of gold equivalent to the weight of the books translated, in 
addition to being the court physician during the time of al-Mutawakkil. 395 The nature of the 
translated works concerned classical learning as a whole and included astronomy, 
mathematics, medicine and philosophy from the works of Aristotle, Hippocrates, Galen, 
Euclid, Plotinus and Ptolemy. 396 
This is not to say that these sciences were merely academic efforts but indeed, they were 
put to practical use by a number of luminaries of the period. Astronomical observation had 
begun in Baghdad at an observatory in the al-Shammäsiyya district, on the left bank of the 
Tigris, east of al-Rusäfa and Ibrahim al-Fazäri, who had translated the Indian book of 
Astronomy, Sindhlnd, into Arabic for al-Mansur and who had helped plan the foundation of 
Thought, Oneworld Classics in Religious Studies series (Oxford, Oneworld publications, 2002) pp. 185-6; 
Weit, Baghdad, pp. 66-9 and Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, pp. 124-6. 
392 See Hasan, Ta'rlkh al-Islam, vol. 2. p. 348; al-Wakil, al-Asr al-Dhahabj- li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 385; 
Sacid, Warrägtl Baghdad /I '1-Asr al-Abbasi, pp. 51-3; Gibb et al (eds. ) The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, p. 
1141; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 53-60; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 38; The 
Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 185; Weit, Baghdad, p. 68 and Brocklemann, History of Islamic 
Peoples, p. 125. 
393 See Hasan, Tarikh al-Islam, vol. 2. p. 346; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 121-36; Weit, 
Baghdad, p. 69 and Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, pp. 210-11. 
391 See Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 136-141 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic 
Thought, p. 303 
391 See Said, Warräqü Baghdad fi '1-Asr al-Abbasi, p. 52; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 2-185 
passim; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 41; Weit, Baghdad, p. 69 and Hanafi, Manzoor Ahmad, A 
survey of Muslim Institutions and Culture (Lahore, Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf, 1980) p. 175. 
396 Hasan, Tafiikh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 346-7 and Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 136-50 passim. 
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Baghdad, was the first in the Arab world to make astrolabes. 39' This work was continued in 
the time of al-Ma'mün by Muhammad b. Müsä al-Khwärizmi, who also adapted Ptolemy's 
Geographike Hyphegesis and composed the first independent textbook on algebra (al jabr), 
resulting in his name surviving until today in the term `algorithm' for the formulation of the 
calculation method. 398 
Medicine was always a popular topic academically, considering its practical application and 
the royal court's requirement for the caliph's treatment when ill. Thus, in addition to 
Hunayn b. Isbaq there were a host of royal physicians during the `Abbasid period; the 
earliest of these may have been Jurgis b. Jibril b. Bukhtishüc who came from Jundisäbür to 
Baghdad in 147/765 to treat the caliph al-Mansur due to his skill in Hippocratic/Galenic 
medicine. The Bukhtishüc family was arguably the most influential medical dynasty, their 
descendants serving a series of caliphs right up until the time of al-Mutawakkil. In addition, 
other Jundisäbür families also participated in this field including those of al-Tayfüri and 
Mäsawayh who were the most prominent, Yahyä b. Masawayh being the foremost 
exemplar of the latter family. 399 
Perhaps the most influential of these academic disciplines from the ancient world to have 
the greatest effect on the religious learning was that of philosophy. In the same way that 
the other translated sciences found their champions mentioned above, philosophy would 
find its champion in the personality of Abu- Yüsuf Ya`qüb b. Ishäq al- Kind-1 (d. ca. 255/870). 
Al-Kindi was from the well known, aristocratic Arabic tribe of Kinda and enjoyed a 
privileged upbringing, his family being associated with government positions in the cAbbäsid 
regime, while he himself became attached to the court in the time of al-Muctasim. It would 
be a misrepresentation however, to portray al-Kind-1 as purely a philosopher, as he was a 
polymath, involving himself in all of the disciplines mentioned thus far and indeed, he was 
very much a product of his time. Nevertheless, it is with philosophy that his name is 
synonymous and to this end, he was one of those who introduced the Muslim world to 
397 See Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 30,33 and 114; Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, p. 
126; Weit, Baghdad, p. 67 and Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights; p. 210. 
398 See Hasan, Ta rikh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 346-7; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 58,113 and 117; 
Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, p. 126; Weit, Baghdad, p. 68; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World 
of the Thousand and One Nights, p. 211 and Young, Latham and Serjeant, Religion, Learning and Science in 
the Abbasid Period, pp. 274-89 passim. 
399 See Hasan, Ta'rikh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 353-55; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 118-19; 
Brocklemann, History of Islamic People.; pp. 125-6; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 69-70; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the 
World of the Thousand and One Nights, p. 213 and Young, Latham and Serjeant, Religion, Learning and 
Science in the Abbasid Period, pp. 343-63 passim. 
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philosophy, to the extent that he was given the honorific title of `the philosopher of the 
Arabs (faylasüfa]-Arab)'"400 
This is not to say that the only works that were translated were of a scientific nature, as in 
fact literary works were also transferred from one culture to another, to which Ibn al- 
Mugaffac's (d. 139/757) translation of Bidpai's fables, in the form of Kallla and Dimna bears 
witness. 40' Ibn al-Mugaffac's superb writing style is regarded to have given birth to Arabic 
prose (adab) as a discipline but his seminal efforts were brought to fruition by other writers 
who wrote not from translations but from their own literary ability. The most illustrious of 
these was Abu- cUthmän cAmr b. Bahr al-Jähiz (b. 250/864 or 255/869 or 256/870), who in 
addition to being an ardent Muctazilite, wrote prose works of outstanding quality, such as 
Kltäb al-Hayawän and Kltäb al-Bukhalä'402 A similar polymath, who followed shortly 
behind al-Jabiz in the field of Arabic prose was his contemporary, Ibn Qutayba (d. 
276/889), who distinguished himself with equally impressive works such as Adab a]- 
KätIb. 403 
Despite the development of a new literary vehicle, i. e. that of prose literature, Arabic poetry 
remained a vibrant artistic form. Nevertheless, the style, metre and to some extent, the 
content differed from the more `classical' Arabic style. The Arabs, for the most part, no 
longer lived a nomadic lifestyle in the desert but rather, had become urbanised, living in 
flourishing cities and budding metropolises and consequently, this was reflected in their 
poetry. The poetry also took a more `debauched' feel as the subject matter was often 
concerned with wine drinking and illicit affairs; the most notable of the poets of this genre 
in the `Abbasid period were Abu- Nuwäs, whose drunken misadventures were often the 
aoo See Hasan, Ta'ri, - h al-Islam, vol. 3. pp. 380-2; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 119-20; Von 
Grunebaum, Classical Islam A History, p. 96; Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, p. 125; Weit, Baghdad, 
pp. 68-9; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, p. 210 and Watt, Islamic 
Theology and Philosophy, pp. 39-40 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 204-8. 
aoý See Hasan, Ta rkh al-Islam, vol. 2. p. 343; Weit, Baghdad, p. 66; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of 
the Thousand and One Nights, p. 220 and Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 34 and The Formative 
Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 171-2. 
402 See Hasan, Tarkh al-Islam, vol. 2, p. 344 and vol. 3. pp. 370-2; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 76-7; Clot, Harun al- 
Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, pp. 221-2 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic 
Thought, p. 173. 
403 See Hasan, Ta ri7h al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 344; Gutas, Greek Thought, Arabic Culture, pp. 111-12; Weit, 
Baghdad, p. 77; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, p. 221; Watt, The 
Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 173 and Ashtiany (ed. ), Julia, Abbasid Belles-Lettres (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1989) pp. 48-95. 
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subject of his poetic talent and Bashshär b. Burd (d. 166/783), who frequented the court of 
al-Mahdi but whose eroticism alarmed those with religious tendencies. 404 
Other linguistically related disciplines were also not neglected during this period and Arabic 
philology was notably developed. The need to examine the depth of the Qur anic 
implementation of the Arabic language became paramount so as to understand the nuances 
of usage and to gain insight into the multiplicity of meanings that some verses could 
potentially present. To this end, a number of scholars began the process of formulating 
works in his field, which apparently resulted in competing schools in both Basra and Küfa. 
Of the early Basran contingent Khalil b. Ahmad is the most famous for his dictionary Kltäb 
al-'Ayn, which employed the method of utilising classical poetical verses as proof of usage - 
a method that later would become the established practice. Similarly, Khalil is credited with 
and grammar (al- the creation of the basic concepts that govern poetic meter (`im a]-car-ja 
nahw) and therefore, his contribution cannot be underestimated. Equally significant 
however, are the efforts of his student, the much celebrated Sibawayh, who preserved this 
grammatical system and developed it further. On the Ku-fan side Sibawayh's competitor was 
al-Kisal-, who had taught al-Rashid and his son al-Mahdi, as well as his disciple al-Farrä', 
who taught Quranic exegesis (tafslr) in the mosque at Ku-fa and composed a work on 
grammatical definitions in the court of al-Ma'mün. 4os 
It was also in this period that Muslims began to register works concerning their history and 
in particular, biographical details concerning the life of the Prophet Muhammad (al-sera a]- 
nabawlyya). One of the earliest of these works to reach us is a complete account of the 
Prophet's life written for al-Mansur by Muhammad b. Isbaq (d. 151/768). His work was 
continued under al-Rashid by the Barmakid protege al-Wägidi (d. 207/822), whose efforts 
concerned the campaigns of the Prophet (al-maghäzl). Similarly, another work in the 
period and heavily reliant on Ibn Ishäq is one the most famous works of the genre, the Slra 
404 See Hasan, Ta r kh al-Isläm, vol. 2. pp. 339-43; Nicholson, Reynold A., A Literary History of the Arabs 
(London, Fisher Unwin, 1907) pp. 89-96; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 73-5; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of 
the Thousand and One Nights, p. 216-20 and Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, p. 117. 
405 See al-Fäsi (d. 1376/1956), Muhammad b. al-Masan, al-Filer al-Sim! JTJ Täri7h al-Fiqh al-Isläml, edited by 
Amin Sälih Sha`bän (four parts in 2 vols., Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al `Ilmiyya, 1995) vol. 1 (part 2), pp. 436-7; 
390-2; Hasan, Ta rJkh al-Isläm, vol. 2. pp. 338-9; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 64-5; Brocklemann, History of Islamic 
Peoples, pp. 118-19; Owens, Jonathan, The Foundations of Grammar: an Introduction to Medieval Arabic 
Grammatical Theory (Amsterdam, John Benjamin B. V., 1988) pp. 5-30 passim; Early Arabic Grammatical 
Theory: Heterogenity and Standardization (Amsterdam, John Benjamin B. V., 1990) pp. 1-9; Devenyi, Kinga, 
"On Farr53's Linguistic Methods in his work Macän1 al-Qur'Jb" in Versteegh, Kees and Carter, Michael G. 
(eds. ), Studies in the History of Arabic Grammar 2: Proceedings of the 2nd Symposium on the History of 
Arabic Grammar, Nijmegen, 27 April-1 May 1987 (Amsterdam, John Benjamins, 1990) and Young, Latham 
and Serjeant, Religion, Learning and Science in the Abbasid Period (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1990) pp. 118-38. 
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Rasig] Allah of Ibn Hishäm (d. 218/833). In addition to strict biographical accounts, 
another genre appeared - that of charting each generation from the Prophet's time to the 
present, commonly referred to as `tabagät' and the first scholar to construct a work in this 
manner was Muhammad b. Sacd (d. 230/845). 406 
This biographical trend can be seen as an extension of another tradition that had continued 
from an early period - that of collecting narrations regarding the Prophet's actions, 
statements and tacit approval - also known as oadth. 40' Although this process had 
continued for some time and had some official support under the Umayyads, it was under 
the cAbbäsid regime that it would flourish and in many ways come to fruition. 408 During this 
period there were a number of prominent liadth collectors scattered throughout the 
Muslim world who included: cAbd al-Malik b. cAbd al-cAziz b. Jurayj (d. 150/767) at Mecca, 
Muhammad b. Isbaq (d. 151/768) and Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahmän b. Abü Dhi'b (d. 
158/775) in Medina, Sacd b. cArüba (d. 156/773) and Hammäd b. Salama (d. 167/783) at 
Basra, Za3ida b. Qudäma (d. 160/777) and Sufyan al-Thawri (d. 161/778) at Küfa, cAbd al- 
Rabman b. Amr al-Awzä`i (d. 157/774) in Syria, cAbd Allah b. al-Mubärak (d. 181/797) in 
Khurasän, Hushaym b. Bashir (d. 183/799) at Wäsit, Jarir b. cAbd al-Hamid (d. 188/804) 
at Rayy and cAbd Allah b. Wahb (d. 197/813) in Egypt. 409 
Despite their best efforts, of the earliest hadth works to reach us from this era is that of the 
imam of Medina, Malik b. Anas's (d. 179/795) al-Muwatta, reportedly written at the behest 
of al-Mansür410, in addition to the encyclopaedic `Musnad of Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 
241/855), which contains nearly 30,000 narrations . 
41 1 These early works were followed by 
the most famous collections of hadth, known as the `six canonical works' that comprised a]- 
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409 See al-Khatib, Usi l al-Hadith, pp. 176-81; al-Turayfi, Tärikh al-Fiqh al-Islämi, p. 88 and Siddigi, Hadith 
Literature, p. 7. 
410 See al-Turayfi, Tärlkh al-Figh al-Islämi, pp. 87-8; Azami, Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, 
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Jämif al-Sahib of Abu- cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ismäc-il al-Bukhäri (d. 256/870)412, a1- 
Musnad al-Sahib of Abü 'l-Husayn Muslim b. al-Hajjäj al-Qushayri (d. 261/875)413, the 
Sunan of Abii Däwüd Sulaymän b. al-Ashcath al-Sijistäni (d. 275/889)414, the a1-Jämi` of 
Abü cIsä Muhammad b. CIsä al-Tirmidhi (d. 279/892)415, the Sunan of Abu- cAbd al-Rahmän 
Ahmad b. Shucayb al-Nasä'i (d. 303/915)416 and the Sunan of Abu- cAbd Allah Muhammad 
b. Yazid al-Qazwini [Ibn Mäjah] (d. 273/886)417, in addition to a variety of other works in 
the period. 418 
The collection of hadlth also contributed to the development of another field of learning 
that was equally vibrant during the cAbbasid period - that of Islamic jurisprudence (figh). 
The flourishing of figh during this period was facilitated by a number of factors including 
state support for jurists and the commissioning of jurisprudential works, the atmosphere of 
debate and discussion that was apparent amongst the scholars and that even took place at 
the royal court, the increase in the centres of learning and the compilation of the first 
works. 419 This ultimately led to the formation of the four major schools of Islamic 
jurisprudence that still exist today, i. e. those of Abü Hanifa al-Nu`män b. Thäbit (d. 
150/767) known as the Hanafi school (al-madhhab al-liana 420, Malik b. Anas (d. 
179/795) known as the Mäliki school (al-madhhab al-mälikr)421, Muhammad b. Idris al- 
412 See al-Khatib, Usül al-Hadith, pp. 308-14; Azami, Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, pp. 87- 
93 and Siddigi, Hadith Literature, pp. 53-8. 
413 See al-Khatib, Usr11 al-Hadith, pp. 314-16; Azami, Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, pp. 94-6 
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414 See al-Khatib, Usül al-Hadith, pp. 320-1; Azami, Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, pp. 99- 
102 and Siddigi, Hadith Literature, pp. 61-3. 
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Shäfidi (d. 204/820) known as the Shäfici school (al-madhhab al-shäfl`I)422 and Ahmad b. 
Hanbal (d. 241/855) known as the Hanbali school (al-madhhab al-hanball)423. This is not 
to say that there were only four skilled, independent jurists (mujtahldn) during this period 
but indeed, this part of Islamic history was renowned for the existence of a host of 
prominent scholars of comparable ability who included: Sufyän b. Said al-Thawri (d. 
161/778)424, cAbd al-Rahmän b. Amr al-Awzäci (d. 157/774)425, al-Layth b. Sacd al-Fahmi 
(d. 175/791)426, Sufyän b. cUyayna al-Hiläli (d. 197/814)427, Ishäq b. Rähawayh al-Hanzali 
(d. 238/853)428, Abu Thawr Ibrahim b. Khälid al-Kalbi (d. 240/854)429, Däwüd b. `Ali al- 
Zähiri (d. 270/884)43° and Muhammad b. Jarir al-Tabari (d. 310/923)431. 
Theological debate was no less dynamic during the reign of the early Abbasid caliphs; the 
Shiite and Khärijite tendencies of the early period were still active432 and the trend towards 
polemics regarding man's actions and divine will was further developed by a new sectarian 
view termed Mu`tazilism433, geared towards a rational dialectic and probably fuelled by the 
434 introduction of the Greek sciences of logic and philosophy. This latter trend will be dealt 
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Sunni Usul al-Fiqh (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1997) pp. 21-35; Melchert, The Formation of the 
Sunni Schools of Law 9''-19h centuries CE., pp. 68-87 and Philips, The Evolution ofFigh, pp. 80-4. 
423 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Sämi fl Tärikh al-Figh al-Isläm% vol. 2 (part 1), pp. 20-9; al-Shalabi, al-Madkhal fi '1- 
Tacrif bi 'l-Fiqh al-AMm% pp. 200-7; al-Dur'5n, al-Madkhal li 'l-Figh al-Isläml, pp. 159-73; al-Turayfi, Tärlkh 
al-Figh al-Isläml, pp. 122-46; Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law 9`"-1 t centuries CE., pp. 
137-55 and Philips, The Evolution ofFigh, pp. 84-7. 
424 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Säm1 f Tärikh al-Fiqh al-Isläm% vol. 1 (part 2), pp. 438-9; al-Turayfi, Tärfkh al-Figh 
al-Isläm% pp. 98-9 and Philips, The Evolution ofFigh, pp. 79-80. 
425 See al-Hsi, al-Fikr al-Sämi fl Tärlkh al-Figh al-Isläml, vol. 1 (part 2), pp. 436-7; al-Turayfi, Tänkh al-Figh 
al-Isläm%, pp. 97-8 and Philips, The Evolution ofFigh, p. 69. 
426 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Sämi Ii Tärlkh al-Figh al-Isläm% vol. 1 (part 2), pp. 439-40; al-Turayfi, Täri7fh al-Fiqh 
al-Isläml, p. 99 and Philips, The Evolution of Figh, p. 78-9. 
427 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Sämi 1r Tärkh al-Figh al-Isläm% vol. 1 (part 2), pp. 463-4 and al-Turayfi, Tärikh al- 
Figh al-Icläml, p. 100. 
428 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Sämi ll Tärrkh al-Fiqh al-Islämi, vol. 2 (part 1), pp. 29-43 and al-Turayfi, Tärikh al- 
Figh al-Isläml, pp. 100-1. 
429 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Säml l Tärikh al-Fiqh al-Isläml, vol. 2 (part 1), pp. 19-20 and al-Turayfi, Tärikh al- 
Figh al-Isläml, p. 101. 
430 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Säml R Tärfkh al-Fiqh al-Isläm% vol. 2 (part 1), pp. 29-43; al-Turayfi, Tärikh al-Figh 
al-Isläml, pp. 101-3; Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law 9`''-160 centuries CE., pp. 175-90 
and Philips, The Evolution ofFigh, pp. 87-9. 
431 See al-Fäsi, al-Fikr al-Säml fl Tärfkh al-Figh al-Isläm% vol. 2 (part 1), pp. 45-7; al-Turayfi, Tärikh al-Fiqh al- 
Isläml, p. 103; Melchert, The Formation of the Sunni Schools of Law 9`''-100 centuries CE., pp. 191 7 and 
Philips, The Evolution ofFigh, p. 89. 
432 See Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 33-4 and 50-57. 
433 See al-Nashshär, cAli Sämi, Nash? at al-Fikral-FalsaIlf '1-Islam, 7`h ed., (3 vols., Cairo, Dar al-Matrifa, 1978) 
vol. 1, pp. 314-366 passim; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 25-31 and Watt, The Formative Period 
of Islamic Thought, pp. 82-118 passim. 
434 See al-Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Falsafl fi 'I-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 443-503 passim; Watt, Islamic Theology 
and Philosophy, pp. 54-5 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 249-50. 
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with briefly in the following sections but the discussion here will focus on a repercussion of 
this development. The general populace of the Muslim community and their scholars at this 
stage can be designated as being `Sunni' and be considered in opposition to the 
controversies raised by the sects just mentioned. With the advent of a rational approach as 
proposed by the Muctazilites, what Watt terms `the General Religious Movement'435 was 
faced with a new challenge to their claim of `orthodoxy'. In the face of the onslaught of 
Muctazilite rationalism many scholars remained steadfast, doggedly holding on to the creed 
they inherited from their predecessors, whereas others evolved an equally rational approach 
to defend their `orthodox' beliefs against the digressions of their coreligionists. This rational 
method of defending orthodoxy that would be closely associated with Abü `l-Hasan `Ali al- 
Ashcari (d. 324/935) in later times, was apparent in the first generation of Sunni scholastic 
theologians (mutakalllmü ahl al-sunna) long before his arrival. 436 Indeed, these scholars 
maybe viewed as the precursors of al-Ashcari and included such notables as: cAbd Allah b. 
Sacid b. Kulläb (d. ca. 239/854)437, Abü '1-dAbbäs al-Qalänisi438 and of most interest to us, 
our subject al-Härith al-Mubasibi. 439 As such, this trend, which was vehemently opposed by 
ultra `orthodox' Sunnites such as Ibn Hanbal, is extremely significant as it lays the ground 
for the latter day Ashcarite school of scholastic theology (kaläm) , 
440 
In summary, when reflecting on the discussion that has been presented above in the current 
section it is hardly surprising that the early `Abbasid period was known as the `Golden Age' 
of Islamic learning. Bearing this in mind, it is appropriate now to examine the geographic 
locations in which al-Muhasibi lived, to explore what other trends may well have influenced 
his life and works. 
°3s See Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 19-24 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 
63-81. 
436 See al-Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsa '1-Islam, vol. 1, p. 265; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, 
pp. 42-4; The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 180-6 and Young, Latham and Serjeant, Religion, 
Learning and Science in the Abbasid Period, pp. 1-9. 
437 See Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, vol. 1, p. 74; al-Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsaf fl '1-Islam, vol. 1, 
pp. 265-78; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 58-9 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, 
pp. 286-7. 
438 See Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, vol. 1, p. 74; al-Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikral-Falsafifl '1-1släm, vol. 1, 
pp. 278-84; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 64 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 
287-9. 
439 See Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, vol. 1, p. 74; al-Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsafl fI 'I-Islam, vol. 1, 
p. 284; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 136 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 282. 
440 See Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 64 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 287-9 
and 311-12. 
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3.3 Basra in the cAbbäsid Early Period 
The city of Basra may well stand on the site of an old Persian settlement as it was known to 
the Arabs as `al-Khurayba' (lit. the little ruin) but its life as a Muslim town can be 
considered a new construction. The area was chosen by the Prophetic Companion cUtba b. 
Ghazwän in 17/638 on the orders of the second caliph `Umar b. al-Khattäb to establish a 
military camp; this became known as al-Basra, probably due to the nature of the area's soil, 
as the name appears to mean `black pebbles'. Strategically placed 15 kilometres from the 
Shatt al-cArab, Basra was to afford control over the Persian Gulf and provide a base for 
expeditions east. The location's first dwellings were simple reed huts, which were gradually 
replaced by crude bricks and eventually by baked bricks due to the efforts of Ziyäd b. Abü 
Sufyan, who can be regarded as the artisan of the city's prosperity. 441 
Despite its early development, Basra suffered from a lack of readily available drinking water 
and a notoriously difficult climate but nevertheless, due to various economic and political 
factors it became a great city. Being a major military encampment it was populated by some 
of the aristocratic tribes, the town being divided into five tribal sectors (khums, pl. akhmäs) : 
Ahl al-`Äliya, Tamim, Bakr b. W53il, cAbd al-Qays and cAzd. Similarly, the population of 
Basra included the ranks of the mawR, and a number of immigrant populations, such as 
Persians, Indians, Malays and people from Sind, and the Zanj, adding to the new town's 
`cosmopolitan' nature, 442 
Basra reached its zenith in the 2d/8th century, being fully developed and having a large 
population. 443 At this stage it was very much a great city and a `complete metropolis', as it 
had a commercial centre, Mirbad (the kneeling place for camels), situated at the western 
gate where the caravans halted and which, was one of the busiest parts of the city. 
Similarly, it contained a river port termed al-Kalläc, which could accommodate ships of a 
fairly large tonnage and a financial centre run by wealthy non Arabs, Christians and Jews. 
In addition, Basra also had an industrial area with its arsenal and an agricultural centre 
famed for its variety of dates. 444 During this period Basra had the character of a semi- 
independent metropolis but with the foundation of Baghdad it lost most of this quality that 
' Le Srange, G., The Lands of the Eastern Caiphate (Frank Cass & Co., London, 1966) p. 44, Gibb et al (eds. ) 
The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, p. 1085 and Appendix 2. 
442 Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, pp. 1085-6. 
443 Ibid. 
444 Le Srange, G., The Lands of the Eastern Caiphate, p. 45 and Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
vol. 1, p. 1086. 
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it had possessed since its inception, becoming little more than a provincial town, being 
completely supplanted by the newly founded Abbasid capital. 445 
3.3.1 The First Ascetic School in Basra 
It is hardly surprising that such a metropolis that boasted such a highly diverse 
demographic make-up also became a centre for intellectual endeavour and academic 
excellence. In fact Basra was one of the earliest and most influential centres of learning in 
the Muslim world, as Louis Massignon comments, "Basra, in fact, is the veritable crucible in 
which Islamic culture assumed its form, crystallised in the classic mould, between the first 
and 4th centuries of the h fra (16/637-311/923). "446 As such, a number of intellectual, 
academic and religious movements arose in tandem with the flourishing of Basra itself. 
Some of these are of primary importance to the current discussion, in the sense that they 
may have direct relevance to the life of al-Muhäsibi and therefore, will be discussed 
presently. 447 
Of these clearly identifiable trends is the ascetic nature of the spiritual teaching in Basra, 
which is almost exclusively associated with the city's most famous son al-Masan al-Basri (d. 
110/728) and which, is commonly held to be the precursor of what would later be termed 
Sufism. Although al-Hasan's influence upon the ascetic tradition in Basra cannot be denied, 
upon examination we find that this trend originates long before his arrival on the scene. In 
fact the trend for an ascetic, spiritual lifestyle can be traced back to one of its early 
governors from the Companion generation, Abu- Müsä [cAbd Allah b. Qays] al-Ashcan (d. 
44/665). Abu- Müsä was one of the most famous Prophetic Companions, being associated 
with ahl al-cuffa (lit. the people of the bench)448 and one of the renowned reciters of the 
Qur'an, who were requested by the Prophet himself to recite for him personally. With this 
in mind, the second caliph `Umar b. al-Khattäb placed him in charge of the affairs of Basra 
but in addition to his administrative duties, one of his main tasks was to teach the recital of 
the Qur'an -a tradition that later became a manifest quality of the Basran ascetic 'school'. 449 
"' Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, p. 1086. 
446 Ibid. 
aal Similarly, there are number of trends and developments in learning that originated in Basra but their effect 
on the life of al-Muhäsibi is less tangible and therefore, they have been discussed above in the general section 
dealing with intellectual life in the early cAbbäsid period. 
448 See pp. 32-3 above. 
449 The term `school' is used in a very loose way in the sense that this was not a specific group of individuals 
who would meet in a specific location, study a particular curriculum and express a certain number of beliefs 
but rather, a nascent teaching that had identifiable trends in a particular locale, in this case Basra. Indeed, this 
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In addition, he was famed for his fasting despite the heat and his rousing sermons, in which 
he would warn of the torments of hell and the dangers of becoming attached to the worldly 
life, to the extent that the audience would weep out of fear - another quality that became an 
intrinsic part of the spiritual teaching in Basra. 45° 
The initial impetus supplied by Abü Mu-sä al-Ashcari gave rise to a number of scholars who 
took up the mantle of such an ascetic teaching, each of them advancing it in their own way 
until we find the development of what al-Nashshar terms, `the first Basran school (madrasat 
al-Basra al-u7a)'. 451 This school was exemplified by a number of personalities but since an in- 
depth discussion of each of them individually is beyond the scope of the current research, 
only the prominent names will be given here: cÄmir b. 'Abd [al-] Qays (d. ca. 50/670)452, 
Harim b. Hayyän453, al-Ahnaf b. Qays454, Abü `lKliya [Rafic b. Mahrän] al-Rayyähi (d. 
93/712)455, Sila b. Ushaym al-cAdawi (d. 62/682)456 and his wife Mucädha bt. cAbd Allah al- 
cAdawiyya45' 
3.3.2 The Second Ascetic School in Basra 
The development of asceticism did not stop here however and continued into what al- 
Nashshär terms `the second Basran school (madrasat al-Basra al-thänlya)i458 for which 
was the case throughout the initial period of Islam's spread throughout the region, as formulated schools in 
the traditional sense did not appear until much later. 
450 See al-Asfahäni (d. 430/1039), Ahmad b. cAbd Allah b. Ishäq [Abü Nucaym], Hilyat al Awliyä, edited by 
Sacid Sacd al-Din al-Iskandari (10 vols., Beirut, Dar Ihyac al-Turäth al-cArabi, 2001) vol. 1, pp. 236-43; Ibn al- 
Jawzi (d. 597/1201), cAbd al-Rahmän b. Ali b. Muhammad [Abü al-Faraj], Sifat al-Safwa, edited by cAbd al- 
Rahmän al-Lädigi and Hayät al-Lädigi (4`h ed., 4 parts in 2 vols., Beirut, Dar al-Macrifa, 2001) vol. 1, pp. 262-5 
and al-Nashsh5r, Nash-at al-Filer al-Falsafltl '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 106-8. 
451 See al-Nashshär, Nash'at al-Filer al-Falsa/ II '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 103-14. 
452 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliya, vol. 2, pp. 88-94; Ibn al-Jawzi, $ifat al-$afwa, vol. 3, pp. 141-7; al- 
Nashsh5r, Nash-wt al-Fikr al-Falsafi fi '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 108-14; Massignon, Louis, Essay on the Origins of 
the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, translated from the French by Benjamin Clark (Notre Dame, 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1997) p. 112 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 15-16. 
453 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliyä, vol. 2, pp. 116-19; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-$afwa, vol. 3, pp. 149-50; al- 
Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsa/fi '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 114-15 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 112. 
454 See Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 139-40 and al-Nashshär, Nash at al-Filer al-Falsali II '1-Islam, 
vol. 3, pp. 115-16. 
ass See al Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliya, vol. 2, pp. 199-205; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 147-8 and al- 
Nashshar, Nash -atal-Fikral-Falsa II '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 116-18. 
456 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 2, pp. 217-21; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 151-3; al- 
Nashshär, 1Vash'at al-Fikr al-Falsaft fr '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 118-20 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 112. 
asp See Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-$afwa, vol. 4, pp. 288-9; al-Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsaft fi '1-Islam, vol. 3, 
pp. 120-1 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 112. 
458 See aI-Nashsh5r, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsaftif '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 122-37. 
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Mutarrif b. cAbd Allah al-Shakir (d. 87/706 or 95/714)459 may be viewed as a precursor. 
The eponym of this school was not Mutarrif however but Basra's most illustrious inhabitant 
al-Hasan al-Basri, whose influence in shaping religious life in general and the ascetic life in 
particular in Basra is proverbial. After spending his formative years in the city of the 
Prophet, Medina and a brief period of military service on the frontiers, he eventually settled 
in Basra where he became famous - like his spiritual predecessor Abu- Mu-sä al-Ash'ari - 
for 
his fiery sermons, which are held to be masterpieces of religious rhetoric, as well as one of 
the earliest specimens of Arabic prose. His teaching revolved around the avoidance of sin, 
anticipation of the Last Judgement, rejection of worldly attitudes and the attachment to 
worldly possessions. Similarly, al-Hasan's practice of humility and self scrutiny provided the 
cornerstone of his self discipline and introspection and when combined with his brotherly 
feeling towards his contemporaries, it defined him as Knysh puts it, as being "the archetypal 
proto-Sufi"460,461 It is hardly surprising that such a personality influenced so many of his 
contemporaries and although there were many, due to the constraints of the current 
research, only the most prominent names will be mentioned here: Yazid b. Abän al-Ragäshi 
(d. between 101/719-121/739)462, Muhammad b. Wäsi` (d. 120/738 or 123/741 or 
127/745)463, Thäbit b. Aslam al-Bunäni (d. 123/741 or 127/745)464, Malik b. Dinar (d. 
4s9 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 2, pp. 183-95; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 157-60; al- 
Nashshär, Nash at al-Fikr al-Falsa li 'I-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 122-7 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 112. 
460 Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 10. 
461 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 2, pp. 126-8; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 205-6; al- 
Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsall it '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 128-37; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 112 and 119-138 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 10-13. 
462 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 3, pp. 47-51; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 205-6; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114 and Knysh, Islamic- 
Mysticism, pp. 13-15. 
463 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliy vol. 2, pp. 309-19; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 191-4; al- 
Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Falsa/i fI '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 168-71; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 13-15. 
464 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awli a vol. 2, pp. 286-98; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-$afwa, vol. 3, pp. 186-9; al- 
Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsailfi '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 171-2 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114. 
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128/746)465, Farqad b. Yacqüb al-Sabkhi (d. 131/749)466, Habib al-cAjami (d. 156/773)467, 
Ayyüb b. Tamima al-Sikhtiyäni (d. 131/749)468 and cAbd al-Wähid b. Zayd (d. 177/794)469 
This generation of scholars were known as ascetics (nussäk) due to their austere lifestyles, 
reciters (qurrä) due to their emphasis on the teaching of the Qur'än and presumably its 
implementation, worshippers ('ubbäd) due to their strict adherence to their devotions, 
preachers (qussäs) due to the delivery of their heart rendering sermons and `weepers' 
(bakkä n), due to their shedding of tears publicly when moved by eloquent speech or the 
remembrance of death or the hereafter . 
4'0 This teaching was further advanced by the 
students of Ibn Zayd, such as Riyäh b. AAmr al-Qaysi (d. 195/210)471 but more famously by 
Räbica al-cAdawiyya (d. 185/801)472, who espoused the doctrine of `divine love (a1-hubb a]- 
Ilähl)', which would infuse the doctrines of Sufism for centuries to come. 
3.3.3 The Muctazilite School in Basra 
The other outstanding intellectual trend that may have had a direct effect on al-Mubasibi 
during the early `Abbasid era was the establishment of the Muctazilite school in Basra. 
Quite paradoxically this too is said have been a product of the circle of students that 
surrounded al-Hasan al-Basri. Tradition has it that a student of al-Hasan, Wäsil b. cAtao (d. 
131/749)473, was present during a debate concerning the status of a sinful believer, i. e. what 
465 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 2, pp. 320-45; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 195-205; al- 
Nashshär, Nash-at al-Filer al-Falsall fi '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 162-8; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 13-15. 
466 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliy vol. 3, pp. 42-7; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 194-5; al- 
Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Falsafii fi '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 150-5; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 13-15. 
467 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliyä; vol. 6, pp. 130-4; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 226-38; al- 
Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Fa1safJt '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 150-5 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114. 
468 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 3, pp. 5-15; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 209-12; al- 
Nashshar, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsafi hi '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 172-3 and 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 114. 
469 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 6, pp. 135-43; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 229-32; al- 
Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsahl /1 '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 178-83; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 114 and 147-52 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 16-18. 
470 See Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 113-15 and 
Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 6-7. 
'" See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliyä; vol. 6, pp. 167-171; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 3, pp. 261-3; al- 
Nashshär, Nash at al-Filer al-Falsafi /1 '1-Islam, vol. 3, pp. 189-97; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 150-2 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 26. 
472 See Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 4, pp. 292-4; al-Nashshär, Nash'at al-Fikr al-Falsafi f 'I-Islam, vol. 3, 
pp. 197-213; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 149-50 and 
Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 26-32. 
473 See al-Baghdädi (d. 429/1037), Abd al-Qädir b. Tähir b. Muhammad, al-Farq bays al-Firaq (Beirut: D5r 
al-Ma`rifa, 2001) pp. 115-18; al-Shahrastäni (d. 538/1144), Muhammad b. cAbd al-Karim, al-Milal wa '1- 
Nihal, ed. Muhammad `Abd al-Qädir al-Fädili (Beirut, al-Maktaba al-'Asriyya, 2002) pp. 40-3; al-Nashshär, 
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would be the abode of such a person in the hereafter, paradise or hell? Wäsil's opinion, 
which he no doubt expressed, was that such a person would neither be in paradise nor hell 
but in an intermediate position (manila bayn manzllatayn). This view was opposed by 
those present and Wäsil left this gathering to which al-Hasan is reported to have said that 
Wäsil has withdrawn (lftazala). Thus, such exponents of this view were known as al- 
Muctazila, lit. `those who have withdrawn', i. e., from the views held by the majority of the 
community. 474 
This `intellectualising' of religious dogma seemingly set in motion by Wäsil b. cAtä' 
developed into a rationalised approach to theology, which seems to have been associated 
with the acquaintances of another Basran theologian, Abu- cAmr `Dirär b. CAmr al-Ghatafäni 
(d. 182/800 or 204/820)475 and culminated in what became to be known as the Muctazilite 
school in Basra. A full discussion of this school and its views are beyond the scope of the 
current work and as such, only the names of the most prominent personalities will be given 
here: Abu- Hudhayl Muhammad b. Hudhayl al-'Alläf (d. 227/842)476, Abu- Ishäq Ibrahim b. 
Sayyär al-Na? z m (d. 221/836 or 230/845 or 231/846 or 232/847)47, Mucammar b. 
cAbbad al-Sulam-1 (d. 214/830 or 220/835)478, Abü Bakr cAbd al-Rabman b. Kaysän al- 
Asamm (b. 200/816)479, Hishäm b. cAmr al-Fuwati al-Shaybäni (b. 218/833 or 226/841)480, 
Nash-'at al-Fikr al-False II '1-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 381-406; al-'Aql, Näsir b. cAbd al-Karim, al-Jahmiyya wa 'I- 
Mu`tazila (Riyadh: Där al-Watan, 1996) pp. 140-4 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 
209-15 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 47-8. 
474 For an in-depth discussion of these reports see al-Juhani, M. H. (ed. ), al-Mawsv`a al-Muyassara /1 '1 Adyn 
wa al-Madhähib wa 'l Ahzäb al-Mu`äsira (2 vols., Riyadh, al-Nadwa al-`Alamiyya li ' 1-Shabäb al-Islämi, 1999) 
vol. 1, pp. 64-5 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 209-17. 
475 See Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 189-95 and 219 and Islamic Theology and 
Philosophy, pp. 42-4. 
476 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 119-27; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, pp. 43-6; al- 
Nashsh5r, Nash-at al-Filer al-FalsafJ, '1-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 443-81; al-cAgl, al Jahmiyya wa 'l-Mu'tazila, pp. 155- 
6; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-MawsÜca al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 66; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 
219 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 46-55. 
477 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 127-44; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal, pp. 46-50; al- 
Nashsh5r, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Falsafr fi '1-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 484-503; al-cAgl, al-Jahmiyya wa '1-Muctazila, pp. 
156-8; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsü`a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 66; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic 
Thought, pp. 219-220 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 53. 
478 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 144-8; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'I-Niha1, pp. 54-6; al- 
Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Falsatl fi '1-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 504-17; al-cAgl, al Jahmiyya wa 'I-Mu'tazila, p. 158; 
al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsü'a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 66; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 
220 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 47 and 52-3. 
479 See Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 220. 
480 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bays al-Firaq, pp. 150-5; al-Shahrastani, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, pp. 58-60; al-cAgl, 
al-Jahmiyya wa 'l-Mu'tazila, p. 159 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 220. 
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Abu- cUthmän cAmr b. Bahr al-Jähiz (b. 250/864 or 255/869 or 256/870)481 and Abu- Ya`qüb 
Yüsuf b. cAbd Allah al-Shahhäm (d. ca. 266/880)482. 
3.4 Baghdad in the Early cAbbäsid Period 
It is a common historical feature that each dynasty upon its seizing the reins of power 
establishes a new seat for that power, to demonstrate its identity and prestige and thus, 
wipe their subjects' memories from its predecessors. In this regard, the cAbbäsids were no 
exception; on ascending the throne al-Saff5b had moved the centre of the empire from 
Damascus to Ku-fa and later, to a purpose built capital known as al-Häshimiyya, in honour of 
the dynasty. This proved relatively unsuccessful however since the establishment of this 
new centre was attempted at four different sites in the vicinity of Küfa and Anbar. 483 
Upon taking control of the state from his brother, al-Mansur maintained al-Häshimiyya as 
the capital but with the riot of the Räwandiyya in 141/758 and the close vicinity of Küfa, 
which had maintained its Shicite sympathies from an early period, al-Mansur decided to 
search for a new more suitable seat for his power. In addition, he decided that the new 
capital would remain in Iraq despite the power-base of the dynasty being in Khurasän, as 
this province was far too remote from the rest of the empire for power to be wielded 
efficiently but nevertheless, the cAbbasids still required a suitable location to settle their 
eastern partisans. After travelling to inspect various sites personally, al-Mansur eventually 
decided upon the small hamlet of Baghdad, being suitably impressed with its strategic 
position - on the banks of the Tigris, its pleasant climate and the legends surrounding it - 
the name apparently meaning `a gift from God'. 484 
Having chosen the site, al-Mansur himself was active in tracing the foundations of the new 
city and having done so, summoned the local craftsman and artisans to begin work on the 
as' See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 164-7; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, pp. 60-1; al-cAgl, al- 
Jahmiyya wa '1-Muctazila, p. 159; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsü`a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, P. 67; Watt, The Formative 
Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 220-1 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 47 and 52-3. 
482 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, p. 167 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Though4 p. 221. 
483 Hasan, Ta'rikh al-Islam, vol. 2. p. 362; Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, p. 895; Le 
Srange, G., Baghdad During the Abbasid Caliphate (London, Oxford University Press, 1924) pp. 5-6; Kennedy, 
The Early Abbasid Caliphate, p. 86 and Appendix 2. 
484 See al-Baghdädi (d. 463/1071), Abü Bakr b. Ahmad b. cAli [al-Khatib], Ta'rikh Baghdad -Madinat al- 
Saläm (18 vols., Beirut, Dar al-Kitäb al-'Arabi, n. d. ) vol. 1 pp. 58-62 and 66; Hasan, Ta rikh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 
362-8; al-Wakil, al-Asr al-Dhahabi li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya pp. 82-4; Sacid, Warrägrl Baghdad / 7-Ayr al- 
Abbasi, pp. 19-22; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 77; Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
vol. 1, pp. 894-5; Le Strange, Baghdad During the Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 7-14; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid 
Caliphate -A Political History, pp. 86-7; Lassner, Jacob, The Shaping of Abbasid Rule (Princeton, Princeton 
University Press, ) pp. 159-65; Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, pp. 107-9; Weit, Baghdad, p. 8; Clot, 
Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, p. 152 and Appendix 2. 
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construction in 145/762, which was located on the west bank of the Tigris. The official 
name of the city was Madinat al-Salam `the City of Peace' in reference to paradise in the 
Qur'änic verse (6: 127,10: 26) but the city was also known as al-Zawrä: l 'the crooked', as well 
as the original name of Baghdad. At the heart of the construction was the tremendous 
Round City, with its huge fortifications, walls, moat and gates. At the centre of the Round 
City lay some administrative buildings, troops quarters, the main mosque and the caliph's 
palace, known as the `Palace of Gold (gasr al-dhahab)', famous for its green dome over the 
audience chamber. The almost `cosmic' design of the Round City with its four huge gates, 
each leading to a `corner' of the empire (Syria [NW], Ku-fa [SW], Basra [SE] and Khurasän 
[NE] ), seemed to imply the caliph's centralising of the cAbbasid power, as well as supplying 
him with a fortress to act as a base for his plans. The initial building process took almost 
one year - 146/763 - before the official caliphal administration was moved to the new 
capital and construction was finally completed in 149/766.485 
The eloquent town planning of the Round City was not the only stroke of genius manifested 
by al-Mansur however, but indeed, the surrounding and adjacent areas to the main complex 
were also well thought out. The neighbouring areas to the Round City were organised into 
quarters that were designed for a specific purpose and to be populated by a specific section 
of society. Most notably these included al-IIarbiyya district, which housed the military 
contingent made up of the Khurasani troops and the Karkh quarter, which was a 
commercial district, housing the main markets of Baghdad and supplying the palace 
complex with its needs. Similarly, al-Mansur built himself a second palace termed `al-Khuld 
(Eternity)', which later became his and many of his successors' preferred residence, possibly 
due to its pleasant location on the bank of the Tigris and as an escape from the pressure of 
the administrative centre in the Round City. In addition, the east bank also flourished with 
the building of bridges and a new district termed al-Rusäfa `the causeway'. This was further 
enhanced by the establishment of a further palace for his son and heir known as cAskar al- 
Mahdi, due to the encampment of his troops there, in 151/768 on his triumphant return to 
ass See al-Baghdädi, Ta rikh Baghdad, vol. 1 pp. 66-75 and 66; Hasan, Ta r kh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 368-74; al- 
Wakil, al-Asr al-Dhahabl li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 83-7; Sadid, Warrägi Baghdad / 'I-Asr al-Abbasi, pp. 
22-3; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 77-8; Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, 
vol. 1, pp. 
895-7; Le Srange, Baghdad During the Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 16-26; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid Caliphate, 
p. 88; Lassner, The Shaping of Abbasid Rule, pp. 166-95; Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, p. 109; 
Weit, Baghdad, pp. 11-17; Shaban, M. A., Islamic History A New Interpretation (2 vols., London, Oxford 
University Press, 1976) vol. 2, pp. 8-9; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One Nights, 
pp. 152-4 and Appendix 3. 
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Baghdad. Subsequently, this had the knock on effect of developing the market areas on the 
east side to the extent that they came to rival the Karkh district on the western bank. 486 
Thus, by the time al-Mahdi ascended the throne in 158/775 - some seven years before the 
birth of al-Mubasibi - Baghdad was a fully developed, thriving metropolis, acting as the new 
capital for a firmly established Abbasid state. With the myriad of opportunities such a new 
construction posed, it is not surprising that the capital also became a multicultural centre 
assimilating various peoples and culture in an open, Islamic context, in much the same way 
that Basra had done before it. As such, it became a `melting pot' for new ideas, thought and 
learning, which was a product of its nascent demography. Consequently, numerous new 
intellectual trends appeared and developed to the background of Baghdad society and this 
being the case it is appropriate that the most prominent and significant of these to our study 
be examined. 487 
3.4.1 The Mystical School in Baghdad 
If the ascetic school in Basra exemplified by al-Hasan al-Basri and his teachers was 
extremely prominent, it was by no means unique in Iraq and indeed, a similar trend existed 
in other cities such as Ku-fa. The foundation of Baghdad, however, provided a focal point for 
the gathering of scholars and the accumulation and assimilation of the various trends that 
existed in a variety of fields of Islamic learning. This being the case spiritual instruction was 
no exception and the formation of one of the earliest tendencies towards a `true' form of 
Islamic mysticism - or Sufism as it was later termed - can be seen to develop out of the 
prevailing spiritual propensities in the new Abbasid capital, which has caused this 
development to be termed the `Mystical School of Baghdad 7.488 
486 See al-Baghdädi, Ta rkh Baghdad, vol. 1 pp. 75-98 and 66; Hasan, Tar-Ikh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 374-378; al- 
Wakil, al-Asr al-Dhahabl li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 86-90; Said, Warräqü Baghdad / '1-Asr a1-Abbasl, 
pp. 23-4; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 77-8; Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, 
pp. 895-7; Le Srange, Baghdad During the Abbasid Caliphate, pp. 40-2; Kennedy, The Early Abbasid 
Caliphate, pp. 88-9; Lassner, The Shaping of Abbasid Rule, pp. 196-229; Brocklemann, History of Islamic 
Peoples, p. 109; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 16-30; Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World of the Thousand and One 
Nights, pp. 155-6 and Appendix 3. 
487 See Hasan, Ta rikh al-Islam, vol. 2. pp. 322-55; al-Wakil, al-Asr al-Dhahablli '1-Dawla al-Abbasiyya, pp. 
381-401; Said, Warräqü Baghdad / '1-Asr al-Abbasi, pp. 41-53; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 130- 
2 and 198-214; Gibb et al (eds. ), The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 1, pp. 898-9; Lassner, The Shaping of 
Abbasid Rule, pp. 229-41; Brocklemann, History of Islamic Peoples, p. 110-29 passim; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 11- 
17; Shaban, Islamic History, vol. 2, p. 19; Weit, Baghdad, pp. 64-82 and Clot, Harun al-Rashid and the World 
of the Thousand and One Nights, pp. 156-64. 
488 See Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 158-60; Abdel- 
Kader, Ali Hassan, The Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd (London, Luzac & Company ltd., 1976) pp. 
35-47 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 43-67. 
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The development of the school is relatively difficult to trace but the agent of its 
design in its 
initial stages is usually regarded as being Abü Mahfüz Ma`rüf b. Fayruza al-Karkh1489 (d. 
200/815). Macrüf al-Karkhi is a pinnacle personality in the nascent Baghdadi school as he 
was a student of Farqad al-Sabkhi, which thus links him to al-Hasan al-Basri and 
consequently, the Basran tradition as a whole. 490 Though not formally trained, Ma'rüf 
carried on the Basran tradition as a pious sermoniser, who preached abstinence and 
humility. 491 
Bishr b. al-Härith al-Häfi `the barefoot' (d. 227/842) was another personality associated 
with the Baghdadi school despite originally being a native of Merv, where he is said to have 
been a member of a gang and lived a particularly irreligious life. At some point however, he 
left this lifestyle and journeyed east where his travels brought him into the company of the 
renowned jurist Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795), with whom he studied jurisprudence and cAbd 
Allah b. al-Mubärak (d. 181/797), under whose supervision he studied hadth. Despite this 
`formal' training in Islamic learning he shunned the notoriety and potential wealth it could 
bring, preferring to live the life of a poor ascetic. Similarly, his attitude was similar to his 
ascetic predecessors and his teaching emphasised the importance of righteous deeds rather 
than theoretical knowledge. 492 
A contemporary and seemingly a rival of al-Mubasibi was Sari b. al-Mughallas al-Sagati `the 
spice seller' (d. 253/867). The son of a peddler, Sari too became a merchant but as was the 
habit of the time, became equally interested in the study of hadith. These aspects of his 
lifestyle came to an end when he heard a typically fiery sermon by Macrüf al-Karkhi which 
ultimately led him to pursue a more spiritual approach to his religious convictions. His 
teaching combines the various elements of the ascetic schools up until that point and is 
characterised by his succinct comments regarding loyalty to one's friends, practical virtues, 
the dangers of hypocrisy and the remembrance of God. 493 Although these themes seem 
489 Seemingly named after the Karkh district of Baghdad, which was one of the main commercial centres 
housing the markets of the capital's southern area. 
ago He is reportedly equally linked to the Küfan school via Däwüd al-Tai (d. 166/783) but this claim in 
contentious. See Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 48-9. 
491 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 8, pp. 296-316; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 592-6; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 158-9; Abdel-Kader, The 
Life, Personality and Writings ofal Junayd, pp. 12-18 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 48-9. 
492 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awli ä vol. 8, pp. 316-22; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 596-603; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 158-9 and Knysh, 
Islamic Mysticism, pp. 49-50. 
493 See al-Asfahäni, IJilyat al-Awliyä, vol. 10, pp. 97-107; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 624--34; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic 
Mysticism, 
p. 159; Abdel-Kader, The 
Life, Personality and Writings of alJunayd, pp. 8-12; Mason, Herbert, "Halläj and the Baghdad School of 
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familiar to the preceding traditions, it is Sari's teaching that is characteristic of the 
Baghdadi school and is a significant departure from the basic ascetic practice of those 
before him. In this regard Knysh comments: 
In a sense, Sari's religions [sic. ] attitude marks a departure from the 
traditional asceticism of Basra and Ku-fa. Although he built his preaching 
upon basically the same assumptions as his predecessors, the accents he 
placed on various strands of the old ascetic tradition constitute his distinct 
contribution to its growth and sophistication. Moreover, his teaching reflects 
his internal evolution from a conventional ascetic, preoccupied with avoidance 
of sin and meticulous compliance with the religious and social conventions of 
the age, to a fully-fledged mystic immersed in the contemplation of God and, 
therefore, totally oblivious to the world around him. 494 
Similarly, Abdel-Kader observes: 
We may regard as-Sagati as the founder of the Sufi School of Baghdad. This 
school differed from contemporary süfi schools in Syria and Khorasan. The 
Baghdad school's main topic was Unification, Tawlild, and it developed the 
`knowledge' of Unification. The school is distinguished by its symbolic 
expressions and by its discussions on the mystic state and station of the süfi. 
The members of the school are, therefore, called `The Masters of Unification, ' 
Arbäb al-Tawhld, like al-Junayd, an-Nüri and ash-Shibli. 495 
The principal personalities of Ma`rüf al-Karkhi, Bishr al-Häfi and Sari al-Sagati, amongst 
others, in turn produced a variety of students who all contributed in their own personal way 
to the Baghdad mystical tradition but due to the limitations of the current thesis, cannot be 
discussed at length and as such, only the few, representative names will be given here: Abü 
Said [Ahmad b. cIsä] al-Kharräz (d. ca. 286/899)496, cAmr b. cUthmän al-Makki (d. 291/903 
or 297/910 or 300/913)497, Abü 'l-Husayn [Ahmad b. Muhammad] al-Nüri (d. 295/907)498 
and Ruwaym b. Ahmad (d. 303/915)499 
Sufism" in The Heritage of Sufism, edited by Leonard Lewisohn (3 vols., Oxford, Oneworld Publications, 
1999) vol. 1, p. 68 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 50-2. 
494 Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, p. 51. 
495 Abdel-Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings ofal Junayd, p. 11. 
496 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliy vol. 10, pp. 210-12; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 663-5; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 203-5; Abdel-Kader, The 
Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd, p. 41; Mason, "Halläj and the Baghdad School of Sufism" in The 
Heritage of Sufism, vol. 1, p. 70 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 56-60. 
497 See al-Asfahäni, Ijilyat al-Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 246-50; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 666-7 and 
Mason, "Halläj and the Baghdad School of Sufism" in The Heritage of Sufism, vol. 1, pp. 70-1. 
498 See al-Asfahäni, Ililyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 212-17; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 665-6; Abdel- 
Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd, pp. 40-1; Mason, "H. alläj and the Baghdad School of 
Sufism" in The Heritage of Sufism, vol. 1, p. 69 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 60-3. 
499 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliy vol. 10, pp. 250-5; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 667-8; Abdel- 
Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd, p. 42 and Mason, "Halläj and the Baghdad School of 
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Although the Baghdadi school produced a number of notable exponents, as exemplified in 
the previous list above, its most illustrious student is without doubt Abu ' 1-Qäsim al-Junayd 
b. Muhammad (d. 298/910). Born of Persian stock in Baghdad, al-Junayd was raised in a 
mercantile environment, where his father was a glass merchant [hence the appellation `al- 
Qawäriri'] and he himself became a silk merchant [hence his appellation `al-Khazzäz']. In 
addition to his mercantile activities, he also studied classical knowledge in terms of hadth 
and jurisprudence under the auspices of the foremost jurist in Baghdad before the arrival of 
al-Shäfi`i, Abü Thawr Ibrahim b. Khälid al-Kalbi (d. 240/854). This `formal' knowledge was 
supplemented by gatherings with a number of spiritual masters, the most notable being his 
paternal uncle Sari al-Sagati and our subject within this thesis, al-Härith al-Muhasibi. 
Through these latter scholars al-Junayd was introduced to the now more sophisticated 
Baghdadi school and he himself also contributed to its development. The exact nature of 
this development is difficult to assess in many ways, as no more than a number of his 
epistles (rasä'17) on mystical themes have reached us and their language is obscure and 
extremely difficult to access. Nevertheless, the Baghdadi School, under the leadership of al- 
Junayd, due to its heavy emphasis on extreme asceticism and its strong moral teaching, was 
often termed the `sober (sahw) school' of Sufism and was said to be exemplified by its chief 
exponent. This, `sober' school, with its roots in `orthodox' learning was perhaps al-Junayd's 
biggest legacy, as it defined the nature of Sufism for centuries to come. " 
Of al-Junayd's illustrious students Abu- Bakr Dulaf b. Jabdar al-Shibli (d. 334/946)50' stands 
out but he is eclipsed in terms of notoriety by al-Husayn b. Mansur al-Halläj (d. 309/922). 
This latter personality seemingly advanced the concepts initiated by Abub Yazid al-Bistämi 
(d. 234/848 or 261/875) until another school developed, the so-called `school of 
intoxication (sukr)'. This second school was in opposition to the method of al-Halläj's 
master al-Junayd and was characterised by the so-called `ecstatic utterances' (shatahät), 
which such mystics would make whilst expressing their experience of the divine and which, 
500 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 217-32; al-Sulami (d. 412/1021), Muhammad b. al-Husayn 
b. Muhammad, Tabagät a1-Srl6yya, edited by Nür al-Din Shurayba (3`d edition, Cairo, Maktabat al-Khänji, 
1997) pp. 155-63; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 652-7; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 205-9; Abdel-Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of al- 
Junayd, pp. 1-7; Mason, "Halläj and the Baghdad School of Sufism" in The Heritage of Sufism, vol. 1, pp. 65- 
72 passim and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 52-56. 
50' See al-Asfahäni, Ililyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 317-25; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 677-80; 
Abdel-Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd, pp. 44-56 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 64- 
7. 
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as a result, often raised the hackles of the `orthodox', due to their seemingly blasphemous 
overtones. 502 
3.4.2 The Muctazilite School in Baghdad 
In the same way that the Mystical School of Baghdad was a product of the Basran ascetic 
school, when Basra was supplanted by Baghdad as the cAbbäsid state capital, the trend 
towards rationalising the Muslim creed did not stop there and the era which Watt terms 
the period of `the Great Muctazilitesi503 continued for some time. In fact many of the major 
personalities of the Basran Muctazilite school such as Abu- Hudhayl, al-Nazzäm, Mucammar, 
al-Fuwati, al-Jähiz and al-Shabbdm, later migrated to Baghdad at some point and were 
active in court affairs, particularly in the reign of al-Ma'mün. 504 This is not to say however 
that there was no Muctazilite influence in Baghdad before the arrival of the Basran 
contingent. Indeed, there did exist at that time a completely independent school of 
Muctazilism in Baghdad, which although the Basran school is thought to predate the 
Baghdadi school, co-existed in a similar time frame. These scholars are remembered as 
having influence at the highest echelons of `Abbäsid society in Baghdad, primarily by 
participating in debates arranged by the famous vizier Yahyä al-Barmaki but more 
importantly, in the time of al-Ma'mün, where some of them even held official appointments, 
particularly during the mlhna period. Once again a full discussion of their thought and 
teaching is far beyond the present research but nevertheless the most famous personalities 
will be mentioned here: Abü Sahl Bishr b. Muctamir al-Hiläli (d. 226/841)"", Abu- Macn 
Thumäma b. Ashras al-Numayri (d. 213/828)506, Abü cAbd Allah Abmad b. Abu- Du'äd al- 
lyadi (d. 239/854)50', Abu- Musa cIsä b. Subayh al-Murdär (d. 226/841)508, Abu- Fadl Jacfar 
502 See Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, pp. 209-14; Abdel- 
Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of alJunayd, pp. 45-47; Mason, "Halläj and the Baghdad School of 
Sufism" in The Heritage of Sufism, vol. 1, p. 65-74 passim and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 65-82. 
s03 See Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 209-50. 
504 Ibid., pp. 209-21. 
505 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 148-50; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal, pp. 53-4; al cAgl, 
al Jahmiyya wa '1-Mu`tazila, p. 158; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsrl'a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 66 and Watt, The 
Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 222 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 47-8 and 53. 
506 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, p. 161-4; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, pp. 57-8; al-cAgl, aJ- 
Jahmiyya wa 'l-Mu`tazila, p. 159; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsü'a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 67 and Watt, The 
Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 222. 
50' See Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 222-3 and pages 133-9 below. 
508 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 155-7; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal, pp. 56-7; al cAgl, al- 
Jahmiyya wa '1-Mu`tazila, p. 158; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsv'a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 67 and Watt, The 
Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 223. 
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b. Harb (d. 235/850)509, Abü Muhammad Jacfar b. Mubashshir al-Thaqafi (d. 233/848)510 
and Abu- Jacfar Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Iskäfi (d. 239/854)51' 
3.5 The Mihna 
Having discussed the Muctazilite schools of both Basra and Baghdad, this brings us neatly 
to the subject of the current section - that of the mlhna. This historic event demonstrates to 
us the way in which this relatively obscure group of scholastic theologians (mutakallimün), 
became a driving force in the religious life of Muslims at large during this period, due to 
their acquisition of caliphal support in the form of al-Ma'mün. The term itself `mlhnä and 
its synonym `imtihän' have the connotation of `to test, to try and to put to trial' but in the 
specific historical context of the early Abbasid period, mean `a test of faith', this being 
synonymous with the religio-political trial introduced by al-Ma'mün. s12 
The subject of this trial of conviction may seem even more curious to the casual observer, as 
it concerned a seemingly hair splitting article of faith, i. e. the very nature of revelation - is 
the revealed word of God, in this case the Quran, created or not? For the vast majority of 
Muslims who held the Sunni view, the Quran was considered to be uncreated and an 
intrinsic attribute of the divine being, i. e. His speech and thus, inseparable from Him. 513 
For the Muctazilites, however, this contradicted one of their most basic concepts as it was at 
odds with their comprehension of one of their `five principles (al-usül al-khamsa)', which 
are enumerated as being: `divine unity' (al-tawhld), `justice' (a1-cad]), `the promise of reward 
and threat of punishment' (a1-wa'd wa '1-wa'idj, the `intermediate state' (al-manila bayna 
sog See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 157-8; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 223 
and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 53. 
510 Ibid. 
511 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 158-61; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 224 
and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 53. 
512 See al-Fayrüzäbädi, al-Qämüs al-Muhit, vol. 2, p. 1620; Ibn Manzür, Lisän al-Arab, vol. 13, pp. 42-3; al- 
Mugri', al-Misbäh al-Munir, p. 291; Mustafa- et al, (eds. ), al-Mujam al-Wasik p. 856; al-Räzi, Mukhtär al- 
p. 617; Patton, Walter M., Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna (Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1897) p. 1; Hinds, 
Martin, Studies in Early Islamic History, Studies in Late Antiquity and Early Islam Series (Princton, The 
Darwin Press Inc., 1996) pp. 232 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Though4 pp. 178-9. 
s'3 See al-Ash`ari (d. 324/935), `Ali b. Ismä'il [Abu- 'I-Masan], Magälätal-Islämiyyln wa Ikhtiläfal-Musallm, 
edited by Muhammad Muhyi al-Din cAbd al-Hamid (2 vols., Beirut: al-Maktaba al-`Asriyya, 1997) vol. 1, pp. 
267-70; al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bays al-Firaq, p. 113; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, p. 39; Abü Zahra, 
Muhammad, Ibn Hanbal - Hayätuhu wa Asruhu wa Arä'uhu wa Fighuhu (Cairo, Dar al-Fikr al-`Arabi, n. d. ) p. 
46; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 203; al-Wakil, al-Asr al-Dhahabi li 'l-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 401; 
Madelung, Wilfred, "The Controversy on the Created Koran", in Orientalia Sive Hispanica sive studia F. M. 
Pareja octobenaria dictata, ed. J. M. Barral (vol. 1, Leiden, 1974) p. 504; Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic 
History, p. 240; Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, p. 33; El-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Historiography, 
pp. 96-7; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 35 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 
178-9. 
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manzilatayn), and `enjoining the good and forbidding the evil' (al-amr bi '1-ma`rr7f wa nahy 
can al-munkar). 514 The principle in question was `divine unity' or al-tawhld, by which they 
meant that Allah was incomparable and unique -a view common to Sunni belief, but they 
employed it to mean that the divine attributes (al-cifät) are not a distinct quality of divinity, 
as this would indicate multiplicity in the Godhead but are in fact identical with His essence 
and as such, they denied their true nature to a large extent. For example, they would affirm 
the names of Allah, such as the `All Knowing (al-Allm)' as it occurs in the Qur'an but at the 
same time they would deny the fact that for Allah to be `al- Allm', it was intrinsic that He 
possessed the hypostatic attribute of knowledge (`7lm), as this would create an additional 
feature in His essence and thus, multiplicity, which is diametrically opposed to indivisible 
nature of al-tawhld. As such, the Muctazilites were referred to as `al-muCattlla', as they 
would `strip' God of His attributes (ta ; tll) and deny them (nary al-cifät). sýs 
Similarly, when discussing the issue of the Qur'an, they would infer that if it is uncreated, 
this must also mean that it is pre-eternal (gadim) and since only Allah existed in pre- 
eternity it is impossible that the Qur'an also existed, as this would mean that there was a 
duality in pre-eternity, which once again negates al-tawhld. Due to this, they believed that 
the Qur'an is created as it is considered the `work' of Allah and not His speech, which also 
dictates that the Qur'an in their view is not eternal, as this would also indicate multiplicity. 
Although this view is traceable before the advent of al-Ma'mün, as it is tangible as early as 
the Umayyads in the form of Jacd b. Dirham, most famously in Abu- Hanifa al-Nucmän and 
later in the reign of al-Ma'mün's father al-Rashid through Bishr al-Marisi (d. 217/833 or 
218/834 or 226/842), it never gained much credence outside the dialectical discussion of 
scholastic theologians, particularly those of the Mu`tazilites. 516 Nevertheless, al-Ma'mün 
appears to have made this issue the crux of mlhna, which raises an important question; why 
choose this particular tenet of faith to base the test upon when there were many other 
creedal points upon which the Muctazilites differed with the majority to choose from? 
514 See al-'Aql, al-Jahmiyya wa 'l-Mu'tazila, pp. 164-74; al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsrl'a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, pp. 
67-8; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 48-53 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 
228-49. 
515 See al-Ash`ari, Magälät al-Jslämiyyin, vol. 1, pp. 235-6 and 245-9; al-Baghdad-i, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 
112-13; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, p. 39; al-cAgl, al Jahmiyya wa '1-Muctazila, pp. 175-80; al-Juhani 
(ed. ), al-Mawsrl'a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 68; Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 240; Watt, Islamic 
Theology and Philosophy, pp. 48-50 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 242-9. 
516 See Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, p. 47; al-cAgl, al-Jahmiyya wa 'l-Mu'tazila, pp. 168-9; al-Juhani (ed. ), al- 
Mawsü`a al-Muyassara, vol. 1, p. 68; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 47-8; Madelung, Wilfred, 
"The Controversy on the Created Koran", pp. 504-25; Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 240; Watt, 
Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 49-50 and The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 242-5. 
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To answer this question is far from an easy task but researchers have made attempts to 
unravel this conundrum. For example Watt suggests that this was an attempt by al-Ma'mün 
to undermine the authority of the scholarly class (a1-culamä'), who were the reference point 
for the general Muslim populace regarding matters of religion and reassert the power of the 
caliph in this circle of subjects. At the same time, by disempowering the scholarly elite this 
move would also afford the `secular', civil servant class (al-kuttäb) more influence in the 
running of the state, as a created Qur'än simply had less `prestige', since the implication was 
that as such, it is changeable and if so, its edicts may be overruled by an inspired imam 
(imam al hudaý) "517 Although the initial notion may 
be true, i. e. that al-Ma'mün sought to 
undermine the authority of the scholarly class, which is clear from the fact that he targeted 
many of the populist hadith luminaries, the second aspect, i. e. that the authority of the 
Qur'an was somehow to be overruled, is less convincing. As Hinds observes, "But this misses 
the point: for one thing, the doctrine of the created Qur an is a doctrine about God and 
more specifically God's unity, rather than a doctrine about the Qur'an, and there is in any 
case no evidence whatsoever to support the view that al-Ma'mün wanted to overrule the 
Qur'än. "sus 
The extent of the Muctazilite influence over al-Ma'mün is further evidenced by a mihna 
letter quoted by Abu- 'l-`Arab (d. 333/944) in his Kitäb al-Mlhan, which stipulated that not 
only the doctrine of the created Qur'an be imposed but also the doctrine of denying the 
punishment in the grave (`adhäb al-gabr), this being a popular feature of Muctazilite 
dogma. 51' Thus, at best we can view al-Ma'mün as a sincere proponent of Muctazilism, using 
his considerable influence to correct the `misguided' beliefs of the ignorant masses, or at 
worst a divisive politician who manipulated the Muctazilite creed to achieve political 
supremacy. It is further suggested here that in the first case scenario, he may well have 
begun the reformation of the Islamic belief system with the Qur an due to its pivotal 
position in the lives of Muslims, thinking that if he could succeed here, then convincing the 
public of the remaining doctrines would be `easy'. 
Al-Ma'mün's Muctazilite sympathies are also seen in the fact that many of the leading 
proponents of this school such as Bishr b. Muctamir and Thumäma b. Ashras, are witnessed 
at an early stage at Merv in 201/817, as signatories on the document declaring All al-Ridä' 
"' See Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 35; The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 179 and 
Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 242. 
5'8 See Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, pp. 241-2. 
519 Abü 'I-`Arab, Kitäb al-Mihan, ed. Y. W. al-Jubüri (Beirut, n. pub., 1983) p. 451; al-'Aql, al-Jahmiyya wa '1- 
Muctazila, p. 172 and Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 242. 
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heir to the caliphate52', long before al-Ma'mün's move to Baghdad to assume the caliphate 
proper. Similarly, one of the major figures of this incident, as we shall see, is Ahmad b. Abü 
Du'äd who was greatly honoured at the court of al-Ma'mün, was charged with supervision 
of the mlhna after his death, as the caliph apparently stipulated this in his will for his 
successor al-Mu'tasim. It has been suggested that al-Ma'mün did this due to al-Mu`tasim's 
lack of intellectual acumen in dealing with such issues, yet it is further evidence of 
Muctazilite influence at the caliph's court, as presumably al-Ma'mün would not have 
appointed Ibn Abu- Du'äd unless he thought he could fulfil the task, as well as being an 
indication of his conviction that the mlhna should be pursued in the first place. 521 These 
facts and the others have caused Abü Zahra to conclude that Ibn Abu- Du'äd was in fact the 
architect of the mlhna522 but even if we concede this, he could not have brought it into 
being without the caliph's support or will, suggesting that although al-Ma'mün may have 
had some political ambition from the implementation of the mlhna, he was also 
sympathetic to the ideological foundation behind it. 
As for the historical details of the mlhna itself, al-Ma'mün is said to have been convinced of 
the created Qur'an doctrine as early as 212/827 or even earlier and paved the way for its 
imposition by deposing the chief judge (gädl al-qudät) Yahya b. Aktham, who apparently 
opposed the idea and replaced him with Ahmad b. Abu- Du'äd in 217/832.523 Thus, in the 
last year of his reign in 218/833 and with his new appointee in place, al-Ma'mün utilised 
his state power and initiated the mlhna, by sending the first of the mlhna letters to his 
deputy in Baghdad, Ishäq b. Ibrähim. The letter instructed this official to examine the 
judges (gädl, pl. qu(ät) under his jurisdiction regarding the creation of the Qur an and used 
particularly critical language, vilifying those who opposed this creed, terming them "a 
people ignorant of God", "deficient in understanding", "those who lie about God and His 
creation" and the "worst and chief in error. , 121 Copies of this letter were also sent to the 
other provinces of the caliphate but in reality seem to have had little effect due to a lack of 
520 See Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, p. 222. 
521 See Abü Zahra, Ibn yanbal, pp. 48-51; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 207-8; al-Wakil, al-Asr al- 
Dhahabi li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 409-15; al-`Aql, al Jahmiyya wa 'I-Mu"tazila, pp. 160-3; Patton, Ahmed 
Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 50-6; Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 234; Cooperson, Classical 
Arabic Biography, pp. 34-40 and El-Hibri, Reinterpreting Islamic Histriography, pp. 34-40. 
522 Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, pp. 63-5. 
523 See Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, p. 48; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 203; al-Wakil, a]-Ayr al-Dhahabi 
li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 401-2; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 52-5 and Cooperson, 
Classical Arabic Biography, p. 33. 
524 See Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, pp. 48-54; a1-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 203-4; al-Wakil, al-Ayr a]- 
Dhahabi li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 402-5; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 56-61; Hinds, 
Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 233 and Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, p. 33. 
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popular support. Similarly, al-Ma'mün wrote to Ishäq b. Ibrahim again ordering him to send 
seven prominent personalities including the traditionists (muhaddithün) Muhammad b. 
Sacd and Yahya b. Main (d. 233/847) to him at al-Raqqa, where he undertook the 
examination himself and as a result all seven succumbed to the doctrine of the created 
QurDan. 525 
Consequently, al-Ma'mün wrote another mlhna letter to his deputy in Baghdad in a similar 
style and manner to continue the process. Thus, Ishäq b. Ibrahim gathered around thirty of 
the leading jurists (faqih, pl. fuqaha), judges and traditionists and began examining them 
regarding the Muctazilite creed regarding the Qur'an. The vast majority of these scholars, 
some of them notably under duress, yielded and there were only two exceptions, that of 
Muhammad b. Nub al-cIjli and more significantly, Alimad b. Hanbal. These latter two 
scholars were thus despatched to Tarsus to be dealt with directly by al-Ma'mün but the 
caliph's demise occurred on route (Rajab 218/August 833) and they were therefore, 
temporarily reprieved. However, Muhammad b. Niib died on the return journey to 
Baghdad and Ahmad was kept in detention upon his arrival. 526 
Al-Mu`tasim's advent to power saw no reprieve in the mlhna as a policy, as al-Ma'mün had 
stipulated in his will that his brother continue with this course of action and make Ibn Abu 
Duoad his closest confidant in the issue, with which he duly complied. Nevertheless, the 
issue of the mlhna during his reign is seemingly easier due perhaps to the reluctance of the 
new caliph to pursue this policy. However, there was one exception - that of Ahmad b. 
Hanbal. After a period of approximately two and half years in prison Abmad was removed, 
apparently due to the intercession of his uncle Ishäq b. Hanbal with the prefect of Baghdad, 
Isbaq b. Ibrahim, as his uncle thought that Ahmad would relent. In actual fact it was 
possibly the worst thing he could have done as his interrogation was initiated once more. 
Over the next two days Ahmad defended his position with a variety of questioners, 
including the caliph and gave a good account of himself, the time in prison seemingly giving 
him time to formulate convincing arguments of a kaläm style. On the third day, however, 
under pressure from the Muctazilite faction at court and despairing of Ahmad yielding his 
525 See Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, p. 54; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 204; al-Waki1, al-Asral-Dhahabili 
'1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 403; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 61-5; Hinds, Studies in Early 
Islamic History, p. 233 and Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, p. 33. 
126 See Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, pp. 54-63; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 204-8; al-Wakil, al-Ayr al- 
Dhahabi li '1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 405-9; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 65-85; Hinds, 
Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 233 and Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 33-4 and 118-9. 
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position, al-Muctasim ordered him to be flogged, during the course of which his wrists were 
dislocated and he lost consciousness after thirty or so lashes. 52' 
That Ahmad was released after the flogging seems in little doubt; however the 
circumstances in which his release took place are disputed. The hagiographic works dealing 
with this incident suggest that his release was due to outrage expressed by the population 
of Baghdad, who when they heard of the harsh treatment of their imam, gathered angrily 
outside the palace in protest, which caused al-Muctasim to release Ahmad, despite the 
objections of Ibn Abu- DuDad. The less friendly, Muctazilite sources of al-Jabiz and Ibn al- 
Murtadä, as well as others, suggest that Ahmad actually capitulated and his release was a 
result of his acknowledgement, as the caliph would have no other real reason to free him. 
In any case, whatever the truth regarding Alhmad's release may be and despite this being 
one of the few incidents to draw attention during al-Muctasim's execution of the mlhna 
policy, it still remains the most significant. 528 
Similarly, the mrhna did not relent with the advent of al-Mu`tasim's son al-Wäthiq. In fact, 
the mi1ina can be said to have increased in severity during the beginning of his reign, as he 
wrote to the various regional capitals, commanding them to a renewed prosecution of the 
policy. This was particularly true in Egypt, where the regional gädl, Muhammad b. Abü 
Layth al-Asamm, was instructed to implement the mlhna with vigour and he duly complied, 
leaving no prominent religious figure untouched, until the prisons were full with dissenters 
to the state-imposed creed. 12' A more peculiar incident is that of Ahmad b. Nasr al-Khuzä`i 
who attempted an unfortunate uprising that misfired and was brought before the caliph for 
questioning. The interesting feature of this interrogation, however, was not the caliph's 
questions regarding the failed coup but that he asked this `second' Ahmad regarding views 
concerning the doctrine of the created Qur'än. His answers, due to his opposition to the 
creed are said to have enraged the caliph to the extent that he had him decapitated and his 
head displayed in Baghdad, as a grisly deterrent to would be non-conformists. Perhaps the 
most significant incident however concerns a `shaykh from ahl al-figh wa '1-hadith', who 
when brought before the caliph and questioned by Ibn Abu- Du'äd regarding the creed, 
52' See Abü Zahra, Ibn Hanbal, pp. 69-70; al-Khudari, al-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, p. 208; al-Wakil, al-Asr al- 
Dhahabl li 7-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 427-8; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 88-111; Hinds, 
Studies in Early Islamic History, p. 235 and Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 119-24. 
528 See Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, p. 111; Hinds, Studies in Early Islamic History, pp. 235-6 
and Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 124-138. 
529 Among his victims was the prominent jurist and disciple of al-Shäfi`i Yüsuf b. Yahyä al-Buwayti who died 
while languishing in a Baghdadi jail in 231/846. 
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bettered the latter in the discussion, which ultimately led to the caliph withdrawing active 
support for the policy. "' 
The mihna did not formally end here either however but was eventually abolished under al- 
Wäthiq's brother and successor, al-Mutawakkil. The whole process of abolition of the policy 
was not immediate and appears to have taken place over a period of time; the first stage 
seems to have been the caliphal prohibition of debate concerning the Qur an throughout 
the empire, which took place in 234/847, being pre-empted by Ibn Abu- Du'äd's paralysis 
the year before. Similarly, the following year many of the mlhna gädls, including Ibn Abi 
Layth, the gädl in Egypt, were removed from office and this continued over the next two 
years. The policy was formerly brought to a close after almost twenty years of persecution 
and Sunni `orthodoxy' firmly re-established in 237/851, with the dismissal of Ibn Abü Duo5d 
and his sons. 531 
Having surveyed the most significant historical, political, cultural and intellectual events of 
the early Abbasid period to our study, it is clear that this part of history was an extremely 
important and interesting era. It remains to be seen, however, how these events may affect 
the life and development of an individual. This being the case it is equally relevant now to 
examine the life of our subject, al-Härith al-Muhäsibi, to examine and assess the impact of 
these events, if any, on him, his life, his works and his teachings and indeed, this is the goal 
of the next chapter. 
530 See al-Khudari, a1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 208-9; al-Wakil, a1-Asr al-Dhahabi Ii '1-Dawla a1-Abbäsiyya, 
pp. 500-4 and 507-10; Patton, Ahmed Ibn IHanbal and the Mihna, pp. 114-22 and Hinds, Studies in Early 
Islamic History, pp. 237-9. 
53' See al-Khudari, a1-Dawla al-Abbäsiyya, pp. 209 and 247-8; al-Wakil, a]-Ayr al-Dhahabi Ii '1-Dawla al- 
Abbäsiyya, pp. 531-2 and 537-8; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 122-3 and Hinds, Studier in 
Early Islamic History, pp. 239-40. 
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Chapter 4: The Life of al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi 
Having highlighted the era into which al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi was born, the current 
chapter is concerned with surveying the biographical details of his life. Little is known 
about al-Muhäsibi other than a few, anecdotal statements and factual, historical glimpses 
that the biographical and historical sources provide. Nevertheless, there is sufficient 
material to attempt a chronological reconstruction of his life from these works to attempt to 
provide a coherent picture of this eminent scholar's worldly moments. This being the case, 
the usual biographical sketch will be attempted including a survey of his early life, his 
teachers, his influences, his students and his death. In addition, however, since all we have 
are a few anecdotal statements regarding al-Muhäsibi, an examination of these reports will 
be made, as well as a discussion of the controversy surrounding Ibn Hanbal's dispute with 
him, which unfortunately affected the final days of his life and his reputation, particularly 
with a section of the scholarly elite, in subsequent generations. Finally, an assessment of the 
effect of al-Muhäsibi's milieu, environment and period upon his life will be made to examine 
to what extent he was `a product of his time. ' 
4.1 Al-Mubasibi's Early Life 
The classical biographical and historical sources agree that al-Härith b. Asad was born in 
the thriving metropolis of Basra, but unfortunately, are less forthcoming regarding the date 
of his entry into this world. More contemporary scholars, however, seem also to have 
reached a consensus that his birth occurred in the year 165/781 but this is purely a 
speculative opinion based on circumstantial evidence as support. 532 What is more certain is 
the affirmation of the appellation `al-cAnazi' seemingly denoting an affiliation with the Arab 
tribe of cAnaza, which may well have been one of the Arab tribes to settle in Basra after its 
founding. 533 Similarly, there is an even larger consensus amongst the biographical and 
historical sources that al-Härith b. Asad's agnomen (kunya) was Abu- cAbd Allah; this is in 
532 Much of this is based on subsidiary historical information, such as the fact that al-Muhäsibi related hadith 
from the same shaykhs as Ibn Hanbal and that his father was involved in the theological controversies of the 
time. Despite this, however, there remains no clear statement in the classical literature regarding this issue, 
but nevertheless, the date supplied has little to refute it and in the absence of an alternative, may be used from 
a practical perspective. See al-Muhäsibi, al-RJ'äya Ir Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 6; al-Muhäsibi, al-AqI wa 
Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 12-13; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä Irin, p. 31; cUwayda, al-Härith ibn Asad 
al-Muhäsibi, p. 7; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 5; Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri'äyä', The 
Muslim World, p. 26 and Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam, p. 54. 
5n See al-Sulami, Tabagät al-Süfiyya, p. 56; al-Jazari, clzz al-Din b. al-Athir, al-Lubäb fi Tahdhfb al Ansäb (3 
vols., Beirut, Dar al-Sädir, 1980) vol. 2, pp. 361-2 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. S. 
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spite of the fact that there is no evidence to suggest that he was married or had children 
and as such, this seems to be a manifestation of the cultural trend towards the use of kunya 
in Arab society rather than having a basis in reality. 534 
Despite his familial affiliation, there can be little doubt that al-Uarith b. Asad al-cAnazi did 
not reach fame under this name but rather, under the appellation of `al-Muhäsibi', for 
which biographers and historians give two accounts regarding its origin. The first and less 
common view posits that the appellation `al-Muhäsibi' is due to the fact that he possessed a 
number of small pebbles (hasan) that he would enumerate (ya`udduha wa yahsubuha-) 
whilst engaged in the remembrance of God (hä1 al-dhlkr). 535 The more established opinion 
regarding the appellation `al-Muhäsibi' and perhaps more befitting bearing in mind his 
teachings, is that it relates to al-Härith's excessive practice of taking himself to account in all 
circumstances (1i kathrat muhäsabatihi 1i nafslhi jamic a1-ah wä1), 536 
Other than this very little is known regarding al-Muhäsibi's early life apart from two 
narrations related by Ibn Zafr al-$agli in his Anbä, one of which reads as follows: 
It has reached me that al-Uärith b. Asad al-Mubasibi, may Alläh be pleased 
with him, whilst still a child passed by some young boys playing outside the 
house of a date seller and al-Härith stopped to watch them play. Meanwhile, 
the owner came out carrying with him some dates and said to al-Härith, "Eat 
these dates. " Al-Härith replied, "What do you know about them? " The date 
seller said, "I have just sold some dates to a man and these fell from them. " 
Al-Härith then said, "Do you know him? " and he replied "Yes. " Al-Härith 
then turned his attention to the children who were playing and said, "Is this 
man a Muslim? " to which they [the children] said, "Yes, yes. " Al-Härith then 
left him and the date seller followed until he caught up with him and grabbed 
him saying to al-Härith, "By Alläh I will not release you until you tell me what 
s34 Similarly, there is no information regarding siblings, if they existed at all. 
sss See al Shahrazüri (d. 643/1245), `Uthmän b. `Abd al-Rahmän [Ibn Saläh], Tabagät al-Fvgahä' al- 
Shäfi`iyya, edited by Muhyi al-Din `Ali Najib (2 vols., Beirut, Dar al-Bashä'ir al-Islämiyya, 1992) vol. 1, p. 438 
and Ibn Mulaqqin (d. 804/1401), `Umar b. `Ali b. Abmad, al-Aqd al-Madhhab fi Tabagät Ilamalat al- 
Madhhab, edited by Ayman Nasr al-Azhari and Sayyid Muhannä (Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 1997). 
536 See al-Shahrazüri, Tabagät al-Fugaha al-Shäfi`iyya, vol. 1, p. 438; Ibn Khallikän (d. 681/1282), Ahmad b. 
Muhammad, Wafayät alA yän wa Anbä' Abnä' al-Zamän, edited by Ihsän `Abbäs (8 vols., Beirut, Dar S5dir, 
1977) vol. 2, p. 58; al-Subki (d. 771/1370), cAbd al-Wahhäb b. `Ali [Täj al-Din], Tabagät al-Shäi`iyya al- 
Kubrä, edited by Mahmüd al-Tanähi and cAbd al-Fattäh al-Hulw (10 vols., Cairo, Matba`at Isä al-Bäbi wa 
Shurakä'ihi, 1964) vol. 2, p. 275; al-Asnawi (d. 772/1370), cAbd al-Rabim, Tabagät al-Shäi`iyya, edited by 
Kamäl Yüsuf al-Hüt (2 vols., Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 1987) vol. 1, p. 25; Ibn Kathir (d. 774/1372), 
Ism5cil, Tabagät al-Fugahä' al-Shäfi`iyyin, edited by Abmad `Umar Häshim and Muhammad Muhammad 
Gharb (Cairo, Maktabat al-Thigäfiyya al-Diniyya, 1993) vol. 1, p. 126; Ibn Mulaqqin, al-Aqd al-Madhhab / 
Tabagät Hamalat al-Madhhab; Tabagät al Awliyä, edited by Nür al-Din Shariba (Beirut, Dar al-Ma'rifa, n. d. ) 
p. 175; Ibn Qädi Shuhba (d. 851/1448), Abü Bakr b. Ahmad b. Muhammad, Tabagät al-Shäfi'`iyya, edited by 
cAbd al-`Alim Khän (4 vols., Hyderabad, Matbacat Dä'irat al-Ma`ärif al `Uthmäniyya, 1978) vol. 1, p. 9; al- 
Bundaniji (d. 1283/1866), `Isä Safä' al-Din, Ami` al Anwar fi Manägib al Akhyär - Taräjum al-Wujjh wa '1- 
Ayän al-Madfiinln / Baghdad wa mä Jäwarahä min al-Biläd, edited by Usäma Näsir al-Naqshabandi and 
Mahdi cAbd al-Husayn al-Najm (Beirut, Där al-`Arabiyya li '1-MawsUcat, 2002) p. 290 and al-Jazari, al-Lubäb B 
Tahdhib al Ansäb, vol. 3, p. 171. 
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you think of me. " So he replied, "0 shaykh if you are a Muslim then seek out 
the owner of the dates and free yourself from your transaction with him in 
the same way that you would seek out water if you were extremely thirsty. 0 
shaykh do you feed Muslim children the unlawful (al-suht) whilst you 
yourself are a Muslim? " The man then said, "By Allah, I will never undertake 
a worldly transaction again! ". 537 
This anecdotal statement is typical of the Sufi biographical tradition and being couched in 
religious imagery, it sheds much light on the early life of al-Mubdsibi. We find that al- 
Mubasibi is a regular child observing his peers at play, although not joining in their 
frivolity, who is then confronted by a seemingly innocuous offer of dates from a person who 
would be fully expected to possess them, i. e. a date seller. Al-Muhäsibi does not just simply 
accept the offer however but rather enquires as to the source of the dates in order to 
ascertain their lawfulness and after finding out that they were unlawful, which is made 
worse by the fact that the owner of the dates is a Muslim, the devout youth flees to escape 
such an undesirable scene. Consequently, on confronting the date seller, he shocks him 
further with a pious admonishment that not only clarifyies the legal aspect for him but also 
counsels him in a sermonising manner, showing the enormity of his crime by drawing his 
attention to the fact that he had not only committed a forbidden act but in addition, that 
he intended to involve the next generation of believers in it also. Thus, the intention of this 
report is clear; to clarify that al-Mubasibi at even a young age was indeed knowledgeable, 
scrupulous and concerned with the affairs of his community, which in itself is a pattern 
that would follow him into adulthood. 
The same author provides us another glimpse of the young al-Härith in the following text: 
It has reached me that a woman came to him [al-Muhäsibi] while he was in 
elementary school (al-maktab) and requested that he write a letter for her, 
which he did and she gave him a dirham but he returned it to her, so she took 
it and left. The teacher (a1-mu'addib) then said to him, "Why did you return 
the dirham to her when she had engaged your services [and paid you] for it? " 
He [al-Muhäsibi] replied, "Because of His, the Exalted's statement, `And let no 
scribe refuse to write as Allah has taught him [to do so]' (2: 282) so I wrote it 
[the letter] for her out of obedience to Allah, as He commanded so how can I 
take payment for being obedient to Allah? " The teacher then asked, "Then 
what prevented you from giving it to me if you didn't want to take it? " So al- 
Härith replied, "I was prevented by His, Glory be to Him, the Exalted's 
statement, `And they will surely carry their [own] burdens and [other] 
burdens in addition to their burdens and they will surely be questioned on the 
538 Day of Resurrection regarding what they used to fabricate. ` (29: 13). 
s3' Ibn Zafr al-$agli (d. 575/1179), Muhammad b. Abu- Muhammad b. Muhammad, Kitäb Anbä' Nujabä a1- 
AbnJ" (Beirut, Där al-Afaq al-Jadºda, 1980) p. 148-9. 
538 Ibid., pp. 149-50. 
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This further anecdotal statement creates yet another image of piety for us regarding our 
subject al-Härith al-Muhäsibi; an image of a boy who, when employing the skills acquired 
as part of his education, still refused to take payment for his efforts out of fear that it would 
impinge upon his sincerity and distract him from implementing the command of his Lord. 
The use of Qurcan in the report also indicates to us that, even at such a young age, he 
perhaps memorised a large portion, if not all of the text, as he quotes from differing parts at 
will but what is far more significant is the application of this knowledge in a practical 
manner, even in the minute details of his life. He implements this knowledge further with 
the teacher, reminding him that despite the dirham that he enquired about being of little 
worth and seemingly insignificant in this life, that its implications would be much greater in 
the hereafter, thus admonishing him in the process. Similarly, al-Mubasibi may have well 
left the issue at refusing to take the money but instead attempts to avert a disaster in the 
hereafter for one of his peers, which not only shows his concern for those in his company 
but also demonstrates his highly honed spiritual insight. Once again we are given a portrait 
of a youth full of devotion, who prefers the lasting pleasures of the hereafter to the fleeting 
comforts of the worldly life and as such, it is not surprising that he lived in poverty for most 
of his life, as his religious conviction would not allow him to make a living at the expense of 
serving his Lord. 
Al-Mubasibi's scrupulousness first seen as a young boy in the first report above was to 
manifest itself further in adulthood in another narration that many biographers quote and 
which Abu- Nucaym relates as follows in his ffilyat al Aw1iya 
Jacfar [al-Khuldi] informed me that Abu- ' 1-Hasan told him that he heard al- 
Junayd say: On the day that al-Härith al-Mubasibi's father died al-Härith was 
in desperate need of a silver dnig539 and his father had left a huge sum of 
money54o but he took nothing from it; he [al-Härith] would say, "The people 
of two [differing] religions do not inherit from one anotheri54', as his father 
was a Wagifi542.543 
539 A common unit of currency at the time worth one sixth of a dirham, which was of little value and used here 
to indicate the abject poverty in which he lived. 
540 In differing reports the amount varies, being sometimes quoted as being 30,000 dinärs, 70,000 dirhams 
and 90,000 dirhams. In any case it was a considerable sum of money for the time and certainly not an amount 
to be rejected so easily. 
54' This phrase is based on a statement of the Prophet. See al-Sijistäni, Sunan Abu- Däwüd, p. 423. 
542 The nature of his father's theological stance is variably quoted as being Qadarite, Räfidite and Magian. 
However, I have selected `Wägifi' here as it is quoted more commonly and fits more conveniently with the 
historical context, as a W5gifi was someone who held back (waqafa) in giving an opinion on the issue of the 
created Qur an, i. e. is it created or not? This of course was the great debate of the day, which ultimately led to 
the mihna described in pages 133-9 above. It is also worth noting that the term Qadarite was almost 
synonymous with being a Muctazilite by this point and this too cannot be ruled out. 
543 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliya, vol. 10, p. 65; al-Kaläbädhi, al-Tacarrufli Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, p. 
165; al-Baghdädi, Ta rikh Baghdad, vol. 8, p. 214; al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fii cllm al-Tasawwuf, p. 
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There can be little doubt that this text is indicative of al-Muhäsibi's extreme scrupulousness 
(wara) as indeed, he forfeited what can be considered a huge fortune, which was rightfully 
his and in spite of his grave need, for the sake of avoiding any remote chance of there being 
the slightest doubt (shubha) regarding his father's wealth. 544 The same report upon 
reflection is indicative of other factors also however; for example, it informs us that al- 
Mubasibi, despite his later poverty, may have been raised in a household with considerable 
wealth. This in turn may also cause us to conclude that due to this financial stability he may 
have been privy to a high standard of religious education, which was common to the period 
in his places of residence, both Basra and Baghdad. This is also confirmed by his familiarity 
with both the lawful (al-&1M and the unlawful (al-haräm) as indicated in the first two 
reports and his knowledge of oadith, as indicated by the third. In addition, the fact that his 
father held such a theological stance is indicative not only of the extent of the controversy 
concerning the created Qur an but also of the fact that al-Mubasibi's father was equally 
acquainted with the issue and as such, may have been equally conversant with other aspects 
of religious knowledge and learning. 
In a related report, which in many ways actually precedes the previous one we find an 
equally impressive account of al-Muhäsibi's religious zeal as once again Abü Nucaym relates 
in his Hllyat al Awli : "I heard Abü 'l-Hasan b. Muqsim say: I heard Abü cAli b. Khayrän 
al-Fagih say: I saw Abu- cAbd Allah al-Härith b. Asad at Bab al-Täq (the Gate of the 
Archway)"' in the middle of the road clinging to his father whilst the people gathered 
[around them] saying to him, `Divorce my mother as you are upon one religion and she is 
429; Ibn Zafr al-Sagli, Kitäb Anbä' Nujabä' al Abnä; p. 150; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, p. 623; al- 
Muntazam /1 Tärikh al-Mulük wa '1-Umam, edited by Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir `Atä and Mustaf5 cAbd al- 
Qädir `11tä (18 voll, Beirut, Där al-Kutub a1 `Ilmiyya, 1992) vol. 11, p. 243; al-Shahrazüri, Tabagät al-Fuqahä' 
al-Shä1Piyya, vol. 1, p. 440; Ibn Khallikän, Wafayt al Ayän, vol. 2, p. 57; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfhyya al- 
Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 277; Ibn Mulaqqin, Tabagät al Awliyä, p. 176; al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb al-Kamäl, Asmä' al-Rijäl, 
vol. 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1347), Muhammad b. Abmad b. cUthmän, Tärikh al-Islam wa Wafayt al- 
Mashähir wa 'l A`läm, edited by `Umar cAbd al-Saläm Tadmuri (45 vols., Beirut, Där al-Kitäb al-cArabi, 1991) 
vol. 18, p. 206; Siyar Aläm al-Nubalä edited by Shu'ayb al-Arne üt and Sälih al-Samr (iSt edition, 23 vols., 
Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1983) vol. 12, p. 110; al-`Asgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 326; al- 
Bundaniji, Jämi' al Anwar fi Manägib al Akhyr, p. 291; al-Safadi, Khalil b. Aybak, Kitäb al-Wäfi bi 7- 
Wafayt, edited by Shukri Faysal (22 vols., Franz, Vaisbarden, 1981) vol. 11, p. 257 and Attar, Farid al-Din, 
Tadhkirat al Awli ä translated as Muslim Saints and Mystics by A. L. Arberry (London, Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1979) p. 144. 
s44 The `doubt' here of course being the inference that a `W5gifi' stance regarding the Qur'an is paramount to 
infidelity (kufr), which was hardly as cut and dried as al-Mubasibi's decision would have us believe. 
545 A thriving commercial district on the east side of Baghdad, which challenged the Karkh district on the 
west side, being denoted by its large gate (bib). See Le Strange, Baghdad During the Abbasid Caliphate, p. 
218; Lassner, The Topography of Baghdad, pp. 173-6 and Appendix 3. 
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upon another'. i546 This second report concerning his relationship with his father indicates 
that by this time al-Mubasibi and his family had moved to Baghdad and so both these 
incidents must have taken place there. What is more striking, however, is the zealous 
approach of al-Muhäsibi regarding the issue of his father's theological stance, from which it 
is quite apparent that he thought of it as innovative from a religious perspective and thus, 
completely rejected. So much so that he felt it necessary to proclaim his disapproval of this 
publicly, hence the significance of the incident taking place at Bab al-Taq. Notwithstanding, 
his request for his father to divorce his mother is equally significant, as this cannot be 
regarded as an act of scrupulousness (wara), which by its nature is supererogatory but we 
can only assume that al-Muhäsibi held that his father's belief was an act of disbelief (kufr), 
as there is no other explanation for his insistence that a solemn marriage vow be broken. 
Thus, we can conclude that al-Muhäsibi was not only pious and scrupulous as a young man 
but also that his religious fervour was extremely high, to the extent that even his closest 
family members were not spared. 
4.2 Al-Muhäsibi's Teacher 'SS47 
The primary education indicated in the anecdotes mentioned above was not only acquired 
at the basic level but like so many scholars of his period al-Muhäsibi also undertook studies 
of an advanced type. Perhaps of the most common forms of study was that of hadth and as 
with many of his contemporaries, he undertook instruction in this discipline with a variety 
of traditionists of the period. The very nature of hadth transmission, i. e. its narration based 
format, dictates that the number of narrations transmitted from a singular shaykh may vary 
from one scholar to another and in this sense al-Muhäsibi was no different. Of those from 
whom he relates only singular narrations include: Hushaym b. Bashir (d. 183/799)548, 
Marwän b. Shujäc (d. 184/800) 549, Wakic b. Jarräh (d. 197/813)55°, cAbbad b. al-cAwwäm (d. 
546 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä, vol. 10, p. 65; al-Baghdädi, Ta'rikh Baghdad, vol. 8, p. 214; al- 
Shahrazüri, Tabagät al-Fuqaha al-Shäfi`lyya, vol. 1, p. 441; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfl`iyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 
277; al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb al-Kamäl, vol. 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi, Tän7ch al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 206 and Siyar Ak m al- 
Nuba/ , vol. 12, pp. 110-11. 
sa' An in-depth discussion of each of al-Muhäsibi's teachers is beyond the scope of the current thesis and as 
such only a brief mention of their names will be made here. 
548 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamä1 HAsmä' al-RlQ,, ed. Ma`rüf, vol., 7, pp. 418-22; al cAsgaläni, Tahdhib al- 
Tahdhib, vol. 4, p. 280-2 and al-Muhäsibi, (d. 243/857), al-Härith b. Asad, al-Aql wa Fahm a1-Qur'an, edited 
by Husayn al-Quwwatli (3`d edition, Beirut, Dar al-Kindi, 1982) pp. 13-14. 
549 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb al-Kamäl, vol., 7, p. 73; al-AAsgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vol. 4, p. 51 and al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 14. 
550 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb al-Kamäl, vol., 7, pp. 461-7; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vol. 4, pp. 311-14 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'an, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 14. 
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185/801)551, cAli b. CÄsim (d. 201/816)552, Sulayman b. Däwüd al-Tayalisi (d. 203/818)sss, 
Abu- Nucaym al-Fadl b. Dukayn [cAmr b. Hammäd al-Taymi] (d. 219/834) 554 and Abu- Bakr 
b. Abü Shayba (d. 235/849)555 Similarly, there were other scholars from whom he related 
more than one narration and these included: Yahyä b. Abu Bukayr (d. 209/824)556, cAbd 
Allah b. Bakr (d. 208/823)557, Hujayn b. al-Muthannä (d. 205/820)558, Abu- cUbayd al-Qäsim 
b. Salläm (d. 224/839)'59, Sunayd b. Däwüd al-Missisi (d. 226/841)560, Surayj b. Yünus (d. 
235/849)561, cAffän al-Basri (d. 220/835)562, cAbd al-cAziz b. cAbd Allah563 and Muhammad 
b. Kathir 564 In addition, it is well documented that the most famous of his lhadith shaykhs 
was Yazid b. Härün (d. 206/821), from whom he received a great many Ihadith. sbs 
In addition to hadth, one of the other foremost religious disciplines studied at the time was 
jurisprudence (fiqh) and once again it is not surprising that al-Mubasibi also underwent a 
55' See al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb a1-Kamä1, vol., 4, pp. 52-3; a1-cAsgal5ni, Tahdhi7, a]-Tahdhfb, vol. 2, pp. 279-80 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 14. 
552 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb al-Kamäl, vol., 5, pp. 265-9; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhrb, vol. 3, pp. 173-5 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 14. 
ss3 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamä1, vol., 3, pp. 272-4; al-'Asgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhlb, vol. 2, pp. 90-2 and a]- 
Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a]-Qur'' n, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 15. 
554 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb al-Kamä1, vol., 6, pp. 30-5; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhl7b aI-Tahdhfb, vol. 3, pp. 387-90 and 
a]-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a]-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 15. 
... See al-Mizzi, Tahdhi, -b al-Kamäl, vol., 4, pp. 264-6; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhi7, al-Tahdhib, vol. 2, pp. 419-20 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 15. It should also be noted that this 
Traditionist's name is cAbd Alläh b. Muhammad not Abd al-Rahmän b. Abd al-Malik as al-Quwwatli 
suggests. 
556 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhi7b a]-Kamäl, vol., 8, p. 20; al cAsgaläni, Tahdhlh al-Tahdhlb, vol. 4, p. 344 and al- 
Muhäsibi, a1-Aql wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 15. 
557 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhi, -b a]-Kamäl, vol., 4, pp. 95-6; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhlb al-Tahdhfh, vol. 2, pp. 309-10 and 
al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 15. 
558 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib a1-Kamä1, vol., 2, p. 71; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhi-b al-Tahdhl7i, vol. 1, pp. 365-6 and al- 
Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a]-Qur'än, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 15. 
559 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 6, pp. 66-70; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhr7i a]-Tahdhib, vol. 3, pp. 410-12 and 
al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'' n, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 16. 
560 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 3, pp. 318-19; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhfb al-Tahdhib, vol. 2, p. 120 and al- 
Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'' n, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 16. 
561 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhl7' a]-Kamäl, vol., 3, pp. 111-12; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhl7b al-Tahdhib, vol. 1, pp. 686-7 and 
al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'' n, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 16. The name Surayj is the actual name of this 
Traditionist rather than Shurayb as al-Quwwatli suggests. 
562 See al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamä1, vol., 5, pp. 187-90; al `Asgaläni, Tahdh17i al-Tahdhib, vol. 3, pp. 117-19 
and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'' n, edited al-Quwwatli, p. 17. 
563 Al-Mizzl, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 10. 
564 Ibid. 
565 See al-Baghdad-i, Ta'ri7h Baghdäd, vol. 8, p. 211; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, p. 623; al-Muntazam fii 
Tärikh al-Mul k wa '1-Umam, vol. 11, p. 243; al-Mizzi, Tahdhlb al-Kamäl vol. 2, p. 10 and vol., 8, pp. 
154-6; 
al-Dhahabi, Tärlkh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 205; Siyar AM M al-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 110; Mizän al-IP6da7fiNagd a1- 
R, ýä1, edited by `Ali Muhammad al-Bajäwi (Beirut, Dar al-Ma`rifa, n. d. ) vol. 1, p. 430; al-`Ibar fi Khabar man 
Ghabar, edited by Sal5b al-Din al-Munajjad, al-Turäth al-cArabi series (5 vols., Kuwait, n. pub., 1960) vol. 1, p. 
440; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfl'`Iyya a]-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276; al-cAsgalani, Tahdhfb al-Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 326 
and vol. 4, pp. 431-33; Ibn al-clmäd (d. 1089/1678), cAbd al-I-Iayy b. Ahmad b. Muhammad, Shadharät al- 
Dhahab fiAkhbär man Dhahab, edited by cAbd al-Qädir al-Arnä'üt and 
Mahmüd 
al-Arn5'üt (10 vols., Beirut, 
Dar Ibn Kathir, 1988) vol. 3, p. 197; al-Jazari, al-Lubäb II Tahdhib a1 Ansäb, vol. 3, p. 171; Kahäla, cUmar 
Rids, Mujam al-Mu'a11r/in (15 vols., Beirut, Dar Ihyä' al-Turäth al-'Arabi, n. d. ) vol. 3, p. 174 and al-Muhäsibi, 
al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, edited al-Quwwatli, pp. 16-17. 
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form of juridical training, which is apparent in many of his works but especially in Fahm al- 
Salät, Kltäb al-Makäsib and Kltäb al-Masä i1 fl A`mäl al-Qulüb wa '1 Jawärlh. What is more 
striking however is that al-Muhasibi is not linked with one of the many, perhaps more 
obscure personalities, but indeed, is documented as being a pupil of none other than 
Muhammad b. Idris al-Shäfici (d. 204/820), the founder of the later Shäfidi school of 
jurisprudence (al-madhhab al-shi l). However, many of the scholars of this school contest 
the notion that al-Muhäsibi was a direct disciple of al-Shäfici, but rather suggest that he was 
in fact one of those included in the first generation of jurists to follow al-Shäfici who were 
not his direct pupils, as the following statement from Ibn Salab al-Shahrazüri (d. 
643/1245) would indicate: 
Abu- Mansur al-Tamimi regarded him [al-Mubasibi] as being from the first 
generation (al-tabaga al-üla) of the Shäfidi scholars who associated [directly] 
with (sahlba) al-Shäfi'i, saying, "[al-Muhäsibi is an] imam of the Muslims in 
jurisprudence (al-flgh), principles (al-usül), Sufism (al-tasawwut, prophetic 
narration (hadth) and scholastic theology (kaläm). His books in these 
disciplines are the foundation for whoever desired to write on such subjects. 
[In addition], most of the theologians of al-Sifätiyya566 are linked with him. " 
He [al-Tam-im-1] also said, "If there had been no one else than al-Härith b. 
Asad al-Muhäsibi from the companions of al-Shäfili in jurisprudence (al-fqh), 
scholastic theology (kaläm), principles (al-usü& analogical deduction (a]- 
glyäs), abstinence (al-zuhd), scrupulousness (a1-wara) and gnosis (al-ma`rlfa), 
it would have been `dust in the faces' of his opponents and all praise is due to 
Allah for that. "567 
Ibn Salab then states: 
I haven't seen his [al-Muhäsibi's] association with al-Shäfidi, may Allah be 
pleased with him, mentioned by anyone other than him [al-Tam-im-11. In this 
regard, Abu- Mansur is not an expert, such that a unique opinion of his would 
be relied upon and in fact, corroborating evidence bears witness to the lack of 
al-Muhäsibi's association with a1-Shäfi`i. sbs 
Commenting on this appraisal al-Subki (d. 771/1370) says: 
566 A term used in the initial period that indicated all of the earliest generations (al-salaf3 who would affirm 
the divine, eternal attributes of God (yuthbitüna li Alläh sifiat azaliyya), whether they were essential attributes 
(sifiat al-dhät) or `active' attributes (sift al-fi`I), as opposed to stripping God of them (al-ta`ti! or figuratively 
interpreting them (al-ta'wil), which was the methodological approach of the Muctazilites and thus, they were 
known as `al-Mu`attila', this being almost an antonym of `al-$ifätiyya'. See Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal, 
vol. 1, pp. 73-4. 
567 See al-Shahrazüri, Tabagät al-Fugahä' al-ShäfiTyya, vol. 1, p. 439; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfi iyya al-Kubrä, 
vol. 2, p. 275; al-Asnawi, Tabagät al-Shäfi`ryya, vol. 1, p. 25; Ibn Kathir, Tabagät al-Fugahä' al-Shäfi'iyyin, vol. 
1, p. 126; Ibn Mulaqqin, al-Aqd al-Madhhab fi Tabagät Harnalat al-Madhhab; Ibn Qädi Shuhba, Tabagit al- 
Shäfi`lyya, vol. 1, p. 9 and al-cAsgalani, TahdhiTb al- Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 327. 
568 Ibid. 
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If Abu- Mansur has clearly stated that he [al-Muhäsibi] associated [directly] 
with al-Shäfidi, then an objection to this is appropriate, otherwise when he 
said, `The first generation' he must have meant of those who were 
contemporaries of al-Shäfidi and as such, those who were of the generation 
who took from his knowledge. Abu- cA. im al-cAbbädi also mentioned him in 
the first generation, saying, `He was from the contemporaries of al-Shäfi`i and 
chose his school', and he didn't say, "He was of those who associated 
[directly] with him. " So perhaps this is what Abu- Mansur meant. 569 
Thus, it would seem that al-Mubasibi did not in fact directly study with al-Shäfidi but 
nevertheless, it is apparent from these excerpts also that he was clearly regarded as al- 
Shäfici's pupil in the sense that he adopted his principles and adhered to his school. 57o 
In addition to traditionist and jurisprudential studies, al-Mubasibi also acquired knowledge 
concerning the Arabic linguistic tradition and the sciences of the Qur an (al-lugha wa '1- 
Qur'än). These disciplines were studied in particular with Abu- cUbayd al-Qasim b. Salläm 
(d. 224/839), who is famous for the works Gharlb al-Hadith and Kltäb al-Amwäl and with 
whom al-Mubasibi also studied hadlth. Thus it is likely that under the tutelage of Abü 
cUbayd, al-Muhäsibi mastered the concepts of abrogation (al-näslkh wa '1-mansükh) and 
other Qur anic sciences such as the `general' and the `specific' (a1-`ämm wa '1-khäss), which 
are apparent in his work entitled Fahm al-Qur'än. From this it is clear that from an early 
period al-Muhäsibi understood that many of the disputes that raged in his time revolved 
around linguistic concepts regarding the Quranic text and to this effect we find that many 
of his narrations from Sulayman b. Däwüd al-Tayalisi (d. 203/818), Shurayh b. Yünus (d. 
235/849) and Yazid b. Härün (d. 206/821) are related to these issues. 
Thus, it is clear from the above account that al-Mubasibi enjoyed an excellent education, 
typical of what the period offered in terms of instruction and the extent of which is 
apparent from the variety of sources that he quotes. 
4.3 Al-Mubdsibi-'s Sources"' 
In addition to and most probably as part of the learning al-Muhäsibi undertook, we can 
identify numerous sources which he quotes, both to clarify his thought and add credence to 
it. As such, al-Muhäsibi, in addition to quoting the Qur'än and Ihadth literature, provides a 
569 Al-Subki, Tabagät a1-Shäfiulyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 275. 
570 This is an assumption that requires further qualification as the researcher is yet to see an academic work 
that examines al-Mub5sibi's jurisprudential views and establishes the similarity between these and those of 
al-Shäfi'i. 
571 Similarly, an in-depth discussion of each of al-Muhäsibi's sources is beyond the scope of the current thesis 
and as such, only a brief mention of their names will be made here so as to provide a representative selection. 
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rich mosaic of opinions from the early generations of scholars, which at times reads like a 
`who's who' of famous and important Islamic personalities. 572 
Thus, in the Companion generation (al-sahäba) we find a variety of names including the 
following: Abu- Bakr [al-Siddiq] (d. 13/634), cUmar b. al-Khattäb (d. 23/644), cUthmän b. 
cAffän (d. 35/655), cAli b. Abü Tälib (d. 40/660), cAbd Allah b. Massüd (d. 32/652), cAbd 
Allah b. al-cAbbäs (d. 57/678), Hudhayfa b. al-Yamän (d. 36/657), Mucädh b. Jabal (d. 
17/639), Abu Dardä' [cUwaymar b. cAbd Allah] (d. 32/653), Abu- Hurayra ['Abd al-Rahmän 
b. Sakhr al-Dawsi] (d. 58/677), Abü Müsä [cAbd Allah b. Qays] al-Ashcan (d. 44/665), cAbd 
Allah b. cAmr al-cA (d. 79/698), Tamim al-Däri, Kacb al-Allbär (d. 32/652) and cAbd Allah 
b. Saläm (d. 43/663) amongst others. 573 
In the following generation of the Successors (a1-täbic n) we find an equally impressive 
array of personalities upon whom al-Mub5sibi relies including: Abu- cAdiya (d. 90/708), 
Sacid b. al-Musayyib (d. 91/709 or 94/712), Ibrahim al-Taymi (d. 92/710), 'Abd Allah b. 
Qays (d. 103/721), Mujähid b. Jabr al-Makhzümi (d. 104/722) and Tawüs b. Kaysän al- 
Yamani (d. 105/723). However, the most important authorities of this generation with 
regard to al-Mub5sibi's works are Abü cAbd Allah Wahb b. Munabbih al-Dimäri (b. 
110/728) and the celebrated al-Hasan al-Basri (d. 110/728). Of the later luminaries of this 
period we also find cAtaD b. Abu- Rabab (d. 115/733) and the mystic students of al-Hasan, 
Thäbit b. Aslam al-Bunäni (d. 123/741 or 127/745), Malik b. Dinar (d. 128/746) and 
Ayyüb b. Tamima al-Sikhtiyäni (d. 131/749). 574 
Similarly, from around the middle of the second/eighth centuries we find the following 
authorities quoted: Sulayman b. Mihrän al-A'mash (d. 148/765), Ibn Jurayj al-Makki (d. 
150/767), cAbd al-Rahmän b. cAmr al-AwzäII (d. 157/773), Abu- cUthmän Wuhayb al-Makki 
(d. 153/773), Sufyan al-Thawri (d. 161/777) and Ibrahim b. Adham (d. 160/777). 
Following on from this group of scholars we then find a number of al-Mubasibi's 
contemporaries who are also quoted and include: Fudayl b. cIyäd (d. 188/803), Shagiq al- 
Balkhi (d. 194/809), Sufyan b. cUyayna (d. 198/814), Muhammad b. Idris al-Shäfici (d. 
5'2 It is also worth noting that much of what is related is concerned with the `spiritual' and `esoterical' aspects 
of religious practice as opposed to the more `legalistic' or `exoteric' aspects. 
s'3 See Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 64-70 and Schoonover, Kermit A., Kitäb al-Ri`iya li-Huquq 
AIIäh by al-Muhäsibi: a translation with introduction and notes, unpublished PhD thesis (Cambridge, 
Department of History and Philosophy of Religion, Harvard University, March 1948) pp. xlv-liv passim. 
574 See Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 61-4 and Schoonover, Kitäb a1-Ri`äya li-Huqüq AIIäh by al 
Muhäsibi, pp. xlv-liv passim. 
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204/820), Ahmad b. Hanbal (d. 241/855), Abu- Sulaymän al-Däräni (d. 215/830), Bishr b. 
al-Härith al-Häfi (d. 227/842) and Dhü '1-Nün al-Misri (d. 245/860). 
The selection of authorities quoted by al-Mubasibi alluded to in this section has been 
provided merely to demonstrate the range of al-Muhäsibi's learning and familiarity with a 
variety of fields of study and their major personalities. Thus, within this representative 
collection we find scholars famous as Qur3anic exegetes (mufassir n), traditionists 
(muhaddithün) and jurists (fugahä), all of whom al-Muhäsibi quotes effortlessly, not only 
exemplifying his own level of knowledge and understanding but also adding - indirectly - 
`orthodox' authority to his own works. Further, these quotations also indicate to us that al- 
Muhäsibi did not consider himself to be `innovating' a new technique of spirituality and 
purification of the soul but rather, that he based his teaching on `classical' Islamic sources of 
learning. Yet at the same time, he was developing his own unique approach to moral 
psychology in an Islamic framework drawn from these very sources, which would be utilised 
by mystics for centuries to come. 
4.4 Al-Muhäsibi's Students"' 
The foremost student of al-Muhäsibi is without doubt Abu- ' 1-Qasim al-Junayd b. 
Muhammad (d. 298/910), the celebrated latter day leader of the Baghdadi school and 
through whom we have retained a great deal of information regarding al-Muhäsibi, 
particularly in Abu- Nu`aym's IHllyat al Aw11yä. 576 Another of the primary figures of the 
Baghdadi school who became synonymous with it and who was also associated with al- 
Mubasibi was Abu- ' 1-Husayn Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Nüri (d. 295/907). 5" Similarly, Abu- 
'I-`Abbas Ahmad b. Masrüq al-Tüsi (d. 298/910) also gained a considerable reputation 
within Sufi circles and was likewise an associate of al-Mubasibi, providing us with some of 
sus Similarly, an in-depth discussion of each of al-Mub5sibi's students is beyond the scope of the current thesis 
and as such, only a brief mention of their names will 
be 
made here. 
5'6 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 64-92 passim and 217-32; al-Sulami, Tabagät al-Süfiyya, pp. 
155-63; al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fi 11M al-Tasawwuf, pp. 430-1; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 
2, pp. 652-7; al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi, Tänkh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 205; Siyar 
A gm al-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 110; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfi`iyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276; al-'Asgaläni, Tahdhib 
al-Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 326; M assign on, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, 
pp. 170 and 205-9; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 27-30; Abdel-Kader, The Life, Personality and - 
Writings of al-Junayd, pp. 1-7; Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 52-56 and pp. 41 and 131 above. 
5" See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 212-17; al-Sulami, Tabagät al-Süfiyya, pp. 164-9; al- 
Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fir `Ilm al-Tasawwuf, pp. 438-9; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 665- 
6; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 31-4; Abdel-Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd, 
pp. 40-1 and Knysh, Islamic Mysticism, pp. 60-3. 
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the anecdotal phrases we find regarding his shaykh in Abü Nucaym's 'V lya. 
578 Another of al- 
Mubasibi's associates who also had mystical proclivities and was also a traditionist, yet of 
whom little is known is Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. Abd al-Jabbär `al-Sufi al-Kabir' (d. 306/918) 
who transmitted hadJth from his teacher. 57' Perhaps the greatest contributor after al-Junayd 
to our portrait of al-Mubasibi in Hllyat al AwllyiPis the little known Abu- cAbd Allah Ahmad 
b. cAbd Allah al-Khawwäs, whose many narrations also indicate his intimacy with our 
subject. 580 
Of the less well known disciples of al-Mubdsibi was Abü Bakr Ahmad b. al-Qäsim al- 
Farä'idi (d. 310/932), the brother of Abu- Layth, who led an extremely ascetical lifestyle and 
who also related With from his teacher. 58' More famous in Sufi circles being celebrated in 
their hagiographic works was Abu- Hamza Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Bazzäz [al-Baghdad-il 
(d. 269/883), who famously taught his ideas publicly and seemingly enjoyed the approval 
of Ibn Hanbal. 582 A close associate of al-Muhäsibi was Abu- Bakr Ismä`il b. Ishäq al-Sarräj (d. 
286/899) to the extent that his teacher would gather in the aforementioned student's 
house with his other disciples. "' Finally, perhaps an unexpected associate of al-Mubasibi 
was Abü `Ali al-IHusayn b. $alih Ibn Khayran (d. 310/923), who was a renowned Shäfi`i 
jurist (faglh) known for his scrupulousness to the extent that he refused a judgeship (al- 
578 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, pp. 64-92 passim and 179-82; al-Sulami, Tabagät al-Süfiyya, pp. 
237-41; al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fi `Ilm al-Tasawwuf, p. 432; al-Baghdädi, Ta'rikh Baghdad, vol. 
8, p. 211; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 4, pp. 367-8; al-Shahrazüri, Tabagät al-Fugahä al-Shäfi`iyya, vol. 1, 
p. 439; al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi, Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 205; Sitar Aläm al- 
Nubalä vol. 12, p. 110; Mizän al-Ictidäl /1 Naqd al-R#äl, vol. 1, p. 430; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäficiyya al- 
Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhfb al-Tahdhlb, vol. 1, p. 326; al-Jazari, al-Lubäb II Tahdhfb al Ansäb, 
vol. 3, p. 171; Kahäla, Mujam al-Mu'allifin, vol. 3, p. 174; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical 
Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 170 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 34-5. 
579 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliy vol. 10, pp. 91-2; al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi, 
Mizän al-Icddäl /I Naqd al-Rijäl, vol. 1, p. 430; Siyar Aläm al-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 110; Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, 
p. 205; al-Subki, Tabagät al-ShäfiMlyya al-Kuhr, vol. 2, p. 276; al-'Asgaläni, Tahdhfb al-Tahdhlh, vol. 1, p. 326; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 170 and Smith, An Early 
Mystic of Baghdad, p. 3 8. 
580 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä vol. 10, pp. 64-92 passim and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 38. 
581 See al-Asfahäni, tfilyatalAwliya vol. 10, pp. 91-2; al-Sulami, Tabagätal-Svfiyya, p. 56; al-Mizzi, Tahdhi7, 
al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 
10; 
al-Dhahabi, Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 205; Siyar Aläm al-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 110; al- 
cAsgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhfb, vol. 1, p. 326; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of 
Islamic Mysticism, p. 170 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 37. 
582 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä, vol. 10, pp. 273-4; al-Sulami, Tabagät al-Süfiyya, p. 295-8; al-Qushayri, 
al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya /1 `Ilm al-Tasawwuf, p. 395 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 29-31. 
sss See al-Mizzi, TahdhJb al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi, Tärrkh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 205; Siyar Aläm al- 
Nubalä; vol. 12, p. 110; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfffyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276; a1-cAsgal5ni, Tahdhib al- 
Tahdhlb, vol. 1, p. 326; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 
170 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 35-6. 
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gadä'), yet despite his juridical background we find him narrating directly regarding al- 
Muhäsibi, thus once again indicating his intimacy with our subject. 584 
4.5 Anecdotes Related About Al-Muhäsibi 
Since the historical and biographical works offer us very little information about the life of 
al-Mubasibi, other than a series of anecdotal statements, it is appropriate here that a 
selection of these be examined to assess exactly what kind of picture we are presented with 
regarding his life and personality. 
Much of this information is provided by his foremost student Abu- ' 1-Qasim al-Junayd, from 
whom the following narration is transmitted in Abu- Nucaym's ff lya: 
Al-Härith was very emaciated and as he passed by one day while I was sitting 
at our door, I saw that his face was further shrunken due to hunger, so I said 
to him, "0 uncle, if you enter you can partake of something we have. " He 
replied, "Would you do that? " and I said, "Yes, and by doing so you will have 
pleased me and honoured me. " So I entered and he followed; I proceeded 
swiftly to my uncle's house, as it was more spacious than ours and was never 
empty of sumptuous foods, the like of which we didn't have in our house. 585 I 
then brought a variety of foods and set them before him. He then stretched 
out his hand and took a morsel, raising it to his mouth; I saw him chew it but 
he did not swallow it and then he left without speaking to me. The next day I 
met him and said, "0 uncle you pleased me and then you caused me distress. " 
So he replied, "0 my son, as for my need it was great and I made every effort 
to partake of the food you set before me but there is a sign between myself 
and Alläh586 - if the food is not acceptable to Him, a rancid odour arises in my 
nose from it, which I cannot accept587, so I threw that morsel in your porch 
way and left. 7,588 
584 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-AwliW, vol. 10, p. 65; Ibn al-Jawz, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 673-4; al-Mizzi, 
Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 10; al-Dhahabi, Tärlkh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 205; Siyar Aläm a1-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 
110; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäf ciyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 326; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 170 and Smith, An Early 
Mystic of Baghdad , p. 3 6. 585 In some reports the food is said to be from a relative's wedding feast (Curs). See al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al- 
Qushayriyya fi IN al-rasa wwuf, pp. 112 and 429-30; Ibn Zafr al-Sagli, Kitäb Anbä' Nujabä' al Abnä p. 149; 
Ibn Mulaqqin, Tabagät a1 Awliyä, pp. 176-7 and al-Bundaniji, Jämi"al-AnwärI Manägib al-Akhyär, p. 291. 
586 Equally, the `sign' ('alläma) is said to be that a vein in his finger would throb if the food was doubtful (Rhi 
shubha), yet this view seemingly has little textual evidence. See Ibn Khallikän, Wafayät al -A yän, vol. 2, p. 58; 
al-Bundanij1, Jim i" al Anwar fi Manägib al Akhyär, p. 291; al-Safadi, Kitäb al-Wä11 bi '1-Wafayät, vol. 11, p. 
258 and Attar, Tadhkirat al Awliy p. 144. 
58' The phrase used in Abü Nu'aym's Hilya "irtafa"a i1ä anti zamnahu fawratari' appears to be a mistake but 
perhaps should read "irtafa`a i1ä an/ minhu zafratun/zafilratun. " See al-Baghdädi, Ta'rikh Baghdad, vol. 8, 
pp. 213-4; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 622-3; al-Mizzi, Tahdhr7b al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 11; al-Dhahabi, 
Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 207 and Siyar Aläm al-Nubalä; vol. 12, p. 111. 
588 For this specific report and versions of it see al-Tusi (d. 378/988), cAbd Allah b. cAli [Abü Nasr al-Sarräj], 
al-Luma, edited by Kämil Mustafa al-Hindäwi (Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1999) pp. 43 and 285; al- 
Asfah5ni, I-Iilyat al Awliyä vol. 10, p. 65; al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fl, 11m al-Tasawwuf, pp. 112 
and 429-30; al-Baghdädi, Ta r kh Baghdad, vol. 8, pp. 213-4; Ibn Zafr al-Sagli, Kitäb Anbä' 
Nujabä' 
al-Abnä, 
p. 149; Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 2, pp. 622-3; al-Mizzi, Tahdhfb al-Kam-1, vol., 2, p. 11; al-Dhahabi, 
Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 207; Siyar Ah im al-Nubaia vol. 12, p. 111; Ibn Khallikän, Wafayät al-A yän, vol. 2, 
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In some reports the narration continues with al-Junayd asking, "Will you enter today? ' and 
he said, `Yes! ' So I set before him a piece of bread that we had and he ate it and said, `If you 
offer anything to the destitute (al-faglr)589 then offer such as this. """ The reports in the 
primary sources vary somewhat regarding this particular anecdote, casting some doubt as to 
its authenticity yet at the same time, the main features remain consistent. The first 
identifiable feature is al-Muhäsibi's desperate state of poverty being evidenced by his 
emaciated appearance, which was clearly visible to his disciple. Despite this being an 
indication of his otherworldliness we can also conclude that this was not necessarily a state 
which he chose, since when he was invited to eat by his student, he dutifully accepted 
fulfilling the Prophetic guidance on the subject. Where his true spiritual status is indicated 
is in the next part of the story; previous anecdotal narrations have shown al-Mubasibi's 
extreme sense of scrupulousness but here, in this narration this characteristic is enhanced 
further, as al-Muhäsibi is held in a kind of `divine custody' where due to his own efforts at 
being scrupulous, God has granted him an elevated state of protection from all that is 
unlawful and doubtful from the perspective of sacred law. "' 
As such, this is not only indicative of his advanced spiritual station but also of his preference 
of his Lord's pleasure as opposed to the ephemeral enjoyments of the worldly life, as he 
forsakes the food from the wedding feast - usually the most delicious and well prepared - 
for food which is not only lawful in a strictly legal sense but has also gained God's approval. 
This is further evidenced by the addition to the narration, which shows al-Muhäsibi's 
preference for the simple, humble sustenance of a true devotee of God, i. e. a simple piece of 
bread that will suffice his hunger and please his Lord, rather than a sumptuous banquet of 
`doubtful' origins, suggestive of the fleeting pleasures of this life. 
In another report narrated to us and preserved in Ijllya we find that Abu- Nucaym narrates 
on the authority of Jacfar al-Khuldi that al-Junayd stated: 
I would often say to al-Härith, "Seclusion is my delight and you extract me 
[from it] to the alienation of seeing people and [the `dangers' of] the streets", 
p. 58; al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfffyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276; Ibn Mulaqqin, Tabagät al Awliyä; pp. 176-7; al- 
a, Bundaniji, Jmic al Anwaf Manägib al Akhyär, p. 291; al-Safadi, Ktäb al-Wäfibi 1-Wfay t, vol. 11, p. 258 
and Attar, Tadhkirat al Awliyä; p. 144. 
589 1 have translated this term in its strict linguistic context but it is equally possible that the technical term 
being synonymous with `Sufi' is meant. 
590 See al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fir Wm al-Tasawwuf, pp. 112 and 429-30; Ibn Zafr al-Sagli, Kitäb 
Anbä' Nujabä' al Abm p. 149; Ibn Mulaqqin, Tabagät alAwliyä; pp. 176-7; al-Bundaniji, Jämi` a1 Anwar 
Manägib al-Akhyär, p. 291 and Attar, Tadhkirat al -A wliyä; p. 144. 
591 This of course is considered in the Sufi apologetic works to be an indicator of his highly elevated status 
with God, being considered a miraculous divine gift (karäma). See al-Tüsi al-Luma, pp. 42-4 and 284-5 and 
al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya / IN al-Tasawwuf, pp. 109-115. 
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so he replied, "How often you say that seclusion is your delight! Yet if half of 
[God's] creation came close to me I would find no delight [in their company] 
and if the other half distanced themselves from me I would not feel alienated 
due to their remoteness. "592 
In this statement we also find a variety of features that are used to indicate his spiritual 
station and ascetical nature. The first feature is al-Mubdsibi's correction of the misplaced 
notion that being detached from the world in a spiritual sense or to refrain from sin requires 
that one remain secluded from society. On the contrary, al-Mubasibi clarifies for his student 
that being detached from the world requires no physical detachment but rather a spiritual 
detachment of the heart from the world and those who exist within it. This in turn clarifies 
for us not only al-Muhasibi's concept of this issue but also that this was indeed his own 
spiritual experience as he is talking from a purely personal perspective. In addition, it also 
gives a further indication to al-Mubasibi's ability to discern the finer, more subtle qualities 
of human nature and similarly, his pedagogical skill in providing guidance to an aspirant 
upon the spiritual path. 
In a seemingly related narration, again it is al-Junayd, who informs us in Abu- Nucaym's 
Hllya: 
Al-Härith al-Mubasibi would come to our house and say, "Come with me and 
let's go to the desert. " So I would reply, "Would you turn me out from my 
seclusion and the security of my soul to the [the `dangers' of] the streets, 
tribulations and to witness carnal desires? " He replied, "Come out with me 
and do not fear. " So I went out with him and it was as if the street was empty, 
such that we saw nothing that we disliked. When I reached the place where 
he would sit he said, "Ask me, " to which I would reply, "I have no question to 
ask" and he would repeat, "Ask me about what occurs in your soul" and 
questions would crowd in on me such that I would ask him and he would 
answer me immediately and then return home, writing them as books. 593 
This narration begins by further reiterating the main message of the last anecdote, i. e. that 
al-Mubasibi was not merely an exoteric ascetic - although he was known for his outward 
renouncement of the world - but for him, it was an esoteric asceticism of the heart, which 
was also vitally important. Similarly, we find him portrayed as a man entirely certain of his 
reliance on God, as when questioned anxiously by his disciple he simply replies, "Come out 
with me and do not fear", thus instilling a sense of calm and serenity in his student, allaying 
592 See aI-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliyä; vol. 10, p. 64; al-Baghdädi, Tafiikh Baghdad, vol. 8, p. 213; Ibn al-Jawzi, 
Sifat al-Safwa, vol. 
2, 
p. 622; al-Mizzi, Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, p. 11; al-Dhahab-1, Tärfkh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 
207; Siyar Ah 7m al-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 111 and al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfic yya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276. 
... See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliy, vol. 10, p. 64; al-Baghdädi, Ta rkh Baghdad, vol. 8, p. 213; al-Mizzi, 
Tahdhib al-Kamäl, vol., 2, pp. 10-11 and al-Dhahabi, Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, pp. 206-7. 
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his genuine concern. A similar, `miraculous' event then ensues, with al-Mubasibi's certainty 
proven true as God seemingly rewards his trust in Him by emptying the street of all that al- 
Junayd feared - which serves as a further indication of his elevated status and closeness to 
his Lord. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of this narration however, is the section relating to al- 
Mubasibi's questioning of his associate, which is equally suggestive of his concern for his 
student but also, of his quest to reach the depths of human experience and provide answers 
to the spiritual ailments of his peers. The very nature of the question and answer format 
referred to in the report - which also adorns many of his works - is also indicative of his 
intimate relationship with his disciples and a specific and unique, esoteric approach to 
purification of the soul, rather than relying on a merely ritualistic enactment of physical acts 
of worship. In essence al-Mubasibi strives to reach the very core and nature of the soul so 
as to enhance its positive qualities and leave it bereft of the negativity of its base 
proclivities. As such, this unique and very "hands on" approach supplied al-Mubasibi with 
the basis for his essential works on moral psychology for which he became renowned. 
Consequently, al-Mubasibi demonstrates a profound knowledge of human nature and its 
weaknesses that predates Freud by a millennium, albeit in a religious context and reveals 
"the discerning wisdom and inspired insight of a true spiritual director and shepherd of 
souls. " 
In another of such anecdotes, related in al-Hujwiri's (d. between 465/1072) Kashf a]- 
Mahjüb, we find the following story, 
He [al-Muhäsibi] possessed a `king bird' (shähmurghl), which used to sing 
aloud. One day, Abu- Ilamza al-Baghdadi, who was al-Härith's pupil and an 
ecstatic man came to see him and during his visit the bird sang and Abü 
Hamza shrieked out loud. Al-Härith rose, seizing a knife and declared, "You 
are a disbeliever", and would have executed him had it not been for the 
intervention of his disciples. Then he [al-Härith] said to Abu- Hamza, 
"Become a Muslim 0 reprobate! " His disciples exclaimed, "0 shaykh, we all 
know him to be one of the elect saints and monotheists, why does the shaykh 
regard him with suspicion? " Al-Härith replied, "I do not suspect him, his 
opinions are sound and I know that he is a profound monotheist but why 
should he do something that resembles the incarnationists (a1-hulüllyyün), 
which has the appearance of being derived from their doctrine? If a senseless 
bird sings capriciously after its fashion, why should he behave as though its 
song were the voice of God? God is indivisible and the Eternal does not 
become incarnate, united with creation or merged with it. " When Abü Hamza 
perceived the shaykh's insight, he said, "0 shaykh, although I am right in 
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theory, nevertheless, since my action resembled those of heretics, I repent and 
withdraw. "594 
In this excerpt, al-Mubasibi is portrayed as a strict adherent to `orthodox' doctrines, not 
tolerating for one moment phrases resembling the `ecstatic utterances' (al-shatahät) of the 
so-called intoxicated school of Sufism (al-sukr), exemplified by such notables as Abu- Yazid 
al-Bistämi (d. 234/848 or 261/875) and al-Husayn b. Mansur al-Halläj (d. 309/922). As 
such, al-Mubasibi is seen as a paragon of strict orthodox virtue, defending the beliefs of 
Islam to the extent of threatening one of his own students with the most severe of 
consequences for his errant misdemeanour. Similarly, al-Mubasibi is also portrayed as an 
erudite spiritual master, explaining the reason for his apparently extreme reaction and as 
such, clarifying for his students his views regarding spiritual purification and development 
on the path to God. Thus for al-Mubasibi, his goal is not divine union (al-Ittlhäcl) or 
incarnation (al-hulül) like that of the `ecstatic' Sufis but rather, an evacuation of all 
falsehood from the inner sanctuary of the soul, to allow it to be purified and consequently 
elevated, by attaining closeness to God. 
In summary, in al-Härith al-Mubasibi we are presented with an image of a man who was 
erudite in the fields of learning of his day and strictly `orthodox' in his belief, yet at the 
same time a man who had acquired great spiritual insight and a window upon the human 
soul, to the extent that his spiritual state and proximity with regard to God, was extremely 
elevated. This is particularly true of the Sufi hagiographical works and their apologia, 
where al-Muhäsibi is regarded as one of the early exemplars of their tradition, being held in 
high esteem. Nevertheless, despite this `positive press' al-Mubasibi was not without his 
detractors and indeed, his personality is equally couched in controversy within sections of 
the biographical and historical literature. 
4.6 Imam Abmad b. Hanbal's Repudiation of al-Mubdsibi 
The excellent reputation that al-Mubasibi enjoyed in scholarly circles generally and in Sufi 
circles specifically, may well have survived the controversy that surrounded him if the 
personality involved had been relatively unknown, or had been poorly regarded amongst 
the scholarly elite. However, al-Muhäsibi was not spared this misfortune, as the detractor in 
question was none other than Abu- cAbd Allah Ahmad b. Hanbal, the great traditionist and 
... See al-Hujwiri (d. between 465/1073 and 469/1077), CAli b. cUthmän al-Jullabi, Kashf al-Mahjüb (The 
Oldest Persian Treatise on Sufism), translated by Reynold A. Nicholson (Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1911) pp. 182-3 
with some editing. 
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imam of the Sunni community at the time. Thus, the status of Ibn Hanbal in Muslim society 
and his reputation as a steadfast, defender of `orthodoxy' due to his dogged opposition to 
the doctrine of the created Qur an at the time of the inquisition (a1-mlhna), meant that 
anyone who courted his disapproval would be castigated in no uncertain terms and in this 
sense, al-Mubasibi was no exception. 
Thus, the rejection of al-Muhäsibi is essentially contained in the following narration related 
to us by al-Khatib al-Baghdädi in his Ta'rlkh: 
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Yacqüb informed me that Muhammad b. Na'-im al- 
Dabbi said that I heard al-imam Abu- Bakr Ahmad b. Ishäq - meaning al- 
Sibghi - say that I heard Ismäcil b. Ishäq al-Sarräj say, Ahmad b. IIanbal said 
to me one day, "It has reached me that al-Härith - meaning al-Mubasibi - 
frequents your company, so would you bring me to your house and allow me 
to sit, such that he can't see me but I can listen to his discourse? " so I replied, 
"Your word is my command 0 Abu- cAbd Allah! " This initiative from Abu- cAbd 
Allah pleased me and so I made for al-Härith and requested him to attend 
that night and said, "And ask your companions to come with you. " He replied, 
"0 Ismäcil, they are many so do not give them more than pressed oil (kusb) 
and dates, or otherwise more than that you will not be able. " So I carried out 
all that he had commanded me and went to Abü cAbd Allah and informed 
him, who came after the sunset prayer (al-maghrlb) and ascended to a room 
in the house, where he busied himself with reading a portion of the Qur'an 
(wird) until he had finished. Al-Härith and his companions then came, ate 
and stood for the evening prayer (a1-catama) and they prayed no further 
prayer after it. They then sat in front of al-Härith silently; not one of them 
said a word until almost half the night had passed, when one of them asked 
al-Härith a question and he began to speak whilst his companions listened 
attentively, some of them weeping and others crying out during his discourse. 
Then, I went up to check on Abu- cAbd Allah and found that he had wept until 
he lost consciousness, so I went back to them and they remained in this state 
until the morning, when they stood and went on their separate ways. I then 
went back up to Abü cAbd Allah and his state had changed and I asked him, 
"How did you find them 0 Abu- cAbd Allah? " To which he replied, "I don't 
think that I have seen a people such as these nor anyone speak regarding the 
realties [of faith] (al-hagä'Iq) like this man, yet despite what I have said, I do 
not think that you should keep their company. " Then he stood and left. 595 
"' See al-Baghdädi, Tafiikh Baghdad, vol. 8, pp. 214-15; Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imam Ahmad b. JJanbal, 
edited by cAbd Allah b. cAbd al-Mubsin al-Turki and cAli Muhammad `Umar (Cairo, Maktabat al-Khänji, 1979) 
pp. 239-40; al-Dhahabi, Tänkh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 208; 
Mlzän 
al-IPtidäl fi Naqd al-Rijäl, vol. 1, p. 430; al- 
Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfi'iyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 279; al-Sha`räni (d. 972/1565), Abd al-Wahhab, Tabagät al- 
Kubrä - Wägih a1 Anwar wa Tabagät al Akhyär 
(Cairo, Dar al-Fikr al-`Arabi, n. d. ) vol. 1, p. 
64 
and al- 
Bundaniji, Jämi'al AnwärBManägib al Akhyär, pp. 291-2. 
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It is this peculiar anecdotal statement, which has set into motion the debate regarding Ibn 
Uanbal's censuring of al-Muh5sibi. 596 The story itself is difficult to qualify as it contains 
many apparent contradictions. Firstly, as unlikely as it may seem, the first step in the story is 
taken by Ibn Hanbal himself by instigating the secretive observance of al-Mubasibi's 
teaching of his disciples and upon hearing his discourse, he is not only suitably impressed 
with its content but moreover, is overcome with emotion whilst listening to it. Similarly, he 
seemingly endorses the content of the discourse and states his approval of its originator and 
his associates, yet in the very same sentence he considers this form of instruction unsuitable 
for the very man who arranged his attendance at al-Muhäsibi's night vigil. Thus, the 
semiotics of this narrative prove virtually indecipherable and as such, have produced a great 
deal of debate regarding the nature of Ibn Hanbal's dislike of al-Mubasibi's method and 
teaching, which will be categorised and will be summarised here in the following sections. 
4.6.1 Al-Muhäsibi's Elevated Spiritual Station (maqäm) 
This view is perhaps one of the least popular views expressed concerning the dispute 
between Ibn Hanbal and al-Muhäsibi and in fact is only proposed by one scholar, this being 
Täj al-Din al-Subki [cAbd al-Wahhäb b. cAli] (d. 771/1369), who was consequently quoted 
in this regard by Ibn ajar [Ahmad b. cAli b. Muhammad al-`Asgaläni] (d. 852/1448). 
Thus, after relating the above mentioned story quoted by al-Khatib al-Baghdadi concerning 
Ibn Hanbal's observance of al-Mubasibi's discourse, al-Subki comments: 
Contemplate this story with intuitive insight ('ayn al-basira) and know that 
Abmad b. Hanbal did not consider this man's accompaniment of them 
[appropriate] due to his inadequacy regarding their spiritual station (magäm), 
as they were in a very restricted spiritual station that not every one can adopt 
and as such, one fears for those who do adopt it. Despite this, Ahmad indeed 
wept and showed gratitude to al-Uarith and each of them has his own 
personal view and independent opinion (rail wa ijtlhacl) 
596 The peculiarity of the story is pointed out by al-Dhahabi who states, "Ismä'il [b. Ishäq al-Sarräj] was 
considered reliable by al-Däraqutni and this story is authentic in its chain of transmission (sahihat al-sanad) 
but rejected (munkara); it doesn't find acceptance in my heart and I consider it highly unlikely that something 
like this would be done by Abmad. " 
In addition, the final part of the story is even more peculiar in al-Bundaniji's version where he claims that Ibn 
Hanbal said, "It has reached me that there are circles of remembrance (majälis al-dhikr) in which people 
gather and if these are such circles, then I do not disavow anything of them. " 
See al-Dhahabi, Mizän a1-I`trda1IINagd a1-Rjäl, vol. 1, p. 430 and al-Bundaniji, Jämi"aIAnwärll Manägib al- 
Akhyär, p. 292. 
s9' See al-Subki, Tabagät al-ShäfiTyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 279; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhib a1-Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 327 
and cf. al-Baghdädi, Ta rikh Baghdad, vol. 8, pp. 214-15. 
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This interpretation of the original narration quoted above is perhaps the most hagiographic 
in nature as al-Subki, fully aware of the status of both these scholars and of Ibn Hanbal in 
particular, attempts to find a suitable solution to the apparent dislike of Ibn Hanbal for al- 
Mubasibi's teachings. Therefore, he employs almost a Sufi interpretation of events and 
attributes the seemingly derogatory comment to Ahmad's intuitive knowledge of spiritual 
matters. This being the case, Ibn Hanbal is portrayed as being not only the `orthodox' 
scholar of hadth for which he is renowned but also, a shaykh of deep spiritual insight who, 
bearing in mind the student's spiritual status and caring for his spiritual welfare, advises 
him not to adopt such a teaching as it is beyond his capability. 
At the same time Ibn Hanbal is also portrayed as having comprehended al-Mubasibi's 
message from his discourse such that it affected him emotionally, to the extent that he 
comments, "I don't think that I have seen a people such as these nor anyone speak 
regarding the realties [of faith] (al hagaiq) like this man, " which serves not only to indicate 
Abmad's spiritual status but more importantly, al-Muhäsibi's also, as well as keeping his 
reputation intact. 
Finally, perhaps the cleverest part of al-Subki's interpretation is the final comment, "... and 
each of them has his own personal view and independent opinion (ra'1 wa Ijtihäd). " By 
stating this al-Subki is denoting that the whole subject area under discussion is an issue of 
personal reasoning and judgement (Ijtlhäd), which by its very nature is open to disputation 
that is not only permissible but also, is extremely likely to occur. As such, the scholar 
capable of ijtihäd, the mujtahld, is often regarded as the most elite scholar in Islamic 
learning who, even if he errs, is rewarded due to his elevated status described in a Prophetic 
narration. 598 Therefore, by employing this kind of terminology al-Subki further secures the 
reputations of both scholars and in fact enhances them somewhat, attributing the dispute 
between them to the exercising of personal judgement in religious matters of which both of 
them were more than capable. 
Although this interpretation of the events by al-Subki fits neatly with the overall image 
portrayed the in original narration, it hardly fits with our image of Ibn Hanbal599 and as 
such, cannot be considered the `full' story. This being the case other possibilities have to be 
given consideration. 
598 See al-Bukhäri, Sahib al-Bukhäri, p. 1264 and Muslim, Sahib Muslim, p. 761. 
599 By this I'm not suggesting that Ibn Hanbal was not a deeply spiritual and intuitive individual or indeed, that 
he would not have made such a observation but rather, the impression given by al-Subki is far too convenient, 
bearing in mind the image of Abmad that is portrayed to us by the sources. 
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4.6.2 Al-Muhdsibi's Method was Innovative (bidca) 
One of the popular views expressed regarding the dispute between Ibn Hanbal and al- 
Muhäsibi is that the former scholar considered both al-Mubasibi's approach and 
methodology innovative (bid`a) in a pejorative sense. Although there is no direct statement 
from Ibn Hanbal on this particular issue regarding al-Muhäsibi, we find some evidence to 
suggest this from various indirect sources. One of Ibn Hanbal's more celebrated students 
was Abü Zurca al-Räzi (d. 264/878), who, when he asked concerning al-Mubasibi and his 
books, as al-Khatib informs us in his Ta'rnikh, said: 
"Do not dare read such books (iyyäka wa hädhihi '1 kutub) ! They are books 
of innovation and misguidance (bida` wa (1alälät). Concern yourself only with 
transmission (al-athar) as you will find within it that which will suffice you of 
such works. " It was said to him that within such books one may find 
beneficial lessons (`ibra) to which he replied, "Whoever does not find 
beneficial lessons in the Book of Allah, Exalted is He, then he will find no 
such beneficial lesson in these books either. Has it reached you that Malik b. 
Anas or Sufyän al-Thawri or al-Awzä'i or any of the previous imams wrote 
books about fleeting thoughts (al-khatarät), satanic insinuation (al-wasäwis) 
and other such things? They are a people who have contradicted the people 
of knowledge (ahl al-'ilm); one time they come to us with al-Härith al- 
Mubasibi, another with Abd al-Rahim al-Dubayli, another with Hätim al- 
Asamm and yet another with Shagiq [al-Balkhi] ." Then he said, "How swift 
people are in turning to innovation! 77600 
The polarised view presented here is indicative of the stance adopted by many of the 
traditionists of the time and the significance of the phraseology cannot be underestimated. 
Al-Räzi begins with a strict censuring of approaching such works, clarifying that as far as he 
was concerned they are nothing more than books that contain erroneous teachings and 
conjecture. The `true' methodology is consequently elucidated as being a strict and 
uncompromising adherence to both the Qur an and the Prophetic practice, as laid down in 
the hadth literature, which is further evidenced by the fact that none of the earlier scholars 
contributed in terms of written treatises other than in these two primary fields of Islamic 
learning. 
Thus, we are left with the impression of a clash of methodologies, in the sense that the 
works and subject matter of al-Mubasibi and others of his ilk were simply unheard of and as 
such, constituted a departure from the teachings of the previous, exemplary generations. 
boo See al-Baghdädi, Tafiikh Baghdad, vol. 8, p. 215; Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597/1201), cAbd al-Rahmän b. 'Ali b. 
Muhammad [Abü al-Faraj], Tablis Iblis, edited by Ayman Sälih (3`d edition, Cairo, Dar al-Hadith, 1999) pp. 
171-2; al-Dhahabi, Tärrkh al-Islam, vol. 18, pp. 208-9; Mizän al-Ptidäl HNagd al-Rjäl, vol. 1, p. 431; Siyar 
AAläm al-Nuba1ä vol. 12, p. 112 and al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhib al-Tahdhfb, vol. 1, p. 327. 
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The context of this clash is further illustrated by the terms "... fleeting thoughts (al- 
khatarät), satanic insinuation (al-wasäwls) and other such things ... ", which indicates that 
the inner workings of the human being were almost not a subject for discussion and the 
dismissive nature of the phraseology indicates the speaker's contempt for such issues. The 
people (qawm) involved in this field of enquiry are also alluded to and in addition to al- 
Muhäsibi, include other luminaries who were to be found later in the ranks of celebrated 
Sufis and al-Räzi also clarifies his contempt for the `new' spiritual and mystical direction 
taken by some sections of Islam's scholarly community. 
It is interesting to note that despite his being al-Räzi's teacher, the name of Ibn Hanbal is 
not mentioned here amongst the other eminent jurists or traditionists of the time. 
Nevertheless, we can assume that Ibn Hanbal's methodology did not differ drastically from 
his contemporaries as we find that his teacher, the celebrated traditionist Abd al-Rahmän 
b. Mahd-1 (d. 198/814) is reported to have said, "It is forbidden for a man to speak 
regarding an issue of religion except [he bases it on] something that he heard from a 
reliable narrator (thlgqa). s601 In a comparable statement, Ibn Hanbal himself said to al- 
Maymüni, "0 Abu- `l-Hasan do not dare speak on an issue unless you have a proof (imam) 
regarding it. "602 Similarly, when asked regarding the issue of fleeting thoughts (al-khatarät) 
and satanic insinuation (al-wasäwls) mentioned above, he is reported to have replied, 
"Neither the Companions or the Successors spoke regarding them. "603 Illustrating this point 
further, Ibn Rajab al-Hanbali [cAbd al-Rahmän b. Shihäb al-Din] (d. 795/1393) states: 
Ahmad and others only censured those amongst the Sufis who discussed 
fleeting thoughts (al-khatarät) and satanic insinuation (al-wasawis), as their 
statements in this regard were not based on any legal evidence (dalli shar'l) 
but rather, [were based] on personal opinion and experiential knowledge (ra'i 
wa dhawq). Similarly, he would reject statements on issues of the permissible 
and the forbidden (al-12a1ä7 wa '1-ha-rim) based purely upon personal opinion 
(ra-i) without any legal proof. 604 
In addition to the discussion regarding various aspects of the esoteric and psychological 
religious life, Ibn Kathir (d. 774/1372) adds a further possibility for the proposal that Ibn 
Hanbal rejected al-Muhäsibi on the basis of innovative practice, saying: 
6°1 Al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awli a vol. 9, p. 6. 
602 Ibn al-Jawzi, 
Manägib al-Imam Ahmad b. ffanbal,, p. 231. 
603 Ibid., p. 232. 
604 Al-Hanbali (d. 795/1393), `Abd al-Rahmän b. Shihäb al-Din [Ibn Rajab], Jämic al-iUlüm wa 1-Ilikam J 
Shark Khamsin Hadith min Jawämic al-Kalim, edited by Shucayb al-Am5'üt and Ibrähim Bäjis (2 vols. in one 
book, Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1994) vol. 2, p. 104. 
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Indeed, he [Ahmad] disliked that because their discourse contained aspects of 
asceticism and extreme behaviour that had no legal basis and a precise form 
of taking the soul to account, that was meticulous and exaggerated but which 
had not been commanded. Due to this when Abü Zurca al-Räzi read al- 
Härith's book entitled a1-Ri`äya he said, "This is innovation (bld`a)" and said 
to the man who brought the book, "You should follow that which Malik, al- 
Thawri, al-Awzädi and al-Layth followed and leave this, as indeed it is 
innovation. , 605 
Upon examining these various views regarding al-Mubasibi's practice and methodology we 
find that they are far more difficult to prove than one might at first imagine. Regarding Abu 
Zurca al-Räzi's censuring of al-Muhäsibi, in which he states that one must restrict one's 
learning to the Qurlan and hadith, then of course when examining al-Mubasibi's works we 
find a great deal of personal introspection is evident. However, at the same time what we 
also find that he includes a plethora of Qur an verses and multifarious hadth, many of 
which he transmitted personally, to add form, structure and authenticity to his writings. 
Thus, the claim that al-Mubasibi's teachings existed outside the sphere of the Islamic 
paradigm is for the most part, simply erroneous. 
The next accusation from al-Räzi's perspective that none of the previous scholars had 
written on the topic of fleeting thoughts (al-khatarät), satanic insinuation (al-wasäwls) and 
Ibn Hanbal's perspective that both the Companion and Successor generations had not 
discussed this, is equally misleading. The fact that a topic had not been discussed in a 
written form in the formative generations of Muslims does not necessarily mean that they 
were not aware of it and indeed, many of the Islamic disciplines that became an intrinsic 
part of learning were not discussed in the technical sense they inferred at a later date. 
Examples of these include the principles of Islamic jurisprudence (usül al-figh), which had 
been utilised practically from the time of the Companions but did not reach fruition until its 
codification in al-Shäfici's al-Risäla and various Ihadth disciplines that both Ibn Hanbal and 
al-Räzi would have been familiar with, such as hadith terminology (mustalah a1-hadth) 
and the biographical tabagät and rljäl genres, which were developed purely to authenticate 
hadth and which, had not even been fully developed in the time of these two eminent 
traditionists. 
Similarly, the most controversial religious incident of the period, the mihna, was driven by 
an issue never discussed in the initial generations of Muslims, i. e. that of the created Qur an 
605 Ibn Kathir (d. 774/1372), Ismä'11, al-Bidäya wa '1-Nihäya, edited by Abmad Abü Mulhim, cAli Najib CAtwi, 
Fu'äd al-Sayyid and Mahdi Näsir al-Din (4`h ed., 14 vols. in 7 books, Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-dIlmiyya, 1988) 
vol. 10, p. 344. 
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and indeed, Ibn Hanbal himself engaged - admittedly under duress - in this debate to 
defend the `orthodox' view. Thus, we can conclude that the fact that an earlier generation 
of scholars did not discuss a topic does not exclude its inclusion in a later scholarly 
tradition. As such, the topic in question, i. e. the introspective thought process is in fact 
alluded to in the Quean, in the following verse, "Indeed, We created the human being and 
We know that which whispers in his own soul; We are closer to him than his jugular vein" 
(50: 16) and this being the case, in addition to the body of material related in chapter two 
regarding the human soul from both the Qur an and hadth, provides the theoretical, 
practical and legal basis for much of what al-Muhäsibi dedicated himself to in his life and 
works. 
In addition, the notion that Ibn Hanbal rejected al-Mubasibi on the basis of his extreme 
asceticism is equally questionable, as the biographical material dealing with Ahmad's life is 
replete with examples of his own extreme asceticism, which also on occasion seems beyond 
the normal boundaries of religious practice. 606 This otherworldliness of Ibn Hanbal is so 
celebrated to the extent that even the Sufi apologetic works include anecdotes from him in 
this regard as al-Qushayri's al-Risa7a contains the following narration: 
Ahmad b. Hanbal said, "Asceticism (al-zuha) is of three types: the first is to 
leave that which is forbidden (al haräm) and this is the asceticism of the 
common folk (al-`awämm). The second is to leave that which is superfluous 
from the permissible (fadl a1-ha194 and this is the asceticism of the elite (a]- 
khawäss). The third is to leave that which occupies the devotee from any 
other than Allah the Exalted and this is the asceticism of the gnostics (a]- 
`jrifin). 607 
Thus, in summary we may conclude that the basis of the argument posited to prove al- 
Muhäsibi's `unorthodox' teaching is at best contentious and rather than being indicative of 
his innovative practice, could equally be viewed as being a by-product of the rigidity of the 
traditionist faction that was in the ascendancy in the post-mlhna period. One of the major 
factors in this stance adopted by this traditionist faction - also referred to as the Hanibila608 
606 See al-Asfahani, Hilyat al-Awliyä; vol. 9, pp. 145-201 passim; Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imam Ahmad b. 
Hanbal, pp. 255-60; Patton, Ahmed Ibn Hanbal and the Mihna, pp. 139-172 passim and 178-82 and Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 138-151 passim. 
607 Al-Qushayri, al-Risäla al-Qushayriyya fi IN al-Tasawwuf, p. 119. 
608 This term being the plural of the word `Hanbali' proves difficult to define as it is used to denote both the 
jurisprudential school and the theological stance adopted by Ahmad b. Uanbal, as well as being used to infer 
an uncompromising and rigid position on religious matters. What we can say here, however, is that the phrase 
when used to describe certain sections of society at the time of al-Mubasibi did not refer to the school of 
jurisprudence, as this had yet to be formed but rather, the theological stance adopted by Ibn Hanbal against 
the Mu'tazilites and perhaps, a dogmatic and obdurate `attitude' that accompanied it amongst Abmad's 
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- seemingly arises from their interpretation of what constitutes innovation, in the sense that 
from the statements of both Ibn Hanbal and al-Räzi it seems to infer a practice or belief that 
either contradicts the religious praxis and creedal system of the earliest generations, or 
indeed, topics that were never discussed by them. Thus, their understanding of the term 
`bld`a' was in reality very restricted and limiting and it may well have been the case that al- 
Muhäsibi understood `bld& to be a practice or belief that had no basis or precedent in the 
revelatory sources of the Qur3an and hadth, rather than his contemporaries' rigid 
interpretation. As such, the source of this dispute is in fact a methodological one, on the one 
hand between a group of scholars whose world view was extremely obdurate and 
uncompromising, rejecting outright any teaching which in their view contradicted their 
system, or indeed was simply `new' and on the other, a scholar who having grounded his 
teaching in the primary sources, aimed to treat the moral and psychological ailments of his 
peers. 
Finally and perhaps most importantly, this view does not solve the conundrum of the 
original narration related by al-Khatib, if one bears in mind the strictness of the stance of 
the Hanbali/traditionist faction to bld`a generally and the position of Ibn Hanbal in 
particular"', which is that if Ibn Hanbal had considered al-Mubasibi's discourse so 
innovative, as we are lead to believe, then why did he stay until the morning listening to it? 
The uncompromising nature of Ibn Hanbal on such an issue would lead us to imagine that 
he would not have stayed even a moment longer than necessary, if this was really the case 
and therefore, we must consider other possibilities in this regard. 
4.6.3 Al-Muhäsibi's Unreliability in Hadth (dais 
As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, al-Muhäsibi studied the science of hadlth with 
some of the most eminent traditionists of the period and in fact many of these scholars were 
also the teachers of Ibn Hanbal. 610 Similarly, with regard to the biographical hadith 
literature that deals with reliability and acceptability of narrators, al-Muhäsibi receives a 
favourable appraisal from the critics of this discipline, being considered both truthful in 
followers. See Abu- Zahra, Ibn yanbal - Hayätuhu wa Asruhu wa Arä'uhu wa Fighuhu, pp. 356-65 and Gibb 
et al (eds. ) The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 3, pp. 158-62. 
609 For examples of Ibn Hanbal's treatment of innovators see Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Jmäm Ahmad b. Hanbal, 
pp. 236-41. 
610 See pp. 145-6 above. 
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himself (sadq ft nafsihl) by al-Dhahabi and acceptable (magbu7) by Ibn Hajar. 61' 
Nevertheless, al-Muhäsibi has been accused of utilising inauthentic hadith in his works and 
as such, this has been suggested as being a possible reason as to why Ibn Hanbal disliked 
him. 
In this regard, we find that the celebrated Mäliki jurist and traditionist Ibn al-`Arabi 
[Muhammad b. cAbd Allah] (d. 543/1148) states: 
"... the most excellent of those who discussed this was our eminent scholar al- 
Härith b. Asad [al-Mubasibi] and from the principal [hadth] that he took [to 
be authentic] was al-Sa`di's statement from the Prophet, may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be upon him, "The devotee will not reach the [rank of the] 
righteous (al-muttagln) until he leaves that which is doubtless out of fear that 
it is doubtful", and other such narrations of this level [of authenticity] and of 
other levels [of authenticity]. He also said on the authority of Abu- Dharr, 
"The perfection of God-consciousness (al-tagwa) is that the devotee fears 
Allah by leaving some aspect of the permissible (al-ha1ä1) out of fear that it is 
forbidden (liaräm), [taking it] as a barrier (hijäb) between himself and the 
forbidden. " He also mentioned that it was said to Ibrahim b. Adham, "Will 
you not drink from Zamzam water? " He replied, "If it was not for the leather 
bucket (al-dalw) I would drink", indicating to the fact that the leather bucket 
was from the property of the ruler (mä1 al-sultan) and as such, the property of 
the ruler is doubtful (mushtabah). He also mentioned that Sacd burnt his 
vineyard (karm) and said, "I am not a shaykh if I sell wine" and he also said, 
"Indeed, it was only due to a doubt (shubha) that occurred in my heart, which 
should be avoided. " It has been narrated that the Prophet, may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be upon him, said, "Examine your soul (ifti nafsaka)612 even 
if those who are asked have [already] answered you" and he [al-Mubasibi] 
discussed these [narrations] at length, producing benefit in that which he 
reiterated, was original in that which he wrote, if only he hadn't been 
attached to inauthentic hadith and the formulation of principles from them. If 
the scholars of oadth had read them [the narrations] they would have 
ridiculed them and derided him, despite him having met the world's experts 
regarding the study of hadth such as Ibn Abi Shayba and others. My opinion 
and Allah knows best, is that which we have narrated from Abmad b. I Ianbal, 
"Inauthentic hadlth are permitted in the issue of scrupulousness (al-warac). " 
And may Allah be pleased with al-Bukhari who did not consider it fitting that 
the heart should be attached nor the religion linked to anything except that 
which is authentic (al-sahlh) and this is our opinion also. If we were to incline 
to the opinion of Ahmad, then the attachment to inauthentic hadth should 
not occur in anything except sermons that are meant to soften the heart and 
with regard to principles (al-usü7 then this is not possible. "' 
61 See al-Dhahabi, Mizän al-IPtidäl / Naqd al-R jä1, vol. 1, p. 430 and al-cAsgaläni (d. 852/1449), Ahmad b. 
Ali b. Muhammad [Ibn Hajar], Taqrfb a1-Tahdhfb, edited by cAdil Murshid (Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 
1999) p. 85. 
6'2 It would be equally valid to translate this as "conscience" bearing in mind the context. 
613 Ibn al-cArabi (d. 543/1148), Muhammad b. cAbd Allah, cAridat al-Ahwadhi bi Sharp Sahih a1-Tirmidhi, 
edited by Jamal al-Mar`ashli (14 vols. in 8 books, Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya, 1997) vol. 5, p. 162 and al- 
Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 25. 
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Commenting on this in the introduction to his edited version of al-Mubasibi's Risälat al- 
Mustarshidn, Abu- Ghudda adds: "This flaw is conspicuous in the books of Abu- cAbd Allah 
[i. e. al-Muhäsibi] and cannot be [easily] disregarded as indeed, this treatise Risäat a]- 
Mustarshldn despite its small size, has a number of inauthentic (da'ii5 and some fabricated 
(mawdüq hadith, as you will see during the course of the [book's] verification. "614 
Thus, we are given the impression that al-Muhäsibi was a scholar who, despite his extensive 
training in the field of hadth, used inauthentic narrations freely within his works, which 
would of course in turn raise the hackles of an ardent traditionist such as Ibn Hanbal. 
However, before we assert this conclusion we must first examine the status of the utilisation 
of inauthentic liadth within the Islamic tradition to assess this claim fully. In fact, when 
examining the works dedicated to the science of hadth, we find that there are three 
approaches adopted by traditionists in dealing with the utilisation of inauthentic narrations. 
The first of these rejects the notion of applying such hadith under any circumstances 
neither in terms of legal rulings (a1-alikäm), articles of faith (a1-`agä'1a), or even the 
encouragement of virtuous acts (a1-fa(lä'1i) and this was the opinion of a number of 
prominent traditionists including al-Bukhäri and Ibn al-cArabi, as the above quote indicates 
but also, Yahyä b. Main and Muslim. 615 
The second of these views states that implementation of such hadlth is acceptable under all 
circumstances, regardless of the nature of the application and especially when there is 
nothing other than personal opinion involved, this being ascribed to both Ibn Hanbal and 
Abu- Däwüd. 616 
The third and final of these opinions posits that inauthentic narrations may not be used in 
legal rulings (a1-ahkäm) and articles of faith (al-`agä7ic) but may be utilised for the 
encouragement of virtuous acts (a1-fag ii), pious sermonising (al-mawä`i? ) and the like. 
This latter implementation is not without some reservation, however and the following 
prerequisites are to be applied: 
6'4 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 25-6. 
6's See Muslim, Sahlh Muslim, pp. 9-10; al-Khatib, Usul al-Hadith, p. 351 and al-Juday', cAbd Allah b. Yüsuf, 
Tahr r Ulüm al-Hadith (2 vols., Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Rayyän, 2003) vol. 2, pp. 1103-7. 
616 This statement by al-Khatib is peculiar since Ibn Taymiyya attests, "Not any of the imams has said, `It is 
permissible to make something compulsory or recommended with an inauthentic hadith and whoever said 
this has indeed, contradicted the consensus [of the scholars] (al-ýmäý'. " See Ibn 
Taymiyya (d. 728/1328), 
Ahmad b. Abd al-Halim [shaykh a]-isläm], Q'ida JaAla fi '1-Tawassul wa '1-Wasila, edited by Rabic b. Hädi 
al-Madkhali (Cairo, Maktabat Lina, 1988), p. 162; al-Khatb, Usvl al-Hadlth, p. 351 and al-Judayc, Tahrrr 
cUlüm al-Hadith, vol. 2, pp. 1103-7. 
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a) That the weakness in the narration not be extreme, such that hadlth containing known 
liars or those accused of lying, for example, would not be included. 
b) That the content of the hadith be included with a general precept which has already 
been firmly established within the revelatory sources. 
c) That when utilising such a hadlth, one does not believe its authenticity but indeed, that 
one should be cautious in ascribing it to the Prophet. 61' 
Therefore, when re-examining Ibn al-cArabi's appraisal above, we may assume that most 
probably al-Mubasibi adopted the third approach to the issue of inauthentic Oadlth, as we 
find that the various narrations quoted by Ibn al-`Arabi would come under the general 
heading of piety (al-tagwa) or scrupulousness (al-wara'), which are both such well 
established concepts within the Islamic tradition such that we may dispense with even 
giving examples here due to their widely established proofs. Nevertheless it seems 
appropriate to examine one example here; with regard to the narration quoted above, 
"Examine your soul (istaftl nafsaka)618 even if those who are asked have [already] answered 
you", we find a related narration in Muslim's Sahib which reads, "Righteousness is good 
character and sin is that which pricks your conscience (mä häka finafslka) and that which 
you would hate people to know about"619, this being related a hadlth collection regarded by 
the vast majority of traditionists to be rigorously authenticated. Similarly, a virtually 
identical narration is related by al-Tabrizi in his Mishkät al-Masäblh, which concerns a man 
who came to the Prophet and asked him regarding righteousness to which he replied, "Ask 
your heart (is-a1 qalbaka)", this being a hadlth deemed authentic (, Oasan) by the foremost 
traditionist of this time, Muhammad Näsir al-Din al-Alban-1 (d. 1420/2000). 620 
Thus, we can see that in this case at least it is true that al-Mubasibi was utilising an 
inauthentic hadlth, yet the concept promoted within it is already firmly established within 
61' See al-Baghdädi (d. 463/1071), Abü Bakr b. Ahmad b. Ali [al-Khatib], al-KiMya fi cIlm a]-Riwäya (Beirut, 
Dar al-Kutub al-'llmiyya, n. d. ) pp. 133-4; al-Shahrazüri (d. 643/1245), cUthmän b. cAbd al-Rahmän [Ibn 
Saläh], Mugaddimat Ibn Saläh /1 Ulüm al-Hadith, edited by Mir al-Din Itar (Beirut, al-Maktaba al-`Ilmiyya, 
1980) p. 93; al-San`äni (d. 1181/1768), Muhammad b. Ism5cil [al-Amir], Tawdih al A/kär li Ma`äni al Anzär, 
Muhammad Muhyi al-Din Abd al-Hamid (Beirut, Dar a]-Kitab al `Arabi, n. d. ) vol. 2, pp. 109-11; al-Sakhäwi, 
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahmän, 
Fath 
al-Mughith Shari Alfiyyat al-Hadith, edited by cAbd al-Rahmän 
`Uthmän (2nd ed., 3 vols., Medina, al-Maktaba al-Salafiyya, 1968) vol. 1 p. 267; al-Tirmisi, Muhammad 
Mahfüz b. cAbd Alläh, Manhaj Dhuway al-Nazar (Indonesia Sharikat Maktabat Ahmad al-Nabahän, 1973) 
pp. 96-7; al-Khatib, Usül al-Hadlth, pp. 351-4; al-Mashät, l-lasan Muhammad, al-Tagrlrät a1-Sunniyya - Shari 
al-Manzümat al-Bayqüniyya fi Mustalah al-Hadith, edited by Hasan Abmad Zamurli (3`d ed., Beirut, Där al- 
Kitäb al cArabi, 1993) p. 17-19 and al-Juday`, Abd Alldh b. Yüsuf, Ta it r cUl m al-Hadith, vol. 2, pp. 1108-13. 
618 It would equally valid to translate this as "conscience" bearing in mind the context. 
619 Muslim, Sahli Muslim, p. 1120. 
62° Al-Tabrizi, Muhammad b. Abd Alläh al-Khatib, Mishkät al-Masäbih, edited by Muhammad Näsir al-Din al- 
Albäni (3 vols., Damascus, n. pub., 1961) vol. 2. p. 845. 
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other narrations of a similar genre and since the very nature of his works were the 
encouragement of virtuous acts based on an exposition that resembles a pious sermon, we 
could conclude that al-Mubasibi held a view similar to that proposed in the third opinion 
above. 
Despite this however, even if we accept that al-Mubasibi used inauthentic hadith, and this 
certainly seems to have been the case, it is still difficult to establish that this was the reason 
that caused Ibn Hanbal's dislike of al-Muhäsibi. This is due to several factors: firstly, the 
quote from Ibn al-cArabi himself indicates that Ibn Hanbal permitted the use of weak 
narrations in the issue of scrupulousness (al-wara') and since much of al-Mubasibi's works 
and teachings were on this and other pietistic subjects, which encouraged the performance 
of virtuous acts via pious sermonising, it would seem highly unlikely that Ibn Hanbal would 
hold this against al-Mubasibi to the extent that he would request an aspiring student to 
avoid his company. In addition, as mentioned above and as shown by Ibn al-Qayyim al- 
Jawziyya, Ibn Hanbal considered the implementation of such hadith acceptable and 
especially in legal matters, when there is nothing other than personal opinion-exists as a 
solution, such that he approved the application of an inauthentic hadth rather than resort 
to a view of a non-'revealed' variety such as analogous deduction (al-glyäs), albeit with 
certain prerequisites. 621 Similarly, it seems extremely unlikely that Ibn Hanbal would 
censure al-Muhäsibi for actually using hadith, even if they were inauthentic, bearing in 
mind that he had devoted his entire life to this science and the tremendous reverence he 
had for it. As such, we can consider this particular suggestion unlikely and this being the 
case, it requires that we examine further options. 
4.6.4 AI-Mubdsibi and Ibn Ilanbal were Contemporaneous (agrän) 
Of the less popular explanations for Ibn Ilanbal's dislike of al-Mubdsibi is that they were 
contemporaries who may have disagreed upon an issue of religious knowledge which in 
turn, led to a dispute of a personal nature, causing Ibn Hanbal to react in the way that he 
did. In this regard, Islamic scholarship, particularly in the field of hadth through the genre 
of literature dealing with the disparagement and acceptability of narrators known as `al jarh 
wa '1-ta'dl, has discussed incidents of such a nature and developed its own particular 
stance regarding it. Accordingly, we find the following statement from al-Subki: 
621 See al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350), Muhammad b. Abü Bakr b. Ayyüb [Ibn al-Qayyim], ATläm al-Muwagqi'rn 
can Rabb a1-ý amen, edited by Muhammad cAbd al-Saläm Ibrähim (2"d ed., 4 vols., Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al- 
cllmiyya, 1993) vol. 1, pp. 25-6. 
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So it is appropriate for you, 0 seeker of guidance (al-mustarshld) that you 
adopt the correct etiquette with the previous scholars (al-a'Imma) and do not 
look at the statements of some of them regarding others except if they 
produce clear evidence. Thus, if you are able to interpret [such incidents] or 
have a good opinion (husn al-tann) [regarding them] then do so, otherwise 
`turn a blind eye'622 regarding what occurred between them as you were not 
created for this purpose and concern yourself with that which concerns you 
and do not concern yourself with that which does not. A student of 
knowledge (ta7 b a1-`llm) remains noble in my sight until he delves into that 
which occurred between the predecessors and judges [in favour] of some 
rather than others. So dare not incline [to one or the other] in that which 
occurred between Abu- Hanifa and Sufyän al-Thawri, or Malik [b. Anas] and 
Abu- Dhi'b, or Ahmad 
b. Sälih and al-Nasä i, or al-Härith al-Mubasibi and 
Ahmad b. Hanbal, which continued until the time of Ibn Abd al-Saläm and al- 
Tagi b. al-Salab. As indeed, if you busied yourself with this I fear for your 
destruction! These people were renowned scholars (a1-a'imma), their 
statements may be interpreted in more than one way and perhaps some of 
them were not understood. As such, we can do nothing except be pleased with 
them and be silent regarding what occurred between them in the same way 
that we do regarding that which occurred between the Companions, may 
Allah be pleased with them. 623 
Thus, we can see from al-Subki's comments that with regard to disputes between scholarly 
personalities, including that which occurred between between al-Muhäsibi and Ibn Hanbal, 
he adopts a non-inflammatory approach, which attempts to diffuse the situation and which 
is reminiscent of his appraisal of the dispute between al-Mubasibi and Ibn Hanbal in his 
Tabagät al-ShjjJci ya alKubrä mentioned above. 624 It is interesting to note, however, that 
there is an exception to this approach which is indicated by the phrase, "... except if they 
produce clear evidence (burhän wädlh)", a factor that up until now in texts previously 
quoted, Ibn Hanbal has not alluded to. 
Similarly, it is equally interesting to note that al-Subki also attempts to diffuse the situation 
further and maintain reverence for such luminaries by suggesting that in some cases the 
reasons behind the discourse of certain scholars are difficult to discern, indicated by the 
phrase, "These people were renowned imams, their statements may be interpreted in more 
than one way and perhaps some of them were not understood. " In the particular case under 
discussion here, i. e. the dispute between al-Mubasibi and Ibn Hanbal, this is certainly the 
case as Ibn Hanbal did not qualify further his statement, "... yet despite what I have said, I 
622 The literal translation of the term used would be `to turn one's cheek away (fa 'drib cafhan can)' meaning 
not to even look but I have used `turn a blind eye', which appears a useful equivalent in English. 
623 See al-Subki (d. 771/1370), cAbd al-Wahhäb b. Ali [Täj al-Din], Q`ida / '1-Jarh wa '1-Ta'dll, in `Arbaca 
Rasä'il fi `Ulüm al-Hadith', edited by cAbd al-Fattäh Abu- Ghudda (6`h ed., Beirut, 
Maktabat 
al-Matbücät al- 
Isl5miyya, 1999) pp. 59-65 and Tabagät a1-Shäfi`iyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 278. 
611 See p. 159 above. 
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do not think that you should keep their company" and this is equally demonstrated by the 
number of opinions and amount of discussion that this comment has generated. 
Thus, the approach of traditionists in assessing the reliability of narrators is further 
elucidated in a comparative discussion in the a1-RaJ wa '1-Takmll H al-Jarh wa '1- Ta`d11 of 
the more modern hadth scholar cAbd al-Hayy al-Luknawi (d. 1304/1886) who states: 
If disparagement [of a narrator] (al jarh) is a result of fanaticism (tacassub), or 
enmity (`adwa), or personal dislike (munäfara), then it is disparagement 
which is rejected (jarh mardia). As such, the statement of al-imam Malik [b. 
Anas] regarding Muhammad b. Isbaq - the author of a1-Maghäzl - that he 
was a "deceiving charlatan (dajjl min a1-dajjla)" is not accepted ... 
[Similarly] al-Nasa i's vilification (gadh) of Ahmad b. Sälih al-Misri, or 
[Sufyän] al-Thawri's vilification of Abü Hanifa, or [Yahyä] Ibn Ma`in's 
vilification of al-Shäfici, or Ahmad's vilification of al-Härith al-Mubasibi would 
also not be accepted ... So do not dare delve into that which occurred 
between 
Abu- Hanifa and Sufyan ... or between Ahmad and al-Uarith al-Muhäsibi. 
625 
As such, al-Luknawi goes a step further than the non-inflammatory approach of al-Subki 
inferring that not only should such disparaging or ambiguous statements of scholars 
regarding their peers be `overlooked' but that they should even be rejected due to the 
underlying reasons for such comments being not only contentious but possibly even 
occurred as a result of personal dislike. Thus, according to al-Luknäwi, Ibn Hanbal's 
comment regarding al-Muhäsibi may be cast aside altogether because it is impossible to 
know the true reasons behind it. 
Shedding further light on this al-Subki comments, "And what must also be taken into 
consideration - and, as shaykh al-Islam Ibn Dagiq al-dId has pointed out - is the dispute that 
occurred between many of the Sufis and the traditionists (ashäb a1-hadlth), as indeed many 
of them imposed statements regarding one another, as some of them did regarding al- 
Härith al-Muhäsibi and others. ""' Thus, we are given the impression that due to the 
methodological differences alluded to above62', many traditionists often deprecated those 
they considered `Sufis' and as such, when examining the disputes between scholars of these 
two denominations this factor must be taken into consideration. Therefore, the inference 
here also is that the comments of traditionists regarding other non-traditionists and Sufis in 
particular, should be rejected due to the nature of the methodological dispute between 
them. 
625 Al-Luknawi (d. 1304/1886), cAbd al-Hayy, al-RaP wa '1-Takmil fi '1-Jarh wa '1- Ta'dil, edited by cAbd al- 
Fattäh Abü Ghudda, (3`d ed., Aleppo, Maktab al-Matbücät al-Islämiyya, 1963) pp. 187-200 passim. 
626 AI-Subki, Q`ida fi '1-Jarh wa '1-Ta`d11, p. 54 and Tabagät al-Shäi`iyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 19. 
627 See pp. 160-4 above. 
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This is further confirmed by Ibn al-Jawzi, who demonstrating his uncompromising 
Uanbalite tendency, comments before briefly mentioning the dispute between Ibn Hanbal 
and al-Muhäsibi: 
Indeed, al-Imam Abu- cAbd Allah Alzmad b. Hanbal due to his extreme 
adherence to the Prophetic practice (al-sunna) and his forbidding of 
innovation (a1-bld`a) criticised a number of the elite (al-akhyär), if they did 
anything that contradicted the sunna and his statements in this regard should 
be interpreted as providing good counsel in religious matters (al-nas ha 11 7- 
din). 628 
Thus, from the above statement even Ibn al-Jawzi admits that, due to his own strict 
interpretation and application of Islamic principles, Ibn Hanbal would disparage those 
whom he considered to contradict such fundamentals, despite their being from the scholarly 
ranks of the community "al-akhy&'. However, rather than interpreting this tendency as a 
case of, "... providing good counsel in religious matters (al-naslha li '1-din)", as Ibn al-Jawzi 
has done, one may equally interpret this in the light of the discussion above, provided by 
traditionists dealing with the discipline of a1 jarh wa '1-ta`dl, as being the result of a stance 
taken due to a different methodological approach being adopted. 
Further clarifying the concept amongst scholarship that there was almost a `natural' 
departure between the traditionists and the `Sufis', al-Dhahabi, having quoted the remarks 
made by al-Räzi629, comments in his Mlzän al-I`tld - 
Where are the likes of al-Härith al-Muhäsibi?! How then if Abu- Zurca had 
seen the books of the later Sufis, such as the Qt al-Qulüb of Abü Taub [al- 
Makki] and where are the likes of the Qlt? ! How then if he had seen Bahjat 
al Asrär of Abu- Jahdam, and Vagä'iq al-Tafsir of al-Sulami?! He would have 
lost his mind (la tära lubbuhu) ! How then if he had seen the works of Abü 
Hämid [al-Ghazzäli] al-Tu-s-1 bearing in mind the many fabricated hadth (a]- 
mawClü`ät) there are in al-Ilhyä?! How then if he had seen al-Ghunya of 
shaykh cAbd al-Qädir [al-Jiläni]?! How then if he had seen Fusüs al-Ijkam 
and al-Futz7hät al-Maklyya [of Ibn `Arabi] ?! Indeed when al-Härith was the 
spokesman of such people in his era (llsän al-qawm 17 dhällka '1-'asr), his 
contemporaries consisted of one thousand scholars of hadlth, including the 
likes of Ahmad b. Hanbal and Ibn Rähawayh but when the pole of Gnostics 
(qutub a1-`ärlHn) became the author of al-Fusrls [i. e. Ibn `Arabi] the scholars 
of [in that time] were the likes of Ibn Walad al-Khamsin and Ibn Shahäna. 630 
On examining this excerpt in the light of the quote from al-Räzi, we may conclude that, 
even if al-Dhahabi accepted his claim that al-Mubasibi was a proponent of innovation, he 
628 Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imäm Ahmad b. Ilanbal, pp. 239-41. 
629 See p. 160 above. 
6" AI-Dhahabi, Mizän al-I? tidälll Nagd al-RijäJ, vol. 1, p. 431. 
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clearly thought that al-Muhäsibi's `bld`g' was insignificant compared with the `innovations' 
of the later exponents of Sufism, to the extent that he concludes that, if al-Räzi had 
encountered these later works he would have gone insane! Similarly, al-Dhahabi also takes 
into consideration the factors of space and time, in the sense that he attempts to make an 
appraisal of al-Mubasibi within his own historical context. This being the case, he quite 
correctly notes that this era was the `golden age of traditionism' to the extent that not only 
was the vast majority of scholarship was concerned with the transmission and 
authenticating of narrations but also that this period contained many of the authorities in 
the field of hadth, who would be considered its greatest exponents and experts for 
centuries to come. Thus, bearing this factor in mind and also taking into consideration the 
`clash of methodologies' between the traditionists and other sections of the scholarly 
community, it is hardly surprising that al-Muhäsibi came under scrutiny and consequently, 
incurred the wrath of the hadth experts who were in the ascendancy in the post-mlhna 
period. 
In a similar vein, further accentuating the `clash of methodologies' between the traditionists 
and the nascent Sufi fraternity, Ibn Khaldün comments in his Shifä al-Sä i1 
The basis of the story between al-Mubasibi and Ibn Hanbal, was Ibn Hanbal's 
belief that it is not permissible for someone studying Sacred Law (a1-sharPa) 
to have a shaykh to whom he submits his affairs but rather that acquisition 
[of knowledge] should be from the Book [i. e. the Qur3an] and the Prophetic 
example (al-sunna) [directly]. 631 
As such, this is a further indication of the disparate approaches of these two scholars, which 
appear on the surface to have created an unsolvable rift between them. 
Therefore, at least from a superficial perspective, the fact that these two eminent Muslim 
personalities were contemporaneous may be a possible cause of their discord. However, I 
would suggest here that there is little indication that the dispute in question was in fact 
fuelled by personal feelings, but rather, that their methodologies of religious practice were 
entirely different, as was shown in this section and even more so in section 4.6.2 above. 
Despite this, however, there remains yet another major factor in the relationship between 
al-Muhäsibi and Ibn Hanbal and since this is arguably the most important it will be dealt 
with at length in the next section. 
631 Ibn Khaldün (d. 808/1405), cAbd al-Rahmän b. Muhammad b. Muhammad, Shilä' a1-Sä'i1 / Tahdhfh al- 
Masä'il, edited by Aghnätiyüs cAbda Khalifa al-Yasiili (Beirut, al-Matba`a al-K5thülikiyya, n. d. ) p. 64 quoted in 
al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aql wa Fahrn a1-Qur'än, p. 45. 
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4.6.5 Al-Muhäsibi s Utilisation of Scholastic Theology (`ilm al-kalam) 
Of the most popular and regularly cited reasons for Ibn Hanbal's abjuration of al-Mubasibi 
is the suggestion that Ahmad's dislike of al-Härith stems from the latter's utilisation of 
scholastic theology (llm al-kaläm) and in particular, in refuting `unorthodox' views, 
especially those of the Muctazilites and Shi`ites. 63' The fact that al-Mubasibi employed 
dialectical and rational argument in some of his works is well established, as this technique 
is tangible during his discussion of the aforementioned sects within a minority of his works, 
namely in particular Mählyyat a1-cAg1 and Fahm a1-Qur'än. 633 Therefore, this suggestion 
requires further qualification not from the perspective of al-Muhäsibi, as his use of kaläm is 
known, but rather, one has to first clarify Ibn Hanbal's view of this subject, so as to establish 
the validity of this concept. 
In fact, upon examining the classical biographical and historical sources, one finds a trend 
amongst the more strict traditionist and jurisprudential ranks towards vehement censuring 
of the use of `ilm al-kaläm in any format and under any circumstance. As such, we find that 
when it was said to one of Ibn Hanbal's teachers, cAbd al-Rahmän b. Mahdi, "Such and 
such (fulän) has authored a book regarding the sunna as a refutation against someone else", 
he replied, "Did he refute [him] with the Book of Allah [i. e. the Qur'an] and the practice of 
His Prophet (sunnat nablyylhl), may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him? " It was 
said to him, "[He refuted him] with scholastic theology (kaläm)", to which he replied, 
"Then he has refuted falsehood with falsehood (bätll hi bath), "634 Thus, we find that this 
view - representative of the traditionist stance towards kaum - not only rejected it as a 
method since it was considered falsehood (bätil) but moreover, its use was even rejected in 
refuting others who may well employ it within a religious discourse, despite its purpose 
being the defence the `orthodox' position. 
In a more scathing attack on those who engage in scholastic theology and dialectics, 
another of Ibn Hanbal's teachers - the renowned jurist Muhammad b. Idris al-Shäfi`i - is 
reported to have said, "No one engaged in kaum and was successful. , 635 He also said, "For a 
person to be afflicted with everything that Allah has forbidden apart from polytheism (al- 
632 It is worth noting here that al-Khatib contends that there are theological issues other than those alluded to 
in this section, in which al-Muhäsibi contradicts the creed of `orthodox' Sunnism. However, most of these are 
derived by examining al-Mubasibi's views from his works, in particular Fahm al-Qur'än, whereas the goal of 
this section is to explore this contention from the classical primary sources as a whole, so as to reach the 
essence of this dispute. See al-Khatib, Fikral-Härith a1-Muhäsibi a1-SüfifMizän al-Kitäb wa '1-Sunna, pp. 40- 
7. 
633 See pp. 221-2 and 225-7 below. 
634 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al-Awliyä; vol. 9, pp. 11-12. 
635 Ibid., p. 100. 
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shirk) is better than if he were to engage in al-kaläm. "636 Similarly, his own judgement 
regarding scholastic theology was clear as he stated: 
My opinion and my position (ray wa madhhabl) regarding those who engage 
in scholastic theology (ayhäb al-kaläm) is that they should be beaten with 
palm branches (al jarid , put on camels and paraded amongst the clans and 
tribes and that it should be proclaimed, "This is the recompense of anyone 
who left the Book of Allah [i. e. the Qur'an] and the Prophetic practice (al- 
sunna) and engaged in al-kaläm. "637 
As for Ibn Hanbal himself, he had an equally negative view of scholastic theology and 
dialectics, as it is reported that he said, "Do not sit with those who engage in scholastic 
theology (ahl al-ka1Jm) even if they defend the Prophetic practice (al-sunna). "638 
Thus, the traditionists and jurists of the period are portrayed as holding an uncompromising 
and rigid view regarding both scholastic theology and those who engaged in it. This can be 
understood in several ways: firstly, they held the view that Islam was a revealed religion 
and it was to be understood from its revelatory sources, these being entirely sufficient to 
understand and interpret this religious tradition. Secondly, bearing in mind the `self 
sufficient' nature of the revelatory sources, there was simply no need for another 
interpretative method, such as scholastic theology, to be employed and this being the case, 
such a subsidiary interpretative method was extraneous and thus surplus to requirement. 
Thirdly, since scholastic theology by its very nature relies on dialectic and rational discourse 
to prove its point rather than basing an argument exclusively on a Qur anic verse or 
Prophetic hadth, then such a method had no basis from a religious or legalistic perspective 
and was to be rejected as innovation (bld'a), even if it were to employed to defend the 
`orthodox' stance from other `innovative' sects. Fourthly, such scholars, from their 
perspective, had seen the `negative' effect of engaging in kaläm, since many of the 
`innovations' of groups such as the Qadarites, Muctazilites and the Jahmites had been due to 
their delving into theological debate on a `rational' basis rather than a `revelatory' one, 
which in many ways ultimately led to the tribulations of the mihna. 
Therefore, it is hardly surprising that anyone found employing scholastic theology, even if it 
were to for the noble goal of defending the `orthodox' position by using the methods of the 
`unorthodox' against themselves, was strongly censured and vilified. Therefore, it is equally 
no surprise that al-Muhäsibi was subject to such vilification, as he was clearly involved in 
636 Ibid. 
637 Ibid., p. 104. 
638 Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imam Abmad b. yanbal, p. 205. 
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the defence of the beliefs of Sunni `orthodoxy' by utilising rational and dialectic methods, 
comparable to those of the sects with whom he was engaged, such as those of the 
Muctazilites. 
Bearing these factors in mind and despite his `non inflammatory' approach to the dispute 
between Ibn Hanbal and al-Muhäsibi alluded to in the aforementioned discussion, al-Subki 
also concedes that al-Mubasibi's utilisation of scholastic theology may well have been a 
factor in this issue, as the following excerpt shows: 
Know that al-Imam Ahmad, may Allah be pleased with him, was highly 
critical of anyone who spoke regarding scholastic theology (`Ilm al-kaläm) out 
of fear that it would lead to that which is inappropriate. There is little doubt 
that to remain silent regarding it [kaläm] is preferable provided there is no 
need to do so and to speak concerning it when there is no need is innovation 
(bld`a) and al-Uarith had indeed spoken on some issues of scholastic 
theology; Abü al-Qäsim al-Näsiräbädhi said, "It has reached me that Ahmad 
b. Hanbal repudiated him for this reason. " I say: it is presumed that al-Uarith 
only spoke [regarding kaläm] when the need arose. 639 
Thus, while acknowledging Ibn Hanbal's strict censuring of kaläm under all circumstances 
due to its potential to open discussions of a theological nature that may even be 
impermissible or at the very least misleading, al-Subki differentiates between this approach 
and another, which suggests that scholastic theology may be employed when the need to 
do so arises. If no such need arises, however, then to introduce kaläm into the discourse is, 
according to al-Subki at least, innovative. On this premise al-Subki sets out to defend al- 
Mubasibi's position by suggesting that he did not engage in dialectical debate for its own 
sake but rather, when the need arose to defend the Sunni `orthodox' position from the 
onslaught of the rationalising theology of the Muctazilites - an objective, as we have already 
seen, that Ibn Hanbal found equally unacceptable. 
Arguing from a similar perspective, al-Ghazzäli [Abu- Hamid] (d. 505/1111), provides a 
similar defence of al-Mubasibi's approach. Al-Ghazzäli in his typically lucid style, presents 
what he considers to be representative of the views of these scholars by way of an 
imaginary dialogue and then gives his own conclusion, as we find in the following quote 
from al-Mungldh: 
Ahmad b. Hanbal rejected al-Härith al-Muhäsibi's writing of refutations 
against the Muctazilites, so al-Härith said, "To refute innovation (al-bid`a) is a 
compulsory duty (fardj" and Ahmad replied, "Indeed, but you first make 
mention of their deviant view (shubha) and then you reply to it; What 
guarantee do you have that someone won't examine this deviant view such 
639 Al-Subki, Tabagät al-ShäThyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, pp. 278-9. 
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that it sticks in his mind and then he will not be attentive to the reply, or give 
it consideration yet not understand its full significance? " What Ahmad has 
mentioned is true but only in the case of a deviant view that is not widespread 
or well known. However, if such a deviant view became well known, then to 
reply to it is compulsory and it is not possible to reply to it without first 
making mention of it. 640 
Therefore, al-Ghazzäli's first defence of al-Mubasibi's refutations against the Muctazilites 
comes from a legalistic perspective, i. e. that it is a compulsory duty (fart to do so, perhaps 
a view that Ibn Hanbal may even have agreed with, as he himself did so during the mihna. 
However, according to al-Ghazzäli, this was not the reason for Ibn Hanbal's censuring of al- 
Mubasibi but rather, his mentioning of their doctrines before replying to them to refute 
them, as there is no guarantee that someone reading such an exposition may be convinced 
by the Muctazilite view before reading the refutation or even be confused by it, such that 
the specific nature of the reply may not be fully understood. AI-Ghazzäli contends, however, 
that this is only true in the case of a deviant view that is not widespread, since in this case 
mentioning such a view which is not well known to the public would only cause them 
further consternation. In the case of the Muctazilites however, the opposite was true, since 
their doctrines came into the public domain due to the very nature of the mlhna. In this 
case al-Ghazzäli suggests that it is a duty to answer such widespread views by refuting them 
openly and that one can only achieve this by first making mention of such views and then 
refuting them systematically -a duty that al-Muhäsibi gratefully undertook on behalf of his 
peers. Although al-Ghazzäli's reasoning is sound, his explanation does not deal with the 
fundamental question of al-Muhäsibi's engaging in kaläm, as, even if Ibn Hanbal were to 
accept such an appraisal he would have surely contended that this process could have been 
undertaken without utilising a kaläm-style method - an approach which he himself adopted 
in dealing with the Muctazilites. 
With regard to mentioning the views of heretical groups we find a similar defence from gädl 
clyyad as he states in his Kltäb al-Shlfä'. 
Both the predecessors (al-salatj and later scholars (al-khalatj from imams of 
guidance agreed that it was permissible to quote the views of the disbelievers 
and atheists in their books and assemblies to make them clear to people and 
to refute their heresies. Although it has been reported that Ahmad b. Hanbal 
objected to al-Härith b. Asad al-Mubasibi doing this, Ahmad b. Hanbal 
64° Al-Ghazzäli (d. 505/1111), Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad [Abü Hämid], a1-Mungidh min a]- 
Da1ä1, edited by Jamil Salibä and Kämil cAyyäd (9`h ed., Beirut, Dar al-Andalus, 1990) pp. 118-9. 
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himself did something similar when he refuted the Jahmi ya and those who 
641 
said that the Qur'an was created, 
The contention that al-Muhäsibi made mention of the `innovative' sects in Islamic doctrine 
seems to be a baseless argument, since, as gadl `Iyyäd has pointed out, there is a consensus 
amongst both the early and later scholars of Islam that this is permissible - if the goal of it 
is to clarify their heresies and at the same time refute them. Indeed, this was the same goal 
to which al-Muhäsibi aspired and moreover, as gädl cIyyäd observes, Ibn Hanbal himself 
appropriates the same technique when refuting similar heretical views in his work al-Radd 
calä 7-Jahmiyya wa '1-Zanädlga. 642 Therefore, the claim that al-Muhäsibi was repudiated 
for this reason seems unlikely, since Ibn Hanbal himself in this work and as the mlhna 
accounts bear witness, engaged in refutation of his opponents and their views. The only 
possible explanation of this is that Ibn Hanbal's objection was due to the fact that al- 
Mubasibi utilised kaläm as a method to achieve this goal, whereas Abmad, due to his 
opposition to this approach, employed discussions purely based on the Qur'än and sunna. 643 
It is also worth mentioning here that Ibn Hanbal's contention with al-Mubasibi may not just 
have been with his utilisation of kaum as a method but also with some the specific views 
he may have held regarding the doctrine surrounding the Qur'än. There is little doubt that 
al-Muhäsibi's general view regarding the Qur an was that of Ibn Hanbal, in the sense that 
he held that the Qur do was the uncreated word of God. Despite this, however, during the 
course of the dispute concerning the nature of the Quran other, more subtle and complex 
debates arose. One of these concerned the physical, human articulation of the Quran 
during recital (allufz); the question being of course - is this created also? Those who 
contended that the recital of the Quran was in fact created were thus termed `al-Lufziyya' 
due to their belief in this specific aspect of doctrine concerning the Quran and this too has 
been suggested as a possible reason behind Ibn Hanbal's contention with al-Mubasibi, as al- 
Dhahabi states: 
641 Al-Yahsubi (d. 544/1149), cIyyäd [a]-gädi], Kitäb a1-Shims' bi Tarif Huqüq a1-Mustafa, edited by Haytham 
al-Tu'aymi and Najib Mäjidi (2 vols. in one book, Beirut, al-Maktaba al 'Asriyya, 2001) pp. 371-2. In addition, 
one should also refer to the implausible and inaccurate explanation that al-Qäri provides in attempting to 
explain Ibn Hanbal's action. See al-Qäri (d. 1014/1605), 'Ali [al-MulI5], Sharh al-Shif li '1-Qdi clyyäd (2 
vols., Beirut, 
Dar 
al-Kutub al-dIlmiyya, n. d. ) vol. 2, p. 455. 
642 It is worth noting that this particular work is one of the many works attributed to Ibn Hanbal and whose 
authorship is questionable. For a discussion of this issue see Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/855), Abmad, al-Radd `a1ä '1- 
Jahmiyya wa 7-Zanädiga, edited by cAbd al-Rahmän al-`Umayra (Riyadh, Dar al-Liwä', 1977) pp. 72-8. 
643 This is a contention that requires further research and perhaps even a comparative study of both Ibn 
Hanbal's and al-Muhäsibi's works and their refutations of `heretical' sects will be a useful addition to the 
literature. 
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Ibn al-A`räbi said, "Al-Härith studied jurisprudence, recorded hadth and 
became familiar with the practices of the ascetics, such that he reached an 
[elevated] rank in knowledge. However he spoke regarding [human] 
articulation [of the Qur'än] (al-lufz) and faith (al-iman) and thus, it is said 
that Ahmad repudiated him such that he went into hiding for a while. "644 
Regarding this issue, Ibn Hanbal's position was equally uncompromising as with other 
aspects of the discussion regarding the divine nature of the Qur3an. In this regard al-Subki 
relates: 
It has been narrated that it was said to [al-Husayn] al-Karäbisi, "What do say 
regarding the Qur'än? " to which he replied, "It is the uncreated speech of 
Alläh. " So the questioner then asked, "What do you say regarding my 
articulation of the Qur an? " and he replied, "Your articulation of the Qur'an is 
created. " So the questioner went to Ahmad b. IHanbal and explained to him 
what occurred to which he commented, "This is innovation (bld`a). " 
[Al-Subki: ] As for our opinion it is that Ahmad, may Allah be pleased with 
him, by saying, `This is innovation' was merely referring to answering a 
question regarding articulation [of the Qur'an] (al-]Uz), as this does not 
concern a person and for a person to delve into that which does not concern 
him within scholastic theology is an innovation and as such, to remain silent 
concerning it is better and more preferred. 
Similarly, no one should think that Abmad, may Allah be pleased with him, is 
claiming that the words articulated from the lips are pre-eternal and at the 
same time al-Husayn's statement has been related from the likes of al-Bukhäri, 
al-Uarith al-Muhäsibi, Muhammad b. Nag al-Marwazi and others and we will 
return to this during the discussion of al-Bukhäri's biography. It has also been 
narrated that when Ahmad said, "This is innovation", the questioner returned 
to al-Husayn who then said, "Your articulation of the Qur'an is uncreated. " 
The questioner once again returned to Ahmad and informed him of al- 
IIusayn's statement, which Ahmad also rejected saying, "This is also 
innovation. " This indicates to you what we are saying, [i. e. ] that when Ahmad 
said, "This is also innovation" he was merely referring to the question itself, or 
otherwise how could he oppose the affirmation of something and then [also] 
its denial?! 645 
The first striking feature of the above quotation is the involvement of al-Husayn al-Karäbisi, 
a renowned scholastic theologian (mutakallim) who would revel in Ibn Hanbal's criticism of 
him due to his discussion of this particular issue, i. e. the articulation of the QurDän (al-lufz) 
and therefore, it is equally not surprising that Ibn Hanbal regarded his opinion as 
innovative. 646 What is more interesting is the attribution of the view to major jurists and 
traditionists other than al-Mubasibi, including such eminent personalities as al-Bukhäri and 
6' AI-Dhahabi, Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 209 and Siyar Aläm al-Nubalä vol. 12, p. 112. 
bas Al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäi`iyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, pp. 118-19. 
646 Ibid., p. 118. 
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al-Marwazi, indicating that this was not only a well known view but also that its 
interpretation was extremely complex. 
Ibn Hanbal's stance towards this issue, according to al-Subki at least, is one of 
disengagement, in the sense that he considered the question itself innovative and therefore, 
it is no surprise that anyone who answered the question or held a specific view regarding it 
would also be considered an innovator, which seems to have been the situation in al- 
Muhäsibi's case. 
The discussion provided here by al-Subki seems to be little more than a biographical gloss, 
as, when we examine other sources Ibn Hanbal's position becomes crystal clear. Ibn al- 
Jawzi, for example, relates the following reports regarding Ibn Hanbal's stance towards the 
issue at hand, "Ahmad b, Zanjuwayh said that he heard Ahmad b. Hanbal say, `Al-Lufziyya 
are worse than the Jahmiyya. ii647 In a similar narration we find, "Muhammad b. Muslim 
said that he heard Ahmad b. Hanbal say, `Whoever said that my articulation of the Qur3an 
is created (1ufz1 bi '1-Qur'än makhlüq) then he is a Jahmi. 7)7648 Moreover, his position is 
further clarified by the following statement, "Isbaq b. Ibrahim b. Häni' said that Ahmad b. 
Hanbal was asked should one pray behind someone who says that their articulation of the 
Qur'an is created, he said `He should not be prayed behind, nor should he be sat with and 
no-one should pray [the funeral prayer] over him'. "649 
Thus, the issue is far more serious than al-Subki seems to indicate, since the issue of 
articulation of the Qur'an was not merely an issue that should not be raised but also, if one 
did so and in addition, believed in it, was clearly considered by Ibn Hanbal to be a 
disbeliever (käfr). This is indicated not only by the phrase, "... no-one should pray [the 
funeral prayer] over him" but also due to Ibn Hanbal's position regarding the Jahmites in 
general, to which al-Lufziyya are compared in these narrations. As such, Ibn Hanbal's 
opinion of someone who considered their own personal articulation of the Qur'an to be 
created is unequivocal; he considered them non-Muslims and it would suggest that, if he did 
indeed think that al-Mubasibi adopted this article of faith, then it would a manifest reason 
for his repudiation of him. Despite this however, it does not entirely explain the initial 
comment made by Ibn Hanbal, quoted at the beginning of this section, since once again - as 
was the case with the accusation that al-Mubasibi engaged in innovation - it stands to 
6a' Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib a]-Imäm Ahmad b. Ilanbal, p. 205. 
648 Ibid., p. 206. 
649 Ibid., p. 207. 
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reason from the above quote of Ibn Hanbal himself, that he would not spend even one 
moment in the company of someone who was even suspected of holding such a belief. 
In a similar and somewhat related debate surrounding the nature of the Quroan, yet another 
complex theological concept is proposed as the reason for Ibn Hanbal's rejection of al- 
Mubasibi. In an almost reversed argument, the question in hand does not concern the 
human being's articulation of the Qur'än but the divine pronunciation of speech, in the 
sense that, is this articulation of words accompanied by sound or not? In this regard we find 
the following quote in al-Futühi's Shari al-Kawkab al-Munlr. 
Zayn al-Din Ibn Rajab [al-Hanbali] said in al-Manäglb, "And from the 
innovations concerning the Qur'an that Ahmad would reject is the statement 
that Allah spoke without sound (bi ghayri sawt), such that he [Ibn Hanbal] 
would reject this view and attribute innovation to the one who held it. " It has 
been said that Ahmad renounced al-Härith al-Muhäsibi for this reason. Abu- 
al-Abbas [Ibn Taymiyya] comments, "This was the reason for Abmad's 
abjuration of al-Härith al-Muhäsibi and others like him from the 
Kulläbiyya650 1)651 
On the same theme and illustrating this point further we find that al-Dhahabi relates in his 
Tärlkh al-Isläm that al-Marwadhi also stated that: 
Abu- Bakr b. Hammäd told me that al-Härith passed by him one day and Abü 
Hafs al-Khassäf was with him, so he said to him, "0 Abu- cAbd Allah, do you 
say that Allah's speech [is articulated] with sound? " So he said to Abu- Hafs, 
"Answer him" and Abu- Hafs replied, "If I say it is [articulated] with sound, 
then I also need to say this or that (kadhä wa kadha-)652. " So I said to al- 
Härith, "What do you say? " and he replied, "Abu- Hafs has already answered 
you. " So Abu- cAbd Allah Abmad b. Hanbal then said, "From this day I will 
warn [others] against Härith. "653 
Thus, having consulted the previous two texts regarding the articulation of divine speech, 
one may conclude that such an issue was `cut and dried', since al-Muhäsibi appears to have 
adopted this particular theological stance to which Ibn Hanbal was equally opposed. 
650 The first generation of Sunni scholastic theologians (mutakallimü ahl al-sunna) associated with Abd Allah 
b. Sadid b. Kulläb (d. ca. 239/854) who engaged in scholastic theology so as to defend the beliefs of the 
`orthodox' majority from the innovations of deviant sects and included in addition to al-Muhäsibi, such 
luminaries as Abü 'I-`Abbas al-Qalänisi. Whether this was indeed a formal `school' and that al-Muhäsibi and 
al-Qalänisi followed Ibn Kulläb rigorously or indeed, merely adopted a similar form of argumentation requires 
further research. See Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, vol. 1, p. 74; al-Nashshär, Nash-'at al-Fikr al-Falsali fi 
'I-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 265-84; Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 58-9,64 and 136; The Formative 
Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 282 and 286-9 and p. 119 above. 
6s' Al-Futühi, Muhammad b. Abmad b. cAbd al-`Aziz, Sharp al-Kawkab al-Munlr [al-musamrnä bi Mukhtasar 
al-Tahrir], edited 
by Muhammad Hamid al-Fiqqi (Cairo, Maktabat al-Sunna al-Muhammadiyya, 1953) p. 47. 
652 Meaning that one would then have elaborate regarding the modality of how the sound is produced. 
653 Al-Dhahabi, Tärkh al-Islam, vol. 18, pp. 209-10. 
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However, the complexity of the issue and al-Muhäsibi's view regarding it is alluded to by al- 
Kaläbädhi in his discussion of the nature of divine discourse when he states: 
The vast majority of them [the Sufis] agreed that Alläh the Exalted's speech 
consists of neither letters (hurüh nor sound (sawt) or words (hlj). Indeed, 
letters, sounds and words are indicators of speech yet they require specific 
devices and bodily parts [for articulation], which are the uvula, the mouth 
and the tongue and since A11äh the Exalted has no bodily parts, nor a need for 
devices, His speech does not consist of words and sounds. Some the most 
revered [Sufis] said regarding His speech, "That whoever speaks with words 
then he is deficient (ma`Iul) and whoever speaks sequentially [i. e. one word 
after another] is in need (mu(4tarr). " 
Another group of them said that the speech of Allah does consist of words 
and sounds as they claimed that speech is not known any other way, despite 
their affirmation that it is an uncreated attribute of Allah the Exalted in His 
essence and this was the view of Härith al-Muhäsibi and from the later 
scholars, Ibn Salim. The basis for this is the following: since it has been 
established that Allah the Exalted is pre-eternal (gadm) and that He does not 
resemble His creation in any way, nor do any of His attributes resemble those 
of created beings, then His speech will not consist of words and sounds like 
that of created beings. 654 
On examining this text, one realises the subtlety of al-Mubasibi's argument, which is typical 
of the kaläm style; he was in fact saying that God's speech does consist of sounds but also, 
that since He does not resemble His creation in any way, then neither does His speech. The 
sounds that articulate His speech do not resemble His creation either and al-Mubasibi, in 
his view at least, eliminates the possibility of anthropomorphism (al-tashblh). As we have 
seen however, this would most likely have been rejected by Ibn Uanbal for a variety of 
reasons; firstly, he may have regarded the question itself to be innovation and as such, 
whatever one's personal conviction regarding the issue it is unacceptable to even discuss 
such a matter, as it has no precedent amongst the preceding generations. Secondly, the 
argument proposed above adopts a dialectical technique typical of the kaläm style and is, 
therefore rejected as a method of proof. 6ss Thirdly, it is unlikely that he would have even 
entertained the argument in the first place, as Ibn Hanbal often appears only to have been 
interested in the answer to the question itself rather than the rationale behind it. However, 
as was the case with the issue of the created nature of the Qur an's articulation, this does 
not explain Ibn Hanbal's comment at the beginning of this section, as one may safely 
assume that he would not have entertained al-Muhäsibi's discourse for one moment, if he 
654 Al-Kaläba- dhi, al-Ta`arrufli Madhhab Ahl al-Tacawwuf, p. 42. 
655 It should also be noted here that Ibn Uanbal actually held that there was evidence concerning this issue 
from the revelatory sources and there was no need to exercise one's own rational faculties in trying to explain 
it. See al-Futühi, Sharh al-Kawkab al-Munk, pp. 47-8. 
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thought that it was underpinned by an unacceptable aberration in a believer's faith such as 
this. 
Thus, it is clear from the discourse presented here that one of the most manifest 
explanations for Ibn Hanbal's abjuration of al-Muhäsibi is the latter's engagement in 
scholastic theology (clm al-kaläm) to which Alimad was completely averse. Although the 
specific feature of al-Mubasibi's engagement in kaläm is not entirely clear as alluded to in 
the above discussion, nevertheless it provides a strong basis for the suggestion that this was 
the primary factor in the dispute between these two eminent personalities of the scholarly 
community in 2nd/8rh-3td/gth centuries Baghdad. As such Ibn Hanbal's comment, "I don't 
think that I have seen a people such as these nor anyone speak regarding the realties [of 
faith] (al hagä q) like this man, yet despite what I have said, I do not think that you should 
keep their company" may be understood in the light of al-Subki's comment mentioned 
above, "Know that al-Imam Ahmad, may Allah be pleased with him, was highly critical of 
anyone who spoke regarding scholastic theology (`llm al-kaläm) out of fear that it would 
lead to that which is inappropriate. " Therefore, although Ibn Hanbal may well have been 
impressed by al-Mubasibi's discussion of spiritual matters, he was not willing to allow a 
student to keep his company whilst the possibility existed that al-Mubdsibi may engage in 
kaläm during his discourse, which as Ahmad viewed it, was an unacceptable risk and 
indeed, detrimental to the religion as a whole, even if it was on the premise of defending 
the faith. 656 
4.7 Al-Muhäsibi's Death 
Although there is no confirmed report of the date of al-Mubasibi's birth, the historical 
biographers are in agreement that his death occurred in 243/857, approximately two years 
after that of his adversary Ahmad b. Ilanbal. With regard to this incident, i. e. the occasion 
of his death, we find the following report: al-Qädi al-Husayn b. Ismä`i1 al-Mabamili said 
Abu- Bakr b. Härün b. al-Mujaddar told me, "I was present at the demise of al-Uarith - 
meaning al-Mubasibi - and he said to us, `If I see that which pleases me then I will smile at 
656 One of the great ironies of this incident is that the defence of Sunni `orthodoxy' via rational and dialectic 
methods as employed by scholastic theology became a normative practice during the following centuries with 
the development of Sunni kaläm and the advent of Abü `l-Hasan Ali al-Ashcari and the subsequent school 
associated with him. In this regard al-Muhäsibi's contribution is significant and not without appreciation as al- 
Baghdädi observes, "And the books of al-Härith b. Asad on scholastic theology (al-kaläm), jurisprudence (al- 
figh) and Prophetic tradition (al-hadith) were relied upon by the theologians (mutakillimun), jurists (fugahä') 
and Sufis from our companions [i. e. the Ashcarites]. " See al-Baghdädi (d. 429/1037), cAbd a]-Qädir b. Tähir 
b. Muhammad, Kitäb Usül al-Din (Istanbul, Matbacat al-Dawla, 1928) p. . 
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you but if I see something else [other than that which pleases me] you will find it apparent 
on my face. i657 Then he smiled and passed away. i658 This `pleasant' end, indicative of piety in 
the hagiographical literature, was certainly short lived at his funeral, as, even if God had 
accepted his efforts during his life, the people of Baghdad were less forgiving, apparently 
due to Ibn Hanbal's abjuration of al-Muhäsibi and the population of Baghdad's fanaticism 
for the great traditionist. In this regard we find that Abü al-Qasim al-Näsiräbädhi narrates, 
It has reached me that al-Härith al-Mubasibi had spoken [on issues] 
regarding scholastic theology (al kaläm), so Ahmad b. Hanbal repudiated him 
and he [al-Mubasibi] went into hiding in a house in Baghdad, dying therein; 
only four people prayed over him [at his funeral] and he passed away in the 
year two hundred and forty three. 659 
The place of al-Mub5sibi's burial is therefore confirmed as being Baghdad yet there is some 
dispute as to the actual location of his grave 66o; al-Mustawfi (d. 750/1349) for example 
proposes in his work Nuzhat al-Qulüb that his grave is on the west side of Baghdad. On the 
contrary al-Bundaniji (d. 1283/1866) in his Jäml` a1 Anwär fi Manäglb al-Akhyär goes into 
great detail, suggesting that al-Mubasibi is buried on the east side of Baghdad on the site of 
a mosque formally known as `Zäwiyat al-Mawlawiyya' built by Däwüd Bäshä and now 
known as `Jämic al-Asawiyya'. 661 
4.8 The Effect of al-Muhäsibi's Milieu on his Life 
Having selectively examined the era in which al-Mubasibi lived in the last chapter and 
consequently shed considerable light on his personal biography in the current chapter, it is 
equally befitting here to discuss to what extent this historical period had an effect on our 
subject, to try and assess the extent that his surroundings played in shaping his life. 
Although in reality little biographical detail is available regarding the specifics of al- 
Muhäsibi's life, one factor that is confirmed is that his birth and formative years were in 
6s' Al-Subki affirms the phrase "tanassamtum / wajhl' but I feel the original proposed by al-Khatib 
"tabayyantum /1 wajhl' is more accurate. 
658 See al-Baghdädi, Ta rikh Baghdad, vol. 8, p. 215; al-Shahrazüri, Tabagät al-Fugahä' al-Shjf yya, vol. 1, p. 
441 and al-Subki, Tabagät al-Shäfi'Tyya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, pp. 277-8. 
659 See al-Baghdädi, Tafirkh Baghdad, vol. 8, pp. 215-16; Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam, vol. 11, p. 309; Manägib 
al-Imam Ahmad b. ffanbal,, p. 241; Ibn Athir, al-Kämil, vol. 5, p. 298; Ibn Khallikän, Wafayät alA yän, vol. 2, 
p. 58; al-Dhahabi, Mizän al-Ictidäl, vol. 1, p. 430; Tärikh al-Islam, vol. 18, p. 209; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhfb al- 
Tahdhib, vol. 1, p. 327; al-Jazari, al-Lubäb /1 Tahdhfb al Ansäb, vol. 3, p. 171 and Abu- al-Fidä', al-Mukhtasar 1r 
Tärikh al-Bashar, p. 40. 
660 Both these claims are virtually impossible to verify almost 1200 years on but have been mentioned here to 
make the survey of the literature complete. 
661 See al-Bundaniji, Jämi` al Anwar fi Manägib a1 Akhyär, p. 297 and Sarkis, Yacqüb Nacüm, "Dafin Jämic al- 
Asawiyya", in Lughat al-Arab (vol. 3, year 6,1928) pp. 181-2. 
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Basra. Similarly, the suggested date of his birth is 165/781 and at that time we may assume 
that Basra was at the beginning of its decline as a major urban centre, coinciding naturally 
with the rise and flourishing of Baghdad. 
Nevertheless, one may also assume that the ascetic tradition that was associated with Basra 
did not die over night and indeed, bearing in mind that this social trend is said to originate 
with the Prophetic Companion Abü Müsä al-Ash`ari, one may suggest that this world view 
was deeply rooted in certain sections of Basran society. In fact this early pietistic trend was 
further developed with the group of individuals whom al-Nashshär terms, `the first Basran 
school (madrasat al-Basra al-lila)', which culminated in the life and personality of Basra's 
most famous son al-Hasan al-Basri and the development of another group of ascetics who 
formed the basis of `the second Basran school (madrasat a1-Basra a1-thänlya)'. Although al- 
Muhäsibi was far too young to have met most of these personalities, some of them such as 
cAbd al-Wähid b. Zayd and his student Riyab b. cAmr al-Qaysi were still alive in his 
childhood years and despite having no firm evidence to support their meeting, it seems 
reasonable to assume that the trend towards religious austerity and moral excellence was 
still prevalent in his early life, a fact which is confirmed by the two narrations from Ibn Zafr 
al-Sagli. 662 
This was not the only tangible influence that may have had an effect on his early life in 
Basra however, as the trend towards rational and dialectical theology seems also to have 
started there. Indeed, one of the earliest incidences of this sort - as the tradition would have 
it - appears to have occurred within the circle of al-Hasan al-Basri, ultimately leading to the 
exit of one of his students Wäsil b. cAta3. This incident is quoted as being the historical 
starting point for the Muctazilite movement and consequently, al-Mubasibi was 
contemporaneous with some of the Basran school's greatest figures including Abu- Hudhayl 
and al-Nazzäm. Despite this, al-Mubasibi did not join or indeed even accept the teachings 
of the early Muctazilites but rather, in the tradition of al-Hasan al-Basri, remained strictly 
`orthodox' in his outlook but at the same time one cannot help but feel that this familiarity 
with such a methodology at an early stage may well have influenced his use of scholastic 
theology at a later stage. 
Having spent his formative years in Basra, he moved to Baghdad with his family at an early 
age, most probably due to the perceived opportunities therein and the relative decline of 
Basra, as Baghdad had now been established as the cAbbäsid state capital for at least twenty 
662 See pp. 141-2 above. 
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years or more. It is here that al-Mubdsibi seems to have flourished as a young man, 
particularly in terms of his learning. It will be remembered from chapter three that this 
period is often referred to as "the Golden era of Islamic learning" and despite that fact that 
there is no evidence to suggest that al-Muhäsibi was involved with the `secular' disciplines 
of medicine, philosophy and astronomy, there is ample evidence of his engagement with 
religious learning. Indeed, it is equally clear from the second quotation from Ibn Zafr al- 
$agli that al-Mubasibi's training began very early in the basics of reading, writing and 
memorising the Qur'an and we may assume that this process continued after his move to 
Baghdad. In fact al-Mubasibi himself alludes to this at the beginning of his work al-Nasäi i 
and his studies in the Qur an and hadith, as well as figh, have already been alluded to 
earlier in this chapter. 663 
The tendency towards the learning and teaching of the Qur an, hadith and frgh was not the 
only intellectual trend that was present in Baghdad however and indeed, the inclination 
towards a moralising, spiritual asceticism that was prevalent in both Küfa and Basra prior to 
the establishment of Baghdad, continued in a new form in the new state capital. The 
manifestation of this trend seems to have been a reaction to the affluence and somewhat 
`irreligious' lifestyle that was a remnant of the old Umayyad dynasty but continued - albeit 
in a form cloaked in a much more religious appearance - with the advent of the cAbbäsids 
and the expansion of their empire. As a consequence, the teaching evolved in Baghdad 
became the first `model' to which the subsequent generations of Sufis would turn to for 
inspiration, being known as the `Mystical School of Baghdad'. This `school' combined a 
variety of ascetical and spiritual teachings and was developed by the efforts of a number of 
prominent personalities such as Macrüf al-Karkhi, Bishr b. al-Härith al-Häfi and Sari al- 
Sagati, as well as al-Muhäsibi himself, and culminated with the `sober (cahw) school' of 
Sufism associated with al-Junayd. Such eminent company was no doubt a great influence 
on the life and teachings of al-Muhäsibi and combined with the introspective asceticism of 
the Basrans, as exemplified by al-Hasan al-Basri, provided the essence of much of his 
thought. 664 
What is equally apparent however, in addition to the deep, spiritual tendencies found in the 
teachings of al-Muhäsibi, is his staunch stance regarding the Muctazilites, of which there 
was by now a second school in the capital of Baghdad and chronologically at least, many of 
663 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, edited by Muhammad Abd al 'Aziz Abmad (Cairo, Maktabat al-Qur 5n, 
1992) p. 11 and pp. 145 -8 above. 
664 See pp. 128-30 and cf. pp. 122-3 above. 
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their most famous exponents such as Bishr b. Muctamir were also his contemporaries. His 
defence of `orthodox' Sunni doctrines reaches its pinnacle - as will be seen in the next 
chapter - in his works Mählyyat al Aql and Fahm al-Qur'än but is equally tangible in his 
own personal life with both of the narrations elucidating his relationship with his father, all 
of which indicates not only the widespread extent of the Muctazilite doctrines but also, the 
effect that this dispute had on him personally. One may also assume that this was a major 
factor in his employing scholastic theology (`Ilm al-kaläm) as an approach, so as to hold a 
discourse with the Muctazilites, in an attempt to defeat them using their own vernacular and 
methodology. 665 
Related to this of course is the most singularly significant reliogio-political event during al- 
Muhasibi's life, i. e. that of the mlhna, since this was intrinsically linked to the Muctazilite 
movement and the caliph's support for it at a state level. Bearing in mind al-Mubasibi's 
strong refutation of Muctazilite doctrines, one may have expected to find his name 
intrinsically associated with the event as a whole. However, in contrast, one finds that al- 
Mubasibi has no mention whatsoever during the mlhna accounts and this in itself requires 
some pause for thought. 
This is especially true if we consider the fact that he was involved in a public display of 
disavowal of the Muctazilites' doctrines when he openly disowned his father at Bab al-Taq - 
an event that in all likelihood could not have failed to escape the attention of the state 
authorities. In this case, the incident may be explained from the perspective that al- 
Mubasibi was still fairly young and as such, had no common backing or power - either 
religious or political - to wield, being relatively unknown and thus, having little or no 
popular support. This does not explain, however, his indirect attack on the state doctrine by 
the writing of specific refutations of the Muctazilites such as those found in Mähiyyat a1-cAg1 
and Fahm al-Qur'än but this may also be understood in a number of ways: firstly, al- 
Muhäsibi wasn't a judge (gädl) and did not occupy any other state appointment. Likewise, 
he was not even a popular preacher or renowned scholar of hadth and therefore, was not 
in the direct `line of fire' in terms of the caliphal administration, as it was only such people 
who could command popular support and who seem to have been targeted in the initial 
period at least. Secondly, it may have been the case that, even if al-Mubasibi had been 
suspected, he would have been left alone, as he was more commonly known for his 
exposition of spiritual matters rather than his scholastic theology or his political ambition 
665 See pp. 132-4 and cf. pp. 143-45 above. 
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and indeed, al-Ma'mün is even reported to have entertained those whom he considered 
`ignorant ascetics'. 666 Finally and most probably in the opinion of this researcher, is that al- 
Mubasibi wrote works containing refutations of the Mu'tazilites such as Mähi yat al-"Aql 
and Fahm al-Qut' n in the post-mlhna period, when the situation allowed him to do so due 
to the apparent `pro-Sunnism' stance of al-Mutawakkil, or at the very least if al-Mubasibi 
did write such works in a pre-mlhna period, he kept them very close to his chest. 667 In any 
case, the presence of an anti-Muctazilite trend within his works, in addition to the disavowal 
of his father, is sufficient proof that al-Muhäsibi was clearly affected by the impact of such 
theological issues to the extent that he took action in his own, personal way to uphold a 
belief, which he felt was under a critical attack and which, he felt duty bound to defend. 
Although al-Mubasibi himself may not have been directly affected by the event of the 
mlhna, there can be no doubt that the person it affected more than anyone else was al- 
Imäm Ahmad b. Hanbal and despite his elevated position in Sunni hagiography, one of the 
most difficult incidents to comprehend is his repudiation of al-Uarith al-Muhäsibi. Possible 
reasons for Ibn Hanbal's stance regarding our subject have been elaborated above and 
although the most apparent of Ahmad's objections to al-Mubasibi was his utilisation of 
scholastic theology (llm al-kaläm), it is likewise possible that the suggestions posited above 
are to a lesser or greater extent, equally feasible or indeed, one cannot rule out a 
combination of factors. The viability of each suggestion has also been shown in the sense 
that the accusations that al-Mubasibi used weak hadith, that he engaged in scholastic 
theology and dialectics and that he adopted and `invented' a `new', strict, introspective 
spiritual approach have been proven. 668 In this sense one can suggest that al-Muhäsibi's 
methodology in approaching religious learning was fundamentally different from that of Ibn 
Hanbal and in the same way this requires us to examine the methodological approach of al- 
Muhäsibi, by the same token it equally requires that we shed further light on the 
personality and thought of Ibn Hanbal and the aura that surrounds him. 
It is clear from the above discussion that Ibn Hanbal was an exponent of the traditionist 
trend that began to take precedence in Islamic learning from the beginning of the second 
666 See for example Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 44-8. 
66' It is suggested here that al-Muhäsibi wrote such works in the post-mihna period, as this would have given 
sufficient reason for Ibn Uanbal to repudiate him. This is because from Ibn Hanbal's perspective this issue was 
now `dead and buried' and similarly, we must not forget his personal feelings on the issue, as he had 
personally suffered torture and imprisonment because of it. Therefore, for al-Muhäsibi to retread the whole 
issue of the mihna in his works by refuting the Mu'tazilite views must have not only been objectionable to Ibn 
Hanbal but also very painful for him, potentially inciting his anger in the process. 
668 See pp. 160-82 above. 
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century onwards. This trend was characterised by an erudite approach to the authentication 
of hadth narration and the verification of their chains of transmission but also, by a strict 
and uncompromising outlook both to the interpretation and application of such texts, which 
constituted the sunna and which is also clear from the above statements of CAbd al-Rahmän 
b. Mahdi, Abu- Zurca al-Räzi and Ibn Hanbal himself. 669 
In addition to this however, Ibn Hanbal was a unique scholar in his own right with his own 
unique approach. For example, regarding the authorship of books, his strict traditionist 
nature comes through in the following quotation from Ibn al-Jawzi that Ibn Hanbal said, 
"Do not look at the books of Abu- cUbayd, nor that which Ishäq wrote, nor that of Sufyän, or 
al-Shäfici, or Malik; you yourself should go to the source (calayka hi '1-`as1) 670 Thus, in the 
issue of written works, even the opinions of the foremost scholars were to be cast aside, 
when compared to the original sources such as that of the hadth and indeed, one should 
not even bother to consult them but should consult the original texts themselves. Similarly, 
this attitude was not only applied to other scholars but also by Ibn Hanbal to himself, in the 
sense he would forbid that even his own statements be recorded. 671 Bearing this in mind it 
is little surprise that the works of al-Mubasibi were so reviled, since although they contain 
textual evidence from the sources, they mostly consisted of al-Mubasibi's own thoughts and 
interpretations. 
Another factor that requires consideration is the reverence that Ibn Hanbal enjoys within 
the Sunni hagiographical sources due not only to his immense knowledge but also to the 
very fact that he was persecuted during the mlhna for his insistence on this belief and as a 
consequence, he has been referred to as the `Imam of Ah] al-Sunna wa '1-Jamica'. This, no 
doubt, is a rank which Ibn Hanbal probably deserved due to his forbearance, patience and 
certitude during the tribulation that personally afflicted him, but at the same time his 
position has been somewhat exaggerated in consequent generations. This has led to what 
Cooperson terms "the cult of sanctity" that surrounds the personality of Ibn Hanbal in the 
hagiographical sources generally and those dealing with the Hanbalites specifically. 672 The 
essential notion that this posits is the idea that due to his closeness to the original sources 
and his application of them, as well as his experiences during the mlhna, Ibn Hanbal 
becomes almost `untouchable' and `infallible' and the precedent that he sets is considered to 
be the standard by which religious belief and practice is judged. This is a consistent theme 
669 See pp. 160-4 above. 
670 Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imam Ahmad b. Yanbal,, pp. 249-50 passim. 
671 Ibid., pp. 251-2. 
672 See Cooperson, Classical Arabic Biography, pp. 138-151 passim. 
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throughout the biographical sources dealing with Ibn Hanbal but due to the limited scope 
of this study only a few examples will be quoted here. 
Perhaps the best examples of the exaggerated reports to enhance the status given to Ibn 
Hanbal is manifested in Ibn al-Jawzi's Manäglb, where he relates a spurious narration 
regarding a man whose boat is damaged when travelling on the Indian Ocean and 
consequently, he encounters two people who inform him that he would saved if he simply 
relayed the greeting of saläm to Ibn Hanbal; the first of these two being the angel entrusted 
with the welfare of the oceans and the second being the prophet Elias (Ilyäs). 673 In an 
equally incredible story another man from Baghdad is entrusted with relaying the greeting 
of sa]Jm to Ibn Hanbal from the semi-legendary figure of al-Khidr674 and similarly, when al- 
Khidr is asked regarding the status of Ibn Hanbal the questioner is told that he is, "A man of 
true faith (slddq). i675 Such fabrications are clearly hagiographic devices to further augment 
Ibn Hanbal's already considerable status and as such, almost place him in a position where 
his views are beyond reproach. 
In a less esoteric but equally exaggerated account Ibn Abü Ya`lä (d. 526/1132) relates in his 
Tabagät al-Hanäblla al-Shäfiri's statement that Ibn Hanbal was an imam in eight qualities: 
Prophetic narration (a1 hadth), jurisprudence (al-fqh), language (al-lugha), the Qur'än, 
poverty (al-fagr), abstinence (al-zuhcl), scrupulousness (a1-wara) and Prophetic practice (al- 
sunna) . 
676 Ibn Abu Ya`lä then goes on to elucidate these various facets of Ibn Hanbal's but 
by far the most interesting for us here is his exposition of the last quality, "imam concerning 
Prophetic practice (al-sunna). " In this regard Ibn Abu- Ya'lä relates another quotation 
attributed to al-Shäfi'i who is reported to have said, "Whoever shows enmity towards 
Ahmad b. Hanbal then he is a disbeliever (käfr). " Al-Rabic b. Sulayman then asks, "Do you 
attribute disbelief to such a person? " Al-Shäfi`i then replies: 
Yes! As anyone who shows enmity towards Ahmad b. Hanbal has opposed the 
sunna and whoever has opposed the sunna has intended [to harm] the 
673 Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imäm Ahmad b. Hanbal, pp. 186-7. 
6'4 Khidr (meaning greenness), according to commentators, is Baylä' b. Malikan, Abü a1 cAbbäs al-Khidr, who 
is referred to in the Qur'anc story of Müsä (Moses) (18: 65). It is said that he is from the Israelites (Banü 
Isrä'i1), while others relate that he was a prince who left his worldly life for a life of asceticism and devotions. 
Scholars differ as to whether he is presently alive and to whether he is a prophet, angel or wall See al-Misri 
(d. 769/1368), Ahmad b. Lu'lu' [Ibn Nagtb], Umdat al-Sälik wa Uddat al-Näsik, translated as `Reliance of the 
Traveller: a Classical Manual of Islamic Sacred Law' by Nuh Hä Mim Keller (3`d ed., Maryland, Amana 
Publications, 1999) p. 1067; Netton, Ian Richard, A Popular 
Dictionary 
of Islam (Richmond, Curzon, 1997) 
pp. 142-143. 
675 Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imam Ahmad b. Hanbal, p. 188. 
676 Al-Farrä', Muhammad b. al-Qädi Abü Ya`lä (d. 526/1132), Tabagät al-Hanäbila, abridged by Muhammad 
b. Abd al-Qädir al-Näbulüsi (d. 797/1395), edited by Abmad cUbayd (Damascus, al-Maktaba al-cArabiyya, 
1931) p. 3. 
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Companions and whoever has intended [to harm] the Companions has 
shown enmity towards the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of Allah be 
upon him, and whoever has shown enmity towards the Prophet has 
disbelieved in Allah, the Exalted. " ' 
Thus, the very delicate issues of belief and disbelief are no longer to be judged according to 
the revelatory sources but rather, to be judged according to the faith and practice of Ibn 
Hanbal, due to his physical and moral representation of the essence of Islam. In a similar 
embellishment Ibn Abü Ya`lä also quotes cAli b. al-Madini who is reported to have said, 
"Allah supported this religion with two men: Abu- Bakr al-Siddiq during the apostasy [wars] 
(al-rldda) and Ahmad b. Hanbal during the mlhna. s678 Therefore, once again Ibn Hanbal is 
equated with one of the Prophet's closest and most revered companions, not only in terms 
of position but also in terms of sacrifice for the sake of protecting the religion. Moreover, to 
elucidate this point further he adds to this the statement of Isbaq b. Rähawayh who is 
quoted as saying, "If it wasn't for Ahmad b. Hanbal and his personal sacrifice, Islam would 
have disappeared. ""' 
Not satisfied with al-Shäfici's appraisal, Ibn Abu- Ya`lä then adds another eight qualities, 
which he claims were unique in the personality of Ibn Hanbal but in reality they are little 
more than a repitition of the points raised by al-Shäfi`i. 68Ö Nevertheless, two of the issues 
stated by Ibn Abu- Yadlä further illustrate the exaggerated status given to Ibn Hanbal and 
therefore, will be discussed briefly here. The first of these is the contention that the 
principles of faith (a1-ucu7 that Ibn Hanbal derived and believed in personally have reached 
the status of consensus (al-ijma) such that, "If anyone deviated from such a principle (al- 
as' they would attribute disbelief to him, warn others regarding him and repudiate him, as 
all proof leads back to him (Ibn Hanbal). 7)681 In a later, related point Ibn Abu Yadlä also 
suggests that concerning the issue of innovators (ahl a1-bld`a) Ibn Hanbal's opinion 
regarding them is final such that, "If anyone manifested rejection of his [Ibn Ilanbal's] view 
or wished to change one of his beliefs, then the attribution of disbelief to such a person is 
confirmed. 1)682 
Thus, the image portrayed to us of Ibn Hanbal is one of religious perfection such that his 
opinions, beliefs and praxis are the criterion by which all issues in Islamic thought and Law 
677 Ibid., p. 7. 
678 Ibid. 
679 Ibid. 
680 Ibid., pp. 8-11. 
681 Ibid., p. 8. 
682 Ibid., p. 9. 
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should be judged. As such, al-Muhäsibi's fate seems to have been decided from the very 
start and it is not difficult to understand why al-Muhäsibi and others fell foul of this 
exemplary figure, being completely censured in the process. 683 Despite the hagiographical 
glosses quoted above however, the impression one is left with when reading the 
biographical tradition surrounding Ibn Hanbal is his rigid and uncompromising nature. 
Perhaps the most striking and near incomprehensible display of this is his obdurate attitude 
regarding al-Muhäsibi portrayed in the following report related by al-Dhahabi: 
Al-Hasan b. cAbd Allah al-Khiragi said, I asked al-Marwadhi concerning the 
reason why Abu- cAbd Allah [Ibn Hanbal] repudiated al-Mubasibi and he said, 
"I said to Abu- cAbd Allah [Ibn Hanbal] that al-Mubasibi has gone to Ku-fa to 
record hadth and has said, `I repent from all that Abü cAbd Allah [Ibn 
Hanbal] rejected', " and he [Ibn Hanbal] replied, "There is no repentance for 
al-Uarith; they bear witness against him with something and he denies it. 
Repentance is only for those who acknowledge [their guilt] and as for those 
for whom witness has been born against them yet they deny it, then there is 
no repentance for them. , 684 
As such, even when al-Mubasibi engaged himself with the recording of oadith, which was a 
quality Ibn Hanbal must have deemed praiseworthy and had seemingly repented from 
whatever objections Ibn Hanbal may have had, this was still not enough for Ahmad, who 
even rejected al-Muhäsibi's repentance. 
In contrast, in the only narration in which al-Muhäsibi makes mention of Ibn Hanbal we 
find a rather different attitude as Ibn al-Jawzi relates in his Manäglb that al-Fatb b. 
Shukhruf said to al-Muhäsibi: 
I heard from cAbd al-Razzäq that Sufyän b. cUyayna said, "There were three 
scholars, one in each period: Ibn cAbbäs in his time, al-Shacbi in his time and 
al-Thawri in his time. ' Al-Fath then said to al-Härith, `And Abmad b. Hanbal 
in his time" to which al-Härith replied, "Except that Ahmad b. Hanbal 
suffered in a way that al-Thawri and al-Awzä`i didn't. , 685 
Therefore, we can assume that al-Muhäsibi clearly appreciated the sacrifice of his 
contemporary and despite Ibn Hanbal's repudiation of him, al-Muhäsibi confirmed the 
excellence and status of Ahmad. 
The goal of this discussion was not to provide a critique of Ibn Hanbal but rather to clarify 
the nature and atmosphere of the environment in which these eminent scholars lived. Thus, 
683 For an exposition of other contemporaneous scholars who incurred the wrath of Ibn Hanbal and his 
followers see Melchert, Christopher, "The Adversaries of Abmad Ibn Hanbal" in Arabica (44,1997) pp. 234- 
253 and "The Hanäbila and the Early Sufis" in Arabica (48,2001) pp. 352-367. 
684 Al-Dhahabi, Tärlkh al-Is1äm, vol. 18, p. 209. 
685 Ibn al-Jawzi, Manägib al-Imäm Ahmad b. yanhal, p. 161. 
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in summary we may regard al-Muhäsibi as very much a product of his time in the sense that 
he engaged himself with the various fields of learning of the day and making the most of 
his presence in the thriving state capital. Indeed, he appears to have developed his own 
scholarly methodology in dealing with the deep, moral introspection of the human soul and 
actively engaged in the theological debates of his era, as to provide a rational defence of 
Sunni `orthodoxy'. At the same time, however, this very approach, which in many ways 
seems diametrically opposed to the staunch traditionist stance, caused him to be reviled in 
his own time and in consequent generations and as such, by the same token he may be 
viewed equally as a `victim' of his own era, falling foul of the scholars whose very view he 
was trying to defend. 
In any case whatever the truth of Ibn I, Ianbal's repudiation of al-Mubasibi may have been, 
what is certain is that despite the Baghdad population's disavowal of this scholar, this city 
and the Muslim community at large lost one of their greatest, erudite and innovative 
scholars of his generation. Consequently, his real value would only be sufficiently realised in 
the years to come, through the examination of his legacy of works, which indeed is the goal 
of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5: The Works of al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi 
Since so little is known about the life of al-Härith al-Muhasibi, it is worth surveying the 
works of this eminent scholar, so as to glean more information regarding his personality. In 
addition to this, the works of al-Mubasibi will also be our first port of call in trying to assess 
the nature and essence of his thought and teaching, which will lay the foundation for the 
subsequent chapter. To this effect al-Mubasibi himself has made our task easier, as it has 
been reported by al-Subki (d. 771/1370) that al-Mubasibi authored approximately two 
hundred works. 686 If, as al-Subki claims, al-Mubasibi was indeed such a prolific writer then 
we have little evidence of it, due to the simple fact that only a fraction of these works have 
actually reached us. Consequently, the earlier generation of researchers in the modern 
period recorded less than twenty-five works being attributed to al-Mubasibi. 687 However, as 
the various libraries of manuscripts throughout the world began to be catalogued, many of 
al-Mubasibi's works came to light; not only this but a new generation of scholars began the 
process of editing al-Muhäsibi's works for publication . 
61' Thus, both these factors have had 
an extremely important effect on the research that has been carried out on al-Muhäsibi and 
bearing this in mind, the goal of this chapter is to survey the works of al-Mubasibi 
mentioned in the literature, so as to provide an overview of the material written by this 
scholar. To this effect, the works of al-Muhäsibi can be classified as follows: 
5.1 The Published Works 
1. Kitäb a1 Ric ya 11 Iluquq Alläh689 (wa '1-Qryäm blha) 690 
686 Al-Subki, Tabagät al-ShJR yya al-Kubrä, vol. 2, p. 276. 
687 For example Smith mentions 24 works, whereas both Mahmüd and Abü Ghudda mention 23. See al- 
Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshadln, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 31-2: Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sälrin, pp. 76-88 and 
Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 44-59. 
688 The role of cAbd al-Qädir Alimad Atä cannot be underestimated here as he was instrumental in bringing 
many of al-Muhäsibi's works to light. 
689 See al-Mub5sibi, al-Ri`äya 11 Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 37-40; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. 
Abü Ghudda, p. 31; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. by cAbd al-Q5dir Ahmad Atä, pp. 39-40; al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql 
wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 74-5; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 24; Mahmüd, Ustädh 
al-Sä'irin, pp. 76-9; Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 115; cUwayda, Al- -frith ibn Asad al-Muhäsibi 
pp. 32-9; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 44-7 and Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt pp. 12-13. 
690 Both Smith and Mahmüd make the addition of `wa '1-Qiyäm bihä. See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 76 
and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 44. Smith also notes that Häjji Khalifa (d. 1067/1657) terms this 
work `Ri`äya / Tasawwuf and that a work attributed to al-Muhäsibi entitled `al-Ric ya /1 Tahsil al-Magämät ai- 
Sälikin' is apparently by a later author, though much of it is in accordance with al-Mubasibi's teaching. See 
Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 44-5 and footnote 1, p. 45. 
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This is arguably al-Muhäsibi's most famous if not his greatest work69' and therefore the 
discussion regarding the writings that have reached us will start here. 692 If we were to ask a 
691 For example cUwayda says, "This book contains a number of issues which were [subsequently] approved 
and reached a state of consensus amongst the Sufis of ahl al-sunna. " cUwayda, al-Härith ihn Asad al-Mvhäsib% 
pp. 32-3. Also see al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri, äya li Huquq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 37. 
692 That this is al-Muhäsibi's greatest work is testified to by the great deal of attention it has received by 
various scholars throughout history. The book itself has had various publications, these include: 
1. Smith's own edited version of al-Ri`äya. This is possibly the first published version of this work being 
printed in 1940, as part of the E. J. W. Gibb memorial series by Luzac & Co. (London). Smith includes a 
concise but useful introduction to both the author and his works. However, the most valuable addition found 
in this section is the discussion regarding the manuscripts used by the editor to produce the final published 
version. Smith mentions the following manuscripts: 
a) Hunt. 611 of the Bodleian Library, Oxford, containing 147 folios (4b-151h), which is preceded by a title 
page verifying the author and title. The copy was made at Hamät (N. Syria) and is written in neat, clear hand, 
with 28 lines to the page. The copy was completed on the 5`h of Dhu al-Qa`da 539/25 April 1145. See al- 
Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Ric ya li Huqüq Alläh, edited by Margaret Smith (London, Luzac and Co., 1940) pp. xvii- 
xviii; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a]-Wm, ed. Mazäli, p. 24 and Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 115. 
b) Jämi` al-Kabir, Broussa 1534, containing 175 folios, which is written in a good, well formed hand and has 
additional titles not included in a). There is no title and the manuscript is undated. This copy is incomplete, 
defaced in parts and has some displacement. See al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Ri`äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. Smith, p. 
xviii. 
c) Diyänat isleri riyäseti, Angora 403, which contains 142 folios, numbered as 284 pages. The manuscript is 
written in a small, clear hand, with 25 lines to the page and is almost fully vocalised. The copy was made by 
cAli b. Muhammad b. Hasan b. Muhammad b. al-Husayn b. Hibat Allah al-Amid-1 and was completed on the 
ls` of Dhu al-Hijja, 739/9th June, 1339. Despite this detail there is some displacement of the text. See al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Ri'äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. Smith, p. xviii. 
d) No. G 702 of the Chester Beatty collection, Damascus, which is in a good naskh style and is entitled `Kitäb 
al-RiPäya R Sulük. 
e) In addition there is a copy of manuscript d) in the Manuscript Library of Kuwait University under number 
2096 mim käf. 
See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Ri'äya li Huqüq A11äh, ed. Smith, p. xix; Sezgin, Tärlkh al-Turäth al-Arabi vol. 1, p. 
115; al-Khäzandär, Abmad Said, Fihras al-Makhtütät al-Arabiyya al-Musawwara al-Mawjrlda bi Maktabat al- 
Makhtutät bi Jämi`at al-Kuwayt (vol. 2 Ulm-sin], Kuwait, Kuwait University, 1989) p. 337; al-Maktaba al- 
Azhariyya, Fihras al-Kutub al-Mawjrlda bi '1-Maktaba al Azhariyya i1ä 1366 (vol. 3, Cairo, al-Maktaba al- 
Azhariyya, n. d. ) vol. 3, p. 571; al-Maktaba al-Zahiriyya, Fihras al-Kutub bi Dir al-Kutub al-Zähiriyya (vol. 1 
[tasawwufj, Damascus, al-Maktaba al-Zahiriyya, n. d. ) p. 834; Arberry, Arthur J., A Handlist of the Arabic 
Manuscripts - The Chester BeattyLibrary(7 vols., Dublin, Hodges, Figgis & Co. Ltd., 1958) vol. 3 (MSS. 3501- 
3750), p. 40 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162. 
2. A version edited by Abd al-Ualim Mahmüd and Taha Abd al-Bägi Sarür, published by Där al-Ma`ärif, in 
1960. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Wm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 24-5 and Sezgin, Täri7h al-Turäth al-Arabf, vol. 1, p. 115. 
3. A version edited by Abd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, published by Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya (Beirut), in 1985. The 
copy the researcher has is the 4`h edition which is termed, "increased (mazida), revised (munagqaha) and 
includes referencing of the prophetic narrations (mukharrajat ahädithiha). " This is due to it being an updated 
version of the work, which was published by D5r al-Kutub al-Haditha in 1970 and which used the 
manuscripts located in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya and al-Azhar Library. In addition, the `referencing of the 
prophetic narrations (mukharrajat ahädlthiha)' was also misleading as this part of the research was littered 
with errors, as the editor has seemed to rely upon `al-Mu jam al-Mufahras A Alfaz al-Hadlth al-Nabawiyya', 
quoting from it extensively without verifying the hadlth from their original sources. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya 
li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 4-5 and al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-PIlm, ed. Mazäli, p. 25. 
4. A version edited by Abd al-Rahmän `Abd al-Hamid al-Barr, published by Dar al-Yagin (al-Mansura, Egypt), 
in 1999. The editor states that his reasons for working on al-Ri' ya are to produce an academic version of the 
text, including referencing of the narrations (takhri) whether they be from the Prophet, the Companions (al- 
sahäba) or the Successors (al-täbic n) from their original sources and consequently, state the authenticity of 
such narrations (darajat al-ahädith). In addition, he provides explanation of the peculiar words and 
ambiguous phrases in the text. Despite these useful additions there is no mention of which manuscripts (if 
any) were used by the editor to verify the original. Due to the quality of this version, if the researcher quotes 
from `al-RP ya', then it will this version which is intended. 
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simple question, `If no other work of al-Muhasibi's was available to us, would Kltäb al-R ' ya 
suffice us in understanding al-Muhäsibi and his thought? ' In fact the answer to this query 
would almost certainly be in the affirmative. This is due to the fact that al-RP ya contains 
all of the main ideas found in his other works such as `a1-Wasäyä, `al-Tawahhum', `al- 
Makäslb', `Bad' Man Anäba h Alläh', `Adäb a1-Nufüs' and `a1-Masa l Ii A cmäl al-Qu1üb wa 
'1-Jawärlh'. Not only does al-R ' ya encompass the ideas expressed in these works but it is 
also more comprehensive, better organised and more logical. 693 
To this effect al-Quwwatli summarises this very well saying: 
This book represents the pinnacle in the development of al-Mubasibi's thought: 
in it he leaves scholastic theology (`Jlm al-kaläm) well behind him. Indeed, he 
leaves jurisprudence (al-figh) also; he uses hadth sparingly and concentrates 
entirely on Sufi topics, which concerned every part of the Islamic world at that 
time. He becomes more precise and delves deeply into fine points of Sufism, 
along with a focus upon his favourite topic: the etiquettes, desires and faults of 
the soul (al-nafs), including its treatment and its taking to account. Isn't this al- 
Muhäsibi? 694 
Thus, if a1-Ri`äya had been lost, we would still be able to acquaint ourselves with al- 
Muhäsibi via his other works, but it is only through a1-Ri`äya that we see the real quality of 
5. A version edited by `Isäm Faris al-Harastäni and Muhammad Ibrahim al-Zaghli, published by Dar al-Jil 
(Beirut), 2001. The editors of this particular version claim that the existing publications still require 
verification of the text. In addition, they include referencing of the prophetic narrations (takhr[ al-ahädith) 
and state the authenticity of such narrations (darajat al-ahädith). Despite these useful additions, once again 
there is no mention of which manuscripts (if any), were used by the editors to verify the text. 
In addition to the original work there is also an abridged version of al-Ri`äya by `Izz al-Din b. Abd al-Saläm al- 
Sulami (al cIzz b. cAbd al-Saläm [Sultan al-`Ulamä'] d. 660/1262) entitled `Magäsid al-RP ya li -Iuqüq A119h 
Azza wa Jall'. This abridgement is approximately a quarter of the original text and has five existing 
manuscripts: 
a) Atif Afandi, 1417, folios (114a-138b), written in 853/1449 and copied from a version read to its author and 
corrected by him. 
b) Number 3183: 2 of the Chester Beatty collection, Damascus. 
c) Berlin, no. 2812. 
d) Al-Khrzäna al-Anima, al-Ribät, no. 2279d. 
e) The Institute for Arabic and Islamic Studies, University of Frankfurt, written by the author himself. 
This work has been edited by lyäd Khälid al-Tabbä` and published by Dar al-Fikr al-Mu`äsir, Beirut, 1995. See 
al-Sulam-1, `Izz al Din b. Abd al-Saläm, Magäsid al-RP ya li Hugüq Allah Azza wa Jall, ed. lyäd Khälid al- 
Tabbä` (Beirut, Där al-Fikr al-Mu`äsir, 1995) pp. 5-9; Sezgin, Tärr7ch al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 115 and 
http: //sunna. org/tasawwuf/scholar20. htm, 'Ta, yawwullbn Abd al-Saläm'. 
In terms of Western academic writing, al-Rifäya has also been translated by Kermit Schoonover as part of as 
yet unpublished PhD thesis, presented to the Department of the History and Philosophy of Religion at 
Harvard University, in March 1948. The same author published an article entitled `Al-Mub5sibi and his al- 
RP yä in The Muslim World, 1949,39, pp. 26-36, extracting much of it from the aforementioned thesis. 
Finally, a very useful article entitled `Al-U5rith ibn Asad al-Mub5sibi's Concept of Self Examination as 
Reflected in His al-Ric ya Ii tjugrlq AIIaH has been written by Iftitah Ja`far and can be found on the internet. 
See page 19 above and http: //www. indosat. net. id/alauddin/sufismel. html, Jacfar, Iftitäh, "Al-Härith ibn Asad 
al-Mubasibi's Concept of Self Examination as Reflected in His al-R/'`äya li HugüqAllaH'. 
693 Malimild, Ustädh al-Sa'irin, p. 76. 
694 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'an, p. 74 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya Ii HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 
37 and 39. 
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al-Mubasibi in exposing the secret hidden depths of the human soul and the consequent 
alleviation of its ills. It is here that we see al-Mubasibi as a true scholar in the disciplines of 
religion, an expert in human behaviour and a physician of the soul. 695 
Part of this is indeed due to the fact that al-Muhäsibi had a particular and specific goal in 
mind from writing a1-Ric ya, as the title would suggest, which is to clarify for the human 
being what is incumbent upon him with regard to fulfilling the command of Allah. Despite 
this however, he does not tackle the topic directly but believes that the human being 
requires wise advice at the beginning, before his travelling to the greater goal, which will 
open his heart and which will make his intellect attentive to the discourse. 696 
Similarly, al-Mubasibi, despite the title of the book, does not simply concentrate on quoting 
the permissible and the prohibited in religion (al-wäjlbät wa '1-muharramät) but concerns 
himself with a methodology, which can be employed by the human being in performing 
these commands practically with sincerity and purity. Bearing this goal in mind al-Mubasibi 
observes that people in every place are slowly distancing themselves from this path day by 
day697 and therefore, he provides a description of the route to repentance and the 
subsequent return to Alläh. 698 In addition, in this particular work, al-Mubasibi is more 
concerned with giving precise meanings to the terms used, almost providing the reader with 
a series of definitions of the various concepts he discusses. 699 
The work itself is in the form of counsels given to the seeker in reply to his questions 
regarding the aforementioned methodology. The book contains eight major books (kitäb, 
pl. kutub)'Ö° each with numerous subsections (bäb, pl. abwäb) and indeed the first of these 
books is preceded by various chapters (abwäb) discussing a variety of topics. 701 Thus, he 
begins by giving advice regarding being attentive while listening (husn a1-Istlma) and then 
he approaches the topic of the book, not in depth or with extensive explanation but simply 
clarifying the necessity of the human being's submitting of his nafs to the will of Allah. This 
is because it is through this submission that piety (tagwa- springs forth and it is this which 
695 Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 77. 
696 Ibid. 
697 The role and influence of his society on him cannot be underestimated here as he was clearly affected by 
the milieu surrounding him, with its varying morality, obsession with material wealth and preoccupation with 
the worldly life and its enjoyment. 
691 Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 77. 
699 Ibid., p. 76. `Uwayda gives plenty examples of this. See Uwayda, al-Härith ibn Asad al-Muhäsib% pp. 34, 
38-9 and footnotes 709-13 below. 
goo These are namely Kitäb al-riya1, Kitäb al-ikhwän wa macrifat al-nafs, Kitäb al-tanblh, Krtäb al-'ujb, Kitäb al- 
kibr, Kitäb al ghirra, Km-bb al-hasad and Krtäb ta'dib al-mund. 
701 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 41-195; cUwayda, al-Härith ibn Asad al-Muhäsib% 
p. 33; al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya, ed. Smith, pp. xvii and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 44. 
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will lead the person to fulfil the command of Allah and shun that which He has 
forbidden. 702 
Al-Muhäsibi then begins to explain the nature of tagwä defining it as being, "Shunning 
associating partners [with Allah] (shirk) and every sin lesser than this from that which 
Allah has forbidden, or neglecting any obligatory act, which He has prescribed. i70' He then 
continues to explain the nature of this tagwä and its virtues, clarifying the preparation that 
the human being needs to make to be ready to stand before his Lord on the Day of 
Judgement. He then defines scrupulousness (warac), warning not to be deceived by external 
aspects of worship and continues by describing exactly what steps need to taken first by the 
slave on his journey on the path to his Lord. 'O' 
Having realised this aspect, the human being then reaches a stage of varying levels of 
repentance (tawba), intending that his worship is sincerely for Allah alone. However, at 
this point he will be at odds with what may be termed `elements of evil ('anäsir al-sharr)', 
which may cause him to err from the straight path through heedlessness (ghafla). These 
elements are particularly dangerous, as they are constantly on the alert and are constantly 
feeling out their prey in the human being, who is by his nature weak. 'Ö5 Al-Mubasibi 
considers there to be two main `elements of evil'; the first of these is the nafs itself, which 
he considers to be the internal element of evil706, whereas the Devil (Iblls) is the external 
element, who manipulates the first element by inspiring it to evil. He therefore cautions the 
reader concerning them and the complexity of their strategies. 707 He does not stop there, 
however, but also warns against the other elements of evil such as negative companionship 
(1khwän al-sü and corrupt environments (mujtama`ät a1-fasä6D. 708 
702 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya ft Hugi q Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 37-8 and 41-59; al-Muhäsibi, al-Ricäya, ed. Smith, 
pp. xvii; Mahmild, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 77; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 44-5 and Schoonover, "al- 
Muhäsibi and his al-Ri`äya", The Muslim World, p. 32. 
703 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Riciya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 38 and 58-9 and Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and 
his al-Ri'äyd', The Muslim World, p. 33. 
704 See al-Muhäsibi, al-RP ya li Hugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 38 and 60 and Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and his 
al-Ri'äya", The Muslim World, p. 33. 
705 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 78-88; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 78 and 
Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri"ayä', The Muslim World, p. 34. 
706 This of course is where the process of `taking the soul to account' (muhäsabat al-nafs) takes precedence to 
which al-Muhäsibi also devotes a substantial discussion of al-Rifäya. He considers the basis of tagwä to be 
founded on muhäsabat al-nafs, which in turn is rooted in fear (khawi5 [of Allah's punishment] and hope 
(raja) [in His mercy]. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq A1läh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 38 and 65-77; al-Muhäsibi, 
al-Ri`äya, ed. Smith, p. xvii; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 45 and Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and his 
al-Ri'äyä', The Muslim World, p. 34. 
707 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Rifäya li -Jugvq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 252-7. 
708 Ibid., pp. 381-397; al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya, edited by Smith, pp. xvii; Mahmüd, Ustädh a1-5J''irin, p. 78 and 
Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri'äyä', The Muslim World, p. 34. 
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Having clarified the dangers of these aspects of human existence, al-Muhäsibi further 
explains that this is not sufficient to know; indeed he then draws our attention to the aspect 
of sincerity (allkhläs) to Allah, which is the foundation of all action and through which a 
person is rewarded. Having described this essential aspect of human endeavour he then 
explains at length709 the quality that destroys such actions due to it opposing al-ikhläs, 
which is ostentation (al-r1ä')710. Al-Muhäsibi concentrates on this topic, as it is an aspect of 
behaviour that lowers the quality of the human being, as this is essentially his field. He 
continues to discuss other negative human character traits by examining self conceit (a]- 
cujb)711, arrogance (al-kibr)"Z, self delusion (al-ghlrra)713 and envy (al-hasac)714, dedicating a 
complete book (kitäb) of al-Ri`äya to each of them. He does not suffice however with only 
describing these faults and their consequences but also clarifies their causes, how they can 
be avoided and how they can be treated. 715 
Al-Muhäsibi concludes his book with the section entitled Kltäb ta'db almurid in which he 
describes a programme designed to govern the conduct of the slave `by day and by night', 
being always mindful of the One Whom he serves, of the constant self discipline required 
709 He devotes a whole book (kitäb) of al-Ri`äya to this topic. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Hugrrq Allah, ed. al- 
Barr, pp. 198-374 and footnote 699 above. 
710 Al-Muhäsibi defines al-riyä'as being, "To perform an act of obedience intending other than the pleasure of 
Allah, the Mighty and Exalted; thus al-riyä' is seeking the pleasure of the creation via an act of obedience to 
Allah. " See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Hugi q Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 207-9 and cUwayda, al-Härith ihn Asad al- 
Muhäsibi, pp. 37-8. 
"' Al-Muhäsibi describes al-`ujb as follows, "This is a fault in many of the devotees (al-'ibäd), which blinds the 
heart until the conceited person (al-mujab) considers himself good when in fact he is bad, he has attained 
salvation when in fact he is destroyed and is right when in fact he is wrong. " See al-Mub5sibi, al-Ri'äya li 
Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 415 and cUwayda, al-Härith ibn Asad al-Muhäsib% p. 38. 712 Al-Muhäsibi describes al-kibr as follows, "This is the greatest of faults as every other affliction stems from 
it. It makes compulsory the swift punishment and anger of Allah the Mighty and Magnificent. Al-kibr is not 
the right of anyone other than Allah, as it is not appropriate or befitting of any other than Him. " See al- 
Muhäsibi, al-RiPäya li HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 469 and cUwayda, al-Härith ihn Asad al-Muhäsib% p. 38. 
713 A1-Mubasibi describes al ghirra as follows, "This is a deception (khid`a) from the nafs and an enemy, which 
reminds you of your hope in the oneness of Allah (al-raja' Ii tawhid Allah), or of your righteous forefathers 
(al äbä' al-sälihfn), or of some small, insignificant action [you've performed]; the nafs becomes satisfied with 
this deception until it considers its sins of little importance because of its [mistaken] belief that it has been 
forgiven. " See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 550 and cUwayda, al-Härith ibn Asad al- 
Muhäsibl, p. 38. 
"a Al-Muhäsibi defines two types of al-hasad as found in the Qur 5n and sunna, "The first of which is not 
forbidden as it is similar to competition; the other type is forbidden and it is this type that Allah termed 
blameworthy in His Book and the Prophet in his sunna, [which is] hatred of a bounty to be bestowed upon 
the devotees and the desire that it would be removed. " See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Hugvq Allah, ed. al-Barr, 
pp. 607-616 and cUwayda, al- -J rith ihn Asad al-Muhäsibi; p. 38. 
715 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya 
li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya, edited by Smith, p. xvii; 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 
78; `Uwayda, al-Härith ihn Asad al-Muhäsibi, pp. 38-9; Smith, An Early Mystic 
of 
Baghdad, 
p. 45 and Schoonover, "al-Muhäsibi and his al-Ri'äyä', The Muslim World, pp. 34-5. 
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to remain on this path and to guard against the temptations, which may assail him after he 
has began to serve Allah with his whole body, mind and soul. 716 
It may seem an over simplification but a1-Ri' ya is essentially a book concerning sincerity to 
Allah, cleansing the heart, purification of the soul and a life of complete moral, ethical and 
behavioural perfection. 717 In summary, we quote Smith, who has captured the essence of al- 
Ri`äya when she says: 
This is al-Mubasibi's great treatise on the interior life, which reveals a 
profound knowledge of human nature and its weaknesses, while in the 
means which he suggests for combating these weaknesses and for 
attaining to the single-hearted service of God, he shews also the 
discerning wisdom and inspired insight of a true spiritual director and 
shepherd of souls. 718 
2. Kitäb al- Wasäyaý19/ al-Nasä'Ih al-Diniyya72° 
"6 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huqüq A119h, ed. al-Barr, pp. 39 and 645-667; al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya, edited by 
Smith, pp. xvii; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, pp. 78-9 and Smith, An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad, 
p. 45. 
717 To this effect [Ahmad b. Muhammad] Ibn `Atä Alläh al-Iskandari (d. 707/1307) says, "I read al-Mub5sibi's 
al-Ri`äya to Abü al-`Abbäs [Abmad b. `Umar al-Mursi] (d. 686/1287) and he said, `Two words will suffice you 
concerning everything which is in this book: worship Allah with knowledge and don't ever be satisfied with 
your nafs. ' He never let me read that book again and I don't know why!? " See Uwayda, al-Härith ihn Asad a]- 
Muhäsibi, p. 32 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al Sä'irln, p. 79. 
718 Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 45. 
719 See al-Muhäsibi, Risälatal-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 31; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad Atä, pp. 41-50; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 63-5; Sezgin, Tärikh a]- 
Turäth al-`Arabi vol. 1, p. 115; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, pp. 79-81; Uwayda, AI-Härith ihn Asad al- 
Muhäsibý, pp. 28-32; Smith, An Early 
Mystic 
of Baghdad, pp. 46-7 and Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt, p. 13. 
This particular work is related with both these names, for example Massignon, Smith, Quwwatli and Ahmad, 
quote both titles, whereas Mahmüd terms it `Kitäb al-Wasäyä, Abü Ghudda terms it `Risälat al-Wasäyä and 
`Atä terms it simply `al-Wasäyä. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Härith b. Asad, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Ab5 Ghudda, 
p. 31; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, p. 40: al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, 
ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 63-4: Mahmüd, Ustädh a1-Sä'irin, p. 79: al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, edited by 
Muhammad cAbd al-`Aziz Ahmad (Cairo, Maktabat al-Qur'an, 1992) p. 10 and Smith, An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad, p. 46. 
720 This book, with either name, has the following extant manuscripts: 
1. British Museum, Oriental 7900. 
2. Istanbul, Baghdädi Wehbi, 614. 
3. Three copies in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya: 
a) No. 3 shin, tasawwuf, is written in a North African hand and is from the legacy of the famous scholar 
Muhammad al-Amin al-Shangiti (d. 1392/1972) (min mukhallaiatal-`alläma al-Shanglti). 
b) No. 30 mim, tasawwuf, of which the last part is missing and chapters 3 to 20 are perforated in various 
places. In addition the handwriting is particularly poor. 
c) No. 1416 tasawwuf. This is the best of the manuscripts, being written in a clear, beautiful naskh style and 
has few mistakes. 
4. A copy located in The Chester Beatty Library under catalogue number 4918 and entitled `al-Nasä'iH. The 
copyist is recorded as being Ismacil b. Muhaymin al-Tahhaz and the manuscript is dated Monday, 7`h Safar 
734/18 th October 1333. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qadir Abmad Atä, p. 47; al-Mubdsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 
9; Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 115; Machad al-Makhtütät al cArabiyya, al-Makhtutät a1- 
Musawwara hattä 1948 - al-Jämi`a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 159 and 186: Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al- 
`Arabiyya, Fihras a1-Makhtütät bi '1-Jämi`a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 197; Arberry, A 
Handlist 
of the Arabic 
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After al-Ric ya this work is one of the longest of al-Mubasibi's books to reach us and 
therefore will be discussed next. "' In a similar manner to al-Ri`äya, this work represents a 
foundation in the skill of examining the nafs, as it delves into its depths and qualities, which 
are hidden from the vast majority of people. 722 
As cAtäD puts it: 
This book, along with the other works of al-Muhäsibi, was a new development 
in the field of Islamic psychology (`Ilm al-nafs al-Isläml) for the ascetics 
(zuhhjýo) of the third century [hljrl] and the master of this development was 
indeed al-Mubasibi: the splendour of the scholars (zahrat al-`ulamä'), the pride 
of the ascetics (fakhr al-zuhhäc), the imam of the path of the people of Allah 
(ah] Allah) . 
723 
In addition to this however one of the most important aspects of this work is the fact that 
al-Mubasibi sheds light on his own life, his personal search for the truth and his despair at 
Manuscripts (The Chester Beatty Library), 1963, vol. 6 (MSS. 4501-5000), p. 141; Smith, An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad, p. 46 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162. 
As a result three edited copies of this work have been produced: 
i) A version edited by cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä and published by Där al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya (Beirut), in 1986. 
Atä relied on the manuscript mentioned above in 3. c) while producing his edited version of this work and 
selected the title `al-Wasäyd as this conforms to the general nature of the book. In addition, he also included 
various other works by al-Mub5sibi within this version; these included al-Qasd wa 'l-Ruju i1ä Allah, Bad' 
Man Anäba i1ä Allah, Fahm al-Salat and al-Tawahhum. As with his version of al-Rr`äya this version is said to 
be, "Edited (tahglq), annotated (ta`liq) and have an introduction (tagdim). " However, similar to his version of 
al-Ri'äya this research was also littered with errors (see footnote 691: 3 above), in terms of being distorted (al- 
tahril) and misread (al-tashif), as well as mistakes regarding the referencing of the narrations (takhrij al- 
ahädith). See al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 4 and al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-clm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 26- 
7. 
ii) A version published by Mu'assasat Qurtuba, and entitled simply `al-Nasä'ilj, which has very little detail 
included other than that, as there is no place of publication, no date of publication and no mention of who 
exactly edited the work. The only information we can glean form this book is the manuscripts that were used 
in editing it; these were manuscripts 1 and 2 above, being copied versions found in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya. 
Having examined the descriptions of these two manuscripts it may well be that the two of the three copies 
found in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya mentioned above are copies of manuscripts 1 and 2. However, it is 
impossible to say without examining them in person. See al-Mub5sibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad 
Atä, p. 47; al-Muhäsibi, al-Nasä'ih (Mu'assasat Qurtuba, n. d., n. p. ) p. 170 and Smith, An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad, p. 46. 
iii) A version edited by Muhammad cAbd al-cAziz Ahmad and published by Maktabat al-Qur'an (Cairo), in 
1992. In this version the editor terms the work `al-Nasä i, 1 (based on the hadlth in Muslim, no. 196/95) and 
strives to correct the mistakes found in Atä s copy mentioned above. In addition, he includes the referencing of 
the Prophetic narrations (takhrlj al-ahädlth), as well as providing explanations for the peculiar words and 
ambiguous phrases in the text. Despite these useful additions there is no mention of which manuscripts (if 
any) were used by the editor to verify the text (it is assumed he used those mentioned 3. c) above). Despite 
this small shortcoming, this is the better and newer version of this work and if the researcher quotes from al- 
Wasäyä/al-Nas' 'ih, then it will be this version which is intended. See al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-Nasäih, ed. 
Ahmad, pp. 3-4 and Muslim, Muslim b. al-Hajjäj al-Qushayri, Sahih Muslim, edited by Muhammad Fu'äd 
cAbd al-Bägi (ls` edition, Riyadh, Dar al-Sal5m, 1998) pp. 44-5. 
721 Despite this Mahmüd does not consider it one of his better works from a stylistic perspective but Atä holds 
an opposing view. 
On this point I would have to agree with Atä, as the introductory paragraphs of al-Nas' 'ih 
bear witness. See Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 11-13; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al- 
Q5dir Ahmad Atä, p. 42 and Mahmiid, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 79. 
722 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 41. 
723 Ibid. 
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not finding the guidance he sought. He also sheds considerable light indirectly on the 
period in which he lived, in particular the political situation and the state of the people in 
his environment generally. 
These points become apparent from the very first statement which he makes: he begins by 
saying724, "It has reached us that `This community (umma) will split up into seventy-three 
sects; of them only one will be savedi725, and Alläh knows best regarding the remainder of 
them 1)726 By this very statement al-Mubasibi indicates his own mood and the mood of the 
period in general, as we know the state of the sects attributed to Islam at this time in 
addition to the political discord sewn through the dispute between al-Amin and al- 
Ma`mün. 727 He continues by mapping out his own personal journey in seeking the truth, 
acquiring knowledge and practice of the religion. During this process he identifies various 
types of people within the members of society he has come across728 and clarifies his own 
stance regarding the path to take. 729 Based on the hadth mentioned above he then 
'24 Of course he says this after making the customary introductory comments of praising Allah and sending 
peace and salutations upon His Prophet. See al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 11. 
'25 A Prophetic narration related by Abu Däwüd (d. 275/889) nos. 4596 and 4597: Ibn Mäjah (d. 273/886) 
no. 3993 and al-Tirmidhi (d. 279/892), nos. 2640 and 2641. See al-Sijistäni, Sulaymän b. al-Ashcath (Abü 
Däwüd), Sunan Abü Däwvd (Riyadh, Dar al-Saläm, 1999) p. 650; al-Tirmidhi, Muhammad b. cIsä, Jämi' al- 
Tirmidhl (Riyadh, Där al-Saläm, 1999) p. 600 and al-Qazwini, Muhammad b. Yazid (Ibn Mäjah), Sunan Ibn 
Mäjah (Riyadh, Där al-Saläm, 1999) p. 574. 
726 Al-Muhäsibi, A: 7täb al-Nasýih, ed. Abmad, p. 11. Also see: al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, p. 64; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 79; `Uwayda, al-tMrith ihn Asad al-Muhäsib% p. 28; al-Shämi 
(ed. ), Sälih Ahmad, Mawä`iz al-Imam al-Ijärith al-Muhäsibl M`älim fi '1-Tarbiyya wa '1-Da`wah series 
(Beirut, al-Maktab al-Islämi, 1999) p. 27 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 46. 
727 See pp. 108-9 above. 
728 He identifies them as being: 
1. "A scholar in the affairs of the hereafter (al-äkhira); meeting him is difficult and his presence is rare. 
2. The ignorant person; to keep one's distance from him is a blessing (ghanima). 
3. Those who resemble the scholars but are infatuated with the worldly life, being affected by it. 
4. Those who have knowledge associated with the religion but seek glorification (al-ta`zfm) and grandeur (al- 
culuw) through it; thus they receive the pleasures of this life (ard al-dunya) via the religion. 
5. People who have knowledge but have no understanding of it. 
6. Those who resemble the devout ascetics (al-nussäk), they pursue the good, they have no wealth and no 
implementation of the knowledge they have, their opinion is not to be relied upon. 
7. Those who are associated with intellect (al-agl) and cleverness (al-dihä3) but have neither scrupulousness 
(al-wara) nor piety (al-tuga). 
8. Friends, who concur in serving their desires, they humiliate themselves for the worldly life, seeking 
leadership. 
9. Human devils (shay, tin al-ins), they block the path to the hereafter, they struggle fiercely for the worldly 
life, they hasten in its accumulation, they desire an excess of it; they are alive in this life but conventionally (/ 
'1-curt3 they are dead. " 
This once again is clear evidence of how precise al-Mub5sibi was in observing and identifying human 
behaviour. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 11-12; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'an, 
ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 64; `Uwayda, al-, Yärith ihn Asad al-Muhäsibl, pp. 28-9 and al-Shämi (ed. ), Mawäiz a]- 
Imäm al-Härith al-Muhäsibi, pp. 28-9. 
729 For example he says, "Then I found in the consensus of the community (ijmä' al-umma) and Allah's 
revealed book that the path to salvation lay in: holding firmly to the fear of Allah and the fulfilment of what 
he has made compulsory; being scrupulous in what He made permissible, what He forbade and in all the 
confines set by Him; sincerity to Allah by worshipping Him and emulating His Messenger. " Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb 
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searched for the `saved sect' and after much hardship73° he finally found what he was 
looking for. 731 
As such al-Muhäsibi divides his work into forty one sections (abwäb) on a variety of topics, 
which is his usual method; the main ideas, however, will be summarised here. In this work 
al-Mubasibi proposes various counsels as to how to identify the faults of the soul via long 
research and reflection, thus clarifying his path and as a result it contains a summary of his 
experience. He does this by discussing his own thoughts and ideas but also lends great 
importance to the revealed texts also, with the goal of perfecting the human soul. He is 
concerned with avoiding misguidance due to the turmoil of the soul and the various facets 
of personality and consequently, he attempts to deal with illness at its root. 732 
To this effect al-Mubasibi begins by reminding the reader that the origin of happiness lies 
in the fear of Allah (tagwa) and that the basis of discontent is love of the worldly life (hubb 
al-dunya). 733 Al-Muhäsibi then discusses one of the main topics of al-Wasäyä which is the 
al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 12; cUwayda, Al-Flärith ibn Asad al-Muhäsibl, p. 29 and al-Shämi (ed. ), Mawä iz a]- 
Imäm a1-Härith a1-Muhäsibl; pp. 29-35. 
73' For example he says, "I considered my misfortune multiplied due to the loss of the pious and I feared that 
death would come suddenly and surprise me during this tumultuous part of my life because of the disputes 
within the community. " Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, p. 12 and al-Shämi (ed. ), Mawä`iz aI-Imäm 
al-Härith al-Muhäsibl; pp. 30-31. 
731 He describes them in the following manner, "Then the All-Merciful to His devotees destined for me a 
people (gawm); I found in them the indications of piety, the signs of scrupulousness and that they prefer the 
hereafter over the worldly life. I found their guidance and advice in agreement with the actions of the rightly 
guided imams. I found them in agreement regarding advising the community; they do not desire that anyone 
fall into His disobedience nor do they despair of His mercy for anyone. They are continually patient during 
adversity and distress, satisfied with His decree (al-gadä3) and show gratitude for His bounties (a]-ni'tn 3). 
They cause Alläh the Exalted to become beloved to the devotees by reminding them of His favours, His 
kindness towards them and they encourage the devotees to return to Him. They are scholars of Alläh's 
sublimity, scholars of His exalted power and scholars of His book and His Messenger's sunna. They are jurists 
in His religion and scholars of what He loves and hates. They avoid innovations and blameworthy desires, 
they have left delving deeply [into controversial issues] and [seeking] admiration, they despise debate and 
argument and they shun slander and oppression. They oppose their own whims, take their souls to account, 
control their body parts, are scrupulous in their food, clothing and all their affairs. They avoid dubious issues 
(al-shubahät), shun their appetites (al-shahawät), are content with a meagre provision, take little from that 
which is allowed (a1-mubäh) and are austere in that which is permissible (al-halal). They are wary of the 
reckoning (al-hisäb) and are filled with dread regarding the return (al-ma'äý. They hold themselves in 
contempt but not others and every person has a state which will suffice him [80: 37]. They are scholars in the 
affairs of the hereafter and the terrors of the day of judgement; [a day of] tremendous recompense and painful 
punishment. This has caused them [a state of] permanent sorrow, continuous worry and so they became 
distracted from pleasures of this world and its delights. Their excellence became obvious to me, their advice 
was clear to me and I was certain that they were working towards the path of the hereafter. They emulate the 
messengers, they are a beacon for whoever sought to be enlightened by them and guides for whoever sought 
guidance. Thus, I became desirous of their way, acquiring their morals, accepting of their manners, loving their 
obedience, not equating anyone with them and not preferring anyone to them. " al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, 
ed. Ahmad, pp. 12-13; cUwayda, A]-Ij rith ibn Asad a1-Muh5sibf, pp. 29-30 and al-Shämi (ed. ), Mawädiz al- 
Imäm al-Härith al-Muhäsibi pp. 31-33. 
732 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a1-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, p. 8 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad 
At5, pp. 47-9. 
733 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä h, ed. Abmad, pp. 14-31. 
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love of wealth, the desire to accumulate it and the power this has over the human being. 734 
He discusses this in a general manner but also discusses the position of the Companions 
regarding this issue, proving, as far as he is concerned, their extreme dislike of wealth and 
attachment to the worldly life. 735 Whilst discussing this topic he covers the following areas: 
the earning of wealth in a permissible manner, being economical in the use of the 
sustenance provided, being careful not to waste what you have (Isräi and at the same time 
avoiding being miserly (bakhlZ. 736 
After explaining the importance of freeing oneself from the power that wealth can have 
over the human being, al-Muhäsibi turns his attention to the topics for which he is familiar, 
i. e. those dealing with the internal workings of the mind, heart and soul. He deals with 
issues we have already seen737, such as satisfaction with the decree of Allah (al-ridl hi gadä' 
Allah), the traps of the Devil (makä'id al-Shaytän), self conceit (al cujb), arrogance (al-kibr), 
as well as dealing with the nafs itself and the heart (al-ga1b). 738 He then spends some time 
warning the reader from the disputes within the community39 and the concept of `ric ya 11 
huqügAlläh' is frequently quoted throughout al-Wasäyä. '4o 
In addition to this al-Muhasibi also gives importance in this work to the subject of `iim, 
clarifying the significance of having sound knowledge, as this is the basis of sound action. 
He also indicates the importance of intellect but at the same warns against misuse of both 
these important faculties, as well as discussing the defects knowledge can cause in the 
character, if it is not kept in check. 741 
734 Ibid., p. 8; al-Mub5sibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 49; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql we Fahm al- 
Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 64; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 79-80 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, 
p. 46. 
735 We sense here that al-Mub5sibi may well have been refuting scholars of his period who supported this 
idea, as to satisfy the caliphs of the day, which once again is an indication of the effect the social milieu had 
on him. 
736 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 33-6; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad 
Atä, p. 49; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 
79-80 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 46. 
737 See pages 198-9 above. 
738 See al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Nasä h, ed. Abmad, pp. 36-41 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 80. 
739 This is most likely due to the fact that he suffered himself as a consequence of this issue, as we have seen. 
See pages 201-2 above, al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql we Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 64 and Mahmüd, Ustädh 
al-Sä'irin, p. 80. 
740 For example he talks about ric yat al jawärih we '1-qul7b, muc1-bat tacly` hvqüq Allah, and irädat adä' al- 
hugvq, which suggests this is why he wrote a separate work on this subject on this topic as we have already 
seen. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, pp. 8-9,44-46 and 65-7; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'ir n, p. 
80; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 47 and pages 193-9 above. 
741 Al-Muhäsibi in al-Wasäyä affords a great deal of discussion to both the subjects of wealth and knowledge, 
as he considers them to be a great source of good but at the same time they can be the most corrupting 
elements regarding the character of the human being, if they are not subject to accountability. It is interesting 
that al-Mub5sibi discusses knowledge in this regard, as for the majority of people wealth can be a source of 
corruption but knowledge, which is usually regarded by the majority as a source of benefit, at the same time 
can be equally as deadly to the human soul. This once again shows the subtlety of his investigation of the 
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Another interesting aspect of a]-Wasäyä is al-Mubasibi's in-depth discussion of the physical 
acts of worship that are either incumbent on all Muslims or are highly recommended. As 
one might expect al-Mubasibi does discuss these in traditional jurisprudential manner, but 
links the legal element of these actions to their hidden, internal aspects. Thus, we find him 
discussing such aspects as presence of mind in prayer (a1-khushu f '1-sal t) and not just the 
physical mechanical movements of prayer and fasting and includes fasting from that which 
Allah has forbidden and not just from food, drink and sexual relations. In addition he 
advises increasing the superogotary acts (al-nawäfl) as a means of fulfilling the compulsory 
duties742 and as a means of erasing the sins committed. He also mentions the importance of 
supplicating (al-du`a) in private, having presence of heart while speaking and reflecting and 
contemplating whilst reciting the Quran. 743 
Al-Muhäsibi continues throughout the various sections mentioned and continues in the 
latter part of the work by discussing more issues regarding the soul and heart and concludes 
his book by discussing sincerity to Allah in acts of obedience (ikhläs al-tä`a), as if to close 
the discussion on this fundamental point, which is of course the very corner stone of much 
of his teaching. 744 
In summary we quote cAta who clarifies clearly the result of implementing the methodology 
of al-Muhäsibi in this work: 
Thus if a person has been able to remove the power wealth and knowledge 
have [over his soul], correct his intention in acts of worship, desire to work for 
Allah alone and has knowledge, which pushes him forward, then he will be a 
human being who enjoys perfection of his soul and has complete peace of 
mind. 745 
3. Kltäb al- Ta wahh um746 
human being as a whole. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 8,48-51,67-70 and 89-92; al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 64 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä iris, p. 80. 
742 This is an interesting concept proposed by al-Mub5sibi here, as many people consider the performance of 
extra acts of worship to be a source of additional reward or an increase in their position with Allah. On the 
contrary, however, al-Muhäsibi clarifies his own position, which is that such acts are actually only used to 
fulfil and complete the compulsory duties, in the sense of fulfilling the deficiencies found in such acts. 
743 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasäih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 8,53-63; al-Mub5sibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. Abd al-Qädir 
Ahmad Atä, p. 49; Mahmüd, Ustädh a1-Sä'irin, p. 80 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 47. 
744 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasäih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 8,72-89 and 92-4; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al- 
Qadir Ahmad Atä, p. 49 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 80-1. 
745 A1_Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. Abd al-Q5dir Abmad Atä, p. 50 and See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. 
Ahmad, p. 9. 
746 This work appears to have three extant manuscripts, they are: 
1. A manuscript entitled `Kitäb al-Tawahhunl, which is located in the Chester Beatty library, Dublin, under 
number 611, fols. 152a-172a, being copied in 539/1145. 
2. A manuscript entitled `Kitäb al-Tawahhum', which is located in the Bodelian library, Oxford, Hunt, under 
number 611, fols. 152a-172a, being copied in 539/1145. 
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This work is one of al-Muhäsibi's most famous works and has received a great deal of 
attention, being published several times. 74' This is indicative of the importance of this work 
3. A manuscript entitled `IGtäb al-Tawahhum bi Kashf al Ahwä1 wa Sharp aJ Akhläq', which is located in 
Matjänä, under number 3/774, consisting of 42 pages and being copied in the 11`h/17`'' centuries. See a]- 
Muh5sibi, a]-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 55; al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum - Rihlat al-Insän i1ä 
`Alien aJ-Akhira, edited by Muhammad `Uthmän al-Khusht (2°d edition, Cairo, Maktabat al-Qur'än, 1999); al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-cllm, ed. Mazäli, p. 24; Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 116; Mahmüd, Ustädh 
al-Sä'irin, p. 82; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 47; Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt, p. 14 and Massignon, 
Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162. 
747 These published works include: 
1. It would seem that the first version of this work to be published was edited by Arthur J. Arberry in 1937 
(Cairo). Arberry relied on the manuscript `1' above and provided an introduction in English, written by himself 
and a preface in Arabic by the highly respected Egyptian scholar Abmad Amin. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al- 
Tawahhum, edited by Arthur J. Arberry (Cairo, Lajnat al-Ta'lif wa '1-Tarjama wa 'l-Nashr, 1937); al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-clm, ed. Mazäli, p. 24 and Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi vol. 1, p. 116. 
2. A second version by the French scholar Andre Roman entitled Une Vision Humaine des Fins Dernieres - Le 
Kitäb al-Tawahhum d'al Muhäsibi and published as part of the Etudes Arabes et Islamiques series in 1978. 
This version is fully edited, contains an extensive index, an extremely useful introduction and is also translated 
into French. Similarly, this work has also been published without the Arabic text and subsequently, the 
extensive index. See Roman, Andre, Une Vision Humaine des Fins Dernieres - Le Kitäb al-Tawahhum d'al 
Muhäsibi, 6udesArabes et Islamiques series (Paris, Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1978). 
3. A third version of this work was published in 1979 by Dar al-Waci (Aleppo), entitled `Kitäb al-Tawahhuni 
but no mention of who edited the work or the manuscripts used in the editing, if any, has been made. The 
only other addition to the original text is a brief introduction regarding the author, al-Muhäsibi and even 
briefer footnotes regarding the variations in the manuscripts. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Tawahhum (Aleppo, 
Dar al-Wa`i, 1979). 
4. A fourth version has been edited Muhammad `Uthmän al-Khusht and published originally in 1984 and 
then again in 1999, by Maktabat al-Qur'an (Cairo), being entitled `al-Tawahhum Rlhlat al-Insän i1ä Alien al- 
Akhira'. Al-Khusht has relied on manuscripts `2' and `3' above in editing this work and clarified that the reason 
why he choose to edit this treatise were the apparent mistakes in Arberry's version, for which he gives various 
examples. Consequently, al-Khusht has provided a useful introduction regarding the concept of the Hereafter 
(al-äkhira), as well as the usual biography of al-Mub5sibi. In addition, the editor states that he wished to 
produce an academic version of the text and as result includes referencing of the Qur'änic verses, Prophetic 
narrations, as well as providing biographical details regarding the personalities mentioned. In addition, he 
provides explanation of the peculiar words and ambiguous phrases in the text and removes any distortion (al- 
tahrit) and misreading (al-taslirt) that occurs. Due to the quality of this version if the researcher quotes from 
`al-Tawahhum' then it will this version which is intended. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum Rihlat al-Insän i1ä 
Am al Akhira, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 5-27. 
5. A version edited by cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä and published by Där al-Kutub a1-`Ilmiyya (Beirut), in 1986, 
as part of al-Muhäsibi's other works and entitled `a1-Wasäyä - Al-Qasd wa 'J-Rujri'ilä Allah - Bad Man Anäba 
iIä Allah - Fahm al-Salät -al-Tawahhum'. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 55 and 
footnote 719: i above. 
6. A version edited by Khälid cAbd al-Rahmän al-'Ak and published by Dar al-Bashä'ir (Damascus), in 1991. 
Al-`Ak, in editing this work has provided a useful introduction regarding the Hereafter (al-äkhira), as well as 
the usual biography of al-Muhäsibi but has made no mention of the manuscripts used, if any, in editing this 
text. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al Tawahhum /1 wasfAhwäl al-Akhira, edited by Khälid cAbd al-Rahmen al cAk 
(Damascus, Där al-Basha ir, 1991) pp. 2-17. 
7. A version published by Dar Ibn Hazm (Beirut), in 1994 and entitled `al-Tawahhum Rihlat al-Insän i1ä Am 
al Akhirä. This version contains the text only and therefore no other information can gleaned from it. See al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum Rihlat al-Insän i19 Am al Akhira (2nd edition, Beirut, Där Ibn Hazm, 1994). 
8. A version edited by Abu- al-Yazid al cAjami and published by Där al-Arqam, with no mention of place or date 
of publication. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. Abü al-Yazid al-cAjami (Dar al-Arqam, n. p., n. d. ). 
9. A version published by Dar al-Furgän, with no mention of place or date of publication. See al-Muhäsibi, al- 
Tawahhum (Dar al-Furgän, n. p., n. d. ). 
The final two versions (7 and 8) were mentioned in the catalogue of Al-Rushd bookstore in Riyadh but 
unfortunately the researcher was unable to acquire a copy as they were out of stock. Consequently, it is 
suggested that there may be more versions of this work than those mentioned here. 
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and therefore it will be discussed here after al-Ri`äya and al- Wasäyä. The work itself is a 
short treatise of an eschatological nature, which discusses the events that all human beings 
will face in the hereafter (al-äkhlra). To this effect al-Mubasibi begins sequentially, starting 
with death, its pain and its agonies, describing how each person struggles with the throes of 
death and the events that occur in the grave itself, immediately after death, such as the 
questioning of the two angels and gazing into paradise and hell. 748 
Al-Muhäsibi continues by painting a vivid picture of the resurrection where every soul will 
be summoned to stand before its Lord on the Last Day. He describes the events in detail; 
how all will stand equal in front of their Lord bereft of the virtue of wealth, status and 
position, which they enjoyed in the worldly life, as only faith and righteous deeds will avail 
them in the trials ahead. Due to this their state is one of fear, astonishment, desperation 
and regret. Not only this, but the other creatures that Allah created will be summoned 
devoid of their animal tendencies, standing still and humbly in front of their Lord; all will 
be gathered and wait meekly for the judgement of the King of kings. 74' The heavens will 
then be cast asunder, being destroyed forever and the angels in all their glory, power and 
immense size and creation will pour forth surrounding the assembly. The sun will then be 
drawn close and the resurrected will begin to sweat in accordance with the actions they did 
in the worldly life and there will be no shade from this intense heat except in the shade of 
the throne of A115h. 750 
Every soul will then cry for its own fate as the messengers of Allah are questioned regarding 
the message that they brought and each individual tries to flee from even the most beloved 
people to them in this life. The deeds of each soul will then be weighed and their records 
distributed, as Allah questions them regarding all that they did. The records will then be 
given, in the right hand of those who were successful and the left hand for those who are 
disgraced to dwell in eternal paradise or hell respectively. 751 Each individual will then 
travel the bridge over hellfire (a1-cirät), that is `finer than a hair and sharper than a sword's 
blade', the speed at which they pass across it being proportionate to the deeds that they 
In addition to the work itself, there is also an academic appraisal of it and its author, entitled `Abv Abd Alläh 
al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi wa Kit-huhu al-Tawahhum' by AAbd al-Karim al-Yäfi and published in `al- 
Tur5th a1-`Arabi', which is a cultural magazine produced by Ittihäd al-Kitäb al-cArab in Damascus. The article 
itself is extremely useful in describing both the life and one of the works of al-Mub5sibi, being written in a 
highly academic style, provides useful footnotes and has even used Western sources. See al-Y5fi, cAbd al- 
Karim, `Abu- cAbd Allah al-05rith b. Asad al-Mub5sibi wa Kitäbuhu al-Tawahhum', al-Turäth al-Arab 
(Damascus, Ittihad al-Kitab al-'Arab, no. 41, October 1990) pp. 7-34. 
748 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 31-4. 
749 Ibid., pp. 34-5 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 47-8. 
750 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 34-40 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 48. 
751 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 40-55 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 48. 
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performed, to reach paradise on the other side or to fall from it into eternal damnation in 
hellfire. 752 
As for those who survive this treacherous journey, their faces are enlightened and made 
radiant as they enter the gates of paradise, joyous in the company of the righteous. They 
delight in the foods, drinks, clothing, vessels and palaces which have been prepared for 
them and most of all the sheer unadulterated beauty of their companions with whom they 
dwell with therein. 753 This, however, is not the only pleasure of paradise, in fact the greatest 
and most honourable of its bounties is still yet to come as it has been saved for Allah's 
beloved elite (al-aw1iyä); they will be summoned, the veils will be set aside and there, they 
will gaze upon their Lord in all His majesty and splendour. 754 
The value of this work lies not only in the fact that that he substantiates it with a variety of 
verses from the Qur'an, Prophetic narrations and statements of the earliest generations, 
providing it with authenticity, but also in the eloquent style in which it is written and the 
vivid images he portrays. It would also seem a very personal work, as it is clear from the 
expression of the thoughts that al-Mubasibi had actually imagined himself taking the same 
journey and thus, is extremely significant, to the extent it may have influenced others. 755 
4. Risäla? 56/Kltäb al-Makäslb wa '1- Wara ` wa '1-Sh ubha wa Bayän Mubählhä wa '1 
Mahzürlhä wa Ikhtlläfal-Näs 11 Talablhä wa '1-Radd `a1ä '1-Ghälltlna uhfs' 
'S2 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 56-63 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 48. 
753 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 63-82 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 48. 
754 See al-Mub5sibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 83-92 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 48. 
Iss Smith has already discussed the possible influence of al-Mub5sibi on Dante in his `Divine Comedy' but it 
also interesting to note that within the Islamic context, al-Khusht mentions the influence of al-Muhäsibi's `al- 
Tawahhum' on another eschatological work, the `Risälat al-Ghufrän' of Abü 'l-'A1ä' al-Ma`arri. See al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 18 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 290-1. 
756 Both Mazäli and Smith term this work `Risäld as this seems to the name recorded in the manuscripts. See 
al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-°Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 27 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 50. 
75' There would appear to be three existing manuscripts for this work, they are: 
1. A manuscript located in the Carullah section of the Süleymaniye library in Istanbul under number 1101, 
fols. 29a-51b. 
2. A copy of `1. ' above located in Cairo University under number 9678 and entitled `al-Makäsib wa 7-Wara' wa 
'1-Shubha wa Bayän Mubähihä wa 'l-MahzüJrihä wa Ikhtiläf al-Näs I Talabihä wa 'l-Radd `a1ä '1-Ghälitina 
flhi. The manuscript consists of 43 pages, with 20 lines to a page and an average of 12 words to a line. In 
addition the manuscript is extremely difficult to read in places. 
3. A version of this work included as part of compilation of al-Mub5sibi's works found in Cairo University from 
the original, which is part of the personal library of Ahmad al-Jazzar Ba`kä, being stored in al-Azhar under 
number 1367 tasawwuf 
4. A manuscript located in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, under 4064 tasawwuf. 
5. A manuscript found in Jämi`at Fu'äd, under number 26048. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Ja wärih wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. `Abd al-Q5dir 
Abmad Atä (Cairo, `Älam al-Kutub, n. d. ) pp. 38-40; al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib wa 'l-Wara' wa 7-Shubha wa 
Bayän Mubähihä wa '1-Mal ürihä wa Ikhtrläf a]-Nis Ii Talabiha wa 'l-Radd calä 'l-Gha7itina Hhi, edited by 
cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä 
(Beirut, Mu'assasat al Kutub al-Thigäfiyya, 1987) p. 34; al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib 
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The effect of al-Mubdsibi's environment becomes apparent on him again here as he 
discusses the manner in which a human being should gain his daily provision. To this effect 
he begins by presenting the importance of the concept of putting absolute trust and reliance 
in Allah (al-tawakkul) and for each and every human being to realise that He alone is their 
Sole Provider, the Sovereign over all things and the Most Generous of those who give. This 
by its very nature dictates that mankind be grateful, put their complete trust in Him and 
remember the bounty of their Lord, but at the same time it does not mean that they should 
refrain from taking lawful means to earn a livelihood, or live idly at the expense of others. 758 
Al-Muhäsibi then turns his attention to the topic of scrupulousness (a1-wara), explaining 
that this is to abstain from that which Allah has forbidden and that which is objectionable 
to Him, whether in word or deed, thought or motive and this can only be achieved through 
extensive self examination prior to action. 759 
wa 'l-Rizq al- -Jaläl wa Yaglqat al-Tawakkul calä Allah, edited by Muhammad `Uthmän al-Khusht (Cairo, 
Maktabat al-Qur'an, 1984) pp. 25-7; al-Muhäsibi, IGtäb al-PIlm, ed. Mazäli, p. 27; Sezgin, Tärkh al-Turäth al- 
Arab% vol. 1, p. 116; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä irin, pp. 81-2; Machad al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhnutät 
al-Musawwara hattä 1948 - al-Jämi'at al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, pp. 146 and 157; 
Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al- 
'Arabiyya, Frhras al-Makhti tat bi 'l-Jämifa al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 193; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, 
pp. 50-2 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162. 
As a result there are several published versions of this work: 
_ 1. A version edited by cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad `Atä, published by cAlam al-Kutub, Cairo, with no date and 
entitled `al-Masä'il fiA`mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ' this being part of compilation of 
al-Muhäsibi's works, as mentioned above. In editing the work `Atä has relied on manuscript `2. ' above and 
followed the usual manner of editing including referencing of the Qur'änic verses, Prophetic narrations, as well 
as providing biographical details regarding the personalities mentioned. In addition, he provides explanation 
of the peculiar words and ambiguous phrases in the text as well as titles for each section in the work. It would 
seem that the same edited was published as a separate and independent work by Mu'assasat al-Kutub al- 
Thigäfiyya, Beirut, in 1987. 
2. A version edited by Muhammad `Uthmän al-Khusht, Maktabat al-Qur an, Cairo, in 1984. In editing the 
work al-Khusht has also relied on manuscript `2. ' above and followed the usual manner of editing including 
referencing of the Qur'änic verses, Prophetic narrations, as well as providing biographical details regarding the 
personalities mentioned. In addition, he provides explanation of the peculiar words and ambiguous phrases in 
the text, as well as titles for each section in the work. However he has surprisingly changed the original title of 
the work, i. e. `al-Makäsib wa '1-Wara` wa 'l-Shubha wa Bayän Mubähihä wa '1-Mahzürihä wa Ikhtiläfal-Nä. s 
fi- Talabihä wa '1-Radd calä '1-Ghälitlna Ahi to `al-Makäsib wa 'l-Rizq al-Halal wa 
i-Iagiqat 
al-Tawakkul calä 
Allah' as he considers this a more appropriate to he content of the treatise. Despite this minor discrepancy al- 
Khusht has succeeded in producing an academic version of this work and for the purposes of the current 
research when quoting from `al-Makisib8, it will be this version that is meant. 
3. A version annotated by Nür Said and published by Där al-Fikr al-Lubnäni (Beirut) in 1992. It is unclear if 
Sadid actually edited the original or not and if not, it is also unclear which edited version he relied on whilst 
commenting on the work. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä il H A`mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih, ed. 'Abd al-Qädir Abmad `Atä, pp. 38-40; al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. `Abd al-Qädir Ahmad `Ata, p. 34; al-Mubasibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 25-7; 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib wa '1-Wara' wa 'l-Shubha wa Bayän Mubähihä wa '1-Mahzürihä wa Ikhtiläf al-Nis- 
fi' Talabiha wa '1-Radd `alä 'l-Gha7itina fihi ed. Nür Said (Beirut, Dar al-Fikr al-Lubnäni, 1992) and footnote 
796: 4 below. 
758 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 35-70 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 50. 
759 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 71-93 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 50. 
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Having discussed various spiritual and theosophical dimensions of how provision is earned, 
al-Muhäsibi utilizes the second half of the book to discuss a variety of issues of a juristic 
nature and gives his opinion regarding them. Such issues include the rulings regarding 
inheriting from a father who is a transgressor, doubtful matters (a1-shubha), the permissible 
and the prohibited (a1-I2a1ä1 wa '1-haräm) and the permissibility of accepting gifts from 
rulers, as well as seeking out the `puresti76° forms of sustenance. 76' He also uses this work to 
discuss various ascetic practices familiar at the time, including a refutation of those who 
claim that hunger is in itself an act of worship. He concludes this treatise with a discussion 
of various juristic issues regarding the categories of land used for agriculture and the rulings 
regarding the permissibility of gaining sustenance from them. 762 
Consequently, this work is also significant in presenting the personality of al-Härith al- 
Muhäsibi, as it not only presents his spiritual theology and his environment's influence upon 
him but also his ability as a jurist, his familiarity with legal issues and the opinions of the 
scholars before him. Thus, it adds a further facet to his already impressive list of disciplines 
with which he was well versed. 
5. (Risälat) Addb al-Nufüs 763/Rlsa7a I '1 Akhläq 
""Pure' in the sense of being from a permissible source and being free of doubt regarding its nature. 
761 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 94-120. 
762 Ibid., pp. 121-134 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 50-2. 
763 This work has several extant manuscripts they are: 
1. A manuscript located in Carullah, Istanbul, under number 1101, fols. 59 alif to 103 bä, being copied in 
523/1129. 
2. A manuscript located in Cairo University, under number 26048 and is a copy of `1. ' above. 
3. A manuscript located in Azhar University, this being a copy the Wall- al-Din version. 
4. A manuscript located in the Paris National Library, this being a copy of `1. ' above. 
5. A manuscript located in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, under 4064 tasawwufand this is a copy of `1. ' above. 
6. A manuscript found in Keuprülü, Istäna, under number 725, fol. 
42 
onwards and was copied in the 11`''/17`h 
centuries. 
7. A manuscript found in Jämi`at Fu35d, under number 26048. 
In addition, there are three published versions of this work that have been produced, they are: 
a) A version edited by cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, being published by Dar al-Jil, Beirut, in 1987. In editing this 
work CAtä has relied on using manuscript `2. ' above, using this as the source work and then comparing to 
manuscript `4. ' above. 
b) A version edited by Muhammad cAbd al-cAziz Ahmad, being published Maktabat al-Qur 5n (Cairo) and 
with no date of publication. 
Ahmad has relied on manuscript `2. ' above in editing this work. 
c) A version edited by Majdi Fatbi al-Sayyid, being published by Dar al-Saläm (Cairo), in 1991. Al-Sayyid has 
relied on manuscripts `2. ' and `5. ' above in editing this work. 
All the editors have adopted the usual manner of verifying the text in that they have provided footnotes 
explaining ambiguous terms, references for the verses of the Qur: 5n and hadith quoted and included a brief 
introduction to the life and works of al-Muhäsibi. 
See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nu_füs, edited by cAbd al-Qädir Abmad `Atä (2nd edition, Beirut, Dar al-Jil, 1987) pp. 
28 and 32-3; al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, edited by Muhammad cAbd al-cAziz Abmad (Cairo, Maktabat al- 
Qur 5n, n. d) p. 13; al-Mub5sibi, Adäb al-Nufrls, edited by Majdi Fathi al-Sayyid (Cairo, Där al-Saläm, 1991) 
p. 49; al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-4Ilm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 28-9; Sezgin, Täri7h al-Turäth al-Arab% vol. 1, p. 116; 
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In this work al-Muhäsibi focuses attention on the two words used in the title; namely 
etiquettes (ä7b) and the soul (al-nafs). He combines these two concepts effortlessly 
throughout the work combining both of these fundamental elements of the path to Allah, in 
the form of counsels, extolling the reader to adopt such lofty qualities. '64 
In addition to discussing manners and etiquettes, it is in the discussion regarding the soul 
that al-Muhäsibi excels, providing an indepth examination of the nafs and its related topics. 
It is here that we glimpse the thought of al-Mubdsibi first hand as he clarifies that the root 
of the cause must be dealt with first before going forward any further. By this he means 
that the soul should be corrected first before even considering performing superogatory acts 
since there is no use in pruning the branches of a tree to assist its growth when it is the 
roots that are diseased. '65 
Al-Mubasibi, in a similar vein, also discusses the importance of purifying the soul of every 
blameworthy characteristic before performing any action. His rationale is simple; human 
beings are required to refrain from all forms of evil, but are not ordered to perform all forms 
of good. Thus, they must able to distinguish between the two and prioritise regarding the 
actions that they perform, so that a good action is not mixed with evil, or consequently the 
whole action will be invalidated. This however, requires knowledge of such blameworthy 
characteristics and al-Mubasibi allots much time to this, as well as the praiseworthy 
characteristics that directly counter such negaitive attributes and which are consequently, 
absolutely necessary. 766 
The essence of the soul's rebellious nature is its love of the worldly life and the soul's 
adoption of it as its only concern and goal. As a result the soul separates the worldly life 
from that of the hereafter, but by doing so, fails to realise the true nature of the worldly life, 
which is that it is nothing more than a trial to test those who are best in action. Thus, the 
cure for many of the diseases of the heart and soul is to remember the hereafter and in 
particular, death. 767 
Machad al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Musawwara hattä 1948 - al-Jämrfa al-'Arablyya, vol. 1, pp. 
1210 and 150; Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al cArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtütät bi '1-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 
143; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'llm, ed. 
Mazäli, 
pp. 28-9; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 52-3; Van Ess, 
Die Gedankenwelt, p. 13 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic 
Mysticism, p. 162. 
764 These include the correct etiquette to have with Allah and the Companions of the Prophet. See al- 
Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils, ed. `Abd al-Q5dir Ahmad `Atä, pp. 35-39; al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. Ahmad, 
pp. 17-20 and al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufirs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 55-60. 
765 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad `Atä,, p. 32 and al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufi7s, ed. 
Ahmad, pp. 11-12. 
766 Ibid. 
767 Ibid. 
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It is true to say that al-Mubasibi has discussed much of the content of 'A'b al-Nufils' in 
other works in more depth, such as `al-R ' yä but despite this, this work has in return 
summarised much of what is contained in such extensive works without the reader having 
to consult them. 76' Consequently, it is an invaluable contribution to the field of works 
concerned with the human soul and as al-Sayyid summarises, "This book is considered one 
of the hidden treasures that has reached from the earliest generation regarding the soul 
and its etiquettes. , 769 
6. Sharh al-Ma `rifa70 wa Badhl al-Naslha "' 
768 Ibid. and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 81. 
769 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufiis, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 48. 
"° It is worth mentioning that in the hagiographic Sufi sources that al-Mub5sibi himself makes reference to a 
work concerning al-ma`rifa as we find the following narration, "I authored a work on intuitive knowledge of 
God (al-macrifa) and was well pleased with it. One day while I was looking through it, thinking how good it 
was, when a young man wearing shabby clothing came in, greeted me and said, `O Abü cAbd Alläh, is intuitive 
knowledge of God (al-ma`rifa) the right (hagq) of the True One (al-hagq) upon His creation (al-khalq) or the 
right of the creation the upon the True One? ' So I replied, `It is a right of the True One upon His creation. ' So 
he said, `It is more appropriate that He unveil it to those who deserve it. ' So I said, `Then indeed it is the right 
of the creation upon the True One. ' To which he said, `He is more just than to treat them unfairly. ' Then he 
bade me farewell and left, so I tore it [the book] up and said, `I will never discuss intuitive knowledge of God 
again. "' 
It is unclear if the book referred to in this narration is the work in question here, in which case there may have 
been versions of this work that had already been copied and thus, it remained extant. Alternatively, al- 
Muhäsibi may have written a later work after he felt that he had gained a greater understanding of the 
subject matter, or this one may simply view this narration as a later embellishment. 
See al-Sha`räni, Tabagätal-Kubrä, vol. 1, p. 64; al-Bundaniji, Jämi`alAnwär/iManägib al-Akhyär, p. 293 and 
Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 11-12. 
"' This work more than any other has proven extremely difficult in drawing a conclusion regarding its actual 
status. This has been for a variety of reasons; the first difficulty is the title of the work itself. Abü Ghudda for 
example simply terms it `Sharp al-Ma`rifd and does not refer to any of the titles which will be mentioned 
below. On the contrary, Smith mentions three different titles for the one work, namely, `Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa 
Badhl al-Nasiha', `Risäla 11 '1-Muraqaba wa 1ngisämihä and Kitäb Muhäsabat al-Nafs. It is clear from this that 
Smith saw all three titles on differing manuscripts and after comparing them concluded that they were the 
same work. Mahmüd on the other hand confuses issues further by terming the work, `Kitäb fi '1-Murägabä 
and then states that there is another, separate work by al-Mubasibi entitled, `al-Ma`rifa'. However, having 
examined the published versions of this work and comparing them to the quotes taken from what Mahmüd 
terms `al-Ma? rifa', it is clear that in fact these quotes are from `Sharp al-Macrifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha', or what 
he terms `Kitäb fi 'l-Murägabä and therefore, there is no separate work entitled `al-Ma'rifä as he claims. See 
al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. Sälih Abmad al-Shämi (Damascus, Dar al-Qalam, 
1993) p. 23; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abu- Ghudda, p. 31; Sezgin, Tärkh al-Turäth al-Arabi 
vol. 1, p. 117; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 85-7 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 53. 
In addition, there are two published versions of this work: 
1. A version edited by Sälih Abmad al-Shämi, entitled `Shark al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasihä and published by 
Där al-Qalam (Damascus), in 1993. In editing the book al-Shämi has relied on the following manuscripts: 
a) a manuscript found in the library at the King Faisal Centre for Research and Islamic Studies in Riyadh, 
under number 3/73 l The original manuscript can be found in al-Azhar under no. 1208 tasawwuf, consists of 
10 fols. and was written in a clear naskh style in the 9t'/15`'' centuries. 
b) A manuscript found in the al-Azhar library in Cairo under no. 615 wäw tasawwuf. It consists of 12 fols. and 
at first glance appears complete but on examination there is gap in the copy equivalent to one page. 
c) A manuscript found in al-Imam Muhammad b. Sa`üd Islamic University, Riyadh, under number 4979 fä. 
The manuscript was written in Dhu al-Hijjah 911/April 1506 and there are two places where it is incomplete. 
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In this concise treatise al-Muhäsibi deals with two fundamental elements concerning the 
disciplining of the soul, i. e. that of essential knowledge (a1-ma`rrfa) and appropriate advice 
(al-naslha), regarding the journey back to Alläh. 72 The importance of these two issues is 
clear, as both of them have an effect on both the individual and the community. As for a1- 
ma`rlfa, it plays an essential role in developing the individual, as it teaches him the nature 
d) A manuscript found in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, under number 4084 tacawwuf. The manuscript 
consists of 8 fols., six of which are the work itself ending at the section entitled `the soul prone to evil (al-nafs 
a1-amära bi '1-sva, whereas fols. 7-8 contain a text copied from `al-Ric ya' by al-Muhäsibi. 
As for al-Shämi's contribution regarding this text he has carried out a comparison of the manuscripts and 
edited them accordingly. In addition, he has attempted to produce a version with a minimum of annotation, so 
that the reader would not be lost within the footnotes at the expense of benefiting from the main text. To this 
effect the editor does however provide footnotes explaining ambiguous terms, a well as having split the work 
into two sections according to the title, i. e. `Sharp al-Macrifä and `Badhl a1-Naslha'. See al-Mub5sibi, Sharp a]- 
Ma`rifa wa Bad] al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 17-20. 
2. A version edited by Majdi Fatbi al-Sayyid, entitled, `Shari al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Naslhd and published by 
Där al-Sab5ba li al-Turäth (Tanta, Egypt), in 1993. In editing this work al-Sayyid has relied on the manuscript 
found in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, under tacawwufal-Shanglti no. 3 (microfilm 3889). This manuscript 
consists of 12 fols. i. e. 24 pages with 22 lines to a page of good quality handwriting. In addition there is 
another copy of this manuscript in the al-Azhar library under (3/634) tacawwuf, no. 1207. Although al-Sayyid 
has only relied on the manuscript described above he does however mention other copies of it and they are as 
follows: 
a) A manuscript found in Berlin under number 2815, fols. 208-10, copied in 1200/1786. 
b) A manuscript found in the British Museum, appendix 1242, Oriental 3/4026, fols. 66b ff 
c) A manuscript found in Shahid `Ali, Istanbul, under number 3/1345, fols. 37 a1if47 alit, copied in the 
8`''/14`'' century. 
d) A manuscript found in $acib, Ankara, under number 1/3319, fols. 1 alif-11 bä, being copied in 731/1331. 
e) A manuscript found in Chester Beatty, Damascus, under catalogue number 4969, consisting of 17 fols., 
being copied in 911/1505. 
As for al-Sayyid's contribution regarding this text, he has added a great deal of annotation, in a similar manner 
to that of Abü Ghudda in his edited version of `Risa7at al-Mustarshidln' (see footnote 819: 1 below) but not in 
such a profuse manner. To this effect the editor provides footnotes explaining ambiguous terms and various 
quotes from the pious predecessors (al-salaf al-sälih), as well as dividing the work into sections and adding 
headings for each one. 
Despite this however, there are major discrepancies between the two published versions of the work. On 
examining the introduction alone the reader feels at times that he is reading two different books as al-Sayyid's 
version lacks much of what al-Shämi provides. This is clearly due to the fact that al-Shämi has carried out a 
comparison of the manuscripts available to him and therefore his version is more complete, whereas al-Sayyid 
has only relied on one manuscript. What is not clear however is how such discrepancies occurred in the 
original manuscripts? There is no simple answer to this but it may go so far in explaining why one work had 
so many titles. Bearing this in mind if the researcher quotes from `Shari al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasihd it will 
be al-Shämi's edition which will be meant, as it contains a broader view of al-Mub5sibi's teaching in this 
particular work. Despite this, the value of al-Sayyid's footnotes cannot be underestimated and therefore, will 
also be quoted where appropriate. 
In addition to the manuscripts mentioned above there is a further copy in Umm al-Qurä University in Mecca, 
under number 4/258, being entitled `Risäla 11 '1-Murägaba' and being copied in 979/1571. 
See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. Majdi Fathi al-Sayyid (Tanta, Dar al-Sahäba li al- 
Turath, 1993) pp. 11-13 and 17-19; al-Muhäsibi, Shari al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 23-5; 
al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-11m, ed. Mazäli, p. 31; Sezgin, Tär17(h al-Turäth a]-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117; Mahmüd, 
U. städh al-Säirln, p. 85-7; Jämicat Umm al-Qurä, Fihras Makhtvtät Jämifat Umm al-Qurä (Mecca, Jämicat 
Umm al-Qurä, 1983) vol. 1, p. 219; Machad al-Makhtütät al-`Arabiyya, al-Makhti tat al-Musawwara hattä 
1948 - al Jämi`a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, pp. 137 and 155; Machad IhyaD al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, Fihras al- 
Makhtultät bi '1-Jämi'a a1- Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 170; Arberry, A Handlist of the Arabic Manuscripts (The Chester 
Beatty Library), 1963, vol. 6 (MSS. 4501-5000), p. 158; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 53 and 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
772 It is almost as if al-Muhäsibi separated the book into two sections the first dealing with al-Ma`rifa and the 
second with al-Nasiha, which is probably why al-Shämi choose to do exactly that. See footnote 770: 1 above. 
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and essence of life, so that he can eventually contribute to his society and it provides him 
with a basis on which to act. With regard to al-naslha, it plays the equally important role of 
removing the ills of the individual and the society by correcting it with subtlety and 
wisdom. 7' 
As for the subject of a1-macrifa, al-Muhäsibi is not concerned here with discussing the 
theory of a1-macrlfa, as is done by the Sufi philosophers7', but he is concerned with what 
could be termed `essential' ma`rlfa, which every Muslim should have a grasp of. 77' This is 
summarised in the following topics: 
a) The knowledge of Allah the Magnificent and Exalted (ma`rifatAlläh cazza wajall). 
Al-Mubasibi begins discussing this element of ma`rlfa by extolling the names and attributes 
of Allah in a manner which not only lists them but also shows how they play a practical role 
in the human being's life. "6 Al-Mubasibi is not content with this however but also describes 
the method"', the means78 and the results79 of absorbing this form of ma`rlfa. 780 
b) The knowledge of Satan, the enemy of Allah (ma`rlfatlblls caduwAlläh). 
73 Stressing the importance of advising not just the individual but society as a whole, al-Mub5sibi says, "And 
do not conceal advice from the people of the gibla [i. e. the Muslims] and do not leave advising the whole of 
creation, whether they be righteous or corrupt... " See al-Mub5sibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. 
al-Shämi, pp. 11-12. 
"' This is why I have not termed it `gnosis' here as Smith has done. See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma'rifa wa 
Badhl al-Nastha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 12-13 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 53. 
75 Al-Muhäsibi considers this vital for every Muslim and does not consider macrifa to be the right of the elite 
(al-khässa) only, as some Sufis do. He says for example, "It [ma'rifa] is a compulsory duty from Alläh, it has 
been neglected even though it is in the revealed book of Allah; through it the slave may attain the honour of 
rank in this world and the hereafter and through it he will receive [a high] status with Allah and His creation. 
It is the foundation of all obedience, its beginning and its end; it is a duty upon all believers, [whether] they be 
male or female, knowledgeable or ignorant and [a duty] upon all of the creation. " See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al- 
Ma'rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 13 and 23-4. 
76 These have obviously derived from the Qur'an and hadith; for example he says, "As for the explanation of 
the macrifa of Allah the Blessed and Exalted, it is that you maintain in your heart your closeness to Him, His 
power over you, His ability and witness upon you, His knowledge of you, that He observes and protects you, 
that He is one and no one shares His dominion, that when He promises He is faithful, when He makes a 
guarantee He fulfils it, and when He calls His devotees to Him, He is abundantly wealthy. " See al-Mub5sibi, 
Shark al-Ma 'rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 30. 
"' For example he says, "Thus, maintain this in your heart with a certain faith and effective knowledge; 
maintain it in every part of you, every limb, every joint, every vein and nerve, every hair and every [piece on 
skin. " See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp a]-Ma `rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 31. 
778 For example 
he 
says, "You will not attain any of this except through remembrance of Allah and severing all 
other concerns apart from what leads you to this. So Allah should never leave your heart, out of fear of His 
authority [to punish], His power over regarding what you have done and what you will do and you should be 
ashamed in front of Him because of His closeness to you. [Thus, ] your determination will never end, your 
aspiration will continue and you will have no thought except that He fills it. " See al-Mub5sibi, Sharp a]- 
Ma'rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 31-2. 
779 For example he says, "This is what the scholars who have intimate knowledge of Allah know, [those who 
are] fearful, pious and scrupulous. May Allah grant both us and you success in achieving it and that He does 
not forbid us its benefit because of our sins. " See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma'rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. al- 
Sham-i, p. 32. 
780 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 29-32; Mahmüd, Ustädh a1- 
Sä'irln, pp. 85-6 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 53. 
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This element of ma'rlfa is equally important as it not sufficient just to know who your Lord 
is and His rights upon you, but indeed, it is of vital importance also to know your enemy on 
the path back to Allah. Al-Mubasibi begins his discussion by informing the reader that 
Allah has ordered the devotees to be at war with Iblis and struggle against him at every 
moment. This is because Iblis was the first enemy of Adam and thus, of every prophet and 
of mankind as a whole. The danger arises from this adversary because of his continuous 
vigilance in trying to cause the slave to falter; not only this, but his goal is not only to cause 
them to sin but ultimately to disbelieve in Allah and consequently, dwell in hellfire eternally 
just as he will. It should be known that every one is in a tremendous struggle against this 
cunning opponent and that each and every person must turn to Allah in humility and 
humbleness to ask for assistance in overcoming this devious enemy. 78' 
c) The human's knowledge of his own soul (macrlfat al-Insän nafsahu). 
This third element of macrifa concerns the human element of this series as it concerns the 
human being's understanding of the nature of his own soul. In this regard al-Mubasibi 
adopts his familiar position in warning of the danger of this internal element by advising 
the reader to approach the issue of one's own soul by reflecting on how its creator described 
it in the Qur'än, i. e. that it "urges to evil. s782 Indeed, al-Mubasibi considers this `internal 
enemy' more dangerous than Iblis due to its nature and tendency to serve its own interests; 
Iblis uses it to manipulate the human being, causing him to falter regarding his duty to his 
Lord. 783 Despite this, however, al-Muhäsibi does not suffice with this warning only, but in 
addition, he also briefly alludes to the manner in which one can combat the soul, which 
includes opposing it (mukha7 fatuha), taking it to account (muhäslbatuha), knowing it 
(ma`nfatuha-), expending effort against it (mujähldatuha) and keep it under strict 
observation (muräglbatuha). AI-Mubasibi concludes by advising the seeker to expend effort 
in being sincere to Alläh, seeking His assistance in combating the nafs and as a result he will 
acquire His pleasure. 784 
71' For example al-Mub5sibi concludes by saying, "So be in Allah's company always, do not think you are safe 
from him [Iblis] as Allah, the Magnificent and Exalted, has not created anything harder upon you than him, 
so be extremely careful and take every precaution, as it is your lifeblood running through your veins against 
destruction and salvation is only by the bounty of Allah the Magninficent and Exalted. May Allah grant us and 
you sanctuary from Iblis and his armies and there is no power or ability except that of Allah. " See al-Muhäsibi, 
Shark al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 32-5; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'rln, pp. 85-6 and Smith, 
An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 53. 
782 Qur'an 12: 53. 
783 For a full exposition of this, see chapter six below. 
784 For example he says, "Then seek Allah's assistance in all of this, seek His pleasure in all that He has 
ordered you and don't seek any other than Him. If you did this and turned to A115h, He will guide you - Allah 
willing - give you success, love you, distance you 
from His displeasure, cover you with the veil of the elite - the 
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d) The knowledge of actions for the sake of Allah (ma`rlfat a1-`ama111 A11äh) 
In this element of ma'rlfa al-Mubasibi establishes a principle at the beginning of the 
discussion which lays the foundation for the rest of the section. Here he distinguishes two 
categories of actions; the first of which are those that Allah has ordered and which as a 
result he considers to be obedience (tä`a). The second type of action is that which Allah has 
forbidden and which, as a result he considers to be disobedience (ma`slya). In addition to 
this, he once again reminds the reader that both of these types of actions require a third 
factor, which has also been ordered, that of sincerity (Ikh], s); this is clearly the most 
important concern of al-Muhasibi, as it is this factor which will determine the intention 
behind the action and which, if corrupted, will cause all actions to become acts of 
disobedience regardless. Thereafter he once again warns of the dangers of Iblis, in the sense 
that he tries to invalidate these actions, not only by trying to make the servant commit sins 
or corrupt the intention, but also by trying to make the person perform a lesser form of 
obedience rather than a more elevated one. 785 
Upon this basis, i. e. the four types of ma`rrfa, al-Mubdsibi describes the way in which a 
person should act; he should neither intend an action nor perform it without first 
considering these four issues. This in turn has an important subsequent effect upon the nafs, 
as it plays an essential role in taking the soul to account (muhäsabat al-nafs); as such every 
claim that the nafs consequently makes can be examined in the light of this ma`rlfa and as a 
result, it can be seen in its true reality, despite the deception it may try to manifest regarding 
the good qualities it proposes to have. 78' 
The second half of the book78' contains a variety of pieces of practical and moral advice for 
those wishing to purify their souls and tread the path leading to the hereafter and 
ultimately to their Lord, as is al-Muhasibi's usual habit. In addition to discussing the usual 
topics for which al-Mubasibi is well known, he also includes a section where he discusses 
scholars of Allah and through this they attained knowledge of Him. May Allah give us and you success in 
seeking that which pleases Him and may He save us from the evil of our own souls, He is Aid and there is no 
power or ability other than through Allah, the Exalted and Magnificent. See al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma`rifa wa 
Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 38. 
785 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 38-41; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Säirin, 
pp. 85-6 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 53. 
786 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma'rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 42-9. 
787 See footnote 88 above. 
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ten characteristics (khisäl `ashara)788, which every aspirant should have if they wish to 
reach the highest degrees of righteousness. 78' 
In summary I quote al-Mubasibi's own conclusion to this work: 
And know, may Allah have mercy on you, that I have left no advice [unspoken], 
I have expended every effort in proposing advice and there is no good in a 
people who do not advise or who do not like to be advised. This is my book for 
you, for whoever read it and act according to it; it is a supplication for the one 
who compiled it and thus, do not prevent anyone from it. It is advice [which] 
few know and few apply. May Allah bless us and you by endowing us with His 
ma`rrfa and [allow us] to act according to it, give us His success and direct us to 
that which He loves and pleases Him. Make this book a mirror in front of you in 
all your affairs as I have left out no type of advice except that I have given it 
and may the peace and mercy of Allah be upon you. 79o 
7. Kitäb Bad' Man Anäba Ilä Alläh791 (ta cäla)'92 
788 See pp. 300-1 below. 
789 See al-Muhäsibi, Shari al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 57-66 Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irn, 
p. 86. 
790 See al-Mub5sibi, Shari al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 90. 
791 See al-Mubasibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. Abd al-Qädir Alimad At5, pp. 45 and 329-53; al-Mub5sibi, Bad' Man 
Anäba i19 Allah, ed. Majdi Fathi al-Sayyid (Cairo, Där al-Saläm, 1991) pp. 5-19 and 21-41; al-Mubasibi, 
Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 31; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 84; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, 
ed. Mazäli, p. 23; Sezgin, Tärlkh al-Turäth a]-Arab!, vol. 1, p. 116; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 54 
and Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt, p. 13. 
In addition, there are two edited versions of this text they are: 
1. A version by Abd al-Q5dir Abmad Atä, which as has mentioned previously, he included within his edited 
version of al-Wasäyä (see footnote 719: i above). The manuscript used by Atä is included within a collection of 
al-Muhäsibi's works entitled, `al-Masä'il, which also contains `al-Aql and 'al-Maki-sib, which made it 
particularly difficult to locate. This copy of this collection can be found in the Cairo University library and it 
was taken from an original in the Ahmad al-Jazzar Ba`kä library, which was deposited in the al-Azhar library 
under tasawwuf, no. 1367. This copy was made at the beginning of the 6`''/12`'' century and is in extremely 
difficult to read in places. In addition the copier switches the feminine and masculine pronouns and some 
displacement has also occurred. As for Atä's contribution, he placed section headings for each subject, 
correcting the mistakes and displacement and added annotated footnotes where appropriate, as well as adding 
some words as to as to make the meaning more comprehensible. See al-Mub5sibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. Abd al- 
Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 45 and 329-53. 
2. A version by Majdi Fathi al-Sayyid published by Där al-Saläm, Cairo, in 1991. A1-Sayyid has used a 
manuscript found in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, under tasawwuf, no. 4064 and of which there is 
microfilm copy under 5998. The manuscript consists of seven pages (14 sides) and has 20 lines to a page, 
averaging seven words a line. In addition, al-Sayyid also mentions another copy in Berlin under no. 3/66. As 
for al-Sayyid's contribution, he has divided the work into paragraphs, placed section headings for each subject, 
correcting the mistakes and added annotated footnotes where appropriate. See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba 
ilä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 5-19 and 21-41. 
In addition to the manuscripts mentioned above, others also exist, they are: 
i) A manuscript found in Carullah, under no. 1101/2 (fols. 18a-24b) being copied in 523/1129. 
ii) A second manuscript in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, under tacawwuf, no. 4664. 
iii) A further manuscript found in Jämicat Fu'äd, under no. 26048. 
See Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arab, vol. 1, p. 116; Ma`had Ihydl al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, Fihras al- 
MakhtiMt bi 'l Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 148; Machad al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhtütät a]- 
Musawwara hattä 1948 - al-Jämi'a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, pp. 124 and 151 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins 
of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162. 
792 The addition of `ta`älä is Abü Ghudda's and he is alone in doing so. Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, 
ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 31. 
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Once again this work despite its small size, represents one of the most important sources of 
al-Mubasibi's thought and in particular, his training of the soul, its self-discipline and its 
purification. 793 During the course of the book the author maps out the path that one must 
take in order to reach the truth for those who have committed sins, disobeyed Allah and 
whose hearts have hardened and are devoid of fear. He then presents the means and 
principles which will assist in disciplining the nafs and so drive the human being to the 
straight path. 794 
The outstanding feature of this work, however, is that the author proceeds gradually, 
chapter by chapter, producing discussions of vital importance regarding the nafs. By doing 
so he imagines the nafs as a separate entity whose nature is evil; this in turn is opposed by 
the human conscience, which is constantly anxious and in a state of turmoil due to the 
nafs's remoteness from the path of Allah. Al-Muhäsibi here spends his utmost efforts to 
warn the reader and to ensure that he understands that the conscience must overcome the 
nafs, so that it can avert it from the amusement of the worldly life and return it to the path 
of Alläh, which is its ultimate goal. Not only this, but in addition, al-Muhäsibi expresses this 
internal struggle between the human being and his nafs in such a vivid manner that it has 
the most profound effect on the reader. 795 
In summary, al-Sayyid says, "This book was written for the repentant soul desiring to truly 
return to Allah the Exalted and at the same time for anyone who felt regret for his failings 
and who is searching for a way to purify his soul, so as to attain the status of the 
righteous. , 796 
8. Kitäb al-Masäil HA`mäl al-Qulüb wa '1-Jawärih797 
793 Smith suggests that this is an autobiographical account and it is clear that al-Mub5sibi's drew on his own 
personal experience, as the account given is extremely subtle and precise. Despite this, some doubts surround 
the nature of the book as the customary `qä1ä/'qultd question and answer style is employed. This is not 
unusual but it begs the question, "Is this a conversation between al-Muhäsibi and his teacher as we've seen 
previously in `al-Qayd wa '1-Rujv'il9AZ1 H? Or is it as al-Sayyid suggests, a conversation between al-Muhäsibi 
and one of his students, or simply an imaginary conversation, which took place in the author's own mind and 
he recorded? " The answer is not at all clear. See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 23: 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 331 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 54. 
794 Smith describes this path and its goal when she says: 
"But when God has stirred the conscience, then it is for man to examine and discipline himself, and to keep 
continually before the remembrance of death and the hereafter, and so, by attaining mastery of his lower soul, 
and keeping his eyes fixed on higher things, he will make continual progress in the path of God, and having 
relinquished the pleasures and temptations of all that would hinder him from the service of his Lord, will 
attain fellowship to Him. " 
See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 84 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 54. 
795 See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä rin, p. 84. 
796 Al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba ilä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 7. 
797 There are two manuscripts for this work mentioned in the literature, they are: 
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In this treatise, as the title would suggest, al-Mubdsibi sheds light on a number of issues 
which concern both the interior and exterior life of the human being. He begins by stressing 
the importance of hiding some actions from the eyes of people and also when it is 
permissible to perform such actions openly. This leads quite naturally to the topic of 
notoriety (al-shuhra) and the seeking of it, where he provides a discussion involving the 
statements of the previous generations (al-salatj, regarding what is and is not permissible. 
In addition, he warns of a number of issues which the aspirant should be wary of, as well as 
discussing the merits of performing supererogatory acts. 798 
Al-Muhäsibi then turns his attention to the heart, its duties, characteristics, its diseases, 
their cure, how the heart and soul may be purified and the different categories of people in 
this regard. He then discusses the merits and ordinances of silence and speech, including a 
section on debate and defence of the honour of a fellow believer. Al-Mubasibi also presents 
, 
D, its causes, types, a section regarding entrusting one's affairs to the will of Allah (al-tafwld 
the way in which people differ with regard to it and the relationship between this and 
trusting in Allah (al-tawakkul), '99 
In the next section al-Muhäsibi returns to his favourite subject of the soul (al-nafs) but here 
discusses the relationship between it and the heart and how this may result in the 
attainment of true knowledge (macrifa). He also discusses how both heedlessness (al- 
ghafl'a) and forgetfulness (al-nisyän) effect the human being, the difference between them, 
their types and their differing affects on believers and non-believers alike. al-Mubasibi 
concludes this work by presenting various juristic issues regarding what is and is not 
1. A manuscript located in Carullah, Istanbul, under number 1101, fols. 114a-145b, being copied in 523/1129. 
2. A manuscript located in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya under number 4064 tacawwuf 
3. A manuscript located in Jämi`at Fu'äd, under number 26048. 
4. A copy found in Cairo University from the original, which is part of the personal library of Abmad al-Jazzär 
Backä, being stored in al-Azhar under number 1367 tasawwuf. This particular manuscript is of extreme 
importance as it also includes a series of al-Mubasibi's other works, namely `Kitäb Masä'il /1 'l-Zuhd wa 
Ghayrihl, `al-Makäsi8 and `al-Aql'. Consequently, cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä edited the entire manuscript, 
producing all four works under one title of `al-Mas, PV fiA97iä1 a1-Qulrlb wa 'l-Jawärih wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1- 
Aql, which was published by cAlam al-Kutub (Cairo) with no date. As for Atä's contribution, he placed section 
headings for each subject, correcting the mistakes and displacement and added annotated footnotes where 
appropriate, as well as adding some words as to as to make the meaning more comprehensible. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masai1 fi A`mäl al-Quh b wa 'l-Jawärih wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, edited by cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad `Atä (Cairo, cAlam al-Kutub, n. d. ) pp. 38-40; al-Muhäsibi, Kitib al-`IJm, ed. Mazäli, p. 27; Sezgin, 
TJrikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 116; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 82; Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al- 
'Arabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtütät bi '1-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 191; Ma`had al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al- 
Makhtütät al-Musawwara 
hattä 1948 - al-Jämi'a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 145 and 157; al 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al 
`JJm, ed. Mazäli, p. 27; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 54-5; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163 and Van Ess, Die Gedanken welt, p. 14. 
798 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'l fIAmäl al-Qulüb wa 7-Ja wirib wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Q5dir 
Abmad cAtä, pp. 91-126: Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 82 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 54. 
799 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masäil /iA`mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Q5dir 
Abmad cAt5, pp. 127-47; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 82 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 55. 
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permissible to look at (al-nazar), as well as the rulings regarding the swearing of oaths (al- 
n udh ür) . 
80° 
9. (Mukhtasar)801 Kltäb Fahm a1-Sa1ät02 
Once again we find that despite the concise nature of this short work it sheds a great deal 
of light on not only the subject matter but also on al-Mubasibi as a scholar and an author. 
Here we see al-Mubasibi the jurist (al-faglh) expounding issues concerning one of the most 
important elements of Islamic faith and practice - prayer (al-salät). In this sense we see him 
deal with the classical juristic issues such as ablution (al-wudV)803, ritual bath (al ghusl)804, 
the prerequisites of prayer (shurüt a1-salät)805, the actions and what is read in prayer (af l 
800 See al-Muhäsib1, al-Masä'il II Acmäl al-Qulüb wa 7-Ja wärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. `Abd al-Q5dir 
Ahmad cAtä, pp. 148-70 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 82. 
801 Both Mahmüd and Abü Ghudda include the term `mukhtasar' as a prefix to Kitäb Fahm al-Sa1ät, as is 
recorded in the original manuscript (see footnote 801: 2 below). This usually indicates that this is an 
abridgement of a longer work but since there is no indication of the fact that al-Mub5sibi wrote a separate 
work and as this work is already extremely short, the researcher suggests that the term `mukhtasaz' has been 
used metaphorically to indicate the concise nature of the work in question. 
802 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 54 and 355-83; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al- 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 32; Sezgin, Täria al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118; Mahmüd, Ustädh al- 
Sä'irin, p. 85 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56. 
There are only two published versions of this work: 
1. A copy edited by cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä and which is included within his edited version of al-Wasäya as 
has been mentioned previously. In producing this version Atä has relied upon a copy of this manuscript found 
in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya (Cairo), number 4064 tasawwuf, which was copied from the original in Carullah, 
Istanbul, no. 1101, fols. la-17b. In addition, Atä states that there is another copy from this original in the 
University of Cairo's library. As for Atä s contribution, he placed section headings for each subject, correcting 
the mistakes and displacement and added annotated footnotes where appropriate, as well as adding some 
words as to as to make the meaning more comprehensible. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad Atä, p. 54; Sezgin, Tirikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56 
and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
2. A version edited by Muhammad `Uthmän al-Khusht with the title `Fahm al-Salat - Ta`Ilm al-Salat - al- 
Kushu 11 '1-Salat - `Ugrlbah T)-rk al-$'aläR, being published by Maktabat al-Qur'an (Cairo) in 1984. In 
producing this version al-Khusht has relied upon a copy of this manuscript found in the University of Cairo's 
library, which was copied from the original in Carullah onto microfilm (no. 9678) and is entitled `Mukhtasar 
Fahm al-Saläf. This manuscript begins from page 52 and carries on to page 59, each page containing around 
20 lines and each line approximately 14 words. As for al-Khusht's contribution he has placed section headings 
for each subject, correcting the mistakes and displacement and added annotated footnotes where appropriate, 
as well as adding some words as to as to make the meaning more comprehensible. In addition he has included 
a brief introduction about al-Mubasibi, brief biographical notes for each personality mentioned and added an 
introductory chapter entitled `al-dIbäda min Manztir Khärrjl, where he discusses various aspects of the 
relationship between the human being and acts of worship. 
In addition to the manuscripts mentioned above there would appear to be another manuscript in Jämicat 
Fu'äd, under no. 26048. 
See al-Muhäsibi, Fahm al-Salat - Ta`llm al-Sa1ät - al-Kushrl' /1 '1-Sa1ät - cUgrlbah Tärik al-Salat, ed. 
Muhammad `Uthmän al-Khusht (Cairo, Maktabat al-Qur'an, Cairo, 1984) pp. 5-34; Machad Ihyä' al- 
Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtr7tät bi '1-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 190; Machad al-Makhtütät al- 
`Arabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Mucawwara Patti 1948 - al-Jämi'a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, pp. 118 and 157. 
803 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, pp. 359-62. 
804 Ibid., p. 363. 
805 Ibid., p. 364. 
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wa agwäl al-sal t)806, as well as what is forbidden in prayer (mä nuhlya canhu 11 '1-salät)807 
in much the same way that we might expect to find in any classical juristic text. 
Despite this, however, Kitäb Fahm al- 'a1ät is not an average figh manual, but as we have 
come to expect from him, he deals with the spiritual elements of prayer also, linking them 
directly to the juristic points he raises, so as to provide a perfect and complete picture of 
how to pray in Islam, in a way that not only fulfils the requirements of the Islamic Law (al- 
shar`la) but is also pleasing to Alläh and gratifying for the soul. 808 
sob Ibid., pp. 366-378. 
807 Ibid., pp. 380-3. 
808 There are many examples of this throughout the work and a few of these will be quoted here to illustrate 
the point. At the very beginning of the book al-Muhäsibi begins by saying, "It has been narrated from the 
Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, that he said, `Purification is part of faith' and some 
scholars said, `It has only been termed a1-salätbecause it is the link between the slave and Alläh the Exalted. ' 
Entering into prayer means entry into Alläh's presence and standing before Him to communicate with Him. 
Thus, everything he [the person praying] performs, in terms of recital (giraa), supplication (du'ä) and 
remembrance (dhikr), he is communicating with hs Lord the Mighty and Magnificent, as has been narrated in 
the hadith, `Indeed, the person praying is communicating with his Lord. ' His action [during the prayer] should 
be sincerity of heart and body. " Al-Muhäsibi, a1-Wasäyä, ed. `Abd al-Qädir Ah. mad Atä, p. 357. 
Regarding ablution (al-wudü', he says, "And as you are taking the water you should extol A115h in your heart 
as part of your purification for Him. If you can you should renew your intention for repentance for all the sins 
between purification of repentance and the purification of ablution as Allah combined the two saying, `Indeed 
Allah loves those who repent and those who purify themselves' [2: 222]. You should reflect whilst washing 
and wiping every part of your body and think about every sin you committed with them, due to the narrations 
which have related regarding this. " Al-Muhäsibi, a1-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 361. 
As for the prayer itself he says, "And remember when you enter into the prayer the exaltedness of the One you 
are communicating with, having a firm intention to shun all that invalidates it [the prayer] and that you have 
entered it out of obedience to Allah the Mighty and Magnificent, answering His command. You should 
understand what you recite from what He has enjoined and forbidden, His promise [of paradise] and threat 
[of hellfire], and comprehend that He has called upon you to fear Him, so hasten to His obedience and 
understand that the promise of your reward is great, if you fulfil His command. Force your mind to 
concentrate on what you recite and nothing else and similarly on what you perform from remembrance 
(dhikr), glorification (tasbih), bearing witness (shahäda), bowing (rukit) and prostration (sujrld), with the 
intention of transparency in what you perform. You should be fearful, humble, your tongue recites while your 
heart translates what you know of its commentary; you should comprehend what has been enjoined and 
forbidden, the promise [of paradise] and the threat [of hellfire], the admonition and etiquettes, the great 
bounty, the subtle invitation from Allah, the great bounty upon you of true certainty, which you intend by its 
comprehension an increase and blessing. 
Similarly, everything you recite regarding the previous nations and what came after them; your heart should 
see it as if it were witnessing such events, as you are reciting, your tongue speaks, your heart imagines and 
understands. If its concentration wanders then return it by embarrassing it [by reminding it] of Who you are 
standing in front of and that He sees your heart resisting His understanding and His duties upon you. 
Understand with the comprehension of someone who considers his heart sick and who is requesting for a cure 
from Allah the Mighty and Magnificent; he understands what he recites, secretly seeking sanctuary in Him so 
as to attain the power of fear, an increase in understanding and an elevated gnosis. Pray as if you were praying 
a farewell prayer and imagine and fear that you will not pray another prayer for Allah the Mighty and 
Magnificent; so perfect it and strive in it for it has been related that the Prophet, may Allah bless him and 
grant him peace, said, "If you stand for prayer, pray as if it were your farewell prayer. " Al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, 
ed. 'Abd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, p. 365. 
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10. Kltäb MPi yat (Mählyyat309) al-AAgl wa Macnäha (wa Ikhtlläfal-Näs fiha 0)811 
If we were to pose the question, "What is the intellect and what is its purpose? " then we 
would find the answer forthcoming in this concise but valuable treatise by al-Mubasibi. 
Bearing in mind the great importance of this seemingly innocent question during al- 
Muhasibi's era, it is clear that he felt it needed addressing, so as to clarify the role of the 
intellect from his interpretation of Islam's primary sources. 812 
In answering this question al-Muhäsibi begins by defining the intellect (a1-`aq1 as being an 
innate quality of the human being and not, as some scholastic theologians (a]- 
mutakallimigb) suggest, the essence of the soul. 813 Having dispelled this theory al-Mubasibi 
then turns his attention to the use of the intellect to comprehend and gain understanding of 
sog This term as opposed to that of `Mä'iyya'is recorded by both Mahmüd and Mustaf5 cAbd al-Qädir A. See 
al-Mub5sibi, Sharafal-Aql wa Mähiyyatuhu, ed. Mustafa cAbd al-Qädir cAt5 (Beirut, Där al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 
1986) p. 15 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 82. 
ago Both Smith and al-Quwwatli record this addition as part of the title due to its presence in the manuscript. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 193 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, 
p. 56. 
811 There appear to be several available manuscripts of this work: 
1. A manuscript found in Carullah, under number 1101, fols. 51b to 53b. 
2. A manuscript found in Cairo University from the original, which is part of the personal library of Ahmad al- 
Jazzär Ba`kä, being stored in al-Azhar under number 1367 tasawwuf. This is part of the manuscript entitled 
`al-Masail /IAcmäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Ja wärilj edited by cAbd al-Qadir Ahmad cAt5. 
3. A manuscript found in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya (Cairo), under number 4064 tacawwuf. 
4. A manuscript found in J5mi`at Fu'äd, under number 26048. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il /1 A`m il al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad 'Atä, pp. 38-40; al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 193-9; al-Muhäsibi, 
Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 27; Sezgin, Täri7h al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 116; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, 
p. 82; Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al-`Arabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtütät bi 'l-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1 (falsafa wa 
mantiq), p. 231 and vol. 1, p. 188; Ma`had al-Makhtütät al-`Arabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Musawwara hattä 1948 
- al-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 2, pp. 453 and 463; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56; Massignon, Essay 
on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162 and Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt, p. 12. 
Based on these manuscripts three published versions have been produced, they are: 
1. A work edited by Husayn al-Quwwatli entitled `al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an', published originally by Där al- 
Fikr in Beirut and then subsequently by Dar al-Kindi, also in Beirut. This edited version is an indispensable 
addition to the literature concerning al-Muhäsibi, as al-Quwwatli has not only edited two of al-Mub5sibi's 
works in this book but also proved a variety of introductory chapters, dealing with his life, work, thought and 
era. In addition, he has provided a wealth of information regarding the concept of the intellect up until and 
including the period of al-Mub5sibl, as well as assessing al-Muhäsibi's own theories regarding this subject. See 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 5-192 and 241-260. 
2. A work edited by cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä. See al-Mubasibi, al-Masä'ilIIA? mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih 
wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, pp. 38-40 and footnote 796: 4 above. 
3. A work edited by Mustafa cAbd al-Qädir cAtä and published by Där al-Kutub al-dIlmiyya (Beirut), in 1986 
and entitled `Sharafal-Aql wa Mähiyyatuhrl. In this version cAtä has has simply annotated the version edited 
by cAbd al-Q5dir Abmad cAtä in `2. ' above but has also added a work entitled `Sharafal-Aql wa Mähiyyatuhd 
by al-Ghazäli (d. 505/1111). See al-Mubasibi, Sharafal-Aql wa Mähiyyatuhu, ed. Mustafa cAbd al-Qädir cAtä, 
pp. 5-14. 
8'2 It is noticeable that this work is substantiated with quotations from the Qur'an in particular. However, he 
does not suffice with this only but also qualifies his opinions with Prophetic narrations (ahädith) and 
statements recorded from his predecessors (al-salatj. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, pp. 137-9. 
813 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 201-19; al-Mub5sibi, Sharafal-Aql wa 
Mähiyyatuhu, ed. Mustafa cAbd al-Q5dir cAtä, pp. 17-31 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56. 
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Allah (a1-cag1 can Allah tac la-), which manifests itself in the form of complete obedience to 
Him. 814 Al-Mubasibi concludes this brief treatise by discussing various issues related to the 
intellect to clarify the subject further and manifest the true meaning of the intellect and its 
role in the human being. 81' 
In summary, the importance of this work cannot be underestimated due to several factors; 
firstly, this work represents one of the first, if not the first work in Islamic literature to deal 
with the subject of the intellect and its purpose within the human being. Secondly, this 
work is indicative of the historical era in which al-Mubasibi lived, as it addresses the very 
essence of the debate which raged between the so called `rationalists' (al-Muctazila) and the 
`orthodox' scholastic trend, represented by the traditionists (al-muhaddithün). 816 Finally, in 
this work al-Mubasibi lays the methodological foundation for the remainder of his written 
legacy, as much of what he discusses in his other works is dependent on the ground rules 
put in place in this treatise. 8 ' 
11. Kltäb Ihkäm al-Tawba wa radd Mazälim al- `Ibäd wa Khaläs minhä gabl al-Ma` o8 
This treatise deals with the issue of repentance as its title would suggest and in it al- 
Muhäsibi affirms his position that repentance is a duty upon the devotees as imposed on 
them by Alläh. In addition, he employs this work to discuss the major (al-kablra, pl. a]- 
kabä r) and minor sins, as well as affirming the need to repent for both. 81' 
814 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'' n, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 219-231 and al-Muhäsibi, Sharafal-Aql 
wa Mähiyyatuhu, ed. Mustafa- cAbd al-Qädir cAtä, pp. 32-42. 
ass See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur' n, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 232-7 and al-Muhäsibi, Sharafal-Aql wa 
Mähiyyatuhu, ed. Mustafa- cAbd al-Qädir cAtä, pp. 43-7. 
a'6 The great irony of this being that by trying to defend the position of the al-muhaddithün by using a 
rationalist approach, so as to counter the stance of the al-Mu`tazila, he was then accused of being `unorthodox' 
by the very people he was trying to defend! 
817 See al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 133-7. 
818 This is the full title as given by Smith, whereas Mahmüd gives only Ihkäm al-Tawba as the name of this 
work. Both researchers quote only one manuscript for this treatise, this being the one located in Cairo under 
tasawwuf shin 3, being copied in 1173/1759 and it also appears to have been edited. Muhammad cAbd al- 
Qädir `Atä states that he is in the process of publishing this work but the researcher was unable to source this 
published version. See al-Mub5sibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä (Cairo, Där al- 
Ftisäm, 1986) p. 23; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Tim, ed. Mazäli, p. 29; Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al Arabi, vol. 1, pp. 
117-18; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä rin, p. 86; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 56-7 and Van Ess, Die 
Gedankenwelt, p. 12. 
In addition, this work should not be confused with another work entitled `al-Tawba, attributed to al-Muhäsibi 
and edited by cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä. This work is in fact a compilation of works on the subject of 
repentance containing a work entitled `Ahkäm al-Tawbd by cAbd al-Qädir b. Ismä`il al-Näbulusi, an appendix 
on the topic by the editor and al-Muhäsibi's `Bad' Man Anäba i1ä AIläh'. It would seem that the nature of this 
work of al-Muhäsibi's (see pages 216-8 above) and in particular the term `Anäba', having a similar contextual 
meaning to `tawba' caused it to be included with the rest of these works. However, this seems to have been a 
rather crass decision bearing in mind the fact that al-Mub5sibi has another work with a very similar title. See 
`al-Muhäsibi', al-Tawba, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä (Cairo, Dar al-Fadila, 1977). 
B19 See Mahmiid, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 86 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 56-7. 
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12. Kitäb al-Mustarshic20 
Despite this being one of al-Muhäsibi's shorter works it is nevertheless a very important 
one. This lies in the fact that this book contains all of the ideas and advice of the author 
620 This is the name cited by Smith (An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 57) and Mahmüd (Ustädh a1-Sä Irin, p. 
86). In addition the book has two published versions: 
1. An edited and annotated version by cAbd al-Fatt5b Abü Ghudda. This copy has proven very popular, as it is 
in its fifth edition, and has done a great deal to publicise the life and works of al-Muhäsibi. It was first 
published in the late sixties and was consequently translated into Turkish by 'Ali Arslän in Istanbul. Abü 
Ghudda's work on this book is indeed very useful as he has provided considerable information regarding the 
life of al-Muhäsibi in the biographical section of the introduction and in particular regarding the dispute with 
Abmad b. 1-Ianbal. In addition to this he has provided profuse footnotes explaining ambiguous terms, 
referencing the hadlth and general narrations from the `salaf' (see footnote 3 above) according to the 
appropriateness of the subject matter in the text. 
In producing the edited work Abü Ghudda used a personal copy of the manuscript whose handwriting is clear 
and has very few mistakes; it consists of 33 small pages, was probably written after the 10`h/16t century by his 
own estimation and has no name attributed to it except that on page three the following was written in small 
dots, "Written by Ahmad b. al-Häjj Ism5cil. " 
In addition to this personal copy of the text Abu- Ghudda also mentions another copy in the Machad al- 
Makhtüt5t al-`Arabiyya (Cairo). This version was copied from an original in the Municipal Library in 
Alexandria, no. 13/3023 jim: it consists of 14 small pages and is a North African hand but similar to the first it 
has neither the copyist's name nor a date. Thus, Abü Ghudda compared both of these manuscripts in 
producing this version of al-Muhäsibi's work and entitled it `Risälat al-Mustarshidin'. Due to the quality of the 
editor's work and the academic nature of this version it will be this edition of the work which will be relied 
upon in the current thesis. See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. AbU Ghudda, pp. 3-32 and al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 26. 
2. An edited and annotated version by Amin Nu`män När, published by Dar wa Maktabat al-Hiläl, Beirut, in 
1983 and entitled `Risälat al-Mustarshadin wa Kayfa Yataqarrub al-Insän i1ä Rabbihi. ' This version was 
produced after that of Abü Ghudda's and the editor clarifies that he was well aware of this copy but wished to 
produce a version with a minimum of annotation, so that the reader would not lose himself within the 
footnotes at the expense of benefiting from the main text. To this effect the editor also provided footnotes 
explaining ambiguous terms, referenced the hadith mentioned and included a brief introduction to the life and 
works of al-Muhäsibi. It is not clear however what (if any) manuscripts he relied upon while completing this 
publication. See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshadln wa Kayfa Yataqarrub al-Insän i1ä Rabbihi, ed. Amin 
Nucmän När (Beirut, Dar wa Maktabat al-Hiläl, 1983) pp. 5-12. 
It should also be noted here that in addition to what has been quoted above, there are other manuscripts 
mentioned in the literature, they are: 
i) Another manuscript in Där al-Kutub al-Misriyya, Cairo, no. 3 shin, tasawwufas alluded to by Smith. 
ii) A copy of this manuscript in The Chester Beatty Library under catalogue number 4985. 
iii) A copy of this manuscript in al-Khizäna al-cIlmiyya al-Subayhiyya under number 5/202 (cat. no. 556). 
iv) A copy of this manuscript in the Manuscript Library of Kuwait University under number 3482 mim käf. 
See Sezgin, Täri7h al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117; Hajji, Muhammad, Fihras al-Khizäna al-`Ilmiyya al- 
Subayhiyya bi Sala (Kuwait, Machad al-Makhtütät al-'Arabiyya, 1985) p. 267; al-Khäzandär, Ahmad Said, Fihras 
al-Makhtrität a] Arabiyya al-Musa wwara al-Mawjrlda bi Maktabat al-Makhtütät bi Jämi`at al-Ku wayt, 
vol. 2 (jim-sin), p326; Machad al-Makhtütät al-`Arabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Musawwara hattä 1948 - al Jämi`a 
a1-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 134; Ma`had Ihyä' al-Makhtiität al `Arabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtvtät bi '1-Jämi`a al- 
Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 163; Arberry, A Handlist of the Arabic Manuscripts (The Chester Beatty Library), 1963, 
vol. 6 (MSS. 4501-5000), p. 162; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 57 and Massignon, Essay on the 
Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
In addition to the books produced regarding `Risa7at al-Mustarshadln', there is also a set of 12 tapes (11 hours 
approx. ) produced by Deen Productions, in 2000, entitled `Purification of the Soul: al-Muhäsibi's Risalat al- 
Mustarshideen' by the American scholar Zaid Shäkir who reads the original text in Arabic, translates it into 
English and provides a commentary by himself and additional notes from Abü Ghudda's edited version. The 
commentary is particularly useful in the modern context and the translation is indispensable. See Shäkir, Zaid, 
Purification of the Soul: al-Muhäsibl's Risalat al-Mustarshideen (12 tapes [11 hours approx. ], Newhaven, 
Deen Productions, 2000). 
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that we find explained at length in his other works. Thus, this treatise summarises his 
teachings in much the same way that the classical short texts (math, pl. mute n) of later 
writers did, which then would be memorised by students and studied later with their 
accompanying commentaries (sharp, pl. shurüh). Many of these muffin would often be put 
into poetry to make memorisation easier82' and here once again we find a common factor 
with this work as much of the text is rhythmical. 822 For the sake of analogy, Kltäb al- 
Mustarshid fulfils the role of such a math, whereas al-Mubasibi's longer works such as a]- 
Ric, ya serve the purpose of a shark. 
The work itself takes the usual form of a series of counsels for the seeker of guidance, which 
are short, concise, rich in meaning and often build on one another to link the various 
subjects the author wishes to present. 823 The subject matter of 6&äb al-Mustarshld is, as 
already mentioned, a summary of al-Mubasibi's thought and therefore, it contains the 
various subjects already discussed in detail above. Although it is slightly repetitive in parts, 
al-Mubasibi links the repetitive parts of Kitäb al-Mustarshid, to new topics so as to create a 
different link between them. 
In summary, Kitäb al-Mustarshid is a concise manual for the wayfarer journeying to Allah, 
which maps out the path before him and shows him how to adorn himself with all the 
etiquette and fine manners that the sharPa endorses824, as Hasanayn Muhammad Makhlüf 
says, after discussing the nature of `true' tasawwuf, "And in `Risälat al-Mustarshidrl' there is 
evidence to support what we have mentioned, as there is in it: instruction for the souls 
(tarbiya 11 al-nufüs), refinement of human nature and true knowledge for anyone who reads 
i825 it precisely and carefully. 
82' They would be subsequently termed `didactic poem' (man züma, pl. manzvmät). 
822 This begs the question, `Was this work written in reply to a student's request for a short treatise advising 
the student or a summary of the author's teachings, or did al-Muhäsibi pre-empt all of this by writing the work 
to serve such a purpose? ' 
823 For example, whilst discussing the characteristics of the spiritual instructors (sifät al-murabbiyn) he says, 
"Seek [knowledge of] narrations from those whose knowledge increased them in fear (khashya), action in 
insight (basrra) and intellect in gnosis (ma`rifa). Your separation from their method is a loss of etiquette, so 
blame no one but yourself and the characteristics of the sincere are not hidden from the people of knowledge. 
Know that every thought has an etiquette, every indication some knowledge and that this can only be 
differentiated by understanding Alläh's intended meaning, so derive certainty in your heart from his address ... 
such people are a guarded treasure, whoever forsakes them for the worldly life is deceived; they are your 
foundation in times of trial, your reliance from emptiness, if you are impoverished they will suffice you and if 
they call upon their Lord they would not forget you: "They are the party of Allah, indeed it is the party of 
Allah that will succeed. " (58: 22) Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 101-8 passim and 
al-Shämi, Mawä'1z al-Imam al-VR rith al-Muhäsib% pp. 33-6. 
824 See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 87 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 57. 
825 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 12. 
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13. Kitäb Fahm al-Qur'än826 
This treatise is one the longest of al-Mubasibi's works to reach us intact and therefore is of 
considerable importance in clarifying further his teaching and thought. This point is 
compounded by the fact that `Fahm al-Qur'är is one of al-Mubasibi's works in which he 
discusses many of the theological issues that were prevalent at the time. In essence `Fahm 
al-Qur'än' is not only a book which discusses how the Qur an should be comprehended but 
is also concerned with how belief in Allah should be understood and is a refutation of those 
who do not conform to the theological methodology therein. 
To this effect we can identify six categories which al-Muhäsibi discusses: 
a) The Qur'an 
Since the Qur'an has such an essential and important role in the understanding of Islam 
and since it is `the guardian of the intellect', al-Mubasibi uses this section to discuss this 
fundamental element of the religion. In doing so al-Mubasibi extols the virtues of the 
Qur'an itself (fag il al-Qur'an), describing the various qualities that it contains and the 
various disciplines related to it. In addition, he also makes mention of the excellence of 
Qur'änic reciters (fadä'11 a1-qurrä'), their virtues, merits, etiquettes and the special position 
given to them by Allah. "' 
b) The jurisprudential issues within the Qur'an (frgh a1-Qur'an) 
Since the Qur'an is also the primary source of Islamic Law, there are a series of disciplines 
that are required for the reader of the Qur'an to understand so that they can comprehend 
its legal aspects. In this regard al-Muhäsibi sheds light on several of these legalistic 
elements, including the abrogated and abrogating verses (al-näslkh wa 7-mansükh), its 
precise and ambiguous verses (a1-muhkam wa '1-mutashäbih), the general and specific 
verses (a1-c mm wa '1-khäss), as well as its unusual vocabulary (gharib al-Qur'än). 828 
c) The permissibility of Abrogation (al-naskh) 
826 It is interesting that both Smith and Mahmüd consider this work to be lost; in fact Ahmed Ates described a 
manuscript of this work as being in the Selimiye library in Edirne, under number 951, fols. 82b to 131b and 
being copied in the 8`''/14`'' to 91h/151h centuries. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-cl lm, ed. Mazäli, p. 28; Sezgin, 
Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arab% vol. 1, p. 119; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, pp. 86-7; Smith, An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad, p. 59; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163; Van 
Ess, Die Gedankenwelt, p. 12 and Ate§, Ahmed, "Two Works of al-Muhäsibi", in Festschrift Werner Castel: 
zum siebzigsten Geburstag 5 März 1966 gewidmet von Freunden und Schülern, herausgegeben von Erwin 
Gräf (Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1968) pp. 37-9. 
There is only one published version of this work, having been edited by Husayn al-Quwwatli entitled `al-Aql 
wa Fahm al-Qur'än', published originally by Dar al-Fikr in Beirut and then subsequently by Där al-Kindi, also 
in Beirut. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 239-505. 
827 Ibid., pp. 246-7. 
828 Ibid., p. 248. 
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Having discussed abrogation in the previous section, al-Mubasibi elaborates further here to 
clarify when abrogation is permissible in the Qur3an and when it is not. From the aspects of 
the Qur'an in which there is no room for abrogation he includes the names and attributes 
of Allah (asmä A11äh wa c fätuhu) and information given by Allah regarding past or future 
events (akhbär Allah ta`älä `ammä käna wa yakr7n). 829 Therefore as a result, al-Mubasibi 
concludes that abrogation is only permissible in issues which involve legal rulings, as it is 
only that which has been ordered and that which is forbidden (al-amr wa '1-nahy) that can 
be changed. 83o 
d) al-Mu `tazlla 
Bearing in mind that al-Mu`tazrla were the foremost sect at the time of al-Muhäsibi, due to 
the state support of the Caliph, it is hardly surprising that he deals with them in a specific 
part of the current work. This is compounded by the fact that many of the opinions, which 
differed from those of the traditionists (al-rnuhaddithrln) of the time83', were 
misinterpretations of concepts found in the Qur'an and therefore, it is to be expected that 
al-Muhäsibi, being grounded in the traditionist method of learning, would deal with them 
here . 
112 Consequently, al-Muhäsibi refutes their views, stating that they went to extremes in 
their use of analogy (al-glyäs), in addition to their ignorance of the Qur'än's interpretation 
and its sciences. 
e) Abrogation in Legal Rulings 
Having dealt with the erroneous views of various sects during his era and their refutation, 
al-Muhäsibi then turns his attention to subjects which would be traditionally termed 
`Qur anic Sciences' (`ulüm al-Qur'än) and in particular, the issue of abrogation (al-naskh). 
In this section al-Mubasibi identifies fifteen categories of abrogation, based on his extensive 
knowledge of the Quran, once again proving his authority on the subject. 833 
829 It is clear that he does this to clarify and refute various misconceptions regarding the Qur an proposed by 
the numerous sects present at that time. See al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 
248-253. 
... Ibid., pp. 248-53. 
831 In fact they differed to such an extent that al-Mub5sibi considers them to be ahl al-bidca (lit. the people of 
innovation). See al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur- n, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 253. 
832 The discussion in this case centring on the issue of Allah's promise of paradise for the righteous and 
promise of hellfire for the sinful (al-wa`d wa '1-wa'id). Al-Muctazila argued that those who committed major 
sins (al-kabä'r) would definitely be punished in hellfire, whereas those who had only committed minor sins 
(al-sagha'ir) would be forgiven and enter paradise. The position of Ahl al-Surma wa '1-Jamä'a, on this issue 
was that those who committed major sins may also be forgiven if Allah so willed, based on the Qur anic verse, 
"Indeed A11äh does not forgive those who associate partners with Him (al-shirk) but He forgives that which is 
lesser than this for whomever He wills. " (4: 48) In addition al-Mub5sibi provides several other arguments as to 
why the position of al-Mu`tazila is untenable. See al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, 
pp. 253-5. 
833 Ibid., 
pp. 255-8. 
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f) Qur3anic Stylistics 
Al-Muhäsibi concludes this work with a discussion of various fields of knowledge related to 
Qur3anic exegesis (tafsir al-Qur' n) and in particular those related to linguistics, such as 
grammar (al-nahw) and rhetoric (al-balägha). In this sense al-Mubasibi discusses the 
bringing forward and delay of certain words (al-tagdm wa '1-ta'khir) to create emphasis, 
ellipsis (al-idmär), additional words (hurüfal-zawä'1d) to give the meaning more depth and 
eloquence and the separation and combination of words (al-fall wa 7-wall) to give the 
meaning continuance. 834 
In summary, one cannot underestimate the importance of this work with regard to his 
thought and teaching. His position regarding various issues of the day are presented here, 
including his refutation of what he considered innovation (bld`a) in the religion, proposed 
by the sects which were manifest during his lifetime, such as the `rationalists' (al-Muctazlla) 
and the Shicites (al-Räfr(Ia). In addition to his vast knowledge of Islam's belief system 
displayed in this work, he also demonstrates his equally extensive knowledge regarding the 
Quroan, as he discusses topics which had not reached fruition in a written form at that time 
and therefore, his contribution to the discipline of Qur anic exegesis (tafsir a1-Qur'än) as a 
primordial science is also considerable. 
14. Kltäb a1-'11m835 
This once again is a very short treatise by al-Mubasibi but despite its concise nature, it 
sheds a great deal of light upon al-Mubdsibi's own particular understanding of this facet of 
Islamic learning. He classifies knowledge (a1-`i1m) as being of three types: firstly, the 
knowledge of legal matters, quite literally the ha1ä1 and the haräm, which are rulings 
834 Ibid., pp. 259-60. 
835 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-dJm, ed. Mazäli; Sezgin, Tärlkh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117; Mahmüd, 
Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 86-7 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 57. 
There is only one published copy of this work edited by Muhammad al cAbid Mazäli and published by Där al- 
Tünisiyya in 1975. In editing this work Mazäli used the following manuscripts: 
1. A manuscript located in the Ambrosiana library (Milan), which consists of six pages in a beautiful naskh 
hand. Each page of the manuscript contains 23 lines of multicoloured calligraphy and was copied in 
1066/1656. 
2. A manuscript located in the Shahid `Ali library, Istäna, which consists of fols. 32 bä to 34 alit, in an equally 
elegant hand. Each page of the manuscript contains 25 lines but there is no mention of the copier, the owner 
or the date of the manuscript. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-4Ilm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 41-7. 
This edited work is a particularly valuable addition to the literature, as it appears that the editor is of Arab 
descent but lives in Switzerland and thus, he was familiar with not only the Arabic sources but the European 
ones also. Consequently, he provides an invaluable survey of the works of al-Muhäsibi, an account of his 
personality, his affect on later writers and a discussion of al-Mubdsibi's concept of al-Jim in this and his other 
works. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-11m, ed. Mazäli, pp. 13-78; Sezgin, Tärrkh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117 
and Löfgron, Oscar and Traini, Renato, Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Biblioteca Amrosiana (vol. 1 
[Antico Fondo and Medio Fondo], Milan, Ned Pozza Editore, 1958). 
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concerning this world and as such, are considered as outward knowledge (cjlm al-zähir). 836 
The second type of knowledge is that which concerns the affairs of the hereafter, dealing 
with state of the heart and soul, along with their various diseases and states and as such, is 
inward knowledge (`Ilm al-bäten). 837 The third and final form of knowledge is that 
concerning Allah and the manner in which He deals with His creation in this life and the 
838 next. 
In addition, al-Mubasibi informs us of three categories of people who in turn involve 
themselves in each type of knowledge. 83' As for the first group, who are concerned with 
legal issues only, they have an outward appearance of piety but in reality they are corrupted 
internally, as they have allotted none of their time or effort to curing the heart and soul of 
their diseases. As for the second group, they are those who have devoted themselves to the 
identification of every internal fault and every hidden sin, being concerned constantly with 
the second type of knowledge in their quest for purification. The third group are the elite, 
having concerned themselves with a knowledge which is "a bottomless ocean", as they are 
the scholars from the people of true faith. 8 ' 
15. Mu'ätabat a1-Na/ 41 
836 Al-Muhäsibi himself however does not criticise this knowledge for its own sake, in fact he considers it to be 
an exalted knowledge (`ilm jalil), which is required by everyone according to their need and is a compulsory 
duty on the community as a whole (far(l `alä 'l-kiiaya) to learn and teach such knowledge. Thus, his 
contention is not with this knowledge as such but with the sole study of it to the exclusion of the other two 
types. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-dJlm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 82-3. 
837 Al-Muhäsibi stresses the importance of this form of knowledge to the extent that he considers it to be 
compulsory on every individual, no matter what their state. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 86. 
838 Ibid., p. 81; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 86 and Smith, An Early 
Mystic 
of Baghdad, p. 57. 
839 This once again is indicative of the effect al-Mub5sibi's environment had upon him, as he was clearly 
affected by the juristic and theological debates which surrounded him and were prevalent at the time. Ever 
the guide, al-Muhäsibi was clearly trying to define the path of the aspiring student, by advising him to avoid 
secondary matters and concentrate on the true goal. 
840 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-JBm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 82-92; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 86-7 and Smith, An 
Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 57. 
841 There are two published versions of this treatise, they are: 
1. A version edited by Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä and published by Där al-Ictisäm (Cairo), in 1986. In 
editing the text Atä has relied on the manuscript found in al-Azhar University, no. 1039, pp. 1-19. This 
manuscript is of very poor quality both in terms of the script and the mistakes of the copier, as well as being 
affected by dampness. The manuscript itself consists of 20 pages, with 17 lines to a page and 10 words to a 
line. In addition, At5 mentions a second manuscript in the private library of his father (`Abd al-Qädir Ahmad 
Atä) but this copy is incomplete and therefore was only used for reference purposes. As for Atä's work on the 
manuscript, he has followed the traditional route of producing a version with a minimum of annotation, 
provided footnotes explaining ambiguous terms, references the verses of the Qur an and hadith and includes a 
brief introduction to the life and works of al-Muhäsibi. See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad 
`Abd al-Qädir Atä (Cairo, Dar al-Ictisam, 1986) pp. 24-6; al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 34; Sezgin, 
Tärikh al-Turäth a1-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118 and al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, Fihras al-Kutub al-Mawjüda bi '1- 
Maktaba al-Azhariyya i1ä 1366 (Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, n. d. ) vol. 3, p. 632. 
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This is yet another short treatise by al-Mubdsibi expounding the virtues of returning back to 
Alläh, causing the human being to reassess the way in which he lives his life. The work 
concerns three main topics: that of the heart (al-galb), that of the soul (al-nafs) and the 
relationship of both of these with their Lord. Thus, the primary section concerning the 
heart deals with the means by which the heart can regain its awareness of its Sustainer to 
the extent that it becomes aware of Allah's observance of both the inward and outward 
actions of the human being. The advantage of this is that faith in the divine decree (al- 
qadar) becomes a reality and the constant awareness of Allah guides ultimately to the 
straight path (al-slrät al-mustaglm). In addition, al-Muhasibi discusses the diseases of the 
heart, warning of their effect on making the heart hard and indifferent to the remembrance 
of Allah, clarifying that this leads ultimately to Allah's rejection of such a hard heart. 842 
As for al-Muhäsibi's treatment of the soul, he begins by reminding it that it is unable to bear 
the wrath of Allah, extolling it to the remembrance of death, to be ashamed in the presence 
of its Lord and to compare the punishment of the hereafter to its pleasures. 843 
When discussing the relationship of the human being with his Lord, al-Mubasibi reminds 
the wayward soul to always seek the aid of Allah through supplication, to always bring to 
mind that Allah forgives all sins and to remember that it is destitute without the provision 
of Allah and His mercy. 844 
While following al-Muhäsibi's exposition of the aforementioned subjects the reader is struck 
by the unusual style that he employs throughout. He continually addresses each subject, i. e. 
the heart, soul and Allah, as if they were in front of him and he is conversing with them 
directly. 845 One feels that these are an outpouring of al-Mubdsibi's thoughts, feelings and 
emotions, which have been written down and which as a result, give us a very intimate view 
of the writer's personality, thus making it an important addition to the literature concerning 
him. 
2. A version edited by Muhammad `Isä Ridwän being published by Dar al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya (Beirut), in 1986. 
This copy is included with the editor's version of Kitäb a1-Barth wa '1-Nushir mentioned below (see footnote 
869 below). Although Ridwän makes no mention of which manuscripts he used it can be assumed that he 
used the same sources, as the literature makes no mention of a second manuscript. See al-Muhäsibi, Mu"ätabat 
a]-Nafs, ed. Muhammad `Is5 Ridwän (Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al-`Ilmiyya, 1986) pp. 39-72 and al-Muhäsibi, K/täb 
al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 34. 
842 See al-Muhäsibi, Mucätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qddir At5, pp. 29-41 and al-Muhäsibi, 
Muiätabatal-Nafs, ed. Ridwän, pp. 41-8. 
843 See al-Muhäsibi , 
Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 42-63 and al-Muhäsibi, 
Mu`ätabat a]-Nafs, ed. Ridwän, pp. 48-62. 
844 See al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Ata, pp. 63-82 and al-Muhäsibi, 
Muc tabat al-Nafs, ed. Ridwän, pp. 62-72. 
845 For example regarding the soul he uses terms such as "wayhaka yä naR' and when invoking Allah he says 
"fa aghithni ya Mughlth warhamanl yä Rahirrl'. See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al- 
Qädir Ata, pp. 43 and 65 and al-Muhäsibi, 
Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Ridwän, pp. 49 and 63. 
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16. AI-Qasd wa '1-Ruju h Alläh846 
This is an interesting addition to the works of al-Mubasibi as it sheds light on his own path 
in searching for knowledge of the hereafter. The reason for this is that this work, like much 
of what al-Muhäsibi wrote, takes the form of a conversation, where the aspirant asks his 
guide regarding the path, returning back to Allah. The difference here however, is that in 
this particular case, al-Mubasibi himself is the questioner. 84' This point is clarified by the 
editor, cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, when he says: 
846 See al-Muhäsibi, a]-Qasd wa '1-Rujv' i1ä Allah, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä (Cairo, Dar al-Turäth al- 
'Arabi, 1980) pp. 26-7; al-Mub5sibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 32; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, 
ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, pp. 51-3; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a1-dI1m, ed. Mazäli, p. 33 and Sezgin, Tärikh al- 
Turäth al-Arabl, vol. 1, p. 118. 
There are two published copies of this work: 
1. The first version has been edited by cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä. During the course of editing the text Atä has 
relied on what he terms "The only surviving manuscript of this work", which is in the Shahid cAli library 
(Turkey) and which has been copied to microfilm by Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al 'Arabiyya (Cairo). Thus, 
Atä made his own copy of the original and edited the text from its `only source'. In addition, he includes 
references for the Quranic verses and Prophetic narrations, a comparison of this book to al-Muhäsibi's other 
works, includes the statements of other Islamic scholars and begins by giving an introduction on the 
importance of understanding the actions of the heart and its effect on the development of the Muslim 
individual. This particular edited version was also included within the editor's version of a1-Was' yä but 
without the introduction regarding `the actions of the heart'. 
2. The second edited version is by Husayn al-Quwwatli and published in the Lebanese journal aJ-Fikr al- 
Isläml. The work was published over a series of months beginning with an introductory article in December 
1983 and continuing until February 1985. In the editing of this work al-Quwwatli mentions the following 
three manuscripts: 
a) A manuscript found in the Carullah section of the Süleymaniye library in Istanbul under number 1728. 
b) A copy of a) found in the Erdine library. 
c) A manuscript found in the Rabat library, in which al-Mub5sibi's work is interpolated with statements from 
al-Shädhili (d. 656/1258) and consequently is unsuitable to be used in editing the final work. 
It is interesting to note here that this edited version in far longer than that of Atä; in fact the point at which 
Atä's version ends al-Quwwatli continues with another two pages of text, this being in the November 1984 
edition of al-Fikr al-IsIämi. Not only this but al-Quwwatli continues for another three issues, i. e. December 
1984, January 1985 and February 1985. In addition, these are only the issues that the researcher was able to 
locate and it is clear from the February 1985 issue that al-Quwwatli had not finished with al-Qasd wa '1-Rujüc 
iIä Allah, in this issue either. Therefore, it is absolutely certain that the version edited by Atä is incomplete and 
that al-Quwwatli had found additions in the manuscripts that he used to edit his version of the work. 
Similarly, Ates mentions a further manuscript in the Orhan library in Bursa under number 637, being copied 
by Yahyä b. `Umar al-Hamadhäni on Saturday 12`h Ramadan 740/12 March 1340. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü'i1, j-A11äh, ed. Husayn al-Quwwatli, al-Fikr a1-Is1äm1, Lebanon, December, 
1983, pp. 
53-9; January, 1984, pp. 43-7; February, 1984, pp. 57-62; March, 1984, pp. 49-54; April, 1984, pp. 
39-43; July, 1984, pp. 47-52; August, 1984, pp. 43-6; September, 1984, pp. 31-4; October, 1984, pp. 71-5; 
November, 1984, pp. 65-70; December, 1984, pp. 49-53; January, 1985, pp. 31-5: February, 1985, pp. 37-43; 
Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al `Arabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtrltät bi '1 Jämi'a a1-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 176 and Ate§, 
`Two Works of al-Muhäsibi', in Festschrift Werner Castel, pp. 39-42. 
84' It could also be for this reason that neither Smith, Mahmüd nor al-Quwwatli mention this during their 
discussions regarding the works of al-Muhäsibi. There seems to be little doubt however that this work is al- 
Muh5sibi's as it begins with the statement, "The shaykh Abü cAbd Allah al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi, may 
Allah be satisfied with him, said ... " After a customary 
introduction praising Allah and sending peace and 
salutations upon His Messenger, he continues by saying, "These are questions regarding gnosis (a1-ma'rifa), 
knowledge of the path of the hereafter and the aim and the return to A115h the Exalted, as He wishes and 
from Allah comes [all] success, if He wills. " (See Al-Mubasibi, al-Wa. c yä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 
219-221 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü`i1ä A11äh, ed. cAbd al-Qadir Abmad Atä, pp. 31-3). In addition 
there seems little purpose in attributing a book to yourself, when if fact it contains the teachings of your 
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This book runs the same course as most of his works: answers given in reply to 
questions proposed by his companions but in this book he says that he is the 
questioner and that Muhammad b. Müsä `Abu- Ja`far' replies. He also mentions 
him in `A`mäl al-Qulüb wa '1 Jawärlh' with the name `Abu- Jacfar' only without 
mentioning Muhammad b. Müs5.848 
As Atä has just mentioned, this work covers many of the topics which are included in his 
other works, but this particular source is also very important as it discusses many topics 
which are not included, for example in such works as `al-Ri`äya', like gnosis (a]-ma `rifa), and 
wisdom (al-hlkma). 849 As for the actual content of al-Qasd wa '1-Rujr7' iIJ7 Allah, Atä 
summarises it saying: 
The book is a summary regarding the return to Allah beginning with repentance 
and ending with the fear of Allah, passing through honesty (a1-sldq), gnosis (al- 
ma`rlfa), wisdom (al-hlkma), asceticism (al-zuhd), scrupulousness (al-wara'), 
certainty (al yagln) and satisfaction (al-rlda), as well as other stages that a 
Muslim must pass through on his path to Allah 850 851 
17. Kltäb al Khalwa wa '1-TanagqulIi '1-`Ibäda wa Darajät al-Abldn852 
instructor and therefore, this would also suggest that al-Mub5sibi wrote this work. This does raise an 
important question which is why did al-Mub5sibi include this work at all when it is not even his own work as 
such. What is clear is that al-Mub5sibi was in complete agreement with what is being said otherwise he would 
have recorded this dialogue for posterity. In addition, this work as Atä mentions above contains a discussion of 
topics that are not included in his other works and therefore, has a uniqueness of its own, which he would 
have wanted to preserve. Finally, this work, in addition to containing important teachings, serves as a model 
for both the student and the teacher, in terms of behaviour and etiquette, as well as representing a `manual' of 
spiritual aspiration. 
848 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. `Abd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 52 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü'i1. j7A11äh, 
ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 27. 
849 Ibid. 
850 It is interesting to note here the effect that this teaching had on al-Mub5sibi, how it was manifested in his 
later works and how he himself developed it until it became his own unique methodology. 
8" Al-Muhäsibi, a1-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 52 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Qasd wa '1-Ruju iJ Ai h, 
ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 27. 
852 This work was unknown in the academic community's bibliographical works until the Turkish scholar 
Ahmed Ates discovered it in a large collection of Sufi works in one of the libraries in Istäna and consequently, 
published the details in the journal Oriens. As a result, the priest Aghnätiyüs cAbda Khalifat al-Yasü`i, edited 
this work and published it in Christian journal `al-Mashriq'. In addition, the researcher located a copy of this 
manuscript in microfilm form in the King Fahd National Library in Riyadh but on consulting the library staff 
they were unsure as to its origin and tentatively suggested it may have been copied from Leiden. This would 
seem to make sense as behind the manuscript a section of Latin script was apparent. However, without further 
verification it is impossible to say if this is another manuscript of al-Mub5sibi's `al-Khalwd or simply a copy of 
the Turkish manuscript. Consequently, up until this point as al-Yasü`i states, this is the only known copy of 
this work (al-nuskha al yatlma). See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa w_a '1-Tanagqul Ii I-'Ibäda wa Darajät a1- 
`Äbidin, ed. Aghnätiyüs cAbda Khalifat al-Yasüci, al-Mashriq, Beirut, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, pp. 182-191; K5nün 
al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, pp. 43-54 and Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 451-490; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-cllm, ed. 
Mazali, pp. 24-5: Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth a1-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118; Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt, p. 13 and Ates, 
Ahmed, "Kastamonu Genel Kitapliginda Bulunan Bazi Mühim Arapca ve Farsca Yazmalar" in Oreins (vol. 5, 
no. 1, Brill, Leiden, 1952) pp. 28-9. 
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Once again the title of this work is particularly appropriate as it describes concisely the 
subject matter. Al-Mubasibi begins by extolling the virtues of spiritual retreat from the 
worldly life (al-khalwa) and in particular when this is performed with constant reading of 
and reflection upon the book of Allah. He then continues by describing various states of 
worship - all internal of course - and various degrees and levels people reach regarding each 
of them. He facilitates this by presenting a series of counsels and answers to questions 
proposed by a would-be aspirant on the path to Allah. 853 
The first virtue that al-Mubasibi discusses is that of certainty in Allah (al yagln bi Allah), 
which is the basis of faith. The next best action after this is the acknowledgement of 
bounties (ma`rifat a1-nicam) and as a result the manifestation of gratitude (al-shukr). Al- 
Muhäsibi then clarifies the various states that a devotee may find himself in and the ability 
to progress from one stage to the next, which he considers to be intrinsically related to the 
knowledge a human being has of his own soul's faults (c uylb al-nafs). 854 
He continues by urging the reader to maintain silence and to consider any speech that he is 
forced to make as a disaster which has struck. In addition, he warns of the importance of 
opposing one's desires as this is a quality which all people suffer from. "' He completes this 
section of the work by discussing one of his familiar topics, that of ostentation (al-riy) and 
rulers (al-mulük) are singled out in particular for criticism. 856 
Al-Mubasibi also discusses the importance of distinguishing between fear (al-khawt and 
hope (a1-raja) and that both of these will not be fulfilled except through a process of 
intimidating the soul (al-tarhlb) and awakening its desire (al-targhlb). 857 He then furnishes 
us with his views regarding the importance of truthfulness (a1-sidq) in the actions 
performed for the sake of Allah and even more importantly, the essence of the action, the 
intention (al-Iräda). This concept is further developed and its importance discussed with 
regard to the compulsory acts (al-farä'id) in particular and in addition, the supplementary 
acts (al-nawäfl), as well as the internal virtues of fear (al-khaw and hope (al-rajä'). 858 
Al-Muhäsibi concludes this work with a long discussion concerning the importance of 
maintaining a good opinion with regard to A11äh (husn al-tann) and restraining oneself 
853 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i, al-Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, pp. 188-191. 
854 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü'i, al-Mashriq, Käniin al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, pp. 43-9. 
... Al-Muhäsibi comments, "And know that you are in a time when desires have overcome the `red' and the 
`black', the knowledgeable and the ignorant, with regard to the affairs of this world and the next. " This once 
again shows how critical al-Muhäsibi was of his society. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi, al- 
Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabat, 1955, pp. 50-1. 
ash Ibid., pp. 51-4. 
857 Ibid., Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 451-6. 
858 Ibid., pp. 451-62. 
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from despondency and despair (zajr can al-qunrTt), as well as discussing the necessity of 
realising the dangers of sin (al-sayPa) and preoccupying oneself with the performance of 
good (a1-hasana). 859 
In summary this work, as with `Addb al-Nuf& before it860, is representative of much of al- 
Muhäsibi's teachings in his other works, in particular `al-RI`äyai861 and 4a1-Nasä'Ih'862 
Nevertheless, this work, as with 'A'h al-Nufüs' is of equal importance, as it not only 
summarises his teaching in a concise manner but also, to some degree at least, reflects the 
period in which he lived. 
18. Kitäb Masä'i1 ii '1-Zuhd (wa GhayrihP63)864 
From the title of this work it would be reasonable to expect a discussion regarding ascetic 
theology in Islam (al-zuhd) and in this sense al-Mubasibi does not disappoint but it would 
be misleading to think that this work deals exclusively with asceticism, as in fact it deals 
with numerous issues. He does begin this treatise however with the discussion concerning 
al-zuhd and clarifies its various types and rulings, as well as discussing the characteristics of 
the true ascetic (al-zähid). Al-Mubasibi then turns his attention to the topics of silence (al- 
samt) and reflection (al-fikra), stressing their important affect on the heart and the internal 
faculties they bestow. He then presents his views regarding the true nature of wealth (a]- 
859 Ibid., pp. 462-86. 
860 See pages 209-11 above. 
861 A-Yasüci is so convinced of this that he has even included a section at the end of the published version, 
which includes quotes from `a1-Ri'äya' and compares them to `al-Khalwd. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, 
ed. al-Yasüci, al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 487-490. 
862 Al-Quwwatli on the other hand, regards `al-Khalwd to be similar to `al-Nasä i7j, as it reflects the same air of 
despondency, which is apparent in this latter work. See al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, p. 65. 
863 Mahmüd excludes this addition and Smith mistakenly terms it `gayrihä. See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä: iron, p. 
83 and Smith, An Early Mystic ofBaghdad, p. 56. 
864 There are three manuscripts for this work mentioned in the literature, they are: 
1. A manuscript located in Carullah, Istanbul, under number 1101, fols. la-17b. 
2. A copy found in Cairo University from the original, which is part of the personal library of Abmad al-Jazzär 
Ba`kä, being stored in al-Azhar under number 1367 tasawwuf cAbd al-Qädir Abmad `Ätä edited this 
manuscript, as was mentioned earlier. 
3. A manuscript located in Jämi`at Fu'äd, under number 26048. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Mas,! PV fi A`mäl al-Quldb wa '1-Jawärih, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, pp. 38-40; al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 27; Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi vol. 1, p. 117; Mahmüd, Ustädh 
al-Säerin, p. 83; Machad al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Musawwara hattä 1948 - al-Jämi'a al- 
Arabiyya, vol. 1, pp. 145 and 157; Machad Ihyä' al-Makhtütät al-AArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtvtät bi '1-Jämica 
al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 191; al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, Fihras al-Kutub al-Mawjüda bi 'l-Maktabat a1 Azhariyya 
ilä 1366, vol. 3, p. 630; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56; Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the 
Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163 and Van Ess, Die Gedankenwelt p. 12 and 15. 
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ghlnal, poverty (al-faqr) and gratitude (al-shukr) for the bounties bestowed upon the slave 
by his Lord. 865 
In the following sections al-Mubasibi deals with familiar topics which he has also dealt 
with in his other works such as arrogance (al-kibr), ostentation (al-rlyä'), satanic incitement 
(al-waswlsa) and the dangers of the desires (al hawa). 866 He continues by discussing the 
best of the acts of worship, in which he discusses such topics as the knowledge of Allah (a]- 
`ilm bi Allah), prayer (al-salät), having sympathy with those less fortunate and coming to 
the aid of others. 86' Al-Mubasibi continues this work with a discussion of the way a person 
can identify the suggestions of Satan (hadth a1-Shaytän) from those of the soul (hadth a]- 
nafs) and concludes with a number of beneficial counsels on a variety of subjects. 868 
19. Al-Hasad a1-Dä' wa '1-Da wä' 
This work is a particularly suprising addition to the literature as, before visiting Saudi 
Arabia, the researcher had never come across it. However, after having aquired a copy of 
the work it became obvious why; this book is no more than an edited extract of al- 
Muhäsibi's `a1-Rlcaya', namely the author's introduction and `Kltäb al-Ilasad and as such, 
will not be a treated as a separate work here. 
869 
20. Kltäb a1-Ba `th wa '1-Nush ü70 
865 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il it A`mäl al-Quldh wa '1-Jaw7rih, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, pp. 43-54: 
Mahmad, Ustädh al-Säerin, p. 83 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56. 
866 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulvb wa '1 Jawärih, ed. Abd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 58-72; 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Säerin, p. 83 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56. 
867 See al-Mub5sibi, al-Masä'il fi A'mäl al-Qulüb wa 'lJawärih, ed. Abd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 73-80; 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Säirjn, p. 83 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56. 
868 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il ft A'mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad cAtä, pp. 81-8; 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 83 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 56. 
869 To term this work "an edited extract" may also be misleading as the `editor' has not edited the work as 
such, having relied upon the version of `al-Ric yä published by Där al-Ma'ärif and with an introduction by 
Abd al-llalim Mahmüd (see footnote 691: 2 above). The `editor's' contribution therefore, is mainly in the field 
of hadith literature and verification. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Hasad al-Dä wa '1-Dawä ed. Muhammad Shäkir al- 
Sharif (Riyadh, Dar al-Tayba, 1995) pp. 18-23. 
870 See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 32; al-Muhasibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazali, p. 
37; Sezgin, Tärnkh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 71-2; Machad al- 
Makhtütät al-`Arabiyya, al-Makhtrltät al-Musawwara hattä 1948 - al-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 151; 
Machad Ihy53 al-Makhtütät al cArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtütät bi '1-Jämi'a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 149; Smith, 
An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 48-50 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of 
Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
In addition there is a copy of this manuscript in the Islamic University of Medina, under catalogue number 
455, this being a copy of the original found in al-Maktaba al-Zähiriyya in Damascus. See al-Faqihi (ed. ), Ali 
Muhammad Näsir, al-Nashrat al-Bibliyüjaräfiyya li Makhtütät al-Maktaba al-Markaziyya bi '1-Jämi`a al- 
Islämiyya, (Medina, Islamic University, 1983) p. 222. 
Consequently, there is only one published version of this work, being edited by Muhammad `Isä Ridwän and 
published by Där al-Kutub al-cIlmiyya in 1986. 
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This, as the title suggests, is an eschatological work charting the events that will occur after 
death and the details of which have been discussed by other authors. 87' The researcher will 
not attempt an overview here as this work is said to be attributed to al-Mubasibi only and is 
in fact not one of his works at all. 872 
21. (Kitäb) Da wä Dä al- Qalb 
Sprenger attributes this work to al-Muhäsibi but he would appear to be incorrect and as 
such, it will not be a treated as one of al-Muhäsibi's works here. 873 
5.2 The Works Surviving in Manuscript 
1. Risälat374 al- Azama875 
871 See Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 48-50. 
872 Mahmüd is the most ardent supporter of this view and quotes the following reasons as to why he is certain 
that book is not the work of al-Muhäsibi: 
1. Al-Muhäsibi has already authored a brilliant work on the same subject, namely `al-Tawahhum' and 
therefore it makes no sense that he would have written another work of a much poorer quality on the same 
topic. 
2. In his work `a1-Tawahhvm' al-Mub5sibi deals with the events of the resurrection in an organised and 
sequential manner: firstly, he deals with those who were disobedient to Allah, describing the manner of their 
account, recompense and ultimate punishment in hellfire. He then turns his attention to describing the 
pleasure of those who preserved the rights of Allah and their joy at being entered into paradise. Finally, he 
takes the reader slowly to the final scene of the hereafter, the divine vision of Allah, reserved exclusively for 
His beloved elite, which is the ultimate reward and pleasure of paradise. As for the book `al-Barth wa '1- 
NushuTr', the sequence of events differ entirely and in fact take place in an unorganised and illogical manner. 
The divine vision of A115h, for example comes in the middle passages, taking the emphasis away entirely from 
the greatness of this ultimate reward. 
3. Finally, Mahmüd considers this work laughable due to the many superstitious stories quoted within it, thus 
making it impossible to be from the hand of al-Muhäsibi. See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 71-2. 
In addition to what has been mentioned by Mahmüd, on reading `al-Ba'th wa '1-Nushu7 one is struck by the 
complete lack of scholarly ability exhibited in this work. There are few facts based on classical Islamic 
theology, in which as has already been noted, al-Mub5sibi was somewhat of an expert, having even written 
refutations on various theological points. Similarly, al-Muhäsibi's works, in particular works such as `al- 
Tawahhuni, display the penmanship of an accomplished author able to create and express ideas fluently but 
once again the style of `al-Ba`th wa '1-Nushz7z' is particularly poor, so much so that one does not feel as though 
one is reading the work of such an accomplished scholar. In summary, this work can be excluded from the list 
of works written by al-Muhäsibi, as it is hardly befitting that it should be attributed to him. 
873 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 38: Sezgin, Täri7h al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 119; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163 and Van Ess, Die 
Gedankenwelt, pp. 16-18. 
874 The term "Risälä' is Smith's whereas both Atä and Mahmüd term this work Fas] min Kitäb al-Azama. In 
addition Abü Ghudda terms it Kitäb al-Azama. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, p. 
39; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu- Ghudda, p. 32; al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-Wm, ed. Mazäli, p. 32; 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Säerin, p. 85 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 55. 
875 This manuscript can be found in Istanbul, Carullah, Istäna, 1101, fols. 24b-27b and there is also a copy of 
the same manuscript in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, no. 4064, tasawwuf. In addition to the manuscripts 
mentioned above there would appear to be another manuscript in Jämi`at Fu'äd, under no. 26048. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ah. mad CAtä, p. 39; al-Muhasibi, Kitäb aPIlm, ed. Mazäli, p. 32; 
Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth a1-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 116; Machad Ihya: al-Makhtütät al cArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtvtät 
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This work is a refutation against al-Thanawlyya876 who had started to arrive in Baghdad 
and began spreading an atmosphere of atheism (zandaga)8" and scepticism (tashkik). 878 
During the course of this work al-Muhäsibi discusses the unity of Allah, His oneness and 
the impossibility of there being a second or third deity. Al-Mubasibi's evidence for this 
depends upon the unity of creation; that every created being has a known place in the 
scheme of things and a purpose for its creation. In addition, every created being is 
dependent on another and as such the creation as a whole is like a chain with many links; if 
one were to break, then the whole chain would collapse. This unity of creation thus is 
indicative of a sole Creator Who is bounteous to His creation, as he provides them with 
sustenance from the very moment they are brought into existence. In addition, al-Mubasibi 
exposes the fate of previous societies who rejected faith in such a Creator and suggests that 
anyone who reflects on this cannot fail but to believe in God and His unity. Consequently it 
is through such a faith that human beings will be guided, enter Paradise and reach perfect 
satisfaction with their Lord. 879 
2. Risäla ff80 7-Tasawwuý81 
3. A1-Khlsäl a]-cAshra allatl Jarabahä Ah] al-Muhäsaba882 
bi 'I-Jämi`a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 182: Machad al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Musawwara hattä 
1948 - al-Jämi`a al Arabiyya, vol. 1, pp. 156 and vol. 2, p. 413; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 55; 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162 and Van Ess, Die 
Gedankenwelt, p. 12. 
876 A form of Manichaeism (the doctrines of Manes), which believed in dualism; that there is a `god of good' 
and a `god of evil', which they would express in terms of light and darkness. See Mustafä et al. (eds. ), al- 
Mujam al-Wasit, p. 102 and Wehr, Hans, The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modem Written 
Arabic, 
p. 889. 
87 The origin of this word lies in the belief that the world is eternal but was used to describe Manicheans and 
other groups from al-Thanawiyya (see previous footnote). It was later expanded to include any misguided 
person (dä11), or sceptic (shäkk), or atheist (mulhio). See Mustafä et al (eds. ), al-Mujam al-Wasit, p. 403 and 
Wehr, The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic, p. 383. 
878 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 69. 
879 See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-SYirin, p. 85 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 55. 
sao This is Mahmüd's version whereas Atä excludes the "fr. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad `Atä, p. 38 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 87. 
881 No author gives an account of what this work contains but there does appear to be a copy of this 
manuscript in the Municipal Library of Alexandria, no. 3121 jim. Muhammad cAbd al-Q5dir cAtä states that he 
is in the process of publishing this work but the researcher was unable to source this published version. 
However, it is also worth noting that al-Khatib suggests that this is indeed just another copy of Shari al- 
Ma`rifa but without access to the primary manuscript it is impossible to reach a conclusion. Thus, this may not 
be in fact a separate work but is tentatively included here to comlete the picture. See al-Muhasibi, Mu`ätabat 
al-Nafs; ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 23; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAt5, p. 
38; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 29; Sezgin, Tärkh al-Turäth al-Arabi,, vol. 1; p. 118; Mahmüd, 
Ustädh al-Sä rin, p. 87; Machad Ihy5D al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtütät bi 'l-Jämi`a al- 
Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 161; Machad al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhtütät al-Musawwara hattä 1948 - al- 
Jämi`at al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 132 and al-Khattb, Fikr al-1-I rith al-Muhäsibi al-Still H Mizän al-Kitäb wa 'I- 
Sunna, pp. 50-1. 
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4. Muhäsabat a1-Nafs$83 
5. Mukhtasar a1-Mac nP84 
6. Al-Murägaba wa '1-Muhäsaba885 
7. Naslhat al-Tälrblrý86 (wa '1-Farq bayn al-Tahglq wa '1-Mudda ýIn) 887 
8. Al-Radd calä bard al-cUlamä min al Aghniyä'haythu Ihtajjü bi Aghniyä' al-Sahäba888 
9. Tanblh alä A`mäl al-Qu1üb889 
882 Atä mentions this work but gives no account of its content. However, he does state that there is a copy of 
the manuscript in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, no. 4184 tacawwuf, the original being in the Berlin Library. See 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad `Atä, p. 38; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 30 and 
Machad Ihy5: al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, Fihras a1-Makhtvtät bi '1 Jämi'a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 158. 
883 There appear to be three copies of this manuscript; two in Berlin, no. 2814 (fols. 80b-81a), written in 
813/1410 and a small fragment, foss lb-7b. The other is located in the British Museum (no. 1244). See al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad `Atä, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a]-Wm, ed. Mazali, p. 33 and 
Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117. 
884 Mazäli states that the original in under Bengal, number 1167, foss 15-17. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. 
cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad `Atä, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-dIlm, ed. Mazäli, p. 34 and Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth a]- 
Arabi, vol. 1, p. 119. 
885 A copy of this manuscript is in Shahid 'Ali library, Istanbul, in the tasawwuf section, number 137. In 
addition there is a also a copy of this manuscript in the The Chester Beatty Library, under number 4893. Abü 
Ghudda also makes reference to a work entitled Risälat al-Murägaba which may well be the same work as 
Mazäli also makes reference to copies in Berlin. In addition, Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir cAtä states that he is in 
the process of publishing this work but the researcher was unable to source this published version. Once again 
however, it is worth noting that al-Khatib suggests that this is also just another copy of Sharp al-Ma`rifa and 
as such, this may not be in fact a separate work but similarly, is tentatively included here to make the research 
comprehensive. See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 23; al-Muhäsibi, a]- 
Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qadir Ahmad cAt5, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Risälatai-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu- Ghudda, p. 32; al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitib al-qim, ed. Mazäli, p. 34; Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118; Machad al- 
Makhtütät al-`Arabiyya, al-Makhtutät al-Musawwara Patti- 1948 - al-Jämi`a al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 157; 
Machad Ihy5D al-Makhtütät al-cArabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtutät bi '1 Jämifa al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 163; Arberry, 
A Handlist of the Arabic Manuscripts (The Chester Beatty Library), 1963, vol. 6 (MSS. 4501-5000), p. 131 
and al-Khatib, Fikral-Härith al-Muhäsibl al-SüfifiMizän al-Kitäb wa '1-Sunna, p. 51. 
886 A copy of this manuscript is in the Shahid `Ali library, Istanbul, number 3319. However Mazäli quotes the 
same number but suggests this copy is in Saib, Ankara (fols. 23a-36b), being copied in 731/1331. In addition 
he also suggests the presence of another manuscript in the same collection under number 5281 (fols. la-8b). 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad cAtä, p. 39; al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-'Dm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 
34-5 and Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118. 
887 Both Mazäli and Sezgin include this addition. See al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-cim, ed. Mazäli, pp. 34-5 and 
Sezgin, Tänkh a1-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 118. 
888 There are two manuscripts of this work both located in al-Istäna, Istanbul under numbers 3706-20 and 
701/1. See Al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad `Atä, p. 38; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-etlm, ed. 
Mazäli, p. 30 and Sezgin, Tärrkh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, pp. 118-9. 
889 A version of this manuscript is available in Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, number 4064 tasawwuf, having been 
copied from an original in Carullah, Istanbul. Abü Ghudda also makes reference to this work with the addition 
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Smith mentions that only a fragment of this work is extant890 and the existing piece deals 
again with tawhld (the unity of the worship of Allah), providing rational arguments to 
prove the point, in much the same way that Risälat a1- Azama does. ß91 
10. Kitäb al-Sabr wa '1-Rica 
Only a short fragment of this work is also extant as only the last three pages still exist. 892 
The work itself concerns two of the most important principles of zuhd, namely patience 
(cabr) and satisfaction (rl(lä), regarding the decree of Allah (gadarAlläh), whether they be 
favourable or unfavourable, along with complete submission to Allah's will when such 
events occur. In addition, the work is written in the form of a dialogue between the guide 
(al-murshld) and the aspirant (al-murld), which is a common method employed by al- 
Muhasibi throughout his writings. Al-Hujwiri discusses the aspect of ridl in al-Mubasibi's 
teaching in detail in his Kashf a1-Malhjüb and may well have derived it from this work in its 
complete form. ß93 He also presents al-Mubasibi's teaching as being a new exposition of this 
topic, which was then adopted by later writers. 894 
"11 '1-Daläla Calif Wahdäniyat A11.0'. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, p. 38; al- 
Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 32; al-Muhäsibi, Kitib al-'Ilm, ed. Maz5h, pp. 29-30; 
Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi vol. 1, p. 116; Machad Ihy5: al-Makhtütät al-'Arabiyya, Fihras al-Makhtütät 
bi '1-Jämica al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 153 and Machad al-Makhtiltät al-cArabiyya, al-Makhnutät al-Musawwara 
hattä 1948 - al-JämiCa al-Arabiyya, vol. 1, p. 155. 
B90 The fragment is located in Carullah, Istanbul, number 1101, folios. 24a-27b. See Smith, An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad, p. 55 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162. 
891 Ibid., pp. 55-6. In addition, Mahmüd mentions another work entitled Kitib al-Tanbih, which may well be 
the same manuscript, as he describes it as being in Carullah and that only quarter of a page remains. See 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 87. 
892 Mahmüd states that theses few pages not only exist but have been published by Otto Spies, this being 
produced from a manuscript found in the Public Library at Bankipore. However, Spies himself states that after 
examination of the available sources he was unable to find a work by al-Muhäsibi entitled `Kitäb al-Sabr wa '1- 
Ridd. As a result Mahmüd believes that the work in question did not originally have this title and was in fact 
called `Kitäb al-Ridä' only. He concludes this on the basis that since the topic of ridd would automatically 
concern the subject of sabr, then it makes sense that the title was changed as it is inconceivable that al- 
Muhäsibi would author two such works with similar titles. In addition, since so little of the original remains I 
have included them in the current section. See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä iris, pp. 75-6 and 87; al-Muhäsibi, 
Kitäb al-'llm, ed. Mazäli, p. 23; Sezgin, Tärrkh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 117; Massignon, Essay on the 
Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 162; Spies, Otto, "Ein Fragment aus dem Kitäb as- 
Sabr war-Ridä' des al-Härith al-Muhäsibi", Islamica, vol. vi (3), (Leipzig, 1934) pp. 283-9 and The Public 
Library at Bankipore, 
Catalogue of the Arabic and Persian Manuscripts in the Public Library at Bankipore, 
Calcutta, 1928, vol. XIII, no. 820. 
893 It is also worth mentioning here that Abu- Ghudda mentions a further work entitled Kitib al-Ridä which 
may be the same work discussed here, or may have been another work from which al-Hujwiri may have 
extracted al-Muhäsibi's thought. Al-Mub5sibi himself mentions this work in al-Masäil II A'mäl al-Quhlb wa 
'1 Jawärih but `Atä states that he has not come across this work as yet. See al-Mub5sibi, Risälat al- 
Mustarshidin, ed. 
Abü Ghudda, p. 32 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il / A? mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih, ed. `Abd al- 
Qädir Abmad `Atä, p. 147. 
894 See Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 58 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä irin, p. 87. 
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11. `Risäla' 
This treatise has no title but nevertheless is attributed to al-Muhäsibi. 895 
5.3 The Lost Works 
1. Rlsäla Ii '1 Akhläc896 
2. Kltäb897 Akhläq a1-Hakim 
Al-Muhäsibi mentions this work in his book a1-Masä'i1 fA`mal al-Qu1üb wa '1-Jawärih. 898 
3. Kltäb al-Tafakkur wa '1-I`tibär 
Ibn Nadim mentions this work in his Flhrlst. 899 
4. Kitäb al-Ghayba 
Once again it is suggested that Ibn Nadim mentions this work in his Flhrlst and in addition 
the work is also mentioned by Abu- Bakr b. Khayr in Bibliotheca Arablco-Hlspana. 90° 
5. Kltäb Fahrre al-Sunan 
Al-Zarkashi mentions this work in his book `al-Burhärt. 901 In addition al-Suyülti quotes al- 
Mubasibi from this work in his `al-Itgärl' whilst discussing the 18 `h category of the Qur3an 
Sciences `concerning its collection and sequence (fijam`Ihl wa tartlblhl)'. 902 
895 The manuscript itself is located in Bursa under number 4/1428 (fols 34b-40a), being copied in the 8`h/12`'' 
centuries. See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 35 and Sezgin, Tärlkh al-Turäth al-Arabi vol. 1, p. 
118. 
896 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, p. 39 and al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 
35. It is interesting to note that Massignon makes mention of an extant manuscript entitled Akhläq, which may 
indeed be this `lost' work but without direct access to the manuscript it is impossible to say. See Massignon, 
Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
B97 Mahmüd adds the term "Kitä8" whereas Atä excludes it. See al-Muhäsibi, aJ-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAtä, p. 39 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Säirin, p. 87. 
898 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi Acmä1 al-Qulvb wa '1 Jawärih, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 157; al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 35 and 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä irin, p. 87. 
899 See Ibn Nadim, Muhammad b. Abü Ya`qüb b. Ishäq, al-Fihris4 ed. Ibrähim Ramadän (2°d edition, Beirut, 
Där al-Ma`rifa, 1997) p. 230; al-Muhasibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb 
al-11m, ed. Mazäli, p. 35; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 88; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 58-9 and 
Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
900 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qadir Ahmad cAtä, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-iIlm, ed. Mazäli, p. 
36 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 59; Khayr, Abu- Bakr, Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispana, ed. F. 
Codera and J. Ribera (n. p., n. pl. pub. 1894) p. 272 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 59. 
90' See al-Zarkashi (d. 794/1392), Muhammad b. cAbd Alläh [Badr al-Din], al-Burhän iii U11 7m al-Qur'än, 
edited by Muhammad Abu- al-Fadl Ibrähim (4 vols., Cairo, Maktabat Där al-Turäth, n. d. ) vol. 1, p. 238; a]- 
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6. Kitäb a1-Dimä'/Kitäb al Kaff `ammä Shuhira (Shajara) bayn al-Sahäba 
There can be no doubt that one of the most controversial topics in Islamic history is that of 
the disputes that occurred between the Companions of the Prophet(a1-sahäba). In addition, 
the period in which al-Muhäsibi lived was clearly affected by such disputes, as they were 
the subject of continuous critique, which can readily be seen in the various opinions of both 
the Muctazila9o3 and the Shica904 regarding the Prophet's Companions. 905 Consequently, it is 
not surprising that al-Muhäsibi authored a specific work on this topic and in fact, this is 
stated by various authors. 9o6 
In actual fact, al-Muhäsibi has touched on this topic in various places within his works, in 
addition to the specific treatise mentioned here. 90' On examining these various extracts one 
finds that al-Muhäsibi's stance regarding the issue is clear. We find that al-Mubasibi, whilst 
addressing this issue attempts to find a middle ground between the extreme views of both 
the Muctazila and the Shica, whose stances towards the issue by that time were well known. 
In addition, al-Muhäsibi, as we have already seen, was concerned not only with scholastic 
theology (`ilm al-kaläm) but also its use in defending the classical Sunni position as far as 
he was concerned. This being the case and after witnessing his defence of classical Sunni 
positions on such issues as the beatific vision and the divine attributes, it is no surprise that 
Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAt5, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 36; al- 
Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu Ghudda, p. 32 and Sezgin, Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 
119. 
902 The actual text reads as follows, "Writing of the Qur'än was no novelty, for the Prophet used to order that 
it be written down, but it was in separate pieces, on scraps of leather, shoulder blades and palm risp, and [Abu 
Bakr] al-Siddiq ordered that it be copied from the [various] places to a common place, which was in the shape 
of sheets, these [materials] were found in the house of the Prophet in which the Qur an was spread out, and 
he gathered it all together and tied it with a string so that none of it was lost. " See al-Mub5sibi, Risälat al- 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abu Ghudda, p. 32; al-Zarkashi, al-Burhän /1 Ullm al-Qur'an, ed. Muhammad Abu al-Fadl 
Ibrahim, vol. 1, p. 238; al-Suyüti, cAbd al-Rahmän, al-Itgän I Ulüm al-Qur'an, ed. Fawwäz Abmad Zamarli (2 
vols., Beirut, Där al-Kitäb al-cArabi, 1999) vol. 1., pp. 210-1 and Von Denffer, Ahmad, Ulüm al-Qur'an - An 
Introduction to the Sciences of the Qur'an (Leicester, The Islamic Foundation, 1989) p. 43. 
903 See al-Dhahabi, Mizän al-I'tidäl, vol. 3, pp. 274-5; al-cAgl, al-Jahmiyya wa '1-Mu'tazila, pp. 148-9 and Watt, 
The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 224-8. 
904 See al-Ash`ari, Magälät al-Islämiyyin, vol. 1, pp. 39-64 and 88-9; al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 60- 
1; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa `l-Nihal, pp. 130-3 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 157- 
62. 
905 Mahmüd for example says that they attributed blame to the Companions. See al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa 
Fahm al-Qur'an, pp. 70-2 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sa7 rin, p. 74. 
906 See al-Muhäsibi, Risälatal-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu Ghudda, p. 32; al-Muhäsibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAtä, p. 39; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 70-1; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al- 
cllm, ed. 
Mazäli, 
p. 36; al-cAsgaläni, Tahdhlb a]- Tahdhib, ed. al-Zaybaq and Murshid, vol. 1, p. 327; Sezgin, 
Tärikh al-Turäth al-Arabi, vol. 1, p. 119; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä-'kin, pp. 74-5 and 87-8; Smith, An Early 
Mystic of Baghdad, p. 58 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic 
Mysticism, p. 163. 
907 See for example al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. Ahmad, pp. 19-20. 
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al-Muhäsibi also refutes the `unorthodox' position of various sects regarding the Prophetic 
Companions-90' 
On examining his approach to the topic, we can identify various aspects which are worth 
mentioning. Firstly, whilst adopting the role of guide, al-Mubasibi advises his `brothers' by 
warning them to avoid delving too deeply into this complex issue concerning the early 
generations of the Muslim community. The reason for this is then made clear; the cause of 
the disputes of those who came after the era of the Companions were due to their 
examination and delving into the reasons behind the disputes between the Companions. In 
addition, they then used the Qur'än's ambiguous909 verses (mutashäblh) as opposed to its 
unambiguous verses (muhkam) as proof for their stance as well as the various narrations 
(äthär) from the Prophet and the Companions themselves, which were also open to 
interpretation. 910 In addition, their `misguidance' (&]äb is compounded by the fact that 
they fought, killed and apostatised anyone who opposed their whims. Al-Mubasibi includes 
within these sects the Qadariyya911, i. e. the followers of Macbad and Ghaylän, then the 
followers of Wäsil b. cAtä'912 (who later became the Muctazila), the Murji'a913, the Räfida 
(i. e. the Shica)914, the Jahmiyya915 and the Harüriyya (i. e. the Khawärij)916 917 
908 A1-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Quf' n, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 70-2 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 74. 
909 Ambiguous in the sense that they may possess more than one shade of meaning. For a more complete 
discussion of the mutashäbih and muhkam verses See al-Suyüti, al-Itgän /1 Ulm al-Qur'än, ed. Zamarli, vol. 
1., pp. 592-622: al-Zurgäni, Muhammad cAbd al-cAzim, Manähil al-Urfan fi- Ulüm al-Qur'än, ed. Amin 
Sulaymän al-Kurdi (2"d edition, 
2 
vols. in one, Beirut, Där Ihyac al-Turäth al-Arabi, 1997) pp. 528-45; al- 
Qattan, Mannäc b. Khalil, Mabähith fi Ulüm al-Qur'än (35`h edition, Beirut, Mu'assasat al-Risäla, 1998) pp. 
191-5; al-Bugh5, Mustafä Dib and Mustü, Muhyi al-Din, al-Wädih Iii Ulüm al-Qur'' n (2"d edition, Damascus, 
D5r al-Kalim al-Tayyib, 1998) pp. 122-38; Philips, Bilal, Usool at-Tafseer - the Methodology of Qur'anic 
Explanation (Sharjah, Dar al-Fatah, 1997) pp. 237-44 and Von Denffer, Ulüm al-Qur°än, pp. 80-1. 
9'0 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 41-2 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, p. 71. 
911 See al-Juhani (ed. ), al-Mawsil`a al-Muyassara /1 1 Adyän wa al-Madhähib wa 1-Ahzäb al-Mu'äsira, vol. 2, 
pp. 1114-1115; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 82-118; Free Will and Predestination in 
Early Islam (London: Luzac & Company Ltd., 1948) pp. 49-57 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 25- 
30. 
912 See al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 115-18; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'l-Nihal, pp. 40-3; al- 
Nashshär, Nash-at al-Fikr al-Falsafi- IT '1-Islam, vol. 1, pp. 381-406; al cAgl, al-Jahmiyya wa 'l-Muctazila, pp. 
140-4; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 209-15; Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 47- 
8 and pp. 124-5 above. 
913 See al-Ashari, Magälät al-Islämiyyin, vol. 1, pp. 213-234; al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 187-191; 
al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 1-Nihal, pp. 111-116 and Watt, Islamic Theology and Philosophy, p. 23 and Free 
Will and Predestination in Early Islam, pp. 40-48. 
914 See al-Ash`ari, Magälät al-Islämiyyin, vol. 1, pp. 66-136; al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 46-78; al- 
Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal, pp. 130-140 and Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 157- 
62. 
9's See al-Ashcari, Mag-1ät al-Islämiyyin, vol. 1, pp. 338; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa 'I-Nihal, pp. 67-69 and 
Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought pp. 143-148. 
916 See al-Ashcan, Magälät al-Islämiyyin, vol. 1, pp. 167-8 and 203-12; al-Baghdädi, al-Farq bayn al-Firaq, pp. 
78-86; al-Shahrastäni, al-Milal wa '1-Nihal, pp. 91-5; Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought, pp. 12- 
19 and Islamic Theology and Philosophy, pp. 7-13. 
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The safest path to adopt is to avoid delving into such complexities as the danger of doing so 
lies in the fact that these groups were all brothers before they adopted this position and in 
addition, it is impossible to find a solution which will satisfy everyone. 918 This being the 
case, al-Mubasibi proposes that the path to salvation is by adopting that which the Muslim 
community (al-umma) has agreed upon (mujmac `alayhl) in terms of faith in Allah, His 
messengers (rusülhl), His angels (maLPkatlhl), His books (kutublhl), the limits set by Him 
(hudüdihl), the acts made compulsory by Him (farä'Idlhl), the open manifestations of His 
religion (sharä'1` dnihl) and all that the earliest generations (al-salat) reached consensus 
about, as all of this is guidance (al-rushd) and truth (a1-hagq). 919 
Despite the advice proposed by al-Mubasibi regarding this sensitive issue, he also clarifies 
his own personal point of view, regarding the disputes, which occurred between the 
Companions. In this sense once again we find him proposing the position of a classical 
sunnl scholar. He considers `Uthmän and `Ali both to have been killed unjustly92° and 
considers `Ali to have been correct regarding the disputes with cA'isha, Talbah, al-Zubayr 
and Mucawiya. 921 That is not to say that he is critical of this latter group either922; in fact he 
considers them to have exercised their personal judgement but were mistaken in the 
conclusions they formulated (mujtahldrln mukhtP n) . 
923 This being the case, it is easy to 
deduce and there can be no doubt that al-Mubasibi's goal from such a discussion was to 
absolve them of any responsibility and purify them from all sin. 924 
For example, al-Samcäni quotes Abu- cAli b. Shädhän (d. 350/961) in his `Kitäb al Ansäh' as 
stating that al-Muhäsibi wrote a book entitled `Kltäb al-Diinä''describing the circumstances 
in which the Companions' blood was spilled and that these events did not affect the unity of 
Islamic faith. In fact, Ibn Shädhän goes as far as to say that this book was relied upon by 
917 See al-Muhäsibi, K/täb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 41-2 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, p. 71. 
918 Ibid. 
9'9 See al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'rh, ed. Abmad, pp. 42-3 and al-Mub5sibi, a]-54q] wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, p. 71. 
92' Regarding `Uthmän in particularly he relates from Abü Quläba that those who murdered `Uthmän did so 
out of jealousy (ghayra). He goes on to relate another narration from an unknown source that, "I didn't wish 
for evil to befall `Uthmän except that some evil befell me and if I had wished for his death then I would surely 
have been killed. " See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Si'rln, p. 75. 
921 For example al-Muhäsibi himself states in al-Makäsib, "This community (umma) was preceded at its 
beginning by tribulations (fi'tan), disputes (ikhti7äf t), division (tafarruq), as well as the tribulations of al- 
Jamal, Siffin, Ibn Zubayr, al dIräq, al-Jamäjum in Barrah, Küfa and in other places. Indeed, the Commander of 
the Faithful (Amer al-Mu3ninin) cUthmän was killed unjustly and out of aggression. " See al-Muhäsibi, al- 
Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 92-3 and al-Muhäsibi, a]-54q] wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 72. 
922 For example, regarding Mother of the Faithful (Umm al-Mu'minln) cA'isha and those who attacked her, he 
says, "They are indeed a people who are misguided. " See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 75. 
923 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 71-2. 
924 Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'/rin, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 74. 
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him and his associates. 925 Similarly, Smith quotes al-Dhahabi as mentioning a work by al- 
Muhäsibi entitled `Kltäb al-Kaff `ammä Shuhlra926 bayn a1-Sahäba regarding the same 
topic. 927 It is interesting that both Smith and Mahmüd conclude that these two works are in 
fact one treatise, despite the differing titles, as it is highly improbable that al-Mubasibi 
wrote two books on one topic. 928 In either case, the work concerns the latter period of 
cUthmän's era and the disagreements that occurred which ultimately lead to his death, as 
well as the dispute between cAli on the one hand and `ADisha and Mucäwiya on the other. 929 
7. Kltäb al-Hubb 11 '11äh wa Marätlb Ahhhl 
Smith is alone in mentioning this work93° and identifies it with Fast a1-Mahabba, included 
by Abu- Nucaym in his `Illlyat al Awllyä'. 931 She states that this is the most mystical of al- 
Mubasibi's writings, in which he describes: 
The love of God for His saints, and the signs by which these lovers of God may 
be known while they dwell in this world among men. To such lovers is granted 
the Vision of God and that communion with Him, which is the aim of the 
mystic, the indwelling of the human by the divine. 932 
925 Al-Sam`äni, Kitäb al Ansäb, p. 539; al-'Asgaläni, Tahdhi, -b al-Tahdhfb, ed. al-Zaybaq and Murshid, vol. 1, p. 
327; Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 74 and `Uwayda, Al- -frith ibn Asad al-Muhäsibi, p. 10. 
926 Mahmüd suggests that the correct title of the work should read "Shajara" not "Shuhira" so that the 
meaning makes more sense. See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 74. 
927 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-11m, ed. Mazäli, p. 36 and Smith, An Early Mystic ofBaghdad, p. 58. 
928 See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, p. 74 and Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, p. 58. 
929 Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 74. 
930 It is interesting to note here that there is a certain amount of doubt surrounding the authorship of this 
particular work as it is not at all in keeping with the general style and teaching of al-Muhäsibi. This is 
compounded by the fact that this treatise is related by al-Junayd whose own thought tended to the mystical 
more than that of al-Mubasibi. In addition, al-Junayd also narrated from another major Sufi figure of the 
period, namely Abü 'Ali Abmad b. `Asim al-Antäki, who had a long relationship with al-Junayd and many 
researchers consider this work to belong him for the following reasons: firstly, he was from al-Muhäsibi's 
peers and became well known, similar to al-Mub5sibi, for his discussion of the heart, to such a degree that al- 
Däräni (d. 215/830) termed him `the spy of the hearts' (jäsüs al-qulüb) because of his sharp perception. 
Secondly, these extracts regarding the topic of divine love are tainted with strong philosophical overtone 
uncharacteristic of al-Muhäsibi's method, teaching and style, as he was staunchly against this form of 
`intoxicated' spirituality. 
Those who support the idea that al-Mub5sibi did write this work defend their opinion by saying that if al- 
Muhäsibi's name had not been associated with his book `al-Tawahhum then no one would have attributed 
this work to him, as it is uncharacteristic of his general style. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to think that al- 
Muhäsibi may well have written the work in question also, despite it being beyond the regular scope of his 
teachings. 
See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 76; al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-`llm, ed. Mazäli, p. 
36; al-Kaläbädhi, al-Ta`arruf li Madhhab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, ed. Abmad Shams al-Din, pp. 17and 29; a]- 
Qushayri, al Risäla al Qushayriyya il `Ilm al-Tasawwuf, ed. Zurayq, pp. 394-5; al Sulami, Tabaqät al Süfiyya, 
ed. Shurayba, pp. 137-40; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 57-8 and Massignon, Essay on the Origins 
of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism, p. 163. 
931 See al-Asfahäni, Hilyat al Awliy , ed. al-Iskandari, vol. 
10, pp. 66-9; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-11m, ed. Mazäli, 
p. 36; cUwayda, al-Härith ibn Asad al-Muhäsib% pp. 42-45; Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 57-8 and 
Van Ess, Die Gedanken welt, p. 15. 
932 Smith, An Early Mystic of Baghdad, pp. 57-8. 
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5.4 The Chronological Sequence of al-Mubdsibi's Works 
Having discussed the works of al-Muhäsibi at length and in some detail, it may be worth 
asking, `Are we able to place these works in a chronogical sequence? ' This issue is no easy 
task, since neither the classical Arabic scholars nor the contemporary Western writers have 
contributed a great deal in this regard. In addition, there is little in the works themselves to 
assist us in this task, as only a minimum of historical detail is provided by al-Mub5sibi 
himself. 933 Consequently, it is also worth mentioning here the efforts of some scholars to 
provide a chronological sequence for these works in order to assess the various stages that 
al-Mubasibi may have gone through as an author and writer. There have been two seminal 
attempts to provide such information, namely by Mahmüd, in his work `Ustädh a1-Sä rin' 
and al-Quwwatli in his edited version of `a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'aTrI. Bearing this in mind 
both these view points will be presented briefly here so as to provide the reader with an 
overview of their opinions. 
5.4.1 The Chronological Sequence of al-Muhäsibi's Works Suggested by Mahmüd 
The essence of Mahmiid's discussion revolves around the concept of al-Mubasibi as a Sufi 
and he begins with the basic and logical premise that al-Mubasibi was not born a Sufi and 
therefore must have undergone various stages of development before he reached the level 
expressed in his more complex and in depth works. Similarly we do not find any evidence of 
al-Mubasibi changing `overnight' in adopting a spiritual path nor do we find him reaching 
an elevated form of Sufism until the latter period of his life. Indeed, we find that al- 
Mubasibi, at the beginning of his career as a writer, can be observed to have adopted the 
general style of religious writings of the period. 934 
However, as he progressed in his path to Sufism, he also grew in age and as a result became 
more mature in his thinking, as it is at this stage that a person not only relies upon the 
knowledge he has aquired but also upon the experience he has gained. Consequently, al- 
Muhäsibi gained a higher level of spirituality at this stage, but this is not all; this stage of al- 
Muhäsibi's life and career was also characterised by an outstanding ability to examine and 
diagnose the faults, diseases and treatment of the human soul, for which of course, he later 
became reknowned. 935 
933 Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irln, p. 88. 
934 Ibid., pp. 88-9. 
935 Ibid., pp. 89-90. 
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As he progressed in age and spiritual experience he reached the pinnacle of his Sufi 
teachings. It is in this period that we find al-Mubasibi began writing works filled with 
counsels aimed at those searching for the correct path regarding spiritual matters and that 
the examination of the human soul becomes less frequent as if it became only an echo of 
the previous stage. 936 
In summary we can say that Mahmüd separates the stages of al-Mubasibi's life with regard 
to his Sufism into the following three catagories: 
1. An initial stage where al-Mubdsibi was essentially influenced by the style and writing of 
the scholars of his era. 937 Mahmüd exemplifies this in al-Mubasibi's `Fahm al-Qur'är1', as 
this work concerns various religious issues and matters concerning belief, being written in a 
typically argumentative style which was common during this period. 938 
2. An intermediate period939 where he progressed in his path to Sufism and became more 
mature in his thinking, characterised by an outstanding ability in his examination of the 
human soul. 94° Mahmüd exemplifies this in al-Mubasibi's `al-RiPaya', as this work shows his 
skill in determining the faults of the soul, his depth of comprehension regarding their cure 
and his powerful mental ability. 
941 
3. The advanced stage of his life where he reached the peak of his teaching, turning his 
attention to guidance of others specifically and reaching the pinnacle of his Sufism. 
Mahmüd exemplifies this in al-Mubasibi's `al-Was' yfl, as this work concerns the beginning 
of how to attain the true path by advising the aspirant of the course of action he must adopt 
to achieve this. 942 
936 Ibid., pp. 90-1. 
93' Mahmüd concludes that this period begins with al-Mubdsibi's first efforts as a writer, which is difficult to 
define, until the age of 38. Mahmüd, Ustädh a1-Säfrin, p. 91. 
938 Ibid., pp. 88-94. 
939 Mahmüd concludes that this period begins with the end of the first period until the age of 65. See 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä iris, p. 92. 
940 Mahmüd also concludes that al-Mub5sibi's `a1-Makäslb is also from this period not only because of the 
depth of knowledge and insight displayed therein but also due to the fact that al-Muhäsibi mentions the death 
of al-Ma'mün, which occurred in 218/833, making al-Muhäsibi at least 53 at the time. See Mahmüd, Ustädh 
al-Sä'irin, p. 95. 
941 In addition, a second conclusive proof confirms this as al-Mub5sibi mentions the death of Bäbak, which 
occurred in 221/836, meaning that al-Muhäsibi wrote this work having reached the age of at least 56. Al- 
Quwwatli confers with Mahmüd on this point and consequently they agree that the work is of later phase in 
al-Muhäsibi's life. Quite surprisingly Mazäli refutes this view with various rather unconvincing arguments. See 
Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 89-91,93-4 and 95-6; al-Mub5sibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, p. 75; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-lim, ed. Mazäli, p. 67-72 and footnote 954 below. 
942 See Mahmüd, Ustädh al-Sä'rin, pp. 90-1,92-3 and 96. 
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5.4.2 The Chronological Sequence of al-Muhäsibi's Works Suggested by al-Quwwatli 
In assessing the chronological sequence of al-Mub5sibi's works, al-Quwwatli appreciates the 
suggestions made by Mahmüd, but differs from him in the sense that he suggests only two 
periods in the chronological sequence of al-Mubasibi's writing. He recognizes the initial 
period suggested by Mahmüd, but pays little attention to it, as he considers the information 
regarding this primary stage to be unreliable and consequently he distinguishes two main 
periods, which are identifiable regarding al-Mubasibi's authorship. 943 
These two periods can be described as follows: 
1. A period that he terms `a transition phase (fatrat al-tahawwul)', which he considers to 
last from 195/811 to 207/823.944 By this al-Quwwatli seems to suggest that this is a period 
in which al-Mub5sibi's tendency to intellectualism (a1-naz'at al-`agllyya) is apparent in his 
writing, before a definitive change to Sufism became manifest. To this effect al-Quwwatli, 
quite surprisingly contradicts Mahmüd, by including `al- Wasäyd as being from al-Muhasibi's 
works in this period. 945 In addition other works included by al-Quwwatli in this period are 
`Kltäb al-Khalwa wa '1-Tanagqul 11 '1-`Ibäda wa Darajät a1-`Äbldlr1946, `Adäb al-Nufüs'947, 
`Risälat al-Mustarshidiit 948 and `al- Ta wahh unI949 950 
943 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 63. 
944 This being the period in which the control of the state came to rest in the hands of al-Ma'mün. How al- 
Quwwatli defines this so precisely however is not at all clear. See al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur' n, ed. 
al-Quwwatli, p. 63. 
94' A1_Quwwatli justifies this by quoting the fact that al-Muhäsibi warns of the schisms which affect the 
Muslim community, this being directly representative of the events of the dispute between al-Amin and al- 
Ma'mün, as well as the theological sectarianism, which was also apparent at the time. Despite this the 
researcher feels that Mahmüd's is closer to the truth, i. e. that `a]-Wasäyä is from the latter stages of al- 
Muhäsibi's writing. This is for a number of reasons; firstly, the fact that al-Mub5sibi mentions the schisms 
which affect the Muslim community, is not sufficient proof that the work itself is from this period as the whole 
work has a retrospective feel, as if al-Muhäsibi is looking back on a period which he had experienced first 
hand. In addition, the nature of this work, i. e. that it is a set of counsels, indicates that this was wise advise 
from a person who had experienced the hardship of such times and that he was only to eager to guide those 
at the beginning of their path to guidance. 
Secondly, `al-Wasäyä is written in an eloquent style, indicating that it is the product of an accomplished 
author, who was not at the beginning of his career nor in a 'transition period'. Similarly, al-Quwwatli himself 
mentions that al-Mub5sibi includes a large section discussing taking the soul to account (a1-muhäsaba) and 
the dispraisal of ostentation (a1-riyä3), these being a pillars of his spiritual teaching and as such, it is unlikely 
that al-Muhäsibi would include such a detailed account of this aspect of his thought while he was still in a 
preliminary stage of his career. 
Thirdly, al-Quwwatli himself also mentions that much of the writing produced by al-Muhäsibi was the 
familiar `question and answer' format whereas `a1-Wasäyä does not manifest this method. Thus, even the style 
employed by the author is different in this work, further suggesting that it is not from this period. See al- 
Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 63-5 and 68. 
946 Al-Quwwatli justifies this by stating that the subject matter of `al-Wasäyä and `Kitäb al-Khalwa wa '1- 
Tanagqul / '1-`Ih-da wa Darajät al-fAbidin' are similar and therefore from a similar period. However this is 
hardly a convincing argument as the style of both works differs entirely. See al-Mub5sibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a]- 
Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 65. 
_ 947 Once again al-Quwwatli justifies this by stating that the `spirit' of `Adäb al-NufÜs is similar to that `al- 
Wasäyä and `Kitäb al-Khalwa wa '1-Tanagqul / '1-'Ibäda wa Darajät al-cAbidiri and therefore, they are from a 
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2. A period which he terms `a instruction phase (fatrat al-tads s)', in which al-Muhäsibi 
taught his thought to others and which al-Quwwatli suggests lasted from 207/823 to 
236/851. During this phase al-Quwwatli alludes to the fact that al-Mubasibi's tendency 
towards scholastic theology (a1-nazcat a1-ka1 mlyya) dominates the early period of this part 
of his life and begins to be mixed with a tendency also for Sufism. In addition, he also 
begins to include a large number of narrations to support his views, which al-Quwwatli 
suggests was in reply to the harsh reaction of al-Hanäbila to his refutation of the sects 
common at that time. Al-Quwwatli also suggests that it was in this era that al-Mubasibi's 
writing style reached its pinnacle in terms of eloquence and subject matter. As for the works 
included by al-Quwwatli in this period, they are: `Kltäb MJ'yyat a1-Aq1 wa Ma`nähä95', 
`Kitäb a1-Azama', `Kitäb Ihkäm al-Tawba', 952 `Kltäb al-Dlmä'953, `al-MakäsO, `Kltäb Masä 16 
similar period. However this is also not a convincing argument, as the depth shown `Adäb al-Nufvs' regarding 
the treatment of the human soul is far greater generally than in either of the other two works. See al- 
Muhäsibi, a]-Aql wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 65-6. 
948 Again al-Quwwatli justifies this by stating that the `spirit' of `Risälat al-Mustarshidin' is similar to that of 
`A4däb al-NufL? and therefore, they are from a similar period. It is true that subject matter of each work is 
similar in content but the manner and style of each work is completely different. As mentioned previously 
`Adäb al-Nufrls' is an in depth discussion of human psychology, whereas `Risälat al-Mustarshidln' is more a 
brief manual on behavioural and character traits. In addition the `Rrsälat al-Mustarshidin' is written in a 
concise, often poetic style. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 66 and pp. 223-5 
above. 
949 Al-Quwwatli suggests that `al-Tawahhunl is also from this period as it demonstrates al-Muhäsibi's 
tendency to the intellect (a1-naz'at a1-'agAyya), as do the other books in this period. However, the researcher 
differs with both al-Quwwatli and Mahmüd - who considers this to be from what he terms his `second period'. 
This is due the fact this particular work is characterised by its eloquent and powerful style, which through its 
vivid imagery, has a profound affect on the reader. This is obviously not the product of a writer at the 
beginning of his career but is indeed the result of many years of accomplished penmanship. In addition, it has 
already been mentioned that this work has a very personal style and is without doubt the product of his own 
reflection on the journey through the hereafter. This being the case, it is also highly likely that al-Muhäsibi 
produced this work near the end of his life, while himself preparing for death. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa 
Fahne al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 66-8 and Mahmiid, Ustädh al-Sä'irin, pp. 95-6. 
950 See al-Muhäsibi, a]-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 65-8. 
9s' It seems highly ironic here that al-Quwwatli chooses to begin this section where al-Muhäsibi is supposed to 
move away from his tendency to the intellect (a1-nazcat a1-'agliyya) by including a work that is concerned 
entirely with the intellect (a1-'agJ). See al-Muhäsibi, a]-Aql wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 69. 
952 Al-Quwwatli considers both of these works to be of the same period that `Fahm a1-Qur'än' was written as 
they have a similar subject matter in the sense that they discuss various aspects of faith which were points of 
dispute at the time. However, as Mahmüd asserted previously, these works are typical of the subject matter 
and style of al-Muhäsibi's contemporaries in the same period and as such are not likely to have written at this 
later, more advanced stage. See al-Muhäsibi, a]-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 69 and page 246 
above. 
953 It is even stranger that al-Quwwatli would attribute this work to any period so precisely since it has been 
lost and therefore is impossible to verify. See al-Mub5sibi, a]-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 70- 
2 and pages 240-4 above. 
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'1-Zuhd wa Ghayrihi, `Kitäb al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Quhlb wa '1-Jawärih'954 and `a1-Ri`4ya li 
Hugrlq Alläh'. 955 
In conclusion, it would seem that Mahmüd's survey of the chronological sequence of al- 
Muhäsibi's works is far more useful than that of al-Quwwatli, as it is not only more 
representative of his life and career but is also more accurate in attributing the works 
themselves to a specific period. 
It is also worth mentioning here that both scholars seem to have overlooked an important 
aspect regarding al-Mubasibi's writings; in assessing the chronological sequence of his 
works, they have seemed to lay great emphasis on the role of subject matter, which is a 
rather arbitrary means of appraisal. For example, al-Quwwatli casually lumps together `al- 
MakäsiY, `Kltäb Masä'11IT '1-Zuhd wa Ghayrihl and `Kltäb al-Masä'l BA`mä1 al-Qulüb wa 
'1-Jawärrh', as being from one period and where there can be no doubt that their subject 
matter is similar, there is little or nothing to suggest that they were written in a similar time 
frame. 
In addition, al-Muhäsibi himself was a unique author in both his style, subject matter and in 
particular, the method which he employed in authoring his works, as the incident with al- 
Junayd illustrates only too well. 956 Al-Mubasibi, was an author who wrote only when the 
need arose, whether for his own personal journey of discovery regarding his own soul, or 
whether counselling his students concerning their journey along the path. 95' However, even 
this is not easy to distinguish due to the common `question and answer' style that al- 
Mubasibi adopts and in either case it provides little information regarding the sequence in 
which al-Muhäsibi's works were written. 958 As has been mentioned previously, it would also 
seem that al-Muhäsibi wrote various concise works, which were expounded in later, more 
expansive ventures and as such, it further proves his ability as a teacher and a spiritual 
guide, as each of these treatises was written with a specific goal, or specific students' needs 
"' Al-Quwwatli suggests that these three works are also from a similar period due to the comparable nature of 
their subject matter. See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 72-4. 
... Both al-Quwwatli and Mahmüd agree on the fact that al-Muhäsibi wrote this work at a relatively late stage 
of his career, which is apparent both from the style of the presentation and the treatment of the subject 
matter. See al-Muhäsibi, a1-AqJ wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 74-5 and Mahmüd, Ustädh al- 
Sä'irln, pp. 89-90 and 95. 
956 See p. 154 above. 
957 Even al-Quwwatli himself recognises this concerning al-Mubasibi but seems not to take this into account 
when discussing the chronological sequence of al-Mub5sibi's works. See al-Mub5sibi, a1-Aql wa Fahm a1- 
Qur'' n, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 62. 
958 In fact this information only benefits us if the student is mentioned, as in this case we can therefore assume 
such a work was written in a `teaching period' and not in an initial phase of al-Muhäsibi's life. 
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in mind. Thus, a more appropriate question to pose, due to its methodological significance, 
is not when al-Muhäsibi's works were written but why were they written and for whom 
were they written? 
Conclusion 
At the beginning of this chapter it stated that the works of al-Härith al-Mubasibi were 
reported to have number approximately two hundred. 959 Having surveyed the available 
literature and collated this information, it would appear that there are thirty-six works that 
can be confirmed as being al-Mubasibi's. This is by no means the two hundred mentioned 
by al-Subki (d. 771/1370), but it is nevertheless, a significant percentage of them. In 
addition, the researcher feels that this chapter is the single most thorough discussion of this 
topic and has produced a variety of important information regarding this eminent author. 
What is also apparent from this discussion is the significance of al-Mubasibi as a writer; not 
only was he the first to write in depth on spiritual matters but he was also the first to treat 
the human soul in so much detail. What is also apparent is that this was not the only field 
with which al-Mubasibi was familiar, but indeed, he was well aquainted with a variety of 
Islamic fields of learning, including the views of those before him and those of his own 
contemporaries. In addition, al-Mubasibi clearly reflected the society in which he lived as 
he not only discussed the issues which concerned the scholarly elite, but also debated the 
opinions of the various sects present at the time and paid great attention to the spiritual 
welfare of his community. 
Having discussed al-Mubasibi's works in detail and at great length it is appropriate that 
attention is now given to his thought and teaching and indeed, this is the objective of the 
following chapter, where the methodology of al-Mubasibi regarding the purification of the 
soul will be discussed. 
9s9 See p. 193 above. 
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Chapter 6: Al-Muhäsibi's Methodology Regarding Tazkiyat al-Nafs 
Since the discussion of the two major aspects of this thesis, namely the concept of tazklyat 
al-nafs in Islam and the life and works of al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi have now been 
completed, it is appropriate in this final chapter to discuss the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs 
from al-Mubasibi's perspective, through the medium of his works. In this sense the current 
chapter will follow a similar structure to that of chapter two where both the terms tazklyat 
and nafs were discussed in detail. The major emphasis, however, will be on comparing the 
teachings of al-Muhäsibi with the ideas presented in both the Qur'än and hadth, since, in 
terms of language, it is not expected that al-Muhäsibi's usage of the Arabic language would 
differ greatly and similarly, much of what has been presented from the perspective of 
Muslim scholarship occurred in the post-al-Mubasibi period. 
This being the case the current chapter will examine the usage of the term tazkiya in the 
works of al-Mubasibi and its various synonyms to establish this scholar's understanding and 
usage of the term. However, since al-Mubasibi is regarded by many to be an erudite 
exponent of the inner workings of the human soul, much more emphasis will be laid on 
providing an exposition of his understanding of the term nafs With this in mind the 
analysis here will be concerned with the various facets of tazkiyat al-nafs within the works 
of al-Muhäsibi, as well as discussing his concept of the term nafs, the qualities of the nafs; 
the states of the nafs and the nature of the nafs, as presented in the extant works of this 
author. In addition, al-Muhäsibi's theory and methodology of tazkiyat al-nafs will be 
examined and the salient features of his approach will be identified. 
6.1 The Concept of the Term Tazklya within the Works of al-Muhäsibi 
Upon surveying the works of al-Härith al-Muhäsibi, it is of little surprise that the compound 
term `tazkiyat al-nafs' is found. However, what is surprising perhaps is the fact that the 
incidence of this phrase is very rare, occurring only on a few occasions and what is more 
surprising is that it is not used at all in the context used thus far in this thesis. Indeed, on 
each occasion the phrase is used in an exclusively negative context, as alluded to in both the 
language and Qur'än sections of chapter two, meaning to indicate self praise, this being 
considered a blameworthy quality of the human being. 960 It is worth noting that al- 
Muhäsibi, when discussing this concept, even uses one of the verses mentioned above in 
chapter two, namely (53: 32), "And do not attribute purity to yourselves (wa lä tuzakkü 
960 See pp. 49 and 57 above. 
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anfusakum)", when commenting on the issue of a person attributing `purity' and excellence 
to himself, particularly regarding religious practice and adds the commentary of Zayd b. 
Aslam, who is reported to have said that the verse means, `And do not attribute innocence 
to your souls. ' In addition, al-Mubasibi himself comments in this regard saying that a person 
who engages in such self praise (zakkä nafsahu) has indeed been afflicted with self conceit 
(a1-`ujb) and consequently, does not censure his soul regarding its contradiction of the 
divine command, which may ultimately lead to his destruction. 961 
In addition to this usage of the term `tazkiyä, other derivatives of the form II verb `zakkä 
are also found, but not in conjunction with the term `al-nafs'. Indeed, it is almost exclusively 
used with the term `deed (`aural)', where the phrases `pure deed ('aural zakkl)' and `the 
deeds have been purified (zakkat al-a`mäl/tazkü al-a`mä7' are found, seemingly indicating 
actions of the heart and limbs, which were performed sincerely, being free from any ulterior 
motive and as such, are purely for God alone. 962 
Although the term `tazkiya' is somewhat of a rarity in the works of al-Mubasibi, it is also 
worth noting that other synonymous terms with similar connotations of `cleansing' and 
`purification' are also found. One such word is `tasflya' meaning to `clarify, rectify and purify' 
and being used in conjunction once more with the term righteous deeds (a`rnäl al-blrr) in 
the sense of being purified from the influence of the soul's appetites (shahawät) "963 In a 
similar example, we also find another synonymous term to that of `tazkiya', which is the 
word `yungl' being derived from `al-nagä' and once again meaning `purified and cleansed'. 
In this instance al-Muhäsibi uses this phrase regarding the heart (al-galb) and denotes its 
`purification' from the influences of the soul (al-nafs), the desires (al-hawa) and the 
appetites (al-shahawät)"964 
Despite this however, by far the most commonly utilised synonymous term with that of 
`tazklya' are derivatives of the form I verb ; tahara' and include both the form II masdar `al- 
tathlr' and the equivalent form V conjugation `al-tatahhur', which once again all have the 
connotation of `cleansing, purging and purification'. One of these derived phrases in 
particular `al-tahärd seems to indicate a highly desired state of purification as both the true 
"' See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb aI-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 49; al- 
Muh5sibi, Kitäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 38-40 and 73-5 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ric; ya li Hugvq AIh, ed. al- 
Barr, p. 417. 
962 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nuf s, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 69; al-Muhäsibi, K&-bb aI-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü'i in al- 
Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, p. 188; al-Muhäsibi, a]-Maki-sib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 54 and 96; al-Muhäsibi, a]- 
Qasd wa '1-Rujrl`ilä Allah in a1-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ah. mad Atä, pp. 260-1 and al-Muhäsibi, aJ Ri`äya li 
Hugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 588. 963 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nvlvs ed. al-Sayyid, p. 88. 
964 Ibid., p. 136. 
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believers and paradise are referred to as being `ahl al-tahära' and `dar al-tahärä 
respectively. 965 This term is also used for those wishing to `purify' themselves "before 
meeting their Lord" via repentance (al-tawba) and regret (al-nadm) for the defilement (a]- 
danas) of every sin (al-dhanb), transgression (al-Ithm) and evil deed (al-sayyPa) committed 
by the heart and the limbs and also, by turning away from all that Allah hates (al-Inäba), 966 
In fact al-Mubasibi considers this so important that he states: 
The best and most beneficial of virtues is that you consider your soul 
(nafsuka) lesser than its true position; that your inward (sarira) be better 
than your outward (calänlya) and that you are just to people without 
requesting justice for yourself, as there can only be purification (tathlr) and 
then action (`aural) and purification is more appropriate for us than action. 
Purification (tathlr) is to move away from all evil (al-sharr) to the 
foundation upon which all good (al-khayr) is built, as a building may 
collapse but the foundations will remain intact and equally, it is impossible 
that the foundations collapse and the building remains intact. 967 
Similary, he exhorts his readers thus, "My brothers, scrutinise the hidden aspects of the soul 
and the secrets of the hearts and purify them (tahanlha) from enmity, envy, rancour, 
malice, having a bad opinion [of someone], animosity and hatred. "968 
Therefore, we can see that even though the works of al-Mubasibi are not a rich source of 
the word `tazkiya', they not only contain a great many synonymous terms and concepts, 
which are comparative to those already discussed regarding the principle of tazklyat al-nafs, 
but in many ways are closely identified with them. 
6.2 The Facets of Tazkiyat al-Nafs within the Works of al-Mubdsibi 
It will be remembered from chapter two that from the Quranic perspective the process of 
tazkiya was a multi-faceted and multi-layered process, involving three main elements: the 
divine, the prophetic and the human being himself. It was seen for example that the 
ultimate source and agent of tazklya is Allah, as it is He who ultimately decides who will be 
purified. Similarly, to facilitate the process of tazkrya divinely chosen emissaries are selected 
from mankind to provide an interface between God and His creation, so as to provide 
965 See al-Muhäsibi, a1-MasäY1 ll A`mJ7 al-Qul b wa '1 Jawärih wa 7-Maki-sib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAtä, pp. 56-7 and 67 and al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Bad] a1-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 69 and 
74-5. 
966 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, p. 60; al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd 
al-Qädir At, pp. 41,55 and 69; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-cllm, ed. Mazäli, p. 92; al-Muhäsibi, Fahm al-Salät, ed. 
al-Khusht, pp. 42-3; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'' n, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 273 and 307; al-Muhäsibi, 
al-Masä'il / A`mäl al-Quli 
b wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makisib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Q5dir Abmad cAtä, pp. 111 
and 130 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri`jya li Ilugriq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 104,106,179,180,588 and 662. 
967 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufrls, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 76. 
968 Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Abmad, p. 40. 
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guidance through the receiving and the application of revelation. The final aspect of this 
process is the role of the individual himself, in taking on board this revealed message and 
implementing it, accompanied by expending his own considerable efforts in an attempt to 
conquer the base elements of his soul. 969 
Therefore, it is appropriate here to examine the works of al-Mubasibi to see if there is a 
corresponding concept within his understanding of how to deal with the purification and 
development of oneself. Upon surveying al-Muhäsibi's works, we find that there is definite 
reference to these three facets of tazklya and therefore, the discussion will begin here with a 
discussion of the divine element. 
Regarding this aspect of tazkiya, al-Muhäsibi places so much emphasis on the divine 
element that he holds that the beginning of the path of the aspirant journeying to Allah is 
that He makes him aware of the desires of his own soul, such that he is able to make it 
submissive to the wishes of his Lord. 97° Even more important however, is that al-Mubasibi 
lays great emphasis on supplicating to God (a1-duca) for His bounty and assistance in 
attempting to make both the soul and its desires subservient to His command. 97 One of the 
most eloquent of examples of this is his admonition of the soul where he addresses it 
directly saying: 
Woe unto you (wayhakl) ! Seek shelter (Ista`In) with the Most Merciful of 
those who are merciful and raise your complaint to the Most Generous of 
those who are generous! Continually seek His aid and do not become weary 
due to the extent of your grievance, so that perhaps He may have mercy 
upon your weakness and answer you. Indeed, your disaster has been 
magnified, your affliction intensified and your call unanswered; all of your 
stratagems have been severed and your means departed and so there is no 
place to flee, no shelter [to be sought], no escape [from God's anger] and no 
saviour except your Lord. 9'2 
Therefore, it is clear to see that al-Muhäsibi does not underestimate the divine element in 
the process of tazklya but rather apportions it a vital role. The seeking of God's aid is not 
only restricted to the soul, however, but also to the negative effect that the Devil has on it, 
as the following excerpt clarifies: 
969 See sections 2.2.1,2.2.3 and 2.2.4 above. 
970 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba ilä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 23-4 and 34 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya 1f 
Hugvq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 433. 
971 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufiis ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 119,128 and 135-6; al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa 
Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 34,37-8 and 70-1; al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujv` ilä Allah in al-Wasäyä, 
ed. Abd al-Qadir Abmad Atä, p. 266; al-Muhäsibi, Muc tabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 
67-9 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya iiHugiT q Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 81,411,433,435 and 438. 
972 Al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs; ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Ata, p. 48. 
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And flee to Allah the Exalted and seek shelter in Him in all of your actions 
and demonstrate your poverty, your desperate need and your refuge in Him, 
as you have no stratagem [to save you] and there is no power except 
through Him. And ask Allah the Exalted to give you victory over him 
[Satan] through striving and finding pleasure in weeping and humility, by 
day and by night, secretly and openly, privately and publicly, until combating 
your soul becomes insignificant in your eyes because of your knowledge of 
your adversary [i. e. Satan] and due to Allah granting you success, as indeed 
he [i. e. Satan] is the enemy of your Lord. 973 
This being the case, reliance on God and seeking his assistance (al-istl`äna/a14stghätha) is 
seemingly a recurrent theme within al-Mubasibi's works as he continuously exhorts his 
readers to undertake this form of worship. 974 Thus, from these texts alone it becomes clear 
that al-Muhäsibi was not only aware of this divine contribution to the process of 
purification but also gave it precedence when approaching the topic of reforming the soul. 
In this regard he was clearly of the opinion that the disciplining of the nafs would not, first 
of all, take place if Alläh did not will it and grant it and secondly, if the human exponent of 
tazkiya did not put his complete trust in his Lord and seek His aid upon such a path. Thus, 
we can conclude that al-Mubasibi was in complete agreement with the Qur3anic perspective 
on this issue, being in agreement with the concepts previously seen in chapter two. 975 
With regard to the second element of the process of purification, i. e. the role of divinely 
chosen messengers being sent with revelation to guide the aspirant on the path to Allah, we 
also find a number of references in the works of al-Mubasibi. The first of these examples 
was seen in the previous discussion concerning the divine element as we saw that al- 
Muhäsibi consistently encourages the seeking of God's help in purifying the soul via 
supplication - an act that was equally encouraged by the Prophet and which was seen in 
practice in chapter two. 976 Similarly, it was also seen in chapter four that al-Mubasibi was 
known for his transmission of hadlth97 and upon examining his works we find that this was 
far from being a purely academic exercise, as he utilises such narrations to add authenticity 
to the discussion and more importantly, to act as a source of guidance for his readers. 978 
9'3 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma`rifa wa Badl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 34. 
974 See al-Muhäsibi, 
Sharh 
al-Ma`rifa wa Bad] a1-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 25,34,37-8,54,56,70-1,77,86 and 
88-9; al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 48-9,56-7 and 67-9; al-Muhäsibi, 
al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 31 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huquq A119h, ed. al-Barr, pp. 138,411,435 
and 438. 
975 Cf. sections 2.2.1,2.2.3 and 2.2.4 above. 
976 See section 2.3.1 above. 
97 See sections 4.2,4.4 and 4.6.3 above. 
978 There are many examples of this in the works of al-Muhäsibi but one of the most apparent is his discussion 
of careless use of the tongue in Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 62-3. 
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Indeed, al-Mubasibi encourages the examination and study of the knowledge associated 
with the narrations of the Prophet, since this has a direct effect on the soul, being an 
alternative to the mundane, worldly and quite often sinful discourse offered by the rest of 
humankind. 97' His encouragement does not stop there, however, as he also enjoins strict 
adherence to the Prophetic practice (Ittibä , this being the criterion with which all actions 
should be judged. 98° In this regard he provides his own understanding of the term `sunna': 
As for being correct (al-sawäb) it is the sunna; and by the sunna I do not 
mean excessive prayer, fasting or charity, nor [do I mean by the sunna] the 
intellect or understanding, nor peculiar wisdom, nor eloquence or 
admonition but rather, strict adherence and submission to the book of Allah 
and the practice of his Prophet and the rightly guided imams who came 
after him, 981 
Similarly, the process of tazklya via prophetic guidance is not only restricted to adherence 
to the Prophetic practice but al-Muhäsibi also introduces a second concept in this regard, 
which may be termed `emulation of the Prophet' (a1-ta'assl hi '1-rasu7. This emulation is 
not merely a `blind following' and differs from strict adherence in the sense that al-Mubasibi 
intends that one should emulate the Prophet in his every action, not simply because one is 
commanded to do so, but rather, out of love and reverence for him. This may be considered 
a particularly useful device in cleansing the soul as someone who undertakes such 
emulation prefers the actions, motives and practice of the Prophet to that of his own and as 
such, leaves his nafs no portion from its needs, whims and desires. Furthermore, al- 
Muhäsibi considers this to be the characteristic of the knowledgeable spiritual guide and it 
is such people who should be followed and indeed, he quotes this as being one of the 
attributes of the scholars of the hereafter (`ulamä' al-äkhlra) whom he sought in his youth 
and whom he eventually found. 982 
Thus once again it would seem that al-Mubasibi is following a similar methodology 
regarding this facet of tazkiya as that seen previously in chapter two983 and in this respect is 
very much within the Islamic paradigm. 
This leaves the final facet of the process of tazkiya, namely the human being as the 
individual who is personally responsible for undertaking the task of purification by 
employing the aforementioned facets and by exerting his own efforts, in subjecting the 
9'9 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad-, Man Anäba i1ä Alläh, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 27. 
980 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb a1-Nuj% ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 57-8 and 78 p. 145; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a1-dIlm, ed. 
Mazäli, pp. 93-4 and al-Muhäsibi, Sharp a1-Ma? ifa wa Bad] al-Nasllha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 87. 
981 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-NujN ed. al-Sayyid, p. 78. 
982 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasäh, ed. Ahmad, pp. 12-13 and 94. 
983 Cf. section 2.2.1 above. 
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negative qualities of his soul and enhancing its positive potentiality. When surveying the 
works of al-Muhäsibi one finds that this is by far the most important feature of tazkiyat al- 
nafs from his perspective. As such, his works have a left a rich and insightful account of the 
human condition and rather than discuss this important facet of purification at this 
juncture, it will left to be seen in the coming sections and in particular section 6.7, where al- 
Muhäsibi's theory and methodology of tazkiyat al-nafs will be discussed. 
6.3 The Concept of the Term Nafs within the Works of al-Mubdsibi 
On examining the concept and usage of the term `nafs' in the Qur an, it was found that a 
number of connotations can be found that included: the nafs meaning the soul (a1-rüh); the 
nafs meaning the human being's power of understanding (al-quwä al-mufakkira); the nafs 
meaning the heart (al-qalb); nafs meaning the inclination to good and evil (quwä al-khayr 
wa 7-sharr) and the nafs meaning the human being (al-Insän). 984 Since the vast majority of 
al-Muhäsibi's works deal with the term `nafs' in one form or another, it is equally 
appropriate here to examine the works of this author and assess the usages of this term 
therein. 
It was noted in chapter two that the most common synonymous term associated with the 
term `nafs' was the word rüh, which may be commonly referred to as `the soul' in English. 
Since the term `rüh' is commonly associated with death, as this occurs when the 1-lb exits 
the body, it is little surprise that al-Mubasibi utilises this term in exactly the same context. 985 
We find that when discussing the state of an immoral person, al-Mubasibi describes such a 
person thus, "Indeed some of them wish that their souls would never be extracted (yunzica 
nafsuhu)" and similarly, "... and then he will know that his weakness will not save him from 
the punishment of Alläh but unfortunately his soul will be extracted (tanzicu nafsahu) and 
then he will ask to return. s986 Therefore, it is easy to see from these two examples that al- 
Mubasibi uses the term `naR to mean its synonym `rülh' in exactly the same way that we 
have seen it used previously. 
Further evidence of this is that al-Muhäsibi also comments on verse (39: 42) and quotes Ibn 
Jurayj in this regard who is reported to have said: 
The nah and nafs are in the body of a person, being separated by something 
resembling a ray of sunlight. So if Allah takes the nafs [during sleep], the rrlh 
Sea See section 2.2.2 above. 
985 See al-Muhäsibi, Muc tabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 47 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya 1i 
Hvquq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 181,189 and 647. 
986 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Hugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 189. 
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remains in the body but if Allah seizes the nafs the nrh will also exit the body 
and if He doesn't cause the person's death, He will return the nafs to its place 
before the person awakes. 987 
Al-Muhäsibi then comments, "And Ibn cAbbäs made a similar comment except that he 
termed the nafs the intellect (a1-`aqJ. "988 It is interesting to note here that al-Mubasibi 
quotes a text which differentiates between the ri h and nafs but at the same time 
demonstrates their intrinsic link with each other. Similarly, he follows up this quotation 
with another explanatory comment from the famous companion and exegete cAbd Allah b. 
cAbbäs, which we have also already seen regarding the same verse. 989 
Although less frequent than the usage of the term nafs to mean rrlh, we can also locate in 
the works of al-Mubdsibi the use of the word the nafs meaning the human being's power of 
understanding (al-quwä al-mufakkira), as seen in verse (27: 14) and characterised by the 
phrase, " ... and their souls were convinced of it (wa Istayganathä anfusuhum) ... i990 The use 
of this concept is limited and indeed, the exact phraseology differs slightly, being a 
derivative of the same verb, but nevertheless, the concept remains intact, as al-Mubasibi 
comments regarding the self-deluded person (al-mughtarr) concerning the way in which he 
has deceived himself, "Indeed, within his own soul he is absolutely convinced (mr7gin). "991 
Another connotation of the term nafs meaning the heart (al-galb) is comparatively rare, but 
nevertheless, remains present in the works of al-Mubasibi. During the course of al- 
Mubasibi's discussion concerning the torments and agonies in the hereafter in his work al- 
Tawahhum, the following phrase is repeated twice, "... so your `nafs' became constricted in 
your chest (fa (ägat nafsuka fisadrlka) ... 7)992 Since the nafs with its other usages mentioned 
here are not usually associated with a specific locale within the body and conversely, the 
position of the heart is exclusively linked to the chest, we can safely assume that Muhäsibi's 
usage of the term `nafs' in this context means the heart (al-galb). 
In addition, the implication of the nafs meaning `the inclination to good and evil' (quwä al- 
khayr wa '1-sharr) and hence, the duality of the nafs is also tangible within the works of al- 
Muhäsibi. Since this dual potentiality of the soul will be discussed in more detail in section 
6.6 `the nature of the nafs within the works of al-Muhäsibi', we will suffice here with only a 
minimal exposition. In one such example of this, al-Muhäsibi speaks in broad terms stating, 
987 I have deliberately avoided translating the terms ri7i and nafs to limit any further confusion. 
988 Ibid., p. 647. 
989 See p. 51 above. 
990 See p. 59 above. 
991 A1-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Hugi7qAlläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 579. 
992 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 39 and 60 and cf. pp. 59-60 above. 
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"And know that you have been created with the innate quality of good and evil (matbüc 
tlbäc hasana wa sayyPa)" and further gives a specific example of this saying, "... all of 
mankind have been created with a natural disposition (tubl`a `alai to heedlessness (a]- 
ghafa) and attentiveness (al-tayagquz) ... 
"993 
Thus, from these two quotes it is easy to see that al-Muhasibi understood the very nature of 
the nafs to have a dual potentiality to both good and evil in the very broad sense and to 
particular manifestations of these in the specific sense. Indeed, his use of language is equally 
interesting here, as al-Muhäsibi uses derivatives of the verb `taba`ä as if to indicate that 
these dual qualities are `imprinted' and `stamped' upon the soul and as such, part of the very 
makeup of human nature. Furthermore, one may attain knowledge and insight into the 
potential duality of the nafs, as al-Mubasibi also states, "And know that whoever was from 
the people of solicitude with his soul (ahl a1-`inäya bi nafslhl) and had been granted 
comprehension of experience, then he has reached the understanding of good and evil (a]- 
khayr wa 7-sharr)... "994 Therefore, al-Muhäsibi maintains that, through having care and 
concern for the soul and understanding of its varying experiences and conditions, one may 
be able to differentiate between the two potentialities that exist within it and consequently, 
act appropriately. 
As for the final connotation of the nafs meaning the human being (al-Insän), then this is 
equally well evidenced in the works of al-Mubasibi, so much so that one may even be 
surprised of the extent of the physicality of the description of the nafs, since it is described 
variously as having a body (jism); tongue (lisän); tears (dumü); speech (lufz); silence 
(sukut); nourishment (ghldhä) and nakedness (cawra). This notion is extended even 
further as al-Muhäsibi also attributes to the nafs a heart (galb), intellect ('aqJ, a conscience 
(damlr) and even a soul (nafs). 995 Thus, we may also safely assume that, bearing in mind 
both the physical `exoteric' and the hidden `esoteric' aspects of the nafs as described in his 
works, al-Muhäsibi clearly means the human being as a whole in his every attribute. 996 
993 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 47 and 
Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 452. 
994 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 116. 
99' See al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 40-2; al-Mub5sibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad 
Abd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 47,51 and 76; al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 60-1; al-Muhäsibi, Bad' 
Man Anäba ilä 811äh, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 26; al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Macrifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 
45-6 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Hugüq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 446. 
996 It is equally interesting to note that this is the most common usage of the term `naf.? in al-Muhäsibi's works 
and therefore, makes the scope of tazkiya much broader and indeed, brings it into line with the concept of 
tazkiyat al-nafs arrived at in chapter two. 
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Consequently, we can confirm with confidence that al-Mubasibi uses the term nafs to mean 
the soul, the human being's power of understanding, the heart, the inclination to good and 
evil and the human being, in exactly the same way as we have seen it used thus far in the 
current thesis. 
6.4 The Qualities of the Nafs within the Works of al-Muhäsibi 
In addition to the various concepts of the nafs that can be identified within the Qurlan as 
discussed in chapter two, it was also seen that there are a variety of qualities and attributes 
that can also be identified with the human soul. 99' When examining the works of al-Härith 
al-Mubasibi, we can also identify the vast majority of these qualities and as such, we can see 
that the nafs. experiences death998; has perceptive faculties"'; has needs (a1-häjät/a1- 
matällb)1000; experiences difficulty and hardship (al-mashagqa)'oo'; can exhibit generosity 
(al jüa) and miserliness (al-shuhh)loo2; experiences anxiety (al-(Aq) and distress (al-haraj) 
as well as relaxation (a1-ittisäc) and tranquillity (a1-Inshlräli)1oo3; is affected by eloquent 
speech (al-ta'aththur bi '1-qawl al-ballgh)loo4; has the ability to comprehend (al-Idräk)1005 
and the ability to conceal feelings'oo6, all these are observed in the works of our author to a 
greater or lesser degree. 
Similarly, the qualities of the nafs specifically seen in the hadfth literature, such as wealth 
of the soul (ghlnä al-nafs)1007 and the good soul (al-nafs al-tayylba) vis-ä-vis the despicable 
99' See section 2.2.2.1 above. 
998 See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 47; al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, 
ed. al-Khusht, pp. 31-2 and al-Mub5sibi, al-Ri'äya li HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 181-195 passim and 647. 
999 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba r1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 24 and al-Muhäsibi, Muc tabat al-Nafs, ed. 
Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 55 and 69. 
1000 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba i1ä Alläh, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 34 and al-Mub5sibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, 
ed. Abu- Ghudda, p. 55. 
1001 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad'Man Anäba i1ä Alläh, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 24. 
1002 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba ilä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 25; al-Muhäsibi, al-Rifäya li Huqüq Allah, ed. 
al-Barr, pp. 617 and 628 and al-Muhäsibi, Kltäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 37. 
1003 See al-Muhäsibi, IGtäb al-Nasä h, ed. Ahmad, pp. 38 and 79; al-Muhasibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü`ilä Allah in 
al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, p. 225 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya 1 Hugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 
151,199,311,379 and 434. 
1004 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad'Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 30. 
coos See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb a1-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 81; al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad 
Abd al-Qadir 
Atä, 
p. 69; al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 79 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`eya 
1 IIuqüq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 579. 
1006 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma"rifa wa Bad] al-NasIha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 46. 
1007 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-NufrJs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 172 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al- 
Barr, p. 558. 
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soul (al-nafs al-khabltha)'oos, are also identifiable within the discussions provided by al- 
Muhäsibi. 
Bearing in mind the great deal of attention al-Mubasibi affords to the negative attributes of 
the nafs it is little wonder that in his exposition, such qualities are mentioned more 
frequently and good examples of these are envy and jealousy (a1 hasad)'oo9 and conceit (a]- 
klbr). '010 In addition, it is also worthy of note that the more `positive' qualities of regret (a]- 
nadm) and grief (a1-tahassur)1011 and fear (al-khawi51012 are equally well represented. 
Despite this, however, most of the qualities of the nafs mentioned thus far are relatively rare 
in the works of al-Mubdsibi and so will not be discussed at length here. Conversely, there 
are qualities of the nafs in the works of al-Mubasibi such as the desires (al-hawa) and 
appetites (al-shahawät) that are continuously reiterated throughout and therefore, due to 
their importance the discussion of the qualities of the nafs within this section will 
concentrate on these attributes of the soul. 
Of the aforementioned qualities of the nafs, perhaps the most commonly mentioned 
attribute is that of the desires (al-hawa) and indeed, this is very much a recurrent theme 
within the works of al-Mubdsibi. 10'3 The problematic nature of this quality of the soul is 
1008 See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir At5, pp. 34 and 70; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat 
al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 55,101 and 130 and al-Muhäsibi, K&-bb al-Nayä ih, ed. Abmad, p. 87. 
1009 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 108-110 and 115-17 passim and al-Mub5sibi, al-RicJya li 
Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 605-43 passim. 
1010 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad'Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 31; al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufirs, ed. al-Sayyid, 
p. 109; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 38 and 79; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulüb wa 
'1-Jawärih wa 'I-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad `Atä, pp. 48-9 and 127 and al-Muhäsibi, al- 
Ri`äya li Hugüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 278,469-549 passim, 592,600 and 617. 
loll See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 61,94,125 128,163,166 and 169; al-Muhäsibi, Sharh 
al-Ma'rifa wa Badl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 72 and 88; al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad 
cAbd al-Qädir At5, pp. 48,59,65 and 71; al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 218 and 
318; al-Muhäsibi, K&-bb ed. Ahmad, p. 60; al-Mub5sibi, al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, 
p. 224; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masäil /iAcmäl al-Quhlb wa '1 Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad At5, pp. 46,56 and 132 and al-Muhäsibi, al-RP' ya li Hugi q Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 68,70,105,111, 
177,223,258 and 309. 
_ 1012 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 24; al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, 
pp. 56,81-2,95,98-9 and 163; al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir At, 38-9,48,51, 
54-5 and 65; al-Muhäsibi, Fahm al-Salat, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 56 and 70; al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al- 
Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 220-1; al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 58 and 88; al-Muhäsibi, 
Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 143; al-Mub5sibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, p. 119; al-Muhäsibi, 
Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-YasWWi in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 451-2,459,473 and 476-80 passim; al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 75 and 94; al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruji7d i1ä Allah in al- Wasäyä, 
ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, pp. 225,237,309-12,319 and 321-8; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'i1 fA'mäl al-Qulüb 
wa '1 Jawärih wa 7-Maki-sib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, pp. 112-4 passim, 118-20,126 and 
130 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 52,55,61,82-3,89-91,101-3,105-6,156,170-2, 
180,193,206,221-2,235,294-5,326,363-8,392,407,438,440,456,527,530-2,534, -6,560,563,568,570, 
572,574-5,580-1,589-90,635,649 and 655. 
1013 See al-Muhäsibi, fldäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 61,88-9,128-9 and 135-6; al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al- 
Ma`rifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 46,53-4,57 and 61; al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, p. 54; 
al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 71; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al- 
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made extremely clear in the works of al-Muhäsibi, as it is the primary source and cause of 
disobedience, being the result of heedlessness that allows the desires to flourish and 
ultimately cause the corruption of the worshipper's intentions, motives and deeds. lo14 In this 
regard al-Muhäsibi provides a working definition of the desires, which he describes as 
follows, "The attachment of the soul to its appetites (al-shahawät) and its inclination to 
ease and comfort. Thus, according to the strength of the appetites, the soul will be afflicted 
with weakness and then the desires (al hawa) will overpower it. "lo's Thus, such a person 
eventually becomes overwhelmed by his desires, becomes dependent upon them and finds 
pleasure in them until they are eventually consumed by them. 1016 As such, the desires are an 
intrinsic quality of the nafs, as al-Mubasibi clarifies in the following passage: 
If the truth is required of it [a]-nafs] it prefers its desires (haw, had. If the 
time came for its actions to be tested it clings to its desires, divesting itself of 
knowledge, insight, the manifest aspects of its intellect and the hidden 
qualities of wisdom. Thus, it withdraws [from action] due to its desires, it 
acts in accordance with its desires, it becomes angry for the sake of its 
desires and it is pleased [with something] because of its desires. "" 
Consequently, every good that is lost and every mistaken or incorrect opinion leading to 
innovation (al-bid`a) is a result due to desires of the soul (hawa al-nafs). 1018 This being the 
case, the soul's desires are pivotal in the growth and production of a number of negative 
potentialities within it. For example when asked regarding the esoteric aspects of the world 
(bäten al-dunya) al-Muhasibi replies that it is: 
Strict adherence to the desires (Ittibäc al hawä) that are concealed with the 
souls (al-nufils), which are consequently pursued by the heart such as: 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 79,81 and 131; al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-`llm, ed. Mazäli, pp. 82 and 93; al- 
Muhäsibi, a1-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 49; al-Mub5sibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 
217 and 236; al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabdt, 1955, p. 50 
and Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 452,473,479 and 480-5 passim; al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 
14,31,38,42,44,46,53,67,86 and 91; al-Mubasibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü' i1ä Alläh in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al- 
Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 225,227,230-1,234,248,291 and 297; al-Mubasibi, al-Masa''l fi A`mä1 al-Qulvb wa 'I- 
Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, pp. 46,50,58,69-72,77,78 and 148 and al- 
Muhäsibi, a1-RiPäya li Hugrlq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 46,68,74,81,82,84-5,89,110,111,116,121,125,128, 
235,241,258,305,306,317,320,327,356,378,381,384,391,397,401,402,407,408,419,432,433,434, 
436,439,512,527,576,584 and 587. 
1014 See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 79; al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al- 
Khusht, p. 49; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 217 and 236; al-Mub5sibi, Kltäb 
al-Nasä h, ed. Ahmad, pp. 31 and 42 and al-Muhäsibi, al-RicJya li Hugiq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 
46,110,111, 
116 and 401. 
1015 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 'l-Rujü°i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 231. 
1016 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb a1-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 61; al-Mub5sibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, p. 54; al- 
Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 81; al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-cllm, ed. Mazäli, p. 82; al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 49; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 
217 and 236 and al-Muh5asibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 82 and 110. 
1017 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharh a1-Ma'rifa wa Badl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 46. 
101ß See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 408,419,432 and 584. 
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conceit (al-kibr); malice (al-ghlll); envy (a1-hasacJ); ostentation (al-rlyj j; 
having a bad opinion [of someone] (si? al-tann); believing in the evil of the 
conscience (1`tigäd sü al-(lamlr); fallacious flattery (al-mudhana); the love 
of praise (hubb al-mahmada); the love of accumulating wealth (hubb jarnc 
al-mal); excess (al-takäthur); bragging (al-tafäkhur) and the love of rank 
(hubb al-shara . 
'o'9 
Indeed, the soul's adherence to this facet is fuelled by high hopes (tül al-amal) and equally, 
the desires of the soul are manipulated by Satan until one becomes a slave to them, being 
ultimately destroyed by them. loao 
It is little surprise then that al-Mubasibi exhorts his readers to gain mastery over the soul's 
desires (ghalabat al hawa). 1021 In this regard al-Mubasibi does not underestimate the divine 
role in the process of purifying the soul of its desires as he suggests that it is only through 
God and through His assistance that the desires can be overcome. 1022 As for the human 
being himself, then his greatest weapon against his soul's desires is his intellect (a1-`aqI, 
which God awakens and through which the human being may make his desires subservient 
by overcoming the emotions of the soul with the light of reason, as al-Mubasibi states, "The 
soul awaits its desires and the desires await the intellect; so if the intellect restrains them, 
then they hold back but if it relaxes then they continue onward. "1023 Clarifying this further 
he says, "If you want your intellect to be dominant over your desires, then do not rush to 
fulfil your appetites until you have considered the outcome, as indeed, it has been said, 
`regret for fulfilling one's appetites remains longer in the heart than the pleasure the heart 
experiences through fulfilling its desires'. , 1024 
Consequently, he equally exhorts his readers to: oppose their desires (mukhälafat al- 
hawa)lo25; disassociate themselves from their desires (mufaragat al-hawaä'026; to wear down 
1019 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruju ilä Alläh in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, p. 248. 
1020 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, pp. 38,44 and 91 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq Allah, 
ed. al-Barr, p. 436. 
1021 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 61 and 88-9; al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi 
in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 483; al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 14; al-Muhäsibi, a]- 
Qasd wa '1-Ruj1` ilä Allah in al- INasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 234 and al-Muhasibi, al-Ricäya li 
Hugvq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 68,235 and 587. 
1022 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric; ya li Huqüq A11äh, ed. al-Barr, p. 81. 
1023 Ibid., pp. 306 and 433. 
1024 Ibid., p. 68. 
102' See al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma`rifa wa Bad] a]-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 53-4 and 57; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a]- 
Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in a1-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 473,479,481 and 482; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a]- 
Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 42,46 and 53 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Hugüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 576. 
1026 See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat a1-Mustarshidin, ed. 
Abü Ghudda, p. 79. 
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the desires (mukäbadat al-h, 7wä')1027; combat their desires (mujähadatal-hawa)1028; avoid 
adhering to the soul's desires (ittlbä` a1 hawaT °29; avoid the desires (mujänlbat al- 
ahwä)'o3o and repudiate the desires (khal` al hawa-)1031, all of which indicates how 
dangerous this facet of the soul is to the human being and how important it is to discipline 
the nafsin this regard. 
It is worth noting here however that al-Mubasibi's exposition regarding opposing one's 
desires is not only theoretical but rather, he also gives practical advice and indicates in the 
following text, as to how one should begin this process, as he says: 
The first stage of opposing the desires (mukhälafat al hawa) is to gain 
control over one's stomach, since if the devotee can control his stomach he 
will have charge of his limbs, he will have full knowledge of his heart, 
taking his soul to account (al-muhäsaba) will become easy and he will be 
able to oppose his soul in everything it desires, if Allah wills. However, if 
you lose control of your stomach then the issue will become difficult for you, 
your limbs will go astray, your heart will overstep the bounds and be 
misguided, you will not truly know your state and you will not be able to 
take your soul to account. 'o32 
Similarly, al-Mubasibi also provides a number of other devices that help in the process of 
restricting the desires, such as: remaining silent instead of indulging in vain talk; lowering 
one's gaze; avoiding backbiting; the avoidance of indulging in sins and excesses, as well as 
contemplation and remembrance of God, as all of these acts preoccupy the soul from its 
desires. Moreover, he gives a full account of how the desires may be weakened in the 
following excerpt: 
Persist in: reflecting upon your past sins; fear regarding the hardship Allah 
has imposed upon you because of them; contemplating the resurrection, the 
questioning, hellfire and being forbidden paradise, as indeed you will have 
to answer to all of this. Also persist in: renewing your repentance and 
intention; caution regarding that which awaits you in the future and 
forbidding the soul (al-nafs) its pleasures, which its Lord, the Mighty and 
Exalted dislikes. If it [a]-nafs] falters then return quickly and renew your 
102 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 452; al-Muhäsibi, 
a1-Masä i1 HAcmäI al-QuIi b wa '1-Ja wärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aq1, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad cAtä, p. 50 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Hugrlq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 121. 
1028 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb aI-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 480; al-Muhäsibi, 
Kitäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 86 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri`äya li Hugvq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 241,305,327, 
391 and 397. 
1029 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb aI-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 481; al-Muhäsibi, 
a1-Masä'il HA `mäl al-Quhlb wa '1-Ja wärih wa '1-Makäsib wa 'I-Aq1, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad cAtä, p. 58 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq AIIäh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 512 and 587. 
103' Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 46. 
1031 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'iI H A'mä1 al-Qulüb wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-AgI,, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Abmad cAt5, p. 46. 
1032 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharh a1-Ma`rifa wa Bad] a1-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 53-4. 
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intention and repentance. If you continue with the thought of instilling fear 
into your soul then your fear will be strengthened and if you continue to 
refute your soul and be disobedient to it, leaving the entertainment of its 
desires, then it [a]-nafs] will be severed from its habits, despair from you 
providing it its pleasures and its appetites will be terminated, as they are not 
being entertained. However, if you do entertain them [the appetites], you 
censure it [a]-nafs] with fear and grief and then it will be strengthened and 
become upright upon truthfulness, ascending in the observance of Allah, the 
Mighty and Exalted, and [ascending] in sincerity to Him. 103. 
Thus, we may summarise al-Muhäsibi's regarding the desires of the soul in his own words 
as he states, "If the benefit of the soul (al-nafs) and its welfare lay in that which it desires 
and wishes for, then all of mankind would be from the righteous (a1-sälihin), so consider its 
reform to be in that which it dislikes and its corruption in that which it loves and wishes 
for. "1034 
What is clear from the above discussion of the soul's desires is the intrinsic relationship 
between this and another quality of the nafs, that of the appetites (al-shahawät). Indeed, on 
surveying the works of al-Mubasibi we find that this quality of the soul is mentioned with 
equally impressive frequency, thus indicating to us the importance that our author gives this 
facet of the nafs. 1035 In his exposition of this quality of the soul al-Mubasibi relies on both 
Prophetic guidance through the medium of hadth and the explanation of his Companions 
to elucidate the dangers of the nafs's appetites as the following quote shows: 
Abd Alläh b. Mascüd is reported to have said, "Do not exceed the limits set 
by Allah" and then he mentioned the hadth of the Prophet, "Indeed, 
paradise is surrounded by unpleasant things and hellfire is surrounded by 
appetites (al-shahawät) "1036 
He [Ibn Mas`üd] then commented, "Whoever 
lifted the veil will fall into what is beyond it. " [Al-Mubasibi] meaning: 
whoever exceeded the boundary of hellfire will fall into it, as its boundary is 
'°33 Al Muhäsibi, al-Ricäya Ii Huqüq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 378. 
1°34 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-NufiJs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 128-9. 
1035 See al-Muhäsibi, '4däb al-Nufils, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 88,93,135-6 and 169; al-Mub5sibi, Shari al-Ma`rifa wa 
Bad] al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 60 and 77; al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, p. 119; al-Muhäsibi, 
Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Ata, pp. 32-3,39,56 and 71; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat a]- 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 81; al-Muhäsibi, KGtäb a1-'ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 82; al-Muhasibi, al-Aq1 wa 
Fahm a]-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 236; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Känün al- 
Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 47 and Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 452,453,470 and 480; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a]- 
Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 13,14,18,23,28,33,34,35,57,69 and 91; al-Muhäsibi, a]-Qasd wa '1-Rujvd i1ä AIIJh 
in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 230-1,244,291, and 307; al-Muhäsibi, a1-Masä'il fl' Acmä1 al- 
Qu1üb wa 7-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 102,116,131,149-50,159 
and 163 and al-Muh5asibi, a1-Ri'äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 46,68,78,80,83,84-5,110,111,115,116, 
160,162,200,234-8 passim, 237,240,241,247,248,304,306,327,377-80 passim, 391,395,405,407,433, 
434,435,511,600 and 634. 
1036 See al-Bukhäri, Sahih a1-Bukhärr, pp. 1124-5; Muslim, Sahli Muslim, p. 1228 and al-Tirmidhi, Jämic al- 
Tirmidhf, p. 582. 
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the appetites and the boundary of paradise is that which is unpleasantlo37; 
so whoever went beyond the unpleasant entered paradise and whoever 
preferred the appetites entered hellfire and thus, it is known that the point 
of departure (al-matla) is exceeding [the limits] (al-mujwaza). 1o38 
In a variation of this hadith, al-Muhäsibi relates another narration to clarify his point 
further where the Prophet is reported to have said: 
Indeed, Allah the Blessed and Exalted, created hellfire and said to Jibril, "Go 
and look at it", so Jibril went and looked and said, "By your Might, no one 
will hear of it and consequently enter it. " Then it [hellfire] was surrounded 
by appetites (al-shahawät) and He said [to Jibril], "Go and look at it", so 
Jibril went and looked and said, "By your Might, I fear that there will be no 
one who didn't enter it. " Then He created paradise and said [to Jibril], "Go 
and look at it", so Jibril went and looked and said, "By your Might, no one 
will hear of it and consequently not enter it. " Then it [paradise] was 
surrounded by unpleasant things (makärlh) and He said [to Jibril], "Go and 
look at it", so Jibril went and looked and said, "By your Might, I fear that 
there will be no one who will enter it. "1039 
Al-Mubdsibi then comments, "So whoever leaves what his heart desires (yahwä galbuhu) 
and his soul wishes for (tashtahi nafsuhu) from that which his Lord, the Mighty and 
Exalted, dislikes then he has protected himself from hellfire and brought about proximity to 
Allah. "1040 Thus, as with the soul's desires (al-hawa), the appetites of the soul (al-shahawät) 
are equally destructive and indeed, there can be only one outcome from pursuing them - 
annihilation in hellfire. This being the case al-Mubasibi expends a great deal of effort to 
explain what the appetites are and also their nature. Seemingly relying on the Quranic 
verse (3: 14), al-Muhäsibi enumerates a number of such appetites in the following excerpt, 
"... the bodily appetites (shahawät al jasad) are women, children and excess food, drinks, 
clothing and riding animals. These are all detrimental to abstinence (al-zuhd) ... s1041 Thus, 
al-Muhäsibi describes the bodily, carnal and `physical' appetites, which he commonly terms 
`worldly appetites' (shahawät al-dunya)104' and which are inherent in all human beings but 
also distinguishes a further `esoteric' or `psychological' category of appetite that is, in his 
opinion at least, even more destructive as the following quote clarifies: 
1037 In the sense that it requires personal effort and may incur some difficulty. 
1038 A1-Muhäsibi, Muc tabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad Abd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 32-3; al-Muhäsibi, a1-Masäil 
A'm'] al-Qulüb wa '1 Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. Abd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, pp. 149-50 and al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li HugUqA11äh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 84-5. 
1039 See Sijistäni, Sunan Abü DäwrJd, p. 670; al-Tirmidhi, Järnif al-Tirmidhi, p. 582 and al-Nas5oi, Sunan a1- 
Nasä'i al-Sughrä, p. 529. 
1040 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huqüq A11äh, ed. al-Barr, p. 85. 
1041 Al-Muhäsibi, K&-bb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 470. 
1042 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä Li, ed. Abmad, pp. 23 and 34. 
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... 
The appetites (al-shahawät) are not sins (dhunüb) and evil deeds 
(sayyl'ät) : the appetites are foods; drinks; clothing; buildings; riding 
animals; women; gold and silver. However, the most destructive of 
appetites are [craving] status; the love of leadership; establishment of 
prestige; the attainment of rank; [the desire for] the acceptance [of one's] 
command and prohibition; the fulfilment of needs; the love of good 
reputation amongst neighbours, friends and brothers and to be praised for 
the righteous deeds one has performed. 104. 
Therefore, the human being is not only subject to a variety of `physical' appetites, many of 
which are part of his innate nature1044, but also a variety of `psychological' appetites, which 
are hidden and much harder to identify. 104' This is, therefore, what al-Muhäsibi terms 
`hidden' appetites (al-shahawät al-khafiyya), which are concealed within the soul and 
which he contrasts with the `manifest' appetites (al-shahawät al-?, Mira) that are the focus 
of the body. The danger of such `hidden' appetites is that a person may well exhibit the 
outward manifestation of righteousness, but inwardly, they may be afflicted with other 
ailments, which have a detrimental effect on their sincerity to God, as al-Mubasibi explains, 
"This does not become clear except through knowledge that indicates to the nature of his 
intention, as they [a]-shahawät] are hidden and concealed from the person undertaking the 
act if he is not illuminated by knowledge. "1046 
Apart from the hidden aspects of the appetites, which by default makes them treacherous, 
the appetites are also subject to many of the factors that affect the desires (al-hawa-). For 
example, the appetites are a product of heedlessness (al ghafla) and forgetfulness (al-sahw) 
and are increased by entertaining high hopes (tül al-ama& Similarly, the soul by its very 
nature is given to its appetites being agitated (hayajän) and stimulated (jayyäsh) and once 
again, Satan duly obliges by instigating the appetites by inviting the soul to them. '047 
Indeed, the problem is exacerbated by the fact that the soul takes pleasure in (ladhdha) and 
1043 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufcrs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 88. 
10« A good example of this is eating, as human beings would simply die if they didn't have the appetite to 
nourish their bodies. Therefore, al-Muhäsibi is not suggesting that one divest oneself of this quality, as this 
would be simply preposterous but rather, he is proposing that such appetites be controlled and reined in. The 
consequence of not doing this is that the appetites can then lead to an excess that in turn causes an exceeding 
of the limits, which is exactly what the above hadiths are referring to. 
Boas Thus, once again al-Mub5sibi shows just how adept he was at identifying the character traits of the human 
soul. 
1°a6 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya Ii Hugüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 200 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä Li, ed. 
Ahmad, p. 91. 
1047 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 93 and 135-6; al-Muhäsibi, Shari al-Ma`rifa wa Badl al- 
Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 77 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya I Hvqüq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 110,115,238,240,377, 
379,407 and 600. 
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enjoys the `sweetness' (haläwa) of its appetites1048 and thus, if denied one of them, it 
immediately seeks out another, as al-Mubasibi observes, "The soul, if it is forbidden from 
certain categories of appetites (abwäb al-shahawät), then it will seek other appetites for its 
enjoyment, as a substitute for the appetites and pleasures it has been prevented from. "'049 
Despite the complex nature of this adversary, al-Mubasibi remains undeterred and indeed 
in a similar fashion to the way in which he deals with the desires (al hawa- , 
he urges his 
readers to: be cautious from falling into the enticements of the appetites'oso; oppose the 
soul's desires (mukhälafat al-shahawät)1051; to combat their appetites (mujähadat a]- 
shahaw, t)1052; to wear down their appetites (mukäbadat al-shahawät)1°s3; overcome their 
desires (ghalabat al-shahawät)'°s4; avoid their desires (mujänabat al-shahawät)1055; be 
fearful of the voracity of the appetites (daräwat al-shahawät)'°s6 and to have enmity 
towards their appetites (al-bugh(l li '1-shahawät)1057 Similarly, one of the consistent 
counsels that al-Mubasibi gives is to abandon one's appetites (tark al-shahawät) for God's 
sake, so as to be safe from their harm and indeed, this again is one of the attributes of the 
guiding scholars whom he sought in his youth. 1051 
In addition, as with the desires of the soul (al-hawa), al-Mubasibi's exposition of the soul's 
appetites is not just a theoretical presentation, but rather, he also gives practical advice; 
thus, in dealing with appetites he says, "The most effective way to mortification of the 
appetites is to maintain grief (a1-huzn) in the heart. """ In a similar quote, he advises, 
"Avert the sudden occurrence of appetites with grief (a1-huzn) and regret (al-nadma) for 
the fulfilment of previous appetites, whose pleasures have been gratified but whose 
consequences have remained with you. s1060 Therefore, we can assume that maintaining and 
""See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huquq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 110,116,234,240,378,511 and 600. 
'°49 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li IHugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 111. 
soso See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Naf. S ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 39. 
1051 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 236 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huquq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 433. 
1052 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li HugfqAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 241 and 391. 
'°53 Ibid., p. 241. 
1054 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 'I-Rujü' i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 230-1 and 
al-Muhäsibi, al-RiPäya li HugrlqAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 235-6. 
goss See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li HugrlqAlläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 46. 
1056 See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 81. 
1057 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 69. 
rosa See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. 
Ahmad, 
pp. 13; al-Mubasibi, al-Qasd wa 'l-Rujrl' i1ä Allah in al- 
Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Q5dir Ahmad At, p. 244; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fiA`mäl al-Qul b wa '1-Jawärih wa 7- 
Maki-sib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad cAta, p. 102 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ric ya li Ilugvq Allah, ed. al- 
Barr, p. 80. 
lo" Al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulvb wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAtä, p. 131. 
Bobo Al-Muhäsibi, fldäb al-Nufü ed. al-Sayyid, p. 169. 
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inculcating grief (al-huzn) into the nafs is a major goal in al-Muhäsibi's system of purifying 
the soul from its negative quality of its appetites. Another measure that al-Muhäsibi 
suggests is the imposition of hunger (al j1), which he considers a valuable method of 
severing the soul from its appetites (gatc al-shahawät). If done sincerely for God, the divine 
element of tazkiya also plays a role, since God then causes such a person to `taste' the 
`flavour' of divine love and the `sweetness' of conversing with Him, which in turn further 
severs him from his desires. Consequently, the carnal pleasures of the appetites are replaced 
with the spiritual delights of divine satisfaction. 1061 
Thus, the greater the extent to which the soul is disciplined (ta'dib) the easier it is for the 
individual to reject his soul's desires (rafd al-shahawät). 1062 In this regard, al-Mubasibi 
comments, "Indeed, the appetites (al-shahawät) are a mere amusement (J Pb), but if 
amusement exists, then seriousness is absent. However, the world will not exist and the 
religion (al-din) will not be reformed except through being serious. "1063 Therefore, for al- 
Mubasibi the purification of the soul and its disciplining regarding its appetites is a pinnacle 
feature of spiritual life upon which the very status of religion is dependent. 
In summary, once again we can conclude that al-Muhäsibi's conceptual understanding of 
the soul's qualities as elucidated in chapter two, is in complete agreement with the Islamic 
paradigm. Moreover, al-Mubdsibi due to his emphasis being on the base form of the soul, 
al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-s5, provides an extensive exposition of the most destructive facets of 
this state of the nafs, namely its desires (al hawa) and its appetites (al-shahawät). Not only 
this but he also provides both encouragement and practical advice on how to deal with 
these facets of the soul further expounding his methodology regarding its purification. 
6.5 States of the Nafs within the Works of al-Muhäsibi 
During the discussion of the human soul in chapter two it was discovered, that from the 
Qur35nic perspective, the soul may experience three states, namely the tranquil soul (al-nafs 
al-mutma'Inna), the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma) and the soul inclined to evil 
(al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-su). Since these are firmly established concepts within the 
Qur3anic text it is equally important to examine the works of al-Muhäsibi to ascertain 
whether or not this author utilises these terms during the course of his writings. 
'06' See al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 71 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 
'1-Ruju ilä Allah in a1- Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, pp. 291 and 307. 
1062 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, p. 119. 
1063 Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashrrq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 452. 
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Upon surveying the works of al-Mubasibi for the phrase `the tranquil soul (al-nafs a]- 
mutma'Inna)', one does not find this scholar using this exact wording but does find 
derivatives of it. For example when discussing the importance of intimately knowing the 
soul al-Muhäsibi states: 
So if you gained knowledge of it (al-nafs) you will increase in love and 
affection for Allah and in hatred and enmity for it; similarly [you will 
increase in] trust and confidence in Allah, the Magnificent and Exalted and 
in despair of it. Likewise, you will increase in tranquillity towards Allah 
(tuma'nina Ilä Allah) and in cautiousness concerning it. 1064 
On the same theme al-Muhasibi also states, "And whoever gained knowledge of his soul 
(carafa nafsahu) then self conceit (a1-`ujb) will leave him, his gratitude to Allah will increase 
and his cautiousness regarding it [a]-nafs] and his tranquillity and his trust in his Master 
will be intensified. "1065 This is not exclusively an attribute for the worldly existence however, 
as, when clarifying the state of the believer who has been informed of their admittance into 
paradise, post-mortem in the grave, al-Muhäsibi describes him as follows, "... and so your 
soul will find tranquillity with Allah (tatma'innu f1ä A11äh nafsuka), "1066 
Similarly, during the exposition of the tranquil soul in chapter two, it was seen that reason 
behind the soul being described as `tranquil' was the satisfaction (rldä') of both parties - the 
divine and the human - with one another and in particular the human being's satisfaction 
with divine predestination and predetermination (al-gadä' wa '1-gadar). 1067 When surveying 
the works of al-Mubasibi we also find a great deal of emphasis laid on the quality of 
satisfaction (a1-ric1 2 and in particular satisfaction with divine predestination and 
predetermination (a1-qag wa '1-gadar). 106' For example, when asked regarding the 
meaning of al-ripT he replies, "It is the satisfaction of the heart with the `bitterness' of 
divine predestination"1069 and with regard to the manifestation of al-ridä' in reality he 
reiterates, "It is satisfaction with divine predestination, meaning: the composure of the 
heart regarding the judgement of Allah and to entrust (al-tafwlý [all affairs] to Allah 
before satisfaction (al-rldä') and to be satisfied after having entrusted [all affairs to 
1064 Al-Muhäsibi, al-RiPäya li HugUq All h, ed. al-Barr, p. 409. 
1065 Ibid., p. 437. 
1066 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 32. 
1067 See p. 71 above. 
1068 See al-Muhäsibi, Ädäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 111,146,150 and 173; al-Mubasibi, a1-Tawahhum, ed. 
al-Khusht, pp. 32 and 88; al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat a1-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir At5, p. 34; al- 
Muh5sibi, RisNat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu- Ghudda, p. 56; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasäi i, ed. Ahmad, p. 37; al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 'I-Rujü` i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad 
Ätä, 
pp. 275-8 and al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Masä'i15A`mäl al-Qul b wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makisib wa '1-Aq1, ed. cAbd a1-Qadir Abmad cAt5, 
pp. 46 and 129-30. 
1069 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujv'ilä AIIäh in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 276. 
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Him] . s1070 Regarding the importance of this quality al-Muhäsibi also states, 
"And know that 
you will not `taste' the `flavour' of faith until you believe in divine predestination, the good 
of it and the bad of it. " 
Thus, we can conclude that even though al-Mubasibi does not use the specific phrase `a]- 
nafs al-rnutma'inna', the concept was not alien to him and indeed, when dealing with the 
human soul, the quality of tranquillity and serenity (al-tuma'nina) is seen to be an attribute 
of the person who has truly understood the nature of the nafs and consequently, gained 
success in the hereafter because of it. Similarly, he also exhorts his readers to the qualities 
that will bring about the reformation of the soul until its reaches a state of `tranquillity', 
namely al-ridä'with divine predestination, which in turn results in the pleasure of God. 
This is further evidenced by the following excerpt which is almost a perfect description of 
the tranquil soul: 
So when his [the believer's] state changes and it [a]-nafs] deems agreeable 
that which it used to be averse, found pleasant that which it found to be 
distasteful and was abstinent concerning that which it desired, then his heart 
will be purified. As such, his heart will be illuminated with certainty in the 
hereafter and he will witness in his mind that which is unseen in the next life. 
Then, the exaltation of Allah will be strengthened in his heart, his fear of Him 
and hope in Him will be intensified and his shame in front of Allah will be 
awakened. Moreover, he will be irritated by every barrier that prevents him 
from proximity to his Lord and every issue that preoccupies him with other 
than Him. 1071 
If mention of the tranquil soul is rare, then mention of the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al- 
lawwama) is even rarer, as it is not mentioned by name even once in the works of al- 
Mubasibi. Despite this, however, bearing in mind the description of this state of the nafs 
given in chapter two1072, we can deduce some inference to the self-reproaching soul in a 
limited number of examples in al-Muhasibi's works. The first of these describes the actions 
of someone who has just come to the realisation of the true nature of his soul and his past 
misdeeds and as such, al-Mubasibi describes his state thus: 
And when this has become clear to him, he will know that in being obedient 
to it [the nafs] lies his perdition on the Day of Judgement and in being 
disobedient to it lies his salvation in the hereafter and that it has habitually 
attempted to destroy him, becoming accustomed to extended reticence and 
aversion to that which pleases his Lord. 1073 
X070 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufis, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 146. 
'Ö" Al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 32. 
1072 See pp. 67-9 above. 
1073 Al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 25. 
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In a similar example, al-Mubasibi describes the course of action of such a person as follows, 
"So then he rebukes it [the nafs], reminding it of its sins; he then strikes fear into it that it 
may have incurred [God's] wrath because of them and that it did not perform its duty to 
Him as He truly deserves and also, as it does not know in what state it will die. 
Consequently, it became submissive, fearful, trembling and humbled. """ 
Moreover, although al-Muhäsibi does not mention the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al- 
lawwäma) by name, he does describe its state and the circumstances that bring about this 
state. Therefore, the description of the nafs given above is neither the base state of the soul 
inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-sü') but nor is it the elevated state of the tranquil 
soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna) and thus, we can conclude that it is an intermediate state 
where the soul begins to blame itself for the transgression it has committed, inclining 
towards repentance, regret, self recrimination and reproach, these being salient features of 
the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs allawwäma). 
Bearing in mind the importance that al-Mubasibi gives to the discussion of the negative 
qualities of the nafs in general and of the desires and appetites specifically, as seen in the 
last section, it is little wonder that of the three states of the nafs related in the Quran by far 
the most common in the works of al-Muhäsibi is the third and final state, the soul inclined 
to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-su). Indeed, al-Muhäsibi makes mention of this form of the 
soul in both terms of concept and exact phraseology and this is indicative of the importance 
that al-Muhäsibi gives to this state of the soul and the emphasis he lays on gaining 
knowledge of it, combating it and reforming it. 1075 Thus, his concentration on dealing with 
this form of the nafs is due to the fact that, as we have seen in chapter two1076, it alludes to 
the lowest level of the human soul, which not only encourages the performance of evil but 
also exerts effort to make such actions acceptable and appealing to the human being. Thus, 
the nafs is described as enticing (sawwalat), subjecting (tawwacat) and tempting (tuwaswis), 
causing the human being to be overcome by his desires, to the extent that he pursues the 
appetites of his soul, to the exclusion of everything else. As such, the limits set by Allah are 
made secondary in comparison to the fulfilment of his own needs and desires. 
1074 Ibid., p. 31. 
X075 See al-Muhäsibi, fldäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 88-9 and 93-4; al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma'rifa wa Badl 
al-Nasiha, ed. a1-Sh5mi, pp. 29 and 35-8; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 92; al-Muhäsibi, al-cAgl wa 
Fahm al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 229; al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-Khalwa, ed. a1-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, 
Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 480; al-Muhäsibi, K tab al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, p. 26 and al-Muhäsibi, al-RP' ya li 
Huqüq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 434. 
1076 See pp. 65-7 above. 
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It is no surprise then that al-Mubasibi warns the aspirant on the path to God regarding this 
state of his soul, from associating with it, being in agreement with it and the effect of its 
desires on acts of obedience to Him, as the following excerpt clarifies, "And know that I am 
not suggesting that you abandon the performance of righteous actions, as every action you 
do not perform today will have no reward tomorrow but rather, I am warning you 
concerning the deception of the Satan and the desires of your soul that is inclined to evil 
(hawä nafslka al-ammära hi '1-sü'). i107 Similarly, al-Muhäsibi considers this state of the 
soul so important that he makes it one of the essential elements of his system of intimate 
knowledge and insight (a1-ma`1rfa)1078, stressing its importance as follows: 
And as for intimate knowledge of the soul inclined to evil (ma`rifa al-nafs a]- 
ammära bi '1-srl) then abase it [a]-nafs] as Allah has abased it, describe it as 
Alläh has described it [i. e. that it is inclined to evil] and attack it with that 
which Allah has commanded you, as it is a greater enemy for you than Iblis, 
since he gains influence over you through it, due to its acceptance of him. 'o'9 
Therefore, a person who has gained such intimate knowledge of his soul has, 
"Comprehended from Allah that He has described his soul as being inclined to evil 
(ammära hi '1-sü) and enticing towards sins (i '1-dhunüb musawwila) and it is the soul 
that has performed the transgressions for which his Lord will take him to account. 771080 
Consequently, having achieved this understanding, the believer who attempts to purify this 
base form of his soul has: 
Left the external defects and turned his attention to the internal defects, 
engaging the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs ammära). Thus, he disciplines it 
until it renounces such characteristics and strives against itäh(jadaha) until 
it submits, being sincere in combating it (mujähadatlha-) until it becomes 
righteous. As a result, he will approach his Lord purified, repentant and 
divested of both external and internal defects. 1081 
This being the case, from al-Mubasibi's perspective it is the soul inclined to evil that 
presents the greatest danger in this regard, since it is the biggest factor in the potential 
destruction of the human being in both this life and in the hereafter and therefore, it is the 
target and goal of tazkiya. Thus, in summary we may quote al-Muhäsibi, who, when 
discussing the danger and nature of this state of the soul said, "It is sufficient for you to 
know that Alläh, the Magnificent and Exalted, informed you that it is ever commanding to 
1077 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufus, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 88-9 and 93-4. 
1078 See pp. 213-16 above. 
1079 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharlh a1-Ma`rifa wa Bad1 al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 29 and 35-8. 
1080 AI-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur' n, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 229. 
1081 AI-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a1-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 92. 
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evil (ammära hi 7-srl', except for whomever your Lord had mercy upon and upon whom 
He bestowed His favours. "1082 
Once again we may conclude that despite al-Muhäsibi not always specifically mentioning 
the three states of the soul alluded to in the Qurän, he clearly understood the implications 
of these phrases, being entirely in agreement with them conceptually at least. This is 
particularly true of the base form of the soul, the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi 
'1-sü3), which is specifically mentioned in his works and which is the focus of his attention 
due to the danger it poses to the security of the human being and as such, from his 
perspective, it is this lowest manifestation of the nafs that must be purified. 
6.6 The Nature of the Nafs within the Works of al-Muhäsibi 
In addition to the above survey based upon the categories and subject headings discussed in 
chapter two, it is also worth examining al-Mubasibi's own attitude, approach and view of 
the nafs, as manifested in his works. It was observed in chapter two" that the creator of 
the human soul is Alläh, as the following verse alludes, "0 Mankind, fear your Lord Who 
created you from a single nafs ... " (4: 1) and it is worth noting that al-Mubasibi also 
understood this point as the following excerpt shows, "A person should know that the 
nature of all souls (al-nufils) is quite similar. Indeed, all of them are prone to forgetfulness 
(al-sahw) and heedlessness (al-ghaia), and that his [the person's] soul is from the souls of 
creation, derived from the son of Adam, peace be upon him. 17108' This being the case al- 
Mubasibi regards the nature of all souls to be reasonably similar and as such, we can 
identify a negative trend towards the innate character of the human soul and as stated 
previously, when al-Mubasibi speaks regarding the nafs it seem that he is virtually referring 
exclusively to the base form of the soul - al-nafs ammära bi '1-süd logs 
In understanding the nature of soul, as we have already seen in this chapter, al-Mubasibi 
relies heavily on both of Islam's revelatory sources, namely the Qur an and hadith, as well 
as the opinions of the earliest generations, as the following extended quote indicates, where 
he is asked about the nafs 
Boaz Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 434. 
1083 See p. 56 above. 
1084 Al-Mub5sibi, al-Ri`äya li Hugvq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 440. 
Boas This is not to say there is no reference to positive qualities of the soul in the works of al-Muhäsibi but 
indeed they are rare. For example, there is a reference to the patience of the soul (sabr al-nafs) see: al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, pp. 188 and other limited 
references to the conscience of the soul (damir al-nafs), see: al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulüb wa 'I- 
Jawärih wa 'I-Makisib wa '1-Aql, ed. Abd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 91 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya Ii Huquq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 215 and 530. 
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Haven't you heard Allah, the Exalted's statement, "Indeed, the soul is prone 
to evil (inna '1-nafs la ammära hi '1-sü2) [12: 53]"? And His, the Exalted's 
statement, "As for the one who feared the position of his Lord and forbid his 
soul (nafsahu) its desires (al-hawa) [79: 40])71086? And in the story of the son 
of Adam, "Then his soul made the murder of his brother seem appealing 
(tawwac at lahu nafsuhu)1087 and so he killed him" [5: 30]? "He [Ya`qüb] 
said: indeed your souls have enticed you (sawwalat lakum anfusukum) 1181 to 
some matter, so patience is more befitting" [12: 18]? "He [Moses] said: And 
what have you to do with this 0 Sämiri? " until His statement, "Thus did my 
soul entice me (sawwalat li nafsl)1089" [20: 95-6]? In addition, the Prophet, 
may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, said, "You have returned 
from the lesser jihad (al jihad al-asghar) to the greater jihad (a1 jlhäd al- 
akbar); the struggle against your souls (mujhadat al-nufils). " A man asked 
the Prophet, "What is the best form of jihad? " and he replied, "Your 
personal struggle against your soul and your desires (mujhadatuka nafsaka 
wa hawäk)" ... Al-Hasan [al-Basri] said, "Revive your hearts with the 
remembrance of Allah as indeed, they soon become rusty and vilify these 
souls (al-anfus) as indeed they are lame (zul`a)" ... And the Prophet, may 
the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, and his Companions would 
seek shelter in Allah from the evil of their own souls (min shurür 
anfusihlm)1090, as indeed, the soul (al-nafs) has the propensity to incline to 
the fulfilment of its desires, as long as is has not been `etched' (yahfruhaý 
by fear (al-khawtj ... 
109' 
Therefore, it is little surprise that, when discussing the nature of the soul, al-Mubasibi 
expends a great deal of effort to clarify the dissension of the soul (munäza`at al-nafs)1092; the 
enticement of the soul (taswil al nafs)1093; the doubts of the soul (rayb al-nafs)1... and warns 
against the sinister aspirations (amänl)'095 and unrealistic hopes of the soul (Irtijä' a]- 
nafs)1096, as well as the ailments and cure of the soul (da' al-nafs wa dawä'uha)1097 
1086 The si ra continues, "Then indeed, paradise is his abode. " (79: 41) 
1087 See p. 66 above. 
1018 Ibid. 
1089 Ibid. 
1090 See p. 82 above. 
1091 Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashrrq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 480-1 and cf. al- 
Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 89 and al-Muhäsibi, al-RPäya li Huquq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 126-7. 
1092 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasül in al-Mashriq, Känün a1-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 44, and 
Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 452; al-Muhäsibi, K/täb al-'Rm, ed. Mazäli, p. 87 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya 11 Hugvq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 243,355,356 and 407. 
1093 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 49; al- 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 55 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri`äya li Huquq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 126-7. 
1094 See al-Muhäsibi, 
Kitäb 
al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 53. 
109' See al-Muhäsib1, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 81. 
1096 See al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 53. 
1097 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, pp. 47,89 and 91 and al-Muhäsibi, al-cAgl wa Fahm al- 
Qm-än, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 222. 
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Advancing the exposition of the soul above, which was entirely based upon classical Islamic 
sources, al-Muhäsibi provides a no less negative but more `psychological' and `introspective' 
appraisal when asked about how to have contempt (al-IZdlrä2 for the soul, he says: 
Through your knowledge of its true position and the evil of its aspirations 
and deeds. By knowledge of its true position I mean how it was created with 
a natural disposition and form; how it considers the path to salvation to be 
burdensome, not out of enmity for salvation but because it despises the 
imposition of hardship and equally despises having to abandon the things it 
adores from the transient world. Similarly, how it deems insignificant that 
which will bring about its destruction, without having any affection for 
destruction in the hereafter but rather, due to it avoiding its pleasures and 
avoiding its desires therein, despite it affirming that both the reward and 
punishment in the hereafter are greater and more lasting and that both the 
pleasant and unpleasant aspects of the worldly life are lowly and ephemeral. 
So despite it knowing and grasping that [the world is] lowly and ephemeral, 
it still prefers it to the greater and more lasting, not out of denying that [the 
hereafter] is greater and more lasting but rather, out of preferring 
something from the transient world, whether it be the fulfilment of a 
pleasure, comfort from hardship, or that it be diverted from its passions ... It is incumbent on someone who has comprehended this from Allah, the 
Mighty and Exalted, that if he wants to bring about its [a]-nafs] salvation 
that he never leaves being attentive and contemplative and is never heedless 
of it or feels secure from it. Indeed, he should divest himself of having a 
good opinion of it and be quick to accuse it if it was swift in seeking 
salvation, due to him knowing that it opposes this and due to what has 
already occurred in terms of the evil of its aspirations and deeds, as he 
knows that it considers the path to salvation to be burdensome, considers 
the path of destruction insignificant and that it will not submit to the path 
of salvation except through compulsion and coercion. 1098 
This being the case and bearing these factors in mind, al-Muhäsibi warns against the 
destruction of the soul (halk/tallf al-nafs)1099; its procrastination (taswlf al-nafs) regarding 
the performance of righteous acts1100; its wickedness (sly, al-nafs)1101 that leads to it 
committing offences (jlnäyät al-nafs)11°2 and the many faults of the soul (cuyüb a1-nafs)1103, 
1098 A1-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'iI fi A`mJ7 al-Qulüb wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Q5dir 
Ahmad cAtä, pp. 148-9 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 96-7 and al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al- 
Nasäih, ed. Ahmad, p. 
_26.. '099 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufrls, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 74,97,113,137,142 and 173; al-Mub5sibi, Risälat al- 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 155; al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruju i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al- 
Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 233; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il, 6Acmj7J al-Qulrlb wa 'I-Ja wärih wa 7-Maki-sib wa '1-Aql, 
ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, pp. 91 and 148 and al-Muhäsibi, al-RiPäya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 402, 
438 and 558. 
"0' See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma'rifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 76. 
1101 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Abmad, pp. 40,91 and 94 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä31 fii A`mäI al- 
Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. Abd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, pp. 148 and 149. 
i"2 See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man Anäba i1ä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 23. 
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which constitute the many things that it conceals and attempts to keep them hidden 
(khabäyä/khafäyä/sarä'Ir al-nafs)1'o4 Indeed, the cunning nature of the soul is manifested 
in the fact that it is given to deception (khld`at al-nafs)1'os, deceit and falsehood (kidhb al- 
nafs)1106 and employs subterfuge and various stratagems (1»yal al-nafs) "0' to ensure that its 
appetites and desires are fulfilled. In this regard he says: 
Don't be deceived by what it makes manifest to you, do not hope for what it 
wishes, if you released it you will have gone astray and if you fulfilled its 
request you will be destroyed. If you became heedless of taking it to account, 
then you will have fled [responsibility], if you were unable to oppose it, you 
will be drowned and if you submitted to its desires you will have been 
appointed [a place] in the hellfire. It [the nafs] has no truth and no good 
can come from it; it is the cause of every tribulation, a treasure trove of 
disgrace, the vault of Iblis and the abode of every evil. It is as its Creator 
described it [i. e. ammära hi '1-sud, every time it manifests fear then you are 
secure, every time it claims to be truthful it is lying and every time it 
mentions sincerity it is ostentation and self conceit. "" 
Therefore, even to have empathy for the soul is a mistaken approach as he explains, "You 
have mercy on it [a]-nafs] but it does not have mercy on you ... it strives in that which 
pleases Satan and in that which lies the anger of your Lord. "' 109 
Consequently, it is little surprise that al-Mubasibi considers the nafs a deadly adversary and 
the `enemy within', which is clear from his statement, "And take every precaution against 
your contemporaries (ahl zamänik) and especially against your soul, as indeed, it is your 
true enemy. s111° Similarly, he clarifies: 
So through that which Allah has commanded, be its [a]-nafs] adversary 
opposing that which it invites you to from its desires. Spend all your time in 
mortifying its desires, burying its wishes and be cautious concerning its 
aspirations and procrastination. Turn to it repeatedly with disparagement 
and deprecation, reminding it of its shortcomings, so that perhaps its 
authority may dwindle and be crushed. May Allah, the Exalted, aid us and 
'l03 See al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 51; al-Mubasibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al- 
Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, p. 189; 
Känün 
al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, pp. 44,47,48 and 52 and Tamüz/Tashrin, 
1955, pp. 475,476,478 and 480-5 passim and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya A Huqüq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 387,403 
and 410. 
1104 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 72,75,80,81,82 and 90 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li 
Hugvq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 530. 
"os See al-Muhäsibi, Kittb al-Khalwa, ed. al-YasWWi in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 48 and al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Hugrlq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 102,103,107,108,157,158,159,317,360,362,374,403, 
529,543,550,554 and 664-5. 
106 See al-Muhäsibi, IGtäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 475-6. 
107 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Mas, W / Acmäl al-Qulüb wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa 'l-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAtä, p. 143. 
108 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 36 and cf. 47-9. 
"Ö9 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rrfa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 55-6. 
1"o Ibid., p. 89 
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you against it without any punishment from Him! Thus, if you acted to 
extinguish this `darkness' and these despicable characteristics from your 
heart, you will have become purified with your Lord and nothing will defile 
your soul (nafsaka). 11' 
As such, al-Muhäsibi expends very effort to avert his readers from being overcome, 
conquered and subdued by the soul and its desires (ghalabat al-nafs). ' 1'2 
In summary, we can conclude that al-Mubasibi's view of the soul is not only heavily 
grounded in his understanding of the revelatory sources of Islam and the tradition of early 
scholarship but also in his own, personal experience of reflection, introspection and 
contemplation. Consequently, he has a highly developed and intricate vision of the nafs, 
which forms the basis of much of his discourse within the field of Islamic spirituality and 
mysticism. His theory of the soul revolves around his censuring of its inclination to the 
fleeting and ephemeral and its proclivity to relaxation and comfort, these being its 
outstanding characteristics, which are seemingly `imprinted' upon its nature. Moreover, he 
sets out to enlighten his readers to these facts and illuminate them to the subtle and precise 
facets of the soul, so as to ultimately bring about its reform and avoid its destruction. 
It remains to be seen, however, how exactly al-Mubasibi proposes to `cleanse' such a 
degenerate soul of its faults, desires and appetites and indeed, this is the task of the next 
section. 
6.7 Al-Muhäsibi's Methodology of Tazkiyat al-Nafs 
Due to the nature and importance al-Mubasibi lays on the nafs in his works, much of this 
chapter has been concerned with providing an exposition of his view regarding the human 
soul and having done so, it is now time to turn our attention to the way in which al- 
Muhäsibi proposes that one may `deal' with such a soul and indeed, ultimately bring about 
its purification. Upon surveying the works of al-Mubasibi, one finds a great many 
expressions and phrases that may be conceived to relate to what could generally be termed 
the `training' of the soul. In fact, careful examination of such phrases suggests that despite 
the almost exclusively `negative' view of the soul that al-Mubasibi holds, his approach to 
disciplining the nafs is not exclusively `negative' also, but includes terminologies, which may 
be broadly considered to be `positive' attitudes to `training' of the soul. The following 
Ibid., p. 74. 
112 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in a1-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 44 and al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 110,170,361 and 379. 
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discussion now attempts to identify and isolate both these `negative' and `positive' 
approaches employed to bring about the soul's purification. 
With regard to the `negative' perspective, one is able to identify a number of concepts that 
al-Muhäsibi employs to bring under control the detrimental potentialities within the human 
soul, which include dispraisal of the soul (dhamm al-nafs)1113 for its evil actions and 
intentions and the pursuit of its desires, the accusation of the soul (Ittlhäm al-nafs)114 due 
to its deceptive and deceitful nature described above and having contempt for the soul 
(Izdlrä' al-nafs)1'ls, as it is the `enemy within' and strives for the human being's destruction. 
Similarly, al-Mubasibi suggests that the soul be `broken' (Inkisär al-nafs)116, through 
imposing punitive measures upon it ('uqübat al-nafs)11"; that the soul be abased (muhänat 
al-nafs)118 due to its evil nature; that the soul be coerced (llzäm al-nafs)119 towards correct 
action and on occasion, he even describes the soul as an enemy combatant that should be 
fought against (quäl al-nafs). 1120 
Of the more common `negative' themes within the works of al-Mubasibi is censuring of the 
soul (muc tabat a1-nafs)11" and in this regard al-Mubasibi clarifies in what respect it should 
be performed, as a person should: 
... 
Censure his soul regarding its inadequacy (tafritiha-) and rebuke it for its 
committing of sins (dhunüblha), out of adherence to the command of Allah, 
the Mighty and Exalted, to do this to his soul (nafslhl). He should also 
know that he is not consistent in this except that Allah, the Exalted, to 
Whom he has entrusted his affairs, has caused him to be successful in it. 
Thus, it is He Who has destined it for him, awakened him and granted him 
success to censure his soul. 1122 
"'3 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma'rifa wa Bad] al-Nasfha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 76 and al-Mub5sibi, Risälat al- 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 102. 
114 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 62; al-Mub5sibi, Sharh a1-Macrifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. 
al-Shämi, p. 41; al-Muhäsibi, Risa7at al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü 
Ghudda, 
p. 151; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il 
HA'mäl 
al-Quhlb wa 7-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-AgI,, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAtä, pp. 
92 
and 149; al-Muhäsibi, 
Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 473 and 485 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya 
Ii Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 109,402-3,404,417,432,439,440,442,562,563,583,586 and 600. 
"'See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 40 and 55. 
116 See al-Muhäsibi, al-RPäya li Hugrlq AIIäh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 241 and 305. 
1117 Ibid., p. 258. 
1118 See al-Mub5sibi, al-Masä'i1 RA`mäl al-Qulrüb wa 'I-Jawärih wa 'l-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Abmad Atä, p. 60; al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Macrifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 37 and al-Muhäsibi, al- 
Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, p. 119. 
119 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Kanün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 45. 
12Ö See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 453,459-61 and 
474 and al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 65. 
1z' See al-Muhäsibi, Bad' Man 
Anäba i1ä 9lläh, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 25-6; al-Muhäsibi, Fahm al-Salat, ed. al- 
Khusht, pp. 62 and 70 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 94,128,436 and 527. 
"22 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulüb wa 'l-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa 'I-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAt5, p. 146. 
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Furthermore, one of the more severe descriptions is that remembering the torments of the 
hereafter is a `cauterising' of the soul (taldhl`11 '1-nafs). 1123 More conventional descriptions, 
however, suggest that the soul be made to proceed cautiously (tathblt al-nafs) by instilling 
fear into it (al-takhwl4l'2a, that it be forced to shun (`azüf al-nafs)1'25 the worldly life (a]- 
dunya-), its pleasures (ladhdhätiha) and appetites (shahawätlha), to inculcate wisdom into it 
(a1-hlkma) by averting it (Inciräf a1-nafs)1126 from its nature and restricting it (habs al-nafs) 
from its desires. 1127 
Conversely, al-Mubasibi equally utilises a number of more `positive' terms and concepts 
regarding disciplining the soul; these include that one should have both care (rl`äyat a]- 
nafs)1128 and concern (a1-`inäya bi 7-nafs)1129 for the soul; counsel and exhort the soul 
(waslyat/nasihat al-nafs) "3o; be concerned with its state (a1-Ishtlghä1 bl '1-nafs)13' and even 
on occasion have gentleness with the soul (al-rlfq bl/al-shafaqa `a1ä '1-nafs) . 
1132 Similarly, 
al-Muhäsibi frequently attempts to bring out the generosity of the soul (sakhä a1-nafs)1133 
and as well as instilling fear into the soul regarding God's punishment and its own 
destruction, also encourages his readers to instil hope into the soul (rajjä' al-nafs)1134 that its 
repentance be accepted and God's satisfaction be attained. 
Indeed, another feature of al-Muhäsibi's discourse is the reformation of the soul (i slab al- 
nafs)135 regarding which he says, "And be carefully observant concerning your aspiration 
and preoccupy yourself with the reformation of your soul (isläh nafslka) rather than being 
concerned with the faults of others, since it used to be said, `It is sufficient a fault in a person 
1123 See al-Muhäsibi, al-RicJya li HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 92-3 and 95. 
1124 Ibid., p. 102. 
112' See al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujrl' i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. `Abd al-Q5dir Ahmad Atä, pp. 238 and 
293. 
1126 Ibid., p. 238. 
1127 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 145; al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujv' i1ä Allah in al- 
Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 269 and 307 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Rifäya li Hugüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, 
pp. 128 and 218. 
1128 See al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Abmad, p. 80. 
1129 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nu/l s, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 116 and 142-3 and al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al- 
Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 479. 
1130 See al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Abmad, pp. 40 and 91; al-Muhäsibi, al-Rifäya li Hugvq Allah, ed. al- 
Barr, p. 636; al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruji 1i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 283 
and 284 and al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu- Ghudda, p. 76. 
1131 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 46 and al- 
Muh5sibi, al-Ric ya Ii HugirqAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 392 and 662. 
1132See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 60 and al-Mub5sibi, Sharh al-Ma`rifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, 
ed. al-Shämi, pp. 70-1. 
1133 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-`Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 83 and al-Mubasibi, al-Ri`; ya li Hugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 
168,170,174,218,301,302,304,307,308,344,351,361,362,373,374,377,553,556,617,628 and 636. 
1134 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya Ir HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 117,119,555,557 and 558. 
1135 See al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufus, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 112-13 and al-Muhäsibi, IGtäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi 
in al-Mashriq, 
Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 485. 
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that he brings to light in people that which is hidden from himself in his own soul. "'1136 
Furthermore, when clarifying the initial stage of the process of reformation of the soul and 
explaining its true position, al-Muhäsibi says, "The first thing that is incumbent upon you 
with regard to reformation of your soul - which will not be reformed by any other means 
and which is the beginning of `concern' (a1-ri`äya) - is that you know that it [a]-nafs] is an 
"1 indentured slave. 13' 
In making the soul realise this reality and the reality of its state, al-Mubdsibi once again 
employs the intellect encouraging his readers to look closely at this intrinsic part of 
humanity (nazr llä al-nafs bi 7- cagJ 1138, such that it acts as a protection (hiräsat a1-nafs)1139, 
guarding over the soul's treachery and deception. In addition, however, the reformation of 
the soul ultimately requires not only `rational' examination but also `physical' action and in 
this regard al-Muhäsibi suggests spiritual exercises (rlyädat al-nafs)1140 for the soul with the 
goal of weaning it from its habits (I#äm al-nafs)1141 and bringing about its rectitude 
(IStlgämat al-nafs) . 
1142 
Thus, in summary al-Mubdsibi introduces a number of terms and concepts, both punitive 
and progressive in an integrated manner, according to the state, condition and qualities of 
the soul to nurture it and develop it and ultimately bring about its purification. This being 
as it may, these terms are relatively rare when compared to other concepts presented in the 
works of al-Muhäsibi and as such, are only part of the story regarding his methodology of 
purifying the soul. Indeed, al-Muhäsibi himself alludes to other, more important methods in 
the following text regarding how to deal with the soul, "It is incumbent upon you to oppose 
it (mukha7afatihä), take it to account (muhäsabatlha-), be knowledgeable concerning it 
(ma`rifatlha) and strive against it (mujähadatlha.... "1143 This being the case, it is equally 
vital that these concepts also be examined and indeed, this is the goal of the following 
sections. 
1136 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidrn, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 50. 
1137 Al-Muhäsibi, a]-Ri`äya 1i HuqugAllah, ed. al-Barr, p. 63. 
1138 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, p. 31. 
1139 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruju i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. `Abd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 229 and 
232. 
_ 1140 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, p. 189. 
1141 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'ä a li -Jugi7q Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 395. 
1142 See al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 480. 
1143 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 37. 
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6.7.1 Ma crifat a1-Nafs 
As the above quote indicates, one of the principal features of al-Mubasibi's teaching is 
intimate knowledge of the soul (macrifat al-nafs) and indeed, it is a recurrent theme within 
his works. 1144 Similarly, as we have seen previously, al-Muhäsibi considers this aspect of the 
soul so important that he makes it one of the essential elements of his system of intimate 
knowledge and insight (al-ma`rifa). 1145 It may seem entirely obvious to indicate that one 
requires a certain amount of knowledge of a thing before one may begin to understand it 
and indeed, in this case set about its purification. Yet as the discussion so far has alluded, 
the nafs is a particularly unique adversary, since it dwells hidden deep within the nature of 
man and this being the case, its faults and hence their elimination are especially difficult to 
identify. To this effect, al-Mubasibi has seemingly spent the better part of his scholarly 
career in attempting to elucidate and verify this esoteric knowledge (cilm a1-bäten), so that 
his peers and the latter day Muslim community may be fully aware of the dangers of their 
own souls and the terrible consequences of ignoring such dangers. 
Thus, when asked regarding intimate knowledge of the soul (ma`rifat al-nafs), al-Mubasibi 
replied: 
You have asked about the `root' (cacJ of all good and evil and its branches 
(furüd hlma), its outward and its inward, what is known of it and what is 
unknown. You have asked about a knowledge that no one can endure these 
days and whoever does endure it, does so only verbally, as they cannot 
endure action. This is because in this knowledge there is patience, hardship, 
struggling against outward and inward evil, enduring outward and inward 
good, which is the reality of sincerity in word and deed, true repentance, 
continuous grief and contemplation of the hereafter. And how impossible it 
is that the slave will reach the knowledge of the faults of his soul (`uyüb 
nafslhl) except through extensive knowledge and use of the intellect, 
unequivocal understanding, profound wisdom and penetrating insight. 1146 
Therefore, reflecting on this quote from al-Muhäsibi, it is easy to see the great emphasis 
that he places on this facet of the purification process, as he deems it to be the essence of 
distinguishing between good and evil, which is also seemingly an indication of the dual 
"" See for example: al-Mub5sibi, Bad' Man Anäba iIä Allah, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 24; al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufiiis, 
ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 74,128-9,146 and 176; al-Mub5sibi, Sharp a1-Ma`rifa wa_ Bad] al-Nasfha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 
37,41 and 45-6; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb aI-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, p. 190; Känün 
al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, pp. 44,49 and 52 and Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 473,474,477,479,480,481 and 482; 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruju i1ä AIIäh in a1-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 289 and 323; al- 
Muhäsibi, aI-Masä'il fiA`mä1 al-Qu1vb wa '1-Jawärih wa 'I-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad cAta, 
pp. 148-53 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ric ya h -IugUq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 110-12,220,298,402-3,415,437,454, 
589 and 602. 
1145 See pp. 213-16 above. 
1146 A1-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 481. 
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potentiality within the soul. This being the case, it is only through an intimate and erudite 
understanding of the soul that such potentialities will be distinguished. At the same time 
however, due to the struggle and effort required in undertaking the study of this knowledge 
and its consequent implementation, al-Mubasibi also informs us that there are very few 
people who adopt such a path. Indeed, this path requires that every motive and action be 
examined through utilising not only the knowledge gained but also, every asset of the 
perceptive faculties to reach the true nature of the human soul. Thus, despite the 
difficulties of acquiring intimate knowledge of the soul (ma`rlfat al-nafs), it is an essential 
first step in the purification process, as without it the aspirant upon the path to God could 
not possibly hope to succeed. 
As such, no one can even begin to purify his soul without first attaining some familiarity 
with it and in this regard, al-Mubdsibi says, "If a person didn't know the faults of his soul 
(cuyrb nafslhl), then came to know them and rejected them, then he will be truly 
repentant. s1147 The implication of this is that true repentance - often regarded by Sufis to be 
the first stage on the mystical path' 148 - cannot take place until knowledge of the soul's 
defects is comprehended and consequently, they are rejected. Indeed, by this statement al- 
Mubdsibi alludes to another completely different concept of repentance, in the sense that 
repentance is customarily associated with the expiation of sins, whereas here al-Mubasibi 
suggests that one should first eliminate the cause of the sin in the first place - the faults of 
the soul. Therefore, the concept of purification commonly associated with repentance, i. e. 
that one is `cleansed' from one's sins, is taken a step further to mean the `cleansing' of the 
cause of the sin, which therefore extends the scope of purification to a new level. Indeed, 
this is one of the reasons why repentance (al-tawba) has not been included here in al- 
Muhasibi's theory of tazkiya, even though it is commonly associated with the `cleansing' 
process. This is because al-Muhäsibi, as alluded to here, seems to have been concerned with 
a completely different form of purification - that of identifying the defects of the soul and 
consequently, purifying them so that the incidence of sin would be minimal in the first place 
and as such, the need for repentance was equally limited. 
This being the case, the consequences of al-Mubasibi's understanding of ma `rlfat al-nafs are 
often far reaching as the following excerpt indicates: 
You will not be sincere to Allah until you are sincere to your own soul; and 
you will not be sincere to your own soul until you know it well; and you 
1147 Ibid., Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, p. 44. 
1148 See al-Kaläbädhi, a1-Ta`arruf, pp. 107-9; al-Tüsi, al-Loma, pp. 40-2; al-Qushayri, al-Risäla, pp. 89-97 and 
al-Suhrawardi, Awärifal-Ma`ärif(as part of al-Ghazzäli's Ihyä), vol. 5, p. 221. 
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won't know it well until you examine closely and subject it to [remembering] 
death and the display in front of Allah, then its [true] states will be made 
manifest; and its [true] states will not be made manifest until you accuse it 
regarding that which it considers itself righteous therein and judge it 
according to its misdeeds. If you have accused it, then you have examined it 
and if you have examined it, then its [true] states will be made manifest. If 
its [true] states have been made manifest, then you will also know its 
pretence, deception and deceit. So if you came to know it well you would be 
cautious concerning it; and if you were cautious concerning it, you will have 
scrutinised it; and if you have scrutinised it, you will see the true nature of 
its flight from the obedience of its Lord, the Mighty and Exalted, and its 
simulation of that which its Lord dislikes, as it is the treasure trove of every 
evil and the inviter to every affliction. Its Creator, the Mighty and Exalted, 
has informed you that it is ever inclined to evil (bi 7-szr' ammära), so take 
every precaution regarding it and accuse it for the sake of your religion. "" 
According to this account of al-Muhäsibi's conceptualisation of macrlfat al-nafs, the very 
essence of religious practice - sincerity to God - is intrinsically related to the intimate 
knowledge of the soul, as sincerity of word and deed will not be attained except through 
this facet of purification. The acquisition of intimate knowledge of the soul is equally 
dependent however on subjecting the nafs to precise examination and scrutiny, through 
which its true nature of deception and deceit is known. Once a person has gained an 
understanding of these qualities of the soul, this in turn instils caution into him regarding it, 
which causes him to strive against it, further purifying it. Therefore, ma`rlfat al-nafs, as al- 
Mubasibi views it, is also a multi-faceted, multi-layered process that has many positive 
consequences in dealing with the human soul and indeed, he regards it as being pivotal to 
the essence of religious praxis. 
The results of this essential knowledge of the soul also become clear in the following text 
taken from al-Muhäsibi's work that specifically deals with the concept of macrifa: 
So if you come to know it, it will become contemptible [in your eyes] and 
you will have gained influence over it. Thus, if these three qualities"" 
existed in you, then remain steadfast and seek Allah's aid in maintaining 
them and do not be heedless. Then, if you managed to discipline your soul 
(adab al-nafs) and oppose it (mukhälafatlha) in that which it desires and 
wishes for, you will be strong in all characteristics, if Allah wills. "51 
Thus, once one has gained a knowledge of the human soul, its true nature becomes 
manifest, i. e. that it is lowly and despicable and as such, once this is known the soul will 
149 Al-Muhäsibi, al-RiPäya 1i Huqüq AI1äh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 402-3. 
1150 Meaning: knowledge of the soul (ma`rifat al-nafs), that it is contemtable in your eyes (hawänuha) and 
your influence over it (al-quwwa `alayha). 
15' Al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Ma`rifa wa Bad1 a1-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 37. 
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hold no influence, since one is under no illusion as to the claims it makes nor the deceptions 
it attempts to mask. However, this particular quote is also significant from two other 
perspectives; firstly, that this is not a `one off process but rather, it requires continual, 
renewed perseverance and steadfastness and secondly, even though one was characterised 
by the aforementioned attributes, the divine role in tazkiya remains constant as this whole 
process will be impossible without God's assistance. 
Therefore, in summary we may conclude that intimate knowledge of the soul (ma`rifat a]- 
nafs) is an essential and intrinsic, primary facet of al-Mubasibi's vision of the soul's 
purification -a fact to which both the discussion in this chapter so far and the works of al- 
Mubasibi himself bear testimony. Indeed, one brief statement from our author may 
summarise his whole approach to the topic, as he states, "And the sign of truly knowing the 
soul (ma'rlfat al-nafs) is having a bad opinion of it (si7 al-zann biha). i1152 
6.7.2 al-Murägaba 
In addition to the facets of purification mentioned in the above quote by al-Mubasibi, one is 
also able to identify another aspect of the tazkiya process, which is the continual observance 
of God (al-murägaba). By this we mean the constant cognisance of divine observance of 
every thought, word and deed and therefore, both the external (al-zähir) and internal (al- 
bätin) actions of the human being, which in turn causes the believer to act in his every 
circumstance as if God is `watching' his every move. In fact, this is a common feature of al- 
Mubasibi's works1153, both conceptually and in terms of phraseology and indeed, we have 
seen this concept alluded to previously in chapter two1154, where the Prophet, when asked 
concerning spiritual perfection (Ihsän), is reported to have said, "It is to worship Allah as if 
you see Him [and know] that if you do not see Him, He sees you. " Thus, we can conclude 
that the concept of observance of God (al-murägaba) is virtually synonymous with that of 
Prophetic notion of spiritual perfection (Ihsän). 
1152 Al-Muhäsibi, . 9däb al-Nufils, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 146. 
1153 See for example: al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufiis, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 69-71,95,125,143,145,157-8,169 and 
175-6; al-Muhäsibi, Sharp a1-Macrifa wa Bad] a1-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 23,32,37 and 54; al-Muhäsibi, 
Risälat al-M_ustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 91,127 and 181; al-Mub5sibi, Kitäb a1-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in 
al-Mashriq, Adhär/Nisän, 1954, p. 188; al-Muhäsibi, Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir At5, pp. 
35 and 44; al-Muhäsibi, Fahm al-Salat, ed. al-Khusht, p. 58; al-Mub5sibi, IGtäb al-Nasä: Yh, ed. Ahmad, pp. 31, 
33,39,45,48,51,53,54,60,67-9,72 and 77; al-Mub5sibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü"ilä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd 
al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 280-1,287 and 313-18; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä 1/ A`mäl al-Qulüb wa '1-Jawärih wa 
'1-Makäsib wa '1-Aq1, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad cAta, pp. 129-30 and 150 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri'äya Ii Hugüq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 166,168,175,178,199,368,377-8 and 527. 
"54 See footnote 304, p. 80 above. 
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Having understood this to be the case and in applying this Prophetic narration, al-Muhäsibi 
is unequivocal in stressing the importance of al-murägaba, "You should be concerned with 
three characteristics to the exclusion of all others: your Lord's observance of you 
(murägabatlka rabblka), taking your soul to account (muhäsabatlka nafsika) and reminding 
yourself of your sins (mudhäkaratlka dhanbika). "1155 Therefore, from al-Muhäsibi's 
perspective, this facet of the purification process is a vital concern for any aspirant seeking 
to undertake the task of tazkiya and indeed, it is interesting to note that this along with 
another facet - that of taking your soul to account (muhäsabat al-nafs), which will be 
discussed shortly, constitute the only factors that one should be concerned with, indicating 
their vital and essential nature. 
Al-Mubasibi exhorts his readers to take on board this quality, saying, "I advise you, 0 my 
brother, after the observance of Alläh (murägabat Alläh) in your aspirations and in your 
every movement; to listen attentively to Alläh and understand through Him, as indeed, 
within this Quran, which has been revealed to us, is the clarification of everything and the 
knowledge of everything. """ As such, the essential nature of al-murägaba is made 
absolutely clear, as the very first piece of advice al-Muhäsibi offers is regarding it and not 
only this but also that it has a primary place in the advice he gives, as it precedes his 
counsel regarding the Qur dn. Similarly, the subject matter is also made clear as it not only 
concerns the outward action but also the inward facets of the human being. 
Thus, regarding the `outward' acts of worship, this facet of tazkiya even has an effect on the 
most basic of Islamic duties - that of prayer, as, when describing the state of someone 
praying al-Muhäsibi says, "It is appropriate for anyone who knew that Allah is approaching 
him and is in front of him [in prayer] that he be fearful, not be distracted and turn his 
attention elsewhere, as he should be ashamed that He is looking at him while he has 
turned away. """ However, as one might expect from al-Mubasibi's discourse, it is in the 
more `esoteric' aspects of religious practice that one finds the greatest benefit, as al- 
Muhäsibi observes: 
The best of stations (al-magämät) and the most noble of them is the 
observance of Allah (murägabat 11 Allah). And from the best of the 
observance [of Allah] (al-muragaba) is that the slave is observant of being 
grateful for the bounties [he receives], acknowledges his misdeeds and turns 
his attention to pardon for them. Thus, his heart adheres to this station in 
all his actions and whenever he became heedless he returns to this [state], 
"" Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 169. 
1156 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufrls, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 158. 
1157 Al-Muhäsibi, Fahm al-Salat, ed. al-Khusht, p. 58 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, K&-bb al-Nasä/h, ed. Ahmad, p. 54. 
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with the will of Allah. This [process] is assisted by abandoning sins, being 
free of preoccupations and being careful to critically examine [one's soul] 
(al-muräjaca). And from the actions of the heart that are purified (tazku) 
through it [a]-murägaba] are: sincerity (al-Ikhl, s); certitude (al-thigqa); 
gratitude (al-shukr); humility (al-tawädu5); submission (al-Istislam); counsel 
(al-naslha) and love and enmity for Allah's sake (a1-hubb wa '1-bugh(I 11 
11 A11äh) 
. 
58 
It is worth noting here that al-Mubasibi considers al-murägaba to be of the spiritual stations 
(al-magamät), commonly associated with the Sufi path"", indicating his familiarity with 
this concept. Not only this, however, but in addition to acknowledging this idea, he also 
considers al-murägaba to be the best of such spiritual stations, clearly indicating the 
importance he attaches to it and by implication, its importance in the process of tazkrya. AI- 
muragaba is also important however, due to the fact that it instils gratitude into the believer 
for God's favours and also brings him to the realisation of his own shortcomings, for which 
he consequently seeks forgiveness. 160 The last phrase is the most important, however, as 
when discussing the effect of al-rnuragaba on actions of the heart, al-Muhäsibi describes 
these actions as being "purified (tazkui) through it [a]-muragaba]", this being a clear 
indication of this facet of tazklya's contribution to the overall purification process. 
In this regard, al-Mubasibi identifies two categories of al-murägaba; the first of these deals 
with the `outward' aspects of observance, whereas the second is concerned with the `inward' 
aspects of religious life, as al-Mubasibi comments: 
The best form of shyness (a1-hayä') is the observance of Alläh, the Mighty 
and Exalted, (a1-murägabat 11 A11äh). Observance [of God] (al-murägaba) is 
in three things: observance of Allah regarding His obedience by action; 
observance of Allah regarding His disobedience by abandoning it and 
observance of Allah regarding intentions and fleeting thoughts due to the 
statement of the Prophet, may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, 
`Worship Allah as if you see Him [and know] that if you do not see Him, He 
sees you. ' Indeed, observance of the heart for Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, 
is harsher on the body than enduring the night prayer (glyam al-layl), 
fasting during the day and spending one's wealth in the path of Allah. "" 
It is equally interesting to note here that al-Mubasibi alludes to the intrinsic link between 
al-murägaba and shyness/shame before God (al-hayä/al-istlhyä'), which is an equally 
1158 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufris, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 69. 
"59 See al-Tüsi, al-Luma, pp. 51-2; al-Qushayri, al-Risäla, pp. 189-92 and al-Suhrawardi, °Awärrfal-Ma`ärif(as 
part of al-Ghazzäli's Ihyäl, vol. 5, pp. 222-3. 
1160 Cf.: al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 67-9 and al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 
95. 
16' Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 181 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, Ädäb al-Nufris, ed. al- 
Sayyid, pp. 70-1 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 166. 
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common theme within his works1162 and he concludes that this facet of tazklya is indeed, 
the best form of the quality of al hayä . In addition, al-Mubasibi also distinguishes three 
forms of al-murägaba; the first two which may be regarded as `outward' forms, where as the 
third form is solely related to the `inward' aspect of observance. It is equally interesting to 
note that al-Mubasibi, in this regard, relies on the very same hadth that was quoted at the 
beginning of this section, indicating that he too understood al-murägaba to be synonymous 
with the concept of ihsän alluded to in the aforementioned Prophetic narration. What is 
more important to observe however is the emphasis that al-Mubdsibi places on al- 
murägaba, since he considers it to be more effective in the purification process than many of 
the more familiar, `physical' acts of worship. 
With regard to the actualisation of observance [of God] (al-murägaba), al-Mubasibi notes 
that its origin it lies in, "The heart knowing the proximity of its Lord, the Mighty and 
Exalted, " which is perfected in, "The heart maintaining and persisting in the knowledge that 
Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, has knowledge of your every movement. 771163 Therefore, we 
can conclude that al-muragaba is an intrinsic feature of the heart, as, when discussing the 
three qualities that a person should maintain in his heart, al-Mubasibi states: "Having fear 
in the heart that he will be heedless or falter and thus, be lowered in His sight, as such a 
fear will make him attentive, his attentiveness will make him mindful and his remembering 
will make him cautious, until he [reaches the stage where he] is observant of his supreme 
Sovereign (yuräglb malikahu). "1164 
In addition, the process of al-murägaba brings about other positive qualities in the human 
being as al-Mubasibi elucidates, "It causes him to have shame (al-hayä') in front of Allah, 
the Mighty and Exalted and reverence for Him. "' 165 Indeed, this quality of al-murägaba is 
the antidote to the ailment of heedlessness (al ghafla), which, as was seen earlier, leads to 
the affliction of the desires (al-hawa-) and the appetites (al-shahawät) and may even reach 
a stage where the person may in fact be concerned with the affairs of the world but at the 
1162 See for example: al-Mub5sibi, fldäb al-Nufüs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 71 and 125; al-Muhäsibi, Muc tabat al- 
Nafs; ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, pp. 36,59,61 and 66; al-Mub5sibi, Shari al-Ma? rifa wa Badl al- 
Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 32; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 158; al-Muhäsibi, Fahm 
al-Salät, ed. al-Khusht, p. 58; al-Muhäsibi, a1-Tawahhum, ed. al-Khusht, p. 86; al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm 
al-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 210-11; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a1-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüci in al-Mashriq, 
Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 479; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 31,39,50,53,68,69,86 and 87; 
al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Ruj7d i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, pp. 287,316-18 and 
319; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'il fi A`mäl al-Qulüb wa '1 Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa 'I-Aql, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad `Atä, pp. 51,55,99,150 and 158 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri'ýya K Huqüq Allah, ed. al Barr, pp. 168,246, 
278,341-6,368-9,391,568,639 and 659. 
1163 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujü'ilä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 313. 
1164 Al-Muhäsibi, Mu'ätabat al-Nafs, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-Qädir Atä, p. 35. 
1165 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 'I-Rujü'ilä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, p. 315. 
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same time they are observant of God's pleasure in their hearts. When this stage is reached, 
three qualities become apparent, as al-Muhäsibi clarifies: 
Firstly, the joy of satisfaction that awakens in his heart out of hope for the 
pleasure of Allah and not that of the people; secondly, being secure from the 
sins of the heart due to [the heart] being occupied with conversing with his 
Lord the Mighty and Exalted and finally, security from the sins [he 
committed] in the rest of his life in his dealings with people, which brought 
no benefit, neither in the religious or in the worldly life. Such a person is 
observant of his Lord (muräglb li rabblhl), fearful of Him in his innermost 
thoughts, prefers His love to what he himself loves and has detached 
himself from the creation preferring Allah, glorified be He. As such, his 
outward appearance is that of the people of the worldly life, whereas his 
inward state is that of those who revere their Lord and are in awe of 
Him. ' 166 
Thus, for such a person, through al-murägaba the outward state of the worldly life is 
maintained, being comparable to that of the rest of his peers but inwardly, within his heart, 
he is in the `presence' of his Lord. 
Seemingly relying on the Qur an as his source 167, al-Mubasibi then clarifies the need for 
intensity and precision of al-muragaba, when he says; 
So do not be heedless of observance [of God] (al-murägaba) such that even 
an atom's weight [of something] does not escape your mind and do not 
become satiated or bored with it, as indeed, Allah is not heedless of you; He 
observes you and watches over your conscience, accounting for even an atom's 
weight or the weight of a mustard seed1168, so that He may recompense you for 
it. 1169 
As such, every thought, word and deed must be carefully observed, as indeed, even the 
motives, intentions and aspirations of each of these very hidden, internal actions is subject 
to divine scrutiny, as the following excerpt indicates: 
O young man, indeed the state (häla) in which all the states are combined is 
one state - that of observance [of God] (al-muragaba). So maintain in your 
heart and your soul the knowledge that Allah is watching you in your every 
movement, as indeed, you are fixed in the sight of Allah, the Mighty and 
Exalted in your every moment; you are in His grasp wherever you are and 
the eyes of Allah are cast upon your heart, examining your internal and 
external [states]. 0 young man, this characteristic is an ocean that has no 
1166 A1_Muhäsibi, aI-Masä'il fi A`mr 1 al-QulUb wa '1-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Agl, ed. cAbd al-Qädir 
Ahmad cAt5, pp. 129-30. 
1167 See verses: 10: 61,21: 47,31: 16,34: 3 and 99: 7-8. 
116' This is an indication to the minute detail that will characterise this `accounting' and subsequent 
`recompense'. 
1169 Al-Muhäsibi, Ädäb a1-Nufrls, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 158. 
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shores; an ocean from which streams and rivers flow and ships sail therein 
to acquire its treasures. "'o 
Thus, in summary we can conclude that continual observance of God (al-muragaba) being 
synonymous with the Prophetic concept of spiritual perfection (Ihsän), is a salient feature of 
al-Muhäsibi's methodology of tazkiyat al-nafs, as it is a vital and essential facet of the 
purification process and at the same time, is intrinsically linked to the first element of his 
approach, as the following quote bears testimony, "No one sought aid against his own soul 
and sought to fortify his religion with anything better than the observance of Allah 
(murägaba lr Allah) and through it [he would] attain shame in front of Allah, the Mighty 
and Exalted, this being the essence of intimate knowledge and insight (al-ma `rifa). """ 
6.7.3 al-Mujhada 
It will be remembered from chapter two that, when discussing the nature and purification of 
the soul, the following hadith was quoted, "The religious warrior (al-mujhia) is the one 
who struggles against his soul for the sake of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted"' 172 and indeed, 
in this chapter we have also seen al-Mubasibi quote the following narrations attributing 
them to the Prophet: 
The Prophet, may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, said, "You 
have returned from the lesser jihad (al jihad a1-asghar) to the greater jihad 
(a1 jihad al-akbar) - the struggle against your souls (mujähadat al-nufüs). " A 
man asked the Prophet, "What is the best form of jihad? " and he replied, 
"Your personal struggle against your soul and your desires (mujähadatuka 
771173 nafsaka wa ha wäk) . 
Bearing in mind that Prophetic guidance provides us with our second facet of tazkiyat a]- 
nafs, it is just such narrations that furnish us with the third aspect of al-Muhäsibi's 
methodology of purifying the soul - that of combating or struggling against the soul 
(mujähadat al-nafs). Indeed, al-Muhäsibi himself mentions this aspect of tazkiya in the 
aforementioned quote from Shari a1-Ma`rifa114 and upon closer examination one finds that 
this methodological tool in purifying the soul, although not as common as the previous two 
aspects, still occupies a central position in the works of our author. "'s 
170 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujvd ilä A11äh in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad At5, p. 280. 
1171 AI-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badl al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 23. 
1172 See p. 
85 
above. 
1173 See p. 275 above. 
1174 See p. 282 above. 
1175 See for example: al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufils ed. al-Sayyid, p. 150; al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Badl 
al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shami, pp. 32 and 34; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü 
Ghudda, 
p. 104; al- 
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Once again, with regard to combating the soul (mujähadat al-nafs) al-Mubasibi is 
unequivocal in clarifying the importance of this task as he addresses his readers, telling 
them that they have been afflicted with the duty of struggling against their souls and 
exhorts them saying, "Fight your souls with a war that is more beneficial for you than any 
other type of war. "' 176 Thus, al-Mubasibi clarifies in no uncertain terms that the believer has 
to do battle with his own soul to bring about its reformation and in this sense can be viewed 
as "the greater jihad (al jlhäd al-akbar)", referred to in the above hadth, since as we have 
already seen in this chapter so far, the nafs is a more than capable adversary. 
Al-Muhäsibi sets about the task of explaining in what respect the soul is to be fought 
against and in his work al-Nasä'Ih we find a number of aspects, in which he explains that 
mujähadat al-nafs must be employed. To this effect al-Mubasibi utilises the phrase, "... and 
struggle against your souls regarding ... (wa jähidü anfusakum `a1ä ... )" and then 
lists 
various aspects of the soul that require disciplining. The first of these qualities is to struggle 
against one's soul to be patient when afflictions and disasters strike, since even though the 
soul has the potential to be patient, it is rarely the case that it does so. 117' The danger in 
this, as al-Mubasibi clarifies, is that impatience with an event that befalls one of us is 
tantamount to rejecting the predestination of God and would incur His wrath. Conversely, 
if one were to be patient when afflicted, then one would have gained God's pleasure and 
satisfaction (a1-ri(fil, a quality that will be remembered was closely associated with the 
tranquil soul (al-nafs a1-mutma'Inna). 1178 Thus, by undertaking the process of al-mujähada, 
one may purify the soul and so attain an attribute of its most elevated form! 179 
In another example of this, al-Muhasibi advises that once upon the path of reforming the 
soul to struggle against one's soul regarding the change from blameworthy characteristics 
(akhläq al-madhmüma), since this change is an arduous task that cannot be implemented 
`overnight'. Thus, once again it requires perseverance and patience yet its reward is the 
pleasure of God and as such, entry into paradise. "8Ö Similarly, al-Mubasibi also encourages 
to struggle against one's soul in loving that which Alläh loves, since if someone was to fulfil 
Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-'Ilm, ed. Mazäli, p. 92; al-Muhäsibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm al-Qur'an, ed. al-Quwwatli, p. 237; al- 
Muhäsibi, KkAb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, pp. 44,46 and 52 and 
Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 452,480-1,482 and 485-6; al-Muhäsibi, KkAb al-Nasä'rh, ed. Ahmad, pp. 37,39,40- 
1,45,51,53,54,56,72,75,78,83,84,86 and 92 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya 1i -JugUq Alläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 80, 
120-1,157,241,243,248,252,305,328,355,378,391,395,396,397,402,406,415 and 435. 
1176 Al-Muhäsibi, KkAb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in aJ-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 452. 
1177 See p. 
62 
above. 
1178 See p. 71 above. 
179 See al-Muhäsibi, KkAb al-Nasä'rh, ed. Abmad, pp. 37-8. 
180 Ibid., pp. 40-1. 
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this, they would not only pleased their Lord but also denied the soul its inclination to its 
own passions at the same time, thus causing it once again to be purified. l'81 
From these few examples alone it is easy to see the positive effect that al-rrlujähada has on 
the soul and we may summarise al-Mubasibi's view with one of the counsels he provides 
from the very same work: 
My brothers, this is the path to Allah, so adhere to what I have described to 
you, believe in it in your heart, construct your actions based upon it and 
struggle against your souls (jähldrl anfusakum) to establish it, as indeed, I 
see that the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära) is determined to 
disregard the command of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted. So be observant 
of Allah (räglbu Allah) and do not neglect it [a]-nafs] or your religion will 
be destroyed. "" 
Therefore, al-mujhada is an essential feature of the purification process and especially in 
its initial stages as al-Muhäsibi, when describing the beginning of the path for the aspirant 
and his attempt to be sincere, asserts that it is attained: 
With struggle (al-mujhada) and endurance (al-mukäbada) due to the 
strength of the appetites, the weakness of his intention, the lack of practice 
at being sincere and being habitually ostentatious. This is because the weak 
slave, since his childhood has been used to being insincere in front of his 
peers and if he wished to wean his soul away from this habit and break the 
strength of his appetites whilst his intention is weak and he lacks practice at 
being sincere, his soul will refuse and deem it difficult. Thus, he struggles 
(lähada) and endures (käbada) until he is consistent in refuting his soul, 
sincerity becomes the norm and ostentation is rejected. Then the reward of 
sincerity from Allah enters his heart with light and insight, the soul is 
broken due to it being prevented its passions for a protracted period and the 
enemy [Iblis] despairs and withdraws, awaiting [the advent on the appetites 
and heedlessness. Then Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, draws near with 
assistance and aid due to what He has seen of his patience for His sake and 
his consistency in combating his desires (al-nujhada 11 hawähu). 1183 
Thus, through continuous struggle against one's soul, one is able not only to overcome the 
base qualities of the nafs but also to bring about the most essential feature of a religious act 
-that of sincerity for God alone. In addition, when this act of sincerity is observed at the 
heavenly level, the divine facet of tazkiya plays its role also, as God then grants His servant 
the bounty of His assistance in maintaining this heightened spiritual state, further adding to 
the process of reform and purification. The divine facet of tazkiya is further evidenced in 
the following text from al-Mubasibi's al-R c ya: 
Ibid., p. 51. 
"s2 Ibid., p. 45. 
"a3 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya 11 Huqüq Alläh, ed. al Barr, p. 241. 
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So when Alläh, the Mighty and Exalted, grants the devotee strength of 
conviction, consistency in combating it (mujähadatlha) and subduing it [a]- 
nafs] will despair from him giving it its desire, its nature will be made 
subservient by strength of conviction and the light of truth, it will be 
overcome by the concerns and worries of the hereafter, becoming tranquil to 
its [the hereafter's] invitation, severing hope in seeking its habits. 1184 
The practice of al-mujhada is not restricted to the novice however and indeed, it is an 
attribute of the most spiritually advanced on the path to God as when discussing the 
characteristics of the spiritual instructors (cifät a1-murabbi n) whom he sought in his youth 
and whom he eventually found, he says: 
The sign of this in the truthful person (a1-sädlq) is that when he contemplates 
he is admonished, when he is silent he reflects, when he speaks he is 
reminded, if he is prevented [from something] he is patient, if he is presented 
[with something] he is grateful, if he is tried he recalls, if [some] ignorance 
was committed against him he forebears, if he gains knowledge he becomes 
humble, if he teaches he is gentle and if he were asked he expends [his efforts 
in answering]. He is a healing for the aspirant, an aid to the seeker of 
guidance, an ally of truth, a repose of righteousness, easily pleased regarding 
his own rights and is zealous regarding the rights of Allah. His intentions are 
better that his actions and his actions are more than effective than his words. 
His abode is the truth, his sanctuary is shyness, his knowledge is 
scrupulousness and his witness is reliable. He has insights from light that he 
sees with, realities of knowledge which he speaks with and evidences from 
certainty which he expresses. 
Those who reach this are only those who have strived against their own souls 
for Allah, the Exalted's sake (jähada nafsahu 11 Allah ta`äla), made their 
intention sincere for His obedience, feared Allah secretly and openly, reduced 
their hopes, `buckled the belt' of caution and `set sail with the wind' of 
salvation `upon a sea' of supplication. ' 185 
Thus, a major factor in bringing about this change in state and undertaking the process of 
tazkiyat al-nafs, culminating in the highest of spiritual levels is combating one's soul for 
God's sake and the positive consequences of this are many and varied, as he continues to 
enumerate its benefits saying: 
Thus, his time is a blessing, his affairs are secure, he is not deluded by the 
adornment of the abode of deception and he is not distracted from the 
torments of the day of resurrection by the lustre of a mirage's breeze ... so he 
[became] learned after ignorance, rich after poverty, genial after ferocity, 
intimate after being remote, rested after fatigue, his affairs were united and 
his concerns drawn together... the ignorant consider him speechless but it is 
his wisdom that has silenced him. The foolish consider him to be talking 
idly but it is his advice which has caused him to speak. [Some people] 
1184 Al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ricäya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 435 and cf. pp. 395,396,406 and 438. 
1185 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 102-4. 
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consider him rich but it is his modesty which has sufficed him and [some 
people] consider him poor but it is his humility which has humbled him. He 
doesn't involve himself in that which doesn't concern him, he doesn't 
burden himself more than he needs, he doesn't take that which he doesn't 
require, he doesn't leave that with which he has been entrusted and people 
are comfortable with him, while he is in a state of fatigue. He has killed his 
avarice with scrupulousness, terminated his greed with piety and 
annihilated his appetites with the light of knowledge. "" 
In addition to al-rnujähada being implemented on the soul, as may have been noticed in 
previous excerpts, the target of al-mujähada is also the two most manifest negative qualities 
of the nafs i. e. the appetites (al-shahawät) and the desires (al hawa). 1187 As such, the 
phrase `combating or struggling against the soul' (mujähadat al-nafs) can be understood to 
mean the soul and its every negative facet. 
It is also worth noting that the practice of al-mujähada is not restricted to the soul only in 
the works of al-Mubasibi but also to the other hidden adversary - Satan. In this regard, al- 
Mubasibi states, "And know that your love for obedience lies in fighting your enemy (a]- 
muhäraba 11 caduwik), combating your soul (al-mujähada 1 nafsika) and opposing your 
desires (al-mukhälafa 11 hawäk), especially if your soul is compliant with its desires, as your 
desires are Iblis's poisoned arrow, through which he reaches your heart. i1188 Moreover, in 
al-Muhasibi's system of intimate knowledge and insight (al-mar`rlfa), Satan plays in intrinsic 
part and as such, al-Mubdsibi explains, "And as for the intimate knowledge (mar`rlfa) of the 
enemy of Allah, Iblis, it is that you should know that the Almighty, may He be praised and 
His names sanctified, has commanded you to fight him (muhärabatihr) and to combat him 
(mujähadatlhl), in secret and in public and in obedience and disobedience. s118' Further 
clarifying the manner in which one should approach this despicable adversary, he says, "So 
fight him with the most severe battle and combat him with the most intense war, in secret 
and in public, outwardly and inwardly and do not be deficient in this until you have 
expended every effort in fighting him and combating him, as combating him is fighting him 
in every thing that he invites you to, whether it be good or evil. s1'9o 
Therefore, in summary we can clearly see that combating the insinuations, enticements and 
whisperings of the Devil are an equally intrinsic part of the practice of al-mujähada and as 
186 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abu- Ghudda, pp. 105-6. 
1187 See Al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri`äya Ii HugrYq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 305,391 and 397 and pp. 264,268 and 275 
above. 
1188 Al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü`i in al-Mashriq, Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, p. 482. 
189 Al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Bad] al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, p. 32. 
"9o Ibid., p. 33 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasüdi in al-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 1955, 
pp. 46-7 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ri`äya li Hugüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 252-5. 
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such, an equally intrinsic part of tazklya. This being the case, the targets of the al-mujähada 
are both Satan and his ally, the negative facets of the human soul and as such, al-mujähada 
consists of a two pronged attack on both the hidden external enemy and his internal 
counterpart. 1191 
In addition, it also worth noting that al-Mubasibi utilises a similar concept to al-mujähada, 
namely that of opposing or contradicting the soul (mukhälafat al-nafs) and once again we 
find this phrase well evidenced in the works of al-Mubasibi. 1192 Moreover, we may consider 
these two terms as being synonymous since whoever opposed his soul has most certainly 
struggled against and combated it. In this regard, al-Mubasibi states, "... Look at what your 
soul desires and then oppose it (khJAMJ), as its desires only invite [you] to the affairs of 
the worldly life, so oppose (khällf the invitations of your soul and adhere to the command 
of your Lord, the Mighty and Exalted... "' 193 
Thus, it is easy to see the similarity between mukhälafat al-nafs and mujähada al-nafs, 
which is further evidenced by the following excerpt, which also stresses the divine facet of 
tazkiya: 
It has been affirmed by the people of understanding (Na '1-nuha) that 
whoever attained righteousness and obedience did so through opposing 
(yukhälli5 the soul's passions, via some fatigue that afflicts it or by 
preventing it from some relaxation or pleasure it attempts to gain. As such, 
this is a clear proof and clear testimony against it [a]-nafs] that the one who 
caused it to oppose its passions is not the soul itself but rather, the One Who 
is bounteous to it and as such, all praise and gratitude is due to Him. 1194 
Therefore, in summary we can conclude that as al-Mubasibi himself alludes to, mukhälafat 
al-nafs and mujähada al-nafs are intrinsic features of the purification process through which 
the soul and its base qualities of the appetites (al-shahawät) and the desires (al-hawa) are 
purified and the soul's nemesis - Satan, is controlled. This in turn brings about the pleasure 
of the soul's Creator and consequently, His greatest reward, as al-Muhäsibi alludes to when 
describing the believer who is a `worker' (`äm11) and merchant (tjj7 r) for God's pleasure in 
the hereafter says, "He is a combatant of his soul (mujähld 11 nafslhl) and endures his 
desires (mukäbld 11 hawähu); he hopes that He will look at him whilst in that state and 
19' See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya Ir Hugi7qAlläh, ed. al-Barr, p. 355. 
192 See for example: al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufis, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 150; al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Macrifa wa Badl 
al-Nasrha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 37 and 53; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb a1-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü'i in al-Mashrrq, Känün al- 
Thäni/Shabät, 1955, pp. 46-7 and Tamüz/Tashrin, 1955, pp. 485-6 and al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ricäya Ii H. uqüq Alläh, 
ed. al-Barr, pp. 109,327,356,377,402,434 and 436. 
1193 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Huqüq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 327. 
1194 Ibid., p. 434. 
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thus, be pleased with him (yardä `anhu), which in turn brings about his eternal existence in 
His abode and secures him from His punishment. "1195 
6.7.4 al-Mu]) Saba 
In addition to the multifarious verses related to the concept of the account and recompense 
(al-hlsäb) in the hereafter, exhibited in the Quean1196, it was found in chapter two that the 
Prophet's Companion and the second caliph in Islam history, cUmar b. al-Khattäb is 
reported to have said, "Take your souls to account before they are taken to account; weigh 
your souls [actions] before they are weighed, as indeed, it will easier for you in the 
Reckoning tomorrow that you take your souls to account today; adorn yourselves for the 
great display! On that day you will be brought forth and not even the most hidden secret 
will be concealed. "1197 
Taking these two concepts into consideration, al-Mubasibi would apply a method of 
intricate, precise and introspective examination and taking the soul account (muhäsabat a]- 
nafs) to himself so seriously, out of fear for the evaluation of his deeds on the Day of 
Judgement by God, that he became famous for it, to the extent that it became synonymous 
with him. ' 198 
Therefore, it is little surprise that he employs the concept of introspective examination 
(muhäsabat al-nafs) as a valuable and intrinsic facet of the purification process. In addition, 
it is worth noting however, he also utilises other different but related terms within this 
context such as `appraisal and evaluation of the soul' (muräja`at al-nafs) and `inspection of 
the soul' (mufätashat al-nafs), which are used collectively and frequently throughout his 
works. 1199 Similarly, he also makes use of the phrase `scrutinising [the hidden aspects] of 
1195 Ibid., pp. 120-1. 
1196 For example see verses: 6: 52,6: 69,21: 1,23: 118,24: 39,26: 113,40: 17,40: 27,40: 40,65: 8,69: 20,69: 26, 
78: 27,78: 36,84: 8 and 88: 26 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, al-Aql wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al-Quwwatli, pp. 265 and 
436. 
1197 See p. 86 above. 
1198 See p. 141 above. 
1199 See for example: al-Muhäsibi, Ad b al-Nufiis, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 59-60,73,74,92-3,116-17,125,128,129, 
130,142-3,150 and 169; al-Mub5sibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Bad] al-Naslha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 31,36,37,53-4, 
57,72-3,83 and 85; al-Muhäsibi, a1-Makäsib, ed. al-Khusht, pp. 71 and 103; al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al- 
Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 46,48,110 and 123; al-Mub5sibi, a1-Aq1 wa Fahm a1-Qur'än, ed. al- 
Quwwatli, pp. 265 and 436; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Khalwa, ed. al-Yasü'i in a1-Mashriq, Känün al-Thäni/Shabät, 
1955, p. 47; al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä ih, ed. Alimad, pp. 13,24,27,36 and 55; al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 'I- 
RujUc i1ä Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Q5dir Ahmad Atä, pp. 228 and 229-31; al-Muhäsibi, al-Masä'i1 fi 
A`mäl al-Qul b wa 'I-Jawärih wa '1-Makäsib wa '1-Aql, ed. Abd al-Qädir Ahmad `At5, p. 132 and al- 
Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li -IugüqAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 63-4,65-77,160 and 164. 
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the soul' (tafaqqud [sarä'ir] al-nafs ) 1200 with an analogous connotation and together these 
phrases all indicate an in depth, insightful, precise and exact examination of the soul and its 
qualities, which is invaluable as a method of tazkiyat al-nafs. 
One may be struck by the fact that a scholar is attributed an appellation based on an 
esoteric spiritual practice but when examining the works of al-Mubasibi, it is not surprising 
that he was renowned as `al-Mubdsibi' bearing in mind the huge stress he places on this 
facet of purifying the soul. Regarding the great emphasis al-Mubasibi places on 
introspective examination and taking the soul account (muhäsabat al-nafs), he explains this 
to one of his students when he says, "And know that I only frequently remind you and 
myself of appraisal [of the soul]' (al-muräja`at) because it has been made clear to me how 
necessary it is. i1201 
The necessity of introspective examination lies in the fact that it plays an essential role in 
religious and spiritual life as a whole as al-Mubasibi explains, "The basis of obedience is 
scrupulousness (al-wara) and the basis of scrupulousness is `God consciousness' (al-tagwa); 
the basis of God consciousness is examining the soul (muhäsabat al-nafs) and the basis of 
examining the soul is hope (al-rajä3) and fear (al-khaw4. s1202 
Therefore, as far as al-Muhäsibi is concerned muhäsabat al-nafs is a pinnacle feature of the 
internal faith system since it is the basis of God consciousness (al-tagwa), this in turn being 
the very essence of piety and righteousness. The relationship between muhäsabat al-nafs 
and al-tagwä therefore seems to lie in the fact that introspective examination is based on 
two other essential features of the contemplative, moral faith system in Islam -those of 
hope (al-raja) and fear (al-khawt, since if one is continually hoping in God's mercy and 
paradise and fearing His wrath and punishment it would seem to stand to reason that a 
person may be described as `God conscious'. Similarly, it is also understandable that al- 
Mubasibi would consider hope and fear as the basis for al-muhäsaba, since if one were 
continually hoping in God's mercy and paradise and fearing His wrath and punishment, 
they would clearly be concerned with making their account in front of Allah on the Day of 
Judgement as easy as possible and consequently, would take great pains to make sure that 
this account was fully in order in this life. 
X200 See for example: al-Muhäsibi, Krtäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. Ahmad, pp. 40,71,78 and 91; al-Muhäsibi, a1-Qasd wa 
'1-Rujv' i1ä Allah in al-Wasäya, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Ahmad Atä, p. 229 and al-Muhäsibi, al-Ric ya li Hug-vq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, pp. 106,403,562,563,574,577,578,579,590,596,597,600,602,662 and 665. 
1201 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufll., ed. al-Sayyid, p. 92. 
1202 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Hugi7q AJläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 63-4. 
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Although al-Muhäsibi mentions in the previous excerpt that the important moral quality of 
scrupulousness (al-warat) is intrinsically related to God consciousness (al-tagwa-), he also 
states that scrupulousness also has and important link to al-muhäsaba when he says, "The 
beginning of scrupulousness (a1-wara) is introspective examination of the soul (muhäsabat 
al-nafs) when fleeting thoughts occur in the heart. "'... Consequently, when asked by a 
student of his to elucidate the form of a1-muhäsaba that brings about scrupulousness, he 
clarifies that it is: 
Proceeding cautiously in every circumstance before acting or abandoning an 
act, whether it be an intention in the heart or the action of the body, until it 
becomes clear that he should either act or abandon the action. Thus, if it 
became clear to him that it is something that Allah hates then he avoids it 
with a firm intention in his heart and he causes his body to refrain from that 
which Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, hates or [alternatively] he prevents his 
soul from non-performance of a compulsory duty and was swift to fulfil it. 1204 
Thus, for al-Mubasibi the process of al-muhäsaba concerns every type of action that the 
human being performs, both the exoteric and esoteric and revolves around God's pleasure 
and command. With regard to the esoteric aspect, with which al-Muhäsibi seems more 
concerned, before relating the narration of Umar b. al-Khattäb seen at the beginning of this 
section, he says, "And examine your soul (häslb nafsaka) regarding every fleeting thought 
(khatra) and be observant of Allah (rägib A11äh) in every breath (nafas). "1205 As such, al- 
Mubasibi considers the practice of al-mu iäsaba so important that it should even be carried 
out upon the most hidden of human faculties - the thought process - that may not even last 
for a fraction of a second. In addition, he also alludes to the fact that an intrinsic feature of 
al-rnuhäsaba is another facet of tazklya that we have already seen - that of al-rnurägaba, 
since through maintaining the observance of Alläh one may establish whether the action at 
hand is indeed, pleasing to Him or not. Al-Muhäsibi makes this even clearer in the 
following text when he says: 
It is not appropriate for an intelligent person to be indifferent regarding 
inspecting his aspirations (mufätashat hlmmatlhl), examining his soul 
(muhäsabat nafsihl), purifying his conscience (nagä' damlrlhl), being 
observant of Allah (murägabat Allah), Glory be to Him the Exalted, 
concerning every action he wants to perform - or otherwise he is 
deceived. 1206 
12°3 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Makäsih, ed. al-Khusht, p. 103. 
1204 Ibid., p. 71. 
X205 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, pp. 46-7 and cf. al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri'äya li Huqüq 
Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 164. 
1206 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, pp. 142-3 and cf. pp. 149-50. 
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In an even more apparent exposition of the esoteric aspect of al-muhäsaba, al-Muhäsibi 
makes clear that another important aspect of this practice when he says, "And from 
examining it [a]-nafs] (muhäsabatlha) is that you be alone with it and remind it of its deeds, 
saying, `0 soul, you cannot deceive and overcome Allah, so do not accept Satan's deceit and 
his attempt to overcome [you] and do not follow your desires as they will ruin and destroy 
you'. " Therefore, as we can plainly see from this text and from others he provides1207, that 
al-Mubasibi even advocates addressing the soul as if it were another person, as the effect of 
this is more manifest when attempting to censure the soul (mu`ätabat al-nafs) regarding its 
immoral behaviour. 
In addition to this, it is also worth noting that al-Mubasibi apportions the intellect (al-`aqJ 
a pivotal role in introspective examination as he explains that al-muhäsaba is, "The intellect 
(a1-cagl) being put in charge over guarding the soul's treachery and scrutinising its 
accomplishments from its deficiencies. ))1208 Thus, it is the light of reason that is an 
indispensable tool in discerning the motives and intentions of the soul and differentiating 
between acts performed sincerely for God alone or alternatively, carried out at the behest of 
the soul's appetites and desires. With regard to discriminating between such features of the 
believers' interior life being related to God's pleasure and command in the process of al- 
muhäsaba, al-Muhäsibi clarifies the criteria for action when he says, "Ask before any act you 
intend to perform, `Why and for whom? ' So if it was for Allah then you continue in 
performing it but if it was for other then Allah then you refrain from it. "1209 Thus, the only 
criteria for action is God's pleasure alone, this being the pinnacle of sincerity. 
Therefore, one can deduce from the above texts and al-Mubasibi's emphasis on a]- 
muhäsaba how important he held it to be. This is further confirmed when discusses the 
benefits of adopting this practice, as once again he describes it as being one the of the 
qualities of the scholars he sought out in his youth 121' and in addition, he also includes a 
section in his work Sharh al-Ma`rlfa where he discusses ten characteristics of the people of 
introspective examination (ahl al-muhäsaba), which every aspirant should have if they wish 
to reach the highest degrees of righteousness. 12'1 He lists them as follows: 
1. To not swear an oath by Allah, whether it be true or a lie, deliberately or forgetfully. 
1207 See for example al-Mub5sibi's text entitled Mu`ätabat al-Nafs, which is replete with examples of this. 
1206 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujüri1ä A11äh in a1-Wasäyä, ed. Abd al-Q5dir Ahmad At5, p. 229. 
1209 Ibid. 
1210 See al-Muhäsibi, AA-bb al-Nasä i, ed. Ahmad, p. 13. 
1211 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharh al-Macrifa wa Badhl al-Nasiha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 57-66. 
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2. Not to lie whether it be jokingly or in seriousness. 
3. Not to promise anyone anything, such that you break a promise whilst being able to fulfil 
it and if you were to break a promise then it should be for a valid reason. 1212 
4. Not to curse anything from creation and not to harm the smallest of insects let alone 
anything greater. 
5. Not to supplicate against anyone even if they oppress you but bear it patiently. 
6. Not to bear witness against anyone from the people of the qibla [i. e. Muslims] that they 
have committed polytheism (shirk), disbelief (kufr) or hypocrisy (nlfaq). 
7. Not to gaze at anything that is disobedience (ma`äsl) of Allah, whether in public or in 
private and equally, to prevent one's limbs also from falling into disobedience. 
8. Not to rely on anyone from the creation for any of your needs. 
9. Not to put your hope in any human being. 1213 
10. Not to meet any person except that you consider them better than you, that they are 
more excellent than you and that their position with Allah is higher than yours. 1214 
Therefore, we can assume that it is undertaking the process of al-muhäsaba that brings 
about this change in moral behaviour and thus, makes them of the righteous. Similarly, al- 
muhäsaba saves one from the fear of deficiency and the disgrace of loss in the hereafter, 
since in the same way a merchant takes his business partners to account for the state of 
their business affairs, out of trying to avoid a deficit and in the hope of attaining profits, the 
believer equally has to take his soul to account to ensure that he to has no `deficit' with his 
Lord. 1215 Moreover, al-muhäsaba produces an increase in insight (al-baslra), makes one swift 
in being able to establish proofs, makes one refined in discernment and increases one in 
understanding, according to the extent that one maintains examining the heart and soul. 1216 
In addition, the practice of al-muhäsaba inculcates the faculty of attentiveness (al-tayagquz) 
into the practitioner of introspective examination of the soul and as such, brings him out of 
a state of forgetfulness (al-sahw) to one of remembrance (dhlkr). 121' Bearing in mind the 
many positive qualities that adopting al-muhäsaba brings about, this also has an effect in 
12'2 This is obviously intrinsically linked to the first quality. 
1213 This is obviously intrinsically linked to the previous quality. 
1214 I will only mention the characteristics themselves here, whereas al-Mub5sibi provides an introduction and 
conclusion to the topic, as well as describing the benefits of having such qualities. 
1215 See al-Muhäsibi, a1-Qasd wa '1-Rujüd ilä A11äh in a1-Wasäyä, ed. Abd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, p. 229. 
1216 Ibid., p. 230. 
12" See al-Muhäsibi, Risälat a1-Mustarshidin, ed. Abü Ghudda, p. 123 and al-Muhäsibi, Kitäb al-Nasä'ih, ed. 
Abmad, pp. 55. 
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the divine realm as al-Muhäsibi considers such people to have attained a noble rank and 
position with Alläh (magäm sharlf/manila sharifa) due to their sincerity to God. 1218 
Conversely, the negative effects of not carrying out the process of al-muhäsaba are equally 
disastrous as al-Mubasibi observes, "The farthest person from justice and the most heedless 
of them is the one who examines his soul the least (aqallahum muhäsabatan nafsrhl). "12'9 
Similarly, when describing a person's slippery slide into sin and disobedience al-Muhäsibi 
observes: 
The beginning of indifference is laziness (al kasal), so if `concern' (a1-ri' ya) 
has any power over him then laziness will be suppressed but if not, then it 
will increase until it becomes `uneasiness' (jazi); so if compassion prevents 
him he desists [from uneasiness] but if not then it will increase until he 
becomes averse to obedience; so if he has softness in his heart he desists but 
if not he will become astray and we seek shelter in Allah from that. Thus, if 
he was astray he has exited the authority of fear and left to the deception of 
security 1220; then he will increase in error to the abode of destruction, the 
veil of integrity will be lifted from him and he will be disgraced by the 
witnessing of glory1221. And this is all due to a lack of examining the soul 
(mubasabat al-nafs). 1222 
Therefore, the solution and cure to all of the aforementioned ailments is the application of 
this facet of the purification process. In addition, it is also worth noting that al-rrmuhäsaba's 
effect is not only limited to the soul but also, its sphere of influence extends to the heart 
also, as al-Muhäsibi explains: 
The basis of the heart's corruption is abandoning examining the soul (a]- 
muhäsabat 11 '1-nafs) and being deceived by high hopes (a1-Ightlrär bi tü1 a1- 
ama]). So if you wanted to reform your heart then pause to examine your 
intention and every fleeting thought, accepting that which is for Allah, 
abandoning that which is for other than Him and seeking aid against high 
hopes with consistent remembrance of death. 1223 
It is also worth noting however, that with respect to the application of introspective 
examination of the soul, al-Muhäsibi distinguishes between two categories of al-muhäsaba, 
which he terms examining the soul regarding future actions (muhäsabat al-nafs if 
mustaqbal al-a'mäl) and examining the soul regarding past deeds (muhäsabat al-nafs if 
12'8 See al-Muhäsibi, Sharp al-Ma`rifa wa Bad! al-Nasfha, ed. al-Shämi, pp. 31 and 57. 
12'9 Al-Muhäsibi, Adäb al-Nufvs, ed. al-Sayyid, p. 74. 
'ZZO Meaning: that he is deceived by thinking he is secure. 
'z2' Meaning: by believing in the glory of God's mercy and pardon only and not taking into account his 
punishment and wrath he will be disgraced. 
1222 Al-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa 'I-Rujüdi1 Allah in al-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad Atä, p. 228. 
1223 Al-Muhäsibi, Risälat al-Mustarshidln, ed. Abu- Ghudda, pp. 110-11. 
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mustadbar al-acmä 224 With regard to the first category, al-Muhäsibi states, "It is to 
contemplate while proceeding cautiously before slipping into error, to discern that which 
harms you from that which benefits you, such that you abandon that which harms you 
according to knowledge and you act in accordance with that which benefits you according 
to knowledge. "1225 This being the case, even before performing an action a1-muhasaba is 
employed to differentiate between good and evil actions to act as a preventative measure 
and thus, it limits the potential to commit sins before the action even takes place. 
As for the second category of a1-muhäsaba, examining the soul regarding past deeds, then 
this - as the name suggests - takes place after the action has been completed. In this sense 
the deed is evaluated in its every aspect and a series of questions need to be posed, such as: 
`Why and for whom? ' regarding the intentions behind the action, `How would it be if it 
were presented in front of the Creator? ', `Has it been performed in a way it would be 
pleasing to Him? ' and `Was it completed in the way that He commanded? '. Depending on 
the answers to these questions the person performing these deeds will then need to make 
amends for the deficiencies therein by seeking God's forgiveness and repenting or finding a 
way in which the deed can be consequently made acceptable. 1226 
Furthermore, to make this process effective, al-Muhäsibi suggests that the following three 
qualities be observed: 
Firstly, to sever oneself from the relationships that hinder focussing one's 
concern on al-muhäsaba, as whoever wanted to take his debtor to account, 
emptied his heart of all preoccupations. Secondly, to dedicate oneself to it 
out of choice because of the benefit that is hoped for from it and thirdly, the 
fear that Allah, the Mighty and Exalted will ask him concerning what he 
neglected concerning that which reached him upon the tongue of His 
Prophet, peace be upon him, when he said, "The believer should be seen at 
four `hours': [from them] an hour in which he examines his soul (yuhäsib 
nafsah u) .s 
1227 
However, people vary in their ability to apply this process of al-muhäsaba as al-Mubasibi 
observes: 
People with regard to assessing their deeds are of two types: firstly, a person 
who evaluates his soul and examines his habitual practice and when he 
finds out that the burden of proof is established against his soul, he casts it 
aside and as a result, falls into the snare of Iblis. Secondly, a man who 
evaluates his soul and made his intellect the burden of proof between him 
and his desires, so whatever was found to be acceptable by his intellect he 
'224 See al-Muhäsibi, al-Ri`äya li HuqügAlläh, ed. al-Barr, pp. 65-77 passim. 
X225 Ibid., p. 70. 
1226 Ibid., pp. 73-4. 
1227 A1-Muhäsibi, al-Qasd wa '1-Rujrl'ilä Allah in a1-Wasäyä, ed. cAbd al-Qädir Abmad At, p. 230. 
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accepted it and whatever was found to be unacceptable by his intellect he 
discarded it. Therefore, this man knew his faults through examining his soul 
(muhäsabat nafslhl) and opposing his desires (mukhälafat hawähu), such 
that he continued to change until he became from the party of Alläh (hizb 
A11äh), the Exalted, and became one the most anxious and worried of people 
in the worldly life, until death came to him and he was apprehensive, afraid 
and trembling. 1228 
Thus, the effect that a1-muhäsaba has on those who apply it is tremendous and as such, it is 
an essential feature of the purification process. As testimony to this, after elucidating the 
state of the worst of God's servants, al-Mubasibi then says: 
Then there is the servant who is an aspirant and is concerned with his soul, 
who is heedful of the book of Allah, the Mighty and Exalted and the sunna 
of His Prophet, may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, whose 
aspiration is examining his soul (muhäsabat nafsihl) to distinguish his inner 
thoughts; [ask yourself] with which of them is Allah more pleased and with 
which of them is He more angry? 1229 
Therefore in summary, we may conclude that the practice of introspective examination 
(muhäsabat al-nafs) has a deep-rooted basis in the Islamic revelatory sources and in 
addition to this has been developed further by al-Härith al-Mubasibi into an in-depth, 
insightful, precise and exact examination of the soul and its qualities, to the extent that he 
became synonymous with the practice he played a huge role in developing. In addition, this 
process takes into consideration not only the past deeds of a person but also his future 
actions and thus, subjects them to a simple, yet strict set of criteria to establish their validity 
in the religious context. As such, it can be observed that the practice of muhäsabat al-nafs 
has numerous beneficial results and conversely there are equally numerous negative 
consequences in not applying it. Consequently, we can see that this contemplative and 
highly spiritual exercise has a profound effect on the soul and as such, is an essential and 
vital facet of al-Harith al-Muhäsibi's methodology of tazkiyat al-nafs 
Conclusion 
In summary, one is able to provide a variety of conclusions regarding al-Mubasibi's 
methodology of tazklyat a1-nafs firstly, although he does not use the term `tazklya' in the 
technical sense used in the current thesis, his in depth knowledge and insight regarding the 
nature of the human soul and its consequent nurturing and disciplining, intrinsically link al- 
Mubasibi's teachings with the process of purification and development indicated by the 
'228 Al-Muhäsibl, Sharp a1-Ma`rifa wa Bad] a1-Nasilia, ed. al-Shämi, p. 83. 
1229 Al-Muhäsibi, a1-Ric ya li Hugrlq Allah, ed. al-Barr, p. 160. 
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term `tazklya'. Indeed, it is his profound knowledge of the intricate workings of the inner 
sanctuary of the human soul that make his work unique and to try and encapsulate his 
ideas regarding it is by no means an easy task. It may be remembered from chapter five that 
Abu- al cAbbäs Abmad b. cUmar al-Mursi (d. 686/1287) said regarding al-Mubasibi's al- 
RI`äya, "Two words will suffice you concerning everything which is in this book: worship 
Allah with knowledge and don't ever be satisfied with your nafss123° and since al-Rlcäya is 
al-Mubasibi's masterpiece in this field, one may summarise his methodology regarding 
tazklyat al-nafs in much the same way. 
However, the discussion in this chapter has also shown that al-Mubdsibi's thought 
regarding the purification of the soul was very much an `Islamic' understanding, since it was 
found that al-Mubasibi's exposition of the nafs, its faults and consequent training, have a 
strong grounding in Islam's revelatory sources namely the Qur'an and the hadth, as many 
of the concepts and terms alluded to in chapter two are reiterated in our subject's works. As 
such, al-Mubasibi gives importance to both the divine and prophetic facets of the process of 
tazkiya but at the same time, by far the greatest emphasis is given to the personal element 
in this process, as it the individual who is ultimately responsible and has an vital role to 
play. Similarly, although he makes brief reference to the two `higher' forms of the soul, i. e. 
`the self reproachful (al-nafs al-lawwäma)' and `the tranquil (al-nafs a1-mutma'inna)', it is 
the base form of the soul, the `soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära hi '1-sü')', which the 
target of al-Mubasibi's exposition, as it is this internal adversary that threatens the 
individual's ultimate destruction and as such, must be transformed. In addition however, al- 
Mubasibi does not only suffice by explaining such concepts, as many authors have 
attempted123' but rather, he develops them further introducing his own vernacular 
regarding the nafs and provides practical, methodological advice regarding the purification 
of the soul. 
Al-Muhäsibi's methodology as described here revolves around an in depth and intimate 
knowledge (macrifa) of the nafs and its nature, which thus provides the basis for the 
reformation of the soul, since one could possibly bring about this change without first 
knowing the `enemy within' and the enormity and complexity of the task. Thus, al-Muhäsibi 
provides a practical method in dealing with such a `rebellious' soul that revolves around the 
individual continually maintaining of God's observance of him (al-murägaba), out of fear of 
His punishment and wrath and out shame (häya') of committing an offence in His 
1230 See footnote 716, p. 199 above. 
1231 See section 1.1.1 above. 
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`presence' thus by doing so, reaching the state of spiritual excellence (ihsän) described by 
the Prophet. 1232 
Similarly, bearing in mind the soul's nature i. e. that it is inclined to evil (ammara bi '1-su) 
and the negative personal and moral qualities associated with it, al-Mubasibi also suggests a 
continual striving against the nafs (al-mujähada), including censuring it (a1-muc taba), 
imposing penalties upon it (a1-`uqübät), causing it to proceed cautiously (al-tathblt) and 
restraining it (al-habs) and averting it from its nature (al-Insiräi) to reform it (al-Isläh) and 
ultimately eradicate evil from it and its actions. 
In addition, an intrinsic part of the aforementioned process is an assessment of one's 
external state through an introspective analysis of one's motives and intentions (al- 
muhäsaba) to ascertain their sincerity for God. This is not only undertaken regarding past 
deeds as one may expect but also in the present before one even acts, in an attempt to avoid 
an indiscretion before it even takes place. This consequently facilitates the initiation of 
repentance (al-tawba) for past misdeeds, further instils the maintaining of God's observance 
of one's state (al-muragaba) and if negative elements are found, the extent to which the 
soul is to be combatted (al-mujähada). As such, al muhäsaba is pivotal in governing and 
regulating the other vatious facets of the purification process. 
Therefore, in addition to the multi-faceted and multi-level exposition of tazkiyat al-nafs 
within the Islamic paradigm supplied in chapter two, al-Mubasibi through his knowledge of 
this and his development of a methology regarding it, has provided an equally multi- 
faceted approach to tazkiyat al-nafs so as to bring about the reform of the human being as a 
whole and thus, reach the perfection of the human state described as `the tranquil soul (al- 
nafs al-mutma'inna)', which is both satisfied with its Lord and has, at the same time, 
attained its Lord's satisfaction. 
"32 See footnote 304, p. 80 above. 
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Conclusion 
From the outset and as the title of this thesis indicates, the current study is concerned with 
two major features of the Islamic tradition, namely the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs, as 
manifested in this tradition and the life and works of al-Härith b. Asad al-Muhäsibi. This 
being the case, the researcher has produced a series of chapters and discussions to fulfil this 
goal and ultimately derive a methodology of purifying the soul, as presented in this author's 
extant works. In doing so six extensive chapters have been written and the goal of this 
conclusion is to survey each of these to identify the most important findings and major 
conclusions as presented in this study. 
Starting at the beginning with chapter one, which served as the introduction to the current 
thesis, the primary section of the study was concerned with evaluating the existing 
literature in the various fields concerned with the subject area in question. Thus, this 
section was then divided into literature that deals with tazklyat al-nafs, literature that deals 
with al-Mubasibi and literature that is concerned with Sufism. Although Sufism provides a 
genre of literature that is very useful, in reality it still plays only a subsidiary role in the 
current thesis. As such, the major concentration here will be on literature related to the first 
two topics mentioned above. 
With regard to literature concerned with tazkiyat al-nafs, it was found that although the 
term and concept of tazkiyat al-nafs is part of the Qur anic paradigm, there are virtually no 
works in the classical literature that deal with this topic specifically and this is most 
probably due to the fact that since this subject is perceived to be `spiritual' or even `mystical' 
field of study, it was normally dealt with within the sphere of Sufism. However, with the 
rise of reformist movements in the twentieth century there seems to have been an attempt 
to reclaim this concept and term and to project it as being an `orthodox' version of 
spirituality in Islam vis-ä-vis the `innovative' version propagated by Sufism. This has been 
particularly true of the Salafi denomination and we can regard the vast majority of material 
produced in this field and indeed, those examples discussed in chapter one, to be from this 
limited perspective. It was also noted that such works are mainly concerned with what has 
be termed here as a `practical' approach to tazkiyat al-nafs,, meaning that to implement the 
process of purification means essentially to apply the commands, prohibitions and etiquettes 
of Islam as a whole. Although there is nothing essentially wrong with this understanding, 
for the most part it fails to take into account the deep, introspective and psychological 
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element of purifying the soul and as such, in many ways merely projects an outward image 
of `purification'. In addition to this shortcoming, although a variety of works have been 
authored on the topic of tazkiyat al-nafs, as the literature review suggested and with the 
possible exception of the work of Karzün, very little of this material has been of a truly 
academic nature. Moreover, even less has been written in English and the only work in this 
sense that could even claim to be semi-academic is Zarabozo's Purification of the Soul - 
Concept, Process and Means. As such, the need to produce an academic appraisal of this 
subject was paramount and this researcher feels that this goal has now been achieved as 
was made clear in chapter two, which will be discussed shortly. 
Similarly, despite the various entries regarding al-Muhäsibi in the copious volumes of 
biographical and historical works of Islamic literature, it was not until the twentieth century 
that a separate, dedicated study was produced regarding al-Muhäsibi and his life and works 
- this of course being the pioneering work of Margaret Smith entitled An Early Mystic of 
Baghdad. It was this in-depth study of al-Mubasibi that really introduced the English 
speaking world to the value and importance of this scholar. Smith's work is indeed 
admirable since that she had to work almost exclusively with manuscripts and moreover, 
because her work is intuitive, extremely well written and comprehensive. This did not 
hinder further studies regarding al-Muhäsibi but rather seems to have given impetus to a 
number of researchers of her generation such as Arberry, Mahmüd, Schoonover and al- 
YasüIi, who have all provided valuable contributions. The next major study came at the 
capable hands of van Ess and along with the early work of Smith, is possibly one of the 
most important studies of our author. In more recent times equally important work in the 
realm of bringing the works of al-Mubdsibi to a published form have been made most 
notably by cAtä but his work has also been supplemented by al-Khusht, al-Sayyid, Mazäli, al- 
Quwwatli and Roman. On the strictly academic front articles by authors such as Tahir and 
Ja'far have been equally useful and have been supplemented by the academic theses of 
Husayn and al-Khatib. Thus, al-Muhäsibi has generated a limited but steady stream of 
scholarship over the last seventy years or so, but one will also notice that most of this 
material is still in Arabic and the work carried out in Western languages has been limited. 
This being the case, the current study is therefore unique, as it examines a previously 
undiscovered aspect of al-Mubasibi's thought, i. e. his specific methodology regarding 
tazkiyat al-nafs and therefore, denotes a valuable contribution to the body of literature on 
this topic. 
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All theses require that they follow a certain methodology to be employed during the writing 
process and it was decided in chapter one that phenomenology be the methodology on 
which the current thesis is based. It was further proposed that the research is carried out 
using the phenomenological method outlined above as phR, since the area of research fell 
under the umbrella term of religion. Of the two types of phR that were discussed, the type 
termed `concrete phR' was employed here as we will deal with one religion specifically, i. e. 
that of Islam, including its historico-cultural context and the `unique' meaning it has for the 
believers, as opposed to a comparative approach adopted in essential phR. Concrete phR 
was also employed here because we did, for the most part, describe a specific aspect of 
Islam, i. e. that of tazkiyat al-nafs, which will require that we rely on the believers' 
perspective of this discipline. Since tazkiyat al-nafs is an internal aspect of the Islamic faith 
it seems appropriate that the proposal to adopt verstehen as a phenomenological method, is 
also employed here to study, understand, describe and arrive at the essence of tazkiyat a]- 
nafs, from the practice of one of its most famous proponents, i. e. al-Uarith al-Muhäsibi. This 
has now been achieved as the discussions of chapters two and six will show. 
Furthermore, bearing in mind the nature of al-Mubdsibi's discourse it was equally important 
to comment regarding spirituality and mysticism in general, so as to understand where both 
he and tazkiyat al-nafs `fit' in the overall picture. Indeed, both of these terms prove - most 
probably due to their intrinsic nature - traditionally difficult to define. Despite this, our 
discussion showed that essentially spirituality may be referred to as an attempt to grow in 
sensitivity - to the self, to others, to non-human creation and to God, being associated with 
the longings of the human heart for the permanent, eternal, everlasting - for wholeness, 
peace, joy and bliss. Alternatively, mysticism is often described as a fundamentally unitive 
experience of love and communion with God, being an experience beyond ordinary human 
experience and reason but at the same time is not antagonistic to them. 
Thus, if we were now to attempt to identify the concept of tazkiyat al-nafs' with either of 
these disciplines, we would find that this spiritual tradition of disciplining the soul in Islam 
has far more in common with spirituality rather than mysticism, since in spirituality, the 
longings of the human heart for the permanent, eternal and everlasting would easily fit in 
with the concept of the tranquil soul elucidated in chapter two. Conversely, tazkiyat al-nafs 
has little to do with mysticism's quest for a unitive experience of the divine, since this 
concept has not even been alluded to once during the examination of this term and thus, we 
may conclude that tazklyat al-nafs is essentially a spiritual quest rather than a mystical one. 
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In addition, it should also be noted that from the very outset al-Mubdsibi was regarded by 
Smith - as the title of her book suggests - as a mystic, seemingly based primarily on his 
exposition of divine love in the treatise Fast a1-Maliabba. 1233 However, upon examining this 
work and the remainder of al-Mubdsibi's `mystical' teachings, it emerges that they are not as 
`mystical' as Smith suggests but rather fall within the realms of Islam's broader teaching. 
This is especially true when examining the remainder of al-Mubasibi's works, as one finds 
that they are usually within the precepts of Islam's ascetic and spiritual tradition and have a 
strong theological basis in both of Islam's revelatory sources. Indeed, if one were to 
characterise al-Muhasibi, it would be more appropriate to perhaps consider him as a 
`introspective moral psychologist' as his teaching revolves around the reformation of the 
moral, esoterical nature of man, rather than a mystic seeking experience of unity of the 
divine, which is a concept that has not presented itself even once in this study. 1234 
Since Islam has its own manifestation of spirituality and mysticism, namely tasawwuf or 
Sufism, it was equally appropriate that this subject area be discussed to see where both 
tazkiyat al-nafs and al-Muhäsibi may be placed within this tradition. It was found that 
Sufism terminologically at least had no basis in the primary sources of Islam but seems to 
have some link with practice of the early Muslim community. This is particularly true of the 
early ascetical tradition that was common in Basra and developed in the new Abbasid 
capital of Baghdad, where the paradoxical schools of `sobriety' and `intoxication' existed. 
This was further enhanced with the passing of time into a fully developed Sufi tradition 
that was epitomised by its own dedicated genre of literature and eventually led to formation 
of brotherhoods and the mystical theosophy associated with the likes of Ibn `Arabi. With 
regard to the relationship of Sufism with the two topics of tazki at al-nafs, and al-Muhäsibi, 
one has to begin by posing the question, "What form of Sufism do we mean? " Indeed, if we 
mean the ascetical tradition prevalent in the first two Islamic centuries, then there is a 
strong suggestion that in both cases a link may be established, since the concept of tazkiyat 
al-nafs and teachings of al-Muhäsibi bear a strong resemblance to the early ascetical 
teaching of the likes of al-Hasan al-Basri, for example. However, if we mean by the term 
`Sufism' the intoxicated mysticism of al-I Ialläj or the mystical theosophy of Ibn `Arabi, then 
one would have to conclude that there is no evidence in this study to suggest a close 
relationship between these contrasting approaches. 
'233 See Smith, An Early Mystic, pp. 57-8 and 222-52. 
1234 Indeed, al-Muhäsibi was extremely critical of expressions of such unitive and mystical experiences as the 
incident with Abu- Hamza related by al-Hujwiri in his Kashfal-Mahjüb indicates. See pp. 155-6 above. 
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Concerning al-Muhäsibi specifically, there is clearly a tangible link to the sober mysticism 
associated with the Baghdadi school and with al-Junayd in particular, but since this will be 
dealt with in more detail in the appraisal of chapter three, it will not be discussed further 
here. Thus, we may conclude that tazkiyat al-nafs is not exclusive to the Sufi tradition, 
despite the concept being present in this teaching. By the same token, it is equally difficult 
to attribute the term `Sufi' to al-Mubasibi in the strict sense since, as was noted in the 
discussion above both he and his teaching were not especially `mystical'. 
One of the main focuses of this study was to provide a working definition and 
understanding of the phrase `tazklyat al-nafs' and in this regard, chapter two provided much 
of the information that would be vital for the rest of this thesis. This chapter discussed both 
the terms `tazklya' and `nafs' and the compound phrase of `tazklyat al-na! in a variety of 
contexts to reach a fuller understanding of this concept. Therefore, the discussion began 
with the examination of these terms in the Arabic language, since this is the vernacular of 
Islam's revelatory sources. By examining the linguistic and lexicographical sources it was 
seen that the term al-nafs in particular has a variety of connotations within the usage of the 
Arabic language, many of which, however were clearly not related to the religious context 
of Islam. Nevertheless, it was found that even at a linguistic level the form II constructions 
that form the basis of the term tazkiya, in conjunction with the various appropriate 
meanings of the word al-nafs, we could derive the following definition: "The growth, 
augmentation, reform and development of a human being's soul, intellect, body and self. " 
This brief and uncomplicated description consequently defined the area of research and 
indeed, its subject matter. 
From this basic starting point these concepts were thus developed by then consulting 
Islam's revelatory sources so as to contextualise the study further and to narrow the field of 
research. Therefore, starting with the Qur'än it was found that from the linguistic uses of 
the word `tazkiya' in the Qur dn, a process of purification is implied that was found to be 
multi-faceted, incorporating divine guidance, prophetic example and personal effort. 
Similarly, when addressing the term `al-nafs' a number of usages are noticed including: the 
nafs meaning the soul (a1-r9h); the nafs meaning the human being's power of 
understanding (al-quwä al-mufakkira); the nafs meaning the heart (al-galb); nafs meaning 
the inclination to good and evil (quwä al-khayr wa '1-sharr) and the nafs meaning the 
human being (al-Insän). Moreover, upon examining the Qur anic text the nafs is also 
attributed with having a number of qualities that indicate its dual potentiality to both 
positive and negative attributes that in turn determine its state. Consequently, three states 
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of the soul can be identified: the tranquil soul (al-nafs al-mutma'' nna), the self-reproaching 
soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma) and the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al-ammära bi '1-suj, which 
indicate the highest, intermediate and base forms of the soul respectively. 
Furthermore, when examining the singular verse containing a related construction of the 
phrase `tazklyat al-naJ it was found that God created the soul in a state of equilibrium, 
inspiring it to the potentialities of both good and evil and as such, whoever complied with 
the positive component of the soul and abandoned the negative would be purified, whereas 
whoever complied with the negative aspects of the soul and suppresses the positive would 
be defiled. Many of these Qur anic concepts such as the multifaceted nature of the tazkiya 
process and the duality of the soul were also seen when examining the Prophetic hadlth, 
further enhancing the Qur dnic vision of the nafs and in addition, indications of how the 
soul should be purified such as combating the soul (mujähadat al-nafs) and examination of 
the soul (muhäsabat al-nafs), were also alluded to. Basing their views on these two 
principal Islamic sources, Muslim scholars have also contributed greatly to both the 
understanding and concept of tazklyat al-nafs and in doing so have developed the 
purification process further, which was also indicated in this chapter. 
Despite the best efforts of Muslim scholars however, they have failed for the most part to 
provide a comprehensive working definition of the term 'tazkiyat a1-nafs' based upon all the 
factors mentioned thus far and in this sense, the current study has succeeded in furnishing 
such a working understanding for this term, which may be considered to be: the growth, 
augmentation, reform, development and purification of the human soul, via divine guidance, 
Prophetic example and individual effort, to attain its most elevated form, that of the tranquil 
soul (al-nafs al-mutma'Inna). This process involves the nurturing of its positive potentialities 
and eradicating its negative inclinations, to bring about its purification (tazkiya) and 
eliminate its defilement (tadsiya). This in turn is attained by executing a balanced and 
integrated process of punitive measures, such as striving against it (al-mujähada) and taking 
it to account (al-muliäsaba), as well as implementing both the basic beliefs and practical 
actions of Islam, to bring about a richness of the soul (ghlnä al-nafs), which is indicative of 
the soul's success (faläh) in both this life and the next. 
Having determined the nature of tazklyat al-nafs in Islam, it was then time to turn our 
attention to the second major feature of this thesis, i. e. the life and works of al-Härith b. 
Asad al-Muhäsibi. The discussion of the life of any scholar requires first that both the 
period and environment of such a personality be examined to assess the extent as to which 
this influenced his life and works and indeed, with regard to al-Mubasibi these factors were 
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discussed in chapters three and four. As such, chapter three began with the discussion 
regarding the historical period in which al-Mub5sibi lived. Al-Mubasibi was born into an 
extremely interesting and important period of Islamic history and if we are to believe that 
he was born in 165/781, as researchers have suggested and died in 243/857 as the 
biographical sources confirm, then he lived well into his seventies and thus, his life spans 
the greater period of the initial Abbäsid era. In this regard there is a great deal of 
information concerning this part of history and indeed, the problem lay in exactly what to 
include. It was therefore decided to attempt to discuss the factors of this period of history 
that may have affected al-Muliäsibi directly and with this goal in mind the discussion began 
in chapter three with an appraisal of the early cAbbäsid caliphs whose policies in many ways 
shaped religious and social life during al-Mub5sibi's time. It will also be remembered that 
during al-Mubdsibi's life eight caliphs reigned and this is significant in itself, since it was 
during this era that the first occurrence of fraternal regicide took place with al-Ma'mün's 
execution of al-Amin and this incident would subsequently colour the later cAbbäsid reign, 
as royal executions were perpetuated by the treachery of the then ascendant `Turkish' 
generals and thus this feature led to a general lack of stability within the regime. 
Despite this however, the same period is often regarded as the `Golden era of Islamic 
learning' since it was also in this period that Muslim scholarship developed its own unique 
character. In fact this is the first time that we find a major influx of `foreign' sciences such as 
mathematics, astronomy, philosophy and medicine into the Muslim world, being fuelled by 
a vibrant translation movement that in turn was actively supported by the government and 
the wealthy elite of the society. In addition, the development of Arabic poetry and prose 
writing continued and was supplemented by the development of the linguistic sciences of 
grammar and philology. The religious sciences were equally well represented however and 
the now familiar topics of Prophetic narration (al-hadlth), Prophetic biography (al-slra), 
jurisprudence (al-fqh) and scholastic theology (al-kaläm) were all developed and in 
addition, were subject to written codification. 
Moreover, the two places where al-Mubdsibi was born and lived were also examined; with 
regard to his birthplace, Basra, it was found that this was a city developed almost 
exclusively by the expansion of the Islamic empire, being established initially as a 
cantonment for the government's troops stationed along the borders of the fledgling empire. 
Due to its geographic location and strategic significance however, Basra soon became a 
thriving city that attracted a variety of visitors and settlers who added to its cosmopolitan 
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nature. This in turn is thought to be significant in the development of two distinctive trends 
within the city; the first of these was an ascetical trend and this was most probably a 
reaction to the new found affluence in Muslim lands and the desire to return to the simple 
life of the Prophet and his Companions. In addition however, this form of teaching had also 
been inherently present from the time of one of its early governors, the Prophetic 
Companion Abu- Müsä al-Ash'ari and culminated in the personality of al-Uasan al-Basri. 
The second trend was also related to the teaching of al-Hasan al-Basri but from a different 
perspective, since it is commonly held that the beginning of a inclination to rationalising, 
scholastic theology that ultimately manifested itself as Muctazilism, is thought to have 
originated in the teachings of his repudiated student Wäsil b. cAtä'. 
Consequently, the significance of Basra as an ancient and thriving city was only undermined 
with the advent of the new cAbbäsid state capital, Baghdad. With the development of a new 
capital the emphasis on the other provincial cities in the Islamic state diminished, since it 
attracted a variety of people from the outlying areas, most probably seeking a better life and 
in this case the family of al-Mubasibi was no different, as he moved with his family to 
Baghdad in his youth. The cultural, social and even religious diversity in Baghdad equally 
contributed to the development of intellectual trends comparative to those and in many 
ways, extensions of those in Basra. As such, a similar spiritual trend was developed in 
Baghdad by the likes of Macrüf al-Karkhi, Bishr al-Häfi and Sari al-Sagati and in addition to 
the influence of the likes of al-Mubasibi, was exemplified by his most famous student Abü 
' l-Qasim al-Junayd, being known as `the Mystical School of Baghdad'. In addition to the 
spiritual teaching prevalent in Baghdad, the school of rationalising theology in Basra had its 
equivalent in Baghdad also and in fact, many of the Basran Muctazilites later transferred to 
the new capital. However, Muctazilism was not a populist movement amongst the masses 
and in fact, if it had not received government backing, may well have been relegated to the 
pages of subsequent heresiographical works. It was, however, the object of caliphal support 
in the person of al-Ma'mün, who adopted their principles and eventually made them state 
policy, most famously in the case of the `created Qur'an', which consequently led to the 
most important religio-political event of the period - that of the `inquisition' (al-mlhna). 
This policy was implemented by al-Ma'mün and his successors for more than fifteen years 
under the influence of its real architect and arch-Muctazilite, Ahmad b. Abu- Du'äd and 
resulted in the place of Ahmad b. Hanbal being secured in Sunni hagiographic history due 
to his opposition to the policy. 
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Thus, these two environments then were the places where al-Mubasibi was born and lived 
and therefore, the next task of the thesis was to portray the actual events of al-Muhäsibi's 
own life, to shed light on his existence in this world. It was noted that this is not a 
particularly easy task, bearing in mind that most of the information that we have regarding 
this scholar is constituted by no more than anecdotal statements, whose veracity is 
impossible to establish. However, in the absence of any other verifiable material and 
bearing in mind that the methodology of the thesis is phenomenology, a reconstruction of 
al-Mubasibi's life from childhood to adulthood was successfully attempted, this being the 
first effort of its kind. This, along with the other anecdotal statements related regarding al- 
Mubasibi, provided us the image of a scrupulous, righteous, uncompromising and erudite 
individual, who was a picture of pietistic virtue, which is typical of the hagiographic images 
portrayed in the biographical and historical literature. In addition, the traditional 
enumeration of al-Muhäsibi's teachers was supplied and it interesting to note that his major 
fields of learning included grammar and Qur anic sciences, jurisprudence (al-figh) - where 
he was seen to be an adherent of al-Shäfidi, Prophetic narration (a1-hadth) - where it was 
seen that he studied with the foremost traditionists of his day and perhaps most 
significantly, scholastic theology (al-kaläm). The depth of his scholarship was also 
evidenced by the extensive range of sources al-Muhäsibi quotes and indeed, by the number 
of students who associated with him, the most important of whom was without doubt the 
celebrated al-Junayd. 
The main bulk of this chapter however, was devoted to elucidating a major feature of his 
life that equally affected his reputation after his death - Ahmad b. Hanbal's repudiation of 
al-Muhäsibi. Nevertheless, this was also made difficult by the very nature of Ibn Hanbal's 
warning regarding keeping the company of al-Muhäsibi, since Ahmad first praises al- 
Muhäsibi and then warns against him, without further qualifying his statement. This has 
led to a great deal of speculation in this regard and it was seen that there are various 
theories in dealing with this issue, including that Ibn Hanbal rejected al-Mubasibi due to: 
his spiritual station (magäm) and discourse being too advanced for his students; his 
spiritual method being innovative (bld`a); his unreliability in hadith (da`4 or due to the fact 
that he and Ibn Hanbal were contemporaneous (agrän). Although any of these possibilities 
or indeed, a combination of them remains viable, it was concluded that Ibn Hanbal's 
repudiation of al-Muhäsibi was essentially due to the latter's utilisation of scholastic 
theology (`Ilm al-kaläm). In this regard the current study has provided the most 
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comprehensive, in-depth and unique exposition of the reasons behind Ibn Hanbal's 
deprecation of al-Mubdsibi to date. 
Thus, in attempting to assess the influence of al-Mubasibi's environment on his life, we can 
conclude that al-Mubasibi was indeed, `a product of his time' in the sense that even from an 
early age he benefited from the nascent education system within the Muslim world and the 
general intellectual atmosphere in the cAbbäsid era, which was brought to fruition in 
adulthood with the writing of his works. In addition, one may observe that he was fully 
conversant with the prevalent linguistic and religious disciplines of his day including 
grammar and Qur5nic sciences, jurisprudence (al-figh), Prophetic narration (al-hadth) and 
scholastic theology (al-kaläm), which he studied with the foremost authorities of his era. In 
this regard however, there is much work to be done, in the sense that these facets of al- 
Mubasibi's intellectual life are yet to be fully explored. 
For example, with regard to the sciences of the Qurodn it will be clear from the discussion of 
al-Mubasibi's work Fahm al-Qur'än in chapter five that al-Muhäsibi had clear notions of 
various Qur3anic concepts, such as the abrogated and abrogating verses (al-näslkh wa '1- 
mansükh); it precise and ambiguous verses (a1-muhkam wa '1-mutashäblh); the general 
and specific verses (al-'ämm wa '1-khäss), as well as the unusual vocabulary (gharib a]- 
Qur'än)1235 and as such, to examine these expositions in the light of other works of a similar 
genre is extremely important to assess al-Mubasibi's contribution as a whole. Similarly, one 
of the earliest and most important Qur dnic exegesis (al-tafslr) is that of Ibn Jarir al-Tabari 
and little has reached us before his crucial work1236, but as Mahmu-d notes al-Mubasibi had 
already developed a methodology of exegesis123' and indeed, many of his works contain 
references to early exegetes and their opinions, one of the best examples of this being a]- 
Rlfäya 11 Iluqüq Allah. Thus, the importance of al-Muhäsibi's contribution to the science of 
tafslr cannot be underestimated and therefore, requires that it be studied in detail. 
Similarly, with regard to the sciences involved with Prophetic narration (a1-hadth), it was 
shown in chapter four that he was a known and reliable narrator and also, that he studied 
with some of the major traditionists of his period such as Yazid b. Härün, to the extent that 
both he and his adversary Ibn Hanbal shared some of the same shaykhs. In chapter four 
there was also an indication to al-Muhäsibi's view of the application of hadth especially 
1235 See pp. 225-9 above. 
1236 This is why Qur'änic exegesis (al-tafsir) was not included in the historical survey, since, although it was an 
ongoing process in terms of teaching, its codification was still somewhat limited and few early examples have 
reached us. 
1237 See Mahmüd, Ustädh a1-Sä rin, pp. 97-107. 
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when they are inauthentic and this preliminary indication requires that it be followed with 
a more in-depth survey of al-Muhäsibi's transmission of hadth and his views regarding its 
implementation. 
It was also shown in chapter four that al-Muhasibi is closely linked with the Shäfidi school 
of jurisprudence and indeed, was considered to be from the first generation of scholars who 
adopted al-Shäfi'i's methodology and application of 6gh. 1238 However, when one surveys the 
works of al-Mubasibi, in particular al-Masä'll /i A'mä1 al-Qulüb wa '1-Jawärlh, Fahm a]- 
Sa1 t and al-Makäslb, one finds that he was a capable jurist in his own right, both quoting 
the opinions of the jurists of his period and deducing law with its appropriate evidence. 
Thus, the question that is raised is: did al-Mubasibi merely relate this from his fiqh teachers 
or did he himself reach a level where he was able to deduce law on his own? Therefore, it is 
equally important to examine the legalistic views of al-Mubasibi and since both al-ShäfiTT's 
al-Umm and al-Rlsäla have reached us, make a comparative study of these opinions and 
reach a conclusion regarding the assumption that he was a Shäfi`i scholar. 
Furthermore, the fact that al-Muhasibi even used kaläm as a method in refuting the 
Muctazilites is also indicative of the effect of his environment upon him, since, despite being 
brought up in and living most of his life in two renowned centres of Mu`tazilism, he clung to 
`orthodoxy' in much the same way that his Basran compatriot and predecessor al-Hasan al- 
Basri did before him. In addition, however, al-Mubasibi also took the defence of his 
doctrine to another level by employing scholastic theology to deal with the Muctazilites, 
using their own methodology and vernacular to `beat them at their own game' and it was 
this that Ibn Hanbal seemingly objected. This was because firstly, from the outset he 
rejected kaläm as a method and secondly, as was suggested in this thesis, it seems that al- 
Mubasibi may have written his refutations of the Muctazilites in the post-mlhna period 
when Sunnism was in the ascendancy and it was safe to do so. This may have enraged Ibn 
Hanbal even further since he had been tortured because of the state imposition of the 
created Qur'än creed, as well as the fact that there was simply no need to do so since this 
tribulation was now well and truly `over'. 
Moreover, the discussion involved with the controversy surrounding Ibn Hanbal's 
repudiation of al-Muhäsibi was also productive in the sense that it helped show the subtlety 
and depth of al-Muhäsibi's arguments regarding theological issues. Indeed, this is a facet of 
al-Mubasibi's scholarship that remains largely unexplored. In fact, when surveying material 
1238 See pp. 146-7 above. 
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related to al-Muhäsibi's theological views, he is almost exclusively associated with the `semi- 
rationalism' of cAbd Alläh b. Said b. Kulläb and the school that developed from his 
teaching known as `al-Kulläbiyya'. 1239 Since many of al-Mubasibi's theological views are 
known from a variety of his works and especially from Fahm al-Qur' n, it is appropriate to 
challenge this notion and examine his in the light of Ibn Kulläb's theological stance and 
indeed, Ibn Taymiyya's Minhaj al-Sunna is invaluable in this regard. Similarly, in studies of 
al-Mubasibi we are given the impression that he was representative of the `semi-rationalist' 
group of Sunni scholastic theologians, such as Ibn Kulläb and al-Qalänisi, who could be 
described as `proto-Ash`arites'. 12ao This being the case, it is also suggested that, since al- 
Mubasibi and his other Sunni scholastic theologians are viewed as an intermediate stage in 
the transition between the strict, non-scholastic theology of the Hanbalites and the 
rationalist tendencies of al-Ash'ari, who epitomises Sunni kaläm, a comparative study also 
be made between the theological and methodological approach of al-Mubasibi in his works 
and the same facets of al-Ashcari's teaching within his al-Luma, al-Ibäna and al-Maga7 t, to 
assess the similarities between early, nascent Sunni kaläm and its `final' form. 
Even though both Basra and Baghdad were centres of Muctazilism, they were also home to 
spiritual traditions that were unique to both of them. It was clear from the discussion in 
chapter three that the ascetic tradition that existed in Basra began at an early stage and 
went through a number of developmental phases before it culminated in the personality of 
al-Hasan al-Basri. We may also observe that, although the tradition of spiritual asceticism 
continued after al-Hasan's death, none of its subsequent exponents achieved his status or 
notoriety. Indeed, in addition to the above discussion regarding whether or not al-Mubasibi 
was a mystic, it is worth mentioning here that al-Mubasibi's teachings resembled the 
spiritual asceticism of al-IIasan al-Basri rather than even the form of `sober' mysticism 
associated with his student al-Junayd. In fact when examining the works of al-Mubasibi to 
compose chapter six, the researcher was surprised at the similarity between the concepts 
provided by quotes from al-Hasan by al-Mubasibi in his works and his reliance on the 
former scholar's teaching. As such, this also requires that further studies be carried out to 
assess the true influence of al-Hasan al-Basri on al-Mubasibi not only by examining the 
quotes al-Muhäsibi provides in his works from his predecessor but also from other works, so 
as to compare the concepts provided by the former scholar on the teachings of the latter, 
1239 See p. 119 above. 
1240 Ibid. 
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which may prove al-Muhäsibi's link to the Basran tradition, albeit in a Baghdadi 
environment. 
In addition, since al-Muhäsibi spent most of his life in Baghdad and since his most famous 
student al-Junayd is considered to be the foremost exponent of the Baghdadi school, al- 
Mubasibi has been closely associated with the mystical school affiliated with his adopted 
city. This is further enhanced by the indication that the questioner in the works of al- 
Muhäsibi is al-Junayd, which is supported by the latter's own admission. 124' Indeed, since 
the influence of al-Junayd is tangible in a variety of Sufi concepts, practices and 
brotherhoods, al-Mubasibi has been afforded a great deal of indirect influence via his 
student. A good example of the far reaching influence of al-Junayd both in terms of time 
and location is the following statement by the celebrated 17`h century scholar Ibn cAshir 
[cAbd al-Wähid al-Andalusi] (d. 1040/1630), who says in a1-Murshld a1-Madin, - his didactic 
poem on religious practice, "... and I am a traveller upon the path of al-Junayd. )71242 The 
influence of al-Mubdsibi on this `path of al-Junayd' becomes apparent, however, when Ibn 
`Äshir explains the practice of Sufism and says that a person should, "Take his soul to 
account (yuMslb al-nafs) for its every breath and weigh his fleeting thoughts upon the 
scales" and three lines later, "Combat his soul (yujähld al-nafs) for the Lord of the Worlds 
and adorn himself with stations of certainty. "1243 Thus, the influence upon these notions is 
plain to see and indeed, this raises the question of whether the Baghdadi school, with 
which al-Junayd is accredited, was in reality the product of his teacher's thought? 
Therefore, it is also suggested here that further research be carried out on the teachings of 
the personalities affiliated with this school and al-Junayd in particular through his extant 
works, to assess the true impact of al-Muhäsibi's teaching on this influential school of 
Islamic mysticism. 
Thus in summary, we can see that al-Muhäsibi was a multi-faceted scholar, with a 
polymathic knowledge of the Islamic sciences, who was unique within the scholarship of his 
period, yet many of the facets of his teaching still need to be studied and understood fully. 
One of the outstanding features of al-Harith al-Mubasibi that distinguishes him from his 
contemporaries and indeed, the vast majority of the early scholars of Islamic spirituality and 
mysticism is that he was a prolific writer, reportedly authoring more than two hundred 
'24' See p. 154 above. 
1242 Al-Fäsi, Muhammad b. Abmad [Mayära], Mukhtasar al-Durrar al-Thamrna, an exposition of al-Murshid 
al-Ma`in calä '1-Durürl min Ulvm al-Dln by cAbd al-Wabid al-Andalusi [Ibn °Ashir] (d. 1040/1630), edited by 
Muhammad Sidgi (Casablanca, Där al-Rashäd al-Haditha, n. d. ) p. 10. 
1243 Ibid., p. 143. 
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works. 1244 This being the case, it is imperative to examine the content and availability of 
such works to assess their importance and this was the goal of chapter five. This chapter 
not only provided an overview of the works of al-Mubasibi but also supplied the reader with 
extensive accounts of the availability of these works both in terms of unpublished material 
in the form of manuscripts and the works themselves published as books. 
It is noticeable in the early research that only a limited number of al-Muhäsibi's were 
identified; for example, both Smith and Mahmüd locate no more than twenty-five works. It 
is not until we reach the treatise of van Ess that the picture becomes clearer and the 
clearest account of this author's works thus far was provided by Mazäli. It was seen in this 
chapter that we can identify eighteen published works by al-Mubasibi, nine works in 
manuscript - excluding those that appear to be copies of another work, seven lost works and 
two works wrongly attributed to our author, giving a grand total of thirty-four books and 
treatises that we can confirm as being credited to al-Mubasibi. This number is by no means 
the two hundred works that al-Subki suggests that al-Mubdsibi wrote, but nevertheless, it is 
a considerable number and is possibly the most extensive collection of works that has 
reached us from this period. Similarly, in addition to the volume of material, the importance 
of these works lies in their diversity since as has been noted, al-Mubasibi was an erudite 
scholar who wrote on a variety of topics and so he provides a unique window on religious 
life and learning in his era generally and an inimitable expose on the field of Islamic 
spirituality specifically. It is the diversity of al-Mubdsibi's writing that furnishes many of the 
suggested research topics described above and in addition to these, it is also suggested that 
the remainder of al-Muhäsibi's works surviving in manuscript be brought to the light of 
publication, so as to complete the picture regarding his works and to further enhance the 
understanding of his thought. 
Moreover, one of al-Muhäsibi's most important works, Kltäb al-Tawahhum, requires further 
attention for a number of reasons; firstly, this remains one of the earliest examples of prose 
literature in Arabic, being written in an elegant and emotive language and due to this, 
deserves a literary appraisal of its content and style. Secondly, it is has been noted by Asin 
Palacios in his Islam and the Divine Comedy, states that Dante's famous work may well 
have been influenced by the descriptions of the Prophet's night journey and ascension into 
heaven (al-rsrä' wa '1-mi`räý), provided in works such as al-Macarri's Rlsa7at al-Ghufrän and 
1244See p. 193 above. 
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Ibn `Arabi-'s Kltäb al-Isrä 245, yet an equally influential book on these works by Muslim 
scholars and subsequently, on Dante's Divine Comedy may well have been al-Muhäsibi's 
Kitäb al-Tawahhum, since this remains a pivotal work on Islamic eschatology and as such, 
further research is required. 
In addition to the discussion surrounding the availability and content of al-Muhäsibi's 
works, chapter five has also attempted to provide a practical appraisal of the chronological 
order of this author's books and treatises by examining the proposals made by both 
Mahmüd and al-Quwwatli in this regard. As was noted in the appropriate section, many of 
these suggestions are purely deductive, as there is no way to produce a definitive 
chronology, but nevertheless, there are clear differences in both the content and style of his 
works, indicative of developmental changes in his writing style that give some credence to 
the proposals made. However, what is perhaps more significant bearing in mind that the 
current thesis is concerned with the process of tazkiyat al-nafs, is that al-Mubdsibi wrote 
various concise works, which were expounded in later, more expansive ventures and as 
such, it further proves his ability as a teacher and a spiritual guide, as each of these treatises 
was written with a specific goal, or specific students' needs in mind. Thus, a more 
appropriate question to pose, due to its methodological significance, is not when al- 
Mubasibi's works were written but why were they written and for whom were they written? 
This once again is a subject for future research. In summary, taking all of these factors into 
consideration, it is felt that this chapter has provided the most complete and in-depth 
appraisal of al-Mubasibi's works thus far. 
The culmination of this thesis then, having surveyed both the concept of tazklyat al-nafs in 
Islam and the life and works of al-Mubdsibi, lies in examining this author's own concept, 
theory and methodology, as manifested in his extant books and treatises and this was the 
goal of chapter six. This chapter was constructed around a similar format to that of chapter 
two, so a comparison could be made and it was found that when examining al-Muhäsibi's 
concepts of purification (tazkiya), the concept of the word nafs and the facets of tazikiyat 
nafs, they were all found to be similar, if not identical with, the exposition of these features 
of the purification process as elucidated in chapter two. With regard to this latter feature, 
i. e. the facets of taziklyat al-nafs, it was found that although al-Mubasibi alludes to both the 
divine and Prophetic facets of tazkiya, his major emphasis is on the individual's role in 
carrying out this practice and as such, this forms the basis of his approach to purifying the 
X245 See Asin Palacios, Miguel, Islam and the Divine Comedy, translated and abridged by Harold Sutherland 
(London, John Murray, 1926). 
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soul as he clearly understands verse (91: 9) to mean, "He who has caused his soul to be 
purified has indeed attained true success . ))1246 
Similarly, al-Mubasibi makes reference to 
virtually all of the qualities of the soul indicated by both the Qur an and hadith but it is 
worthy of mention that he pays particular attention to the attributes of the desires (al- 
hawa) and the appetites (al-shahawät), since both these negative facets of the soul are the 
most destructive for the human being and are manipulated by the aspirant's second 
adversary, Satan. 
It is little surprise then that despite al-Mubasibi alluding to the two more `elevated' states of 
the soul, i. e. the self-reproaching soul (al-nafs al-lawwäma) and the tranquil soul (al-nafs al- 
mutma'Inna), it is the third, base state of the soul, the soul inclined to evil (al-nafs al- 
ammära bi '1-süd that al-Mubasibi is almost exclusively concerned with. Bearing this in 
mind, al-Mubasibi continually reminds his readers of the dissension of the soul (munäzaCat 
al-nafs); the enticement of the soul (taswil al-nafs); the doubts of the soul (rayb al-nafs) 
and warns against its sinister aspirations (amänl). Moreover, he also makes clear to his 
readers the dangers of the destruction of the soul (halk/tallf al-nafs); its procrastination 
(taswif al-nafs) regarding the performance of righteous acts; its wickedness (srl' al-nafs) 
that leads to it committing offences (jlnäyät al-nafs) and the many faults of the soul (`uyüb 
al-nafs), which constitute the many things that it conceals and attempts to keep hidden 
(khabäyä/khafäyä/sarä r al-nafs). Indeed, he takes great pains to clarify that the cunning 
nature of the soul lies in its deception (khld`at al-nafs), deceit and falsehood (kldhb al-nafs) 
and the subterfuge and various stratagems (hlyal al-nafs) it employs to ensure that its 
appetites and desires are fulfilled. 
It is due to these negative qualities and the soul's inclination to evil that make it necessary 
to purify it and with this goal in mind al-Mubasibi provides a series of measures to ensure 
the success of this process. What is surprising about al-Muhäsibi's approach, however, is 
that for the most part it does not exclusively employ a `destructive' approach to the nafs but 
rather, utilises both a `negative', disciplinary approach combined with a `positive', 
developmental method. Thus, he applies the punitive concepts of dispraisal of the soul 
(dhamm al-nafs); the accusation of the soul (Ittlhäm al-nafs); having contempt for the soul 
(Izdlrä' al-nafs); that the soul be `broken' (Inkisär al-nafs); that the soul be abased 
(muhänat al-nafs) and that the soul be coerced (llzäm al-nafs), but at the same time, also 
suggests that one should have both care (rl`äyat al-nafs) and concern (al-`inaya bi '1-nafs) 
12a6 See p. 75 above. 
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for the soul; counsel and exhort the soul (waslyat/naslhat al-nafs); be concerned with its 
state (a1-Ishtlghä1 bl '1-nafs) and even on occasion have gentleness with the soul (al-nfq 
bl/al-shafaqa calä '1-nafs). Thus, there is an overall balance within al-Mubasibi's approach 
to the purification of the soul, which is dependent on its state and which, is also reminiscent 
of the Prophetic view of this practice. 1247 
More specifically, however, it was also deduced that al-Mubasibi employed a specific 
methodology of tazlkiyat al-nafs that was a multi-faceted process that comprises: intimate 
knowledge of the soul (ma`rlfat al-nafs); the continual observance of God (al-muragaba); 
combating or struggling against the soul (mujähadat al-nafs) and introspective examination 
and taking the soul account (muhäsabat al-nafs). Therefore, the very foundation of 
purifying the soul depends on one's knowledge and insight into its nature, qualities and 
motives as alluded to in the above paragraphs, which instils in the mind of the aspirant the 
necessity of disciplining the soul and at the same time, aids it in this process. This is then 
combined with the constant cognisance of divine observance of every thought, word and 
deed (al-muragaba), which in turn inculcates a feeling of shame before God that prevents 
the committing of sins and transgression and at the same time, causes the heart to 
experience the intimacy of being in the `presence' of its Lord. However, due to the continual 
presence of the desires and appetites and their manipulation by Iblis, another facet of 
tazkrya is employed by al-Muhasibi, which is the combating of the such detrimental features 
and the soul's proclivity to impatience inherent within it (al-mujähada), to purify it and 
instil in it satisfaction with its Lord. To ensure that this is in fact the case and act as 
criterion for the soul's motives and deeds, al-Mubasibi also utilises the practice of in-depth 
examination of the soul (muhäsabat al-nafs), which is not only employed regarding past 
actions to ascertain their deficiencies but also in future actions before their performance, so 
as to ensure the sincerity of such acts for God. As such, muhäsabat al-nafs, with the simple 
criteria of seeking God's pleasure, acts as a safety mechanism to affirm the correctness of a 
deed, whether it be internal or external and at the same time evaluates the measure of 
discipline that the soul requires. Thus, al-Muhasibi's theory and methodology of tazlklyat 
al-nafs is a subtle interplay of these various facets with the goal of purifying the soul from 
the negative detrimental qualities that dwell within it, to gain the pleasure of its Lord and 
thus, enter His paradise in its most elevated state, that of the tranquil soul (al-nafs al- 
mutma'inna). 
'24' See p. 86 above. 
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Bearing in mind the unique nature and depth of the discussion in this chapter, it is felt that 
this is a positive and valuable contribution, which is exceptional in the field of Islamic 
studies in general and to the understanding of early Islamic spirituality and mysticism in 
particular. 
Bearing in mind the deep and insightful knowledge of al-Mubasibi manifested in the 
current study, it is little surprise that outside fanatical Hanbalite circles al-Muhäsibi enjoyed 
a great deal of praise and influence. 1248 Indeed, one may attribute this to the relevance of his 
works in every age, since from the Islamic perspective and as al-Mubasibi himself notes, the 
nature of human souls is quite similar124' and as such, for aspirants on the path to God his 
works are as relevant today as they were when he first wrote them. 
In conclusion, when considering the important findings of the current thesis, one would 
have to include that the study of al-Harith al-Mubasibi is far from being an area of research 
that is completely exhausted. Similarly, it has been shown that far from being a simple Sufi, 
al-Muhäsibi was a multi-faceted and multi-talented scholar who wrote in a variety of fields 
of Islamic learning and as such, made a considerable contribution to the Islamic tradition as 
a whole but most notably in the field of tazkiyat al-nafs. Bearing these two factors in mind, 
it is the goal of this researcher to continue in this area of study and dedicate his future 
research to the goal of shedding further light on this outstanding scholar, who graced the 
Muslim community with his presence in the 2n'/8th-3r 1/9th centuries and the likes of whom 
have rarely been seen since. 
Perhaps it is fitting to end with a quote from the most famous of the later Hanbalite 
scholars, the celebrated shaykh al-Islam Ahmad b. Abd al-Halim Ibn Taymiyya, who did 
not follow his spiritual ancestor in repudiating al-Muhäsibi but rather, appreciated the value 
of his teaching saying, "He possessed knowledge, virtue, asceticism and discourse regarding 
the spiritual realities (al hagä'iq), which has been widely celebrated. 711250 
'248 The influence of al-Muhäsibi has not been dealt with in the present study since the researcher feels that 
this topic would require a separate thesis. In addition, this work has been started by Smith who has 
unequivocally shown the influence of al-Mub5sibi on al-Ghazzäli, which in itself is a significant enough 
finding. However, this is only preliminary effort as the various future research proposals indicate in the above 
discussion. See Smith, An Early Mystic, pp. 269-91 and "The Forerunner of al-Ghazäli" in The Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland (January, 1936) pp. 65-78. 
1249 See pp. 274 above. 
12.50 Ibn Taymiyya, Majmu at al-Fatäwä, vol. 6, p. 521. 
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An Appraisal of the singular hadlth 
containing the term `tazklyat al-nafs' 
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A. The Round City, also known as Madinat al-Mansur. The first palace complex 
of the `Abbasid Capital, it contained the palace-mosque of the Caliph, the 
administrative agencies of the government, and the residences of various 
public officials. Construction began in A. H. 145 and was completed in A. H. 149. 
B. Al-Narb yah. A suburban area north of the Round City, it contained the 
military cantonments of the Khurasäni army stationed at Baghdad. Its devel- 
opment was concurrent with the construction of the Round City, with its 
major growth in A. H. 151 and 157. 
C. Al-Karkh. The great market suburb of the greater urban area, it was occupied 
in Pre-Islamic times, with large-scale development concurrent with the con- 
struction of the Round City. It was redeveloped in the suburban expansion 
of A. H. 157. 
D. Al-Rusafah,. The Palace complex of the Caliph al-Mahdi, it contained his 
residence and a second principal mosque. Construction began in A. H. 151 
and was completed in A. H. 159- 
E. A1-Mukharrim. A residential district, it was possibly occupied as early as 
A. H. 151, with significant development after A_H. 159. 
F. Al-Khuld. Al-Mansür's second residential palace, it was built in A. H. 157 and 
later occupied by Härün al-Rashid and Muhammad al-Amin. 
G. Dar al-Khiläfah. The third palace complex, it was built by the `Abbasid 
Caliphs in stages, subsequent to their return from Sämarrä in A. H. 279. 
H. Al-Shatnmäsiyah. Originally a staging ground for military reviews and a 
camping ground, it was developed as a palace area by the Büyid amirs in the 
tenth century. 
1. B5b al-Taq. Contained the commercial section serving al-Rusäfah and the 
upper reaches of al-Mukharrim. The general area probably underwent some 
development as early as A. H. 151 with great expansion after A. H. 159. 
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